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: 1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY

! 1.1 I?ACKGROUND AND OllJECTIVES

In late 1987, Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO),in cooperation with other Entergy Operations,:

Inc. nuclear plants, began
'

planning for a probabilistic risk acsessment project, havingi
recognized the potential benefits of such a tool for analysis and decision making on n wide
range of regulatory and operational topics. ANO was also well aware of the NRC's Severe
Accident Policy [Ref.1.1-1] and the then pending Generic letter on Individual Planti

j Examination (IPE).
a

in March 1988, a detailed project specification was developed to express the project plans,,

technical objectives / requirements, and to solicit contractor support. The scope of the project
focused on a Level.1 and limited scope level-2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for

,

;
ANO Units 1 and 2. The Level-2 scope was characterized as limited ir. that maximum use of
existing containnient response analysen was penned, rather than performing detailed plant

{ specific analyses,

j The primary objectives for the project were:

| develop a means to help optimize, on a risk basis, planning and operational
.

decisions that may impact the safe and reliable operation of ANO.
,

'

ensure the transfer of PF A technology to ANO personnel through training and
. .

significant direct paniupation in the development of the PRA model.,

develop a tool that could be used by ANO personnel to address specific
1 .

O sereir.everetie">i. "a reseiet <x se ee.
1

<

respond to the pending Generic Letter requirement to perform an IPE.
.

;

Science Applications International Cor3 oration (SAIC) was selected as the contractor and
detailed project efforts began in Septem xr 1988.

In November 1988, Generic Letter 88-20 [Ref 1.1-2] was issued with objectives and
guidelines similar to what ANO had anticipated. In August 1989, NUREG-1335 [Ref.1.1-3]

>

was issued which provides submittal guidance for Generic Letter 88-20. The originally
planned project proved to address the IPE issues and guidance provided by NUREG-1335

,

vithout major refinements in scope or emphasis. (Refinements were primarily related to the
' rt luirement for a Level-1 Internal Flooding Analysis and the technical details concerning the
;

Level-2 containment response analysis.) The goals and objectives of the project as originally
defined were thus determined to directly coincide whh or support the purpose of the IPE as
stated in the Generic Letter:

|

(1) to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior.
!

i

(2) to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur.

!
(3) to gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall probability of core l

damage and fission product releases.

j
(4) if necessary, to reduce the overall probability of- core damage and fission -

i n product releases by modifying, where appropriate, hardware and/or
| V procedures that could help prevent or mitigate severe accidents.
!
i

|
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As the ANO-1 & 2 PRA projects progressed, the validity of these goals and objectives was
confinned through several plant support applications utilizing the project
methods / technology and to some extent the preliminary project results.

The initial ANO-2 PRA model has now been developed and the objectives of the ANO-2
;.mj'ct have been met. (Note, due to the dynamic nature of the plant design and procedures,
periodic updates are expected to be performed to ensure that the PRA model accurately
reflects a reasonably current plant configuration). The results of the joint effert between
ANO and SAIC personnel are summarized in the remainder of this re,, ort.

Refernees
|
:

1.1 1 USNRC," Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents Regarding Future Designs
and Existing Plants," 50 FR 32138, August 8,1985.

1.1-2. USNRC, " Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities - 10
CFR 50.54(0," Generic Letter No. 88-20, USNRC, November 23,1988.

1.1-3. USNRC, " Individual Plant Examination: Submittal Guidance," NUREG-1335,
USNRC, August 1989.
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1.2 PLANT FAMILIARIZATION

Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2 (ANO-2)is located adjacent to Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
on a peninsula in Dardanelle Reservoir on the Arkansas River in Pope County, Arkansas. The .
plant is situated approximately six miles west northwest of Russellville, Arkansas and about
two miles southeast of London, Arkansas. ANO-2 is designed and licensed for a core thermal
output of 2815 MWt which corresponds to a net electrical output of 912 MWe when the
contribution from the reactor coolant pumps is considered. Unit 2 is a pressurized water
reactor possessing an NSSS designed by Combustion Engineering, Inc. which began
commercial operation in March 1980.

The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is arranged as two closed loops connected in parallel to
the reactor vessel. Each loop consists of one 42-inch ID outlet (hot leg) pipe, one steam
generator, two 30-inch ID inlet (cold leg) pipes and two pumps. An electrically heated
pressurizer is connected to one of the loops and a safety injection line is connected to each of
the four cold legs. The RCS operates at a nominal pressure of 2250 psia. Overpressure
protection is provided by safety valves connected to the pressurizer and discharged under
water to the quench tank.

The containment is designed to house the primary nuclear system and to control the release of
radioactivity to the environment. The building is a steel lined, reinforced concrete structure of
cylindricai shape with a dome roof and rated for a maximum internal pressure of 54 psig and a
temperature of 300 degrees F. The structure is considered part of the Engineered Safety
Features Containment System.

ANO-2's plant design incorporates redundant Engineered Safety Features (ESF) which inO conjunction with the containment ensure off-site radiological consequences do not exceed the
regulations. The ESF include: (a) independent redundant systems (Containment Cooling
System (CCS) and Containment Spray System (CSS) to remove heat from and reduce the
pressure in the containment), (b) a Safety Injection System (SIS), (c) a containment isolation
system, (d) a hydrogen control system, (e) a habitability system to ensure control room
habitability, and (f) a penetration room ventilation system. These systems support the design
of the ESF which provides protection during any size pipe rupture up to and including a
circumferential break of a RCS pipe and any steam or feecwater line break.

The Emergency Feedwater System supplies feedwater to the steam generators during plant
startup, shutdown, hot standby and emergency conditions. The system employs one turbine

driven pump,her of the two steam generators in addition, a non-safety auxiliary feedwaterone motor driven pump and two independent feedwater trains each capable ofsupplying en
pump can be utilized during startup and shutdown.

Unit 2 generates electrical power at 22 kV and is connected to the 500 kV station switchyard
through its unit step-up transformer and a single dead end span of 500 kV overhead
transmission line. A bus-tie autotransformer bank interconnects the 500 kV and 161 kV
systems in the station switchyard. Startup Transformer 3 is energized from the 22 kV tertiary
winding of the 500 to 161 kV autotransformer while Startup Transformer 2, whi:h is common
to both Uni 11 and 2, is supplied from the 161 kV ring bus. Thus, either of these two startup
transformers, which can be fed from different sources, can provide the necessary startup and
emergency load requirement for Uni 6 2. The normal power supply' for the unit is the Unit 2
auxiliary transformer.

O

1.2-1
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In the event of loss of normal and preferred auxiliary p er sources, the ESF loads can be
suppl;ed from the on-site emer;ency power sources. Tra, emergency on site power sources
consist of two independent anc completely segregated emergency diesel generators, each of
which ha an adequate capacity to meet the loads required for safe shutdown cf the reactor.

A Service Water System (SWS) provides required cooling water flows to ESF equipment
served by the system, as well as to various non-safety-related portions of the plant. That
portion of the SWS required for safe shutdown of the plant is designed to meet Seismic
Category 1 requirements and the single failure criterion. Non-safety-related portions are
isolated from the SWS during events resulting in ESF actuation.

Separate systems and equipment are provided for Unit 2 with a few exceptions. The safety of
either unit, however, will not bc impaired by the failure of a shared facility or system. Shared
facilities or equipment include Startu a Transfonner 2, the Control Room, Emergency Cooling
Pond and a vancty of non-safety re:ated structures and facilities. Startup Transfonner 2 is
available as a standby transformer for the respective unit auxiliary or startup transformers. Its,

availability as an additional, independent source of power allows operational flexibility without
loss of the redundancy required for the ESF power supply. The Control Rooms for each unit
are located in adjacent areas of the respective auxiliary buildings. The control panels and
equipment are physically separated by glass doors that are open at the top to allow the
venulation systems to be shared. Tne Emergency Cooling Pond can be used by either unit as
a source of emergency cooling water or as a heat sink if desired during normal operations.
The non safety related shared components include systems such as waste disposal,
communications, f'tre water supply, bromination, and many others. As noted earlier, however,
a failure of a shared component, facility or system will not effect the safety of either unit.

O,

O
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l.3 OVERALL METHODOLOGY

The techmcal approach for the ANO PRA project, which in turn provided the methodology
for perfonnance of the systematic examination called for by the IPE Generic letter, involved a
level l PRA and limited scope Level-2 PRA for both ANO units (ANO-1 & 2). His
approach, which is pictorially illustrated in Figure 1.3-1, is often referred to as the "small
event tree, large fault tree" approach and relies on the well established PRA technique called
fault tree linking. His techmcal approach e.nd the contingent scope of effons were felt to be
the most effective means to accomplish the project goals and objectives. When the hTC
guidelines for IPE were completed,it continued to prove to be an optimal technical plan.

To begin the Level 1 portion of the study, potential accident initiators were identined andi
grouped according to similar plant response. Functional event trees were then developed to
characterize accident sequences for each group ofinitiators. These sequences define the plant
responses and the resulting core damage bins. For each plant response function node in the
event tree, " top logic" fault trees were developed to convert the functional resxnse to
identincation of plant specific system responses and human interactions. For eac1 system
response, component level fault trees were developed, including front line and support system
relationships plus related human interactions. System related failures that could yield
additional accident initiators were fed back into the accident sequences. De system fault
trees also included test and maintenance activities that would - contribute to system
unavailability. r'omponent failure and unavailability data, as well as initiating event
frequencies, were constructed from generic and/or available plant specific failure information.
Human failure events were generally not incorporated directly into the models. Notable
excep: ions were " fails to restore following maintenance / calibration" type failures and high
level human failure events like " failure to actuate reguired manua!!y actuated system".
Conservative screening values were utilized for human rehability data in the initial model runsO and changed to plant specific data following recovery analysis.

To develop the level 1 core damage frequencies, the fault tree linking approach was used to
combine the system level fault trees and top logic for the specific accident sequences. His
process led to the quantification and identification of accident sequence cut sets - the
combinations of component failures, maintenance unavailabilities, and human failure events
that could yield the accident sequence and related core damage end states. At this point in the
analysis, each sigtsficant cut set was analyzed for potential means of recovering from the
combination of events. Considering the specific conditions and timing involved, recovery
scenarios were identified and non-recovery probabilities were estimated, including additional
systems or human reliability modeling as appropriate. By appending the non recovery events
to the sequence cut sets, the final core damage frequency results were estimated.

To address the potential progression of the accident sequence considering containment
perfonnance and severe accident phenomena. a limited scope Level-2 PRA was performed.
The Level 2 scope of the analysis included all the accident sequences from the Level 1 study,
and relevant combinations of plant damage states, containment systems states,- and
containmen: failure modes. Detailed plant specific phenomena analysis and structural analysis
were not performed, but ANO-2 design features were directly considered in the quantification
of containment performance via limited engineering calculations or as a basis for scaling
reference plant analyses. In this manner, specific ANO-2 design aspects were included in the
assessment.

To assure propee interface with the Level 1 analysis as well as to add plant specific detail to
t!: containment performance analysis (Level-2), fault tree models of containment systemsp were developed and run to obtain the various combinations of containment system failures.V (sprays, fan / coolers, isolation). From the accident sequence perspective, the Level 1/ Level-2

1.3-1
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interface was addressed by combining the Level-1 cut Pts with the Level 2 cut sets for each
accident sequence. h
This combination of Level-1 and ixvel-2 cut sets provided the ' inking of the core damage end
state to a plant damage end state. The results of the Level './ Level 2 cut set combining was
incorporated into the Containment Event Trre (CET). ne CET logically modeis the
containment response, sesere accident phenomena, containment failure modes, and fission
product release mformation in an event tree format. Quartification of the CET by integrating
the containment system failure cut sets, core damage cut sets, and related source terms leads
to determination of the magnitude, frequency, and contributing failures that characterize a
release. The CET structure also provides a convenient means for investigating the sensitivity
of containment performance to a number of severe accident progression factors.

With the steps of the technical approach as described above, plus the significant involvement
of the ANO staff, the methodology was designed to achieve an appreciation for severe
accident behavior from both a core damage and containment response perspective.
Qualitative and quantitative understandings have been improved consistent with the objectives
of IPE and the intent of the ANO PRA project. With this accumulated knowledge, the project
results were evaluated to seek major strengths and weaknesses as summarized below.

1

O

.

O
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1.4 SUMMARY AND MAJOR FINDINGS
O In iesponse to Generic Letter (GL) 88-20, " Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident

VulnerabNies." Entergy has undertaken the perfonnance of a Level-1 PRA and limited scope
Level-2 PRA to evaluate ANO-2. In establishing a program to address the generic letter,
Entergy established intemal objectives for the ANO-2 individual plant examination (IPE)
project that were consistent with NRC GL 88-20.

In keeping with $c spirit of the IPE process, Entergy personnel were involved in all aspects of
the development, quantification and documentation of the PRA models used in the ANO-2
IPE Over 50% of the total engineering effort applied to the project was contributed by
Entergy personnel (approximately eight person-years). Upon completion of the ANOs2 IPE,
ANO now has six engineering personnel with detailed knowledge of the PRA modelt and
namerous additional personnel that are familiar with the PRA modeling techniques and results
(see Figure 5-1)v The ANO-2 IPE approach used walkdowns, interviews, procedure and
drawing reviews, as well as independent peer reviews by pla.:t personnel and PRA contractors
to ensure that the PRA models accurately reflect the plant design and operation and are
consistent with accepted PRA practices.

As a result the !PE provides a comprehensive, detailed analysis of the severe accident
behavior of ANO-2 and quantifies the overall likelihood of core damage and fission product.
release consistent with the guidance provided in GL 88-20 and the submittal guidelines
provided in NUREG-1335. A sununary of the results and major findings is presented below
for both the " front-end" or level 1 analysis and the "back end" or level 2 analyd. Figure 1,4--

1 provides a pictorial display of the ANO-2 IPE numerical results. It should be noted that,
due to the iterative nature of PRA development, additional areas of model refinement exist

O that in generM would remove over-conservatisms in the results, but have not been removed at
this time primarily due to schedule limitations. Many of these areas will likely be pursued
during subsequent model revisions associated with incorporation of on-going plant changes.

1.4.1 Front-End Summtry

As a result of the ANO-2 IPE, the following front-end or level 1 findings have been made:

| The overall core damage frequency of 3.4 x 10-5/yr is below the staff's.

proposed subsidiary safety goal of I x 10-4/yr. This indicates that, in|
.

l
conjunction with the back-end results, ANO-2 does not present an undue core
damage risk.

The overall ANO-2 core damage frequency is within the renge of past.

published PRAs pstformed on PWRs. This indicates that the core damage
susceptibility of ANO-2 is not significantly unlike other PWRs.|

Operator actions play a key role in the core melt tisk at ANO-2 (see.
,

t importance ranung Table 3.5.4-3 or 4). Most notable of these actions are
-requirements for the operators to manually transfer offsne power from the,

auxiliary transformer to the start-up transformer and to realign AC or DC1

power from a faulted train to an available train. These actions are
proceduralized and understood by the plant operators. '

ANO-2 has several diversified means of decay heat removal following a plant+

O transient or small LOCA, Consequently, no vulnerability was identified related -;

to USI A-45, Decay Heat Removal.

1.4-1
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The ANO-2 IPE has pmvided information necessary for assessments which.

should tx adequate for closure of two additional USis/GSis: GSI-23, " Reactor
Coolant Pump Seal Failures" and GSI-105, " Interfacing, System LOCA at
LWRs." In addition, infomiation provided in section 3.6 is considered to be
favorably relevant to USI A-47, " Systems Interaction Due To Intemal
Flooding" and infomiation in section 4.8.3 is considered to be favorably
relevant to GSI-121, "flydrogen Control For Large Dry PWR Containments.

The IPE front-end analysis provided a number of insights into potential ANO-2 accident
sequences, with related potential plant improvements identified for future consideration.
These improvements include both procedural and hardware enhancements to the ANO-2
accident response capability.

1.4.2 Back-End Summarv
|

l
As a result of the ANO-2 IPE, the following back-end or level 2 findings have been made: ;

No back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-2;*

The ANO-2 containment is expected to remain intact for the majority (72.8%).

of severe accidents;

Late containment failures were assessed to occur about 13.9% of ANO-2
.

severe accidents; g
Early containment fai?( _, i.e., severe accidents involving containment failure.

prior to or approximately coincident with vessel failure (CET endstates A, D,
and E) were expected in only 12.2% of severe accidents;

A large release (early containment failure without source term mitigation) is*

expected to occur in about 6.9% of all severe accidents;

Only 1.1% of severe accidents were assessed to bypass the ANO-2-

containment (CET endstate CB);

TI e dominant containment bypass accident, the ISLOCA event, contributes to*

about 87% of htrge release due to containment bypass and represents about
77% of bypass endstates. The ISLOCA event was modeled primarily due to an
RCP seal cooler tubc failure which leads to a LOCA outside of containment.

The Containment Perfonnance Improvement (CPI) item related to localized+

hydrogen accumulation which was identified in Supplement 3 to GL 88-20 was
evaluated and found not to be a significant contributor to failure for the ANO-
2 containment design.

Although the ANO-2 containment was detennined able to remain intact for-

most postulated severe accidents, the operation of the containment safeguards
systems (containment sprays, fan cooling, and containment isolation) are
important to containment integrity since large release events generally involved
failure of these systems. g

1.4-2
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,

! - The IPE back-end analysis provided a number of insights into ANO-2 severe accident
O behavior. inciedins the ideetificetien of eteetiai P eet imorevemeets. The,e imnrevemeetsiP-

] include both procedural and hardware enhancements to the containment response capability.

.

1.4.3 ANO-2 IPE Poter:tial Future Use Summarv
:

i As stated in the original ANO-2 PRA project objectives,'he expected benefits fmm this effort
go well beyond providing a one time plant risk assessment in response to NRC Generic Letter

! 88-20. Pnliminary applications of the risk assessment technology gained through this project
have already begun to occur in the areas of ngulatory related safety significance evaluations,,

modification prioritization, and component unavailability impact assessment. Future4

applications of both the PRA modeling techniques and the PRA model itself appear to be wide
-

ranging. Areas of potential future application melude:
*

i

Providing probabilistic input for LER safety significance evaluations.' -

Supporting IPEEE risk evaluations, especially for internal fires..

!
'

Supporting plant-specific implementation of Generic Owner's Group Severe.

j Accident Management Guidelines,
t

] Supponing implementation of the NRC Maintenance Rule, especially in the.

areas of component perfom1ance criteria development and evaluation.e

i
1

Supporting evaluations associated with ANO Plant Life Extension License: .

{ Q Renewal Application efforts.
.

Supporting model development, application, and maintenance of EPRI Outage.

i Risk Assessment and Management (ORAM) software for ANO, Units 1 and 2.
i

Supporting other risk based regulation efforts, such as Technical Specification.

allowed outage time assessments similar to those in NUREG/CR-5200, plant-,

specific NRC generic letter applicability evaluations, and justification for,

; continued operation safety assessments.
|

Providing input for operator simulator training scenario development and/or.

,, ,

; pnontization.
:

| Based upon the limited experience to date, it is e,ected that as risk based applications are
pursued, additional areas of plant support will be idendfied for consideration.

;

; 1.4.4 ANO-2 IPE Conclusions
,

In summary, the IPE of ANO-2 was performed in a manner consistent with the objectives,

stated in GL 88-20 and the results show no indication that any plant unique severe accident.

vulnerabilities exist at ANO-2. Insights have been gained regarding areas of sensitive plant
features (i.e., areas where changes can have the greatest effect on the plant risk) and regarding

'

areas of potential plant improv' ment (both procedumi and hardware). Fmal disposition of
these insights will be pursued along with other future efforts to incorporate and apply the;

ANO-2 PRA as a tool for severe accident risk management.

:

1.4-3
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Figure 1,41 Summary of ANO 2 l'RA Numerical Results g

INTERNAL EVENTS RESULTS

CORE DAMAGE CONTRIBUTORS

LOCA (8.1%)

iS-LOCA (1.0%)

SB0 (3.5%)

ES (3.0%f /
'

/

NON-SB0 TRANSIENT (84.3%)

{ )
TOTAL CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY 3.4E-05/YR

CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS

PLANT DAMAGE CONTRIBUTCRS CONTAINMENT FAILURE CONTRIBlJTORS

CFE, CCl, NO MIT (2.1%) BP, MIT (0.1%)
OTHER (10.0%) CFE, CCl, MIT (2.2%) r BP, NO MIT (1.0%)

tiiC0f2$N)
~

CE, NO CCI, NO MR (3.8%)

iin (2.s%) Crt, No CCi, urr (4.0%)

w (2.7%) '

var (2.8%)
Crt, CCi (is.0%) -

IliFi (3.2%)-
lixi (3.3%) -

CFL, NO CCI (0.9%) J
SB0i (3.3%) Cn., NO VF (0.1%)

fVKi(5.1%) |
|

lilAi (62.8%) NCr (72.8%) I

!
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Figure 1.41 Summary of ANO-2 PRA Numerical Results (Continued)

Definition of Temis

SBO loss of Offsite Power Induced Station Blackout-

ATWS - Anticipated Transient Without SCRAM

SGTR - Steam Generator Tube Rupture

IS-LOCA - Interfacing Systems - Loss of Coolant Accident

Transient - Reactor Trip due to Various Causes

LOCA < - Loss of Coolant Accident

NCF - No Containment Failure

CFL, No VF - Late Containment Failure with No Vessel Failure

CFL, No CCI
Late Containment Failure with No Core-Concrete Interaction

-

CFL, CCI -

Late Containment Failure with Core-Concrete Interaction
.,

CFE, CCI, Mit- Early Containment failure with No Core-Concrete Interaction,
with Fission Product Mitigation

CFE, No CCl, No Mit- Early Containmen: Failure with No Core-Concrete Interaction,
without Fission Product Mitigation

CFE, CCI, Mit- Early Containment Failure with Core-Concrete Interaction,
with Fission Product Mitigation

CFE, CCI, No Mit - EarlyCoatainment Failure with Core-Concrete Interaction,
without Fission Product Mitigation

BP,Mit -

Conti.nment Bypass with Fission Product Mitigation

BP, No Mit -

Containmelit Bypass without Fission Product Mitigation

Plant Damage States

llIAi - liigh RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boiloff of.
coolant through relief valves, early core damage (<2 hrs. ),
. sprays on prior to VF, fan coolers on, containment isolation
successful.

IVKi - 1ligh RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boiloff of
the reactor through cycling relief valves with late melting of-

-

the core, sprays not available, fan coolers failed, containment
isolation successful.
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l'igure 1.41 Sun. mary of ANO-2 FRA Numerical Results (Continued)

Plant Damnce Stato

llKi - RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break
LOCAs, with late melting of the core (e.g , during
recirculation), sprays not available, fan coolers failed,
containment isolation successful.

SBOl - Station illack (S130) accident, containment isolation available.

Il!Fi - High RCS prer .ure and leakage rates associated with boiloff of
coolant throu a relief valves, early core damage (<2 hrs.),
fan coolers f_. ed, sprays available in injection and
recirculation modes; actuated prior to VF, containment
isolation available.

VAi - Large rates of leakage from RCS and low pressures associated
with large break LOCAs and failure of coolant injection,
resulting in early melting of the core, fan coolers are on,
sprays available in injection and recirculation nules; actuated
prior to VF, containment isolation successful.

IAi - RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break
LOCAs, with early melting of the core (< 2 hrs.), fan costs
are on, sprays available in injection and recirculation modes;
actuated prior to VF, containment isolation successful. h

IIEi - RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break
LOCAs, with late melting of the core (e.g., during
recirculation), fan coolers are on, sprays not available,
containment isolation successful.

IIICii - liigh RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boiloff of
coolant through relief valves, early core damage (<2 hrs.), fan
cooleu are on, sprays available in injection and recirculation
modes; not actuated prior to VF, containment isolation
unsuccessful.

libi - RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break
LOCAs, with late melting of the core (e.g., during
recirculation), fan coolers are on, sprays available in
injection mode only; actuated prior to VF, containment
isolation successful.

O
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1.5 REPORT ORGANIZATION

The organization of this repon is presented in the Table of Contents, and it departs slightly
from the fomtat and contents guidance of NUREG 1335. Tue organization of the report for
the ANO-2 PRA project was established well before the guidance of NUREG 1335 was
issued. As the project drew near completion, original plans were compared against the IPE
submittal guidance and a compromise outline was developed that is felt to largely meet the
standardizatian intent of the NUREG 1335 guidince while retaining emphasis on some
project tasks that would have otherwise been con.bined with other sections. The resulting
outline is felt to be clear and should allow a straightforward review. To assure such clarity,
Table 1.51 provides a cross reference between the NUREG 1335 sections and the related
sections of this repon.
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2.0 EXAMINATION DESCRIPTION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

For ANO 2, the plant specific examination requested by the IPE Generic Letter has been
carried out through the performance of the ANO 2 PRA project which included a Level 1
PRA and a limited scope Level 2 PRA (containment perfonnance analysis). A description of
the examination process thus amounts to a description of the PRA project as implemented by
the ANO/SAIC team.

The following sections provide a descr'ption of the ANO-2 PRA, presented first from the
perspective of how the examination conforms with the IPE Genenc Letter, next from the
perspective of technical organization and methodology, and then from the perspective of the
mfonnation assembled to carry out the examination.
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2.2 CONFORM ANCE WITil GENERIC LETTERO
in developing the PRA at ANO 2 the guidance provided by USNRC Generic Letter 88-20 and
NUREG 1335 was considered. This includes references and use of methodology found in
NUREG/CR-2300, NUREC/CR-2815, and NUREG/CR 4550. The examination process as
planned and implemented not only met the ANO and IPE objectives for severe accident
assessment, but also provided the framework for effective participation of the ANO staff.

wh
The NRC encouraged utility staff participation in specific areas of the IPE preparation. To J'/8
get full benefit, the ANO 2 PRA project provided for dedicated staff to be mvolved in dl N

aspects of the IPE preparation. This was done to ensure that knowledge and skins gained #

during the uevelopment phases can be retained in-house and lessons cad insights leamed can
be incorporated into plant procedures and programs more expeditiously. Examples of specific
areas of ANO-2 staff involvement and/or traimng include:i

(1) development of system fault trees including all aspects related to design,
operating procedures, maintenance, surveillance, and equipment reliability data.

(2) quantification of accident sequence and system fault tree models for the
purpose of estimating potential accident sequence frequencies.

(3) evaluation of Level-1. ATWS, ISLOCA and lxvel 2 results to determine
potential contributors to core damage and unusually poor containment
performance.

(4) evaluation of risk assessment results to identify means of recovery, mitigation,
or other improvements to reduce the potential risk of severe accidents.

(5) examination of possible improvements, including the effect of changes in
design., procedures, and reliability data using model manipulation and/or
sensitivny analysis.

(6) use of the PRA results, models, and related manipulation tools to assist in
decision making, including means to evaluate the risk significance of
alternative improvements.

Establishing a dedicated staff to develop the ANO-2 PRA meant that the transfer of
technology from contracted vendor sersice and support was more thorough. This will be
important in the future when the PRA program is called on to provide support and
complement various ANO 2 activities where PRA techniques can be of benefit.

O
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2.3 GENERAL METilODOLOGY

ne methodology for the ANO 2 PRA takes advantage of the accumulated industry
emerience for performing such studies [Refs. 2.31, -2, 3), including SAIC's experience in
- ying and extending these techniques to utility-specific studies with emphasis on

'

ux alogy transfer. As a project, the ANO-? PRA was organized around six key technical
(nk

Accident Sequence Analysis,.

| Systems Analysis..

Data Analysis,.

Iluman Reliability Analysis,.

Containment Performance Analysis,.

(Limited Scope Level 2 or "Back End" Analysis),

Integration & Quantification..

This organization addresses not only the division of project efforts into distinct technical
activities, but also addresses division and integration of documentation, modeling, and training
activities. This aids perfonnance of the project for IPE purposes as well as providing the basis
for continued use of the models and documentation by the ANO staff. A cart of the project
planning and training process, individual task plans were develope provide detailed
instructions and training, including interfaces with other tasks.

As another dimension of the ANO-2 PRA, the project and most individual tasks go through
different phases.

Plant familiarization,.

Model development,*
,

Model evaluation,.

Results integration and interpretation..

These phases represent the natural evolution of activities as time progresses, and each task
includes steps recognizing the different character of each phase. That is, the plant
familiarization phase involves collection and review of design and operational data, the model!

| development phase involves initial develo3 ment and review of models, the model evaluation
phase involves engineering and risk eva uations with feedback to development activity if
necessary, and the results integration and interpretation phase accumulates the results and
provides overall risk interpretations.

2.3-1
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Figure 2.31 illustrates the tasks and their principalinterfaces as the study progresses. A bnef
description of the methodology for each task is discussed below. (Sections 3.0 and 4.0
contain material that further describes each task, and Figure 1.31 also pmvides an ili ~ c' ion
of the project technical approach.)

2.3.1 Accident Secuence Analysis

The objective of the Accident Sequence Analysis task is to defire a set of accident sequence
scenarios using event tree and lault tree models that characterire the plant response to
potential accident initiators. Accident initiators, or initiating events, are identined from a
review of ANO 2 history, other pressurized water reactor historic events, those postulated in
other plant specific and general industry studies, plus others that result from systern level |

review of the plant design. Crhe latter is an interface with the Systems Analysis task.) Upon
identincation of a complete list of initiating events, the events were classified and grouped
according to similar 31 ant response (e.g., transients, LOCAs). EPRI efforts on initiating event
identification and c assification reported in NP 2230 [Ref. 2.3-4) provided a source of
guidance in this area.

Plant response to initiator groups was described using functional event trees. This method
describes plant response in terms of the safety functions that must be met to 3revent core
melt. General safety functions such as primary system integrity are thus identifiec in the event
trees rather than sy* tem oriented events. With this approach, sequences that can lead to core
melt are identified and characterized in terms of the functional success / failure paths through
the event tree.

Translation of the functional failures into plant specific, system level response models is h'accomplished by " top logic" fault trees. These fault trees are used to model how the
combination of mitianng events, human errors, and hardware failures can cause each fun, tion
to fail. His approach provides the capability to directly model all details of sys. ems
interactions in a compact manner while enhancing completeness and ease of quantification.

The combination of the functional event tree and top logic fault tree modeling provides an
efficient top-down approach for training, modeling, and review. The purpose of the funcilonal
event trees from a risk perspective is to provide sufficient structure to assure that all accident
scenarios have been identified and to allow review for such. The top logic fault tree facilitates
understanding of the overall plant response to initiating events and enhances the review
process for that. The approach also clearly identifies and helps specify the context for success
criteria in terms of the minimum requirements for the safuy' function involved, liigh level
dependencies can also be modeled explicitly.

The products of the task, especially via the top logic fault trees, not only identify the accident
sequences to be analyzed in the PRA, but also provide key specificanons for other project
tasks. This includes: identification ofinitiating events and other key events for which data will
be required, specification of the front-line systems and related success criteria for which
system fault tree models will be rec uired,identincation of key operator actions regiked for
safety function success, and genera plant damage state definin,on effecting the contaimnent
response environment. To assure efficiency of the containment response interface, plant
damage state binning criteria are provided from the containment analysis task.

; - h
>s
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2.3.2 Systems Analysis

The Systems Analysis task is intended primarily to develop system fault tree models, and in
i the process it provides the most concentrated opponunity for detailed, systematic review of
i system design and related operation, maintenance, testing, and surveillance activities. ne
i systems to be modeled and the success criteria or related accident sequence context are i

specified by the top logic fault tree. The top logic generally identifies orJy front line systems,: ,

j and the inodeling of these in turn specify the need for support system modeling. |

System fault trees are developed to the component level consistent with the extent that failure4

data can be resolved. Interface with the Data Analysis task is necessary for this purpose, and
upon completion of the systems models, the component population requiring failure data is i

specined. A modular fault tree approach is used for systems modeling, that is, the fault trees !,

! are organized along a train basis to allow independent groups of hardware failures to be I
'

grouped into modules. System dependencies associated with initiating events, maintenance,
'

; common cause failure, and support systems are explicitly modeled in the fault trees. During
this process, if system level failures are identified that may initiate a transient that is not

,

otherwise identined in the Accident Sequence Analysis task, the system level initiator is fedt

back for incorporation.

; Each required system is modeled and documented separately resulting in a systems analysis
work package, or system notebook, for each system. The interfaces between systems are

: explicitly modeled by gate-to-gate transfers in the systems fault trees. This allows complete
quantification of each system individually or in an integrated fashion. This building block

i approach aids project organiz-tion, traming, and review, while also highlighting system
boundary definition and interface / dependency issues..

!' Upon initial completion of the system fault trees, the system notebooks provide a vehicle for
'

communication and review of the system level infonnation and related models. By this
process, the component population is provided to the Data Analysis task, potential human,

failure events are provided to the Human Reliability Analysis task, containment system modelsi

: are provided to the Level 2 task, and initial Integration and Quantification task efforts can
begin. As necessary, revisions to the system fault trees can be identified by this process. As
mtegration efforts succeed and initial sequence results are obtained, the need for new or!

'

revised models to accommodate recovery scenarios are identified and fed back to the Systems
Analysis task. Final models are then provided for integration into the 12 vel-1 and -2 PRA
models.

I 2.3.3 Data Analvsis

The Data Analysis task provides most of the quantitative information needed for estimating
core-damage frequencies. Specifically, this task includes estimation of initiating event-;

frequencies, component reliability parameters (i.e., failure rates and failure-on-demand
probabilities), component unavailabilities due to test and maintenance, and common cause
failure probabilities,

ne first step of the ANO 2 Data Analysis task was to develop the generic data set which
represents an aggregation of the data from a number of industry studies and plant specific

A
O
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PRAs. This data set provided the initial quantization inputs for the events and failures &
represented in the fault tree logic. It also provided the necessary data to support the first W
mund of cut set generations.

Plant Specific component reliability values were determined primarily fmm maintenance work
orders oser a time period of August 1985 through July 1990. This ume period was chosen to i

allow the use of job order information obtained from the Station Information Management !

System (Sih1S) data base. 'the use of SihtS not only timdifies the data collection, it allows !
for easier review and future updates. While data was retrieved for all components in the |
ANO 2 model, the plant specific data were calculated only for those components which were ;

determined to be most important. The component ranking was based on the Fussell Vesely
importance measures from the initial runs of the ANO-2 PRA model. The Generation
Availability Records Data System (GADRS), NPRDS, LERs, Monthly Operating Repons,
and Transient report data were also utilized in the Plant Specine data analysis process.
Initiating event frequencies were estimated fmm actual history from plant transients (e.g.,

,

LERs and reactor / turbine trip records). Other frequencies were taken from generic sources |
based on reported frequencies, raw counts, or expert opinion (e.g., large LOCA). As
necessary the direct applicability of industry data to the ANO-2 plant dengn features was
considered and appropnately accounted for. )
Maintenance unavailability calculations required both component reliability data (failure rate)
and Mean Time To Restore (MITR) data. The MTTRs could only be accurately obtained for
a few components which were recorded in the operators logs and the remainder were
estimated from generic sources.

2.3.4 Human Reliability Analysis

OThe iluman Reliability Analysis GIRA) task of the ANO-2 PRA served two principal
7urposes: (1) as an integral advisor to other project tasks, it sought to assure that relevant
luman interactions were identified and properly incorporated into the logic models; (2) as
distinct activities,it modeled and quantined probability estimates for human failure events and
recovenes.

The types of human failure events OlFEs) and recoveries modeled and quantined were
identified according to standard industry classi6 cation schemes [Refs. 2.3 5, 6]. The event
types included:

pre initiator slips, i.e., unintended actions made during test and maintenance or.

normal operation,

untimely responses that occur post initiator, including failure of in-control and.

ex control room actions,

post-initiator, ex control room slips..

The quantification of HFEs followed an SAIC approach that is nearly identical to what has
been recently described as SliARPl [Ref. 2.3 71. The primary quantification technique, the
human cogmtive niiability GiCR) model [Ref. 2.3-6] is a time-reliability correlation system
that is functionally identical to the S AIC system.

O
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During initial sequence and system modeling effons, the llRA task is more intimately involved
than suggested by the PRA Procedures Guide [Ref. 2.3-1), which indicates that the systemss

analyst identifies liFEs and then the llRA analyst quantines them. By more integrated
,

involvement, the human element is more realistically considered at the modeling level and
potentially risk significant factors affecting life and recovery quantineation are more readily

,

, recognized. During this period the IIRA task also has the opportunity to review plant and
J system design information and becorne familiar with the control room and related operating
j prcsedures.

Screening data is used for IIFE probabilities initially to allow the risk model itself to identify
important human actions. This allows detailed quantification efforts to focus on risk,

; significant liFEs Recovery events are " screened" by application to risk significant cut sets.
! For IIFEs and recoveries that atryive the screening process, different techniques are used to

appropriately quantify time independent and time dependent IIFEs and recovery events.4

The lira task plays a critical role in review of irutial sequence results, not only to assure
proper incorporation of human events, but also to help identify human actions that may allow

j recovery from the undesirable consequences of the scenario. As appropriate, the human
recovery actions are modeled and non recovery probabilities are proviced for final sequence
quanti 0 cation.

;

i
!

2.3.5 Containment Perfomunce Analysis

The objectives of the Containment Performance Analysis task was to develop an appreciation
'

for containment response to severe accidents and to help identify any potential poor
containment performance. To address these objectives, analyses were performed to assess the

O containment response and estimate the source term releases associated with postulated severe
,

accidents at ANO 2. These objectives and the supporting analyses addresses the Generic;

; Letter "back-end" request.

Consistent with i:s objectives, the ANO 2 containment performance analysis is characterized
as a limited scope Level 2 PRA. It is " limited" in that existing reference plant analyses and
scoping calculations were used to assess the plant response during the severe accidents. Very,

few plant specific accident simulation code calculations were performed. Ilowever, plant-
specific features were considered in the analyses of potential challenges to containment

i integrity and fission product source terms. ANO 2 plant specinc components, systems, and
: structures, including applicable emergency operating procedures were considered in these

analysis. Both intemal and extemal technical reviews were performed to assure that metheds
are appropriate and results are reasonable,,

i

The ANO 2 containment performance analysis used two type; of event tree models: the
bridge tree and the containment event tree. These trees provide a framework for relating the
type of core damage scenario, containment perfom1ance features, and severe accident
phenomena to accident sequence progression and fission product release.

The bridge tree sorts the core damage sequences into plant damage states (PDSs). Each PDS
is a unique combination of core damage / containment safeguards state. The RCS pressure at
core damage, the existence of a containment bypass, the success / failure of containment
isolation, and the operability and timing of containment fan cooling and containment spray

:

O'

,
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systems were used to characterire each PDS, Each PDS has a similar implication on the
containment performance and fission product transpo t and nicase.

Two CETs were developed; one for non-containment bypass scenarios and one for bypass
scenarios. These CETs provide a systematic logic structure for displaying the spectrum of
severe accident progression leading to containment failure or recovered core damage event.
These trees account for the RCS at vessel failure, the recovery of in. vessel and ex vessel
cooling, the timing of containment failure relative to the time of vessel failure, fission product
removal mechanisms, and the mode of containment failure. He physical processes which
challenge containment integrity and fission product release charactenstics are addressed as
ahenomenological and systems related questions in the CET top event fault tree logic. This
ogic is based reference plant severe accident considerations. Basic event probabilities in the
models are reflect the harsh environment associated with severe accidents. Their values are
based on both reference plant assessments and on plant specific considerations.

Quantification of the bridge tree was accomplished via boolean methods similar to those used
in the Level 2 quantification. CETs were accomplished via a boolean tmth table method. The
truth table method was applied, because many high probability basic events appear in the CET
and the min-cut upper bound method used in the Level 1 quantification is less accurate for
fault trees containing many high probability events.
The results of the CETs provide identify key contributors to the potential release of fission
products. Insights into the potential effect of highly uncertain phenomena were obtained by
varying the probabilities of selected basic events.

2.3.61megration and Ouantification

The Integration and Quantification task, as a set of project activities, represents a range of
effons necessary to combine the models and data from the other tasks into a single ANO 2
PRA model. Although primarily dedicated to Level 1 sequence cuantification, strong
interface with the Level 2 task is maintained since the same mode.ing approaches and'

software are utilized and the final Levelc scoping model is linked to Level 1 results.

This task has two very different perspectives: Oae emphasizes computer model integration
and solution, hence it deals with computer softwue, .tardware, and data /model files. The
other emphasizes engineering integration and interpretation, hence it deals with the reality of
the risk analysis results as a proper representation of the ANO-2 response to an accident
sequence. These two perspectives often become intenwined as one provides an insight to the
other. The SAIC-developed CAFTA+ micro-computer based PRA software / workstation was
used to develop, solve, and manipulate the risk models.

Integration efforts first occur for the purpose of combining the front line and su, port system
models along with the top logic fault tree models to develop a single linked fau t tree model
for an individual accident sequence. During the initial part of this integration effon, proper
treatment of support system dependencies is assured. Completeness of the data set is also
checked. Initial cut set results are then generated, reviewed for correctr.ess, and any
necessary model revisions are accom?lished. Upon verification of the models to this point, the
sequence results are reviewed to iqentify possible recovery scenarios. The hardware and
human aspects of the recovery actions are provided to the respective tasks for mcdeling

9
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and/or quantification, and the results are incorporated into the integrated model (quite often
,

by cut set editing). With the nxxiel completed, including recovery /non recovery
considerations the results are further inspected for risk management insights. A "sco31ng

'

nxxlel" using SAIC's RMQS (Risk Management Query System) software and other auxiinry
codes are used as a tool to generate and analyze the results such as:

| list of dominant contributors,.

'

risk importance measures for systems and components,.

sensitivity of results to key assurnptions, and+

| uncertainty analysis.*

I
i The Level 1 model is stored in terms of accident sequence cut sets made up of initiating
: events, hardware modules, components, human failure events, non recovery events, and plant
a damage states. The cutsets for the various combinations of Containment System failures are

generated and combined (Boolean) with each of the 1.xvel.1 sequence cutsets to yield the first1'
cut at the plant damas,c state (PDS) binning.

,

I *Ite final integration takes place when the risk measures for each plant damage state are
provided from the Level 2 analysis. The RMQS is then used to calculate and store the risk,

j associated with each accident sequence cut set. it can then be used to select and rank
accident sequence cut sets; calculate system, module, human error, end component>

importance; and update any model parameter and re calculate core damage frequency and4

; plant risk.

With the resources, knowledge, models, and related tools gained from the preceding project,

tasks, the capability to assess plant response to severe accidents is clearly provided. In
parallel, the capability to identify significant safety features and/or potential vulnerabilities is,

also available.1

1
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| TECHNICAL TASKS

fAC ENT SYSTEM DATA HUMAN CONTA:NMENT INTEGRATIONPRINCIPAL INTERFACESi ;

; SEQUENCE ANALYSG ANALYSIS RELIA 8tU1Y PERFORMANCE AND l ,.

'

MALYSiS MALYSG MALYSIS QUMDRCADON
_

1. INITIAL GENER;C DATA SET O- O O
.

r

4 |

2. PLANT DAMAGE STATE BtNf tlNG CRITERfA O- 0
3

3. INITIATING EVENTS AND INITIAL SEQUENCE MODELS O 0 -- C O O= =- =

4. HUMAN ERROR SCREENING DATA O= 0 0=

i

e 5. SYSTEM-LEVEL INITIATORS O- C
,

6. LEVEL-1 ACODENT SEQUENCE MOOELS O O =0 =0 '

0r =

i ?

7. SYSTEM FAULT TREE MODELS O -- O O - O -- O !
*

P

8. PROJECT-SPECIFIC DATA SET O -0
|

9. PRE-INITIATOR HUMAN ERROR ESTIMATES O -O ;

f
e

i 10. CORE-MELT RECOVERY SCENAR!OS O~ O -- 0 I
: i

) 11. HARDWARE RECOVERY MODELS S-- -0

12. RECOVERY HUMAN ERROR ESTIMATES . . .

; I
!

13. LEVEL-1 INTEGRATED WODEL O= 0
!.

14. LEVEL-2 MODEL ; - *a

I .

1 !
4 ;

,

FIGURE 23-1 ,

ANO-2 PRA Technical Tasks and Principal Interfaces I
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2.4 INFORMATION ASSEM11LY

2.4.1 General Assembiv and Document Control

At the start of the project, a list of specific information needed to begin the PRA was
established. This list was developed based on experience of the contractor (SAIC)in previous
PRA projects and unique features of ANO-2. This information was assembled by the ANO 2
PRA team and dissenunated to the various analysts for use. A list of some of the infonnation
assembled is given in Section 2.4.3.

Controlled drawings that are updated after plant modifications are made were used by the
PRA team. This ensures that the most recent and accurate infonnation on plant configuration'
was incorporated. liowever, a cutoff date of August 31,1988 was used for plant changes so

'

that the models could be frozen and quwified.

In addition infonnation from PRA studies done on other plants was used. This ensured that a
comprehensive list of accident sequences war evaluated and that lessons learned- fromi

previous PRA's were incorporated into the ANO 2 project. Also available during the project
were NRC comments on various PRA studies that had been assembled by EPRI in NSAC-
152.

*

2.4.2 Insights From Other PR As

Information and insights were shared with personnel conducting a similar PRA effort at
another Entergy System nuclear plant, Waterford Unit 3. This process further enhanced the
thorcughness and consistency of the ANO-2 PRA. Past PRA studies reviewed as part of theO development effort for the ANO 2 PRA include:

1. NUREG/CR-2300,"PRA Procedures Guide"

i
'. WASli 1400," Reactor Safety Study, An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.-I

S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants"

3. NSAC 60,"Oconee PRA, A Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Oconee Unit 3"

'

4. NUREG/CR 2515," Crystal River- 3 Safety Study"

5. NUREG/CR 4550, "Analysi? of Core Damage Frequency From Internal
Events: Sequoyah Unit 1"

6. NUREG/CR 4550, " Analysis of Core Damage Frequency From Internal
Events: Surry Unit 1"

7. NUREG/CR 4550, " Analysis of Core Damage Frequency From Intemal
Events: Zion Unit 1"

8. NS AC-151, (Draft) " Perspectives on NRC Reviews of Nuclear Power Piant
Safety Studies Intemal Events"

i NUREG/CR-4762, " Shutdown Decay licat Removal Analysis of
Westinghouse 3 loop Pressurized Water Reactor"

O
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10. NUREG/CR 4374, A Review of the Oconee 3 Probabilistic Risk"

Assessment Internal Events, Core Damage Frequency" g
II. NUREG/CR-5245, " A Review of the Crystal River 3 Probabilistic Risk

Assessment - Intemal Events, Core Damage Frequency"

12. Florida Power and Light " Turkey Point Plant Units 3 and 4 Probabilistic Risk
Assessment"

The benefits obtained from reviewing previous NRC and industry PRAs was to gain insights on the
issues addressed, modeling techniques used and types of results obtained by these studies. Of all of
the PRA tasks, the Initiating Events and Accident Sequence Analysis task is the one for which
insight < from previous PRAs were most beneficial. This is primanly due to the fact that, for the
modeling structure used by this study (small functional event tree, large linked fault tree) much of
this area is dependent on the functions to be accomplished, which are largely similar for most
PWRs. Other areas, such as system modeling and human reliability analysis are much more plant
specific in nature.

2.4.3 PR A Development Documentation

One of the primary issues for PRA development, once the basic modeling structure to be used is
established, is the method to be used to ensure that the PRA actually reDects the as-built, as-
operated plant con 0guration. If the plant design basis documentation is maintained up to-date as it
should be, then this informathn provides the primary source of PRA development documentation
necessary to reflect the plants true configuration. Additional efforts such as plant walkdowns and
operator interviews serve to confirm that indeed the true plant configuration has been captured in
the PR A. Documentation collected to support the development of the ANO-2 PRA includes:

SAR System Description system design and operation

Piping and Instrumentation Drawings - system design and interfaces

Electrical One line Drawings - electric power requirements and interfaces

General Arrangement Drawings - plant familiarity

System Design Basis Documents - system design and operation

System Training Manuals plant system design and operation familiarity

Licensee Event Reports -initiating events and unique failure mechanisms

Monthly Oper ating Reports - initiating events and operating history

Technical Specifications operating limits and surveillance frequencies

Normal Operating Procedures - plant system ceafiguration during normal
operation

Emergency and Abnormal Operating Procedures - operator response to
accident conditions

Special Studies and Analyses - system response during accident conditions to gestablish success criteria

( 2.4 2
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O lt should be noted that several effons are underway at ANO that have served and will
continue to serve as means of assuring that the design and licensing basis dmumentation are
accurate reDections of the actual plant connguration. These efforts include:

design configuration documentation (DCD) program.

isometric drawing update program.

electrical drtwing update program+

system training manual upgrade pregi. :na

These effons and others serve to maintain the actual plant connguration and the design and
licensing basis documentation in agreement. The initial PRA development effort and
subsequent updates to keep the model "living" both benent from these plant configuration
documentation activities.

:
1

2.4.4 Plant Walkdowns and Interviews

As mentioned above, plant walkdowns and interviews can serve to verify the information
gathered from the plant design and licensing basis documentation. Several ty?es of.

! walkdowns and interview.; were conducted during the course of the ANO-2 Level 1 and Level
2 PRA developmcnt.

Level 1 PRA Development

O'

System Lesel Most of the PRA team system analysts were familiar with their respecuve
systems, due to past experience as design, perfonnance and safety analysis enpneers
supponing Arkansas Nuclear One, and conducted walkdo.vns as needed. Others joining the
team from outside of ANO Design Engineering became very familiar with the plant and
system layouts and per#crmed walkdowns of their respective systems as needed. Plant
contacts in the Operas ms organization were formally established at the beginning of the
project (see organization chart Figure 51) and were frequently consulted during the plant
model development.

'

Operator Maintenance and Recovery Actions Several recovery actions were identined
and credited in the PRA analysis which occur outside the control room. The PRA team
conGnned or modined these actions based upon interviews with plant operators. These
interviews consisted of characterizations to the operators of the sequence of failures of
concern (i.e., the cutset) in a simulator scenario type fashion and then recorded the
annunciators, the actions and procedures that the operators would use to respond. The
primary goal of these inteniews was to Develop a complete understanding both the
complexity and the timing of the actions. Maintenance personnel were also inteniewed to
gain an understanding of component restoration, testing and maintenance timing. Both of
these types of interviews were important since they provided the fundamental input to the
probabihstic modeling of these activities.

Internal Flooding Events - Specine walkdowns for the Intemal Flooding Task were
perfonned, primarily to gain an understanding of the spatial relationships of components and
equipment to the specific hazard. Analysts assigned to this task were the primary participants

O in these walkdowns. A secondary purpose of these walkdowns was to again confbm the
accuracy of the PRA plant system modehng.

2,4-3
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Level 2 PRA Development

OContainment During the 1989 ANO 2 2R7 refueling outage containment walkdowns were
' performed early in the containment response modeling effort. The ANO PRA level 2 analysts

and SAIC level 2 consultant responsible for aveloping the Containment Performance
Analysis spent most of a day mspecting components and structures throughout the

| containment building during this outage. Of primary objective during this walkdown was to
verify and/or detennine the retention effectiveness of the containment and auxiliary building.
Also of importance was the verification that no areas for preferential hydrogen accumulation
existed inside containment that might be sensitive to locali7ed hydrogen exp'osions.

2

2.4.5 Other PR A Model Acentacy Related inforTnation
,

Lastly, in discussing infonnation o activities related to assuring PRA model accuracy, two
addinonal items warrant consideimion. First, the iterative nature PRA model development
required a ;cview of results at several stages, from several different perspectives. These
reviews included (1) individual system work package technical review. (2) level 1 1

quantification cutset review (with model revision as necessary to obtain accurate results), (3) |
4 level I human recovery action cutset review (again with model revision as necessary to obtain i

accurate results), and (4) level 2 input /quantification review (still again with model revision as :
l

i necessary to obtain accurate results). The second item is the incorporation of input from third
party reviews by plant personnel. This came in two fonns: (1) the formal independent revi:w
arocess, as describ.ed in section 5 and (2) infonnal level I cutset reviews on mu' tiple occasions
ay interested Operations and System Engineering experts. These sources of information
contributed sigmficantly both to the technical accuracy of the PRA model and to the level of
confidence that the ,lant staff has in the PRA model accuracy.

.
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3.0 CORE DAh! AGE RISK ASSESSN1ENT: " FRONT.END" ANALYSIS |O
This section documents the Level 1 PRA portion of the ANO PRA and provides the ',

descriptive infonnation requested for the '' front-end" analysis for the IPE/PRA. As noted in .

the previous section's discussion on general methodology, the ANO PRA project takes
advantage of the accumulated industry experience for performing PRAs. In the Level 1 PRA
area, this accumulation includes the past experience in a number of utility sponsored plant
specific level 1 studies plus more generic EPRI and NRC sponsored studies aimed at
methods and data. Based on this ex9erience and th evolution of fast and efficient PRA
software, a comprehensive plant speci$c Level 1 PRA with component level detail has been
performed for ANO.

The ditcussion in this section includes the following topics:

Accident Sequence Delineation.

Systems Analysis. '

Reliability Data Analysis.

Human Reliability Analysis.

Core Damage Sequence Quantification.

Intemal Flooding Analysis.

Front End Results.

Figure 1.31 provides a pictorial summary of how these topics combine to fonn the ANO 2
PRA methodowgy. In the discussion of each topic, the systematic nature of the ANO specific
investigations and the related understanding and appreciation of core damage risk assessment
issues are described.

|

|O ,

I i

|
!
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.

3.1 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE DELINEATION |O
'Ihis report section describes the initiating event selection and accident sequeace development
for the Arkansas Nuclear One . Unit 2 (ANO 2) PRA. Section 3.1.1 summarizes the

;
initiating event selection efforts while section 3.1.2 addresses the accident sequence analysis.
An initiating event is an event or class of events that can simultaneously cause the plant to trip

| (either nunual or automatic) and potentially present a challenge to the integrity of the plant.'

Accident sequence analysis is a characterizat.on of the plant response to irdtiating events in
tenus of failure of specific systems to perfonn ade<;uately. More specifically, this
characterizattan requires plant safety fur.ction:: to be deve:oped and displayed in event trees
that are linked to specine systems through top logic. The top logic identifies the specine top
events to be modded by the system analysts (as documented in the ANO-2 PRA System
Work Packages and summarizcd in Appendix A).

For ibe initiating' event and accident sequence analysis, the plant safety functions required
subsequent to a' reactor trip have one fundamental goal in common. This goal is to provide i

adequre core exling to avoid melting of the core fuel rods. To provide a fundamental basis>

ai understanding, the required plant safety functions that have been ident ned are tricDyi

reviewed beioy. Section 3.1.2, accident sequences analysis, descritts these required
functions in peater detail, identifying the system level success criteria required to accomplish
these functions Containment related safety functions are important to the 1xvel 2 portion of
this study :md correspondingly, are documented in the Limited Scope Ixvel 2 Analysis Work
Pachape and n:mmarized in section 4 of this report. These level 2 documents describe the
nuletmg of the potential for containmect failure and the subsequent failure to minhnize off-
site radioactive releases.

, . 'Ihe inunediate actions section of Reference 3.121 and the safety function sstion of
! Reference 3.1-26 nrovide the basis for the required saferv functions that have be',n identined.

It should be noted that these safety functions are generally common to all Prc,surized Water
Reactors (PWRs) such as ANO l&2:

| Safety Function Purpose Comment |

Reactivity Control Shut reactor down to Modeled as

|
reduce heat production top event

'

Electrical Power Maintain operability of Modeled
! (vital auxiliaries) systems needed to support es support

safety systems systems

Reactor Coolant System Maintain coolant in the Modekd as
Pressure Control proper state top event

i Reactor Coolant System Maintain a coolant Modeled as
inventory Control medium around core top event
Reactor Coolant System Transfer heat from the Modeled as
lleat Removal core coolant - top event

| Core lleat Removal . Transfer heat from core Modeled
to coolant with RCS

heat removal
Containment Integrity Minimize off site radioactive Modeled in

releases 1xvel 2

3.1 - 1
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A general description of the nature of these safety functions and how they are related is
provided below.

Adequate core coolinj can be accomplished two ways; by reducing the core heat generation
to match the remova rate or by increasing the heat removal rate to match the core heat
generation rate. Both of these cooling metinis are required in this study. The nrst required
plant function, Reactivity Control, reduces the heat generation rate by insening negative
reactivity to terminate the nuclear chain reaction. 1he neJative reactivity mkliion ist
accomplished primarily by gravity insertion of the control rods, a though boron addition to the
RCS provides an alternate means in the highly unlikely event that the contro.' rods do not enter
the core. The uni
due to the coolar" que response of a large break LOCA inherently inserts negative reactivityand moderator velding.1his insertion is sufficient to shutdown the nuclear
chain reaction and therefore the Reactivity Control plant function is assurrd for large break
LOCAs.

If the RCS pressure boundaly is intact, the only means of increasing the heat removal rate to
match the heat generation rate is by heat transfer from the core to the primary coolant and
then from the primary coolant to the steam ger.crators. The energy input into the steam
generators is removed by the resulting phase change of the secondary water as it passes i
through the steam generators. As moceled by the RCS and Core IIcal Removal function,
secondary system water can be supplied by the Main Feedwater (MRV) or the Emergency
Feedwater (ERV) systems. Steam removal can occur via the steam dump and bypass control |system (SDBCS) or the steam generator safety valves (SVs), if the secondary water flow is |

imcrrupted, either by loss of steam or feedwater flow, then the heat removal process will also i

oc imerrup%J, This interruption in primary to secondary heht removal will cause the energy {
generated in the core t' be stored in the primary system, heating it until a second means of
heat removalis estabhshed to match the heat generation rate. If another means of removing g; i
the energy generated in the core is not established, core heat up to the point of core melting !will occur.

A second means of removing energy from the primary coolant is provided by a phase change
in the primary coolant itself, in a feed and steam process similar to that which occurs in the
steam generators. Subsequent to a loss of steam generator cooling the RCS heatup will
increase the primary system pressure to the primary safety valve (PSV) set point, establishing
a steam (and energy) removal path. Primarv system inventory makeup must also te pmvided
to replace the inventory loss, since a highly hquid mixture (by volume) must be maintained
around the core to ensure adequate heat removal from the fuel rods. The high pressure safety
injection (IIPSI) pumps are available to provide the required primary inventory makeup,
except that the pump shutoff head is significantly below the PSV set point and therefore a
means of depressurizing the RCS is needed. The Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
vent valves and the Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) valves are both
available and can be used to provide the required RCS depressurization. Opening of either of
these sets of valves initiates a cooling mode called Once.Through Cooling (more typicallyi

referred to as " feed and bleed" cooling or llPI cooling), with the llPSI pumps providing
primary coolant addition ad the ECCS vent valves or LTOP valves providing for primary
coolant removal. It should be noted that ANO-2 does not have Power Operated Relief Valves

1 (PORVs) typical of many PWRs, the ECCS vent valves and LTOP valves provide a means of
| manually initiated RCS relief.

A LOCA presents a unique condition to be addressed by these cooling methods in that it is a
depressurization and primary coolant loss event by definition. Therefore a mode of cooling
similar to that described for once-through-cooling will occur if primary coolant addition is

| provided (i.e., RCS Inventory Control). The amount and timing of coolant addTon
1

necessary is related to the size of the primary system break; the larger the break, the more

1
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likely it is that larger coolant addidon requirements will exist. (i.e. low pressure safety,

; injection pumps and core flood tanks). Conversely, for very srnll breaks, an additional
: requirement for heat removal via the steam generators exists, since the primary coolant feed

and steam process does not adequately remove the core and RCS heat.,

Although both meant. of providing core cooling discussed above are acceptable, they do
require different systems to satisfy their respective success criteria. T.5erefore an addiuonal
function has been identified for transients, which normally do not involve a loss of primary

4 coolant. The RCS Pressure Boundary Integrity function is meluded to allo.v for the possibility
of relief valves sticking open for those initiators that could require them to lift. Lifting of
relief valves introduces the potential of a LOCA should a relief valve fail to reclose. Due to

4 the different success criteria that are involved for a LOCA, a failure of the RCS Pressure
Boundary Integrity function results in a transfer to the LOCA modeling.

Because the coolant addition source is not infinite, an altemate means of prov ding coolant4

makeup to the RCS must be eventually established if the break or relief path is sustained. His3
'

alternate makeup capability is provided by aligning the HPSI pump suction to the containment
sump where the primary coolant exiting the RCS break has collected. This realignment
initiates a stable fonn of long Term RCS Inventory Control and Heat Removal; injection of3

4

containment sump water into the RCS, which is heated by the core energy that is generated,
and then returns to the containment samp via the break. The water in the containment sump is

: cooled by the cor,tainment spray (CS) system which draws water from the sump through a
heat exchanger to the CS nozzles at the top of the containment building. The cooled water
then falls from the CS nozzles back to the containment sump. For small breaks the HPSI

,

,

system is able to keep the RCS water inventory sufficient to maintain primary to secondary
1 heat transfer. Therefore during RB sump rentculation for small break LOCAs the steam
j p generator is also available to remove heat from the recircu'ating primary coolant. This steam

generator heat removal combined with HPS1 coolant makeup is also capable of establishing a4

'

stable form of Long Tenn RCS Inventory Control and Heat Removal.

! 3.1.1 Initiatine Event Sdfui2D
.

An initiating event can be defined as an event or class of events that can simultaneously cause
the plant to trip (either manual or automatic) and potentially present a challenge to the4

integrity of the plant. Initiating events are most commonly classes of events that include any
number of events which have similar effects on the plants ability to achieve safe shutdown
(i.e. adequate core cooling, as discussed above). Classes of eventa are generally identified and
modeled by the specitic event within the class that has the mest severe challenge to the plant.
However, the frequency of a class is estimated based g in the sum of all events in the class

'

(see the Initiating Event Frequency Work Packe rr sation 3.3.6 of this report for
infonnation regarding the frequency used for the initiating events identified in this report).

;
'

The initiating event selection required two basic steps. The first step was to identify in as
practical a manner as possible a complete list of initiating events. This process involved

*

collecting lists from sinular plant PRAs, from the peneric PWR list in EPRI NP-2230 and NP-
801 [Ref 3.1-1 and 3.16), and from plant specific trip reports. Plant specific trip reports
were used to verify the completeness of the hst developed from the generic listing and from'
previous studies. Other PRAs that were of value in this effort include the ANO-11 REP [Ref.
3.12], the preliminary ANO 1 PRA (developed some what in parallei with this study), the

<

Calvert Cliffs IREP [Ref. 3.1-3], the prelimirary SONGS-2&3 PRA [Ref. 3.14), and the
Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1 11). The seconc step was to group the list of initiators into classes of
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plant response is the sa ne in allimportant aspects (i.e., plant mitigating systems response and
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potential for additional degrading of plant conditions or sptems). Previous PRAs were also
of value during this effon. Subsequent to the completion of these two steps, additional
initiators resultmg from the system fault tree analysis (called system initiators) were identified
and included based upon their potential risk impact.

3.1.1.1 Identification and Grouping of Initiating Events
|

As discusstJ above, the identification of initiating events was initially based upon resiews of
EPRI NP 2230 [Ref. 3.1-1] and on initiators defined in previous PRA related studies. The
events appearing in the EPRI document represent a wide spectrum of potential plant upsets
that are typically used as a staning point for light water reactor PRAs. Following this initial

,

identification effort, nyiews were made (as a part of the system analysis, documented in the
system work packages) of ANO-2 plant specific features to determine applicability of these
initiators identified from other studies and to identify cotential initiators resulting from failures
of plant systems (both fmnt line and support). A review of the ANO 2 plant trip history was
also performed as a part of the data analysis task to ensure completeness of the idertfied
initiators (see Appendix A of the Initiating Event Frequencies Work Package for more
infonnation however,it should te noted that this review did not identify any new initiators).
Table 3.1 1 provides a complete listing of the initiating events identified for consideration in
the ANO-2 PRA. Table 3.1 1 also provides the comparison results from previous PRA-
related studies.

Fram these reviews, four basic groups of initiators were identified for this analysis, based
unon their similarity in required plant mitigatmg systems and impact of system degradation.
The additional transient initiators resulting from the system fault tree analysis are identified
here as a separate group, but are actually combined with the generic transient initiators to
make up a single transient initiator group. Table 3.12 provides a summary of the grouping of g
the initiators identified in Table 3.1 1. These groups are:

1. Generic or Typical Transient Initiators
2. Front-Line System /Suppon System Transient initiators
3. less of Coolant Accident (LOCA) Initiators
4. Other Initiators

A brief discussion of these four basic groups ofinitiators is provided below.

3.1.1.2 Generic or Typical Transient Initiators

As previously described, transient initiating events were identified and categorized into classes
ofinitiators which have an equivalent risk impact; i.e., according to their effects on other plant
systems and the changes in system performance requirements (success criteria) caused by the
initiator. The plant safety functions required subsequent to a transient initiating event were
defined by the success criteria as outlined in Section 3.1.2.1. The assumptions that were
adopted relating to the transient initiators include:

Other studies may provide rationale for initiator categories and system success criteria
sufficient for the ANO-2 study.

The requirements of safety functions (i.e., reactivity contml, RCS pressure.

| boundary integrity, and RCS and core heat removal) are similar for all transient
initiators.

.
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'
Long term depressurization of the RCS is necenary only as a recovery action.

; (i.e. hot shutdown is a safe endstate).
.

'
As a result of the initial investigation of previous PRA relaed studies, the following typical
or " generic" transient initiators were identified:

T1 - Turbine Trip..

T2 less of Power Conversion System (PCS).

T3 - Loss of Off site Power.

T4 - Excessive Feedwater; .

T5 Steamline/Feedline Breakj .

T6 - Reactor Trip.

Since they are largely based upon EPRI NP 2230 and previous PRAs, thes' 4 asses of
initiators are compared to the EPRI NP 2230 industry standard initiator list an.J to the
initiating events used in other studies in Table 3.1 1. Tlus comparison was not limited to CE
alants, largely because of the lack of CE plant PRAs available as public documents, but also
xcause of the similarity in basic response characteristics of P% Rs. Initiating events that

i

require an automatic reactor shutdown while not significantly impacting any of the safety
functions described in section 3.1.2.2 were categorized in the T6 initiator class. Other

; initiator classes were identified based upon their effect on plant safety functions. The
response of the plant to each of the transient initiating events selected for analysis is briefly"

described below. Normal transient response is outlined for the reactor and turbine trip events,
*

and variations are described for other transients. Table 3.12 summarizes the results of the
initiator groupings based upon these expected plant responses. Although brief descriptions of
potential types of failures that could occur following the initiating event are given in this

O section, it should be noted that Section 3.1.2, Accident Sequence Analysis, describes
potential failures, failure progression and success criteria in greater detail.

T1 and T6: Turbine and Reactor Trio

The reactor / turbine trip initiating event represents several events that lead to a reactor or
turbine trip, but are judged to not have important, direct, or unique effects on the need for
plant safety systems. A turbine trip has been considered separately from a reactor trip due to
the potential for additiona' challenges to primary and secondary relief valves associated with a
turbine trip. Following the trip, the plant usually stabilizes at hot shutdown conditions, with
the steam generators removing decay heat by a combination of main feedwater (hiRV),
emergency feedwater (ERV) and turbine bypass system operation. Station power is provided
by Startup Transformer No. 3, which supplies power from the Off site grid. Su asequent

; failures can occur which will challenge the ability to provide core cooling. Therefore, even
| though the plant systems are usually considered not to be degraded by a reactor / turbine trip,

the event c: ass is significant since subsequent failures can occur which will challenge RCS
integrity, the RCS heat removal, and the ability to provide / core cooling.

T2: less of Power Conversion System (PCS)

less of PCS initiators involve events that require a reactor shutdown with the RCS and core
heat removal function initially degraded by the unavailability of the MRV system as a source
of make up to the steam generators. There are several control system and hardware faults in
the PCS that can lead to a loss of hiFW to both steam generators. For example, a closure ofi

the htSIVs will also result in loss of PCS due to a loss of steam supply to the hiRV pumas.
A The loss of h1RV results in both a reactor and a turbine trip with an automatic demand for
V ERV to provide backup cooling flow to the steam generators. If the ERV system responds as

designed, the subsequent plant response is very similar to that of the turbine trip event.
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Depending on the nature of the MRV failure, RCS pressure and temperature nuy increase
somewhat before the delivery of ERV Dow as it stores the energy that would ordinarily be
transferred to the steam generators, if there is a delay in delivering ERV flow, then the
reactor coolant system nuy increase in pressure to the safety relief valve (SRV) set points.
The relief valves will then cycle to remove decay heat until flow to the steam generators is
restored, Since RCS inventory is lost as the relief valves cycle, eventually sufficient reactor
coolant may tie lost such that the recovery of feedwater alone is inadequate to reestablish RCS
heat removal ;ss substantial make up flow to the RCS is made available. Should this
occer, an a;temative mode of core-heat removal can be provided by manually opening the
ECCS vent valves and initiating flow from the HPSI pumps to the core (once-through
cooling).

T3: Loss of Off site Power (LOOP)

The plant switchyard distibutes the Main Generator output power to the grid and provides
off site power to the plant when the Main Generator is off line. The switchyard consists of a
500kV yard and a 161kV yard connected by a bus tie auto transfomier (BTAT). In addition
to linking the 500kV and 161kV switchyards, the BTAT also transforms 500kV off site
power into 22kV feed to Stanup Transfonner No.1 (ANO-1 supply) and Startup
Transfomier No. 3. ANO 2 plant loads are supplied via one of three available transfom1ers;
Unit Auxiliary Transformer (AT), Stanup Transformer No. 3 (ST3) or Stanu p Transformer
No. 2 (ST2). During normal operation, all plant AC buses are energized and, these busses
receive power from the Main Generator via the AT. The preferred power source during
shutdown conditions is ST3. ST2 serves as a backup to ST3, although prior to its use
coordination with ANO 1 is required, since ST2 also serves as a backup to ST1.

less of both the 161kV and 500kV grids have been investigated. lass of only the 161kV
grid is not expected to cause a plant trip, nor is it considered a significant risk contributor
since only ST2, not ST3, is de-energized. 'Ite loss of only the local 500kV grid is
conservauvely assumed to cause a plant trip, but its loss will no. de energize ST2. Thus, the
loss of the local 500kV grid responds He a turbine trip initiMor (and can be considered to be
grouped accordingly, ahhough its frequency is negligibly small compared to the total turbine
trip initiator frequency). Therefore, only the loss of all off site power has been considered in
the LOOP class.

This event 31 aces a demand on the emergency power source (di:sel generators) to start and to
| supply the .oads necessary for establishing stable s.hutdown conditions until power is restored.

A loss of Off-site power results in loss of MRV (due to loss of condensate pumps, EHC,
condenser vacuum. etc.) and RCPs. This creates a demand for ERV to provide sufficient
flow to establish natural circulation cooling. If emergency power and ERV are necessful, the
plant may be maintained in hot shutdown or cooled down to await the recovery of off-site
x)wer. If emergency power is unavailable, the turbine-driven ERV pump can maintain RCS
leat removal, with the station batteries providing vital instrumentation and control power until
AC power is restored. However, the ume available for the restoration of power is limited by
the capacity of the batteries (eight hours, as described in section 8.3.2 of Ref. 3.1 10). It is
recognized that a loss of emergency power also results in the loss of RCP seal cooling and the
potential for postulated loss of RCP seal cooling induced seal LOCAs. Reference 3.15

| repons the results of a 50 hour full pressure and temperature test to establish the ability of
Byron Jackson 'lCPs with a founh vapor seal to withstand station blackout conditions. Based
upon this and similar test results [Ref. 3.127), it has been assumed that subsequent to a loss
of off-site power the loss of RCP seal cooling would not result in seal leakage substantial
enough to mterrupt natural circulation cooling prior to the depletion of the station batteries
(i.e. station battenes are the limiting component following a LOOP). This position is in large g
pan due to the use of four-stage RCP seals (see section 3.1.2 for more detai.s).
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A loss of off site mwer creates special conditions on the availability of the systems req
to maintain RCS leat removal and integrity, and is therefore treated as a separate iniu,uired

,

; ating
event.

T4: Excessive Feedwatu
'

An excessive feedwater initiating event can result from control failures in the Feedwater
1 Control System (RVCS) or from hiRV system hardware failures and will lead to over-cooling
i of the RCS. A reactor trip will result from the corresponding high steam generator level. The

reactor trip willincrease the over cooling trend induced by the overfeed, since the reactor
| power will decrease rapidly, with a significant lag in the rate at which t at removal is reduced.
'

The resultant decrease in RCS pressure could cause an automa.3 ~ tion of the HPSI
system: however, repressurization of the RCS to the primary safety vees set point can not
occur due to the low shutoff head of the llPSI pumps. In order to avoid overfilling the steam
generators, with the possibility of water carry over into the turbine or spilling over in the,

; stean, Nes, the operator is directed to trip the remaining h1RV pump if control of the hiRV
pump can not be regained. Therefore, the excessiw feedwater event can rather quickly turn
from an over cooling transient to a loss of hiRV (overheating) sequence.,

if prompt manual action is not taken to terminate the hiRV Dow, a potential exists for
; flooding the main steam lines. hiain steam line Hooding could fail the hiRV and ERV turbine

drivers and possibly induce a main steam line break (h1SLB) that could induce steam
.

4 generator tube ruptures (SGTRs). This unique sequence of events has been addressed for CE
plants in Reference 3.1-9.

T5: Steamline/Feedline Break-

Steamline/feedline break events generally affect the RCS and core heat removal function ty
rendering one of the two steam generators unavailable and by causing the hiRV system to be
unavailable. h1RV unavailability is due to the hiain Steam isolation Signal (htSIS) that
occurs on low steam generator pressure.

4

Because hiRV is lost due to the closure of the feedwater block valves and the faulted steam
generator is isolated by the ;mergency feedwater actuation system (EFAS) on high steam,

generator differential pressure, there is an increased possibility of loosing RCS and core heat!

removal subsequent to a steamline break. In addition, a concem exists associated with the
potential tc induce a stuck open pressurizer safety valve (PSV), A steamline break results in,

ow r-cooling of the RCS, with the severity of the over-cooling directly related to the size of
the tecah. The over-cooling will lead to shrinkage of the reactor coolant, which may
depressurize to saturated conditions. (Note, upon a reduction of RCS pressure to
approximately 1500 psig, the operators are instructed to trip two of the RCPs; upon a loss of,

! subcooling, the operators are instructed to trip the remaimng two RCPs, terminating forced
circulation in the RCS.) If the over-cooling is severe enough, suf0cient voiding in the RCS,

hot legs may form to interrupt natural circulation. This inte ruption would tend to reverse the
'

over-cooling trend and the RCS would begin to heat up. Sustained RCS heatup and
pressurization could result in RCS conditions reaching the PSV set point, introducing the
potential for a stuck open PSV. A stuck open PSV introduces different required safety
functions than those typical for a steamline break (i.e. medium break LOCA).

For a feedline break the RCS response is similar, though not as severe, as a steamline break.
It is less severe due to significant liquid carry out via the feedline break, and less
cor esponding RCS over-coolinF Therefore, feedline break has been grouped together with
the steamline break to create a single initiating event class.

3.1-7
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In general, the effects of steam and feed line breaks that are important in evaluating the
tmuator grouping and subsequent modeling of the likelihocd of core melt include the hfollowing: (1) potential for a stuck open pressurirer safety valve; (2) 11 PSI system actuated
and permitted to remain on until the RCS becomes water-solid; and, (3) the increased chance
of losing RCS heat removal via the steam generators. Ilowever, for ANO-2, item (1) has
been considered and eliminated for separated consideration in large part due to the low
likelihood of occurrence (compared to other medium break LOCAs). A typical medium break
LOCA initiating frequency is around SE-03/yr, while the sequenc: frequency for item (1) is
around IE 05, as shown below:

[steanVfeedline break frequency (ap3roximately lE 03/yr)] x [ probability the break is of a
magnitude to void RCS and decoup e RCS from SGs with subsequent pressurization to the
PSV set point (estimated as 0.1)] x [ probability a PSV sticks open (estimated as 0.1)] =
approximately 1E-05/yr.

Item (2)is not a concern for ANO 2 due to the llPSI shutoff head being below the pressurizer
safety valve set point. Item (3) is addressed specifically by the fault tree modeling, and is the
pnmary concern for this initiating event class.

3.1.1.3 Front Line System and Support System Initiators

in addition to the previous initiators that lead to reactor trip there are other types of initiators
that can impact the plant's ability to safely shutdown. One such set of initiators originates in
front line or support systems and degrades these systems causing a plant trip. Consequently,
each front line and support system was examined to determine if a failure could occur in that'

system that would cause or require a reactor trip, coincident with the degraded state of the g
system. The systems modeled and evaluated were: W

l. Main Feedwater and Condensate Systems (PCS)
2. Turbine and Control Systems (PCS)
3. RCS Pressure Control System;

4. liich Pressure Safety injection J1 PSI) System
| S. Low Pressure Safety Injection (LPSI) and Shut Down Cooling (SDC) Systems

6. Safety Injection Tanks (SITS)
7. Containment Spray (CS) System
8. Containment Isolation System (CIS)
9. Containment Cooling System
10. Service Water (SW) and Con.ponent Cooling Wate;(CCW) Systems
11. Engineered Safeguards Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
12. Instrument Air (IA) System
13. Electric Power System (AC & DC)
14. licating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (llVAC)
15. Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System
16. Combustible Gas Control System

i

| A summary of the system review for initiating events is provided below. The corresponding
ANO 2 PRA System Work Packages provide the basis for this summary.

'

1
'

Main Feedwater and Condensate Systems The feedwater and condensate systems were
examined to determine if failures other than the numerous feedwater and condensate system
initiators included in initiating nents T1 and T2 could cause or require a reactor trip. No
additional failures were identified that would have a significantly different effect on the event
frequency or response.
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Turbine and Control S stem ne turbine and control systems were examined to detemiine3O if failures other than the system initiators included in initiating events Tl could cause or
require a reactor trip. No additional failures were identified that would have a significantly
dif ferent effect on the event frequency or response.

RCS Pressure Control System - The RCS pressure control system was reviewed to
determine potential initiators and as a result, two events were identified; Spurious liigh and
Spurious low Pressurizer Pressure Signal. These e ats re 3 resents a failure of the auxiliary
control system for the control of pressurizer pressure, ne ligh pressure signal event results
in aedvauon of pressurizer spray and the potential for ra ald RCS depressurization to the low
RCS pressure reactor trip set point with the potential for 3SFAS initiation, liowever, ESFAS
initiation is considered separately. _Since no other required safety functions are affected, this
event has been grouped with event T6.

The low pressure signal event results in the activation of the pressurizer heaters and closure of
the pressurizer spray valve. The potential therefore exists for raising RCS pressure to the set
point of the SRVs, with the possibility of a medium break LOCA if the SRVs fail to rescat.
Based upon experience gained fmm the preliminary ANO 1 PRA,it was noted that this event
requires a considerable time to develop a".-ang significant time for the operator to respond
to increasing RCS pressure prior to a reactor trip. Derefore, the probability that this event
will not be recovered prior to causing a reactor trip is low. When combined with the
probability of the control system failure and PSV stickmg open, this initiating event becomes
negligibly small compared to the ' equency of other raedium break LOCAs. This initiating
event has been grouped with event T6.

liigh Pressure Safety injection (IIPSI) System The llPSI system was examined to

O detennine if a failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. It was
concluded that inadvenent actuation of HpSI alone could not cause a reactor trip since the
pump shut off head is well below the high RCS pressure reactor trip set point. Thereforc, no
failure modes of IIPSI resulting in reactor trip were identified.

Low Pressure Safety injection (LPSI) and Shut Down Cooling (SDC) Systems - The
LPSI and SDC system was examined to detennine if a failure mode of this system auld cause
or require a reactor trip. It was concluded that inadvertent acmation of LPS. SDC alone
could not cause a reactor trip since the pump shut off head is well below the high RCS
pressure reactor trip set point. Herefore, no failure modes of LPSI/SDC resulting in reactor
trip were identified.

Safety injection Tanks (SITS) - De SITS were examined to detennine if a failure mode of
these tanks could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure modes of the SITS resulting in
reactor trip were identified.

Containment Spray (CS) System - De CS system was examined to determine if a failure
mode of this system could cause or ruluire a reactor trip No failure modes of the CS system
resulting in reactor trip were identified.

Containment Isolation System (CIS)- The CIS was examined to determine if a failure mode
of this system could cause or require a reactor trip.- No failure modes of the CIS resulting in
reactor tnp were identified.

Containment Cooling System ne containment cooling system c,as examined to
-

determine if a failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure
modes of the containment cooling system resulting in reactor trip w cre identified.

3.1-9
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Service Water (SW) and Component Cooling Water (CCW) Systems - The SW system
was examined and found to contain two types of failures which could result in a reactor trip: htotal loss of SW Gow (i.e., loss of flow in Loops 1 and 2) or loss of either o xrating SW tram
(such as loss of pump 2P4 A or 2P4B). Total loss of Service Water Flow 1as been modeled
as event T7, while Loss (J Service Water Pump trains 2P4A or 2P4B have been modeled as
events T8 and 'I9, respectively.

A total loss of SW How can occur due to both water source and water discharge related now
blockage failures and the subsequent failure of the operator to restore service water by
aligning to the emergency cooling pond. SW source '.ated failures can occur due to
traveling screen ander pump discharge strainer plugging events. SW ditcharge related
failures can occur if the discharge valve to the cooling tower basin (2CV-1540) spuriously
closes. With 2CV-1540 closed, the cooling tower basin water level would begin to drop. 'Ihe
lake return " pinch" valve 2CV-1460 would slowly close trying to divert water to tiie cooling
tower basin, eventually resulting in both discharge valves 2CV-1540 and 2CV-1460 closed.
Given either of these two evnts, the SW pump Dow would be stopped; reactor trip will result
either t' rom operator action or failure of the CCW system (which provides cooling to the
reactor coolant pumps', and the ACW systn (which provides cooling for various turbine
plant loads),

less of either operating SW pump train will eventually cause a reactor trip due to ir, adequate
now to either CCW loads or ACW loads. Recovery can be accomplished by starting the
standby SW pump (2P4C) fmm the control room. See the Human Reliability Analysis work
p ' ge or section 3.4 of this report for information about the times available to accomplish
these recovery actions.

Loses of CCW or ACW alone lead only to a Loss of PCS following reactor trip and are
therefore included in the T2 initiating event.

Engineered Safeguards Features Actuation System (ESFAS) ESFAS was reviewed to
detemiine if a failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. Spurious
ESFAS will isolate CCW and ACW and shed non-vital electrical load: !eading to loss of
MFW, condensate pumps and instrument air. Therefore spurious ESFAS has been included in
the Loss of PCS (T2) mitia'ing event. It is recognized that in the event a spurious ESFAS
signal occurs, operating procedures direct the operator to take actions to try to-avoid a
reactor trip (such as over-ride spuriously actuated components) that may need to be reversed
should a reactor trip and subsequent addi.ional failures occur. However,it is also recognied
that considerable time is available to restore over-ridden components prior to core damage.
Thenfore, initial attempts to over-ride spuriously actuated components have not been
modeled specifically (i.e., considered and eliminated from further consideration).

Instrument Air (IA) System - The IA system was considered to determine if failures could
lead to a reactor trip. The IA system provides process air to plant components most of which
are air operated control valves. System analysis and discussions with plant operators
idenufied failures in main feedwater components which could lead to a feedwater transient and
potential plant trin as a result of a failure of the IA system. Therefore it has been
conservatively assumed that a loss of instrument air should be included in the Loss of PCS
(T2) initiating event. It should be noted that the IA system does not play a more significant
role as an initiator due to the practice of designing safety system components to fail-safe on
loss of IA.

Eleciric Power System - The electric power system was reviewed to determine if failures
other than the Loss of Off-site Power initiators included in initiating event T3 could cause of g
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require a reactor trip. Six electric power system initiators were identined within the vital AC>

7
and DC power supplies.

The vital DC power provides electric power to components in systems which have been4
'

identined as vital to mitigate the consequences of potential transients or LOCAs. These vital
systems include control, instrumentation, reactor . protection and engineered safeguards
actuation systems. Six DC buses were identified which could cause a reactor trip and degrade
systems if lost. These buses are 2D01,2D01,2D21,2D22,2D23 and 2D24. Buses 2D21
cnd 2D23 are fed from 2D01 while 2D22 and 2D24 are fed from 2D02. Investigation of these
buses resulted in the following conclusions (in addition to the conclusion that they will likely
result in a reactor trip):

'

Loss of 2D21 or 2D22 will result in a loss of power to breakers for 2Al or 2A2 ed a
correspondmg loss of off-site power to the red or green buses, respectively.

less of 2D23 or 2D24 will result in a loss of the red or green emergency diesel generator (due
: to loss of field flash) and, for hot-short type faults, a loss of 2D21 or 2D22 (due to opening of
| protective breakers), respectively.
,

Loss of 2D01 or ?D02 is mitigated by the presence of auto-transfer switches which continue
to supply buses 2D21 and 2D23 or 2D22 and 2D24, respectively.

These various failure combinat%s have been conservatively combined and represented as two
separate failures / initiators. These initiators are loss of buses 2D01 and 2D02, modeled as

,

events T10 and Til, respectively,'

iO The vital AC power (also known as Class IE Power) provides electrical power to componentsd in fstems which have been identified as vital to mitigate the consequences of potential
,

transients or LOCAs. These vital systems include those which trip the reactor, provide RCS.

i and core heat removal and reactor building heat removal, and limit radioactive material release
; from the reactor building. Four AC buses were identified which could lead to a reactor trip

and degrade systems if lost. These are AC buses 2A3 (4160 VAC),2A4 (4160 VAC),2B5
(480 VAC) and 2B6 (480 VAC). Since busses 2A3 and 2A4 feed busses 2B5 and 2B6,
respectively, it would seem that the effects of failures of 2B5 and 2B6 would be included in'

any 2A3 and 2A4 failures. However, these bus failures differ both ja severity and potential
recovery available. The failure of bus 2A3 or 2A4 is worse than failure of 2B5 or 2B6 since
2A3.md 2A4 supply power to the HPSI, LPSI, service water and containment spray pumps. 1

The recovery potential is worse for failures of bus 2B5 or 2B6 due to the cross-tie between,

2B5 and R6. The cross-tie between 285 and 2B6 allows ready recovery in the event bus
2A3 or 2A4 fails (i.e. shorts to ground). This recovery potential is lost if bus 2B5 or 2B6 fails.,

These events, Loss of AC bus 2A3,2A4,2B5 or 2B6, have been mo'ieled as events T12, T13,
'

| T14 and T15, respectively.
,

Failures of breakers feeding both AC and DC buses have been examined and eliminated from
explicit modeling due to either (1) the requirement to fail multi le breakers to have an?
equivalent impact as a bus failure or (2) the likelihood that the breacer would be reclosed or
jumpered, avoiding a sustained loss of power supply.

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) - These systems were examined to
determine if failures could result in a reactor trip. HVAC related failures could potentially

| lead to over heating failures of components necessary to avoid a reactor trip. However, these
| N types of failures require a considerable time to develop which, when combined with the
j t' presence of trouble alarms and annunciators on most of the components of potential concem,
| makes pre-initiator operator recovery very likely. Therefore, any potential HVAC failure
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induced initiators are assumed to be included and bounded by the other component failure
initiators identified in Table 3.1-1.

Emergency Feedwater System - The emergency feedwater system was reviewed to
detemiine if failures within the system could cause a reactor trip. Spurious actuation of the
emergency feedwater actuation system (EFAS) was identified as n initiator which could
potentially lead to a reactor trip (a reactor trip is untkely since the MFW control system will
normally adjust MFW to compensate for the additional EFW). In any event, this EFAS
related failure is not expected to any additional failures and therefore this failure has been
conservatively included in initiating event T6.

Combustible Gas Control System - The Combustible Gas Control system was examined to
determine if a failure mode of this system could cause or require a reactor trip. No failure
modes of the Combustible Gas Control system resulting in reactor trip were identified.

3.1.1.4 Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)

De response of the RCS after a LOCA can vary quite widely, depending primarily on the size
and to some extent on the location of the break. For very small breaks (less than about 1.9
inches in diameter)in the water space of the RCS with steam-generator cooling unavailable,
the RCS has been conservatively assumed not to depressurize significantly (i.e. below HPSI
pump shut-off head) since the break alone provides insufficient capacity to remove decay heat
(consistent with Ref.'s 3.1-3 and 3.1-8). In these cases the RCS may tend to repressurize to
the point at which the pressurizer SRVs cycle to help remove decay heat. Failure of the RCS
to depressurize prevents the RCS pressure from decreasing below the HPSI shutoff head,
potentially requiring manual initiation of once through cooling. Initiation of once through

,

cooling increases the relief capacity of the RCS beyond that of the break alone and ensures '

that the RCS will depressurize to the HPSI shutoff head such that adequate core cooling is
provided via safety injection flow. Larger breaks have adequate relief capacity such that HPSI
flow is expected without any operator action. Very large breaks require additional flow from
LPSI and the SITS to maintain core cooling 'munediately following the break (i.e., prior to
recirculation).

Categories of break sizes must be selected for analysis since the RCS response and required
mitigating components differ depending upon break size. In selecting the break sizes for
analysis, several information sources were reviewed. The primary supponing References were
3.13,3.1-8 and 3.1-10. It should be noted that breaks or leaks in the RCS that are within the
capacity of the charging system (approximately 0.3 inch or less), do not result in a plant trip
and are not considered as LOCA imtiators. For the smallest break range (up to 1.9 inches in
equivalent diameter), once through cooling is conservatively assumed to have to be initiated
within about a half an hour (estimated as one half the time available for transients) to prevent
uncovering the core if heat removal through the steam generators is lost. The actuation of a
HPSI pump due to the opening of the ECCS vent valve can provide for core cooling with or
without secondary heat removal. He conservative nature of this modeling should be evident
by noting that in Generic Letter 89-19, the NRC indicated that plants with a HPSI system
shutoff head of greater than 1250 psi do not require HPSI to be augmented by EFW (ANO-2
HPSI pump shutoff head is approximately 1450 psig).

For breaks larger than 1.9 inches, the RCS will depressurize to the HPSI actuation set point
i within a few minutes regardless of the status of feedwater. CE small-break LOCA analysis
! (~Ref. 3.1-8, section 2.2] indicates that for these breaks the HPSI flow is sufficient to keep the

core covered and adequately cooled. It was determined that one HPSI pump is sufficient in

|
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g general for breaks from 1.9 inches up to 4.3 inches in diameter. This range of break sizes was
considered separately as medium baak LOCA initiating events.

For large-break LOCAs up to and including a double-ended rupture of the RCS piping, the
reactor-coolant volume is rapidly blown down to the containment until RCS pressure
approaches the containment atmosphere. The SIT system then refloods the core, thereby

,

preventing excessive peak cladding temperatures inat are possible due to momentary core'

uncovering. The depressurization of the RCS also causes actuation of the LPSI system, which
provides inventory makeup and core-heat removal. Steam generator heat removal is not

'

required for large break LOCA mitigation. For the large break LOCA, the refueling water
i tank (RWT - from which the LPSI, HPSI and containment spray pumps take suction) nuy be

emptied in as little as 30 minutes. A recirculation actuation signal (RAS) occurs on low-low;

RWT level, automatically realigning the HPSI pump suction to the containment emergency4

sump for high pressure safety recirculation (HPSR).4

1

For breaks larger than 4.3 inch s in diameter, one HPSI and one LPSI train provides core-heat
removal, with the SITS limiting the early event peak cladding temperatures. Because breaks,

: larger than 4.3 inches depressurize quickly to the point at which substantial LPSI flow can be
delivered, a single large break size of 4.3 inches or more was chosen to represent the large-
break LOCA initiator (note that large break LOCAs are typically defined for design basis
accident analysis as breaks larger than 0.5 sq. ft. in area or approximately 9.6 inches in
diameter). Successful core cooling was assumed to be provided by one HPSI and one LPSI
train. Rather than expending undue effort in analysis, it was further assumed that three safety
injection tanks are needed (consistent with the SAR) (Ref. 3.1 10]), since this injection flow

*

could provide cooling during the early stages of breaks at the larger end of this spectrum.
'

This success criteria is consistent with Reference 3.1-3.
O*

V Therefore, three events were selected to represent LOCAs as initiating events. They are
designated event S, small break LOCA (0.3 inch up to and including 1.9 inch diameter;

] breaks), event M, medium break LOCA (1.9 inch to 4.3 inch diameter breaks), and event A,
large break LOCA (4.3 inch diameter break to double-ended rupture of RCS piping). Table
3.3.6-5 contains a comparison of LOCA break sizes and frequencies used in previous PRAs.

;

i 3.1.1.5 Other Initiators

i Other initiators that can impact plant-safety functions have been evaluated as part of several
! PRA studies. These events can have complex effects on plant operation, or can be assumed to

lead directly to a core-melt condition. This section briefly discusses other events considered
] to have the potential to lead to core damage.
.

Steam Generator Tube Ruptures. A steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) differs from
other initiating events in several important respects, and for convenience it was afforded a
separate event tree evaluation. Credible tube failures range in severity from leak rates of a
few gallons per minute to several hundred gallons per minute for the guillotine rupture of
several tubes. The event chosen as representative of this range is the complete severance of a,

single tube, which results in an initial leakage rate of about 500 gpm at normal RCS and
secondary-system conditions (ANO-2 SAR, (Ref. 3.1-10]). This choice is made on the basis
that a less than complete failun: will result in much smaller leak rates, generally within the
capacity of the normal charging system, and a fairly nomial shutdown can take place. On the
other hand, multi tube failures are not explicitly addressed because they are much less likely to
occur and because the success criteria for systems called upon to respond are essentially the

'D same as those for the failure of a single tube. In fact, multiple tube failures may aid in
depressurizing the RCS, a necessary action in recovering from a tube failure.

3.1-13
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OThe SGTR is a special case of a very small break LOCA and as such, the initial RCS response
is very similar. One difference is that long term cooling may not be able to be established by
high pressure safety recirculation (HPSR) since water may not accumulate in the containment
sump if continuous inventory loss occurs via the steam generators.

Section 3.1.2.5 contains a detailed discussion of the potential sequences involved in
responding to a SGTR.

Reactor Vessel Failure. A review of previous PRA studies [Ref. 3.12 through 3.1-4,3.1-11
and 3.1-13] identified reactor vessel failure as a possible initiating event. Three failure modes -
of the reactor vessel were postulated: (1) failure due to overpressure, (2) failure due to
random causes, and (3) failure due to pressurized thermal shock. A scoping analysis reached
the following conclusions about each of these failure modes:

1. Overpressure failures were considered in other PRAs [Ref. 3.1-11 and 3.1-13]
and in the ATWS Work Package of the PRA (see Appendix B of this report),
and were shown to be of a low likelihood.

2. Random failures were dismissed due to low likelihood based upon results from
leak-before-break studies. A detailed evaluation of the reactor vessel using
fracture mechanics has not been performed; however, the methods used and
conclusions reached in studies of primary piping for B&W plants [Ref. 3.1-14
and 3.1-15] were judged to apply to the reactor vessel in general (i.e. not
vendor specific). Thus, catastrophic vessel failure is assumed to be preeded
by a lengthy period of leakage. As such, ample time exists to detect the leak,
shutdown, and take corrective action to prevent core damage.

3. Pressurized themial shock (PTS) failures have been studied by the NRC [Ref.
3.1 - 17 ). The NRC has estimated the frequency of through-wall crack
formation due to PTS for CE plants as approximately 8E-8/<r [Ref '.1-17,
Figure 7.8]. However, this NRC CE plant study is based on u 'ger m" CE
plant; its data (initiating event frequencies and mitigating systems failure
probabilities) is overly conservative (by its own admission) when compared to
the data used in this PRA. Hence, the contribution of FTS-induced reactor
vessel failures has been judged to be small and is not included in the overall
core-melt frequency.

Therefore, although considered, reactor vessel rupture has been eliminated as a significant
contributor to the ANO-2 core melt frequency.

Interfacing System LOCA. Interfacing system LOCAs are events that occur at the pressure
boundary of the RCS and a system to which it is connected. Typically the interfacing system
of concern is the LPSI system since the failure of the pressure boundary is postulated to result
in a large LOCA condition which induces a failure of the LPSI system that is required for
mitigation of the LOCA. This core-melt scenario results in a containment bypass situation
where coolant inventory doesn't collect in the sump for recirculation and fission products can
directly escape containment. The frequency of this event is dependent upon the testing
procedures used for verification of the pressure boundary, as well as the ?rocedures for
testing the LPSI system. Core melt scenarios have also been identified invo ving failure of
tubing in heat exchangers for high pressure RCS coolant and low pressure cooling systems,
with subsequent failure to interrupt the leak path prior to exhaustion of the injection
inventory. The frequency of this event is dependent on the estimate used for an unexpected
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complete rupture of a heat exchanger tube. In past PRAs, the frequency ofinterfacing system4

LOCAs was calculated to be less than 1.00E-06 per reactor year, and therefore this event has-

been considered to be a relatively small contributor to core-damage frequency. Ilowever, due
to the violation of containment boundary, interfacing system LOCAs have the potential to be a
significant contributor to pub!ic risk. This event is analyzed separately in the ANO-2 PRA
Interfacing System LOCA Work Package (see Appendix C of this repon).

Instrument Tube Rupture. Instrument tube rupture has the potential to pose a significantly
different threat to the reactor than a small LOCA event due to its location in the reactor vessel
Jirectly below the core. liowever, in CE designed reactor vessels the instrument tubes enter3

the reactor vessel from above, through the vessel head, and therefore pose no different of a
threat than any other of the RCS piping connections. Correspondingly, instrument tube
ruptures are considered to be a subset of the small break LOCA initiator.'

Internal flooding. Internal flood induced initiators have been identified and assessed
'

separately, as described in the ANO-2 Intemal Flooding Work Package. Section 3.6 of this
report summarizes the internal flooding analysis methods and results.

3.1.1.6 ANO-2 Initiating Event Summary List

The final listing of initiating events that were identified for inclusion in the ANO-2 PRA is
found in Table 3.13. The development of frequencies for these initiators is documented in
section 3.3.6, while the development of their effects on the logic models is summarized in
section 3.1.2.

3.1.2 Functional Event Tree Development

The functional event tree development (or accident sequence analysis) was begun following
the identification of preliminary ANO-2 PRA initiating evento and was continued with iterative
interaction between the initiating event analysis, the system analysis and the quantification
analysis (with modeling observations and corrections being incorporated in an ongoing
manner). The previous section described the selection of the initiating events to be evaluated
through the development of core melt sequences. Although initial plant responses may differ

. slightly for various initiators within an initiator category (i.e., transient initiating events - loss'

of PCS, turbine trip, main steam line break, etc.), the same functions must be accomplished to
prevent core melt for each category of events. A single event tree structure can therefore be
used to evaluate the core melt sequences for all of the events in each initiator category. Any
subtle differences in the manner in which the functions are challenged by a particular initiating
event can readily be accommodated within the supporting logic for the event tree top events
and by minor changes to the system fault tree.

As previously discussed, considerable input was 'aken from previous PRAs for the.

development of the ANO-2 accident sequence analysis. In response to NRC Generic Letter
88-20, PRAs are being developed for the ANO-1 and Waterford Steam Electric Station
(WSES-3) plants [Ref. 3.1-19], and the associated event trees appear to be the most realistic
and comprehensive available for a CE plant with PORV-like relief capability. The Calvert
Cliffs IREP [Ref. 3.1-3) also provided top logic success criteria and event tree
content / structure information useful in this study. Therefore, several event trees served as an
initial basis for the ANO-2 PRA study. The simihuity of the ANO-2 design to Calvert Cliffs
Units 1 and 2 i to San Onofre Units 2 and 3 has been established in the ANO-2 SAR [Ref.O 3.t->oi eeette" >.3.1. "comv>rieo# with simiier reciiitr e8isee -o
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Based on these reviews and a less detailed review and comparison of ANO 2 to References a
3.1-2, 3.1-4, 3.1-11, 3.1-12 and 3.1-13, Hve event trees (or categories of events) were y
developed to address the response of ANO-2 to potential events: Transient, Small-Break
LOCA, Medium-Break LOCA, Large-Break LOCA and Steam Generator Tube Rupture.
Accident sequences invohing ATWS, Interfacing LOCA, Reactor Vessel Rupture and
instrument Tube Ruptures have been addressed separately and generally detennined not to
require separate event trees for their analysis.

During the development of the ANO 2 event trees and top logic, the following steps were
taken:

1. Determine the relevancy of the preliminary ANO-1, WSES-3 and Calvert Clifts
PRA event tree structure based on plant information.

2. Develop an event tree structure for ANO-2 based on its design.

3. Develop success criteria and corresponding top iogic for each event tree
function that combines initiator effects, system failures and human errors that
could lead to safety function failure.

4. Assign each sequence to a plant damage bin, based on consequence
parameters.

The accident sequences and top logic that resulted from these steps identi6ed the modeling
that was required to be performed by the system analysts, although additional top logic
requirements were identified during the system modeling. Accident sequence descriptions,
including event trees and top logic, are pmvided in the following sections for each of the hcategories of events identified in section 3.1.1.

3.1.2.1 Event Tree and Success Criteria Description

An event tree and its corresponding top logic are used to identify and structure the
development of accident sequence models consisting of system, human and component
failures. The accident sequence models are solved by creating fault trees for each accident
sequence and linking these to the system fault trees via the top logic. Solution of the large
sequence fault tree yields accident sequence cut sets that are evaluated for their validity and
the potential for operator recovery action. Subsequently, the cut sets are assigned to a plant-
damage state for interfacing with the Level-2 analyses (sometimes called the back-end
analysis).

An event tree illustrates in pictorial form the status of events which could evolve during the
mitigation of an initiating event (see Figure 3.1 1 for a representative example). A branch
point is included only when the failure of an event affects the need for or the likelihood of an
event later in the tree, or if the event is relevant in discriminating between core-melt end states
for the consequence (back-e-nd) analysis. A downward branch of the event tree signi6es
1 allure of that event has occurred (failure to accomplish a specific function - as represented by
a fault tree top event). An upward branch indicates successful achievement of that function
and implies the logical complement of the top event. Minimal recovery actions are
conservatively modeled in the event tree to minimize computational complexity. Instead,
following quantification of the plant model, the cut sets generated for each accident sequence
are individually evaluated to assess and credit the capability of operator recovery. It should be &
noted that not every path in the event tree includes a branch point at each event. This is W
because the success or failure of an event is in some cases predetermined by the status of
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events which precede it, or it is irrelevant in evaluating the end states of. interest. As' an -
3 - illustrative exam >1e,. sequence TBF is discussed to demonstrate the relationship between the

event trees and ticir corresponding top logic. From the transient event tree (Figure 3.1-1) it
! can be seen that the sequence begms with a transient initiator (T), followed by successful
: reactivity control (K). (No top logic is developed for event K since its failure is considered

separately in the ATWS work package - see Appendix B.) De RCS and Core Heat Removal-
,

: (B) safety function fails, with failure combinations (as determined by the success criteria from
. Table 3.15) identified through top logic gate B01 on page 1 of the top logic. Failure of the
' RCS Pressure Control / Pressure Boundary Integrity (Q) is predetermined m that the PSVs will
: lift due to B failure. Once nrough Cooling (F) also fails, leading to core melt. The event F
j failure combinations are identified through top gate F01 on page 5 of the top logic.
s

] Basic front-line system success criteria for the ' ANO-2_PRA, shown in Table 3.1-5, were -
developed based on a review of the ANO-2 Safety Analysis Report [Ref. 3.1-10), the WSES

|- PRA [Ref. 3.1 19], the San Onofre PRA [Ref. 3.1-4], and the Calvert Cliffs IREP study [Ref.
| 3.1-3). Consistent with typical PRAsithe required mission time for the success criteria has
: been defined to be 24 hours. Supporting logic for the event tree top events (other than those
! events corresponding directly to the failure of a single system, such as H001) were developed
! to reflect the success criteria. This appears in the form of top-level fault trees (also known as '

! top logic). These top-level fault trees relate the functions represented by the event tree branch '
,

points to the top events in the system fault trees, the effects of the initiating events, and any
: top-level human errors. Each event or branch in the event tree is described and the supporting

logic of the top level fault trees is described in the following section. The fault tree top event
,

names are labeled on each event tree branch for case of reference.'

!

: The sequence types _ located under the sequence class column of Figure 3.1-1, fall into three
categones: core-melt (CM), non-core-melt (NCM), and transfers to other event trees (M1,,

| M2). When transfers to other event trees occur, redundant branch points that appear in the
twa trees are considered in the second tree (i.e. long term RCS inventory control and heate

| removal for transfer M2 is considered in the medium break LOCA event tree). Core-melt
sequences are also assigned to preliminary core-melt bins. The core-melt bins developed for

! the preliminary ANO 1 PRA, which were based on those from the Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1-11],
| were found to be charvteristic of the core melt endstates for a typical PWR and therefore
j appucable for ANO 2. Rese bins were used as a preliminary basis for classifying cut sets for

,

j accident sequences prior to the containment analysis. Table 3.1-5 lists the definitions of the
! core-melt bms. Bins I, II,-V, and VI represent LOCAs, bins IR' and IIR represent steam
| generator tube ruptures and bins III and IV represent transients.: These preliminary core-melt--
j bins have been refined and explained in detail in the Appendix B " Plant Damage States and

Binning Criteria" ANO-2 PRA Level-2 Work Package. This work package is summarized in;

; Section 4.3 of this report.- The far right side of the event tree includes a list of the sequence --

designators. For clarity and ease of reference, only the failure events are included in these-

| sequence designators. A brief summary of the important aspects of the failure events of each
sequence is presented in the remainmg sections, following a discussion of each event tree and,

j its supportmg top logic.

As previously discussed, five event trees were developed and judged to be adequate to model
; the required sequences and success criteria. These event trees are described in detail below. -

f 3.1.2.2 Transient Event Tree and Supporting Top Logic--

! The transient event tree represents the plant response for all. initiating events that do_ not
| constitute a rupture of the primary system pressure boundary greater than or equal to 0.3

-

inches in equivalent diameter (i.e. breaks large enough to be classified as small break LOCAs).;p
- This event tree portrays the anticipated plant response to events that require or-result in an'

f

I
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automatic reactor trip, and then lead to either a stable state, a core-melt state, or transfers to
o:her analyses, such as a Medium-break LOCA, or Anticipated Transient Without Scram
(A BVS). The transient event tree is depicted in Figure 3.1-1. The safety functions
potentially required in response to the transient initiators are:

Reactivity Control - Tennination of the nuclear chain-reaction to reduce the.

amount of heat being generated.

Reactor Control System (RCS) Pressure Control /RCS Pressure Boundary.

Integrity - Maintenance of RCS pressure below SRV set point and reclosure
of primary SRVs (if challenged) to prevent a small LOCA.

RCS and Core lleat Removal - Steam generator cooling to maintain RCS-.

and core cooling and to prevent boiloff of primary system inventory.

Once Through Cooling - If RCS and core-heat removal fails, once-through+

cooling of the primary system using the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) vent valves or the low-temperature overpressure pressure (LTOP)
vent valves and high-pressure safety injection (HPSI) pumps is required,

Long Term Inventory Control and lleat Removal - If once-through cooling.

is being performed, recirculation of RCS coolant from containment sump to
the RCS by HPSI and containment spray cooling of RCS inventory to establish
a stable fonn of long term core cooling. This function is modeled within the
medium break LOCA event tree by transfer M1.

The last two safety functions listed above are technically sub-functions of the RCS and Core &
Heat Removal safety function. They are modeled separately to account for the unique W
systems required in the event the normal primary to secondary cooling function is not
available. Each of these functional events considered in the transient initiator plant response
are described below.

| Event K: Reactivity Control

ne transient initiating events place a demand on the reactor protection system (RPS) to trip
the reactor. Sequences involving RPS failures are often !:rmed a iticipated transients without
scram (ABVS). Although an ABVS is a relatively low-frequency event, it results in
particularly severe challenges to the ability to maintain reactor coolant system (RCS) heat
removal and integrity after certain initiating events, therefore sequences involving RPS failure
are treated separately in the ANO-2 PRA ABVS Work Package (see Appendix B of this
report). The remaining events in the transient event tree are defined within the context of
successful RPS operation.

Event B: RCS and Core Heat Removal (Transient)

Failure of event B is modeled as a loss of all feedwater which results in the inability to cool the
RCS through the steam generators, with a subsequent requirement to recover feedwater or
initia:e once-through cooling. Once-through cooling is addressed in event F. Feedwater
recovery is addressed in the Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) Work Package. The RCS and
Core (primary-secondary) heat transfer phenomena are described below, followed by a
discussion of the suecas criteria and top logic development.

The normal (and preferred) respeare after a reactor trip is for the plant to stabilize at hot- hshutdown conditions, with heat removal provided by the steam generators. Under most
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p circumstances, forced loop flow of the reactor coolant is maintained by the reactor coolant
Q pumps (RCPs). As in the case when the reactor is at power, the RCS, with the exception of

the pressurizer, is sub-cooled. The pressurizer is kept at saturated conditions so that the
heater banks and sprays can function to control RCS pressure. A constant level in the steam
generators is sustameil by main feedwater (MRV) or eme ency feedwater (ERV), which is
boiled off to the condenser through the SDBCS, If the conuenser is not available, then steam

; is released to the atmosphere through the atmospheric dump valves (ADVs) and/or the main
steam safety valves (MSSVs) as needed - Charging flow to the RCS is provided to balance the
shrinkage of the reactor coolant as it cools and to compensate for any small leaks that may
exist.

If the RCPs cannot be used to circulate the reactor coolant, such as during conditions when
i off site power is unavailable, loop Dow can be maintained by natural circulation. Natural

circulation relies on the density difference between the colder reactor coolant in the steam
generators and the hotter coolant in the core to provide a driving head. A drising head for
now exists due to the elevation difference between the average temperature points in the

; steam generator and the reactor core. These two points are referred to as the " thermal
centers". In addition, minimal RCS voiding should be present to ensure that a flow path
connecting the two thermal centers is available.

.

Core cooling can still be provided by natural circulation flow if the RCS is satura'ed, although
if the RCS is losing inventory the steam generator U-tubes will eventually void, interrupting
circulation. Under these conditions, core-heat removal via the steam generators can still be

'

maintained by intermittent circulation as reactor coolant is boiled off the top of the core and
then condensed in the steam generators U-tubes, falling back down the hot legs to the top of
the core. This mode of cooling is referred to as " reflux boiling" and, though it is less desirable
than either forced or natural circulatior cooling, it can be successful in avoiding core-melt.

'
,

This mode of core cooling is not modeled directly and is considered a potential recoverys
,

,

aCllon.4

'
Upon receipt of a reactor trip signal, the operators will verify the safety functions listed in the
emergency operating procedures (EOPs - [Ref. 3.1-21]) have taken place. During a normal

; reactor tnp the MRV system automatically ramps ae MRV Dow down to the reactor trip
over-ride (RTO) conditions. The EOPs direct the operators to control MRV flow so that the,

SG level is about 70%. If SG level falls to 23%, the ERV system will be actuated
automatically, and the operators are directed to verify its operation. An additional success

! path for RCS and core heat removal is via depressurizing the SGs to below the condensate
pump shutoff head using the SDBCS and feeding the SGs via the condensate systen.. Since
this is a manual operation in response to a failure of a front-line system, it is not modeled in

i

the top logic and has been treated separately as a recovery action.

| Based upon a review of the system configuration at ANO-2, it is highly unlikely that the core-
heat removal will not be met if ERV or MRV flow exists (i.e., the steam generator inventory
criteria are met). That is, it is extremely unlikely that the multiple MSSVs and SDBCS valves
will all fail to open and cause the required RCS coolant delta-T criteria in the EOP to fail to

i be met. Therefore, the loss of SG steam path portion of the RCS and core heat removal
function is not considered further.

The most limiting case for this function is the case where all feedwater flow is lost. For this
case, analysis [Ref. 3.1 10] indicates that the reactor will continue on-line unth the SG Lo-Lo

.i level trip point is reached (at 23% level in the SG). At that point a reactor trip will occur and
; o ERV will be actuated. If EFW fails to actuate, the SG level will drop to 70" in about 10
'd minutes, at which time once-through cooling is specified by the emergency procedures

- (Sections 12 or 9 - [Ref. 3.1-21]). If once-through cooling is not established or MRV /ERV is
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not recovered, the secondary side of the SGs will boil dry in about 19 minutes after a total loss
of feedwater initiated event (T2) or in about 34 minutes after a reactor trip which then
immediately develops into a total loss of feedwater (non-T2 events) [Ref. 3.1-28]. Recovery
of feedwater after that point may damage the SG, but can be an effective means to provid-
core cooling provided signi6 cant RCS voiding has not occurred. if the situation persists,
primary system bleed-off at high pressure will commence at about 30 minutes (T2 events)
when the SRV set point (2500 psia)is reached. If once through cooling is not initiated within
about 55 minutes from a T2 induced reactor trip (approximately saturated RCS conditions),
Reference 3.1-22, provides an extrapolative estimate that the core will begin to become
uncovered. It should also be noted that non-loss-of all feedwater initiated transients (i.e., all
but T2) will povide approximately an additional 15 minute; from the losc-of feedwater to
initiate once-through cooling (for a total time available of 70 minutes). This additional time is
due to the reactor tripping with the steam gerierators at normal operating levels, compared to
loss of-feedwater initiators that trip the reactor on Icw steam generator level. '

It should be nued that ANO-2 specific hiAAP code anrJysis (Ref. 3.123] has been
performed which indicates that these timing estimates contain a degree of conservatism. From
Reference 3.1-23, significant core heat up (e.g. beyond approximately 2200 0F) is not
expected if once through cooling is initiated within approximately 100 minutes after a SBO
induced total loss of feedwater (i.e., non T2 events).

Although it is desirable to maintain cooling using both steam generators, decay heat can te
removed adequatety by circulation through one generator, with feedwater initially supplied by
at least one of the two MRV pumps, or at least one of the two ERV pumps. Since
procedures call for once-through cooiing to be initiated at about 10 minutes after a total loss
of feedwater, the success criteria for MRV /ERV requires that these systems must operate
before 10 minutes has elapsed after a reactor trip (note, operator recovery action modeling
r.cknowledges the availability of additional time to recover feedwater). In additioe to )
initiating feedwater flow in a timely manner,it was assumed for the purposes of this analysis
that flow to the steam generators would have to remain available for a norrJnal period of 24
hours. This timing is conservatively assumed to require switch over to the ~ Q" Condensate
Storage Tank (CST) or the senice water system within the 24 hour mission time assumed for
the ANO-2 PRA.

Under most conditior.s cooldown to normal shut-dowr> .coling entry conditions could be
accomplished well within this period. In addition, after 24 hours decay heat is at a level of^

about 0.6 percent of the pre-trip power; therefore, heat removal could be interrupted for
relatively long periods (comprad to those cited above) without resulting in core uncovering,
and a number of options would be available for the repair or initiation of altemative coolir.g
modes.

The logical development for the failure of RCS heat removal is shown on page 1 of the top
logic. The top event is deSned to occur if all feedwater flow is lost (gate B01). Feedwater
flow can be lost through failures within the MRV and ERV systems. A loss of MRV (gate
B02) can occur as a direct consequence of several initiating events, or result from failures
after a reactor trip, as modeled by gate F000. Gate B03 represents the failures that can lead
to a loss of ERV flow. Gate B04 accounts for the automatic isolation and unavailability of
one train of ERV that is expected in the event of a steamline/feedline break.

Evert Q: RCS Pressure Control / Pressure Boundary Integrity

Event Q was developed to illustrate phenomena that could result in RCS voiding due to a loss
of RCS inventory when the RCS and core heat removal function (i.e. primary-secondary heat

>

transfer) would normally be successful. As previously noted, RCS voiding can potentially
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decouple the primary to secondary heat removal through the steam generators. TQ sequences-' 4

O.
are treated by a transfer to the event tree for rnedium-break LOCAs, as indicated by transfer
M1. Only two types of medium-break LOCAs were examined in this context; those which.

{ include the opening and subsequent failure to reclose of the pressurizer safety relief valves and
i those involving failures of the systems that provide cooling for the RCP seals such that a RCP
| seal LOCA results. It should be noted that RCP seal LOCAs were not included as initiating .

f- events due to the minimal leak rates and low likelihood of occurrence expected for the CE
j RCP seals utilizing a fourth vapor stage,
i

j In addition, the possibility of an RCS over pressurization due to both SRVs failing to open has
3 been considered and ehminated. In this sec uence RCS pressure relief does not occur and it is -
1 assumed to result in RCS pressures above tie effective shutoff head for the HPSI system. his

sequence is therefore conservatively assumed to result in a high-pressure core melt. Thet-

; probability of such an event was calculated for the Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1-11] and the Calvert
~

Cliffs IREP [Ref. 3.1-3] and shown to'be negligibly small. This was confirmed.for the
,

i preliminary ANO-1 PRA. - Herefore, the minimal contribution of sequences invohing this
j event isjudged to be applicable for ANO 2.

j in general, two different mechanisms can cause RCS pressure to increase to the set points for
the pressurizer safety relief valves: (1) RCS pressure may increase when the turbme steam

'

demand from the steam generators is reduced or lost for a period of time coupled whh
1 inadequate SG pn ssure control by the steam dump and bypass control system (SDBLS)
i and/or the SG safety valves; and (2) high pressure resulting from the improper operation of -
j the normal RCS pressure-control system.
:'
; The st mechanism has been considen.J and eliminated for ANO-2, based upon a review of

the ANO-2 SAR analysis [Ref. 3.1-10] of a Loss of External Load and/or Turbine Trip.

' (section 15.1.7) and analysis of a Loss of All Normal and Preferred AC Power to the Station
- Auxiliaries (section 15.1.9). If a reactor trip on turbine trip is credited, then the more limiting -

! of these transients is the loss of power event. The analysis for this event indicates that the SG
! safety valves alone are adequate to avoid lifting the pressurizer SRVs. A turbine trip or loss
; of off site power with failure of multiple SG safety valves and failure of the SDBCS would

therefore be required to cause lifting of a pressurizer SRV. The pressurizer SRV would then,

: have to subsequently fail to reclose to induce a Q event. The frequency of this sequence of
: ev:nts is not considered significant-when compared to the fr:quency of a medium break
! LOCA and is therefore bounded by the medium break LOCA analys'.s.

| The second mechanism for causing RCS pressure to increase' to the set points for the
pressurizer SRVs has been modeled by gate Q01, as shown on page 2 of the top iegic. Gate

! Q01 represents failure to control the RCS pressure (gate QO2) and the subsequent failure c' 1 -
_ of 2 SRVs to reclose (event RCSRV). Gate QO2 represents an increase'in the RCS pressure
j to the SRV set points due to failure of the RCS pressure control system.
.

} To address the second type of transient induced small or medium break LOCA (i.e. failures of
; the systems that provide cooling for the RCP seals such that a RCP seal LOCA results),

Entergy has reviewed the area of RCP seal integrity extensively, as documented in Reference
L 3.1-27. RCP seal failure induced LOCAs (i.e. coolant loss in excess of normal system makeup

capacity) can be grouped into two major categories, with two subsets for the second category,
;- as follows:-

! . - failure during normal operating conditions
failure during off-normal operating conditionsa

,O-

t
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-loss of RCP seal cooling only
- LOOP or SBO induced loss of RCP seal cooling

Designed in RCP seal integrity differences at ANO-2 make RCP seal LOCAs during nonnal
operating conditions very unlikely (i.e. bounded by the small or medium break LOCA initiator
frequency of SE-3/yr or 1E-3/yr, respectively). These design differences include:

use of low leak-off, multi-staged hydro-dynamic Byron-Jackson (BJ) RCP seals versus
the high leak-off, single stage hydro-dynamic and two-staged hydro-static
Westinghouse RCP seals (which have a historically larger failure raie, when failure is
defined as that resuhing in a small or medium LOCA)

use of a BJ RCP seal with a fourth stage vapor seal that is designed for full RCS
,

pressure conditions (in addition to the three seal stages used for RCS pressure break
down that are each also designed for full RCS pressure conditions)

use of improved rotating face materials that are less susceptible to cracking and seal
face fracture than original rotating face materials

use of improved manufacturing quality controls, maintenance procedures and
maintenance practices that have reduced the amount of RCP seal " infant mortality"

use ofimproved RCP seal monitoring instrumentation that avoids extensive operation
of a degraded RCP seal

The effect of these differences is evidenced by the fact that no RCP seal LOCAs have
occurred at CE plants throughout their operating histories. Therefore it is assumed that the
potential for RCP real failure induced LOCAs during normal operating conditions is bounded
by the small and medium break LOCA initiators (and therefore not modeled separately).

For off-normal operating conditions, NRC studies documented in NUREG/CR-4948 [Ref.
3.1-24), NUREG/CR-4821 [Ref. 3.1-18), AND NUREG-1401 [Ref. 3.1-7) evaluate industry
testing performed on Westinghouse designed RCP seals by EDF and performed on BJ RCP
seals in a 50 hour St. Lucie SBO test and 30 minute San Onofre loss of seal cooling test. The
NRC evaluation discounted the results of these tests for a variety of reasons such as seal
designs being different, shaft motion not allowed, the pump was rotating during the test vice
stationary as in the case of SBO, etc. However, Entergy does not agree with this evaluation.
The fact that SBO conditions and seal configurations are not exactly duplicated during the test
does not mean that useful information regarding seal reliability during a SBO event could not
be derived. Testing performed on various BJ RCP seal cartridges and operational experience
by a domestic CE plant other than ANO-2, which isolated cooling water to two RCP seals at
approximately 530 F for a period of six hours and subsequently operated the pumps for three
months until the next refueling outage, clearly demonstrate that the evaluation of testing
identified in the various NUREGs do not accurately reflect what would occur to BJ RCP seals
during a loss of seal cooling water or SBO event.

Other operational experience includes a natural circulation cooldown at St. Lucie in 1980
during which RCP seal cooling water was not available for a period of one and one half hours.
While the seals were replaced as a precautionary measua, follow-up examination revealed
that the seals were not damaged and the pumps could have been successfully restaned. In
1985, Waterford 3 experienced a loss of RCP seal cooling water to three RCPs. After 45
minutes, one seal leaked externally approximately 3 gpm. During the event, the vapor seal
failed as a result of controlled bleedoff isolation but the lower and middle seal stages

3.1-22 |
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(N maintained their function. The plant cooled down, and the seals maintained their functionalL) integrity throughout the event.+

These test results and industry experience, along with the designed in differences previously
discussed, form the basis for an assumption that RCP seal LOCAs will not occur during SBO

t conditions at ANO-.2.
.

For off normal conditions when RCP operation is possible (i.e. non-SBO conditions), in the
event RCP seal cooling is lost, seal failure will likely occur if sustained RCP operation occurs
subsequent to the loss of seal cooling. Upon loss of RCP seal cooling in excess of 10 minutes,
the ANO-2 RCP emergencies procedure [Ref. 3.1-25] directs the operator to trip the reactor,

and all RCPs. Reference 3.1-20 documents RCP test results that form the basis for an
assumption that RCP operation without seal or motor cooling can be sustained for
approximately 30 minutes without significant degradation of the motor bearing surfaces or the,

seal integrity. During the Reference 3.1-20 tests several pump parameters were monitored,-
including the temperature and pressure for each of the four seals and the Dow rates for
controlled bleedoff and leakage past the s apor seal. The tests performed and their results can
be summarized as follows:;

1. A 23.5 minute run with no cooling water flow to the motor coolers, but nonnal
flow to the seal coolers.

Extrapolated average upthrust bearing temperature at 30 minutes could be
expected to reach 2740F.

.

|_ No degradation of the bearing surfaces was detected.
<

'

2. A 30 minute run with no cooling water flow to the seal coolers, but normal
flow to the motor coolers.

.

Maximum seal cavity temperature recorded was 5320F at the second seal.

Additionally, section 5.5.1.3 of Reference 3.1-10 documents test results used as a part of the
ANO-2 design / licensing basis, concluding

"Four reactor coolant pumps with seals of similar design have been operated for up to
40 minutes with no component cooling water. While there was some increase in
controlled seal leakage (to the closed system), the mechanical seals were subsequently
dismantled and refurbished without finding major damage such as bmken pieces in the,

seals. Therefore, a loss of component cooling water flow to the Unit 2 reactor coolant
pumps for up to 40 minutes is not expected to result in a Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) due to seal failure.',

Therefore, it has been conservatively assumed that RCP operation in excess of 40 minutes
without CCW cooling will lead to a catastrophic loss of seal integrity (i.e. RCP seal LOCA).1

'

RCP seal failure induced medium break LOCAs have been modeled by Gate QO2A, as shown
on page 2 of the top logic. Gate X001 models the events that can lead to a loss of CCW
while event OPER-1 models the failure of control room operators to t:ip RCPs within 40
minutes from the loss of CCW (or within 30 minutes of being directed to do so try
procedures). Gate QO2B, shown on page 2,3, and 4 of the top logic accounts for the fact

Q that the RCPs are tripped automatically (due to loss of motive power) for a loss of off-siteb) power event. (Actually to facilitate nnlel quanti 0 cation allinitiating events except T3 have
been modeled, which is the logical equivclent to a not T3 gate).

3.1-23
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The subsequent requirements for coolant injection in both the short term and long term, given
failure of event Q, are modeled by transfer to the medium break LOCA event tree, as
indicated by transfer M1. Note that the transfer to the medium LOCA is conservative in that
the potential for long term core cooling using the steam generators and EFW is neglected
(which is a significant conservatism for loss of service water events where no other available

; means oflong term heat remova' exists). Reference 3.129 indicates that due to the physical
restrictions along the RCP shaft, the maximum potential RCP sel LOCA flow would be
approximately 660 gpm. This is for an approximately one inch opening, which is well within
the size defined for a small break LOCA. Therefore this is an area of modeling conservatism
that may be revised if overly conservative results occur.

Event F: Once Through Cooling (Transient)

Event F represents the provision of sufficient primary system inventory to allow for cooling of
the core in the event of failure of RCS and core heat removal. Conservative, extrapolative
calculdons for ANO-2 [Ref 3.1-22] indicate that once-through cooling must begin within
about 60 minutes of the reactor trip (within about 45 minutes after the indication that once-
through cooling is necessary) for the core to remain covered. However, it should be noted
that, although these timing requirements were used for this study, ANO-2 specific MAAP
code analysis (Ref. 3.1-23) indicates that this is a conservative estimate and that significant
core heat up (e.g. beyond approximately 2200 0F) is not expected if once-through cooling is
initiated within approximately 100 minutes after a total loss of feedwater.

The requirements for once through cooling with success of event Q are one HPSI pump with
the ECCS or LTOP vent valves open, based upon an initiation delay of 55 minutes from the
total loss of feedwater (i.e. T2 initiator). Initia: ion of once-through cooling at approximately
10 minutes after a loss of all feedwater (a; specified in the EOP - [Ref. 3.1-21]) can be readily 3
seen to be successful with only one HPSI pump, since this represents a medium break LOCA T
with no significant loss of subcooling margin prior to its initiation (and is consistent with the
medium break LOCA success criteria. The difference between this earlier initiation time of 10
minutes and the later time for the success criteria (55 minutes for T2 initiator and 70 for non-
T2 initiators) has been accounted for in the modeling of the failure likelihood of this operator
action. Once-through core cooling requires actuation of a HPSI pump and remote manual
action to open the isolation valves for the ECCS/LTOP vent salves. This action depressurizes
the RCS to below the shutoff head of the HPSI pumps rapidly enough to avoid core
uncovenng.

The top logic for event F during transient events is presented on page 5 of the_ top logic. Gate
F01 represents the failure of event F following failure of event B during a transient. The event
OPER-2 represents the failure of the operator to make the decision to initiate once-through

! core cooling following a loss of feedwater to the steam generators. Transfer H002 represents
i the failure of the HPSI pumps to operate, and Transfer R001 represents the failure of the

ECCS/LTOP vent valves to open.

| Recirculation of injection water is necessary when RCS inventory is being lost through the
| ECCS/LTOP vent valves and RWT inventory has been depleted by HPSI and containment
| spray (CS) flow. This requirement comes about subsequent to failure of the RCS and core
; heat removal and successful initiation of once-through cooling. If both RCS and core heat

removal and RCS integrity are restored, the.RCS is in a stable state, with no inventory being
lost. In this case, recirculation is not necessary. This situation requires proceduralized and

j unproceduralized manual operator actions ar.d therefore is treated as a recovery,

Recirculation failures are nxxieled by event X. TBX sequences are treated through a transfer hto the medium-break LOCA event tree, as indicated by transfer M2.
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Transient Sequence Summary

The following paragraphs summarize the important aspects of the sequences that lead to a
core melt (i.e., do not have a safe, stable outcome), as depicted on Figure 3.1-1 (Transient
Event Tree).

TQUfrQX - These sequences represents transient initiating events with successful reactor
,

i trip and successful primary to secondary heat transfer via the steam generators. However,
.

subsequent failures mduce a medium break LOCA (such as PSVs failing to reclose or RCP
t seal LOCAs). This event is then treated by a transfer to the medium break LOCA event tree

(transfer M1) where potential subsequent failures of the HPSI system during injection from
the RWT and recirculation from the containment sump are modeled. TQU sequences lead to
early core melt, while TQX sequences lead to late core melt.'

TBX - This sequence represents a transient initiating event followed by failure of RCS and
core heat removal, but successful once-through-cooling. This results in the depletion of the
RWT invemary and a requirement for recirculation of the containment sump inventory, which
subsequently fails. This sequence represents a transient-induced medium LOCA. This event

| is treated transfer M2 to the medium LOCA event tree. This sequence leads to late core melt.

TBF This sequence involves transient initiating events with a subsequent loss of RCS and,

core heat removal (i.e. MFW and EFW failures) and failure of once-through cooling (due to
i HPSI or ECCS vent and LTOP vent valve failures). This sequence leads to high RCS

pressure early core melt.*

TK - This sequence represents transient initiating events followed by failure of the reactor trip
system. These sequences have been considered separately in Appendix B.

3.1.2.3 Small Break LOCA Event Tree and Supporting Top Logic
#

A small LOCA (SLOCA) initiating event is a break in the RCS pressure boundary in some
location c ther than the steam generator that exceeds normal charging now. For break sizes in
excess of 0.3 inches in diameter, the Calvert Cliffs IREP [Ref. 3.1-3] indicates that the normal
charging system cannot maintain level in the pressurizer. As a similar CE plant, Calvert Cliffs
has a similcr charging capacity as ANO-2. Also this minimum break size for which the
pressurizer level will not be maintained is similar to that used for preliminary ANO-1 and,

other industry PRAs.

The SLOCA will depressurize the RCS and cause a reactor trip and safety-injection actuation
signal (SIAS) to be generated. Provided that a secondary heat sink exists, the RCS will reach
an equilibrium pressure which corresponds to the pressure at which the energy removed by the,

break flow and the HPSI flow equals the energy generated by the core decay heat. Since this*

LOCA size is not large enough to cause sufficient voiding in the primary system to shutdown
i the nuclear chain reaction, the reactor trip function is necessary. RCS pressure control is not

required due to the fact that this LOCA will depressurize the RCS below the normal operating'

conditions. RCS and core-heat removal is necessary since the break size is conservatively,

assumed to be insufficient to reduce primary-system pressure to a point below the shutoff
head of the HPSI system (consistent with Ref. 3.1-3). As RCS and core-heat removal is
established, flow from HPSI must be established to make up for inventory loss out the break.
Recirculation from the containment sump is required to continue coolant mjection once the
RWT inventory is depleted. An alternative to recirculation is use of the shutdown cooling

(d system (SDC) for certain break locations such as SRVs, although this will be treated as aN
recovery. The SLOCA event tree is shown in Figure 3.1-2.

4
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The safety functions required to prevent core damage for the SLOCA are: "

Reactivity Control - Termination of the nuclear chain reaction to reduce the.

amount of heat being generated.

RCS Inventory Control (Injection) - HPSI actuation to make up for.

inventory lost out the break.

RCS and Core Heat Removal - Steam generator cooling to reduce RCS.

pressure allowing HPSI flow into the RCS.s

Once Through Cooling - If RCS and core heat removal fails, once-through.

cooling of the primary system using the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) vent valves or the low-temperature overpressure pressure (LTOP)
vent valves and HPSI pumps is required.

Long Term Inventory Control - Recirculation of RCS coolant from.

contalnment sump to the RCS by HPSI and containment spray cooling of RCS
inventory.

The last two safety functions listed above are technically sub-functions of the RCS and Core '

Heat Removal safety function. They are modeled separately to account for the unique
systems required in the event the nomial primary to secondary cooling function is not
available. Each of these functional events considered in the transient initiator plant response>

are described below.

Event K: Reactivity Control "

The occurrence of a small-break LOCA will result in a demand for a reactor trip to limit the
amount of heat being produced. Event K was included in the event tree for small-break.

LOCAs to permit the definition of core-melt sequences that include failure to trip. Bect.use of
the relatively small initiating-event frequency (IE-3/yr from section 3.3.6 of this report) arid
the reliability of the RPS (approximately SE-5 fcom Appendix B of this report), sequence SK
is very unlikely (approximately SE-8/yr). More importantly, the primary concem associated
with ATWS sequences is the resultant peak RCS pressure leading to equipment malfunction.
Since a small-break LOCA is initially a depressurization event, the peak pressure will nct te
high with respect to other, more likely sequences, such as failure to trip after a loss of MFW.
Also, since there is a demand for the injection of borated water as a result of Event S, the
success criteria for sequence SK would not be much different with regard to core cooling than
that for successful reactivity control. Therefore, although the sequence has been identified in
the event tree, no further evaluation of its frequency or consequences was performed.

Event B: RCS and Core Heat Removal (SLOCA)

The normal response after a small LOCA is for the plant to stabilize at significantly
pt:ssurized RCS conditions, with heat removal provideo by the steam generators and the RCS
break. This condition is almost identical to that after a transient, although the actual heat load
for the steam generators is substantially less, due to energy relieved by the break. Since the
energy removed through the small LOCA does not remove all decay heat, RCS and core heat
removal must be supplemented using MFW or EFW to supply feed flow to at least one steam
generator. Steam flow through the ADVs or the steam generator safety valves (SV) is
assumed adequate to remove sufficient energy to maintain the RCS pressure below the HPSI
pump shut-off head (SG SV set point approximately 1000 psig - HPSI pump shutoff head
approximately 1450 psig). Therefore, RCS and core heat removal failure can be nxxieled as
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gate BS01 on Page 5 of the top logic using the logic for transient gate B01, with all initiators

p) other thar, S removed.
%-

Event U: RCS Inventory Connel (SLOCA - Injection)

Event U represents a demand for HPSI Dow to maintain sufficient RCS inventory for
sustained core cooling. Failure of event U represents failure of the HPSI system to provide4

one train of Goe from at least one of the two HPSI pumps automatically actuated. The third,

HPSI p :mp is not automatically actuated and is therefore considered available as a potential
recovery. One HPSI train is defined to contain three injection paths to the RCS cold legs, two
to supply injection to the core and one conservatively lost through a cold leg break, similar to
(though slightly more conservative) Reference 3.1-3 (see Table 7 of Ref. 3.1-3). It should be
noted that in addition to a HPSI train, the ANO-2 safety analysis [Ref. 3.1-10] takes credit fer
injection fmm the safety injection tanks (SITS) and a LPSI train for larger break sizes and

j Iccations. This credit is not considered necessary for the ANO-2 PRA small break LOCA
: success criteria based upon the fact that:
.

The ANO-2 small-break LOCA safety analysis uses a more restrictive clad and+

fuel damage failure criteria verses a core-melt failure criteria,
.

The ANO-2 small break LOCA safety analysis uses worst case input-

assumptions versus best-estimate assumptions (i.e. hot-channel conditionsi

e versus average-channel conditions and other 10CFR50 Appendix K
assumptions), and4

A small break LOCA represents a significantly less severe challenge to the+

ability to provide RCS injection and core cooling than larger breaks.

O.

In a similar manner, the ANO-2 EOPs [Ref. 3.1-21] require the operators to trip RCPs during
j LOCA conditions (in response to TMI Action Plan Item II.K.3.5). Specifically, the operators

are directed to trip two RCPs (one in each loop) if the RCS pressure drops below 1400 psig
and to trip the remaining two if RCS conditions are indicative of a LOCA (i.e. loss of
subcooling margin). This : rip strategy is often referred to as trip two/ leave two (T2/L2). The,

T2/L2 strategy has not been modeled as an element of the ANO-2 PRA success criteria for
several reasons, as discussed below:

the purpose of the T2/L2 strategy is to minimize RCS coolant inventory loss, it.

is not an absolute requirement to avoid core melt.

#
analyses have been performed [Ref. 3.1-16] that demonstrated that sufficient+

core cooling would be available if the second two RCPs were mistakenly not
tripped when the trip set points are reached, but were tripped later or failed at
the worst time during the event.

the limiting conditions of concern, if the T2/L2 strategy is not properly.

implemented, are restricted to a small range of small break LOCA sizes and to
only certain times during the event; therefox, these conditions are considered
unlikely.

this action is proceduralized and well trained and therefore it is unlikely that it-

would not be properly implemented.

/7 No new supporting logic was deseloped for this event, since it is logically equivalent to gateU H001 of the HPSI fault tree. This failure results in the loss of RCS inventory until the core

4

*
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becomes, and remains, uncovered. However, this sequence is slow to evolve, requiring many
hours to reduce the RCS inventory to the point where core uncovering begins. Therefore,if
the RCS and core cooling function is not failed, core cooling will be provided by the steam
generators until significant RCS voids develop. It should be noted that ANO-2 specific
MAAP code analysis [Ref. 3.1-23] has been performed which indicates that significant core
heat up (e.g. beyond approximately 2200 0F) is not expected if RCS inventory injection is
initiated within approximately four hours after a SLOCA. As a result, a conservative RCS
inventory control secovery time requirement of two hours from the LOCA has been used.
This failure is represented by core melt sequence SU.

For sequences invoMng failure of the RCS and core cooling function, a conservative RCS
inveniory control recovery time of 30 minutes has been used. This failure is represented by
core-melt sequence SBU.

Event F: Once nrough Cooling (SLOCA)

This event is similar to the case for event F subsequent to a transient event. Since HPSI is
already defined to be successful for this event, success of once through cooling coly requires
opening of the ECCS or LTDP vent valves. One vent path is regnited; therefors, this event is
represented by gate F02 on page 5 of the top logic, failwe of the operatee to initiate once-
through cooling (event O?ER-3) ard failure of the ECCS and LTOP vent valves (transfer
R001). Due to the additional inventory loss associated with the small break, once through
cooling has been assumed to tw required in about half the time allowed for transients (i.e. 30
minutes).

Event X: Long-Term Inventory Control and Heat Removal (SLOCA - Recirculation)

This event represents the continuation of the RCS inventory control function. Prior to this
point ir the event tree, some of the decay heat is being removed by the SGs or vent valves,
with the remaining decay heat beir removed through inventory being lost out the break. The
inventory being lost is made up tbugh the HPSI system. At this point in event tree the RWT
inventory has been exhausted, causing the tecirculation actuation signal (RAS) to actuate.
RAS causes suction for the HPSI pumps to be switched to the containment sump. Decay heat
must still be removed from the RCS inventory through the steam generators or containment
spray.

Long-term RCS inventory control requires recirculation to occu in as little as approximately
one hour (due to depletion of the RWT caused by HPSI and containment spray flow). This
event also requires containment spray in conjunction with the shut down cooling heat
exchangers (utilized by the CS system) to provide adequate RCS and containment heat
removal in the recirculation mode. Therefore, this event encompasses failure of the H. PSI
system to achieve recirculation (transfer H003) or failure of the containment system to remove
decay heat through the heat exchangers (transfer Y001). Gate X02 is used for the sequence
where RCS heat removal is initially successful (success of event B) and decay heat can be
removed via the steam generators, while gate X01 is used where once-through cooling is
being used (event B has failed) and decay heat must be removed via the contaimaent spray.
These gates appear on page 6 of the top logic. It should be noted that due to the automatic 1

nature of the recirculation actuation, no required operator actions have been identified to I
establish recirculation. Operator failure to depressurtz- a steam generator has been included ;
in the top logic with B success since this failure has tren conservatively assumed to lead to. )
failure upon recirculation initiation (if CS is also failed). When the injection source is
switched to the containment sump the cooling effect of the RWT water is lost. If CS is failed |

the injection water will be considerably hotter due to the absence of heat removal from the
containment and RCS. This hotter injection water has been conservatively assumed to cause

.

|
1
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the RCS pressure to increase above the HPSI pump shutoff head, failing long term inventory'

control unless operator action is taken to depressurize a SG.
'

Small-Break LOCA Core Melt Sequence Summary-

j The following paragraphs summarize core-rnelt sequences in the small break LOCA event
tree.

i SX - This sequence represents a small-break LOCA with successfui RCS inventory control
and RCS and core heat removal, with a subsequent failure of the HPSI or CS systems during4

recirculation (after the RWT inventory is exhausted). This leads to a late core melt.

SU - This sequence represas a 5mati-ireak LOCA' ith failure of the HPSI to replace
; inventory lost out the break. Depressuriration to Sfr and LPSI conditions to cecess these
; additional sources of inventory has been consetvatively neglected. Although this sequence is
4 slow to progress it ha; been conservatively assumed that this sequence results in early core

melt.

SBX - This sequence represents a small-break LOCA with successful HPSI, but with initial
failure of RCS and core heat removal and recovery via once-through cooling. From this point
on, this sequence is similar to the previous one.

SBF - This sequence represents a small break LOCA and failure of RCS and core heat
removal through the steam generators and failure of once through cooling. This leads to
repressurization of the RCS above the HPSI shutoff head and early core melt at high RCS

: pressure.

SBU - This sequence represents a small-break LOCA with failure of the HPSI to replace
inventory lost out the break. It also involves failure of the RCS and core heat mmoval
function. Since this event is non-minimal when compared to sequence SU it is bounded by
and considered within SU. However, for completeness, this sequence was included. This

'

event leads to an early core melt.
.

SK - This sequence represents a small-break LOCA event followed by failure of the reactor.

! trip system. This sequence is not considered further due to the low frequency and
! consequence, compared to small-break LOCAs with successful reactor trip.

:

3.1.2.4 Medium-Break LOCA Event Tree and Supporting Top Logic

A medium LOCA (MLOCA) initiating event is similar to a SLOCA except that the break is
i large enough to assure that the RCS will depressurize to the HPSI shutoff head due to mass -

and energy relief through the break alone. It should be noted that the MLOCA event is
actually well within the break size that is typically considered to be a small break (i.e. < 0.5 cu.
ft.)in design basis accident analysis. The term " medium"is used only to distinguish this event
from the vety small and large breaks also considered as initiators for the ANO-2 PRA. The
safety functions requimd to prevent core damage for the MLOCA are:

Reactivity Control - Termination of the nuclear chain reaction to reduce the-

amount of heat being generated.

|

:
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RCS Intentory Control (Injection) - HPSI actuation to make up for.

inventory lost out the break.

Long Term Intentory Control - Recirculation of RCS coolant from.

containment sump to the RCS by HPSI and containment spray cooling of
RCS inventory.

The htLOCA event tree is shown in Figure 3.1-3.

Event K: Eractivity Control

The occurrence of a MLOCA is hkely to result in a demand for a reactor trip to limit the
amount of heat being produced. Event K was included in the event tree for medium-break
LOCAs to pennit the definition of core-melt sequence that include failure to trip. Because of
the relatively small initiating event frequency (IE-3 from section 3.3.6 of this report) and the
reliability of the RPS (SE-5 from Appendix B of this repon), sequence hiK is very unlikely
(approximately SE-8). More imponandy, the primary concem associated with ATWS
sequences is the resultant peak RCS pressure leading to equipment malfunction. Since a
MLOCA (Event hi) is initially a depressurization event, the peak pressure is not expected to
be high with respect to other, more likely sequences, such as failure to trip after a loss of
h1FW (see section 3.1.2.7). Also, since there is a demand for the injection of borated water as
a result of Event hi, the success criteria for Sequence MK would not be much different with
regard to core cooling than that for successfu) reactivity control. Therefore, although the
sequence has been identified in the event tree, no further evaluation of its frequency or
consequences was performed.

Event U: RCS Inventerv Control 81LOCA - Iniection)

Event U represents a demand for HPSI flow to maintain sufficient RCS inventory to sustain
core cooling. Failure of event U represents failure of the HPSI system to provide one train of
flow from at least one of the two HPSI pumps automatically actuated. The third HPSI pump
is not automatically actuated and is therefore considered available as a potential recovery.
One HPSI train is defined to contain three injection paths to the RCS cold legs, two to supply
injection and one conservatively assumed to be lost through a cold leg break, similar to
Reference 3.1-3 (see Table 7 of Ref. 3.1-3). It should be noted that in addition to a HPSI
train, the ANO-2 safety analysis takes credit for injection from the safety injec: ion tanks
(S!Ts) and a LPSI train for some break sizet and locations. This credit is not considered
necessary for the ANO-2 PRA medium break LOCA success criteria based upon the fact that:

The ANO-2 LOCA safety analysis uses a more restrictive clad and fuel damage.

failure criteria verses a core-melt failure criteria,

The ANO-2 LOCA safety analysis uses worst case input assumptions versus.

best-estimate assumptions (i.e. hot-channel conditions versus average-channel
conditions and other 10CFR50 Appendix K assumptiona and

A medium break LOCA (as defined in this study) represents a significantly less.

severe challenge to the ability to provide RCS injection than larger breaks.

No new supporting logic was developed for this event, since it is logically equivalent to gate
H001 of the HPSI fault tree. This failure results in the boiloff of the RCS inventory until the
core becomes, and remains, uncovered. However, this sequence is slow to evolve, requiring
hours to reduce the RCS inventory to the point where core uncovering begins (due to the
additional inventory provided by the SITS, which though not a part of the MLOCA success
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criteria, will be available). It should be noted that ANO-2 specific MAAP code analysis [Ref.
/m 3.123] has been performed which indicates that significant core heat up (e.g. beyond
\ approximately 2200 0F) is not expected if RCS inventory injection is initiated within

approximately three hours after a MLOCA (4.3" diameter break). Hnwever, a conservative
RCS inventory control recovery time requirement of 30 minutes fmm the LOCA initiation has
been used. This failure is represented by core melt sequence MU.

Event X: Lone-Term Inventorv Control and Heat Removal (M1 OCA - Recirculation)

This event represents the continuation of the RCS inventory control function. Prior to this
mint in the event tree, the decay heat is being removed by the inventory being lost out the
areak. The inventory being lost is made u s through the HPSI system. At this point in the
event tree, the RWT inventory has been ex1austed, causing the recirculation actuation signal
(RAS) to actuate. RAS causes suction for the HPSI pumps to be switched to the containment
sump. Decay hcat must still be removed from the RCS inventory through the containment
spray system.

Long-term RCS inventory control requires recirculation to occur in as little as approximately
one hour (due to depletion of the RWT caused by HPSI and containmeat spray flow). 'Ihis
event also requires containment spray in conjunction with the shut down cooling heat
exchangers (utilized by the CS system) to provide adequate RCS and "ntainment heat
renwal in the recirculation mode. Herefore, this event encompasses fa: e of the HPSI
system to achier recirculation (transfer H003) or failure of the containment system to remove
decay heat through the heat exchangers (transfer Y001). It should be noted that due to the
automatic nature of the recirculation actuation, no recuired operator actions have been
identified to establish rceirculation.

Gate X01 is used for the MLOCA sequence, which is the same as for SLOCA sequences
'

where once-through cooling is being used (event B hs failed), and decay heat is being,

; removed via the containment spray. This gates appears on page 5 of the top logic.

Medium-Break LOCA Core-Melt Seouence Summary

The following paragraphs summarize core-melt sequences in the medium-break LOCA event
tree.

MX - This sequence represents a medium break LOCA with successful RCS inventory
control and subsequent failure of HPSI or CS systems during recirculation (after the RWT
inventory is exhausted). This leads to a late core melt.

MU - This sequence represents a medium-break LOCA with failure of the HPSI to replace
inventory lost out the break. This event leads to an early core melt.

MK - This sequence represents a medium-break LOCA initiating event followed by failure of.

the reactor trip system. This sequence is not considered further due to the low frequency and
consequence, compared to medium-break LOCAs with successful reactor trip.

3.1.2.5 Large-Break LOCA Event Tree and Supporting Top Logic

A large-break LOCA results in rapid depressurization of the primary system, with extensive
voiding. The systems and success criteria for a successful plant response following a large

V(3
LOCA (LLOCA) differ from those for a small or medium break LOCA, therefore a different
event tree was constructed (see Figure 3.1-4). Two core-melt sequences were judged to
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adequately represent both the ways in which the plant systems could fail and the states
important in assessing the containment response. ne plant-damage bins for large LOCAs are
bins V and VI. Dese bins reflect early failures (during low pressun i jection) and laten
failures (during low pressure recirculation), respectively.

Therefore, this event results in a requirement for only two safety functions:

RCS Insentory Control - Most of inventory that is lost out of the break is.

replaced by the SITS, the LPSI system and the HPSI system.

Long Term RCS Inventory Control and IIcat Remova! "Ihis function-

requires 1,ong-term operation of HP" in a recirculation mode, and operation of
the contamment spray system to rew decay heat from containment.

The requirement fr reactivity control is implicitly satisfied by RCS voiding and injection of
borated water. RCS and core heat removal is not necessary (nor possible) due to the
blowdown depressurization and voiding resulting from the break.

For the injection function the HPSI, SITS and LPSI systems are required. Although HPSI is
not required for injection for all breaks in this size range, the requirement for this system for
recirculation of RCS inventory from the containment sump will require HPSI to be operable
any vay. Therefore, these minor injection requirement variations should not significantly
affect the results. The large-break LOCA event tree appears in Figure 3.1-1 Descriptions of
the events in the tree are provided below.

Event U: RCS Inventory Control RLOCA - Injection)

Event U is modeled by gate UA01 on page 7 of the top logic. This event represents failun: of
core cooling during the injection phase and is assumed to occur if both HPSI trains (transfer
H001), both LPSI trains (transfer LOOL), and two of four safety injection tanks (transfer
C0001) fail to respond. One HPSI train is defined to contain three injxtion paths to the RCS
cold legs, two to supply injection and one conservatively assumed to be lost through a cold
leg break, similar to Reference 3.1-3. Similar to the ANO-2 safety analysis [Ref. 3.1-10] one
LPSI train requires one injection path. (Note, the LPSI and HPSI motor operated valves that
open upon actuation are in separate lines.) One SIT is also assumed ta be lost out of the
break, with the others required to function.

Event X: Long-Term Inventerv Control and Heat Removal RLOCA - Recirculation)

Event X is modeled by gate XA01 on page 7 of the top logic. For a large-break LOCA, only
cold leg recirculation is available and necessary subsequent to depletion of the RWT. Hot leg
recirculation is aligned in the unlikely event it is necessary to prevent boron precipitation in
the core. ANO-2 EOP guidance [Ref. 3.1-21] directs hot leg injection alignment, based upon
worst case postulated conditions as described in the ANO-2 SAR [Ref. 3.1-10] However,
failure to accomplish this alignment has not been modeled since conditions leading to boron
precipitation induced loss of core cooling have been assumed not to be likely. Therefore,
conditions requiring this alignment have been considered and eliminated due to the extremely
low frequency expected (i.e. two low frequency events combined). In addition, it has been
recognized that the hot leg injection valves are supplied from independent power supplies and
are therefore no more likely to fail than the normal LPSI and HPSI valves. Correspondingly,
the failure combinations of the normal LPSI and HPSI valves are representative of those
postulated for the hot leg injection valves. However, hot leg injection has been recognized as
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a potential recovery event. In addition to inventory control, containment spray must be
( available to remove decay heat from the RCS inventory in the containment sump.
%

Transfer h003 represents hardware failures associated with cold leg recirculation and transfer;

Y001 represents the containment spray system's failure to remove decay heat from the4

containment sump. It should be noted that due to the automatic nature of the recimulation,

i actuation, no recuired operator actions have been identified to establish recirculation.

Large-Break LOCA Core-Melt Sequence Summarv

'Ite follov.ing paragraphs surrunarize the core-melt sequences in the large-break LOCA event
tree.

: AX - This sequence represents a large break LOCA with failure of the LPSI system during
recirculation (aft the RWT is emptied). Due to the break size, the large flow rate required
of low-pressure safety injection (LPSI), coupled with containment spray actuation, results in
rapid depletion of the RWT inventory. Therefore, failure of recirculation following a large-

; break LOCA has been conservatively assumed to result in an er '; core melt.

AU - This sequence represents a large-break LOCA with failure of LPSI, HPSI or SITS. This
sequence results in an early core melt.;

3.1.2.6 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) Event Tree and Supporting Tot. Logic

The SGTR modeled represents the complete rupture of a single SG tube. This event requires
p actions similar to a small LOCA, except that there are additional complications that arise due
V to the desire to isolate a steam generator, and rapidly reach cold shutdown to reduce

radiological releases. However, it should be noted that these actions are not absolutely
necessary to avoid core melt nor the corresponding significant off site releases.

The methods and/or operator actions required to respond to a SGTR event are outlined in the.

ANO-2 EOPs (Ref. 3.1-21), The objectives of the EOPs are to limit the release of radioactive
effluents from the ruptured steam generator, stop primary-to-secondary leakage to prevent
steam-generator overfill, and restore reactor coolant inventory to ensure adequate core
cooling and plant pressure control. The event tree for SGTR appears in Figure 3.1-5. -It is

'

; similar to the small LOCA event tree.

The SGTR initiator results in a demand for the following safety functions:

Reactivity Control - Termination of the nuclear chain reaction to reduce the.

amount of. eat being generated.
\

RCS Inventory Control - Make-up of inventory lost out the ruptured tube.

using the HPSI system.
J

RCS and Core Heat Removal - Steam generators cooling to depressurize the.

RCS below the shutoff head of the HPSI pumps and the pressure of the steam
generator with the ruptured tube.

Once-Through Cooling If RCS and core-heat removal fails,. -

depressurization of the RCS using the ECCS or LTOP vent valves,
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Long Term RCS Inventory Control & Heat Removal - This function.

represents successfully putting the RCS into cold shutdo,vn mode or into a hot hpressurized RCS condition below the SG SV set point to terminate inventory
loss.

Event K: Reactivity Control

ne occurrence of a SGTR will result in a demand for a reactor trip most likely due to low
RCS pressure. Event K was included in the event tree for SGTRs to xrmit the definition of
core-melt sequences that include failure to trip. Because of the relative .y small initiating-event
frequency (approximately 1E 3/yr from section 3.3.6 of this report) and the reliability of the
RPS (approximately SE-5 from Appendix B of this report), sequence RK is very unlikely
(approximately 5E-8/yr). More importantly, the pnmary concem associated with ATWS
sequences is the resultant peak RCS pressure leading to equi) ment malfunction. Since a
SGTR is initially a depressurization event, the peak pressure wil not be high with respect to
other, more likely sequences, such as failure to trip after a loss of MFW. Also, since there is a
demand for the injection of borated water as a result of Event R, the success criteria for
sequence RK would not be much different with regard to core cooling than that for successful
reactivity control. Therefore, although the sequence has been identified in the event tree, no
further evaluation of its frequency or consequences was performed. Treatment of ATWS
sequences is considered separately in Appendix B.

Event B: RCS and Core Heat Removal (SGTR)

His event is described on page 8 of the top logic. Development of this event is similar to
event B for transients; however, only one steam generator is available for removal of decay
heat. Gate F400 TEST represents the failure of MFW to provide flow to the intact generator
while gate Q501 represents failure of EFW to provide flow to the intact steam generator. -

Providing feedwater flow to the steam generator with the ruptured tube is treated separately
as a potential recovery action.

Also represented as potential failure mechanisms for this event are conditions of sustained
inventory loss that lead to RCS voiding and inadequate primary to secondary heat transfer in
the steam generators. These conditions can occur if the SDBCS does not function properly to
allow steaming of the intact steam generator such that the RCS can be depressurized below

( the affected steam generator's SV set point (as modeled by gate P300). Operator failure to
use the SDBCS is also modeled by event OPER-11.

Event U: RCS Inventerv Control (SGTR)

Event U represents failure of the HPSI system to maintaia RCS inventory. Following failure
of event B (RCS and core heat removal) this event is similar to event U for a small break
LOCA. Failure of both HPSI pumps causes event U. As in the case of small and medium

'

LOCAs, where the HPSI is the only system supporting the function, this event does not
require top logic and is modeled simply as transfer H001. For sequences involving failure of
tb RCS and core heat removal function (event B), a conservative RCS inventory control
recovery time of 30 minutes has been used. This failure is represented by core-melt sequence
RBU.

|

Failure of event U results in the loss of RCS inventory until the core becomes, and remains,
uncovered. However, when RCS and core heat removal is available through the unaffected
steam generator, the operator is procedurally directed to depressurize the RCS to tenninate
leakage into the affected steam generator. Therefore, followmg B success, both the operator
failure to use the unaffected steam generator to terminate RCS leakage (given HPSI failure)
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and the failure of the HPSI system must occur to lead to core melt. Correspondingly, gate
i HR01 on page 12 of the top logic combines transfer H001 and event OPER il to represent

these failures. It should be noted that operator failure to use the unaffected steam generator
to remtinate RCS leakage (given HPSI success) is a potential failure due to the ability to
exhaust allinjection inventory through leakage into the affected steam generato . This failure
(which would be a direct input into HR01) has been considered and eliminated, due to the
long time for this failure to develop (> 12 hours if the RCS is not depressurized below normal
operating pressures) and the fact that this is a highly trained evolution.

Following B success, this sequence is slow to evolve, requiring many hours to reduce the RCS
inventory to the point where core uncovering begins, nerefue, if the RCS and core cooling
function is not failed, core cooling will be provided by the unaffected steam generator until
significant RCS voids develop. It should be noted that ANO-2 specific MAAP code analysis
(Ref. 3.123) has been performed which indicates that significant core heat up (e.g. beyond

: approximately 2200 0F) is not expected if RCS inventory injection is initiated within
approximately nine hours after a SGTR, As a result, a conservauve RCS inventory control
recovery time requir ment o three hours from the LOCA has been used. This failure isr

,

represented by core-melt sequence RU.
'

One additional note, due to the known location (SGTRs typically occur on the hot leg side
due to increased corrosion effects at higher temperatures) and limited size of the RCS opening1

and the ability of the affected steam generator to supply inventory as the RCS is
depressurized, only one HPSI injection line is considered necessary to adequately provide the
required RCS inventory control. However, the injection requirements have conservatively,

been modeled as 3 of 4 injection lines for modeling consistency with LOCAs.

(N Event F: Once Throuch Cooline (SGTR)i

V -

This event is similar to the case for event F subsequent to a small-break LOCA. Since HPSI is
already defined to be successful for this event, success of once-through cooling only requiresi

opening of the ECCS or LTOP vent valves. This event is shown by event FR01 on page 8 of
the top logic as failure of the operator to initiate once-through cooling (event OPER-8) or
failure of the ECCS and LTOP vent valves (transfer R001). .

Event X: Lone-Term inventerv Control and Heat Removal (SGTR)

: ne long-term inventory control av heat removal for a SGTR requires that the RCS either to
be put in cold shutdown or brougin v a stable condition below the affected steam generator's
SV set point to eliminate leakage ot' RWT inventory to the affected steam generator. In the
event leakage to the affected steam generator can not be isolated continued losses through
the steam generator SVs valves is postulated to eventually exhaust all RWT inventory

. available for inventory control. Therefore the requirement exists to establish some manner of
affected steam generator leakage isolation.

'
.

The specific manner for affected steam generator leakage isolation is dependent upon the
status of the RCS and core heat removal function (event B). If core heat removal is
successful, either cold shutdown can be reached in a normal manner by controlling RCS and -
secondary pressure and aligning the shutdown cooling mode of LPSI prior to exhausting the
RWT or a stable hot pressurized RCS can be established below the affected steam generators
SV set point. If RCS and core heat removal has been lost, the operator is directed to actuate
the once-through cooling mode by opening the ECCS or LTOP vent valves. This action will

p cause RWT inventory to be expelled into the containment, and has the potential for actuating
Q the CS system. The CS system will accelerate the depletion of the RWT. Upon receip: of the

RAS, HPSI suction will be directed to the containment sump. Depressurization of tiie RCS to
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reduce the RCS aressure to a point below the affected steam generator's SV set point inust be
partially accomp'ished by throttling HPSI flow. Long term core heat removal,if the RCS and hcore heat removal function has been lost, can be provided by the CS system cooling the
recirculating injection coolant. In either case, if the RCS is not placed in a cold shut down
condition, tne flow path from the affected steam generator to the turbine and condenser is
assumed to have to be isolated to avoid a sustained loss of RCS inventory via this path.

Failure oflong-term inventory control using the shut down cooling system when the RCS and
core-heat removal function is successful (gate XR01 on page 9 of the top logic) can occur if
the operator fails to put the plant in coM shutdown prior to the RAS signal being generated
(event OPER.9), or if the necessary ha, ' ware for facilitating cold shutdown is failed. The
hardware failures are: 1) failure of the SOBCS to reduce steam pressure to shutdown cooling
entry condition (transfer P300), 2) failure of the pressurizer spray system to reduce RCS
pressure (this hardware failure has been eliminated since SGB can be used to reduce the RCS
pressure with or without the use of the pressurizer), and 3) failure of the LPSI system in the
shutdown cooling mode (transfer LOO 2). Transfer P300 can be used for both SGA and SGB,
either together or separately, due to the nom ally open main steam cross connect and the
nc. mal condition of having the ADVs controlled manually. The TBVs are accessible to SGB
via the main steam cross-connect. Operator failure to use the SDBCS has also been included
(event OPER-5A).

Additional failures that have been modeled to be required, should use of the shut down
cooling system fail, involve the maintenance of a stable hot pressurized RCS below the
affected steam generators SV set point (see gate XR01A on top logic page 9). These
additional failures involve the isolation of the flow path from the affected steam generator to
the turbine and condenser to avoid a sustained loss of RCS inventory via this path. The
appropriate valve and operator failures of the isolation of main steam path from the affected
steam generator are modeled by transfer XR01C. These failures are assumed to result m
failure of RPSI upon receipt of the RAS shnal when the suction is aligned to the empty
containment sump (due to eventual depletion of the RWT through the failed SG). Failure of
long term inventon control when the RCS and core-heat removal function is failed (gate
XR02A on page 9 of the top logic) can occur if necessary hardware fails. The hardware
failures are: 1) failure of recirculation (transfer H003), 2) failure of containment spray
(transfer Y001), or 3) failure to isolate the main steam path from the affected steam generator
(transfer XR01C). Failure of recirculation results in loss of inventory make-up to the RCS.
Failure of containment spray prevents decay heat removal from the RCS invents:y ir the
sump. Failure to isolate the flow path from the affected steam generator to the turbine and-
condenser is assumed to result in a sustained loss of RCS inventory via this path and eventual
loss ofinventory make-up to the RCS,

Steam hnerator Tube Runture Core-Melt Seauence Summary

he following paragraphs summarize the core-melt sequences of the SGTR event tree.

RX - his sequence represents the case when a SGTR occurs followed by :uccessful reactor
trip, primary-secondary heat removal, and inventory make-up. However, the RCS remains at
high pressure and inventory is conservatively assumed to be lost through to SG. RCS
inventory control w") be lost when the RWT is depleted, and the RAS signal causes HPSI
suction to be aligned to an empty containment sump. This sequence results in a late core melt.

RU - This sequence represents a SGTR followed by failure of the operators to use the
unaffected steam generator to depressurize the RCS below the affected steam generator,

| pressure (i.e. failure to terminate the leak) and failure of the HPSI system to make-up
|
i
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inventory lost out t e ruptured tube. Although this sequence is slow to progress it has beenh- r

(] conservatively mumed tu this sequence results in early core melt.

RBX - This sequence represents the case where the SGTR occurs followed by loss of RCS
and core Leat removal. This requires once-through cooling. and requires that all decay heat
be removed via the containment spray system during recirculation. If the flow path from the
affected steam generator is not isolated prior to the RWT inventory being exhausted from the
sump, inventory control will be lost, leading to eventual core uncovering and late core melt.

RBI'- This sequence represents a SGTR followed by success of RCS inventory control and
loss of RCS and core-heat removal function. This results in RCS pressurization above the

,

HPSI shutoff head. When once-through cooling is not successfully initiated, boiloff of RCS
inventory out the SRVs results in a high RCS pressure early core melt.

RBU - his sequence represents the case where the SGTR occurs followed by loss of RCS
and core heat removal. This requires once-through cooling, which subsequently fails. His
sequence results in high RCS pressure early core melt.,

.

RK - This sequence re 3 resents a SGTR followed by failure of the reactivity control function.
This sequence is treatec in Appendix B.

3.1.3 Soecial Event Trees

Accident sequences invohing ATWS, Interfacirg system LOCA, Reactor Vessel Rupture and
,

Instrument Tube Ruptures have been addressed separately and generally determined not to

'O require separate event trees for their analysis. Additional information regarding the modeling
forinterfacing system LOCA and ATWS is summarized below.

| 3.1.3.1 Interfacing System LOCA

_
As previously mentioned, interfacing s,wem LOCAs are events that occur at the pressure

'

boundary of the RCS and a system to which it is connected. Typically the interfacing system
of concern is the LPSI system since the failure of the pressure boundary is postulated to result
in a large LOCA condition which induces a failure of the LPSI system that is required for
mitigation of the LOCA. This core-melt scenario results in a containment bypass situation
where coolant inventory doesn't collect in the sump for recirculation and fission products can
directly escepe containment. Core melt scenarios have also been identified invohing failure of
tubing in heat exchangers for high pressure RCS coolant and low pressure cooling systems,-
with subsequent failure to interrupt the leak path prior to exhaustion of the injection
mventory.

The frequency of these events leading to com melt is dependent on several factors including:

the testing piocedures used for verification of the pressure boundary, as well as
the procedures for testing the LPSI system,

the estiraate used for an unexpected complete rupture of a heat exchanger
tube,

the failure rates and combinations used for high-pressure / low-pressure isolation
valves,
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1

the failure rates for operator compensatory action (such as depressurization of
the RCS such that the inventnry loss is terminated). g

ne failure combinations of these events could be modeled using event tree analysis.
However, these events are largely independent and therefore can also be modeled using simple

' product combinations. De latter approach has been used, similer to the analysis performed in
i Reference 3.111, as documented in the ANO-2 PRA Interfacing System LOCA Work

Package. (See Appendix C of this report.)!

3.1.3.2 Anticipated Transient Without Semm (ATWS)

Most of the sequences that rmy lead to core melt following an initiating event are developed
in the Transient, smail break LOCA, medium break LOCA, large break LOCA and SGTR
event trees, as discussed in the preceding sections. Not developed fully in these event uees,;

however, are sequences involving RPS failures or ATWS events. There are 'wo reasons that
ATWS sequences have been considered separately:

1. ATWS sequences differ from other event consequences in that the ensuing heat
imbalance has the potential to challenge the integrity of the RCS (including the,

reactor vessel, the RCS piping, and the valves in connecting systems needed
for (1) RCS inventory injection and boration or (2)long term cooling).

2. ATWS sequences require the consideration of additional parameiers and
functions for preventing core melt. These include the moderator temperr.ture

'

coefficient and its burnep dependence, turbine trip, and an altemate mean of
rendering the reactor suberitical.

As previously discussed, only transient events have been assessed further to determine the h
core melt frequenc resulting from A'lWS conditions. In this assessment three special
scoping type AT S event trees were developed to characterize the events of interest
following a turbine trip (T ), loss of PCS (T, and loss of off site power (T ). Separate
event trees were developed to appropriately mo3)l differences in the challen;es these initiatingI 3

e

events present on the RCS and mitigating systems during an ATWS event. Ln addition, due to
the scoping nature of this assessment, special effort was made in the event tree development
to account for potential system dependencies not explicitly modeled. It should be noted that
the total frequency of potential transient initiators was preserved in the ATWS assessment
using through conservative collapsing scheme.

. Although the ATWS assessment is considered to involve a g.ca:cr degree of conservatism'

than the main ANO-2 PRA (primarily due to the lack of operatur neo Ces utilized), it has
been conservatively included as an input into the level 2 ardysis. . catment of ATWS
sequences is considered in the ANO-2 PRA ATWS Won P3c%, .ts summarized in
Appendix B of this report.

3.1.4 Core Damage / Plant Damage State Grouping

! To characterize the endstates of the 12 vel 1 PRA sequences, especially for !n':rface with the
;

limited scope Level 2 containment performance analysis, a set of core < mge bins wits
similar implications on the containment response are established. The obyu.x of binning the
core damage sec uence results is primarily to collapse the large numtvr . , . vel 1 endstates'

into a manageab e set of representative plant damage states (PDSs) for sqatute investigation
of containment response. The parameters that establish these bins or states are partially
related to front-end conditions (e.g., per the initiator, sequence timing and RCS/ core status)

l
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and panially related to contab:nt conditions (e.g., per the containment spray and
contamment cooler status). E;.ablishing the core damage / plant damage state bms is,
therefore, truly a Level-1/ 2 interface activity.

, To accommodate the activity clearly for the ANO-2 PRA, PDS binning criteria were provided
! by the Level 2 task to Level 1. Core damage bins are needed to panially group the Level 1

results, then a bridge tree approach can be used to cornplete the PDS binmng for subsequent'

i containment response analysis. The core damage bins used are tused upon those used for the
Oconee PRA [Ref. 3.1 11). Table 3.15 lists the definitions of the core melt bins. Dins 1,11,,

i V, and VI represent LOCAs, bins IR and IIR represent steam generator tube ruptures and bins
111 and IV represent transients. These prelirrunary core melt bins have been refined and
explained in detall in the Appendix B "P ant Damage States and Dinning Criteria" ANO 2
PRA 12 vel 2 Work Package. This work packa ;c is summarized in section 4.3 of this report.
Also described in this sectwo is the use of the aridge tree approach 'n obtain final PDSs for

; the limited scope Level 2 analysis.

1
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Table 3.1-1

C .91ete List of Initiating EventsS

Initiating Event Reference '

initisting Applicable
Event to

ANO-2

EPRI SONGS- CALVERT
NP-2230 Oconee 2/3 CLIFFS ANO-1

Category PRA PRA 1 REP IREP

1. Loss of RCS Flow X X ? X X X
(1 Loop)

2. Uncontrolled Rod X X ? O X X
Withdrawal

3. Control Rod Drive X X ? X X X
Mechanical problems
and/or rod drop

4. Lenkage from control X k ? t- X X
rods

)

5. Lankage in primary X X ? O X X
system

6. Low pressure X X ? X X X
pressurizer

7. Pressurizer Icakage X 0 7 0 X X

8. liigh pressurizer X X ? X X X
pressure

9. Inadvertent safety X X X X X X
injection signal

10. Containment pressure X 0 7 0 X X
problem

11. Chemistry & Volume X X ? X 0 X
Control System (CVCS)

{malfunction - boron
dilution

,

O
X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included or not considered
? = Not known GSB-91-0178
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Table 3.1-1

Complete '.,ist of Initiating _ Events

Initiating Event Reference

|

Initiating Applicable
'

Event to ;

AND-2 '

EPRI SONGS- CALVERT
NP-2230 Oconee 2/J CLIFFS ANO-1

Category PRA PRA IREP IREP

12. Pressure, temperature, X 0 ? X X X

power imbalance - rod
position error

13. Startup of inactive X 0 0 0 0 0 i

coolant pump

14. Total loss of RCS flow X X ? X X X

15. Loss or reduction in X X X X X X
FW flow (one loop)

16. Total loss of FW flow X X X X X X
(all loops)

17. Full or partial closure X 0 ? X X X
'of MSIV (one loop)

18. Closure of all MSIV X 0 ? X X X

19. Increase in FW flow X X ? X 0 X
(ene loop)

20. Increare in FW flow X X X X X X
(all loop)

21. FW flow Instability - X X ? X X X

operator error

22. FW flow instability - X X ? X X X
miscellaneous

,

mechanical causes

23. Loss of condensate X X ? X X X
pumps (one loop)

O

X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included or not considered
? Not known GSB

._. =_ _ ___ __ _. .___~._ _ .. ...__. _._ _ _. _ _._ _ _ ._ _ _. .
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Table 3.1-1

OCo_mp_lete List of__ Initiating Events

Initiating Event Reference

Initiating Applicable
Event to

ANO-2

EPRI SONGS- CALVERT
NP-2230 Oconee 2/3 CLITTS ANO-1

Category PRA PRA 1 rep IREP

24. Loss of condensate X X ? X X X

pumps (all loops)

25. Loss of condenser X X X X X X

vacuum

26. Steam generator leakage X 0 7 0 X X

27. Condenser leakage X 0 7 X 0 X

28. Miscellaneous leakage X X ? X X X
in secondary system

29. Sudden opening of steam X X ? X X X
relief valves

30. Loss of circulating X X X X X X
water

31. Loss of comporient X X X X X X
cooling water

32. Loss of service water X X X X X X
system

33. Turbine trip, throttle X X X X X X

: valve closure, EHC
problems

34. Generator trip or X X ? X X X
generator caused faults

| 35. Loss of all offsite X X X X X X
powert

1

0
X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included or not considered
? = Not known GSB-91-0178
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gw Table 3.1-1
\

Complete List of Initiating _ Events

Initiating Event Reference

Initiating Applicable
Event to

AND-2

EPRI SONGS- CALVERT
NP-2230 Oconec 2/3 CLIFF AND-1

Category PRA PRA IREP IREP

36. Pressurizer spray X X ? X X X
failure

37. Loss of power to X X ? X X X
necessary plant systems

38. Spurious trips - cause X X ? X X X
unknown

39. Auto trip - no X X ? X X X

f} transient condition

40. Manual trip - no X X ? X X X
transient condition

41. Fire within plant X X ? ? O O

42. A.C buo fr.ilure 0 X X 0 X X
_

43. DC bus failure 0 X X X X X

44. Excessive FW flow 0 X ? ? ? X
leading to SG overfill

and water in steamlines
(both loops)

45. Steamline break 0 X X 0 X X

46. Feedline break 0 X X 0 0 X

47. Loss of instrument air 0 X X X X X

48. HVAC failure 0 X X 0 0 X

49. Spurious EFW actuation 0 0 0 0 X X

50. Steam Generator tube 0 X X 0 0 X

g rupture

X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included or not considered
? n Not known GSB-91-0178
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Table 3.1-1
|

Cggplete List of Initiating Events

Initiating Event Reference

Initiating Applicabic
' Event to

AND-2

, EPRI SONGS CALVERT
| NP-2230 Oconec 2/3 CLIFTS ANO-1

Category PRA PRA IREP IREP

51. Small LOCA (.3"<1.9") 0 X X X X X
. --

52. Neolum LOCA (1.9"<4.3") 0 0 X 0 X X

53. Large LOCA (>4.3") 0 X X X X X

54. Reactor Vessel Rupture 0 X X 0 0 X

55. Inter iacing Syste.n LOCA 0 X X X X X

56. In>trument Tube Fupture 0 X ? 0 0 X

|

|

t

|

O
X = Included for consideration
0 = Not included or not considered
? = Not known GSB-91-0178
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- o Table 3.1-2
,

ANO-2 Initiating Event Group
1

1

: i
_._

| Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
; Applicable to Punctional Systems Event or
J ANO-2 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks
u '
'

1. Loss of RCS Flow RCS And Core RCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
(one loop) Haat Removal T. with PCS Available and

i RCS Intact
t

I
| 2. Uncontrolled Reactivity Control Transient Results in Reactor Trip

,
Rod Withdrawal Control Rod Drive T. with PCS available and

,

j RCS intact,

u-
| 3. Control Rod Drive Reactivity Control Transient Results in Reactor Trip,

i Mechanical Control Rod Drive T. with PCS available and
! problems and/or RCS intact '

j rod drop
~

4. Leakage from RCS RCS & Transient * Results in manual shut-
control rods Integrity Charging T. down with PCS available

and RCS essentially intact
i- Leakage in primary RCS RCS & Transient * Results in manual shut-
i system Integrity Charging T. down with PCS available

and RCS essentially intact,

,

! 6. Low pressure None RCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
! preasurizer T. with PCS available and

RCS intact
t - - .
'

7. Pressurizar leakage RCS RCS & Transient * Results in manual shut-
system Integrity Charging T. down with PCS available

and RCS essentially intact
,

8. High pressurizer RCS RCS & Transient Result * in Reactor Trip'

pressure Integrity Charging T. with IC^ evallable and
RCS intact.

!
f

9. Inadvertent safety RCS RCS and Transient Results in Reactor Trip
injection signal Integrity HPSI Ts with PCS unavailable (due

to loss of non-safety
power supplies) and, ,

RCS Intact

O
* For small Jeaks. For leaks approaching the capacity

of the makeup system, they are considered to be
grouped in the small LOCA category GSB-91-0178
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Table 3.1-2

ANO-2 Init iat ing_ Eve yt Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Punctional Systems Event or

ANO-2 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

f10. Containment RCS RCS & Transient Assumed to result in high
pressure problems Integrity HPSI T: containment pressurei

engineered safeguards.

actuation signal

11. Chemistry 6 Volume Reactivity RCS Transient Very slow transient,
Centrol System Control T, conservatively _ included.
(CYCS) malfunction Results in Reactor Trip
boron dilution with PCS available and

RCS intact. <

_

12. Pressure, Reactivity RCS Traris ient Results in Reactor Trip
temperature, power Control T. with PCS available and
imbalance - rod RCS intact
position error

_

13. Start of inactive Reactivity RCS Considered All RCPn will be on
coolant pump Control and during power operation

climinated

14. Total loss of RCS RCS and Core RCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
flow Heat Removal T. with PCS available and

RCS intact
.

15. Loss or reduction in RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
FW flow (one loopi Heat Removal T. with PCS available and

RCS intact. (If less, the
45% power the only FW
train would be lost -
grouped with transient T

_

16. Total loss of FW RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
(all loop) Heat Removal T: with PCS unavailable and

RCS intact

17. Full or partial RCS end Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
closure of MSIV Heat Removal T. with PCS available and !

,

(one loop) RCS intact. (If less, the '

| 45% power the only FW
| train would be losted-
! grouped with transient T:
l

18. Closure of all MSIV RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
| Heat Removal T: with PCS unavailable and
| RCS Intact
, - - - - .

GSB-91-0178
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Table 3.1-2

ANO-2 Initiating Event Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Punctional Systems Event or

ANO-2 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

19. Increase in FW flow RCS and Core PCS Transient Could result in Reactor(one loop) lleat Removal T. Trip with partial PCS
available (if operator is
required to trip MFW

,
pump) and RCS intact

~. .

20. Increase in FW flow RCS and Core PCS Transient Could result in Reactor
(all loops) Heat Removal T: Trip with PCS unavailable

.

(if operator is required 3
to trip MFW pumps) and
RCS intact

21. FW flow instability RCS and Core PCS Transient Could result in Reactor
operator error llcat Removal T. Trip with partial PCS

Ileat Removal available (if operator is
required to trip MFW
pump) and RCS intact

a. FW flow instability RCS and Core PCS Transient Could result in Reactor
miscellaneous fleet Removal T. Trip with partia' PCS
mechanical causes available (if operator is

required to trip MFW
pump) and RCS intact

23. Loss of condensate RCS and Core PCS Transient Could result in Reactor
pumps (one Inop) lleat Removal T. Trip with partial PCS

available and RCS intact

24. Loss of condensate RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
pumps (all loops) lleat Removal T with PCS unavailable and

RCS intact

25. Loss of condenser RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
vacuum llent Removal T with PCS unavailable and

RCS intact

26. Steam generator RCS RCS Transient Results in manual'
leakage Integrity T. shutdown with PCS

_.
available and RCS intact

27. Condenser leakage None PCS Transient Results in manual
T. shutdown with PCS

available and RCS intact

GSB-91-0178
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - 2
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lable 3.1-2

ANO-2 initiatin d vent Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

ANO-2 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

28. Miscellaneous RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in manual
leakage in secondary Heat Resoval T, shutd>wn with PCS
system available and FCS intact

_ _

29. Sudden opening of RCS and Core PCS Transient P.aults in Reactor Trip
steam relief valves lleat Removal T, 64th ICS unavailable, one

train EFW unavnflable 6
RCS intact

-- . -

30. Loss of circulating RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
eater llent Removal T with PCS unavailable and2

RCS Intact

31. Loss of component RCS and Core PCS, IA Transient Results in Reactor Trip |
cooling llent Removal T with CCW unavailable

,

(causing MFW & IA to be i

unavailabic) L RCS intact ,

32. Loss of service RCS a ''re Several Transient Results in Reactor Trip
water system lleat Rc aval T,,T.,T, with MFW, IA, HPI, EDG,

and RCS etc. unavailnbin and RCS
inventory intact
control

.

33. Turbine trip, None None Transient Results in Turbine and
throttle valve T Reactor Trip with PCSi

closure, Ei!C available and PCS Intact
problems

34. Generator trip, None None Transient Results in Turbine and
or generator enur,ed T Reactor Trip with PCS
faults available and RCS intact

35. Loss of all offsite RCS and Core PCS, AC Transient Results in Reactor Trip
power llent Removal T with PCS 6 offsite power3

unavailable & RCS intact

| 36. Pressurizer spray None RCS Transient Assumed to result in
; failure T. Reactor Trip (depressuri-
| zation) with PCS
| available & RCS intact
|

GSB-91-0178
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Tabin 3.1-2
t

ANO-2 Initiatin1 v,ent GroupE

_
,

Initiating Event safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

ANO-2 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

37. Loss of power to RCS and Core PCS Transient Conservatively assumed to
necessary plant Heat Removal T result in Reactor Trip2

system with PCS unavailable (due
to power loss) & RCS
intact

38. Spurious trips - None None Transient Reactor Trip with FCS
cause unknown T available and RCS intacti

39. Auto trip - no None None Transient Reactor Trip with PCS
trans ient t:.ondit ion T. available and RCS intact

40. Manual trip - no None None Transient Reactor Trip with PCS
cor d it ion T, .available'and RCS intact

41. Fire within plant N/A N/A N/A Outside neope - to be
c''S considered in IPEEE
i ,/ -

m
... AC Bus failure Several Several Transient Results in Reactor Trip

Tra,Tii, with partial AC unavala-
T .,3, bility & RCS intacti

. _ _. _ . -,

43. DC Bus failure Several Several Transient Results in Reactor Trip
,

T.T33 with partial DC unavals-3

bility and RCS intact

44. Excessive FW flow RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
' leading to SG Heat Removal T. with MFW and TD EFW pump

overfill & water unavailable & RCS intact,

in steamlines
(both loops)

( 45. Steam Line Break RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
Heat Removal T, with MFW & one SG

unavailable & RCS intact
.

46. Feed Line Break RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
Heat Removal Tg with MFW &.one SG

unavailable & RCS intact,

j 47. Loss of instrument RCS and Core PCS Transient Results in Reactor Trip
air Heat Removal T with PCS unavailabic and

RCS intact

i

GSB-91-0178
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Tabic 3.1-2

A ANO-2 Initiating Event Group

Initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

ANO-2 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks

48. HVAC failure None AC, DC Considered Multiple failures
and required, slow to develop

eliminated

49. Spurious EFW RCS and Core PCS Transient Could result in Reactor
actuncion Heat Removal T. Trip with PCS available 1

(concurent HTW isolation !
assuaed to be non-
- credible) and RCS intact

50. Steam Generator Tube RCS RCS, PCS Steam Results in Reactor Trip
Rupture integrity 6 Generator with requirement to

RCS Tube to isointe primary to
inventory Rupture secondary leakage
control R

51. Smn11 LOCA RCS RCS Small LOCA Results in Reactor Trip
(0.3" < 1.9") Integrity, S with requirement for High

RC3 inventory Pressure Safety Injection
control PCS and PCS

52. Medium LOCA RCS RCS Medium LOCA Results in Reactor Trip
( 1. 9"< 4. 3'') integerity, M with requirement for High

RCS inventory Pressure Safety Injection
control

53. Large LOCA (>4.3") RCS RCS Large LOCA Results in Reactor Trip
integrity, A with requirement for Low
KCS inventory Pressure Safety Injection
control and Safety injection

Tank

54. Reactor Vesuel RCS RCS Considered Based on Oconee PRA, due
Rupture integrity, and to similar basic design

RCS inventory eliminated features
control

_____ _-_.

O
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Table 3.1-2.

i
; AND-2 Initiating Event Group

i
p

initiating Event Safety ANO-1 Initiating Comments
Applicable to Functional Systems Event or

; ANO-1 Threatened Impacted Group Remarks
; =

t

j 55. Interfacing System RCS RCS, Considered Separate work package '

; LOCA integrity, LPSI seperately assessment developed to
| RCS address this unique avent
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Table 3.1-3

ANO-2 INITIATING EVENTS

T1 Turbine Trip

T2 -less of PCS

T3 - Loss of Offsite Power !

T4 - Excessive Feedwater I

T5 - Steamline/Feedline Break

T6 - Reactor Trip

T7 - Total Loss of Service Water Flow

Tg -less of Service Water Pump P4A Train

T9 - 1.oss of Service Water Pump P4B Train

T10 - Loss of DC Bus D0:

gTil - Loss of DC Bus D02

T12 - 1.oss of AC Bus A3

T13 Loss of AC Bus A4

T14 - Loss of AC Bus B5

TIS - Loss of AC Bus B6

S - Small LOCA (0.3-1.9 inch equivalent diameter)

M - Medium LOCA (1.0-4.3 inch equivalent diameter)

A - Large LOCA (greater than 4.3 inch diameter)

R - Steam Generator Tube Rupture

3
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TABLE 3.1-4 !
ANO-2 LEVEL 1 PRA SUCCESS CRITERIA [

< !

f| RCS PRESSURE
i REACTIVITY RCS AND CORE CONTROL / PRESSURE ONCE THRCUCH !

| INITIATOR CONTROL HEAT REMOVAL BOUNDARY INTEGRITY COOLING COMMENTS |
| t
F )

*
'

Transient- RPS 1/2 EW Pumps PSVs.reclose 1/3 HPSI pumps 1. Secondary Steam (

f(T1 to T15) (if opened) from RWT Relief assumed
OR and available4

(
; AND LTOP or ECCS 1

| 1/2 MW Pumps
.

vent valves 2. i:.W or MW to 1 |
.

CCW to RCP seal open SG is sufficient !
j cooling and |

o_r operator 3. Failure of RPS |r

Operator trips initiates Once transfers to ATWS !
! RCP within 30 Through Cooling tree !
; rainutes of loss within $5

i
j of RCP seal minutes 4. 3/4 injection !

j- cooling of a (T2) loss lines adequate for !
of all HPSI '

i
feedwater or - !

j within 70 I

minutes of a.
i

I; (non-T2) loss ;

of all !
! feedwater t

!i
'

i
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.

h *
'

:
!

:
!4
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TABLE 3.1-4
ANO-2 LEVEL 1 PRA SUCCESS CRITERIA

LOP'G TERM RCS
!

* REACTIVITY RCS AND CORE RCS INVENTORY ONCE THROUGil INVENTORY CGNTROL
INITIATOR CONTROL HEAT REMOVAL CONTROL COOLING & HEAT REMOVAL COMMENTS

'

Small LOCA RPS 1/2 EFW Pumps 1/3 HPSI LTOP or ECCS 1/3 HPSR 1. Initiator,

'

O.3" to 1.9" Pumps within vent valves Pumps assumed to
(S) O R_ 2 hours of open and require SG

1 LOCA and 1/2 CS cooling to
1/2 MFV (secondary Operator Trains [1 depressurize
Pumps cooling initiates pump and I to HPSI

available) Once Through of 1 SDC HX conditions
. or within 30 Cooling or 1 ptu=p
2 minutes of within 30 and 2 of 2 2. Failure

LOCA (no minutes of a CFC] of RPS |,

secondary loss of all (no considered
cooling) feedwater secondary and

cooling) eliminated |

in ATVS Work
O_R Package

1/3 HPSR 3. RCS
Pumps Integrity

and lost as a
SDBCS result of
(Secondary the
cooling initiator,

available)
l

I. . 3/4
injecticn
lines
adequate for

HPSI (with 1
of 3
potentially
lost out

break)
,

4 9 9.
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TABLE 3.1-4
ANO-2 LEVEL 1 FRA SUCCESS CRITERIA

LONG TERM RCS
REACTIVITY RCS INVENTORY INVENTORY CONTROL

INITIATOR CONTROL CONTROL & HEAT REMOVAL COMMEhTS
I

Medium LOCA RPS 1/3 HPSI Pumps 1/3 HPSR Pumps 1. 3/4 injection
1.9" to 4.3" within 30 minutes of and lines adequate for

(M) LOCA 1/2 CS Trains [1 HPSI (with 1 of 3
pump and 1 of 1 SDC potentially lost out

- 100 or I pump and 2 break).
of 2 CFC]

2. Failure of RPS
considered and
eliminated. ATWS
Work Package

3. RCS Integrity
lost as a result of
the initator

_ - _ -
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TABLE 3.1-4
ANO-2 LEVEL 1 PRA SUCCESS CRITERIA

LONG TEP.M RCS
REACTIVITY FCS INVENTORY INVENTORY CONTROL

IPJITIATOR CONTROL CONTROL Es HEAT REMOVAL COMMENTS

Large LOCA Not Required 1/3 HPSI Pumps 1/3 HPSR Pumps 1. 3/4 injection
>6.3" and and lines adequate for

(A) 1/2 LPSI Pumps 1/2 CS Trains [1 HPSI (with 1 of 3,

and pump and 1 of I SDC potentially lost out
,

i 3/4 SITS HX or 1 pump and 2 break).
of 2 CFC]

2 2/4 inj ectler:
lines adequate for
LPSI (per SAR
analysis).

3. Reactivity
Control is not
explicitly required.
If RPS fails, the

reactor will be
maintained
sulcritical by
injection of RkT
inventory and/or
core volds.

4 RCS Integrity
';

Icst as a result of'

the initator.

O O O
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TABLE 3.1-4

ANO-2 LEVEL 1 PRA SUCCESS CRITERIA'

F LONG TERM RCS
sa

EEACTIVITY RCS AND CORE RCS INVENTORY ONCE THPOUGH INVENTORY CONTROL
1

? INITIATOR CONTROL HEAT REMOVAL CONTROL COOLING & ilEAT REMOVAL COMMENTS

Steam RPS 1/2 EFV 1/3 HPSI LTOP or tCCS Secondary 1. Secondary

Generator Pumps Pumps within vent valves Steam relief Steam relief

Tube Rupture and 3 hours of open isolated assumed

(R) SDBCS SGTR and (affected acallable

(secondary Operator SG) (unaffected
OR cooling initiates or SG)
--

available) Once Through 1/2 SDC
1/2 MFW or within 30 Cooling trains 2. EFW or MFW

Pumps minutes of within 30 (Secondary to 1 SG is

and SGTR (no minutes of a Cooling sufficient.

SDBCS secondary loss of all Available)
cooling) feedwater 3. Failure of

OR RPS considered
& eliminated

Secondary in ATVS Work
Steam relief Package.
Isolated

1

(af fe cted 4. Secondary
SG) Steam relief

and isolation
1/3 HPSR required to
Pumps mitigate

and primary to
1/2 CS seconda ry

i

i Trains [1 inventory loss
pump and I
o f 1 SDC RX 3. 1/4
or 1 pump injection
an.1 2 of 2 lines adequate

CFC) (No for

Secondary HPSI
Cooling) (Conservative-

ly modeled as
3/4 required)

6. RCS
Integrity lost
as a result of
the initator
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Table 3.1 5

SUhihtARY OF ANO 2 PRA* CORE h1ELT BINS

Bin Sequence Characteristics

i Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure and leakage rates associated with
small-break LOCAs, with early melting of the core (i.e., within about 2
hours after the brrak occurs)

1R Similar to Bin I except for the radioactivity release anth through the steam
generator

11 RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break LOCAs, with
late melting of the core (i.e., after about 12 hours from when the break
occurs, during recirculation)

IIR Similar to Bin !! except for the radioactivity release path through the steam
generator

til liigh RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boil off of the reactor
coolant through cycling prer,surizer relief valves, with early core melting
(within about 2 hours)

IV liigh RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boil off of the reactor
coolant through cycling relief valves, with late melting of the core

V Large rates of leakage from the RCS and low pressures associated with
large-break LOCAs and failure of core injection, resulting in early melting
of the core

VI Large break LOCA conditions with failure of coolant recirculation and late
melting of the core

* Based upon Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Oconee PRA- A Probabilistic Risk
Assessment of Oconee Unit 3, NS AC-60, June 1984 [Ref,3.1 11].

O
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Transient Reactivity RCS and Core RCS Pressure Once Throur,h CLASS SEQUENCE
!nitiator Control Heat Removal Control / Press cooling DESCRIPTION

ure Boundary
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Figure 3.1-1. ANO-2 Transient Event Tree A ANO-2XT.TRE 3-23-92
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Sma!! LOCA Reactiv!!y RCS and Core RCS Inventory Once Thretch Long Term RCS CLASS SEQUENCE !Initator Control Heat Removat Control cooEng inwntor/ DESCRIFmON
Control &,

i
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Fgure 3.12. ANO-2 Sman LOCA Event Tree AANO-2XS.TRE 3-23-92
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Medium Break LOCA Reactivity Control RCS thentory Long Term RCS Core SEOUENCE
'

'

Control Inventory Control Damage EESCRIPTION
& Heat Removal

M K | U X

NCM M

M2 FROM T & S

I CM || MX
M1 FROM T |

1
I

I
" '

Cu i vua

I

K TWS MK

|
'

Figure 3.1-3. ANO-2 Medium Break LOCA Event Tme A ANO-2XM.TRE 3-23-92
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Large LOCA RCS Inventory Long term RCS CLASS SEQUENCE
initiator Contrr inventory DESCRIPTION

control and
Heat Removal

A UA XA

NCM A
' A
A CMIV AX'

UA01
-- CM V AU

Figure 3.1-4. ANO-2 Large LOCA Event Tree A:ANO-2XA.TRE 3-23-92
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SGTR Initiator ReactM!y RCS and Core RCS Inventory Once Through Long Term RCS CLASS SEQUENCE
Control Heat Remeval Contrer cooling Imen*ory DESCR*PTION

Contro! &
Heat Remova!

R K B U F X

NCM R
t
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##' # ' CM I!R RX
|

HRO1 CM!R RU i

. NCM RB

02A CM liR RGX

R' BRO: CMIR RBF

H001 CMIR RBU
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Figure 3.1-5. ANO-2 SGTR Event Tree BRJO-2XR.TRE 4-14-92
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3.2 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

|~ 3.2.1 System Analvsis Scone
i

The ANO 2 systems analysis effort resulted in the development of fault tree models that
describe the methods in which plant systems can fail and subsequently contribute to accident
sequences that lead to core melt and then to a release of radionuclides from the containment.
The determination of systems for which modeling was required was based upon the results of

,

the Accider.t Sequence Analysis task (Section 3.1) and the Containment Performance Analysis
task (Section 4). 'Ihis assessment of the relevant ANO-2 accident sequences culminated with
the creation of event trees that identified those front line systems whose successful operation
is required in order to mitigate specific accident scenarios and the criteria for successful
operation of each of the front line systems.2

,

| Fault tree top logic was constructed to reflect the logic from the functional event trees and to
! aid in identifying those systems which provide the necessary safety functions. The support

system fault trees were linked to appropnate points in the front-line system models. The top-

logic fault trees were in turn linked through the event sequence _ top logic in order to create an,

i integrated model of core-melt - a function of internal evems at ANO-2. Data for all events
j including equipment failure and human errors was subsequently applied to the fauh tree
! tuodels. The integrated plant model was then solved to define the combinations of events that

lead to core melt, along with their frequencies. As such, the method used for determining the'

core-melt frequency was the "large fault tree, sn.all event tree" approach. This effectively
: forced the creation of fault tree models that define in a logical and detailed manner the ways

that the applicable system can fail.

! O) System models were constructed for a total of 17 systems. However, for many systems,
; \. altemate " top events" were developed based on the various requirements for successful

system operation at defined by the success criteria for different event sequences. In addition,
alternate system operating modes occurring during an accident sequence at ANO 2 (e.g.,'

injection mode followed by recirculation mode) were addressed in the models through the uses

: of logic flags which can be set to true or false so as to define a specific system alignment.
The:efore, each system model may contain several fault trees. Table 3.21 lists the system
fault tree models and their safety functions, along with the major ANO-2 systems that were
addressed in each model. Table 3.2-2 lists the system model " transfer gates" used by the
ANO-2 top logic fault trees. Two system models were not incorporated into the plant model

: for Level-1/ Level-2 analysis and are not shown in these tables - Penetration Room Ventilation
'

System and Hydrogen Recombiner System.

$.

; 3.2.2 Systems Analysis Methodology
i

For the ANO-2 Levei-1 PRA, the accident sequence failure models consisted of a set oflarge
fault trees that were linked together based upon the logic specified in the event trees. The,

! fault trees incorporated all significant contributors to the system failure state including front-
line component failures, support system component failures, associated test and maintenance4

failures, and operator errors where appro]riate. This approach assured that the system
interactions which arise due to functiona. dependencies between different systems were
modeled explicitly.

: O
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3.2.2.1 Fault Tree Development g
The process involved in the development of the fault tree models was designed to create a:

consistent and reliable end product. Procedures and standards followed by the systems'

analysis team were initially developed based on the PRA Procedures Guide [Ref. 3.21) and
Fault Tree Handbook (P,ef. 3.2-2). Of particular concem were basic event naming schemes,
style guidelines, system notebook requirements, and the interface between the systems
analysis, event sequence, human reliability, data, and quantification effons. The fault tree
analysis began by identifying and defining the system to be modeled. Design drawings and
descriptions, system manuals, SAR sections, Technical Specifications, operating procedures,
and test and maintenance procedures were collected and reviewed. Eacn system analyst was

| then required to become familiar with the design and operation of the assigned system prior to
| the development of the fault tree.

Fault tree top events were defined by the Accident Sequence Analysis task and were
developed in terms of major system trains or blocks (e.g., combinations of flow paths for the
case of a fluid system). This approach simplified any subsequent modification of the fault
trees to accommodate modified or added events as they were identified in the Quantification,
and Containment Performance Analysis tasks. In additien,in order to reduce the effective size
of the system models, small portions of fault tree branches which were statistically
independent (i.e.. the failure events in the branch, including their support system failures, did
not appear elsewhere in other branches) were identified. The basic events within each
independent branch were then grouped together, or modularized, to effectively form one basic
event. This modularization process resulted in a significant reduction in fault tree complexity
without loss of structure and permitted solution of the fault trees using a state-of-the art
microcomputer. This modulanzation also adds conservatism to the overall quantification,
since maiule probabilities routinely are larger than any of their single component parts.

3.2.2.2 General Modeling Guidelines

The top events and success criteria of each fault tree were defined by the Accident Sequence
Analysis and the Containment Perfonnance Analysis tasks. Different top events and logic-
were created as necessary due to the system's function, its configuration, and the initiating
event. Appropriate references to subtree gates were made rather than redeveloping the same
subtree for a number of different top events.

An important aspect of the integrated fault tree approach is the incorporation of support
system events into the system models. In order to ensure that this linking was correctly done,
a set of system physical and operating boundary conditions was employed and only one
analyst modeled the failure modes of any one system. The physical boundary condition was
typically defined to be the point on the Piping and Instrument Diagram (P&ID) where valves
and other components were no longer identified by the letter designator common to the
system being modeled. The INPO Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) safety
system boundaries provided additional guidance. Interfacing components, however, (such as
load circuit breakers, cooling water isolation valves, unit control modules, and solenoid valves
controlling the flow of air to air-operated valves) were modeled in the front-line system. The
operating boundary condition was typically the configuration of the system at full power
operating conditions; that is, the plant was assumed to have been operating at full power prior
to occurrence of the initiating event. Connections with other systems were reviewed for their
ability to divert sufficient flow from the system such that it would not be able to perform its
safety function.

3.2-2
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i Each fault tree contains those faults v,hich would interrupt, divert, cause loss of a process
Dow path, or interrupt required support functions. The level of detail employed in modelingi

these faults was limited to the extent that appropriate failure data existed. The geneml failure.

modes addressed in the analysis are listed in Table 3.2 3. Table 3.2-4 lists the failure modes
for each component considered during model development. Simplifying assumptions were!

made when applying the component failure modes to modeling flow path faults. These rules-
: of thumb type assumptions were employed because past PRA experience and typical
i component failure data have shown that certain failure modes (or groups of failure modes) cre
! not significant contributors to flow path failure in the presence of other existing single failures.

These assumptions include:4

| Passive Failures: Pipe breaks were typically not modeled. Check valve failure to
prevent reverse flow was modeled only if such a failure prevented a system or,

subsystem from perfomling its required function.
,

'

Flow Diversion: Failures in small lines which divert flow away from a train or
.

component, but which have no significant impact on system function, were;
' excluded from the model. A diversion of less than 1/3 diameter of the primary

flow rate was censidered to meet this criterica. Minimum recirculation paths were
: only modeled if they were required for compenent operability during the mission

time specified for the sequence under consideration.

j Redundancy: Events which require numercas component failures in order to occur
; (i.e., several basic events below an AND gate) were excluded if their combination

was oflow probability and there were no dependencies involved.
3

Other assumptions made tht concemed the system o ration or success criteria for the
; system being modeled were included in the System Wo L Package,
i <

: Test and maintenance activities which could be performed while at power were included in the
; fault trees only if they caused the unavailability of a component or set of components, These

two events were addressed in terms of groups of components removed for a specific test or,

i maintenance action.

| Human errors associated with post-initiator response (front-line human errors) were included
as high in the fault tree as practical. Operator actions during recovery were not included in
the fault trees. Such actions were instead considered in the recovery analysis portion of the
Quantification task. However, pre-initiator human errors (e.g., failure to restore a train to'

operation following maintenance) were included in the fault trees as appropriate.

:
4

3.2.2.? Nomenclature

Gate, basic event, module, and house (logic flag) event names were developed using a ten
(10) character coding scheme which permitted the models to be easily reduced and quantified
using CAF386(FTAP). The application of this scheme is described below for each event type.

(1) Gates

Gates were typically named as follows: Snnn - whem S is the system designator and nnn is a
unique sequential number. However, the number of n's were increased to eight for gates with

,

p/ special applications, and alphanumeries were used for 'n' coding. The fault tree system;

t designators are listed in Table 3.2-5. For fault trees containing components from more than:

3.2-3
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one system (e.g, power conversion system), the system designators were chosen fmm the
dcminant system in the tree.

The most confusing of all the systems modeled from a coding standpoint was the Power
Conversion System (PCS). The PCS system involved components from five (5) plant systems
not including support systems (AC, DC, SW, IA). hiost of the gates were coded with the
Feedwater System designator (F) while the PCS designator (P) was limited to the hiain Steam
System. Other systems were more straight forward in coding gates and events by typically
using the letter designated for the system being modeled.

(2) Basic Events

Basic events were named as follows: SCCUdddddhi, where S is the system designator (see
Table 3.2-5), CC is the component type code (see Table 3.2-4), U is the unit designator (e.g.,
"2" for ANO-2) which was sometimes used for more descriptive coding, ddddd is descriptive
nomenclature (e.g., component tag number), and hi is the fatlure mode (see Tab'e 3.2-4). The
componer't descriptive nomenclature ddddd might contain the component tag number (right-
justined with preceding zeros). Dashes (etc) within a component tag number were dropped.

"

For example. a failure of the High Pressure Safety injection System motor-operated valve
,

2CV-5101-1 to open was coded as HhiV25101IN.

In general, basic event system designators correspond to plant systems, even though they may
appear in a fault tree which uses a different system designator in the gate names. For
example, failure of the 51FW flow regulation valve is affected by the transfer close of a
manual valve in the Instrument Air System. This event was designated IXV205074K even
though it appears in the 51FW system fault tree (system designator "F"). An exception to this
is the naming of circuit breaker basic events. System designators for these events follow that gof the load controlled by the circuit breaker. For example, failure of the h1FW flow regulation
valve would occur with failure of AC breakers FCB2YIC06R and FCB2Y2C06R.

(3) hiodular Events

hiodular events were designated ShihiUdddddd, where S is the system designator, "hiht",

identines the basic event as a module, U is the unit designator, and dddddd is a unique
numeric designator to describe the module contents.

(4) Test and hialmenance Events

Test and maintenance events were designated SThiUdddddd, where S is the system
designator, "Thi" identines the basic event as a test and maintenance unavailability event,
and dddddd is a unique alphanumeric designator to describe the components involved.

(5) House Events

Hot.se events (logic flags) were designated AASnnn, where "AA" identines the event as a
flag, S is the system designator, and nnn is a unique sequential number. This n:nning scheme
resulted in all house events being listed at the top of the basic event fde in CAFTA, which
facilitated the inspection of the status of these events. When the system fault tree models
were linked together to represent the plant model, system flags used to indicate safety
injection and recirculation events were renamed AAA001 and AAA002, respectively.

,

(6) Initiating Events

The nomenclature used in describing initiating events is described in Section 3.1.

3.2-4 j
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} (7) Human Failure Events

Human failure events were named SHFUdddddM, where S is the system designator, "HF"
: identifies that the event involves human failures, U is the unit designator , ddddd is
: descriptive nomenclature, and M is a timing designator ("L" for pre initiator events and "D"

for post-initiator events).'

$ (8) Common-Cause Failure Events
;

) Common-cause failure (CCF) events (i.e., beta factors) were named SCCUCCFBFS, where S
i is the system designator CC is the component type code, U is the unit designator, and

"CFBFS" denotes that the event involves a CCF, CCF events were incorporated into the
i fault trees using modular events. Multiple failure modes of the same CCF group were placed
: into the same module; CCF events were not mixed with other types of failures in the same
j module nor were several CCF component groups mixed in the same module. Each CCF

modular event consists of one (or more, if different failure modes are combined) two-event
,

! cut set, the first ever.t representing the failure of one member of the CCF group and the
; second event representing the failure of the remainder of the CCF group.

For example, consider a CCF component group of motor operated valves 2CV-1510-2 and
,

2CV-1511-1 in the Reactor Building Cooling System with failure modes " failure to open on
! demand" and " transfers closed". This grou? could be arbitrarily identified as CCFOO1. Then a
! CCF modular event could be created as fol .ows:
1
i GMM2CCF001 = GMV215102N * GMV2CCFBF$ + GMV215102N * GMV2CCFBFS
i

This modular event would be added to the Reactor Building Cooling system fault tree hbove
the "AND" gate whose inputs are the random failures of the two valves..

3.2.2.4 Modularization
,

$ Detailed fault trees were modularized to aid in the redu: tion of the size of the linked fault
trees (i.e., plant model) for quantification purposes- Modula:ization is the process of:

combining individual basic events into one event. It does not eliminate dependencies, high;

i order fault combinations, or-low probability events. Only statistically independent basic
evenu were combined into an equivat:nt modular event. In addition, only " single-level" "OR",

i gates were typically modularized.
$

i To ensure that the logie model was consistently maintained during the modularization process
and to facilitate recovery analysis, the following were NOT included within modules:

1. References to other gates,-

; 2. House events (logic flags),

3. Basic event 3 used more than once in the fault tree,-

4. Basic events which could be used in another fault tree (e.g...a valve wh;ch
could be part of the failure logic in two fault trees). Breakers associated with a-
single component could be 'modularized .with that component; however,'

interrupters off of a DC or 120V AC panel were not _modularized because they4

'. often power multiple compone through relay caoinets,

i 5. Test and maintenance events,

.

3.2-5
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6. Faults which cannot occur at the same time as another similar fault and which
must be identifiable during the cut set review process, and

7. Human failure events.

3.2.2.5 System Analysis Results

In general, the system models were solved esing a mission time of 24 hours. Results of
this effon yielded:

a simplified P&ID for each system model;.

detailed modularized fault trees for each top event required to quantify the.

plant model;

cut set files listing the basic events contained in each module;

failure probabilities for the modular and basic events contained in each fault.

tree;

list of mutually exclusive system events (events, such as test and maintenance,.

w hich cannot occur concurrently); and a

matrix of modeled system dependencies..

Simplified P& ids for each system model are provided at the end of this sec: ion. A
summary of all modeled system dependencies, at the train level,is provided in Table 3.2-6.

The system models are documented in work packages developed and maintained for every
model listed in Table 3.2-1. Each work package contains a comprehensive collection of
system information and models; Table 3.2-7 describes the work package contents.

3.2.3 Denendent Failure Treatment

Dependent failure events of the following types were considaed in each system fault tree
model:

1. Inter-system dependencies,
2. Human failures,
3. Initiating events, and
4. Common-cause failures.

Failures due to inter-system dependencies (e.g., support systems) were modeled explicitly
in the fault trees. Human failure events which defeat an entire system or group of systems
were modeled at the top levels of the fault tree. Failures due to the effects of an initiating
event were modeled by including the initiating event in the fault trees. Failures of !

common-cause groups, as defined by NUREG/CR-4780 [Ref. 3.2-3), were modeled i
explicitly in the fault trees using modular events which represent failures of common-cause

'

failure component groups within the same system. The definition of a common-cause
failure group was based on consideration of factors such as:

O1
1

3.2-6
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I
;

i
'

l component type (e.g., motor operated valve, turbine-driven pump), including-

any special design or construction features,
,

; 2 component use (e.g., isolation, sensing),-

3. component manufacturer,

j 4. component internal conditions (e.g., pressure, temperature),

5. component external environment (e.g., humidity, temperature),

6. component location,

j' 7. component initial condition (e.g., normally open, energized) and operating
'

characteristics (e.g., running, open),

) 8 component testing procedures (e.g., test interval, lineup), and,

i

j 9. component maintenance procedures (e.g., preventative maintenance
; frequency).
J

Common-cause failure beta factors were determined for the following component groups. >

j

j 1. Diesel Generators -
; 2. Motor-Driven Pumps

3. Motor Operated Valves
4. Batteries

{ The credibility of these groups relative to their failure modes was evaluated during the
Data Analysis task (Section 3.3) using the results of EPRI tc ! arch (Ref. 3.2 4).<

;
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TABLE 3.21

ANO 2 PRA SYSTE51510DELS

SYSTEh! h10 DEL SAFETY FUNCTIONS ANO-2 SYSTEhtS
INCLUDED

LEVEL-1 PRA ANALYSIS

AC Eleuric Power Equipment motive power AC Power-

Emergency Diesel Generators

Component Cooling RCS equipment cooling Component Cooling Water.

Water (CCW) System PCS equipment cooling
Instrument Air equipment
cooling

Containment Spray Containment heat removal Containment Spray.

(CSS) and radionuclide removal Containment Spray Pump
Room Cooling

DC Electric Power Equipment control power DC Pcwer.

Instrumentation power

Emergency Feedwater Backup steam generator Emergency Feedwater.

(EFW) water supply Main Steam

Engineered Safety Signals for systems (HPSI, Engir. cered Safety Features.

Features Actuation LPSI/SDC, CSS, CIS, PRYS Actuation System
System (ESFAS) EFW, PCS, RCS, SW, EDGs)

actuated or isolated
or an EFAS, RAS, SIAS,
CIAS, CCAS, CS AS, or htSIS
condition

High Pressure RCS makeup for small and High Pressure Safety.

Safety Injection / large LOCAs, or transients injection
hiakeup (HPSI) if RCS notintact

RCS makeup after a SGTR
Feed-and-Bleed cooling

Instrument Air blotive power to feedwater Instrument Air.

control, steam dump bypass
control, CCW and SW systems

Low Pressure RCS makeup for large LOCAs Low Pressure Injection*

Injection (LPSI) Room cooling for HPSI long LPSI room coolers
term makeup after LOCA and
and for CSS pumps

3.2-8
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TAllLE 3.2 1 (Continued)

SYSTEM MODEL SAFETY FUNCTIONS ANO.2- SYSTEMS
INCLUDED

Power Conversion Steam dump and bypass Feedwater-

System (PCS) . control after a trans. Condensate
ient or SGTR Main Steam
RCS heat removal after a Steam Dump and Bypass
transient, small LOCA, Control
or SGTR Feedwater Control

Condenser Vacuum
Circulating Water

Primary Pressure RCS pressure control and RCS.

(RCS) pressure boundary Pressurizer Control
integrity after a Charging
transient. or SGTR Boric Acid Makeup ,

Feed and-Bleed venting

Safety injection RCS makeup after a large Safety Injection Tanks s.

Tanks (SIT) LOCA

Service Water (SW) Cooling for EDGs Service Water
O. Cooling for HPSI pumps and

-

room cooling
Cooling for LPSI pumps and
room cooling
EFW pump room cooling
Alternate supply of water
to EFW pumps for SG makeup
LPSI/SDC, CSS, RBC, CCW, and
Condenser Vacuum System
heat sink

LEVEL-2 PRA ANALYSIS

Containment Forms barrier between Containment Isolation.

Isolation (CIS) post-trip containment
atmosphere and extemal
environment

Containment Spray Containment heat removal Containment Spray.

(CSS) and radionuclide removal Containment Spray Pump
Room Cooling

Reactor Building Containment heat removal Reactor Building Cooling-

Cooling (RBC)

O
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TABLE 3.2 2
ANO 2 PRA SYSTEM TOP EVENTS

TRANSFER TOP EVENT
GATE DESCRIPTION

IIPSI
H001 1 HPSI PUMP FAILS TO PROVIDE SUFFICIENT FLOW FROM

RWT TO 1 RCS COLD LEG

H003 2 HPSI PUMPS FAILS TO PROVIDE SUFFICIENT FLOW FROM
CONT. SUMP TO RCS COLD LEG

Note: The HPSI fault tree contains flags which must be set to indicate whether the injection
or recirculation mode of operations is required.

The last two events (H109 and H200) are provided as potential recovery models for certairt
failures of the first three tops.

LPSI
L001 FAILURE OF LOW PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION

LOO 2 FAILURE OF SHUTDOWN COOLING

SIT &
C0001 FAILURE OF TIIE S AFETY INJECTION TANK SYSTEM W
RCS
R001 LTOP AND ECCS VENT VALVES FAIL TO OPEN

R402 PRESSURIZER SPRAY SYSTEM FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

ESFAS
A TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST HERE.

ERY
Q001 ERV FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW TO 1 OF 2 SGs FROM 1 OF 2 PUMPS

Q013 EXCESSIVE MRV OR EFW FLOW TO SG 'A' OR SG 'B'

Q501 EFW FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW TO SG 'B' FROM 1 OF 2 PUMPS

PCS
F000 MRV SYSTEM RAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW TO SG 'A'/SG 'B'

AFTER TRIP
!

F400 MFW SYSTEM FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW TO SG 'B'

P001 SDBCS SYSTEM FAILS TO CONTROL STEAM PRESSURE DURING
TRANSIENTS |

|
|
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TABLE 3.2 2 (Continued),

ANO.2 PRA SYSTEM TOP EVENTS

:
; TRANSFER TOP EVENT
i GATE DESCRIPTION

I
-

1 P300 SDBCS FAILS TO ALLOW SO DEPRESSURIZATION TO REMOVE
RCS DECAY HEAT

,.

CSS.

Y001 CSS FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW FROM ONE OF TWO TRAINS FOR
4

| 24 HOURS

4 RBC
G001 FAILURE OF REACTOR BUILDING COOLING

| CIS
3006 FAILURE TO ISOLATE 'B' PENETRATIONS'

a

| CCW
; X001 LOSS OF CCW TO LOOP 11 HEADER
i

! ACP
' E TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST HERE.
*

DCP
I D TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST HERE,

SWS
S101 LOSS OF SW LOOP I-

S10lY LOSS OF SW LOOP 1 (NO 2A3 SRC FAULTS)
-

S201 LOSS OF SW LOOP II
S20lY LOSS OF SW LOOP II (NO 2A4 SRC FAULTS)-

S301 LOSS OF SW TO ACW
S401 LOSS OF SW TO CCW
S501 LOSS OF SW TO ECCS LOOP 1,

S601 LOSS OF SW TO ECCS LOOP 11

IA
1001 LOSS OF IA TO INSTRUMENT AIR HEADER I>

1002 LOSS OF IA TO INSTRUhiENT AIR HEADER II
i

i

i

O
:
$
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Table 3.2 3

Failure Mode Designators

MODE DESCRIPTION
___

$

A Fails to start (demand)

B Fails to deenergize (demand)

C Fails to close (demand)

D Fails to respond (demand), or post-trip human error

E Fails to energize (demand)

F Fault or fails to run (hourly)

G Leakage (hourly)

H Fails high (hourly)

J Rupture (hourly)

;". Transfers closed (hourly)

L Fails low (hourly), or pre-trip human error

N Fails to open (demand)

O Fails to manually open (demand)

P Plugged (hourly)

Q Fails to close after liquid release (demand)

R Transfers open (hourly),

T Fails to close after steam relief (demand)

O
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!
! TABLE 3.2-4

- ' O
'

B ASIC EVENT DEFINITIONS (TYPICAL), COMPONENT CODES AND FAILURE
MODES USED IN Tile FAULT TREE MODELS

:

COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION
j TYPE CODE MODE

; A1 COOLING UNITS:

i AC A AC UNIT FAILS TO START
' AC F AC UNIT FAILS TO RUN

^

i AIR COMPRESSORS, DRYERS, ETC:
,

| AD F AIR DRYER FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
AF F AIR FILTER FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
AM A AIR COMPRESSOR FAILS TO START
AM F AIR COMPRESSOR FAILS TO RUN>

AR F AIR RECEIVER LOCAL FAULTS
,

AIR-OPERATED VALVES:

AV C AOV FAILS TO CLOSE
;- AV K AOV TRANSFERS CLOSED

1
: AV N AOV FAILS TO OPEN
! AV R AOV TRANSFERS OPEN
| AV T AOV FAILS TO THROTFLE

AC BUSSES:
,

B1 F > 4 KV BUS FAULT'

B1 L > 4 KV BUS LOAD FAULT W/O LOAD BKR TRIP
B2 F < 4 KV BUS FAULT,

i B2 L < 4 KV BUS LOAD FAULT W/O LOAD BKR TRIP
B4 F 120 V BUS FAULT1

BISTABLES:

BI F BISTABLE SPURIOUS OPERATION.

BI N BISTABLE FAILS 't O OPERATE ON DEMAND
,

BATTERY CHARGERS:4

BC F BATTERY CHARGER NO OUTPUT

DC BUSSES:

BD F DC BUS FAULT

O'

LJ
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TABLE 3.2 4 (Continued)

C051PONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION
TYPE CODE MODE g

BATTERIES:

BT D BA'ITERY NO OUTPUT (DEMAND)
BT F BATTERY NO OUTPUT (HOURLY)
BT S BATTERY COMMON CAUSE FAILURES

CIRCUIT BREAKERS, ETC:

CB D AC BREAKER FAILS TO TRIP (OVER CURRENT)
CB K AC BREAKER TRANSFERS CLOSED
CB R AC BREAKER TRANSFERS OPEN
CD D DC BREAKER FAILS TO TRIP (OVER CURRENT)
CD R DC BREAKER TRANSFERS OPEN,

'

CF R FUSE FAILS OPEN
Cl R DC INTERRUPTER TRANSFERS OPEN
CS R DC DISCONNECT SWITCH TRANSFERS OPEN

CONTACTS:

CT C CONTACT FAILS TO CLOSE
CT K CONTACT TRANSFERS CLOSED
CT N CONTACT FAILS TO OPEN
CT R CONTACT TRANSFERS OPEN

CHECK VALVES:

CV C CHECK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE
CV G CHECK VALVE RUPTURES -
CV K CHECK VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED
CV N CHECK VALVE FAILS TO OPEN
CV R CHECK VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

DIESEL GENERATORS:

DG A DIESEL GENERATOR FAILS TO START
DG F DIESEL GENERATOR FAILS TO RUN
DG O DIESEL GENERATOR OVERLOAD FAILURE

(PLANT-SPECIFIC LOAD SHED/ SEQUENCE FAULT)
DG $ DIESEL GENERATOR COMMON CAUSE FAILURES

DIESEL DRIVEN PUMPS:

DP A DIESEL DRIVEN PUMP FAILS TO START
DP F DIESEL DRIVEN PUMP FAILS TO RUN

O
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TABLE 3.2 4 (Con:inued)O _

CONiPONENT EnILURE DESCRifrTIO.N
TYPE CODE MODE

|

F/1 CONVERTERS:

El D E/l CONVERTER FAILS TO RESPOND

ELECTRICAL SEALS:

EL S ELECTRICAL PENETRATION SEAL FAILURE

E/P CONVERTERS:

EP D E/P CONVERTER FAILS TO RESPOND

FUSIELE DROPOUT REGISTERS:

FC F DROPOUT REGISTF" FAILS TO FALL

FUEL'ITtANSFER TUBE SEALS:

FL S FUEL TRANSFER TUBE SEAL FAFLURE

FLOW ELEMENTS, SWITCHES,TRANS:

FE F FLOW ELEMENT FAILS
FE H FLOW ELEMENT FAILS HIGH
FE L FLOW ELEA1ENT FAILS LOW
FE P FLOW ELEMENT PLUGGED
FS D FLOW SWITCH FAILS TO RESPOND
FS H FLOW SWITCH FAILS HIGH
FS L FLOW SWITCH FAILS LOW>

Fr D FLOW TRANSMITTER FAILS TO RESFOND
FT H FLOW TRANSMITTER FAILS HIGH
FT L FLOW TRANSMITTER FAILS LOW

HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS:
,

HR F HYDROGEN RECOMBINER FAILS TO RUN

HUMAN FAILURE EVENTS

HF L PRE-TRIP HUMAN FAILURE EVENT

FILTERS

HF P HEPA FILTER PLUGGED,

O
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TAllLE 3.2 4 (Continued)

d}eCOhtPONENT FAILUR,E DESCkiPTION
TYPE CODE h10DE

g
.. _ _ w

IIEAT EXCllANGERS:

IlX F llEAT EXCilANGEP. COOLING CAPADILITY FAILS
IlX J IIEAT EXCilANGER TUDE RUPTURE
llX P llEAT EXCilANGER PLUGS

INVf sTERS, ETC.:

IN F INVERTER NO OUTPUT
IR F REGULATING RECTIFIER NO OUTPUT
IV F STATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR NO OUTPUT

EQUIP. llATCIVAIR LOCKS:

LA F EQUIP liATCIVAIR LOCK FAILS TO FUNCTION
LA S EQUlP llATCIVAIR LOCK SEAL FAILURE =

{
LOGIC BUFFERS

LD N LOGIC BUFFER FAILS,

LOGIC CIRCUlTS:

LC D LOGIC CIRCUIT FAILS TO GENERATE SIGNAL
LC F LOGIC CIRCUIT FAILS
LC 11 LOGIC CIRCUlT GENER ATES FA LSE 111G11 OUTPUT
LC L LOGIC CIRCUIT GENER ATES FALSE LOW OUTPUT

LEVEL SWITCliES, TRANShilTTERS:

LS D LEVEL SWITCil FAILS TO RESPOND
LS 11 LEVEL SWITC11 FAILS 111G11
LS L LEVEL SWITCH FAILS LOW
LT D LEVEL TRANSh111TER FAILS TO RE3 POND
LT 11 LEVEL TRANShilTTER FAILS 111Gli
LT L LEVEL TRANShilTTER FAILS LOV'
LY D SIGNAL PROCESSOR h10DULE FAh S TO RESPONDLY 11 SIGNAL PROCESSOR htODULE FA ? S lilGH
LY L SIGNAL PROCESSOR h10DULE FAILS LOW

DACKFLOW AIR DAhtPERS

h1C C BACKFLOW AIR DAhtPLR FAILS TO CLOSE
htC K BACKFLOW AIR DAhiPER TRANSFERS CLOSED
h1C N BACKFLOW AIR DAhiPER FAILS TO OPEN
h1C R BACKFLOW AIR DAh1PER TRANSFERS OPEN g

3.2 16
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TAllLE 3.2 4 (Continued)

COhtPONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION
TYPE CODE hiODE

h1ECHANICAL SEALS:

hie S hiECHANICAL PENETRATION SEAL FAILURE

h10 TOR-DRIVEN FANS:

h1F A h10 TOR DRIVEN FAN FAILS TO START
hiF F hiOTOR DRIVEN FAN FAILS TO RUN

h10 TOR DRIVEN PUhiPS:

hip A h1TR DRV PUh1P FAIL TO START
h1P F h1TR DRV PUh1P FAIL TO RUN
h1P S hiTP DRV PUhtP COhth10N CAUSE FAILURES

h10 TORS:

h1R S h10 TOR SHORTS

h10 TOR OPERATED VALVES:

F~ C h10V FAILS TO CLOSE
ht '. G hiOV RUPTURE
h1V K h10V TRANSFERS CLOSEO
h1V N h10V FAILS TO OPEN
hiV R hiOV TRANSFERS OPEN
htV $ hiOV COhih10N CAUSE FAILUREF

NOZZLES, PIPING:

NZ P SPRAY NOZZLE PLUGGED
PP G PIPING LEAKAGE
PP J PIPING FAILURE
PP P PIPE PLUGGED

PRESSURE SWITCnES, TRANShilTTERS:
'

PS D PRESSURE SWITCH FAILS TO RESPOND
PS H PRESSURE SWITCH FAILS HIGH
PS L PRESSURE SWITCH FAILS LOW
PS N PRESSURE SWITCH FAILS TO OPEN-

PT D PRESSURE TRANShilTTER FAILS TO RESPOND
PT H PRESSURE TRANShilTTER FAILS HIGH
PT L- PRESSURE TRANShilTTER FAILS LOWO

_
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TAllLE 3.2 4 (Contir.ued)
O

COh1PONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION
TYPE CODE MODE

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES:

PV K PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED
PV R PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

POWER SUPPLIES:

PX F POWER SUPPLY NO OUTPUT

RADIATION ELEh1ENTS:

RA F RADI ATION ELEh1ENT FAILS TO RESPOND
,

RELAYS, RELAY DRIVERS:

RE B ENERGlZED RELAY FAILS TO DEENERGlZE'

RE E RELAY FAILS TO ENERGlZE
RE K DEENERGlZED RELAY TRANS TO ENERGlZED POS
RE R ENERGlZED RELAY TR ANS TO DEENERGlZED POS

RESTRlCTING ORIFICES:

RO P RESTRlCTING ORIFICE PLUGS

POTENTIOh1ETERS:

RS F POTENTIOh1ETER FAILS

RELIEF, S AFETY VALVES:

RV C RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE
RV N RELIEF VALVE FAILS TO OPEN
RV R RELIEF VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN
RV $ RELIEF / SAFETY VALVE COMhtON CAUSE FAILURES
RY N PSV, S/G S AFETY VALVE FAILS TO OPEN
RY Q PSV, S/G SAFETY VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE AFTER

LIQUID RELIEF
RY T PSV, S/G SAFETY VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE AFTER

STEAh1 RELIEF
RY $ PSV, S/G SAFETY VALVE COMMON CAUSE

FAILURES
RZ N PORV FAILS TO OPEN
RZ O PORV FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER LIQUID RELIEF
RZ T PORV FAILS TO RESEAT AFTER STEAh! RELIEF
RZ $ PORV, S AFETY VALVE COMMON CAUSE FAILURES

3.2-18
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COhtPONENT FAILUlG DESCRIPTION
TYPE CODE MODE

STOP CHECK VALVES:
s

SC C STOP CHECK VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE
SC G STOP CHECK VALVE LEAKAGE
SC K STOP-CHECK VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED
SC N STOP CHECK VALVE FAILS TO OPEN

SLUICE GATES:

SG K SLUTCE GATE TR ANSFERS CLOSED
Si F INVERTER STATIC SWITCH FAILS OPEN
SI X INVERTER STATIC SWITCl-1 FAILS TO TRANSFER

CONTAINhtENT SUhtP:

Shi P CONTAINhiENT SUhtP PLUGGED

SPARE PIPING PENETRATION SEALS:

SP S SPARE PIPING PENETRATION SEAL FAILURE

SOLID STATE RELAYS

SR D SOLID STATE RELAY FAILS TO OPERATE ON
DEMAND

.

<SR R SOLID STATE RELAY SPURIOUS OPERATION

STRAINERS:
i

ST A MOTOR DRIVEN STRAINER FAILS TO STAitT
ST F MOTOR DRIVEN STRAINER FAILS TO RUN
ST P STRAINER PLUGGED

SOLENOID VALVES:

SV C SOLENOID VALVE FAILS TO CLOSE
SV -K SOLENOID VALVE TRANSFERS CLOSED
SV N SOLENOID VALVE FAILS TO OPEN
SV R SOLENOID VALVE TRANSFERS OPEN

SWITCilES (HAND AND VALVE POSITION):

SW C HAND SWITCH FAILS TO CLOSE
SW K HAND SWITCH TRANSFERS CLOSEDO SW N HAND SWITCH FAILS TO OPEN
SW R HAND SWITCH TRANSFERS OPEN

3.2-19
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gTAllLE 3.2 4 (Continued)

COh1PONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION
TYPE CODE h10DE

SWITCilES (CONTD.)

SX N SPEED SWITCll FAILS TO OPEN.

SZ C VALVE POSITION SWITCil FAILS TO CLOSE
SZ K VALVE POSITION SWITCil TRANSFERS CLOSED
SZ R VALVE POSITION SWITCH TRANSFER' OPEN

TRANSFORh1ERS:

Tl F KV TRANSFORhiER FAULT
T2 S TRANSFORh1ER SIlORTS
T6 F 480V - 24()V TR ANSFORh1ER FAULT
T7 F 480V - 120V TRANSFORh1ER FAULT

Tih1E DELAY LOGIC:

TD F Tih1E DELAY LOGIC DRIFTS OUT OF CAllBRATION

hTRAVELING SCREENS:

TF P TRAVELING SCREEN PLUGS

TANKS:

TK G TANK LEAK AGE
TK J TANK RUPTURE

TURBINE-DRIVEN PUhiPS:

TP A TURBINE DRIVEN PUNIP FAllTO START
TP F TURBINE DRIVEN PUh1P FAIL TO RUN
TP $ TURBINE DRIVEN PUhtP COhih10N CAUSE FAILURES

TEh1P SWITCHES, TRANShilTTERS:

TS B TEhiPERATURE SWITCli, NO FUNCTION WITH
SIGNAL

TS D TEhiPERATURE SWITCH FAILS TO RESPOND
TS E TEh1PERATURE SWITCH FAILS
TS H TEh1 PEP ATURE SWITCH FAILS HIGH
TS L TEh1PERATURE SWIFCH FAILS LOW
Tr D TEhiPERATURE TRANSht!TTER FAILS TO RESPOND
TF H TEhiPERATURE TRANSh11TTER FAILS HIGH

! TT L TEhiPER ATURE TRANShilTTER FAILS LOW
TV D TEh1PERATURE INDICATING CONTROLLER FAILS TO

RESPOND

! 3.2-20
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TA!!LE 3.2 4 (Continued)

)
COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION

i TYPE CODE MODE
1 i

| TEMP SWITCllES, TR ANSMITTERS:(CONTD.)
3

.' TV 11 TEMPERATURE INDICATING CONTROLLER FAILS
i 111G11

| TV L TEMPERATURE INDICATING CONTROLLER FAILS
j LOW
i

{ VACUUM BREAKERS:

VB R VACUUM BREAKER TRANSFERS OPEN
.

i WIRE (CABLE)
!
! WR S WIRE (CABLE) SliORTS

| MANUAL VALVES:
,

XV C u v VALVE FAILS TO OPERATE
*

XV K s1AN ~ * /f f? ANSFERS CLOSED-
,

) XV N '.t AN V u - FA< ' TO OPEN-

i XV R t''t A'' 'ht ,.v3FERS OPEN
,

;

!
,

|

|

l

!

i

|

|

!

i

O
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TAllLE 3.2 5
'

SYSTEM DESIGNAT0ltS
i

DESIGNATOR SYSTEM
.;

A ESFAS

C Safety injection Tanks

D Electric Power (DC)
E Electric Power (AC - includes EDGs)
F Feedwater

G Reactor Building Cooling

11 IIPS'
,

1 Instrument Air

J Containment isolation

L LPSI/SDC

P Power Conversion - Includes Condensate (F), Feedwater(F),

Main Steam (P), Circulating Water (W) and Condenser Vacuum (N)

Q Emergency Feedwater

R Primary Pressure (RCS)

S Service Water System

T Combustible Gas Control

X Component Cooling Water System

Y Containment Spray

O
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TABLE 3.2-6 ANO-2 SYSTEM-LEVEL DEPENDENCY MATRIX
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TABLE 3.2 7

ANO 2 PRA SYS TEMS ANALYSIS WORK PACKAGE CONTENTS

1. Introduction
identincation of fault tree top events and, for front line systems, the top-

logic events s upported

2. System Information
-

2.1 System Functions
system's functions as described by the Safety Analysis Report System-

description documents, systems training manuals, etc.
plant systems included in the work pac cage-

2.2 Design Basis
design bases relevant to the accident sequence modeling-

2,3 System Description
brief narrative of system layout-

equipment descriptions (important components)-

2.4 System Operation
system's operation immediately prior to and following the occurrence of-

reactor trip and or off nonnal events
system operation during full power operations it failures within the system-

can lead to a reactor trip
system actuation in response to a reactor trip, indicating how and when the-

system is started
2.5 System Interfaces

itemization ofinterfaces with other systems having an innuence on the fault-

tree model
test and or maintenance actions which can occur while the reactor is-

operating (Modes 1 and 2)
indication of whether or not tests or periodic maintenance disables any-

portions of the system
test and maintenance frequencies-

Technical Specineation Limits (LCO's)-

3. Fault Tree Model

3.1 List of Fault Tree Top Events
event descriptions

,
-

3.2 Success Criteria
post trip safety function from accident sequence task for front line systems
post trip low level success criteria for support systems-

3.3 Modeling Assumption-
notes and assumptions made during development of fault tree model,-

including assumptions made to facilitate fault tree development which do
not affect system reliability (e.g., for a three pump system in which only
two pumps are normally operating, an assumpoon tnat pumps A and B are
the operating pumps vould act affect any results of tie fault tree model
so long as di three pumps are equivalent)
identi6 cation of physical connections to the other unit and justineation for-

omitting as a flow diversion path

O
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TABLE 3.2 7

ANO 2 PRA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS WORK PACKAGE CONTENTS (continued)

3.4 System level Initiators
system's potential to cause a reactor tri), including the combinations of-

component failures and scenarios involvec
3.5 Common Cause Failure Events

Definition of common cause failure groups, including modular event name,-

components included, andjustincation for grouping of components
s

4. References

5. Attachments

5.1 Records of Conversation
5.2 Memos and Letters
5.3 Review Comments

Appendix A

Component Level Dependency Matrix _ .
ID and description for components included in the fault tree model-

initial status --

- change of state required to perform risk related function

O failed state on loss of actuation, control, or motive power
-

If component is required to change state to fulfill its risk related functions-

and component's failed state does not fulfill its risk related functions
actuation / control power (system interfaces)-

motive power (system interface)'-

cooling source (system interface; including liVAC requirements)-

Appendix B

Fault Tree Tiasic Event Descriptions
event name-

calculation (equation) type-

mission time-

mission ilme units-

event description-

fault trees in which event appears-

remarks-

location,if applicable-

SAlPLOT symbol-

event failure conditional probability (or frequency)-

Appendix C

Fault Tree Module Descriptions
modular event definitions-

O
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TABLE 3.2 7
,

i

ANO 2 PRA SYSTEMS ANALYSIS WORK PACKAGE CONTENTS (continued) |

Appendix D

Fault Tree Mutually Exclusive Events
fault tree events which are mutually exclusive-

Appendix E

Minimal Cut Set Lists
mininul cut sets for top events in order of decreasing conditional-

probability. A representative list nuy be selected for systems with nuny
top events that are highly repetitive (e.g., AC power buses).

Appendix F

Simplified P&lD
simplified one line diagram showing the system components included m the-

fault tree model. Major interfaces between hystem (e.g., between high
pressure injection suction piping and low pressure injection suction pipn.g)
are indicated so as to clearly identify the system loundaries used to
develop the fault tree model.

t
'

Appendix G

Modular Fault Tree
SAIPLOT generated modular fault tree diagram for each top event-

cross-reference of events and plot page numbers-

!

|

9
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3.3 RELIAlllLITY DATA ANALYSIS

This section describes the development of the ANO 2 PRA equipment reliability data set.
Specifically, it discusses the estimation of component reliability parameters, maintenance
unavailabilities, common-cause failure probabilitics, and initiating event frequencies. (Note
that human failure events are addressed separately in section 3.4.) In keeping with the overall
documentation plan for the ANO-2 PRA project, the bulk of the data set development effort is
recorded in individual work packages and calculations. Consequently, this summary report
section only summarizes the information and data that was used to generate the data set and
discusses the data analysis techniques.

3.3.1 conmonent Reliability Pammeters

Most basic events in the ANO 2 risk models represent random failures of >ystem equipment
following a reactor trip. Accordingly, calculation of the probabilities associated with these
basic events requires an extensive set of component level reliability parameters. The term
" reliability parameters" refers to both failure rates and failure on demand piobabilities. It
should be noted that component reliability parameters are assumed to be constants in this
PRA; that is, effects such as infant mortality, wear-out, or other exposure dependencies are
not addressed, in addition, exposure durations such as mission times or test intervals, which
are required to calculate basic event probaoilities when using failure rates, are speciDed in the
Systems Analysis task.

There are two sources of component reliability parameter information: (1) generic data and
(2) plant specific data. Each source has its advantages and disadvantages. He following

O sectons discuss the collection and analysis of generic and plant specific data, and the process
that was used to compile these data sources into the ANO-2 PRA data set.

3.3.2 Generic Data

Reliability parameter estimates based on generic data were used for component types and
failure modes in the ANO 2 PRA when p; ant specine data could not be obtained. The
following process was used to develop the generic data set:

1. All basic events which require component reliability parameters for
estimation of their failure probabilities were identified from the system

.
fault trees.

I

2. The basic events were then grouped according to the type ' of
component (e.g., motor-driven pump, relay, etc.) and failure mode
(e.g., fails to stan, spurious operatton, etc.).

3. Generic data sources were identified which provide reliabilit) pa*ameter
estimates relevant to the component types and failure modes specified.

4. The generic data sources identified were then classi6ed as to teir
origin (e.g., expert opinion, U.S. commercial nuclear industry failure
experience, etc.), scope (e.g., number of components considered M the
population, dates of data, relevance, ca.), and quality (e.g , failure
counts based on plant maintenance records or LERs; exposure hours,

1 ( based on actual experier.ce or estimates, etc.).

3.3 1
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5. The most appropriate generic data sources were then selected by
matching the needs of the PRA to the available infonnation.

6. Finally, the generic data sources were aggregated a composite
estimate if more than one source was identified ano selected for a
particular component type and failure mode.

A " generic data source" provides component aliability parameter estimates based on (1) the
failure experience of other utilities or industries, or (2) expert opinion. There are many such
sources; hence, the bulk of the generic data effort consisted of identifying, classifying, and
selecting generic data that was relevant to the equipment at ANO. The importance of this
effon to the accuracy and credibility of the final PRA results should not be undertstimated.
As it is difficult to collect meaningful plant specific data on most types of equipment, a
significant amount of the comynent niiability parameter estimates were taken from generic
data. Accordingly, considerab e time and resources were expended to ensure that component
reliability parameters were based on the best possible generic data sources.

Since generic data plays an important role in risk and aliability analysis studies, SAIC has
developed a comprehensive generic data set for use in commemial nuclear power plant PRAs.
It is based on the accumulated experience of many SAIC and industry studies and has been
subjected to extensive review. With this data set as the basis, a Generic Data Notebook for
the ANO-2 PRA project was developed [Ref. 3.3-1] using the steps outlined above. The
generic data used is presented in Table 3.3-3.

3.3.3 Plant Snecific Component Reliability Data

This section provides a description of the plant specific data review and analysis perforraed for
the ANO-2 PRA. This description and the activities involved are presented to illustrate the
steps involved in gaining exposure and experience in plant specine data analysis, as well as
incorporating actual plant experience data on component failure and maintenance
unavailability (Section 3.3.4)into the ANO-2 PRA.

It was recognized that the ANO-2 PRA plant specific data collection would be very time
consuming if hard copy data sourets were twed; therefore, it was decided to use data from job
orders which were available on the Statica information Management System (SIMS). His
data source is available for job orders beginning August 1985. This also coincides with the
end of many of the TMI mandated changes which causes much of the older data not to be
relevant to the current plant configuration.

Plant specific data was estimated and incorporated into the PRA in several areas. The original
Data Analysis Task Plan [Ref. 3.3 2) provided general guidance, the Initiating Event
Frequencies Work Package [Ref. 3.3 3] used actual plant data for estimating some initiator
frequencies, and the Data Analysis Procedure [Ref. 3.3 4] provided detailed instructions
including algorithms and forms for plant _ specific data analysis. ANO calcuhtion 89.E-0048-
21 "ANO-2 Plant Specific Data for PRA Use" [Ref. 3.3 7] contains the failure rates for those
components for which plant specific data was obtained.

After the ANO-2 PRA was started and the NRCs Generic Letter on Individual Plant
Examination (IPE) 1Ref 3.3-5) was issued, other incentives for plant specific data
examination came about. NRC emphasis was obviously placed on a thorough understanding
of one's own plant, and in the guidance provided in NUREG-1335 (Ref. 3.3-6], they asked
licensees to provide appropriate rationale if plant specific data for some important initiators

3.3 2
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and components were not used. ANO 2 PRA data efforts have addressed these additional

O objectives.

This section describes the review and analysis of ANO-2 plant specific data related to
component failure data. Plant specific maintenance unavailability data (See Section 3.3.4) has
also been incorporated into the PRA data base used for model quantification; thus, plant
specific innuences are reDected in the results. It was found in the development of plant
specific data that insufncient data was available for determining reliability parameters on a
system basis and therefore; it was decided to average the daia across all syste.m. Also, for
many component types insufficient data were available and generic data wu und ;nstead.

3.3.3.1 Scope of Plant Specific Data Analysis

ANO-2 maintenance records were used as the source of plant specine infomiation to estimate
maintenance unavailabilities and component failure rates. Table 3.31 provides a list of the
systems and components examined. The data window evaluated was from August 1985
though July 1990.

%

nis scope of analysis was selected for several reasons. It encompasses a wide range of the
most important systems based on the cutsets from a trial run of the ANO 2 PRA hiodel using
generic data. The systems included standby and operating components of various types (e.g.,

zelectrical, mechanical). The data sources examined were Slh1S (Site Information
hianagement System), NPRDS (Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System), and GADRS
(Generation Availability Data Reporting System). The scope of activity also encounters a
large variation in the related statistical population. His could include repair of a minor

O problem that of itself had not rendered the component inoperable to repair of a severely
damaged inoperable component. This population of activities is significantly larger than that
for, say, the population of failures of an mdividual pump to start, which would include only
those catastrophic failures of the pump to start (failure to run would be another, different
failure mode).

For failure rate estimates, determining the number of failures is only part of the process.
Exposure times or number of demands is also required; that is, the " success" part of the time
frame was needed to estimate the rate of failure when needed. Since exposure time fan e
data was generally more difficult to obtain directly; indirect means were usually required.
Knowledge of the test and maintenance histo y provides a basis for estimating exposure. His
understanding includes post-maintenance testing procedures and whether the
system / component was demanded when the reactor trips. For continuously running
equipment, the number of hours the plant was in an operational mode provides the exposure
esumate during the evaluation interval, in this instance, the exposure data is provided by the
GADRS data base (outage type, starting date & time, end date & time, & description of lost
generation events), and from NPRDS operational data.

3.3.3.2 Component Failure Data Calculations

The detailed calculation steps and equations used to estimate component failure rates are
provided in the Data Analysis Procedure [Ref. 3.3-4]. As stated above, the data sources
examined for failure information included Slhis records and NPRDS records. The basic
review steps involved examination of the maintenance / failure information to determine if the
failure was catastrophic (i.e., function lost) or merel degraded. Only catastrophic failures
were used for failure rate calculations. The specific failure mode was then also needed (i.e.,
pump failed to start vs. pump failed to run), so that failure data could be associated with the
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specine demand related or time related basic events. Ily reviewing the data records for the
system / components and failure modes of interest, the actual failure experience could te h,

'

counted. Data fonns summarizing the counts, along with the sup>orting maintenance records,
are pmvided in the Plant Specific Data Work Package [Ref. 3.3d 31. The Plant Specine Data
Calculation (ANO calculation 89 E 0(MS 21 [Ref. 3.3 7] provides the actual reliability values

! used in the ANO-2 PRA.

] From the failure count alone, one gains some insight into the statistical merit of the data over
the time period of interest. For example, zero failures or one failure could occur as stochastic
input for a component with low exnosures (either time or demands). Zero observations does
not necessarily mdicate high reliability nor does one failure necessarily indicate low reliability
when the exposure (denominator)is short. The data window for ANO-2 was at first thought
to be sufnciently long to yield statistically significant data for most or all component types
however; there were a significant number of component types with low exposures, zero
failures, and/or it was not possible to accurately detennine the exposurr. This problem was
primarily associated with determining the demand exposures. For those cases where the i

plant specific data was judged to be inadequate or not accurate, generic data was used with
emphasis on being conservative. The plant-specific data used is presented in Table 3.3-4.

!

|

3.3.4 hiaintenance Unavailability '

|

hiaintenance unavailability encompasses any maintenance activity that yields the component
unavailable while the plant is operating and must be factored into the plant specific reliability
database. The detailed calculation steps and equations used to estimate plant specific.

maintenance unavailabilities, including statistical uncertainty factors, are provided in the Data
Analysis Procedure [Ref. 3.3 4). A search of data from the plant operator's log yielded
infomiation which was used to calculate the mean time to restore (h11TR) for some
component types. The outage of equipment which causes the plant to enter a Limiting
Condition for Operation is logged in the plant operator's log as to when it was taken out of
service and placed back in service. This data is summarized in ANO calculation 89 E-0048 24
[Ref. 3.311]. The end time which is recorded on maintenance job orders is a pa yer close out
time and cannot be used in calculating maintenance unavailabihties. Since not a 1 component
types of interest had available repair time data, estimates were made using NUREG 4550
(Ref. 3.312 ] as a source. In order to calculate the maintenance unavailabilities the number of
times that equipment is in maintenance is required. This maintenance failure rate was
calculated by using all equipment failures that could require maintenance including non-
catastrophic failures. For those components for which generic failure data was used, the
maintenance failure rate was assumed to be 10 times the catastrophic failure rate as used in
NUREG 4550 [Ref. 3.312).

The guideline used in developing the system fault trees was to use train level maintenance
events since maintenance on a component in a train will typically cause the entire train to be
unavailable. To develop maintenance probabilities for these events, modules were developed
to calculate the train level maintenance events. These are contained in ANO calculation 89-E-
0(M8-24 "ANO-2 hiaintenance Unavailabilities for PRA Use".[Ref 3.3-11). The resulting
maintenance unavailability data is presented in Table 3.3 2.

3.3.5 Common Cause Failure Data

For the ANO-2 PRA, the estimation of common cause failure (CCF) probabilities was based
on the procedure presented in NUREG/CR 4780 [Ref. 3.3 8] and the data presented in EPRI g
NP-3967 [Ref. 3.3-9] As noted in the NUREG, the term " common cause failure" refers to an
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event in which two or more components fail at the same time, or within a short interval, from
a shared cause. Common cause failures can thus be considered as a subset of dependent,

failures (excluding functional dependency such as a common support system) that must be
understood, modeled, and quantified in a study such as this.

CCF events are relatively infrequent, so it is unlikely that a single utility would have sufficient
operating history to build an adequate CCF data set. Generic sources of CCF are not
common either, consequently the publicly availabic CCF data sources come from NRC or
EPRI sponsored sources (such as that cited above). nese generic sources were used in this
study, and in keeping with the technology transfer emphasis of t.he ANO 2 PRA, the
important issues, modeling approaches, and accepted data analysis techniques were addressed.
A detailed description of this topic as applied to the ANO 2 PRA was provided in the project

.

CCF Data Work Package [Ref. 3.3 8].

He process used for treating CCFs began with a review of the fault tree models in order to
identify groups of components that were similar in nature. This determination was based
primarily upon whether the grouped components (1) provided the same function and (2)
operated in the same systert, and environment. Other distinguishing characteristics such as
component mannftetuwr, tesdng policy, and maintenance policy were found to be dependent
on the above factors. It should be noted that CCF data for only a limited number of
components is available (which funher suggests the rarity of such events), so the project
specific review was equally limited. Following this review, basic events for the comp nents
and applicable failure modes were incorporated into the fault trees and basic event data set.
Review of the fault trees was also performed to assure proper placement of the CCF event.
This process ensured that the fault tree models reflected tbe potential for CCF events, and this
combination of reviews ensured that important CCF events were identified.

CCF data was appEed using a beta factor, as provided in the
components based upon the type of components involved (peneric sources, to each group ofi.e., pumps, MOVs, and EDGs).
This beta factor was then multiplied by the independent component failure probability to
determine the probability of CCF for the group. It should be noted that EPRI NP-3967 does
not provide sufficient detail to allow estimation of a beta factor for each failure mode of
interest; rather, it only provides a generic component beta factor which was assumed to be
applicable to each failure mode (c.p., fails to run, fails to start). We beta factors and CCF
group failure probabilities are provided in the project CCF Data Work Package, which also
examines the Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) approach for treating common cause failure and
provides insight into risk related issues (e.g., par:ial group failures). The common cause
f allure data is presented in Table 3.3-5.

3.3.6 Initiatine Event Freatencies

Initiating event frequencies for the ANO-2 PRA have been based on a combination of
plant specific experience, generic data, and fault tree analysis. He following discussions
provide the rationale used to select the estimation method from among these three

.

-

approaches. In addition, general computational results for each approach are discussed.

3.3.6.1 Plant-Specific Initiating Event Frequencies

Consistent sith the component reliability data, ,lant-specific data has been used to estimate
initiating event frequencies whenever possible. t is common to assume that initiating events

(V) occur randomly in time, and that they occur at a constant rate [Ref. 3.314). As a result, it is
possible to estimate r, initiating event's frequency by summing the number of times it has
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occuned during a given time interval and dividing by the time interval. Since initiating events !

can only occur when the ?lant is on.line, the "given time intenal" noted above is not, in h|general, equal to the total e apsed calendar time between a "stan" date and a "stop" date (i.e.,
the data window).

Point and interval estimators for an exponential distribution were assumed to apply [Ref. 3.3-
15,16] to the assumptions of random events that occur at a constant rate. An uncertainty
distribution was determined by matching the calculated mean, upper bound, and lowe tound
frequencies to those of a log normal probability distribution.

3.3.6.2 Generic Initiating Event Frequencies

Even though ANO-2 has considerable commercial operating experience, it was necessery to
consult generic nuclear industry sources to estimate cenain imtlating event frequencies. It is
recognized that this is the case for all PRAs, to require some generic initiating event frequency
data. For example, there has never been a large break LOCA; hence, the necessary to use
expert opinion (as opposed to statistical data) to estimate the frequency of large break
LOCAs. The generic data selected originated from previous PRA studies, thus ensuring that
the ANO 2 PRA initiating event frequencies were consistent and reasonable when compared
with other industry studies.

The generic initiating event data came in a variety of formats. In some cases, both the mean
value and an uncenainty distribution were available, in other cases, mean values and
uncenainty distribution percentiles were speci0ed, which allow application of the
log normalization scheme discussed above. Finally, some generic init!ating event data was
given in terms of the nt.mber of events which have occurred over a specined time period; such g'
cases were treated using the sarne methods applicable to plant specific experience. W

3.3.6.3 Fault Tree Based initiating Event Frequencies

in some cases neither plant specine experience or suitable generic data are available to allow
an accurate assessment of an initiator's frequency, in such cases, simple fault tree models can
be developed to provide an estimate The occurrence frequency of an initiating event that has
been described by a f ault tree can be estimated by calculating the top event steady state rate of
failure, as described by Fussell [Ref. 3.3-17). It should be noted that only the loss of service
water initiating event frequencies have been estimated using fault tree analysis at this time, it
is expected that this one area of fault tree initiator frequency application will be replaced with
generic efforts associated with NUREG/CR-5526 [Ref. 3.313] in the next model update.
The ANO 2 experience with using fault tree analysis to develop initiating event frequency data
has indicated that this approach tends to produce over conservative results that do not
compare favorably with those frequencies developed from generic information.
He resulting frequency of each initiating event defined for the ANO 2 PRA is licted in Table
3.3-6.

.

O
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O TA11LE 3.31
PLANT.SPEClflC DATA ANALYSIS SCOPE

SYSTEM COMPONENT
-

_

DC POWER BA'ITERIES, CHAPGERS, INVERTERS

AC POWER BREAKERS,DIESELGENERATORS TRANSFORMERS

IIPSI CllECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
MANUAL VALVES

LPSI CHECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
MANUAL VALVES, SOLENOID VALVES

SERVICE AIR AIR OP VALVES

EFW CllECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
SOLENOID VALVES TURBINE DRIVEN
PUMP, MANUAL VALVES

SERVICE WATER CHECK VALVES, MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs,
MANUAL VALVES

RB SPRAY MOTOR DRIVEN PUMPS, MOVs, MANUAL VALVES

:

O

'
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TA11LE 3.3 2
ANO 2 M AINTENANCE UNAVAILAlllLITY DATA

_ _ _

EVENT DESCRIPTION PROll !

|

l

CTh12LS5008 2LIS-5008 in hiaintenance 4.62E-4 i

CTh12LS5009 2LIS 5009 in hiaintenance 4.62E 4
CTh12LS5028 2LIS 5028 in hiaintenance 4.62E-4
CTh12LS5029 2LIS 5029 in hiaintenance 4.62E-4
CTh12LS5048 2LIS 5418 in hiaintenance 4.62E-4
CTh12LS5049 2LIS 5049 in hiaintenance 4.62E-4 1

CTh12LS5068 2LIS 5068 in hiaintenance 4.62E-4 i
'CTM2LS5069 2LIS 5069 in hiaintenance 4.62E-4

Crht2LT5008 2LT 5008 in hiaintenance 6.22E-4
Crh12LT5009 2LT-5009 in hiaintenance 6.22E-4
CTh12LT5025 2LT 5028 in hiaintenance 6.22 E-4
CTh12LT5029 2LT 5029 in hiaintenance 6.22E-4
CTM2LT5048 2LT 5048 in Maintenance 6.22E-4
CTh12LT5049 2LT 5049 in hiaintenance 6.22E-4
Crh12LT5068 2LT 5068 in hiaintenance 6.22E-4
Crh12LT5069 2LT 5069 in hiaintenance 6.22E-4
Crh12PS50ll 2PIS-5011 in hiaintenance 8.45E 5
CFM2PS5012 2PIS 5012 in Maintenance 8.45E 5
CTM2PS5031 2PIS 5031 in Maintenance 8.45E-5
CTM2PS5051 2PIS 5051 in Maintenance 8.45E-5 &
CTh12PS5071 2PIS 5071 in hiaintenance 8.45E 5 W
CTM2PT5011 2PT-5011 in Maintenance 4.43E-4
CTM2PT5012 2PT 5012 in Maintenance 4.43E-4
CTM2PT5031 21'T-5031 in Maintenance 4.43E-4
CTM2PT5032 2P'F 5032 in Maintenance 4.43E-4
CTM2PT5051 2FT 5051 in Maintenance 4.43E 4
CTM2PT5052 2FT 5052 in Maintenance 4.43E-4
CTM2PT5071 2PT 5071 in Maintenuce 4.43E 4
CrM2PT5072 21'T 5072 in Maintenance 4.43E-4
DTM2002D11 BATTERY 2D11 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 1.14 E-4
DTM2002D12 BATTERY 2D12 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 1.14E-4
DD12002D13 BATTERY 2D13 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 1.14E-4
DTM2002D31 CilARGER 2D31 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 3.04E-4
DTM2002D32 CilARGER 2D32 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 3.04E 4
DD12002D33 CllARGER 2D33 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 3.04E-4
DTM2002Y11 INVERTER 2Y11 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 5.71 E-4
DTM2002Y13 INVERTER 2Y13 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 5.71 E-4
DTM2002Y22 INVERTER 2Y22 IN TEST & M AINTENANCE 5.71 E-4
DTM2002Y24 INVERTER 2Y24 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 5 71E-4
DD1202D0lX 125VDC SUS 2D01 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
DTM202D02X 125VDC BUS 2D02 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
DTM202D03X 125VDC BUS 2D03 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
DD12C2D11X 125VDC BUS 2D11 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
DD1202D12X 125VDC BUS 2D12 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6

O
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O TA11LE 3.3 2 (conPd.)
ANO 2 MAINTENANCE UNAVAILAlllLITY DATA

EVENT DESCitlPTION PROll

DTM202D13X 125VDC BUS 2D131N TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
DTM202D21X 125VDC BUS 2D21 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE _ 3.60E 6
DTM202D22X 125V DC BUS 2D22 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E 6DTM202D23X 125V DC BUS 2D23 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
DTM202D24X 125V DC BUS 2D24 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E 6
DTM202D25X 125V DC BUS 2D25 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
DTM?O2D26X 125V DC BUS 2D26 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E 6DTM202D27X 125V DC BUS 2D27 INTEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E 6DTM202D31X CllARGER 2D31 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 3.04E-4DTM202D32X CilARGER 2D32 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 3.04E-4DTM202D33X CilARGER 2D33 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 3.04E-4DTM202D34X CilARGER 2D34 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 3.04E 4DTM202Y1IX INVERTER 2Y11 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 5.71 E-4 -DTM202Y13X INVERTER 2Y13 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 5.71 E-4DTM202Y22X INVERTER 2Y22 IN TEST & M AINTENANCE 5.71E 4DTM202Y24X INVERTER 2Y24 IN TEST & M AINTENANCE 5.71 E-4DTM2D0lXXX 125V DC BUS 2D01 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6DTM2002XXX 125V DC BUS 2D02 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6O DTM2D03XXX 125V DC BUS 2D03 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3,60E 6
DTM2D21XXX 125V DC BUS 2D21 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6DTM2D22XXX 125V DC BUS 2D221N TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E 6DTM2D23XXX 125V DC BUS 2D23 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6DTM2D24XXX 125V DC BUS 2D24 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E 6DTM2D25XXX 125V DC BUS 2D25 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6 -DTM2D26XXX 125V DC BUS 2D26 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6DTM2D27XXX 125V DC BUS 2D27 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6DTM2RAIXXX 125V DC llUS 2RAI IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6DTM2RA2XXX 125V DC BUS 2RA2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6DTM2RSlXXX 125V AC BUS 2RSI IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 9.52E-6DTM2RS2XXX 125V AC BUS 2RS2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 9.52E 6DTM2RS3XXX 125V AC BUS 2RS3 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 9.52E-6DTM2RS4XXX 125V AC BUS 2RS4 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 9.52E-6ETMlBTATXX llUS TIE AUTO TRANSFMR. IN TEST OR MAINT. 1.66E-4ETM1ST2XXX STARTUP TRANSFMR. 2(ST2) IN TEST / M AINT. 1.66E-4ETM2AIXXXX 4160V SWGR 2Al IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5ETM2A2XXXX 4160V SWOR 2A2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5ETM2A3XXXX 4160V SWGR 2A3 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5ETM2A4XXXX 4160V SWGR 2A4 IN TEST OR M AINTENANCE 4.30E-5ETM2B10XXX - 80V LC 2B10 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE . 4.30E-5ETM2BilXXX 80V MCC 2B11 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5ETM2B12XXX 80V MCC 2B12 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5ETM2B15XXX 80V MCC 2B15 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E 5ETM2B1XXXX 480V LC 2B1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E .iETM2B21XXX 480V MCC 2B21 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5

<
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TAllLE 3.3 2 (cont'dJ &
ANO 2 MAINTENANCE UNAVAILAllll ITY DATA W

EVENT DESCRIPTION PRoll

ETM21122XXX 480V MCC 21122 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
liTM2B25XXX 480V MCC 211251N TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.3 011-5
ETM2B26AXX 480V MCC 21126A IN TEST OR M AINTENANCE 4.30E-5
I!TM2B2611XX 80V MCC 21126B IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
IITM2B2XXXX 480V LC 2132 IN TEST OR M AINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B31XXX 480V MCC 2B31 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B32XXX 480V MCC 21132 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM21135XXX 480V MCC 2B35 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E 5
ETM2B3XXXX 480V LC 283 IN TESTOR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2841XXX 480V MCC 2B41 IN 'lliST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B42XXX 480V MCC 21142 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E 5
ETM2B43XXX 480V MCC 2B43 IN TEST OR MAINTEN ANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B4XXXX 480V LC 2B4 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
HTM2B51XXX 480V MCC 21151 IN TEST OR MAINTEN ANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B52XXX 480V MCC 2H52 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B53XXX 480V MCC 2B53 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B54XXX 480V MCC 2H54 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B5XXXX 480V LC 2B5 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B61XXX 480V MCC 21161 P TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E 5
ETM2B62XXX 480V MCC 2B621d TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B63XXX 480V MCC 2B63 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B64XXX 480V MCC 2B64 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B6XXXX 480V LC 2116 IN'"EST OR M AINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2117IXXX 480V MCC 2B710 ' TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B72XXX 480V MCC 28721N TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B7XXXX 480V LC 2B7 IN TESTOR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B81XXX 480V MCC 2B81 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E 5
ETM2BS5XXX 480V MCC 2B85 IN TEST OR M AINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B86XXX 480V MCC 2B86 IN TEST OR M AINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B8XXXX 480V LC 2B8 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2B9XXXX 480V LC 2119 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 4.30E-5
ETM2DGlXXX 2DGl IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 6.22E-4
ETM2DG2XXX 2DG2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 6.22E 4
ETM2HlXXXX 6900V BUS 2111 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE 3.60E-6
ETM2112XXXX 6900V BUS 2H2 IN TEST OR M AINTENANCE 3 60E-6
ETM2ST3XXX STARTUP TRANSFMR. 3(ST3) IN TEST / M AINT. 1.66E-4
ETM2Y0lXXX 120V INSTR AC PANEL 2Y01 IN TEST OR MAINT. 9.52E-6
ETM2YO2XXX 120V INSTR AC PANEL 2YO2 IN TEST OR MAINT. 9.52E.6
ETM2YO3XXX 120V INSTR AC PANEL 2YO3 IN 'ITIST OR M AINT. 9.52E-6
ETM2YO4XXX 120V INSTR AC PANEL 2YO4 IN TEST OR M AINT. 9.52E-6
ETM2YO5XXX 120V INSTR AC PANEL 2YO5 IN TEST OR MAINT. 9.52E-6
GTM2SEGMBM SEGMENT B OUT FOR MAINTENANCE 1.94E-4
GTM2SEGMDM SEGMENT D OUT FOR M AINTENANCE 1.94E-4
h FM22PS9C llPSI PUMP 2P89C UNAVAIL.DUE O TEST /MAINT 6.1lE-4
IITM2CIICTRF CHARGING PUMP TRAIN C IN TEST AND MAINT. 2.32E-2 g

:
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TAllLE 3.3 2 (cont'd.)O ^ x o 2 " ^ixtex^ x e n o x^ v^i'^iii'ir v " ^r ^
:
'

EVENT DESCRIPTION PROll .

IITM2P39BTF BAM PUMP 2P3911 TRAIN IN MAINTENANCE 6.1 l E-4
ITM2C27BTN COMPRESSOR 2C2713 TRAIN IN MAINTENANCE 2.49E-1
LTM2LPSIA LPSI PUMP TRAIN "A"IN MAINTENANCE 1.ll E-3
LTM2LPSill LPSI PUMP TRAIN "B" IN M AINTENANCE 1.1 l E-3
LTM2SDCA SDC llX TRAIN "A" IN MAINTENANCE 1.1 lE-3
LTM2SDCB SDC llX TR AIN "11"IN MAINTENANCE 1.1 l E-3
NTM2CONDDF CONDENSATE PUMP D UNAVAIL DUE TO MAINT. 6.45E-4
NTM2VACPDF LOSS OF VAC. PUMP B DUE TO TEST OR M AINT. 2.49E-i
QTM2EFWTAF E13V PUMP TRAIN A UNAVAIL. DUE TO MAINT. 6.65E 3
QTM2EIAVTAT EFW TRN A IN TEST W/ ASS'D FLUSil VLVS. OPEN 4.57E-4
QTM2EFWTBF EinV PUMP TRAIN B UNAVAIL. DUE TO MAINT. 6.llE-3
QTM2EFWTBT EFW TRN B IN TEST W/ ASS'D FLUSil VLVS. OPEN 4.57E-4
STM2 2P4BM 2P4B IN TEST & MAINTENANCE 6.llE-4

- STM21400lM 2CV-1400-1 IN TEST & MAINT. 9.70E 5
STM214062M 2CV-1406-2 IN TEST & MAINT. 9.70E 5
1TM22M55A 2M55A UNAVAILAllLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE 2.68E-4
'ITM22M55B 2M55B UNAVAILABLE DUE MAINTENANCE - 2.68E-4
VTM2TRAINA TRAIN "A" NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO MAINT. 3.86E 3
VTM2TRAIND TR AIN "B" NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO MAINT. 3.86E 3

O XTM22P33BF MOTOR-OPERATED PUMP 2P33B IN MAINT. 6.llE 4
YTM22P35A CS PUMP 2P35A UNAVAll. DUE TO TEST /M AINT. 6.llE-4
YTM22P35B CS PUMP 2P35B UNAVAll. DUE TO TEST /MAINT. 6.1IE-4

_

O
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TA11LE 3.3 3 (
ANO 2 l'l(A GENElllC DATA

_

T pc3

Code Compment l'ailureMode Unit Dis hicati E.F.

AC A AIR COOL UNIT Fall TO ST ART N L 2.08E-4 9.02
ACF AIR COOL UNIT FAllTO RUN 11 L 1.05E 5 4.34

ADF AIR DRYER Fall DLL1V FLOW 11 L 5.23E-7 1.50

AFF AIR FILTER Fall DELIV FLOW 11 L 7.23E-6 4.24

\'Ah!A AIR COh1PRiiSSOR FAllTO START N L 1.27E 1 1.30
AhlF AIR COh1 PRESSOR Fall. TO RUN 11 1, 2.48 E-3 18.6

ARF AIR RECEIVER LOCAL FAULTS 11 L 6.00E 7 14.9

A V CN AIR OP VALVE Fall TO OPERATE N L 2.17E-3 4.55
AiKR AIR OP VALVli SPURIOUS 11 L 3.74 E-6 5.88
AV T AIR OP VALVE Fall TO TilROTTLE 11 L 3.74 E-6 5.88

111 F >4 KV BUS FAULT 11 L 4.50E 8 11.0
112 F (4 KV llUS FAULT 11 L 1.19E 7 14.1
114 F 120 V liUS FAULT 11 L 1.19E 7 14.1

BC F D A'ITERY Cil ARGER NO OUTPUT 11 L 7.78E 6 9.(M

!!D F DC BUS FAULT 11 L 4.50E-8 11.0

tilF lllSTABLE SPURIOUS 11 L 1.03E-6 6.19IllN BISTABLE Fall TO OPERATE N L 2.25E.7 2.65

IIT D llAlTERY NOOUTPlTI/DEh1AND N L 6.61E-3 5.45
UTF BATTERY NO OUTPUT /llOURLY 11 L 1.93E-6 6.05

Cil D CIRCUlT llREAKER Fall TO OPER ATE N L 1.16E-3 3.49
CB K CIRCUIT BREAKER TRANSFER CLOSED 11 L 2.02E-6 5.66
CD R CIRCUlT llREAKER TRANSFER OPEN 11 L 1.87E-6 5.66

CD D DC BREAKER FAllTO TRIP N L 8.83E-4 5.54CDR DC BREAKER TRANSI ER OPEN 11 L 3.80E-6 20.3

CF R FUSE l' AIL OPEN 11 L 6.3 41-7 9.98

Cl R DC INTERR UI'l'ER TR ANSFER OPEN 11 L 2.00E-8 14.9

CS R IX' DISCON SWITCil TR ANSFER OPEN 11 L 1.41 E-6 3.18

CT CN CONTACT Fall OPEN/CLCSE N L 2.27E-6 121
CT KR CONTACT SI'URIOUS li L 7.05E-b 6.91

3.3-14
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TAIll.E 3.3 3 Cont'd
O ^xo 2 i'it^ cescitic "ri'^

Ty pe
Cute Component l' allure Mode Unli Mean 10.F.

#

_

C7 C CllECK VALVE FAllTO CLOSE N L 1.63E 3 7.06
CVG CilECK VALVE RUI'TURE 11 L 1.81E 7 2(M.
CVK CllECK VALVE TRANSFER CLOSED 11 L 1.69E-6 3.09
CV N CilECK VALVE FAIL TO OPEN N L 1.45E-4 3.24
CV R CilECK VALVE TRANSFER OPEN 11 L 9.46E 7 8.32

DG A DIESEL GEN. Fall TO , TART N- L 1.76E-2 4.96
IX) F DIESEL GEN. FAIL TO kUN 11 L 2.25E-3 6.70

DP A DIESEL PUMP FAllTO START N L 4.57E 2 28.9
DPF DIESEL PUMP FAllTO RUN 11 L 1.82E 2 105.

El D F/l CONVERTER Fall'lO RESPOND 11 L 2.19E-7 14.2

EL S ELECT. PENETR. SEAL FAILURE 11 L 1.00E 6 3.00

EP D E/P CONVERTER FAllTO RESIOND 11 L 1.00E 7 6.75
i

FC F DROIOUT REGIST. FAllTO FALL N L 1.00E 6 14.9

! Ili F FLOW ELEMENT FAILS 11 L 9.16E 6 1.16'

FE 11 FLOW ELEMENT FAllll!L:1 11 L 9.16E-6 1.16,

fTi L FLOW ELEMENT FAIL LOW 11 L 9.16E-6 1.16
j FE P II.OW ELEMENT PLUGGED 11- L 9.16E-6 - 1.16
|

| FL S FUEL XFER TUBE SEAL FAILURE - 11 L 1.00E-6 3.00

FS D FLOW SWITCll FAllTO RESPOND N L 1.00E-8 ' 14.9
FSIIL FLOW SWITCil FAIL lilGil/ LOW 11 L 2.80E-6 6.72

l
! FT D FLOW XMIT",liR FAllTO RESPOND N L 1.81E 6 3.M

FT11 FLOW XMITIIIR Fall HlGil 11 L 2.(ME 6 2.94
i

f FT L FLOW XMrl'IliR l'All LO N 11 L 1.83E-6 3.55
,

! IlA L llYDROGEN ANALYZ FAIL LOW 11 L 1.32E 3 .8.49

ilR F llYDROGEN RECOMB Fall TO RECOMil 11 L 2.68E 6 5.17

L llX F llEAT EXCilANGER FAIL TO COOL 11 L' l.95Ed 11.3
llX J llEAT EXCilANGER TUDE RUPTURE 11 L 2.61E-5 7.12
llX P llEAT EXCllANGER PLUGS II- L 2.20E-6 5.78

IN F INVERTER NO OUTPUT 11 L- 2.87E-5 10.6

- IR F REGULATE RECTIF NO OUTPUT H L 1.07E-6 2.55-

t
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TAlli E 3.3 3 Cimi'd &ANO 2 l'ItA Gl'NEltlC DAi A W.

_ _._. -- _ _ _ _ . . _ , . _ _ . _ _ . . . _ - - - - _ _ . . .

T,sgw

Cwle Com;onent l'allur e Mode t! nit I)ht Mean F..F.
- - - _-- -.-. - . - - . . . _ . - - - . . . . . - - . . . . - . . . . . - . - . . - . . . . - . - - . . . -

IV F STATIC VOLT RLG NO OITIPU'l 11 1. 7.llE-6 2 89

1. A l' AIRLOCI',/ IIA 1Cil Fall TO FUNCTION 11 L 1.00h-6 33 0
LA S 1RI.OCK/ll ATCil SEAL FAILURE H L 1.00E.6 3.00

Lil N 1 OGIC 11UFFliR FAILS 11 1. 2/4E-6 | 0.0

1C D LOGIC CIRCUlT SPURIOUS 11 L 3.89E-6 14.8
1.C 1 1OGIC ClRCUlT FAILS 11 L 3.89E.6 14.8

: 11 l OGIC CIRCUIT FAlllilGl1 11 L 3.89E.6 14.8
LC L LOGIC CIRCUIT l AIL LOW 11 L 3.h9E.6 14 8

LS D LEVE1 SWITCli Fall TO RESPOND N L 3.00EM 2.2n
1.S ll 1.EVEL SWITCll Fall 111G11 11 L 2.31E-6 7.97
LS 1. LEVEL SWilCil FAIL LOW 11 L 2.31E.6 7.97
LT D LEVFL XMIT1ER Fall TO RESPOND N L 2.14E.6 3.47
LT11 Lt . VEL. XMITDiR Fall 111G11 11 L 2 02E.6 3.87
LT L LEVLL XMrlTER Fall LOW 11 L 2.06E.-6 3.70-

LY DL SIG PROCESS MOD Fall RESPOND /l OW 11 1. 6.43E 7 3.29
LY 11 slo PROCESS MOD Fall 111G11 ll L 6 4 3E.7 3.29

MCCN llACKILOW DAMPER FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.18E 3 2.90
MC KR DAMPER SPURIOUS 11 L 5D)E.6 9.16

MES MECHAN PENETR SEAL FAILURE li L 1.00E.6 3.00

MFA MOTOR DRIV FAN FAIL TO STAR f N L 2.0S E-4 9.02MFF MOTOR DRIV FAN FAllTO RUN 11 L 1.24 E.5 2.35

MPA MOTOR DRIV PUMP FAIL TO START N L 4.84E.3 5.30MPF MOTOR DRIV PUMi' FAllTO RUN 11 L 8.45E-5 9.18

MRS M010R SilDRTS !! L .69E-6 14.9

MVC MOlOR OP VALVE FAIL TO CLOSE N L 6_ ole-3 5.33MVO MOTOR OP VALVE RUl'FURE I? L 1.81E.7 204MVK MolOR OP VALVE TR ANSFER CLOSED li L 152E.6 3.25MVN MOTOR OP VALVE FAIL TO OPEN N 1. 5.07E-3 2.94MVR M010R OP VALVE TRANSFER OPEN 11 L 1.36E.6 3.99

MZP NOZZLE PLUGGED 11 L 2.55E 7 4.28
I

O
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TA11LE 3.3 3 Cont'dQ ANO 2 PRA GENERIC DATA

T pe3

Cixie Component l' allure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.I'.

PP G PJPINO LEAKAGE 11 L 5.53E 7 6.88
PP JP PIPING FAILURE 11 L 5.53E 7 6.88

PS D PRESSURE SWi;Cil FAIL TO RESIOND N L 4.50E 5 54.4
PSIIL PRESSURE SWrrCil FAlllilGil/ LOW H L 8.45E 7 4.57
PS N PRESSURE SWITCll FAIL TO OPEN N L. 4.50E 5 . 54.4

IT D PRESSURE XhitTIER FAllTO RESPOND 11 L 1.47E-6 3.30
l'T 11 PRESSURE XMITTER FAIL 111011 11 L 1.49E 6 3.27
Fr L PRESSURE XMlTIER Fall LOW 11 L 1.47E-6 3.32

s

PV K PRESS CONTR VLV 'IRANSFER CLOSED H L 3.10E-6 2.24
~

PV R PRESS CONTH VLV TRANSFER OPEN 11 L 1.06E 5 6.84

PX F IOWER SUPPLY NO OUTPUT 11 L 1.40E-6 1.46

RA F R ADIATION ELEM FAIL TO RESIOND 11 L 3.42E-6 L56 ,

O REllE RELAY FAIL TO OPERATE N L 7.65E 5 7.28
RE KR RELAY FAILURE 11 L 3.94E 7 5.80

RO P RESTRICT ORIFICE PLUGS 11 L 3.75E-4 3.00 /
iRS P IOTEN110 METER FAILS 11 L 6.97E-7 14.9 '

RV C RELIEF VALVE - FAllTO CLOSE N L 5.18E-3 13.4
RV N RELIEF VALVE FAllTO OPEN N L 2.12E-4 10.0
RV R REllEF VALVE SPURIOUS OPEN 11 L 1.69E-6 4.11

RY N PSV, S/G SFrY FAllTO OPEN N L .1,40E-4 13.6
RY Q PSV, S!G SFrY 5' AIL RESEAT / LIQ N L 1.00E l 10.0
RY T PSV. SK3 SFTY FAH. RESEAT /STM N L 7.45E-3 4.62

RZ- N LORY FAllTO OPEN N- L 4.15E 3 44.2
RZ Q IORY - Fall RESEAT / LIQ N L 5.00E 3 10.0
RZ T PORV Fall RESEAT /STM N L 5.00E 3 10.0

SC CN STOP CllK VALVE FAllTO OPERATE N L 1.61E-3 ~14.8
SC G STOP-CllK VALVE RUPTURE 11 L L81E-7 2N,
SC K STOP-Cl!K VALVE TRANSFER CLOSED 11 L 1.69E 6 26.5

SG K SLUlCE GA'IE 1RANSFER CLOSED 11 L . 3.00E-5 - 7.31

St F . . . ERT STATIC SW FAllOPEN 11 L 7.llE-6 2.89-
S1 X INVERT STATIC SW . FAIL TRANSFER N- L 2.66E 7 10,0.

-
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gTAliLE 3.3 3 Cont'd
ANO 2 l'HA GENERIC DATA

__

T pe3

Code Component Failee Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F.

SMP CONTAINMENT SUMP PLUGGED N L 2.20E 5 14.9

SPS SPR PIPE PENTR SF/.L FAILURE 11 L 1.00E-6 3.00

SR D SOLID ST RELAY FAllTO OPERATE N L 2.25E-7 2.65
SR R SOLID-ST RELAY SPURIOUS 11 L 1.03 E-6 613

ST A MTR DRIV STR AIN FAIL CO START N L 2.08E-4 9.02
ST F MTR DRIV STR AIN FAllTO RUN 11 L 7.85E 6 5.66
ST P STRAINER PLUGGED 11 L 2.66E-5 10.0

SV CN SOLENOID VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.8 3 E-3 7.51
SV K SOLENOID VALVE TRANSFER CLOSED 11 L 4.09E-7 3.01
SV R SOLENOID VALVE TRANSFER OPEN 11 L 4.09E-7 3.02

SW C llAND SWITCil FAIL TO CLOSE N L 2.59 E-8 14.9
SW K liAND SWITCli YRANSFER CLOSED 11 L 8.00E-8 12.8
SW N liAND SWITCil FAllTO OPEN N L 2.00E-8 14.9
SW R liAND SWITCII TR ANSFER OPEN 11 L 8 00E-8 12.8

SX N SPEED SWITCil FAIL TO OPEN N L 2.46E-4 6.57

S2 C VLV IOSITION SW Fall TO CLOSE N L 2.46E-4 5.12
SZ KR VLV POSITION SW SPURIOUS 11 L 4.44E-6 3.94

Tl F KV TRANSFORMER FAULT 11 L 2.08E-6 6.92
T2 S TRANSFORMER SilORTS 11 L 6.6G ' 7,51
T6 F 480-240V TRANS FAULT 11 L , 8.81

'~

T7 F 480- 120V TRANS FAULT 11 L 2.46E 6.14

TD F TIME DEL RELAY SETPOINT DRIFT II L 1.00E-4 10.0

TF P TP AVEL SCREEN PLUGS II L 4.07E-6 2.68.

TK GJ TANK LEAKAGE /RUI'rURE 11 L 5.52E-6 2.01

TP A TURBINE PUMP FAIL TO START N L 2.62 E-2 4.26
TP F TURBINE PUMP FAIL TO RUN 11 L 8.91E-5 5.06

TS BE TEMPERATURE SW NO FUNC W/ SIGNAL N L. 1.20E-7 2.26
TS D TEMPERATURE SW FAIL TO RESPOND N L 1.20E-7 2.26
TS Ili TEMPER ATURE S'' FUNCTION W/O SIG II L 9.20E-7 12.4

TT D TEMP XMITTER FAIL TO RESPOND || L 1.47E-6 4.42
IT llL TE!MP XMITTER FAIL llIGil/ LOW 11 L 1.81 E-6 3.19

3.3- 1 S
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O r^>>'e 3.3 a ce"i'a
ANO 2 PRA GENERIC DATA

Ty pe

Cmle Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F.

TV D TTiMP INDIC CONTR FAIL TO RESIOND 11 L 2.12E-6 2.22
TV HL TEMP INDIC CONTR FAIL HIGil/ LOW 11 L 1.36E-6 2.24

VB R VACUUM BREAKER TRANSFER OPEN 11 L 9.46E-7 8.32

WRS WIRE / CABLE SilORTS l-1 L - G7 15.1

XV CN MANUAL VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L E-4 6.84
XV K MANUAL VALVE TRANSFER CLOSED 11 L 1.94E-7 4.58
SV R MANUAL VALVE TRANSFER OPEN 11' L 4.09E-7. 5.23

UNITS: N - NONE: 11 - Hr-1 -
DISTRIBUTION: L - LOG NORMAL

O

O
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"fs\llLE 3.3-4
ANO 2 Pila l'LANT SI'ECIFIC DATA

'Yypc
Code Component Failure Mode Unit Dist Mean E.F. Generic

AV CN AIR OP VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.69E-2 1.96 2.17E-3

AV KR AIk OP VALVE SPURIOUS H L 2.45E-5 15.0 3.74E-6 *

AV KA AIR OP VALVE KAINTENANCE H L 8.01E-5 1.75

DC F EATTERY CRARGER NO OUTPUT H L 3,04E-5 2.77 7.78E-6

BC KA LATTERY CRARGER KAINTENANCE H L 3.04E-5 2.77

BT F BATTERY FAILED H L 3.81E-6 15.0 1.93E-6 *

BT KA RATTERY HAINTENANCE H L 1.14E-5 9.62

CL D C3RCUIC EREAKER FAIL TO OPERATE N L 1.68E-3 1,32 1.16E-3

CB KR CIRCUIT BREAKER SPURIOUS H L 8.06E-7 1.00 2. 02E- 6 1. 8 7E- 6
CB KA CIRCUIT BREAKER KAINTENANCE H L 5.37E-6 1.25

CV CN CKECK VALVE l. s OPEFATF. N L 2.22E-4 9.62 1.63E-3 1.45E-4
CV KR CHECK VALVI SP URIOUS H L 1.39E-6 15.0 1.69E-6 9.46E-7 *
CV MA CRECK VALVE KAINTENANCE H L 2.08E-6 3.42

DC A DIESEL CEN. FAIL TO START N L 3.07E-3 9.62 1. 7 6E- 2
DC F DIESEL CEN, FAIL TO RUN H L 4.09E-3 5.21 2.25E 3

.

DG KA DIESEL CEN. KAINTENANCE H L 1.60E-4 1.63

IN F INVERTER NO OUTPUT H L 5.14E-5 1.88 2.87E-5
IN KA INVERTER MAINTENANCE H L 5.71E-5 1,81

!

KP A MOTOR DRIV PUMP FAIL TO START N L 2.78E-4 15.0 4.84E-3 *
KP F MOTOR DRIV PUKP FAIL TO RUN H L 1.01E-4 1.96 8.45E-5
HP KA MOTOR DRIV PUMP KAINTENANCE H L 5.60E-5 1.43

MV CN MOTOR OP VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 5.83E-3 1,44 6.01E-3 5.07E-3
MV KR NOTOR OP VALVE SPUnIOUS H L 3.92E-7 15.0 1.52E-6 1.36E-6 *
MV KA MOTOR OP VALVE MA 4TENANCE H L 1.55E-5 1.32

SC CN STOP-CHK VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 2.49E-3 9.62 1.61E-3
SC KR STOP4CHK VALVI SPURIOUS H L 3.79E-5 15.0 1.E9E-6 *
SC KA STOP-CHK VALVE KAINTENANCE H L 5.82E-6 9.62

I
|

SV CN SOLENOID VALVE FAIL TO OPERATE N L 1.27E-3 15.0 2.83E-3 *
SV KR SOLENOID VALVE SPURIOUS H L 2.06E-5 15.0 4.09E-7 *
SV KA SOLENOID VALVE KAINTENANCE H L 5.82E-6 9.62

T1 F KV TRANSFORMER FAILS H 1 7.61E-7 15.0 2.0BE-6 *
T1 KA KV TRANSFORMER KAINTENANCE H L 7.61E-7 15.0 (2.08E-5) **

O

|
|
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TA11LE 3.3 4 Cont'd
O ^so 2 en^ i'i.^xT-sescivic n^r^

Type
Code Component Failure Stode Unit Dist Alcan E.F. Generic

TP A TURBINE PUMP FAIL TO START N L 1.27E-3 5.21 2.62E-2
TP F TURBINE PUMP FAIL TO RUN H L 6.45E 3 9.62 8.91E-5
TP MA TURBIhT PUNP MAINTENANCE H L 2.91E-4 1.81

XV CN MANUAL VALVE IL TO OPERATE N L 1.75E-2 2.43 3.47E-4
'

XV KR MANUAL VALVE SPURIOUS H L 4.48E-6 2.77 1,94E-7 1.30E-7

XV MA MANUAL VALVE MAINTENANCE H L 5.461-6 1.71

UNITS: N - NONE: H - lir-1

DISTRIBUTION: L - LOG NORMAL

* Use Generic when error factor equals 15

** Use 10 times generic for maintenance failure rate

O

O
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TA11LE 3.3-5
ANO 2 PRA GENERIC SCREENING DATA FOR CCF EVENTS g

__.

Ilasie Esent Description llela Factor

Battery - no output (hourly) 0.08

Diesel Generator - fails to start 0.05

Diesel Generator - fails to run 0.05

Diesel Generator - fuel oil transfer pump fails to start 0.1

Diesel Generator - fuel oil transfer pump fails to run 0.1

MRV Pump - fails to run 0.1

MFW Motor Operated Valve - fails to close 0.08

RB cooling SW inlet MOV - fails to open 0.08

IIPI/IIPSI Motor Oriven Pump - fails to start 0.17

IIPI/IIPSI Motor ariven Pump - fails to run 0.17

HPl/IIPSI MOV - fails to close 0.08
IIPl/IIPSI MOV - fails to open 0.08

hReactor Trip Breaker - fails to operate 0.08

LPl/LPSI Motor Driven Pump - fails to start 0. l l
LPl/LPSI Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.11

LPI/LPSI MOV - faits to close 0.08
LPl/LPSI MOV - fails to open 0.08

Condensate Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.1

| ARV MOV - fails to close 0.08
ARV MOV - fails to open 0.08
RCS MOV - fails to open 0.08

RCS Safety / Relief Valve - fails to open 0.07

Service Water Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.03
Service Water MOV - fails to close 0.08 l

Penetration Room Vent. sys. MOV - fails to open 0.08
ICW/CCW Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.03
CSS Motor Driven Pump - fails to start 0.05,

CSS Motor Driven Pump - fails to run 0.05
CSS MOV - fails to open 0.08

; ____
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i Table 3.3 6

ANO 2 INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCIES.

Initiator Description Yearly Frequency Error Factor
TI Turbine trip # 0.76 3.43

; T2 Loss of power conversion system # 0.25 10.95

T3 loss of ti-site power * 5.84E-02 3.00>

T4 Excessive feedwater * 9.4E-04 4.13
| T5 Steamline/feedwater line break * 1.10E-03 15.0
J T6 Reactor trip # 2.03 1.96

; T7 Totalloss of SW flow + 5.45E-03 15.0

T8 Loss of SW pump 2P4A train + 7.38E-02 15.0

T9 Loss of SW pump 2P4B train + 7.38E 02 15.0

T10 Loss of DC bus 2D0' * 3.94E 04 11.0

Tl1 less of DC bus 2D02 * 3 94E-04 11.0

T12 Loss of AC bus 2A3 * 3.94E-04 11.0
t

T13 Loss of AC bus 2A4 * 3.94E-04 11.0.

T14 Loss of 480V Load Center 2B5 * 1.04E-03 - 14.1

T15 Loss of 480V Load Center 2B6 * 1.04E-03 14.1

S Small LOCA * 5.00E-03 15.0
'

M Medium LOCA * 1.00E-03 15.0

A large LOCA * 1.00E-04 15.0

; _R Steam generator tube rupture * 9.77E-03 2.44

|
|

# - Plant-Specific Initiating Event Frequencies

* - Generic Initiating Event Frequencies

+ - Fault Tre: Based Initiating Event Frequencies(

t

,

I

O
r

|
|

'
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3.4 IIUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
- Os-

A human reliability analysis (HRA), including support of the recovery analysis, was perfonned1
'

for the ANO-2 PRA. This section describes the scope of, the issues related to, the methods
used in, and the results of this HRA.

t

3.4.1 HRA Scone
:

The ANO 2 HRA conforms with the stated goals and intended use in the IPE letter [Ref. 3.4-.

; 11. The quantiGcation techniques used in the HRA are described briefly in Section 3.4.3. 'Ihe

{ HRA was utilized to estimate the probability of two types of events invohing human actions:
(1) human failure events and (2) recovery events.4

I Human Failure Events (HFEs) were considered to be events invohing failure of human
! actions that are of a manual actuation nature rather than of a corrective or recovery nature.
| These were modeled in the fault trees in the same manner as equipment failures because the
j only difference in the two are that the HFE is failure of the manual actuation. Therefore, the -
4 fault tree logic will indicate that a failure occurs if either the equipment or the manual
| actuation fails.
1
*

Recovery events, on the other hand, were considered to be events invohing faihire of human
actions of a corrective or recovery nature, These events were not modeled in the fault trees

; but were added to individual cut sets during the cut set review process. Addition of recovery
- events was limited to one per cut set. When more than one recovery was available, the one

most likely to be attempted, based on review of procedures and operator intersiews, was
selected.

The types of HFEs and recovery events modeled and quantified were identified according to
standard industry classification schemes (Ref. 3.4-2 & 3.4-3]. These event types conform.

j with Reference 3.4-4 and are:

! (1) pre-initiator slips, i.e., unintended actions made during test and maintenance or
8 normal operation (note that these events are traditionally modeled in a PRA-

although their effects and frequencies are typically subsumed in the data that
! comprises the component database; therefore, modeling of these events

imposes a conservatism on the PRA model),
,

,

(2) untimely responses that occur post-initiator, of which there are two possible,

| kinds:
:

(a) failures ofin-control room actions
(b) failures of ex-control room actions<

i

(3) post initiator, ex-control room slips.
.

(4) post-initiator, in-contrel room slips."

'
Four kinds of HFEs and recovery events were not modeled in this PRA:

(1) pre-initiator mistakes, because the decision making of maintenance like actions
L is procedurally controlled, is assumed to be reliable and has traditionally been
i considered out of the scope of PRA,

;

3.4- 1
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(2) an-induced initiators because they are already contained in the initiator
frequencies,

(3) mistakes in or out of the control room, including some so-called commission
errors, because they are considered highly unlikely because of the symptomatic
EOPs (note that it was the intent of this PRA not to " break new ground" in the
area cf commission errors [Ref. 3.4 4, p. C-19]). Commission errors may te
revisited when an industry position is more clearly defined, and a more
objective approach can be employed,

(4) mistakes by TSC or other EOF personnel, which are part of the scope of
accident management, but not that of a Level-2 PRA.

Note that the identiGeation, but not the assessment of potential, so-called early management
actions were part of the scope of the PRA.

The cuantification of HFEs was entirely generated by models. Plant speciGe input to the
mode ~.s was based on infom1ation gathered from operations personnel and plant specific
design and safety analysis sources.

3.4.2 HR A lssues

HRA is an evolving discipline that attempts to resolve issues that relate to the assessment of
risk from personnel related to the plant [Refs. 3.4-5 to 3.4-8] As such, the HRA perfomied
for this PRA should be viewed as a snapshot of the assessment capabilities at the time.
However, its structure is robust enough to allow the incorporation of advances in HRA as
well as additional information about the plant that may be gathered. 1

Technicalissue with the performed HRA arises from two general areas, which are discussed
briefly next.

3.4.2.1 The Maturity of the Technology

The leading methodology for quantifying post-initiator HFEs uses the time relbbility
correlation (TRC) concept that has a great deal ofliterature associated with it. However, this
modeling paradigm is quite simplistic and does not seem to readily apply to operator
performance when using the symptomatic-oriented emergency operating procedures. The
TRC, however, continues to be currently used as a direct indicator of reliabihty.

Also, an ex-control room actions model was developed [Ref. 3.410] to handle this important
class of actions, but it has not been extensively tested. Finally, there is no HRA model that
explicitly accommodates the communication, command, and control of multiple operators in a
crew, along with auxiliary operators in the field, or the additional coordination of accident
management, the TSC and other emergency operations personnel. These elements of a
complete analysis are handled by performance shaping factors that influence the models.
These factors still require further development, therefore, default values are being used which
will cause the developed HRA probabilities to be conservative.

O

3.4-2
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3.4.2.2 The Support Gathered for Quantification

There is no HRA " data" in the same sense as for component data, partly because none is
routinely taken in plants, but more importantly, since any_ such data would have to be
contextual and cannot be compiled and applied without extensive description of the context.
As a result, HRA must gather information, or " qualitative data", and use this with essentially
judgmental methods to directly generate HRA estimates. Hence, although the HFE
quantification is quite simple and straightforward, there is a considerable subjectivity in
qualitatively basing the choice of parameters and a commensurate unwrtainty in the modeling
effort.

To compensate somewhat for these uncertainties, an as complete as possible qualitative basis
is provided for each important HFE. In this way, the HRA may rely more on qualitative
analysis than other elements of the PRA.

3.4.3 OuantiEcation Techniaues

The quantification, as well as the identification and qualitative assessment, of HFEs and
recovery events follows an SAIC technique that is nearly identical to what has been recently
described as SHARPl [Ref. 3.411). The primary quantification technique, the human
cognitive reliability model (HCR) [Ref. 3.4 3] is a TRC system that is functionally identical to
the SAIC system. Its use prescribes taking extensive simulator data, as does the RMIEP
methods (Ref. 3.412], which was not possible for this PRA. Instead, generic TRCs have
been developed from the simulator data that is publicly available (including the RMIEP data).

O The HRA quantification of HFEs and recovery events proceeded in two general pnases. The
first was to " screen" HFEs initially modeled. The strategy was twofold: (1) to identify pre-
initiator HFEs no lower than the system-important train level, and (2) then to screen them at
0.003 [a nominal value from Ref. 3.4-9], with a beta factor of 0.1 for multiple train events,
when modeled.

Note that this screening is intended to be a nominal estimate, without additional factors, not
necessarily a conservative one. The reason is as noted in Section 3.4.1, (1) The impact of a
pre initiator HFE is the same (by means of an OR gate) as that of any other component event
or module in the system fault tree. (2) The PRA data does not separate its human -
contributions from hardware ones, except in rare cases. Hence, (3) the cuantification of most-
pre-initiators amounts to double-countmg failures in the system mode s. Thus, the whole
PRA screening process is conservative by this factor and further HRA conservatism is not
needed.

All post initiator HFEs are screened at an initial value of 0.4.

Recovery events (not modeled initially) are " screened" in another manner. Recovery actions

are determined by reviewing each "important" cut set to assess wgether it meets all the
following criteria ("i portant" generally means a probability of 10- or greater or, for R
initiated cut sets,10 or greater):

(1) Is a recovery physically possible (i.e., does equipment that could mitigate the
current failure exist)?

(2) Is there time available to accomplish the required actions?

3.4-3



(3)Is the recovery addressed in procedures, taught in training, or otherwise
obvious to operators? -

Probabilities for failure to take or perform recovery actions were then developed and the
recovery action was appended to the appropriate cutsets in the cut set editor.

For those HFEs and recovery events that survive the screening process, there were two types
of quantification techniques used in the ANO-2 HRA: one for " time independent" HFEs and
the other for " time-dependent" HFEs. These techniques are considered by the general PRA
community to be adequate for the purposes of IPE and for the HFE types mentioned in
Section 3.4.1, although alternative methods have been used.

The time independent technique was applied to slips, whether occurring pre initiator or post-
initiator. The time-independent technique is a variant on the "techr.ique for human error rate
prediction" (THERP) [Ref. 3.4-9], and is similar to the ASEP HRA procedure [Ref. 3.413].

The time-dependent technique was applied to untimely responses, i.e., the major EOP
decisional actions made from the control room or the equipment manioulations made locally,
ex-control room. The time-dependent technique is a system of TRds developed by SAIC
[Refs. 3.4 2 & 3.410] that is similar to the HCR [Ref. 3.4-3] and RMIEP [Ref. 3.4-12] TRC
methods.

Both techniques are parametric in the sense that the analyst must identify certain types of
qualitative information, which then induces a choice in the value of one or more model
parameters. These parameters then comprise the independent variables of the quantification
algorithms, the parameters being quite different for the different techniques. The parameters
are:

For the time independent technique:

(1) a basic human failure probability [taken from the Chapter 20 tables in Ref 3.4-
9], or a default of "0.003".

(2) a multiple component beta factor, or default of "1",

(3) a dependency factor for other personnel, or a default of "1", and

(4) any number (typically less than 2) of performance shaping factors [Ref. 3.4-9
or analyst's judgment).

The net estimate of HFE occurrence probability is the product of the above parameters. The
range on this estimate follows from considering this point estimate as lognormally distributed
with an error factor, the default of which is "10".

For the time-dependent in-control room technique:

(1) a net available time as the difference between total available time and other
times as human factors considerations require, such as a cue that occurs at a
time later than time zero, or an action that takes more than a minute or so to
carry out,

(2) a type factor: "0.25" for verification actions; "0.5" for rule-based actions; "1"

hfor others,

3.4-4
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(3) a success likelihood factor to reflect various perfom1ance shaping factors, or0 a default to the nominal value of *0.5", which was typically done for this HRA,

(4) a burden factor: "1" when no burden is assumed; "2" otherwise, and

(5) a model uncertainty factor, which is fixed at "1.68''.-

The net estimate of HFE occurrence probability is generated by feeding the above parameters
into a doubled error factor lognonnal distribution. The range on this estimate follows from
the second uneenainty factor.

For the time-dependent ex control room technique:

(1) a net available time as the difference between total available time and other
times as human factors considerations require,

(2) an estimate from operations personnel's judgment or walkdowns of the
expected time to locate, access, and manipulate the equipment,

(3) additional time to reflect the potential delaying effects of specific types of ex-
control room hazards (e.g., contamination, steam),

(4) a hazard factor to reflect the uncertainties due to specific types of ex control
room hazards, and

(5) a model uncertainty factor, which is fixed at "1.68".

The net estimate of HFE occurrence probability is generated by feeding the above parameters
into a doubled error factor lognormal distribution. The range on this estimate follow- from
the second uncertainty factor.

Finally, the issue of dependency is critical relative to HRA since the actions of people,!

successful or not, are highly context dependent. Inte7ersonnel dependencies were modeled
explicitly in the ANO-2 HRA for slips. The crew in the control room is modeled as a unit for
untimely responses. Ex-control actions post-initiator are assumed performed by a single

| person. For a pre-initiator the interdependency modelis used.

; Because of the way the recovery events were added, the possibility that the equipment used in
the recovery might be as unreliable or more unreliable than the human action must be
considered. This is different from the HFEs because, for the HFEs, the manually actuated
equipment is modeled in the fault tree along with the manual actuation. The cut set that a
recovery event is added to was generated with no consideration of the probability that the

I equipment associated with the recovery failed. Recovery events with failure probabilities
below 10 3, therefore, were adjusted to address the associated equipment failure probability.I

In addition, recovery events involving the use of swing pumps (e.g. third pumps that can be
powered from either redundant train of power and supply either redundant flow train) were
adjusted to address the associated equipment. This latter adjustment was necessary because
of the high failure probability associated with such pumps. The equipment failure probabilities
were detennined using techniques determined on a case by case basis to be most appropriate.
For example, if the recovery event involved use of an entire modeled system, the failure
probability of a gate in the fault tree might be used. Or, if the recovery event involved
manually opening two series valves, the probability of being unable to open a manual valveO was multiplied by two. The resulting associated equipment failure probability was simply

3.4-5
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added to the mean failure probability detennined for the human action portion of the recovery
event.

3.4.4 Results

%e simplest result of the HRA is an HFE and recovery event Database consisting of the
HFEs and recovery events, each of which includes the following minimum information:

(1) its event designator (ii CAFTA+ format),

(2) a descriptor of the event,

(3) a type identification, at a minimum: pre-initiator slip, post-initiator untimely
response, or post initiator slip,

(4) a mean occurrence probability estimate.

Note that the last estimate may be the result of a detailed quantification or only the residual
screening value for unimportant HFEs. Unirnportant HFEs, however, were not routinely
compiled into the HFE Database.

Table 3.4-1 is the HFE Database of detailed analyzed HFEs for the ANO-2 PRA. The HFEs
are labelled with "(modeled)" in the description.

For HFEs that required detailed analysis and quantification, and for recovery events, typical
documentation included:

(1) an event Record Sheet that allows the complete, step-by step hand
computation of the event's mean,95th, and 5th percentile estimates, and

(2) a text record of any infonnation from operations, maintenance, or training
personnel that was used to quantify the event and how it was used.
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TABLE 3.4-1
HUM AN FAILURE EVENT DATA

MEAN FAILURE
NAME DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY /

ERROR FACTOR
ACREALIGN Operators fail to realign 285 from 2A3 to 2A4. 2.6E-01

1.77
ACREALIGriD Operators f ail to realign 2B5 f rom 2A3 to 2A4 9.5E-02

for use only af ter battery discharge 2.25
ACXTIE Operator fails to reduce loads and crosstie 2.4E-01

2A3 and 2A4 1,81
ACXT1ED Operator fails to reduce loads and crosstie 2A3 4.6E-02

and 2A4; for use with DG fuel failures only 2.58
ACXTIP7BMN Operator fails to reduce loads, crosstie 2A3 and 3.2E-01

2A4 and manually control 2P7B discharge valves. 1.81
AFWFEEDREC Operator fails to start and align the AFW pump 1.0E-02

af ter loss of both EFW trains. 15.00
AFWFEEDRES Operator fails to start and align the AFW pump 1.6E-02

after loss of both EFW trains with SBLOCA or SGTR. 15.00
AHFCALRASL Operators miscalibrate the RWT level sensors 4.2E-06

(modeled) 10.00
ARF 2CNTHIL Operators miscalibrate cont. high pressure sensors 4.2E-06

(modeled) 10.00
ALTFEEDREC Operators f ails to establish MFW or Cond to SG. 3.8E-01

1.77
CSXTIE Operators fail to align a CS Pp to the opposite 1.4E-01

spray header when the normal header 1.as failed 1.84
DCREALIGN Operators f ail to realign 2D02 to 2D34 (swg bat chq) . 4.8E-01

1.32
)DCREALIGND Operators fail to realign 2D02 to 2D34 (swg bat chg) . 7.9E-02

only for use after battery discharge 1.85
DGBUSREC Operators fail to manually close breaker (308 or 408) 1.2E-01

between DG and associated bus (2A3 or 2A4) and load DG 2.14
DGCRANK Operators fail to locally start DG following 3.1E-01

failure of start system (air or DC) 1.68
DGOAYTKREC Operator fails to refill DG day tank using 1.9E-01

ANO-1 transfer pump 1.91
DGRMCLGREC Operator fails to open DG room doors after DG room 2.9E-01

cooling fails; other DG room provides cooling 1.73
EFWXIIE Operator fails to open 2EFW-11A or 2EFW-11B and 2.0E-01

2CV-1025-1 or 2CV-1075-1, respectively 1.89
FHF20FWCSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill while 7.2E-03

following ECP 3.5.2 & 3.5.3 (modeled) 6.70
FOPERFWCSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill while 7.2E-03

following EOP 3.5.2 & 3.5.3 6.70
HOTLEGINJ Operators fail to align HPSI to Hot Leg Injection 4.5E-02

2.60
HPSISWING Operators fail to align HPSI swing pump 8.5E-02

15.00
HOTLEGINJS Operators fall to align HPSI to Hot Leg Injection 8.9E-02

after SBLOCA and loss of normal injection path 2.28
IAXTIE Operators fail to cross-tio to ANO-1 inst. air 1.4E-03

15.00
LHF2HE006D Operators fail to realign to SDC heat excn 2E35B 1.2E-01

(modeled) 2.15

l
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TABLE 3.41
HUMAN FAILURE EVENT DATA -

MEAN FAILURE

O- NAME DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY /
ERROR FACTOR

LHF2HE005D Operator f ails to start 2P60B for SDC (modeled) 3.ee-05
15.00

LPSPRAY Operators fail to align an LPSI Pp to provide 1.4E-01
Cont. Spray flow with both CS Pps unavailable 1.84

MANOSIN Operators fail to manually initiate Cont. Spray to 4.5E-03
effect RCS cooling during recirc after auto failure 3.72

MANOSPRECR Operators f ail to align of fsite power to 2A1/2A2 5.7E-02-
after failed post trip auto-realigns for RU and SU 2.49-

_

MANOSPRECS Operators fail to align offsite power to 2A1/2A2 3.5E-01
af ter f ailed post trip auto-realign; for RBU and SBU 1.63

MANOSPREC2 Operators fail to align offsite power to bus 2A1 or 1.8E-01
2A2 after failure of auto-realign following trip. 1.94

MANOSP REC Operators fail to align offsite power to bus 2A1 or 1.3E-01
2 A2 af ter f ailure of auto-realign following trip. 2.09

MANSCD Operators fail to realign SDC flow after flow or 6.2E-02
temp. control system failures 2.45

MANSCDSUCI Operators fail to manually open either 2CV-5084 1.7E-01
or 2CV-5086 af ter its breaker f ails open 1.96

MANSCDSUCO Operators fail to manually open 2CV-5038 6.2E-02
after its breaker fails open 2.45

MANOSPRECD Operators fail to align offsite power to 2A1/2A2 5.7E-02*

after failed post trip auto-realign; for X or TBF 2.49
OPER-1 Operator falls to trip RCPs af ter CCW loss (modeled) 6.0E-03

0 3.57^
OPER-10 Operator fails to restore SW to CCW after SGTR 1.3E-01

(modeled) 3.09
OPER-10A Operator fails to restore SW to ACW after SGTR 5.0E-02

(modeled) -4.15
OPER-11 Operator fails to maintain RCS press < MSSV setpoint epsilon

(modeled) 10.00 >

OPER-12 Operator fails to closo MSIV (modeled) 3.0E-04
12.34

OPER-13 Operators fail to re-energize 2A1/2A2 from SU#2 4.5E-04
(modeled) 11.50

OPER-14 Operators fail to re-energize 2A1/2A2 from SUf2 5.6E-03
(modeled) 7.07

OPER-15/16 Operators fall to realign 2002 or 2D01 to 2D34 7.9E-02
1.85

OPEP-2 Operator fails to initiate once through cooling. 4.5E-03
non-SBLOCA only (modeled) 3.72

OPER-3 Operator fails to initiate once through cooling 2.2E-02
SBLOCA only (modeled) 15.00

OPER-5A Operator fails to depressurize RCS using SCBCS 4.4E-03
(modeled) 7.44-

OPER-7 Operator falls to throttle HPSI (modeled) epsilon
15.00

OPER-9 Operators fail to put plant in. cold shutdown 6.BE-03
conditions before RAS occurs (modeled) 3.53

OPER-2CHG Operator fails to initiate once through cooling 2.1E-03

O 4.11
P7AMANREC Operators f ail to manually control EFW pump (2P7A) 2.0E-01

_ _ . _ - - - .
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TABLE 3.41
HUMAN FAILURE EVENT DATA

MEAN FAILURE
NAME DESCRIPTION PROBABILITY /

ERROR FACTOR
speed and discharge valves. 1.89

P7 AMANRECD Operators f ails to manually control EFW pump (2P7A) 6.7E-02
speed and discharge valves; after battery discharge 2.41

P7BMANRECD Operators f ail to manually control EFW pump (2P78) 1.3E-03
discharge valves. After battery discharge. 15.00

P7BMANREC Operators fails to manually control EFW pump (2P7B) 8.4E-02
discharge valves. 2.3.

QCSTKXFER Operators fails to align EFW suction to 4.6E-02
alternate ANO-1 condensate source 3.22

QCSTKXTERR Operators fails to align EFW suction to 1.9E-01
alternate ANO-1 condensate source. For R & S seg. 1,91

CHF2 REFILL Operators fails to align EFW suction to 1.2E-02
alternate condensate source (modeled) 3,22

CHF2EFJTAF Operators fail to properly restore EFW train A 4.2E-04
after T & M. (modeled) 10.00

CHF2EFWTBF Operators fail to properly restore EFW train B 4.2E-04
after T & M. (modeled) 10.00

REPSISWING Operators fails to align HPSI swing pump following 2.4E-02
a STGR and failure of HPSI A and B pumps 15.00

SGISOLREC Operators fail to recover isolated SG. 1.0E-02
1.44

SHF21400lt Operators fail to properly restore 2CV-1400-1 4.2E-04
after T & M. (modeled) 10.00

SHF214062L Operators fail to properly restore 2CV-1406-2 4.2E-04 .

after T & M. (modeled) 10.00
SHPSISWING Operators fails to align HPSI swing oump following 2.6E-02

a SBLOCA and failure of HPSI A and B pumps 15.00
SWECFRECD Operators fail to transfer to ECP upon loss of SW Pp 1.6E-02

suction (e.g. failed traveling scrns): w/QHF2 REFILL 3.08
SWECPREC Operators fails to transfer to the ECP upon loss of 1.7E-01

SW pump suction (e.g. failure of traveling scrns). 1.96
) SWLOOPXTIE Operators fails to align SW.Pp discharge to the 9.5E-02

opposite loop. 2.25
SWSWINGREC operators f&il to start standby SW Pp (2P4B) 1.5E-02

when 2P4A or 2P4C fails. 15.00
SWSWINGRES operators fail to start standby SW Pp (2P4B) 2.lE-02

when 2P4A or 2P4C fails; after RWT depletion 15.00
T7PREREC2 Operator fails to reopen SW discharge path 8.8E-02

prior to RX/ turbine trip (mcdeled) 3.52
T7P REREC Operator fails to start standby SW pump 1.4E-01

& align ECP prior to RX/ turbine trip (modeled) 15.00
T7 REC Operator fails to start standby SW pump 2.3E-02

& align ECP, w/OHF2 REFILL 15.00
T8PREREC Operator fail to start the standby SW pump prior 1.lE-01

to a Rx/ turbine trip, after loss of SW train A. 15.00
T9PREREC Operator fail to start the standby SW pump prior 2.9E-02

to a Rx/ turbine trip, af ter loss of SW train B. 15.00

Other modeled HF events have been left at screening values because of their very limited
impact on total sequence probabilities.

1
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TABLE 3.4 2ba

EX-CONTROL R00W N0 DEL
1

:
i
'

Event Response Time Available Time

ACREALIGN 25 55

ACREALIGND 25 120
ACXTIE 23 55

ACXTIED 23 170
ACXTIP7BMN 23 55

ALTTEEDREC 40 55

CSXTIE 20 90

DCREALIGN 50 55
DCREALIGND 50 480
DGBUSPIC 13 55
DGCRANK 30 55

DGDAYTKREC 60 170
DGRMCLGREC 30 60

EFWXTIE 20 55
HOTLEGINJ 25 180
HPSISWING 5 30

|g\ HOTLEGINJS 25 120
IARESTRT 45 900
LRF2HE006D 30 120'

LPSPFAY 20 90

MANOSPRECR 18 120
MANOSPRECS 18 30
MANOSPREC2 18 55

i MANOSPREC 18 70
MANSCD 20 120
PANSCDSUCI 30 90
MANSCDSUCO 15 90
MANOSPRECD 18 120
OPER-15/16 50 480
OPER-9 60 1080
P7AMANREC 20 55

,

P7AMANRECD 20 120
,

P 7BMAY' RECD 10 480
P7BMANREC 10 55

QCSTKXFER 10 55

QCSTKXTERR 10 30
CHF2 REFILL 10 150
RHPSISWING S 180
SHPSISWING 5 120
SWECPRECD 10 120
SWICPREC 10 30
SWLOOPXTIE 25 120, ,(t

!

.
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FIGURE 3,41

. .O
HUMAN FAILURE EVENT RECORD SHEET
Slip Model*

!
4

1. EVENT AHFCALRASL;

2. EVENT IDENTIFICATION,

;

2.1 Descriptor Operators miscal;brate the RWT level sensors,

(modelled)
2.2 Comment

i

j 3. EVENT CATEGORIZATION

j 3.1 Event type pre-initiator
3.2 Location of action (s)4

3.3 Failure mode shp

4. METHOD USED SAIC TRC system
7

5. INPUT PARAMETERS

'

5.1 Number of trains aflected 3
5.2 SRO dependency level complete
5.3 Other RO dependency level complete
5.4 STA dependency level complete,

5.5 Other personnel dependency level moderate
'

. 5.6 PSF 1 1
! 5.7 PSF 2 1'

5.8 PSF 3 1

6. C ALCULATED PARAMETERS

i
6.1 Train factor 0.01
6.2 Personnel factor 0.14
6.3 PSF factor 1

6.4 Median occurrance probability 1.6E 06
6.5 Error factor 10.00

7. EVENT OCCURRENCE PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATES

7.1 Mean 4 ;E-06
,

7.2 951h percentile 1.6E-05
! 7.3 Sth percentile 1.6E 07

3.4-13
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FIGURE 3.4 2
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FIGURE 3.4 2 (cont'd.)
'
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FIGURE 3.4 3 g
HUMAN FAILURE RECORD SHEET
In-Control Room Model

1. EVENT OPER 2

2. EVENT IDENTIFICATION

2.1 Descriptor Operator fails to initiate once through cooling
2.2 Comment non-SELOCA only (modelled)

3. EVENT CATEGORl7.ATION
.

3.1 Event type post-initiator recovery
3.2 Location of action (s) in control roorn
3.3 Failure mode mistake

4. METHOD USED SAIC TRC system

5. INPUT PARAMETERS

5.1 Type o' behavior rule-based
5.2 Presence of burden yes
5.3 SLI (0.0 to 1.0) nominalis 0.5 default
5.4 Median time (min), m1 generic is 4 default
5.5 Model error fac+or, f1 generic is 3.2 default
5. . Model ancert. error f actor, fu generic is 1.68 default
SJ, Avallable time (min), t 45

6. CALCULATED PARAMETERS

6.1 Behavior factor 0.5
6.2 SLI factor 1.0
6.3 Burden factor 2.0
6.4 Adjusted median response time, m - mi item 6.1 item 6.2 2.0
6.5 Adjusted model error factor,IR = 11 x item 6.3 6.4

7. EVENT OCCURENCE PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATES

7.1 Mean 4.5E 03

7.2 95 h percentile 1.3E-02
7.3 5th percenti|e 9.7E 0J
7.4 Error Factor 3.72

9
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FIGURE 3.4 4
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FIGURE 3.4 4 (cont'd.)
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FIGURE 3.4 5

Ex Control Room Model

1. EVENT HPSISWING

2. EVENT IDENTIFICATION

2.1 Descriptor Operators fail to align HPSI swing pump

2.2 Comment one security door

3. EVENT CATEGORIZATION

3.1 Event type post-initiator recovery
3.2 Location of action (s) ex-centrol room, El 372 Aux Bldg
3.3 Failure mode mistaku

4. METHOD USED SAIC TRC system

5. INPUT PARAMETERS

5.1 Mean response time (min), e i no default 5
5.2 Additions to response time default is 0 0
5.3 Model error factor, f1 generic is 4.3905 default
5.4 Adjustments to error factor default is 0 1

.j 5.5 Model uncertainty error factor, fu generic is 1.68 def ault -
5.6 Available time (min), t no default 30

6. cal CULATED PARAMETERS

6.1 Adjusted mean response time, mean - 5.0
6.2 Adjusted error factor, fR 6.332
6.3 Median response time, m 4.8

| 7. EVENT OCCURENCE PROBABILISTIC ESTIMATES

7.1 Mean (explicitly includes associated equipment failures) 8.5E 02

7.2 95th percentile - 1.3E-01
7.3 Sth percentile 2.1 E-02

; 7.4 Error Factor (see E41) 15.00

|

8. ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT REllABILITY TREATMENT

| 8.1 Human reliability event mean failure probability 6.2E-02
8.2 Associated equipment reliability limited (1=yes,0=no) 1

8.3 Associated equipment fa!!ure probability (see E49) 2.33E-02
8.4 Combined human ard eouipment failure probability 8.54E-02

i

!
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3.5 CORE. DAMAGE SEQUENCE QUANTIFICATIONO
Accident sequence quanti 6 cation is comprised of: (1) determination of the dominant cut sets
for all accident sequences, (2) evaluation of poteatial recovery actions for each dominant cut
set, and (3) performance of an importance analysis on the " recovered" cut sets. The
following codes were used for the quantification of the ANO-21.evel 1 PRA model. All
codes were used on a personal computer.

ETA-II . Event Tree Development and Documentation

CARP . Computerized Analysis of Reliability Parameters

CA1 d6 Fault Tree Editor / Basic Event
Quantification

SAIPLOT Fault Tree Plot Generation

CUT 386 Cut Set Solution

CSED386 . Cut Set Editor

DELEXC Elimination of Cut Sets Containing
Mutually-Exclusive Events

DELTERM . Elimination of Success Cut Sets

IPRA . File Manipulation Program

RMQS . Quantification of Accident Sequences,
Importance Calcula: ions

UNCERT + Uncertainty Analysis

A Gow chart depicting the quanti 6 cation tasks and the computer codes used to support these
efforts is shown in Figure 3.5-1. The information on this Ggure is described below beginning
with the box in the upper left-hand corner.

ETA-II is used to store the functional event trees as developed in the Accident Sequence
Delineation (Section 3.1). The system and top logic fault tree models (Sections 3.1 & 3.2)
that are based upon the requirements of the event trees were created and stored on the
CAFTA workstation. SAIC's CARP program ..as used to develop the component reliability
data bases (Section 3.3), while the human reliability analysts used SAIC's ORCA spreadsheets
to estimate the human error probabilities (Section 3.4). The infonnation developed from both
of these data related codes was then used as input to CAF386 in order to complete the plant
model. All fault tree models were plotted using SAIC's SAIPLOT program.

The fault tree models for every accident sequence (both fillure and success states) were
solved (i.e., cut sets were generated) using the CUT 386(FTAP) code contained within the
CAFTA workstation. Mutually-exclusive event pairs were then remNed from the generated
cut sets using DELEXC. DELTERM was then utilized to eliminar's cut sets that implied the
fai!ure of systems which were denned to be successful for a given accident sequence.

Ov
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Recovery analyses were then perfonned on the cut sets. The recovery analyses consists of:
(1) modeling recovery actions identified during the resiew of intr' mediate core melt cut sets
which remained following DELEXC and DELTERh1 processing and (2) appending the
recovery cut sets to the appropriate intermediate cut sets to produce the final core melt cut
sets. This effort w as completec entirely within the CAFTA workst ition.

The RhtQS program is used to perfomi sensitivity and importance analyses on the final
recoveted cut sets using infonnation extracted from the PRA . This is accomplished through
the use of the IPRA program which loads the final sequence cut sets, modules, and basic
events into RhtQS in order to perform these evaluations. Finally the UNCERT program
extiacts infonnation from the RhtOS data base using a RhiQS generated report, and perfonns
an uncertainty analysis on the RMQS model by Monte Carlo iteration methodology.

3.5.1 Quantification input Files

Prior to the generation of accident sequence cut sets, several input files rnust be developed.
These input files are needed to conectly model the accident scenario and allow the cut sets to
be generated (see Figure 3.51).

(1) Sequence Logic Files Accident sequences were coded into fault tree logic
from the event tree model logic (Section : ). Fault tree top logic was
developed to ennect the event tree functions with the front line system fault
tree logic. The top gates which represent failure branches on the event tree
were "AND"ed to quantify the accident sequences, and were "OR"ed for the
success branches. The success branch logic was used tc remove cut seis that
implied the failure of systems which were defined to te successful for a given g
accident sequence. Table 3.5-1 contains the accident sequence logic
description.

(2) Flag Files Some of the system models contain flags that are set to true or
false depending on the plant configuration, initiator, and/or accident sequence
that is being quantified. These sets of Dags are used to differentiate between
injection and recirculation modes of operation. Also contained in the Dag files
are true/ false settings for the initiating events which denne the accident
sequence represented by the selected flag file.

)lant Fault Tree Model . He front line system fault tree models are linked
.vith the support system fault tree models and connected sia the top logic to
the event tree logic This link.ing process fomis the plant model and is
accomplished with t : r AF386 software.t

(4) Data llases . Three files make up the data bases that are required whenever a
fault tree modelis loaded into CAF386 a basic event file, a gate name file and
a type code file. The basic event file contains the event names, descriptions
and probabilities that are reflected in the fault tree model events when they are
viewed using CAF386. The gate names and descriptions in the fault tree are
obtained from the gate name file. The type code file contains event failure
rates for the various category of components (e.g., MOVs, PUMPS ...) and
failure modes (e g., failure to open, failure to start ...). The basic event file
interacts with the type code file to calculate the event probability as a function
of the failure rate, exposure time and method of calculation. This interaction is
driven by the component code which identifies the component type and failure
mode.
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(5) Mutuall). Exclusive Events File . Two events nuy appear in an accidentO sequence cut set which could not occur together simultaneously. For exam ale,

it was assumed that only one initiator can occur at any or.e time, as wel; as

maintenance events on separate trains of the same system. Cut sets containing
these combinations of events couid be removed through the use of NOT logic,
but this introduces a significant amoent of additional work on the part of the
quantification codes, it was easier and less time consuming to remove these
events from the cut set results than to add logic to the model to perfomi the

.'same task. These events were placed in a " mutually exclusive event" file and
processed by DELEXC. Table 3.5 2 contains a listing of typical basic events
pairs.

3.5.2 Ouanti0 cation of Accident Seglemu

The cut sets for an accident seqt.ence are generate from the combined logic of two fault tree
files the accident sequence flag file and the plant model file. The combined logic models for
both the success and failure portions of each accident sequence are submitted to -
CAF386(FTAP) to generate the input files (.FTP) for CUT 386. The following paragraphs

,

describe the computer codes that were used to solve the plant model and produce the accident
sequence cut sets.

(1) Generating " Raw" Cut sets: CAF386/FTAP/ CUT 386

CAF386 is CAFTA's Database and Fault Tree Editor which is used to build the data bases and
create the fault trees. CAF386 options allow the fault trees to be aggregated and modified to

O represent the desired accident sequence; then a CUT 386(FTAP) input file is created (.FTP).
CUT 386 is CAFTA's cut set generation program. CAF386 and CUT 386 can be run either
through CAFTA's menu driver or by ca: ling them directly from a DOS environment. An

~
'

automated set of batch files are typically used to execute the programs since they can be set
; up for an overnight nm. Among the reasons for developing an automated approach are

accident sequences that require over two hours execution for cut set generation and the
efficiencies associated with havi. .,, the repetitive set of key saokes captured in executable-

batch and macro files.

The accident sequence cut sets were truncated at a core melt frequency value of I x 10-7 per
year during solution by CUT 386(FTAP). This cutoff was appropriate in light of the present
value of the dominant sequences; that is, the addition of core melt cut sets below I x 10 7 per
year would not make a significant contribution to the total core melt frequency. The transient
mitiated sequences have cut sets that were combined from two sets of cut sets. One set
assumes the safety injection signal had not occurred (e.g., TB), and the other assumes that the
safety injection signal had occurred (e.g., F). Both of these sets were run at 10 7 amcation;t

! consequently, th: combined cut set probability ranges well below 10-7. Several sequence cut
sets were run with their initiating event set to 1.0 (e.g., Large Break LOCA - A) which
yielded probabilities well below 10 7 when the actual value for the initiating event was loaded
into the generated cut sets (e.g., prob A = 1.0E-04). Some sequences
sequences) would attempt to generate too many cut sets at truncations below 10-(/ and exceedeven partial
the computer memory storage capabilities (e.g., TB). Therefore, for the above reasons,10+7
was chosen as the optimum truncation level for cut set generation runs. -

O
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(2) Deleting Mutually Exclusive Events: DELEXC

The DELEXC program was used to delete the cut sets containing mutually-exclusive pairs of
esents. It reads the CUT 386(FTAP) output Qaw cut sets) and compares the cut sets with the
events in the mutually exclusive file. If a pair of mutually-exclusive events are matched in a
cut set, then that cut set is deleted. DELEXC also adds a line at the end of the ITAP output
which states the number of cut sets that were deleted during the post FTAP processing. His,

| procedure was performed on both the success and failure ponions of the accident sequences.

(3) Generating Final Accident Sequence Cut Sets: DELTERM

The final step in obtaining accident sequence cut sets was to delete those cut sets from the
failure portion of the sequence which violate the success criteria for that sequence. De
significance of this can best te seen through an example. Figure 3.5 2 contains a simple event
tree with an initiating event A and the system models I and 11. Suppose that component X is
in both the system I and system 11. Failure of X will fall both system I and system IL The
model for set uence numter 2 (i.e., the failed portion) would be A*II. System I is assumed to
have not fai ed. Ilowever, a cut set could be generated with the initiator A and the
com >onent X. This cut set would also fail system I which violates the system success criteria
for tie sequence. Thus, the DELTERM program reads the failure sequence cut sets and then
deletes all cut sets which are also present in the success seguence cut sets. DELTERM would
remove any cut sets containing A and X from the A*ll accident sequence cut sets.

3.5.3 Recovery Analys

After the CUT 386(FTAP), DELEXC and DELTERM programs were run for the accident
sequences listed in Table 3.51, the y ass of loading and examining each cut set for potentiali

recovery actions began using the cut set editor (CSED386). There were two areas which
were evaluated dunng the recovery analysis: (1) human failure events, and (2) recoverv

| cvents.

(1) lluman Failure Events

The Grst step in the recovery analysis involved the review o the human failurc events (IIFEs)r
which appear in the cut sets. The llFEs which were determined to have a sgnificant impact
on the core melt frequency of the sequence were analyzed further since they were initially set
at screening values. Any 11FE which was assigned a revised probability was subjected to
refined analysis as described in Section 3.4.

The main reason for using the screening value approach was the economical use of time. If a
large, very conservative value was given to a life, and the event did not turn out to be risk
significant, then a detailed analysis was not necessary and the human factors analyst could

| devote more time to other, more important, risk contributors.

(2) Recovery Es ents

in the second part of performing a recovery analysis, the potential recovery paths were
identified. Recovery actions are detem11ned by reviewing each cut set to assess whether it
meets all the following criteria:

1. Is a recovery physically possible (i.e., does equipment that could mitigate the
current failure exist)?
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2. Is there time available to accomphsh the required actions 7

3. Is the recovery addressed in procedures, taught in training, or othervise
I obvious to operators?

De human reliability analyst then analyzed each recovery in detail. The following was noted:
: (1) indications which are available to operators to diagnose present plant conditions, (2)

,

actions which must te performed, (3) time available to accomplish these actions, and (4) other
'

j

eircumstances which may help or hinder recovery Probabilites for failure to take or perform
recovery actions were developed, and the recovery action was appended to the appropriate
accident sequence cut set using the cut set editor.

3.5.4 Sensh J:bonnnee/Uncenalnty Analysis

ne prima-) ui utilized to perfonn the activities for this analysis was the SAIC Risk
hianagement Query System (RMQS) processor. The RMQS processor provides the
capability to quantify tne total core melt probability of all accident sequescs, to conduct
sensitivity and importance evaluations of the PRA model results, and to develop PRA model
uncertainty analysis input. By assembling a data base from the initiating event frequencies,
accident sequence cutsets, system module cutsets, component descriptions and component

'

failure rates, the RMQS processor allows "what if type evaluations of a limited scope to be -

7erformed in a much more timely and convenient manner than utilizing CAFTA and the full
PRA model.

The RMQS processor can also be used to develop input for the basic event failure rate
| uneenainty analysis program UNC9RT. UNCERT is a software program that can be used to

detennine uncertainty of syam failure probSilities (top event probabilities) or accident
'

sequence frequencies based upon model input uncenainties Dasic event failure rate
uncertainties). A Monte Carlo technique is used for calculation. UNCERT has several
features that facilitate uncertainty analysis, the most notable of which appears to be the ability
to view the results on line and to modify on line the required number. of samples. his
efficiently allows the analysts to avoid utilizing a number of samples signifi;antly greater than
that necessary to produce representative results (i.e. further samples produce little change in
the results). It should be noted that limits exist on the size of the file that UNCERT will

| except as input (numbers of cutsets, modules, basic events, etc.). For the ANO 2 PRA model,
| UNCERT input text files created by RMQS using a criteria to generate more cutsets than
: those above approximately a IE 8/yr frequency were too large for UNCERT processing.

3.5.4.1 Sensitivity
1

The dominant contributors to the total core melt frequency in cutset form have tren
calculated and tabulated in Tabla 3.5.4-1 A, based upon plant specific data. Table 3.5.41B
provides the same total core melt frequency cutsets based upon generic component failure
data. Table 3.5.4-5 provides a similar listing without operator recovery actions credited,
based upon plant specific data. A top.down review of these cutsets can provide insights into -
the nature of the important or sensinve contributors to core melt risk. Importance measures
can also be used to identify the maximum potential effect of changes to a single element of
cutsets (i.e., model basic event or recovery event probability changes). However, it is also
frec}uently useful to ascertain the effects of combinanons ofdata values. This may be to assess
vanous assumptions made during the PRA model, or to identify possible changes orO improvements to plant operations, procedures or designs. These assessments have been
performed using the ability within RMQS to readily generate and modify local copies of the
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database. Types of modi 6 cations or investigations include modifying all of a type of failure
rate (i.e. common cause failure, hunun failure, component type, etc.) to see the integrated
effect. IB1QS repons can then be generated to document the results oithese assessments. It
should te noted that there are literally hundreds of potential sensitivity assessments or "what
if" cases that can te considered. What has been done for this study is to evaluate those that
were expected to generate significant plant risk insights or were requested in the IPE submittal

i

guidance, as reported in Table 3.5.4 2. Due to the case of RMQS use, additional assessments '

can be perfonned at any time from a base case (or master) database.

IThe significant contributors to the total core melt frequency are shown in Table 3.5.4 l A,
baseJ upon plant specine data component failure rates. Table 3.5.41B provides the
significant total core melt frequency cutset contributors, based upon generic data. Table
3.5.4 5 provides a similar listing without operator recovery actions credited, based upon plant
speciOc data. A number of sensitivity calculations were perfonned as reported in Table 3.5.4-
2. ney address the following issues:

The PRA model utilizes data that is a combination of plant specine and generic I.

component failure rates. As noted else where, the differences between the
plant specific and generic data estimates for component failure rates are most
notable for the turbine driven pump failure to run and for air operated valves
failure to operate failure rates. TP overall core melt frequenc has been
evaluated using both slant specinc and generic data failure rates. Tb"e resulting
difference in core me t frequency indicates that use of one verses the other data
set can potentially have significant effects. However, it is expected that use of
either data set will not signincantly effect conclusions.

The PRA model estimates component unavailabilities due to test and*

maintenance from data sources that have incomplete duration information. In
addition, no credit has been given to date in this study for restoration of
equipment that was under test during an emergency situation. The sensitivity
of the everall core melt frequency to the contribution from the T&M data
values was calculated by increasing and decreasing the inputs by a fa:;or of 10.
The resulting changes in core melt frequency indicate that although test and
maintenance activities can potentially have signi6 cant effects, they shauld not
dominate or drive the core melt frequency results.

The uncenainty calculation results reported in section 3.5.4.3 assume that all.

common cause beta factors were reasonably well established, with tt.e only
applied uncenainty coming from the component type itself. To determ ne the
impact of the assumed beta factors, as well as to assess the affect of c(mmon
cause failures on the model as a whole, a calculation was performed v,ith the
beta factors increased and decreased by a factor of 10. The resulting changes
in core melt frequency indicate that although common cause failure events can
potentially have signincant effects, they should not dominate or drive the core
melt frequency results.

Loss of offsite power and station blackout are important accident scenarios.

and, due to the potential for recovering offsite power after it is initially lost, the
resulting core melt frequency is innuenced by the time available for restoration
of offsite power. To see the effect of offsite power recovery on the total core
melt frequency, the non recovery probabilities were decreased by a factor of
10. The offsite power non recovery prababilities were also increased to values
typical of NRC sponsored PRAs that have been performed (considered to be a
reasonably consenative upper bound). The increase in the non recovery
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probabilities (taken from the Sequoyah NUREG/CR 4550 study, Ref 1) '

O utilized for this sensitivity calculation are summarized in Table 3.5.4 9. The ,

resulting changes in core melt frequency indicate that although the likelihood
of recovering offsite power can potentially have signiDeant effects, it should
not dominate or ddve the core melt frequency results. i

A great deal of effort is used to estimate the important human reliability values..

Some non dominant human actions are evaluated using a conservative
screening value. To ar ure that these events do not overwhelm the model, the
results were recalculated under the assumption that the true human error rate
was substantially higher than the already conservative estimates (i.e., increased
by a factor of 10). The resulting minor increase in core melt frequency
indicates that the use of screening values for llRA events that do not rise to a
level warranting rennement is conservative and should not have a signiGeant

,

effect on the core melt frequency results.

A unique safety feature for Combustion Engineering desi;;ned nuclear power.

plants exists at ANO 2. This feature is the ECCS Vent Va ves that represent a
manuah actuated large (approximately the size of 8 standard or typical CE
PORVs relief capability for performing once ..irough cooling (also known as
feed and bleed cooling). To see the effect that the use of the ECCS Vent i

Valves has on the total core melt frequency, the acovery probabilities
associated with the use of these valves (OPER 2, OPER 2Cl!G, OPER 3 and
OPER 8) were decreased to 1.0 (i.e., failed). The resulting change in core
melt freguency indicates that the use of the ECCS Vent Valves is r. valuable
risk sigmficant benefit at ANO-2.

O Another some what unique safety feature that will exist in the future at ANO-2.

is a new alternate AC (AAC) power source that will be canable of sup11ying
power individually to any of the ANO-1 or ANO 2 4160 AC Volt safety suses.
This AAC power source will be completely independent of service water (air
cooled) anc DC power (separate batteries) with the capabilit/ to be started and
aligned readily from either control room. To estimate the effect that the use of
the new AAC power source will have on the total core melt frequency, the
recovery probabilities associated with the restoration of offsite power
(M ANOSPREC, MANOSPREC2, MANOSPRECD, all OSP*, GOSP_*, SBO* -
and GSBO* events) were decreased by a factor of 10. This reduction
simulates an additional operator recovery potential of using the new AAC
power source. The resultmg change in core melt frequency indicates that the
use of the new AAC power source will be a risk signincant benefit at ANO 2.,

|
. Lastly, the combine effect of the additional recovery potential expected from-

the new altemate AC (AAC) power source and the increased offsite power
non recovery probabilities has been investigated. To estimate this combined-
effect, the recovery probabilities associated with the restoration of offsite
power (MANOSPREC, MANOSPREC2, M ANOSPRECD, all OSP*, GOSP*,
SBO* and GSBO* events) were decreased by a factor of 10 after the offsite
power non recovery probabilities were increased to the values shown in Table
3.5.4 9. The resulting change in core melt frequency indicates that the use of
the new AAC power source will_ be a risk significant benent at ANO 2 that

| dominates any uncertainties associated with the potential for recovery of offsite
i power.

I
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As discussed in the following section, the most important events, and therefore those which
the overall core melt results are most sensitive, are operator recovery events related to
realigning lost and available AC and DC pow er sources. The imponance measures provide a
good means of identifying what model elements have the greatest potential to affect the l'RA
results (i.e., events to which the model is most sensitive).

3.5.4.2 Imponance

Each of the inputs to the IPE model conuibute to the frequency of core melt by a different
amount. This contribution can be measured by use of an imponance measure. In this study,
imponance has been ranked by the Fussel Vesely imponance measure. He importance
measure of a basic event can be thought of as an indication of the maimum improvement that
can te obtained in the core melt frequency by reducticns in that basic event failure rate.

Table 3.5.4 3 shows the model elements that contribute most to the overall core melt
frequency, as ranked by the Fussel Vesely importance measure (based upon plant specific
component failure data). This measure shows the percente change in the overall core melt
frequency for a given percentage change in the component' failure probability. Table 3.5.4-4
provides the same overall core melt frequency imponance measure based upon generic
component failure data.

As can te seen from the Tables 3.5.4 3 and 3.5.4 4, the largest potential influence to core
melt cornes from potential operator failures associated with manual AC and DC power
alignment following failures associated with the automatic offsite power realignment, AC bus
related failures, or DC bus related failures. Next in importance is the requirement for the

.

operators to uip the RCPs following a loss of seal cooling. This need arises in the signincant &
cases as a result of a loss of sersice water initiating event. Without timely RCP trip, a RCP W
seal LOCA is postulated to occur, requiring HPSI for inventory control, which fails during
recirculation due to the lack of room cooling. It should be noted that the HPSI pumps have
been shown (as an element of the ANO-2 desi
during the initial injection chase; however, gn basis) to not need lube oil or room coolingit has been conservatively assumed that the
additional heat source from t ie hot recirculation fluid will result in failure of the HPSI pumps.
With LPSI pumps tripped (by design) upon recirculation actuation and with containment spray
pumps potentially failed, the heat sources in the HPSI pump rooms are reduced to a level that
the llPSI pump could potentially be shown to continue to operate. In addition, these RCP
seal LOCAs have been conservatively assumed to result in a medium LOCA, A more mlistic
failure size would be a small LOCA, for which secondary system cooling is adequate to
remove decay heat (as an alternate to the containment spray system) if HPSI mventory control
is available. This is an area of not only imponance but also uncenalnty that has signincant
effects on the likelihood of early containment failures and is believed to over estimates the risk
of early containment failure.

Also ofimponance are the EFW pump trains which are needed after the loss of the red DC or
AC bus or station blackout (EF\%A), or for some of the transients (both trains), Similarly,
emergency diesel generator failures, though not dominant, are notably imponant. The
imponance of red power train failures is higher than the green train due to the use of a
relatively high value (compared to generic data) for the plant specine EFW turbine driven
pump failure to run. The overall core melt frequency imponance measure for other model
elements can be found in Tables 3.5.4 3 and 3.5.4-4.

Another useful imponance measure is the contribution to core melt frequency at a system
level. This can be readily generated by entering only the Grst letter of the systems of interest
at the system option of the VF 1mponance for systems / subsystems RMQS menu option. It
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should te noted that this approach will capture all events starting with that letter, whichO includes events other than component failures (i.e., operator recovery events). Therefore, an
inherent assumption has been made that operator recovery events staning with the same letter
as the systems chosen are either applicable to the chosen system are of minimalimponance so
as to not affect the results signincantly. His inherent assumption is necessary since operator
recovery event naming was not restricted to staning with the same letter of the system otilized
(whic'.i would te difneult since some recoveries utilize multiple systems). The validity of this
inherent assumption can le readily verified by review of the cutset element importance
measures in Table 3.5.4-3 or 3.5.4-4.

Table 3.5.4 6A&B, 3.5.4 7A&B, and 3.5.4 8A&B show the overall core melt frequency
contribution by secuence, initiator and by system for both plant specine and generic data.
This listing is anot1er means of detennining which potential model areas are important in
affecting core melt results.

3.5.4.3 Uncenainty

During the ANO-2 PRA model development signincant effon has been invested in a careful
evaluation of the ANO 2 system, equipment and operator accident response capabilityt
however, there are areas where the lack of information results in uncenainty. These
uneenainties can te grouped into basically two types typically associated with PRA model
development. These two basic types are parameter value uncertainty and modeling
uncertainty These uncensinties arise in the analysis at every step in the process and can te
both quahtative and quantitative. The range of uncenainty is further dependent on the
completeness of the PRA analysis.

Parameter value uncenainties are typically uantitative W, that 1 hey are related to failure rates,
frequencies and unavailabilities. To quanti y this uncertaintn probabilistic distributions were
developed for each cutset parameter value from plant specifs data, previous PRA's, industry-
wide data analyses, and professionaljudgment. These parameter value distributions were then
atopagated to the accident sequence level through the hionte Carlo technique utilized by the
UNCERT program. Through multiple iterations on a rnndom seed, a high confidence mean
value with c log-normal distribution was generated, using the mean and error factor values of
each parameter (and the accident sequences as a whole) found in the accident sequence
cutsets being evaluated. UNCERT was readily utilized to develop overall model parameter
value uncenainty by simply loading the Rht_QS text file output and then selecting the number
of sarnples desired, biore detailed uneenainty evaluations at the sequence, system, or basic
event level can also be performed with the appropriate UNCERT menu selections.

hiodeling uneenainties have been handled largely by either modeling conservatisms or
qualitative considerations. The imponant sources of uncenaint,y in the ANO 2 PRA analysis
and the general nature and magnitude of uneenainty associated with these sources are
described below.

The important sources of uncensinty in the ANO 2 PRA analysis and th.e general nature and
magnitude of uncenainty associated with these sources are described as follows:

hiodeling Core hicit Sequences The most imponant sources of uncenainty are believed to
be the completeness and the accuracy of the models that define the core melt sec uences.
Since it is difficult to hypothesize all postulable accident initiators, it is believed that the finite
numter of identined imtiators introduces a slight bias that tends to under predict core meltO frequency. This bias tends t be offset by the initiat r class grouping philosophy which
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proups similar initiators together, takes the cumulative frequency, and thea assumes the
trnpact of the most limiting initiator in the group.

System modeling inaccuracies are a related source of uncenainty that multiple levels of review
and reconsideration during model iteration does not necessarify climinate. Since during the
review and iteration phase of the analysis it was easier to identify and correct those sequences
which significantly over predict the core melt frequency than those which could have been
over looted with respect to under prediction, mcdeling inaccuracy uncenalnty is believed to
introduce a slight bias that tends to under predict core melt frequency.. To a large extent, this
is compensated by conservative assumpuons that could not be or were chosen not to te
removed in the modeling.

An example of conservative model uncenainty involves the " loss of makeup" sequences.
'Ihese sequences are very slow to evolve, requiring many hours to reduce the RCS inventory
to the pomt where core uncovering begins No credit was taken for restorina components
from rmintenance or repairing failed componeats during this time. As note in tee importance
discussions, this conservatism is significant for " loss of makeup during recirculation"
sequences that also involve a loss of reactor building spray and fan coolers. These sequences
contribute signincantly in the Level-2 analysis to w hat ts classified as early containment failure
(early with respect to the time of core melt).

Input Data A second important source of uncenainty is the accuracy of the input data used
in the analysis of core melt frequency. The UNCERT program Monte Carlo propagation of
basic event distributions to a total core melt frequency uncenainty distribuuon results are
given by a Ofth and ninety Ofth core melt frequency of 6.88E-06/rx yr and 7.63E-05/rx yr,
respectively (around a 2.81E 05/rx yr mean using cutsets meater than 1E-08/rx yr
(approximately 300) and 3000 samples). This distribution is quite aroad but is narrower than
the many component distributions that were summed to obtain it. Note, two separate random
seed cases were used, each with sample number cases of 1000,2000 and 3000, with similar
results for all six cases,

iluman Reliability Analysis . Another important source of uacenainty is in the modeling
and quanti 0 cation of human actions. While attempts were made to identify human actions
that would cause or exacerbate important core melt sequences, it is possible that some such
actions were overlooked. In addition, most of the important human actions modeled are
either procedural actions perfomied under some degree of stress or non-procedural recovery

I actions, for which there is only limited experience. Thus, the quantification of these imponant
human actions had to be based on the subjective judgement of the analysts and SAIC human
reliability specialists. It was in this context that distributions with a range of up to two orders
of magnitude were used to represent the important human actions in the uneenainty
calculanons.

Success Criteria . The criteria used to define the successful response of systems are believed
to have a moderate bias that tends to over predict core melt frequency. Such criteria are
mostly taken from safety analysis in which conservative assumptions are made. For example,
no credit was taken for cooling a damaged core in the reactor vessel, as was done at TMI. In
addition, for large LOCAs, the llPSI, LPSI and Core Flood systems were all required to
operate. Investigative best estimate MAAP analysis results indicate that use of only the llPSI

| and Core Flood systems should be adequate to avoid core melt.

Component Dependencies Dependencies between systems were explicitly modeled, and|

dependencies within a system were modeled to the extent that analysts judged them
appropriate in accordance with existing data. However, it is estimated that dependent &
component failures that may not be apparent from the plant data and thus were not modeled W

i
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could account for a moderate bias that may under predict core melt frequency. Tending to off

O set this potential under prediction is the general belief by the ANO 2 PRA analysts that the
beta factor approach and values utilized for common cause failures is a conservative
interpretation of a limited data set and therefore tends to over predict core melt frequency,

in summary, the total core melt frequency uncenainty distribution results given by a fifth and
ninety fifth core melt frequency of 6.88E 06/rx.yr and 7.63E 05/rx yr. respectively (around a
2.81E 05/tr,-yr mean for cutsets with a frequency greater than IE 08/yr) is thou ght to be
representative of the base PRA model quantitative results uncertainty. Additiona) analyses
that hhve been performed, such as ATWS, ISLOCA and Intemal Floodina, introduce
additional uncertainties which tend to over predict the overall core melt and offsite release
frequencies due to their conservative scoping (or screening) nature.

Although there are nuinerous and potentially significant sources of uncertainty in the
quantitative ANO 2 PRA results, the quantitative and qualitative results provide useful
information for assessing insights into strengths and weaknesses in the plants capability to
respond to accident conditions. It is important to not allow the PRA uncertainties to hinder
the potential user from utilizing the insights it provides. Rather, the uncertainties should make
the po:ential user realize that PRA results are not adequate to provide the sole basis for
decisions. Ilowever, PRA results can be combined with other types of evaluation to make
informed decisions regarding modifications or areas of emphasis m operations, training and
plant design.-

,
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Figure 3.5.1 Sequence Quantification Flow Chart
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O n e<e 3.s.2 s., ,ie e ,ee, 1 ,ee usee ie c ,gi i 18e reeciiee er n e e r ei n iu

SEQUENCE SUCCESS FAILUREA I ||
NUMBER LOGIC LOGIC

I

1 __ __

2 | All

3 Al--

O

.

m

O
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Table 3.5A l A. ANO.2 l'RA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets llased Upon I'lant Specific

Data

.eoewe ,,eq ,e,..nt

.a. e. e.t e ... A m .or.t ieoe~e i.est.

TDF 1. 9 )t 0 6 24.1 T19 1t51 OF DC 6W8 2001 clin

WiM2 t kAA AF tris PyatP t AAle A P Alla to ttL!vt t F14e IPAltivt IAVLits

MtC 5P At t Otgr et er s f all to align ef f et te power to 2 Al t 2 A2), falles su

19f 2.96t*04 9.0 t12 t.0$$ OF AC Bus 2AJ all>

list 208f t l1 SAttt91 2D11 Dt9CNAattD

Ortt-16 Otereter falle to realign 2002 er 2t04 to 2tle teet tat c f.g l

AC9 LA LIGND 06eratet a f all te realign 28$ free 2A3 t o 2 A4 Itaattery disch

ttr 1.41t-04 4.4 16 tr.A0T50 TRIP te!TIATING tVEst <!!>

L9720$0Cl2 DA?ttDT 2012 CISCEAA;tD

fDwl:42raf 2002 F AILS 10 tum

tev42;M 12s ellev At see 162 212 F Ag1.1 se;Dett

InAkOE P R E CD L' terat tr e f all t o align ef f sit e pewer t o 2 A1 et 2A2, falles

LPIR-14 tieteter fa!!s to realign 2D02 et 20ti te 20)4 t o w g t>a t thol

tar 1.4tt.06 4.4 to 9tAttpe 1817 lbIt!AttuG tytet arts

EMM CB1125 en60V AC pa a 162 112 # Aett sectyt.t

IDC2DG1tIF 20G1 FA!LS 70 SVA

Cet2tstb11 ILA f flt f 2011 t#I6CKARGLD

MAnasr9 ECD vt* pat er s f all to ellen ef f elte power to 2Al er 2 A2, failed

bett-16 Operator f alle le realign 2002 or 2D01 to 2L)4 t o e g t>a t thgl
it*F 4.CCE 07 2.4 t1i Lt$3 of DC Des 20G2 ella

9*taL2 TR An tA tta tumP TRAlg $ IAlt.1 13 ttL]vit (14e iA011vg t's6LT3

P'A w atc 054f atst e f all to a.4h ally control Eth 3. .m p titTA: st.ees or

T.8 1.12t*01 2.3 11 Total Less of Service meter riew <!ss
Ot!R-1 Og+ r a t o t f alle to stip RCts in 33 micates

??BEC D$erater f alla to start stoneey su 2# p 4 align ECF esQMF2ht
TRF 4 951-01 2.0 14 PLACTCR 191P lett14 ting Fvtyt etts

$9titFC011 bat!!NT 2011 Cl$CnARGED

titt2 A)IRIX 4160d $ set 2A3 lu tt$t on stAluttmasct

Otta.3% CTerator f alle to sealign 2002 or 2001 to 2:34 ( seg 46e t thgi
At a LA 1,1 G KD Operatera f all te f 6 align 191 fren 2A) to 2A4 Itettery elsch

itX 6.011-01 1.0 11 fetal 14es of ser,1ce ester flev <!Es

fdMPL2 C S t h KA N0 flie F Rm C$t (f Ytt*1 F AVLis t

QC5tWRFla Lyerateg f alls to 31193 tre edCtion te alternate Ahol coesen

thf 1 481-01 1.1 110 L018 0F DC tas 2001 etts

CMMJ t AAn AA tru tVMP TkAIN A F A1 s to DEL 1 vin T149e (Activt FAVLit)

MAAC5P8tC 06*tatet e f all to elign ef f ette power to 2 Alt 2A28, failed au

TBF % 448*01 1.1 71 tuttine trip tits

09t20$CL12 4At'It? 2012 DISCnAMID
1palDC2EnF 20C2 F A11,5 to eVs

EMMJCS2123 4160v AC Dan 162 212 F AVLT Du3N12

u=3SPtfCD Digrater s is11 to e!!qn ef f elte power te 2 A1 et 2 A2, falles

OPID*16 Ogetat6s f alle to taalign 2332 et 2D01 to 2034 aseg t>at engi,,

G

3.5-14
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Table 3.5A.1 A. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Ilased Upon Plant Specific
'

i
! I)ata
1

I
--~-~

.e .en e ,te,. ,et.ent
l

; ..ee me...t. it. *,.i.eet se, ente t .nt.

1

'
tpt 1.44f.01 1.1 in turbibe tilp 4118

? Emm2f911ta 4164V At bst 187 118 FAVLt moDVLt

EDG2Dalstr # Don FAILJ to DV8
,

D99tDscD11 battler 3Dit sistnAActD

kAmoSPDt:0 Operators f all to s11gn of fsite power to 2Al et I AJ, fetiesi

: o,t..i. epe,.iot f.iis i. te.iign , 0, e, ,D01 to ,034 ...g 4 4 ,,,,

; 1.. ..iit.01 . . 1, ,et.i Lo.. of .e,.i,e .. et ,1.. .it,

(PetiPn9 WC A 20 Flou TMSDVGM COMMON Pts |P SVft|De Litt 17ttt*1 FAVLit)

pcstasFin bpetster f alls to align tFW swet ten to 41 ternate AND1 sorsen

t#F 6.144 01 1.4 T10 Lots of DC DWS 2001 <!t*,

9%M25tmAOM SitAM ADMISBIDb VAtVI 3CV-fl4Dal AND StfAsl VAL &t 75v t#0S

MANOSP9tt Dretetste f ola 10 align ef f elte power to IAlt! A21 failed su2

nm (.6st 01 1,4 m utDlun DatAR LDCA etts

TMm2CCIMOV CCm90s CAWst F AllAat pt (4 sotDe Opt.AAtt0 V ALVil

tot 3=41t*01 1.6 710 Lcts DF De sus 2001 <!ta

CtMJtttf At tre PGa7 ikAls A VhAVAlLABLA CVS TD MAINtthAN;t

RANOSPDEC etet ste f all 4 9 elign ef f elte potet te IA!(2 AI), is!!ed au

ter 3.108 01 .e 110 LL*8 OF DC DV8 #D01 alte

DMM2000ktp LD$$ DF tt AD $p0 CDDLINO TO P1A TVR$1Ni tJF31

KAh0$Pett etstere fell t& align ef f alle powet to IAt12kJi, (s!!es su

SJ I. Set-01 .6 a snALL DatAs LocA etta

k%MJCCf 001 tummaw C Aust F AILVat or Mtst nay's to ottu

f 6 D1 Lt.G I N J 5 Ctetster s le L1 to 44194 PPS1 swing pamp

thF 3,45f-01 1 ?! Tuttit.e tilp (IL8

ret #DSCDil D4ttEnt 2013 DISCRAPGtD

ttRJ A 3 RIE N 4140V SW3R 2A3 In ftst 08 MAlptttak;t
'

CPEG-15 Dyetster falle 16 r*411gn IDC# of $D01 te $D34 tevg Det chgt

ACRIALIGND Drgretett f 418 le f eelign ISS f ree 243 to IA4 (Dattery $18th
TSF !.034-01 .4 tt RLActon it!t Intt!Atih4 ButNT tits

Det#DSCtil RAtttet 20%) DISCRAActD*

IMmff811tX 4140V AC sua 163 113 FAVLt 43DVLt

LMM2poltKA 2001 Futt IFtt PVMP F A!LJ TO ST AAT <eoeulee

mAncststcp opetator s f all to allga ef f ette pesos to IAn et RA2, f a!!ad

oftn.16 cterater f alls to teollen 2002 et 2001 to #D34 towy bet chgi
TON i.821*01 .6 74 SLActes tett IntTIAttuo tVtut atts

Ortsan Operator falla to talp acts in 30 minutes

BillBCAA5P A20-7 TkAVELING SCSN8 PLUGGED
,

SrtC7080 Opetetste fall 16 trohefer 49 ECF upon less of le pp sectlee
tDF 1.edL*01 .4 til boss DF DC DV8 iDO) tita

QP952t$ANhF EFW PUMP TkAls S F AILS to DELIVt3 fibet (FASSIVE FAVtts)
+

P1 AnANa t t operaters f a!! to man 411y contret Eft p4mp 4291Al spees et

su 1.931*01 .4 8 $nALL DatAs LotA esta

t%MJtSthhA INDtPthDLat FAILUDES DF CONT SURP TkAls A

f%E2CStev8 tuttttw; tut Falkutta DF Comt avmP TAAIN 8
|

|
.

|

|

|

!
,
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Table 3.5.41 A. ANO 2 l'RA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Ilased Upon Plant Specific

Data

se. e s . ,,eg. ee... .
. s e. .ea.. e ... Acci.eet seg.esee i ens.

16, i,30t-.i . 12 Lo.. of ,e. .ti,

t>Dtic t r t il BAttthf 2011 918ChA8GtD

RSC2DGIIEF 2DC1 F A!LJ 70 RVN

f.RM1C D112 s 4140V AC maa 152 112 P Art? m;DWLJ

=A a.,. CD ose,.ie,. f.i t t o . ii,. .f f.ii e ,e.e. t o 2 Ai et 2A2. faties
C,ta-is <t. , 4 . f lie i. te.iigo 2D.2 e, 2 Dei is 2D34 ...g t .egi

1., i.,es.., . ,2 i... of eci < t.

DBt2CSCD12 hAttrat #Dit t!BCKAnCtD

(DG2bG2EEP 2DC# FAllJ 10 DVN

inh 2CRJ128 4160V AC DFD 162*212 FAULT m?DVl2

MAmoststCD 0;* taters f all to slign ef f ette power to 2A1 of 2 A2, failed

0919 16 Dpasster f alle la reellen 2002 or 2001 to 2L34 t evg bat cogi

T9F 1.llL*01 .1 to DEAttCe Yalf luff!AfthG fVINT (It>

ETh1Alatra 4160V SW3a 2Al it 1157 De EA!WithANCE

LDG2DGlaar 2CG1 f At LJ 70 AUN

CBtJCsCC11 EATit97 2$11 Dj$CMAhG'D

Attfit Dperater falls to 334w59 leses and greestie 2A) and the

Dt t $.16 Operatet fails to realign 2002 et 2001 to 2DS4 iewg bet che)

?>F 1.4st=0? .4 16 AtAttca Ytty luttI Af tet tvtwf atts

ttf2LRCDit hAtttkV 2011 DischAAGED

t o t 2 A3LatB #A3 Lo et LAT 186 2 A3 ptCalogs TRIP

AfttALIG6D t?pe t e . fall to reallge 286 f ano 2 A3 to 2A4 thettery disch

bttb.11 Cg+ tater f alle to f eellen 2CC2 er 2tti to 2D34 iseg tot chgt

Y HF 1.44t-C1 .4 Tl REAttOR Twit |b!TlAtleG $VINT tltt

I51205CD12 BATTEDY 2C12 D!$CnAACED

fat 2A4Last # As 60 tt LAV 166-f aa 470810W5 Ta tt

ArefALICND c14tatets fall to realign 2pl from 2A3 to 2A4 ft.attery diech

bt!B-16 Dretator falle 14 sealigh 2002 or 2001 to 2L34 teog bat chg)

TBI 1. I't 0 ? .4 ?? fotal Lene of service mater Flow <!E>

GMT29tFILL C11a470a3 yA!L TO ALICN EFW $VCilDN 70 ALith.4A?! CDWDLunatt

DFIA-2CNG Ope r a t et falle te tise charglog Pumps fet feed 4 bleed coolin

TMF !.262-01 4 12 Loss of PCS tlta

tet2tsCCll hAfftbf 201) $1&CMAACED

tmM2D6satt 440V LC 296 F AULt McDVLJ

P1 AMAN #fCD Opets f ell to manwally control SFW pp 12P148 eseed or elecht

Df!D=ll CT4 tater falls to realign 2D02 of 2D01 to 2334 t sog bat s' ng *

SE 1.261 01 48 SEALL DatAR LDC A t it t

kKm1PASRFB ltDEPtNCth? F All!VS F A!LUtta OF HPSI PVm7 TkAIN 9

Ymm1C87thA INDLttaDENT f Attuait DF CONT SUMF ikAl# A

197 1.225 01 .4 14 RLACTC9 fplP IN!T!Af!hG (VENT 4!!D

L%mittil23 4169V AC DAR 162-14 2 # AULT maDVLA

BMm1DGISNC 2 b6 ' 5tpVICE WAfth Cook 1NG FAUtt MotVLt

DB'2CSCDil hAftt9Y 2D11 DISCKAAGED
' mAha$PAFCD D5*rator s f ell to align ef f ette power to 2Al et 2 A2, failed

Det9-Il Operator f alle to realign 20t2 et 1004 to 2034 toeg bat chg)

3.51(i
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Table 3.5.4.l A. ANO 2 Pita Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets liased Upon Plant Specific

Data

seguene. rre,. eereent

...e ma eor e . . . Ae. .eet .ewen.e t eent.

SE 1.C8t*4 ,) S $sdLL betAR ACCA t!!8

MMM.2 8ertRa t DD flou ina0VGM kPS! PVMP TRA15 D $19VICE Waft 8 VA. lyt 3

TMM2fstanA luttPtn@f ut F AILVat$ of Cost $kMP 1RAls A

$U 1.018 01 .3 $ SMALL natAs 1DCA atts

HMM1CCF001 COMMDu CAV81 F A!LVat of 2 stPsi PVMP3 to STApt snoegles

SMPAlselwG operater f alle to allga NFSI seing Pump enen A 4 9 pape fel

t hF 9.21t*00 .3 T3 146e of of f site Power tita

EDG2DG1tKF l>C1 FA!!J to AVN

(DG2 DC2 Ruf 2DC2 FAILS TU PVN

GMF2RTFILL DFT A ATCAS FA!L TO ALICN Ef'W $VCT!DN 10 AttitkAtt CQeitthSATE

G8 soc 0 - Generle offsite Power pen-tecovery raeter

AV 8.43t.P0 .3 A lam?g $4 EAR 1DCA t!ts

(n2=60238 2Cv.5023 Spornewsly transf ers Cassed Since Last test

CIV2-60s 3 R 2Cv.6L t3 sporlovely Itansfere closee $1nce Last test

AJ '0.438 08 .2 A LANCE DatAR 1E 4 48t*

Cry 2-5003W 2CV lCC3 5puriously transfers closee $1nce Last test

cry 2 6063 2CV-6063 spwr10wely transfers Closed since Last test
AV 4.431 04 .3 A LADCt BatAN 1DCA 4IBA

Cn 2+5003F 2Cvel003 Spurlovely trahefere closed Blace last test
Cry 2 6023R 2Cvale23 sputtewely Tsansfera Closee pince Last test

AV 0,43f*00 .3 A 1.ANCR DAtAs IDCA (It>

CrV2-5043A leval043 Spwrlously transfers Closes $1 nee Last test

CKY2-S c 6 tN 2CY=$063 Spurievely transfers Cleted slace Last test
AV 4.43E=Se 3A 1Amet BatA.R 1DCA 43ts

Crv2-6043R 2CV*l003 spwrtously transfers closes since Last test

Crv2-$043R #Cval043 Spartously traesfers Cleese $1nce Last test

AJ 3.435-00 .3 A LAnGE satAs 1DCA ett>

CrV2*$0238 2CVal023 Spurlewaly transfers Closed since Last test

CRV2*l043R 2CV.504) Spuriously Tsar.sters Cicsee Annce Last test

Av 4.235-09 .3 A LAnct SMEAR 10CA <!En

hMM2CCF201 COMMOW CAVlt FAILUnt OF 2 sLPSI PVMP5 to START 440841e8

TBF 4.34t.04 ,2 13 Lose of Of f elte Power <!t>

Dat2PSCD11 hAffERT 2D11 DISCMAnctD

EDG2DcirrF 2DG1 FATLA to AVu

EDG20C2XAF 2DG2 TAILS 70 DVN

$9004 Sea ash-age nter tactoa

TBF 0.00E-09 2 16 ptA* ton Tatr tutt!AtttG tvist alts

CBt20$C011 6AttERf 2011 CISCHAA ED

taMJetsmus 440V LC its FAVLt McDula

fMM20 LANDS FAILWR1 Of TVRSINE CIAND SEAL $t5 TEM TO MAINTAIN PRESSVnt

OPEA*15 Operator f alla to resingn 2002 or 3D81 to 2D34 (svg bat t.hgl
F1AMANRECD Opero fall to manually centrel EFu pp 1271Ab speed er diseng

3.5-17
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Table 3.5.4.l A. ANO 2 PR A Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets liased Upon Plant Speclue

Data

se s,e nc e Freg. Percent

aa9e hesaure lli Aggleemt Seewe%ce twent s

TBF 8.078 08 .2 T2 Lose of tCS <Its

ftTICITD11 bATTEST 2211 DISCAAa;tD

Sin 2Alsass 4160V toGR 2A3 la itst ce mAtattaAmtt

DP f. h * 11 Dterater f olla to realign 2002 et 2001 to atae leeg bat chgi

ACDLALIGND Osersters fati to realign #tt 'ree 2A3 to IA4 thettery elsch

T95 0.028-06 .2 T6 R LACitt TRIP lk!T!AT]h8 RVikT ella

DMK2C87tRA so FLOW FR3M CST (TYttal FAVLTtt

str23 th3t Amp.2 TAAVttlaa SCAN 8 PLVG3tD

tutftate Osersters f all to transfer to ECP wpee last of su pp onetten

A .' 1.ett-C9 .2 A LARGt DatAR LOCA <!!D

LMM2C;f001 c0MMom CAW 8E FAltUnt OF fr=60A AND 2P=500

tar 1.10 7. + 0 s .2 T1 Tattihe Trip <!!*

L572DSCD11 BATTERY 2D11 DI$0KAA?t0 IAckT m3DVL1

EnM20st12s 4160V AC b*a 162 112

LMM2LCIFRA 2001 Fb8L arte PVMP I AILS TO $1 Att esvaale*

AANDSPeICD (4erstere f ail te allg% of f elte power to 2 A1 or 2A2. fallee

GP t p = 16 operater f alle to reeligh 2:02 er ital to 2DJ4 tong het thgl

TLu 1 l't.te .2 T1 Turstre Tttp alta

DF 15 1 Operater f allt to trip hCit in )$ Rinutet

STFil:SkAP AWD-2 T&AVELigG SCph9 PLUGOLD

sutcPatt cperatore f ail to transf er to ECP vpcn Ites of Fa pp metten
it' T 268-C8 .2 16 etACTQk T91P tu1TIAt!W3 EVtWT tits

t972* SCC 12 bAttt9T 2012 DIS:nAAGED

EMM209212 3 4140V AC Asa 162-214 F AJLT m3DULA

LMM2OOFDCP 2DG1/2 CLMM?N CALat. (AltLkt to puh

KAmc5 Pat:0 og+ratore f all to align ef f ette power to 2A1 et 2kb failed

Orth-16 Operater f alls to realign 2002 or 2001 to 2D34 tort os.chqp
19F T 26f-06 2 76 REATOR 191P le171AT!NG CYENT 41t>

EMM20$1121 4160V A DFR 112+112 FAVLT motULE

tmM2tCFDcr 2DCita CpMmpa CAVSR FA!LURt TO Rus

0972DSCD13 BAfftat 2D11 D18CAA8GED

MAND 1PatCD OTerators f all to align ef felte power to 2A1 of IL2, hales

OPtt.nl Operator f alla to realign 2D02 or 2001 to 2034 t ong est cog)
Mu 6.tet-ce .2 m KEDILM patAs Loca <!En

MMM2cif001 CCocos CAVS$ f AILVBt Of 2 MPSI PVMPS TQ lTAAT enh>

hPS18eluG Dpers f all to align RPS! to not Leg in) after SELoca out lee
TRT 6,775aC4 .2 T) Lees of Of fsite Fever alth

(MM2CCFDOV 2001/2 CaNeus C AUSE FAILL18 TO RWE

QMM2TRANAT ETs PUKP TAAls A F Alt.8 to DELIvtn Flies (P A35 tVE Fact.10

$ b318 Sho NOe-ht:DvtRT FA?tOS

TSF s.2et-De 2 712 LCSS DF AC SV8 2 k3 < TID

CBT203CD11 BATTtti 2011 LfSCHA80tD

ttB264DSID 4 0 0V A0 DRa $2-64Cl F AILJ TO C LOS$

A;R LAL!GmD Cperatore f all to realign 291 f rom 2 AJ to 2A4 thettet) stich

9
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Table 3.5.4el A ANO.2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets !!ased Upon Plant Specific
,

Data

-

se. enee ,,og. ..treet

...e .es.. e ... A. 1.e.t ... .n e i .e ni .

t ., . 23 ... .2 13 L... of eff.it. es.e, <1t> ;
'

DMk2tff9?A kAtttRT CDMMua EAV A!LURS (titt*ll 40pVL4 W/ t$1 VhAWAIL

$3024 $bo Not-RtCCVtaf so f0F
IDc.u..se o,... e. . f. i2 i e .a n. 11, .2 e.e er.. e , cet .o. De e n. ....

tpF 4.21tatt .2 T8 Lege of Service cater Paep Jt4A elia

LMM2ctilla tit $v At 888 182+112 #AVLt nocVLB

SDC2Donsar 2003 FAILA TO DVs

Dpt3DSCD11 hAftt97 2D11 DlachA80'.D

Dytn*ll Operater falls to sealign 2002 et 2001 to 2234 46,3 bat chte

P T AnAmst t0 Dyere f all to manually con * tea tru rp 12ttAl speed or eleche

AV $.001=$$ ,) A LAppt $ttAR LOC A t j t s

etwt2tCt 00 3 cowoom tAVst FAILUnt et hrst erav's to orts
19F $,Tet-et ,) ?! Turblee itip *!LS

tin 2Alauns 4160v Sota 2A1 le its? Da MAINTthAkt

1:?2031*KF 3DG 4 F A! LA to Avh

t$titSCLil hAtttet 2cin DistnAnato

A stit osorster f atte to setace toast and ctsestle IA3 aed JA4
Cett-16 Operator falls to realign Itti er 2001 to 2034 (pag tot chgt

far 6.les-ce .2 116 Lost OF At Dus 3Dt ette

QMR2tkANRA (Fe PUMP TRA!W 6 FA!LA T3 LEL!vth F1cw E Aft!YS F AUltal

C972tSC012 kAtttBT 2012 DittnADEED 2

P T AMANktCD Opers f all to non-sity control tre pp 12PTAt speed er dische
C$tB*16 Operator falls to tealign 2D02 et 2001 to 2234 eswg kat chgl

far 6.391 06 .2 tl tuttine tilp <1ta
,

D912DStt11 hAfttDV 2011 DISOMAAst0

tat 2A3LAug 2 A3 LO RELAY 106 2 A3 $PVa!Dvs init
1

ArntALIGNU Operaters f all to realign 255 frea 2A3 to 2A4 teattery elsch
Ortp.11 Ope r a t et falle to roolign 2002 es 2001 to 2034 t svg 04% chqn

TBF b.39t-06 2 T4 twittee trip (ftt

Det20$c312 BAttraf 2012 O!8CMARGth
i E pt2 A 4 Lans 2 A4 LD BB LAT 194=2 A4 $PV41QU$ t$lt

e* AcatALIGmD Operet '.te f all to realita 295 f ree J A3 to 2 A4 (Dettery eisch
cata.16 operator falle to realign 2002 et 2001 to 2034 toeg bat chg

i sV l.36t*40 ,2 3 SMALL BREAS LOCA ($tt

MpJCCF002 Ccance CAvst FAILVat OF 2 hrst PVMrs to aVn <nosalat ,

SKF8ISWIR4 Opefatet is118 to aligh MPS! eving pump wten A 4 9 pumps !al
{' M9 1.19t*00 .2 N MtDj VM $ ALAR LDCA tit >
4

RMM2CCF003 CCope38 CAV58 F AILURE OF NPO! MOV'8 70 CFtm

MQiLF 415 38 ~ Operatore (s11 to align meal eving pamp
TSf ~ 6.115-00 .2 T3 west of Of f site tower e tta-

EDG2DC1XAF 2D41 FA!La to $Vu

QTM2 tt'WT AF EFu PVMF TAA!N A bMAVA!!ASLt CVt 70 MAINitRANCE

$DG2D02XKF 2tC2 FA!!3 70 RJW

) Cth000 Generic Cffsite Power non-necovery fatter
t ar 6.01t*06 .2 76 RLActon in1P Iktt1At!Na EVtuT <358

Det2tSCD12 batTtRT 2C12 D18:nAAGED

,

.
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Table 3.5.4el A. ANO 2 PR A Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets liased Upon Plant Specine g|
Data

Se14e nc e Freg. Fettent

..ee - e . .. e .., A.c .go .6,.cos t.. ta l

t>wt2 CB212 8 4369V AC DDR 112+212 FAULT facdLt

|s-> >ea n w , of ,e w 2 .e.ta
|

IAND8PPECD C4Wretets fell 10 align ef f elte potet t e 2 A1 Dr I A2 f ailed

OPER*le Oferetet falls 40 teollth 2002 et 2Dil to 2014 f eet t41 chgi

tbF 4.tht-t$ .I T1 Lees of Of f elte Peter 4tts I

|

C9120$CD11 hatitAt 2D)$ D!$thABGtb |

t.DG2 DC2 E AF IbC2 F AIL 4 to ALT

tm20318e: 2D01 StkytCE tatta CootthG F AVLt se*12

59002 590 NON+ ALCCNERT f ACTLA

ist 4.15t 08 .1 73 Lage of Cffelte Fevet etE*

Dtf20$0011 4Attt ar 2D11 Cl&CnAp;tD

EDc2pcia:F 2Dc1 FA11J 10 pts

tw 2DG2ssC it>c! stay 1CE e Atta Cactt >G F Autt stoppa

ahCC) Sho W?h-htCOVlet FActDa

TBF 4 418-Ce 1 til LOSS DF DC kJ$ 2DC2 tits

Ciu2FFwTBF f f W FUMP thale D ilk AVA!1.ADL1 C L t 70 MAltit 4 Ah:2

F1AMAkhtC Jpet4 tote fall te e4hdolly cotitel RF0 p#p (JP'Al treed et

ist 4 ,17t . 0 8 .1 16 aLA tDe taIP !alttatiaG Evtat eits

t.m109812s 4140V AC DFA 182=112 F Ackt NCDVL1

LC.CJ DC 1 R AA 2001 F AILS 70 814A7 Da DEMAND

t>972 0 $0011 BAftthf IUll DISCKAACfD

MANOSP8 ECD Operatete f ail to slign ef f eito power to 2 A1 et 2A2. failed

DFt4*ll Og4 t a t t,t fails to 394413n 2DCI et 2001 to 2034 towq Let thgl
AU 4.e4E C4 .) A 1AA 01 BE LAR 14C A 4 8 t h

IAMICCF004 CDaveOm C AV51 F A!Llet CF 2CV $C11 5011 $051 6 $011

As 4 641-C6 1A IApot t>LAs WCA etts

TMICCf *cV C'PvtOW CAJbt F A!LUpt OF CS es0tta OrthAf tD VALVES

.BF 4.50E-00 1 in tut 01oe 7ttp 4:18

(MPJCD1121 4140V AC DRA 152=112 F AULT DICDWLt

E m2001suC 2 Cal StavlCE m Att a CCEL1ka F AVLt seCDWLL

091205CD11 DAA CED

MAmeAPARCD Operators is!! to align ef f ette power to 2A1 et 2A2. fe!!ed

OPth=16 Dswtater f alle to realign 2D02 et 2001 to 2034 t s.g bet chgl
TBF 4.l?t-ce ,1 16 atAC10m 1917 tutt!At1NG tytNT (!E)

Det2CBCDil SAA GED

EDCIDClauf 2Dc1 FAILS to tvu

E*2CD1093 tilav AC paa 112 509 srup tatP StswAL t AULt ecDult

AtatttD Operatet f alle to teduce lease and tseestle IA) and 2A4 fDG

OPthall Opetator f alls to realign 2002 et 2DO! to 2b34 teeg bat chgp
i far 4 lit-C8 .1 T6 ptAttte 1917 !ait! Af tm4 CVist <!En
i
'

CRTIC&CD;2 &Attttr 2D12 DISCHARGED
I
'

ED02D02EKF 2002 FAlba to RJ#

t m2C94098 4160V AC lesR 162 449 $Pi|2 TRIF SICNAL F AUL7 *CDULE

ActTILD Operatet falls to todace 10000 ene creset te 2 A3 and 2A4 1D0

OPED+16 Ope r a t et f alle to feelign 2D02 or 2D01 te 2 34 i sug t.e t chgt

|
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Table 3.5.4el A. ANOe2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets liased Upon Plant Speellic
'

Data

se,.e te Fre.. ,etteet

..es ea s e,e .., A,.ies t .e..e se too t.

Ms 4.letatt .1 st MtD!kN BRfAt LDC.A 4188

vm2 C $u1A lsDittattNT FAtLUst$ OF C$ tkA!N A (7tPlan FAILVtt$1
tm2C$tanA IWttttNttst F AILttt$ OF C5 TRAlt t 4tittal FAILU8tli

Tas 4.34t.00 .3 T1 total Loss of totence estet Flev <lts
W 2cstert so Fire Fatm est (tttt 2 FAVLTSI

QCatsarts operator falte to align tre eaction to ent6teste Anot consen

ter 4.2et ce .1 t3 1,se of c'fsnte revet etts

$4MACCFDGF 3DGl/2 CJMt* CAUSE FAILVRE TO DUe

Pt%2ttANAA (f u PVMP thAlk A F AILS to PtLIVI.A F148 (Act!Yt FAVLt91

$ boll eso pon.atettvitt FAtton

16F 4.24L-06 .1 te toes of Servare ester top 2t44 tits

tutett12I 416av Ac 978 infallt FAULT ps:@ ult

1pC20GistA . ItG1 FAIL 4 10 $tAtt D81 DtXAND

t97208CD11 BAtttpt 2011 DISCnAActa

tapatstt tre 4tets f all to elett stamatsy at a sp $tlet to 18 trie 4 1

T BF 4.118 00 .1 16 ALAttoa tatt is!?IAttmo tytut tite

CRT2Dictl1 hAttraf 2018 DistnAnctD
t.mJ C Bills 4160V AC DNS 182*112 FAULT MODVIA

tm2001FEF 2bGl FVEL attk PWMF f A11.8 to Sve seesalem

RANCst$t(D Operatete fell to allgn ef f $1te powet to 2A1 et 2 A2, 241194
OftR lt (4*teter istle te sealign 2002 et 2081 to 203a toeg tat ehti

far 4.1?t=04 .1 16 St.A:fon talt INITIATING Evtst 8188
DBt2DSCD12 SAtttat 2012 015tMARCtD

Em2CD2121 4160# Ac ska 112-212 F AULt MJDULA

tivt2 DC2 t af 3DG2 TVEL RFin PVMP FAILS to RUM <modeles

FAA0lfkt t Operatert fall to 4116n offsite pomet to 2A1 et 2A2, fallee
OPED+16 Operatet f alle te sealign 2002 er 2001 to 2&)4 l ee t t>a t chts

TBF 4.111+00 .1 11 total Lese of Service mater Flow 88ts
CDt20S*Dil hATTEpf 2011 DISCHARGED

tm2C9112a 4140V Ac est 152 112 FAULT evDDULA

MAmostat:0 Ogetatets fall to align ef f ette power to 241 et 2A2, falled
CPER*41 Operater f alls to sealign 2002 at 2001 to 2:24 lev 6 t;at chgl

AV 4.12t-ce .1 A LAact 64LAR tacA <Its

MMw2CCFCO2 COMoop CAust F AILUDE OF 2 MP81 PVMi's 10 DVu theaale>

TBF 4.025-04 .1 13 Lose of Of f ette Powet alta
t.m2 CCF b3F 3DC1/2 CoseK* CAVSE F AtLUtt to DVu

QMM28tMADM STEAM 4;M18810W VA1.Vt 2CV $340 2 ANS DYFASS VALVE isV-6205

$N13 Sho NDM-ettoviaf FActCR
fpF 4.0lt-ce .1 12 Lese of criente Feoet <1t*

CST 2DSCD11 SAttlet 2Lil DIS nAA:tD
EDG2DG181F 20G1 F A!1.5 to DVu

Sm22t4 tA su PtMP 2P4C MODULE

S h]O) S h:) NDN.htCOVERt F Aftos
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Table 3.5.4el A. ANO 2 Pil A Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets liased Upon Plant Specille

Data

. e , .e -e ,te,. to,te.,

..ee M.a.... ... A..iae t .e,oo.e .ee .

f tf 3.931 04 ,1 te htActos tatt Isjt!AttgG EdWT (!Et

tStitSC01# ILAt?tpf IDl3 D19CHA90f D

ICtll!9ht til vbc DetAatt 043 D1 tubartal of te thW to 18

tDG7bCitRP PDC 8 FAIL 4 19 DUN

hAmottttCD Operater t f all te allget ef f ette power to #A1 tst 2AA, faites

198.8-16 Dpe t a t et falle to realigh 2De# et 8D91 te 3D34 t oeg b.at e+gt

f Bf );9M*l8 .I 14 ALACtOA tt!P leltlA1180 $Viet alls

SCD231 tate 186V DC tea 97 3103 tmAmsttet Cets

RDCJD:last 2DCl (A.L3 to DVD

t:9titSCDil &Attt#? *till t>t$ChADCED

MAbotratCD Opetatore f all to allem of f site power to IA A et IA7, falles

DFth 16 tverstet falle to realign at-C3 et 7001 to 3DJ4 towg t.at chgi

ms 1.8?t-ce .IM MLD1LM ta t.AA LOC A tits

TMM1C8144A INDE Plutt NT F AIL 1'at t of Cost Spe@ ikAIN &

t *tM2 C 819 t B INLtrttLLkt FA!Lkpts Of CtSut SVed The f t p

195 3 418-!0 .1 16 ktAtt5a totP (Wtt! Attes tvtut <Its

Ghf7DEFILL OPlattott F Alt to AttCs tJe SUCTIDW to ALitkhAtt towDtWSAtt

Aff28thkRP ANO ) tt AittleG StDel F LUG 0tD

twtCFDfCD Or4 f t fall to ter,ft to (Cf i, pen less of De pp suct seg stFit

t hr 3.60t ce 1 til Lcts or tic sus 4t03 sits

(pettf.Cr 1 AC (twueum C AW48 F AILVet pF SFs AC isJtCilum VALVES

t ' AMAnt t C operator s f all te maruelly cortret Ett pap i.ttAl speed of

19F 3.lst-06 .1 ft PtAttc4 telt imit1 Atlas tvtst d ets

F M.'J f wa t 0A FA!Lott to contact Floes theOUGH B/G A ALG AND pffA88 VALV18

ErlM4* u MA tf W FVMP 1& Alu 9 F AILS to ICLtVtn F AMes ( Activt F AVList

OFIP-3 Operates f alla to start ehte through toellt.g 1h I hout

FDPt9F#;l3 Opetators fall te prevent SG evetf111 while following t,07 3.

TBF 1 56t-ta .1 16 9tACTOs talP tNIt!AtlNG EVtNt (117

FMM7*watGB F A!LLat 70 CONinT. Flot ibn3VGM 5/4 S REG AND STPA!& VAltil

imM2thANbA EFW PVMP TR A14 9 F AILS to DELIVt h FILw 4 ACtivt f AVLit e

OPEh ) Cpperater falls te statt thse tritewgM eso11rq in 1 host

F0ft3FWCSD CTetatete fall te Pfewent SC oeet!!!! while felleeing LOP 3.

AJ 3_l25-09 .1 A tAAGE DAl.A$ LOCA #!tt

1MMJt%3A 7t +12A ht At IRCMAm0tk F AIL 3

1#9421129 21*12$ MLAt (IChANOtt F AIL $

MV 3.let.04 ,1 h MID!vm buiAA 1DCA (113

ni.ctJC C F CC) CCover#u ( AJst T AILU31 DF 3 HPgl PVMPS TO WUN E nnt>a ub e n

MP81851No Olets fall te align Mrti to Pet Leg *nj af tet St 'ta and lee

MM 1.39t-04 .1 M MF.D I Vit pe t. A4 (OC A (1t D

VMMJCCFPMA C $ i mp C t30$>N C AVlt V AILUkt TO ST AAT teeegles

12staAf Operatets tall to align List pop to previse Cs flew with tio

79F 3.31t-00 ,1 Tai 143s of DC Den 20C3 < tta

QitF 2 tFIRSF OrtRA100 F AILS 70 f pOPISLT Blif008 ff W TRA A N $

P1AAAAnts (metater e f all te sam ally cont tal Ett pap 42PTAI spees et

S'
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T BF 3.34tatt 1 til LGal GW As $d5 .A3 alL*

tpT3DSitti hAtttat 3Dal D18CNAnalD

DC049811tD 00 &&LAJin 209131 fAlla te CLDSL

AchtA1166D C44tatore fell to feelign 386 f a me 8 A3 t o # At I be t t.

19f 3.39E*00 .1 16 etAtt04 TE AP thitl Atit0 (vtut ella
DetkD&CDit hafttef 8011 DitC4AAGtD

STMJ640133 linvDC Dvs 2Dil Is itst ce m41mitaAuct
MAmostatCD ppenstate f 611 te elign ettette revet to IAI et 2 AJ, f atled

De t e.19 pperatet f alls to teollyn 2003 et 8094 to 3234 Itet tel tht6

16F 3.308 94 .1 t) Lege of Cf f ette pewer tita

LPMJtetDGA #DG1/3 Crewee CAVol FAttukt 70 8tA81

fpqMJ ttam AA tre PustP TAAls A TAIL 8 to Ottivte PY* 1ActIVt tAVLill
>

$9011 S M hoe-ttt0Ytti (ActOA
T DW 3.llE*$4 .) 114 LDi$ DP AC DW3 ill ett8

thM2FW7 tat TAILVRt to C0stROL Fue takDU6M Ste 9 att Amp 9Yt4J8 VALVta

tetiDerD18 hatitet 2014 DItenAktta

FDetbfWCSD Opetet6te f ell to prevent SS #wetf141 thale fellesth9 SDP 3.

(sta 16 Ot.asater telie to tesalgt, $$Di et 2081 to 3036 1999 l'et engt

ter 3.118-94 .1 fle Less DF At hva Igl site

t hMJ f wn E GA fA1L0tt 70 CetthCL FLDu thkDV0M Sie A 6te AmD Bfrasa VALvt3

F9tiDS0011 6Afttti 3D11 C16thARGtD

fottarw080 Operatore Isil te prevent 80 everf 511 valle f ellowint Ebf 3.

Ctte.nl C14tster fails to realign 3Def et 2001 te 4034 torg bet thgl
TBF 3.001,40 .1 13 Lees of Cf f site tower <113

GavQltMALM STLAM ADM18810m VALVt tev.0349.J AmD DvP A48 VALVI 18V-020)

tMMJttfDGA #DG1/2 COMMON CAkSt talLLat to StAht

$ Doll Sh0 20W.9tCOVERT f ActDe

TOTAkt !.488*$$ el.404 el total Frequency 3.208-04

._

=
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abl* k khe d. *2 i A Dorninant o, inp 100 Cutsets liased Upon Generle Data g
. ..t

leg. ente Casage freg. Percent

a s se elsee meaeSee sts Accleent seguence (vowts

thF 8,66t*Le la.? T12 LDSBcd AC $LS IA3elle

t$t2L&fDil bAttttt 2011 Cl&CNAD*.tb

Drfe ll 04*fatet istle to testign 2004 et it21 to 7t34 f evg bat et gl

A; ALA LI GND C44tattre f all te realigh 159 f tt e JA1 to 2 A4 lbettery eleck

t hf 4.368-04 6.9 ilt brast DF >C DUS 2001 <!8 *

DMRJ t k AA AA tre PVAP ttA!W A F Alta to Ottf vin P Lou IA!1h1 f AVitS6

hAmust$tt Operstets f all to aligh ef f ette poear to 2A1 er 3 A2 faales

TCn 1 tit-61 3.1 ft total 14ea of Service uster flee tits

lettet Cgetator falla to trip ptte in 30 alastes

1)ste c44ratet falls to start stander se tamp 4 align tet, e cattas

f t) 4.$$t*01 3) T6 Af At?De TDIP INITI A?!bG tVtW1 tits

CS?l0BCDit b477tti 2011 DISthADGID

T1M2Alasms 4140V Stat IA) in Tilt D6 MAltttkaart

Ottpall Dpe r a t o f f alls t o testlgh 2b02 er FDD) to #D34 f eeg test et g1

AC A LALt heb Opesatert fail to 1e41194 lb) f ret 2 A3 to J A4 (tettery eleth

TBF l. fit *01 7.9 ft DL Ar?'>p TD A P Ik!TlAfthG IV1NT 4118

LPTID5tD17 EAff!Er 2012 Cl87nAACLD

L LGiDG2 t NF 2DGI IA]LJ 1D SWN

E MM/t tf 12 5 dieuV At het 162+#14 F AULT N00VL1

M A*Dn P #t C D Operators f all to 4119m of f elt e power to I Al et 3AF, failed

f488-16 Cpelatet falla to feeligh IChi et ID01 to ' D3a teeg LaL chg1#

Tar 1.01E-01 2.9 f6 8LACTDa Tnl> tht? tat!NG IVt41 alta

t%M/ftll2R 416DV A bt > 162*147 #Abit N3tVLt

(LCJ G1RAF 2DGl IAILJ TD DVN

LBTIL50011 DAfflD1 frl! CISchAAGED

NAnDst kt s D Dg+tatore f s&& to aligh effelte powet le IA1 er 2 A2, failed

C+ts.16 clerater falle to tealign PDCI et 2D01 to 2014 (seg bat chgt

for 4. int 01 2.4 fle Lost of De hus 2004 <1ts

QMm15 ?m4rm stLAN A; mist!Os v ALVE 2CV 4 340=# AND DTP Ast VALVt 28v-Ot tl

MAnalPpt; (yetatete f all to align of f sit e power to 2 Al or & A2, fallet

19f 4 66t*01 2.3 Tl Lest of Of f site Power tits

t.Hm2 t C F 00.4 2CG1/2 Corveas CAust fAILUtt to START

QMM2taAhAA tru PJMP TLAlh A F A11J TO ttLIVER Flies ( ACilVE F AVk'lg t

t hol t sma non ettovtet F Artoa

thr 4.638-91 2.3 til LDSS OF DC DW4 2003 <lts

OmnittAnsA tru PVMP TkAls a FA!!J TD ttL1vit Fliar 6 Aft!VE F AULill

PSAMAkhlt Dietetere f all te sangally control EFW pump (2PTAI egeed er

KA 4.665 01 3.0 m KE DIVm ba tAs Lot A < 1t e

ymMJtCFMov COMMON CAk31 F AllVit QF CS N0f 04 OPERAttD VALVE 8

f;n 3,908-01 1.9 16 REAtt09 telP 19|TIAtlWG EVikt (128

OPIA *4 Oterator f alle to tilp htte ln 30 minutep

$7Filf8h1P AN>-I ThAVtLING $0Dhl PLUGOLD

stt retC Oteratore f all to transfer to 8CP kPon lose of Su pp ogetton

thr 3.411 01 1.1 110 Loss or be agt 2001 <!**

g?h7truTAF IFe PUKF TR&1N A Vk&VAILASLt DUE TO MAINitW AM05

| KAMOSP8tt Operatet e f all Le align Of f $lte pomet t0 2Al Of IA2, failed

3.5-24
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Table lit. ANO.2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Ilased Upon Generic Data |

,3. .i

.e..e, . i...go Fre , ,e,.eet

...e ti... M....,. c., A..l..e4 ....e.te i.eet,

t hF f.468-07 1.8 ti tur>6he tilp 4188

Dat3DatD18 DAtttti 2011 BlatitAactD

ttMf u usas 418pv saga tu is 183t Da MAlefthAmCE

Ott#*tt Operater felle to realign 2D03 et 2001 to #D34 teeg bet afiga

AttLAt!$ND Egetaters fe!) 10 feelign #94 free J u to $A4 lbettery Sitch

S et 2.36t*01 1.1 8 SMALL httA8 LOCA 4188

RMM2CtF003 CCope0N CAWlt F AILWh! OF M7 81 80V'$ to opt 9 !

HCitt91RJS Dlete fall to ellyn ht$1 Le Ms4 Lag 4m) efter 4DLDCA she 100 i

19F ) 17t 01 1.8 11 futtit+e tilp elle !

totit9CDif SAfttDt 7017 DISCkAaGth

EDS70G#stf 2002 F AIL 8 to RUN |

f im2Clil#3 4160V AC Det !$2*#17 FAULT MODWLt

?.
u.me.teD opet.no,. f. u te . a gn off.it. r .et to en et nu, f.ne.

.

W ($tt lt Operater f alle to feeligh 2D04 et #C81 to 3D34 toeg vet thgp i

197 f.1'tatt 1,1 11 tertite trip (Its

tert 2C$llis el60V At BPR 167 183 FAVtt osopytt

tDGiDGIIEF 2DC) F AILS TO kVW

j DttIDSCD11 hAtttht 3D13 DI4chAAC&D

j Mmint c0 Opet.ter. feu te .uga ef f ene p.et to an et su. f.ne.

; Of f h *18 Operater f alls to testign 2002 et 2001 to 3D34 cong tat chel

t>F 1.eet*01 1.0 t6 pt.ACfDs fait ltttlating gYtut 41&n

| LMM1CD112I 4164V AC 98R, .54=11) F A4tt 863DVLt

$DG2D41sAA 2001 F AILS to $1 apt DN btJeAN#

D872L5CC11 &atttat 2061 DISCHARCtD*

1''
MAmostatCD Operators fell to elign effette power to 2Al et #AJ, felled

i Otthall operator falls to teollga ILC# et IDel to 3034 i so s t.a t thgl

{
't hf I ter 01 1.0 13 Less of PCs alp

4 08t*Dictt1 bAttthy 2011 DI$ChABCt0

IMMJH Exus 400v $2 #Bl (Autt ICDULA

i P T AMAMRECD Opets fell to eahually cetatrol SFu pp IIP 1A6 speed et 61sthg
.

Orta-ll Operates 18118 to realite 2003 et 2001 to 2DH isnt t.4% chge
ter 1.91t+t1 1.0 11 total bees of Service ester Flow sits

QPYtJCIttRA 20 Flpt FROM Cat (ttPBal FAULTS)

i oCunfin Cw f.t.t f.n . i. . ne tre ...u en is .norn.te u Oi .on.e.

I $1 1.93f-01 .9 8 *nALL sktAA LOCA site

tm2: Sit k A luDtPtWClut FA1LUkts OF Coat SVMP tkAls A,

TMMJCSTANS INttFtWDtWT F AILt$tt OF CONT SI!Mr thAlp 9

tpf 1.13t*01 .9 f t toes of Service noter tump 2P4A titt

EMM2 Call 2s 4160V AC Dsn 16#.113 Faut,t ICDULA .

EDG2DClERA 2DG1 FAILA TO STADt ON DLMAND

tttIDSCDll SAttgat 3011 DischA8380

t$thtett Opetetets fall te start standby su Pump prior to it Ltlp 4 1

u TBF 1.448-01 .4 13 Lose of Of f site tower tith
ECC7DalI1A 2001 F AILS TO Stut om DtHAND

:Pv47tRANAA (FW PtiMP ikAf s A F AILA tt) DttlVEA FLC4r I ACT!YE F AVLTSI

EDCIDGJutA 2DCt FAlk5 10 Stut Du tr. MAND

$E01 lbD NDR-RECOVt91 iACTOR

i 3.5 25
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Table Ill. ANO 2 l'llA Domin.ent or Top 100 Cutsets liased Upon Generic Data g
Plaet

leg ette Damage freg. Percent

Dono C1446 hee t .t e all AcclSent Segwence Stente

T bf 1.631 81 ,8 T3 Lese of Of f site Devet ella

ret 251MAdu STLAN ADn18310m VALVt try.0349 2 Abb ptP Asa WALyt 2sv-02tl

14M2CCFDLA 2001/3 connoa (AUSS F AILURt TO $1 Apt

Sell Ano kwnt.ttrittf F AffD4

t hf 1,838-07 .8 Til Lost Ct DC &VS 2D&2 tits

QMnlikAker tFW PVetP thAls D l At!J % ttLivth Fit,* tP Asi!Vt F AULTSI

P1ANANA8C 14*tatete fell to eJnually centtel (F1 pamp 4271As esees or

TDi 1.538*01 .6 T1t Loss vf DC BV8 2001 tits

GNMIC00LTB 1089 0F BLADING CCCLING TO P1A TU6 ping q2 33

MAm05PDit Operatets f all to align of f shte poest to 2Al et 2A2, failed

TLE 1.46t=01 .1 il ter&'Ine Tilp elta

C4.R*1 Ope r a t e t f e!!$ to it sp ette in 30 airstee

STP#ActhSP AND*2 TRavF.L1hu 8 ent PLLCOLD

$ Wl PDLC Operatere f ell to 4tansfet le LfP upon lete of $5 (P evttlen

TPF 1.448.-01 1 16 SEAC?C8 1A!P 1&ITIAt!>G (VthT (188

FB72DtCD11 bAf ttRY 2D11 DJ 8thA60tp

t ot 2 A3 La as 243 LC DLLAT 166 2A3 SPutivV6 7 PIP

ACSLALIG4D D)*setett f ell te teollgn 295 f rom 2A1 to 2A4 tt<attery dieth

DPip*16 Oferster f alls to f eellgn 2002 of 2DU1 to 2014 law ( bat thqt
i kF 1.448-01 .1 T 4 ptAttoa teir lu1TIAT3ec tVYwt <!st

E314:5CD12 hAf?f tf 2D12 DISChAA !D

fRt2A4LAIS 2a4 LO Bf LAT 186=2A4 $PV810V8 TRIP

AC$tAL!LhD Cgetagets fell to teglign 23) free IA3 to IA4 ibattery eisch

OffD*16 f}4tator f alle to toalign 2C02 of 2t01 to 2014 steg hat etgl

?>s 1.311 01 ,1 T1 Total Less of setelte watet Flee ett>
QMF 2 P f.f l LL DitRAf?al F AIL TO ALIGN IFW SVCTIDN TO AttlahAft COWLthlAtt

OPED-2fkG Cperater f alls to vee thatting pu re f et feed a bleed coolina

!bt 1.12t*01 ,6 T10 LC18 DF DC D'Ja 2001 < !!>

Q442TRAkAf (f t PUMP TR AlW A F AILS TO DEL 1Vik FLDu (PAf81V8 FAViT81

nAmostatC cseratete fall to align effelte pawet to 2Al of 2 A2, felled

TBF 1.07t*DT . ) 16 RLACTOR TRIP INITIAT1ka BVtWT (187

c572DECC11 bATTlat 2D11 L18thADOLD

EMM2CD1123 4160v Ac asa 183=112 F AULT m3DULE

LMMIDGIFRA #DG1 FUtb 171R PLMF F AILA to ST ADT esodule s

RAMO 3PatCD Cfetatsta fell to allen ef f ette pocer to 2A1 of 2Al, failed

0P88-16 OF4 ster falle te realltn 2D02 et 2D01 to 2C34 t avg bat chgi
SV 1.011-01 6& $%ALL DRE A3 LDth alta

MMM2CCF001 CDRm3W CAvst Fn..JRt of 2 AP51 PvM75 TO ST ART 8eodules

$HillSulhG Dperatete f all to allen MPSI using peep fo110 ming a SBLDCA 4
taf 9 018*00 .5 T3 Lesa of Of f ette Power (1t>

LMn2001F aA 2001 FbtL ITER PWM$ FAIL 8 TO $1 AST eteduleb

QMM2tRANAA EFW PVMF TRAls A F AILS TO DLLIVtB FLOW (ACTIVE FAVLTS)

SLGlD;2EAA 2t:2 FAILS TO ST ART OW LLMAhD

5D001 Sh0 now-tit?Vint FACToa

TRE 9.021-08 .4 T? Total Lsse of Setvite Datet F16v 41$3 '

QMMJPMSOCA to FLou THADUGH COMON PUMP $VCTIOW E!Wt {TYPtol FAUL78)

QC5ftRFte Cre t a t e t f alla to 41193 EFu sactlen to alternate AuG1 concen

3.5 26
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Table 18. ANO.2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets llased Upon Generic Data.

1

1

e l.ht
<.e. ence D. .e steg. Pet.e t,

.a.. c1... Me. e e, . .. A ...t .e..so . Seeni.

4

ftr 4.108 08 .4 16 RLACf De 1927 Istt! Atlas tvist <!ts

(TM2AlttAI 4 880V $UO4 244 1B f t$t OA RAlWith AACI

tbG2DGIREF 2001 F AILS TO SVe

$312DSCDil 6Attt#7 2 Din titCnAact$

ACat!! ppetetet fails to toevee lease and etesstle 2A) ans #A4

Ott#all Opesetet falle te realign 2DC2 et 2001 te 2234 leeg Dat thgt

AV 0.23t.cf 4A LAtst tpLAR LOCA etts

a HMM20L7081 COMMON CAUS$ FAILVtt Dr i MPat PUMFS to STAat emedalen

TDF B.07t*C4 .4 12 lese of PCS 4388

DBt2DtCDil SAttrav 2Dit $ttinADGtD

tt>2A3XIII 4160V seCB 2A2 It itSt 08 MA! Nit 4ANCE e

1 DPthall Dpe r a t et felle to realign JD02 et 2004 to 2D34 insg tat thgl
#AC# TALI &nD C54tatete f all to esalign 2$$ f rom 2A3 to 244 lbsttery Gleth

AU 1,$ltatt .4 A LApCE batAt 43C A ($3s

LMM2CCteG1 CuwMas CAUpt FAILVAt DF 8t=6DA AWD 27*4 D

TMX T.34t*C8 .4 16 9EA0798 f p!P !#!tl Af!N? tvtWT tits

GMt#8ffilk DFtkAf Det F Alt TO ALIGN IFW tvet!De TO AbitabAtt CONDtW8 Att

STFISCpulP AND*) TkAVEL!NG $ CANS PLVGCED

SutCPatCD cpets f ail to tthf t te Ett upon less of to pp suct (eg STF25
,

ter 1.205-04 4 ?! TutDine trip 4118

IAM2Ctll25 4140V AC DRR 163 132 FAVLt MODVL1

ED&2DClREA #DG1 F AILJ 70 81 AAT DN DLhAND

DBt2DSCL11 kAf f LDT 2911 DISC KAAGED

MAncsF9tCD C4*tetere f all to align ef f ette poest to 2Al et 242 falle4

OrtR*ll Operator f alla to f eelign 2002 et 2001 to 2834 toeg Dat ergi
tpr 7.19t * t t .4 ?? Lost of PCS tit *

Opt 2tSCDit hAtitty 204i DISCnAAGtD

FD02DGlERF 2031 FAILJ 70 SUN

EMM2C51121 4160Y AC DR8 litall) FAULT R3DVL1

NANCSPRECD Dperates t f ell to allga ef f stle power to 2Al er 2 At, f ailed
DPER*ll Ppetatet falls to testign 2002 et 2003 to 2C34 towg bat chte

TBF 7.lll*C0 .4 T2 Less of tC5 *188

09T2980012 DAtttpf 2012 DISCKAROLD

CDG2002EEF 2DC2 FA11J to DJN

LMM2Chil2X 4160V At saa 112+212 f AULT MoDVLE

hah 01P&8CD 05eratete f ail to alten of f site power g a 2Al er 2A2, faites
DP t h * l 6 Dperator felle to realign 2D82 et 2001 %e 2DAA t.et hat sage

i
nV 6.99t.04 .3 m MEDIVM patAR LDCA alta

MMM2CCf004 CCetMON CAVlt F All.VP1 OF $ Hf 81 PVMr$ 70 f tAe* apeggien

kP818u!NG Opeteters fall to ellgn MP81 schat pu pm
T3? 6.$nS*00 .3 16 ktAttC4 inip Istflattuo tvist <!ts

1-
l Les2r91 tin titov AC ene 312*112 FAutt noDVLt

. LMMJDalswc 20C1 stkvlet aAtta Coottus f AULT McDVLA
; D ,1,0..*D ,1 .Ar,1,7 201, DI C.AAotD :
' ~~'

.A.: P,tCD ope,.te,. f.t to siign off.ite r.eet t 2A: 4. #A2. f.iie.

, ert.*ii Dperatet f.11. to teatl., 2002 er 20.i to 2D>. <est Dai .h,1

3.5 27 .
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Table 18. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets llased Upon Generic Data

Plant

le benre C a t.s te Pret. Percent

Base Cases mea sur e 444 Accisent Segwe$ce t weet e

w-n

$5 6.3tt+00 .) $ SMALL DRIAA 1DCA t!!D

Km2 P A18tP C INDEPtsetti PASSIVE FAllxats OF krst PVMP tRAls e

78tMJ Ca t e n A twDittActs? FAttunts DF Cost 2WMP TRAtt A

1Df 4.09t-ce .3 73 Lose of of f elte Fever <!8s

Ctt3DECD11 SAf7thf 201) DISChAAGED

EDG2DGlEAA tbC) FAILS 10 $tA)? De CLMAND

(DGIDG2sxP 2DG2 Fat 1J TO RVN

$ WC 2 $90 DDe*DECOVtpY FACTOR

TBF 6.891-C4 .3 13 Lese af Offelte Fever c!$a

t9?20$CD11 BAT 3 GED

EDG2DG1EEF 2DG) FAlta TO huu

ED&2DC2stA 2DC2 F AILS 70 STM t DW tt8tAND

SBOC3 81u hoh+4tCOVEst fACTUA

T BF 6 96t+C0 .3 13 Lees of Of f ette Power fits

t*P.2C FDGF 2DG1/2 C0aprA C AUSE FAILUnt to DL N

(ptM2 T RAA AA trw PLMP TRAIN A P A!I.3 TD DELIVLA FI/>W 1AC73VE fAJkTSP

$holf 580 #De*ptCUvf BT F ACTOS

79F l.7$t*G0 .3 13 14ee of cf f tste Povet <1t*

EDG2DGlanA 2DCI F AILS to $1 ART De t'LMAND

Qm257% ALM $TLAM A0M!$$1DM WALVE 2CV-0340 2 AhD $rPASP VALvt JSV.'2tl

ELG2DG28AA 2Dc2 F A!La to ST AAt Oh E-EMAND

5b001 850 WOm*BECOVttV FACToa

?pr 5.49t40s .3 73 Lose of Cf f elte Power 4115

1972r5CCil RAfftDT JU11 ClfCMA20tD

t.MM2 C C F O C.A 2DG1/2 ( WM.h CAgtt FAILLpt TO ITART?

1m30 9 580 N:W+8tronET FACTOS

?BF l.let-04 3 ?) Lege of Offekte Power 8118

EDG2DG1 AR.A 2DG1 FAILS TO $7 ART ON LLMAND

QMM2?RAMAA tFu PUMP TRAIN A FAIL 3 TO DELIVtp fLLs (ACTIVt FAJLill

S m22740AA su PUMP $P4C 80Duts

4001 S M Neb-RECOVEDT FActea

?BF 5,llt-ce .3 T3 f4ee of offsite Fever <!ta

EDG2DCinaA 2141 F AILA 70 $1 Aat ON DLMAND

QMM>tkAmAA tru FVMr TRAIN A F Alt.$ 70 CELIVER FLEAS l ACT!VE F AULT$)

Mm2 ACTMP B lu*tFINCtWT ACf!VE F A!Lunts OF MPs! P947 t4Alu e

05P26 CSP N w atCOVtkT FACTom

TBF S.12t-ce .3 13 Lose of of reite Peoer *Its

(DC2DG15EA 2DG1 FA}LS TO $1 MT De f,tMAND

Qo:M2TnASAA tra PUMP TAAIs A FAILS Tu DLLivtt FLou IACTIVE fAULTll

RatM2 0 tCClu ECCS VALVE Foe FilD AND 31410 F AIL $ TO CPts

05P22 Ost On-ktCOVtat (ACTOR

TBf 1 $2t-09 .3 13 Lees of Offelte Power 41t>

EDGl* 13AA 2pel FAILS TC stAat DN DEMAND

C,8tm2 f % Ah 4A (FW PUMP TRAIN A F AIL.8 to ptLivta F1hu dart!vt FAU:731

| A m20iTOPN LTOP/tCc1 vALvt FA!Ls to CPts rop Fttt AwD BLitD

03P20 CS P NDM + > t COVER Y F ACTOR

I
'

3.5-28
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Table IB. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets flased Upon Generic Data

. ,1ert

.e..ence D. .e ,,e.. ,er ent

..e. Cia.s e . ..r e ti, A., lee,.i te. ent. i. ente

T., . 4 8... .2 ,, Le.e of ef f.iis esse, .it,

LPCIDG181A 2001 FA!W to $f AAT 04 DEAAND

Qwri t t.AW AA tru PUW ikAIN A FAILA TO DttlVth f1DW 1Act!Vt FAVLt91

tet20C29#C 2D32 SERV!ct WAtta COC4!he F AvLt MoDUL1

shoot suo non-atCpVtar FActea

TBF $.49t-00 .3 13 Laes of Of f site tenet tita

t.wt2DG18st 2DG1 sitVICE mAf tt C'cklas F AULT ssJcula
'

QwtithAnAA till PUMP TkAls A F Atta to $$LIVth f1te ( Activt F AULtal

tbG2DG2EAA 2DG2 PA11J to $1A8f Os CLAAND

41087 $80 #0# stCt%3f F Actoa

19F l.39f-08 ,3 ?) tutkine trip Elf >

t-912D$CC11 SAtttRY 2D11 $18 CHAP.Ctb

ter. A3 Lamp 2 A3 14 61Mt 3 86-2A3 SP'J A20Vf th t?

A*ktALICND Operators f all to feelle 246 f ree IA3 to IA4 (t.attery slach

CPts.15 operatet felle te rea110n 2C02 et tC01 to 2*34 leeg t.at cr.g

tar S . 3 9t t e .3 11 tursite trip <tta

tstJtSCD12 hAfttpf 2012 DIM MARGED

{ ERE2 A 4 Ls at 2A4 to At M T 104-1A4 SPyt!cVs TR1P

AChtALIGwD Operators fell to tea 11gn 181 flee I A3 to IA4 tbattery elech

CPfa*16 operatet fatte to testign 1942 or 2001 to 2334 lawg het chgl
'

Av S,675-09 .3 A LAPGt batAA toCA <!&n

kMM2CC#993 CDepeDN CAL 31 F AILUnt OF HPl1 Mov'8 to Ortil

19a 4.918-60 .2 16 ALAcipe TalP th!TIAtlpa tVth? tith

Quot2C5 ts P A #9 FLou FROM cit litPE*1 FAWLtSi i

stF24 Canst kNo-3 f RAVELIh4 Sf tk$ PLUGOLD

8etCPatt Otgratore f ail to t ransfer to ECP upon Ices of Su pp surtlen
IBF 4.071-P0 .2 T2 Lose of Cf f site Power 4118

44M2CCFf1A 2DGl ## FUE L RFtB PWMP COMMON CA'J54 F AILVht TO 8tAtt

W itkANAA Efe PUMP thAjt A FA3LS tQ $tt!V83 $ LOW (Art!VE fAyLis)

CGCAYtFktC Oper at et f alls to f etill D0 eay tant vethq AMon transfer pv4
85011 480 Not-StCCTERY FArtet

19F 4.I!**te .2 til Ab88 f4 DC Dat 2003 <1ta

CtetJ1rW18F frW PUMP tkAIN S UkAVA!!AaJ DVE to ILA.utta Amtt
P1AMAmptC Operatore f all to manually control (FW pump (2PW speet og

t%R 4.4 0t *C4 .2 T2 JAte of PC$ 4'.43

C*ER*1 Ope t at et f alle to ttip RCro in 30 olhutes

STTISCkN!* AkO*2 t1AVELlWS SCRh8 PLVGCED

sw1JtatC Operators f a11 to tea $ ster to tCP upon less of su pp suction
MV 4,614 04 2m MEDIUM DetAP LOCA (!ES

MMMICCF003 COMMON caw $t F AlkVtt Of' MPSI fCV'S to GPEN

hot t.tGibJe Opere f ait to align nr$3 to Mot Leg Inj 44;et S$tDCA and lee
$W 4,48tatt m2$ $ MALL BetAR 1CC A <!!A

net 2rCf002 Cave.s CALSE F AILUS$ or 2 MP5 8 PUMPS to Agu <moeule>

SMPS18vluG Opgratet e f ell te align MP85 using PJP f e11 cuing a Sb1DCA 4

3.5 29
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Table 18. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Gencric Data g
P .nt

.

S e q .e nt.e Datage Freq, Percent

base Clase mea s ur e 447 Accleent Sequence twent e

~
c

TBF 4.34t-04 .2 T12 1 DSS OF AC DLV 2A3 <!ts

D9720SCDl! BATTERT 2Dil DischAAG20

LCSJ44DSED 490V AC MR 62 64D% F AILS TO CLOSS

ACREAttwND Operatete fall te gest (gn 235 from 24) to 2A4 (battery dioch

TBA e.241-00 .2 T1 Total Lose of service unter Flev sitz

QMM2CSTWRF WD FLou FaaM CST (Typt-2 FAULTal

QCSTREFER Operster falls to align SFW a uct i tit. to alteenste 8901 consen

AU 4 . 0 6 R.= 0 0 .2 A LARGE Dat.AF 14CA (!!* c

LMM2CCF004 COMMDu C AUSE FAILi*RS OF 2CV-1017 S C 2 3, 6031 4 1071

Ar 4.04t-09 2A LAAGE gatAs Lot A (It> l

TMs2CCFM0V CtR4DM CAU5t FAILVet OF Cg MDton CPtkATED VALVES

TBF 4 . .G 18 - .2" tatbtne Trip (118

se!stSCD11 BATTtRY 2E11 018CMARCID

LMM2CB1123 4160V AC nuR 162-112 FAULT MODULE

1 Ut2DGIF1A 2DG1 FVEL EFER PVMF F A3LS TO STAAT tmoeales*

MAmosPRICD Operator s f all to allte ef f eite power to 2A1 or 2 A2, falled

CPt8-11 Operator falls to realign 2D02 cv a to 2034 leeg twt c ft g i j

M2 3.1&E-04 .2 M MEDIVM SREAs LOCA <Ita

.MM2CSAREA lhDEFEN; TNT FAILUAES CF Cl TRA N A (TTPt-l FAILUttil

TMMit'bxAA INDEP8N; TNT FA!LURtl CF CS TRAIN 5 (TTPt-1 F AILUntil

AV 3.52E C4 .2 A LAA;t BREAR taCA (its

LM42112A 2E Sl A ktAT RECMAA01A FAILS

LMM21128 2E l28 HLAT EXCHAN;tR F AILS

Ma 3.461-04 2m MEDtyM hatAR 14CA <!En

YMM2CSTBNA J R;tPtNDENT F AILURtl OF CONT $ UMP TRA!N A

TMM2ts*ah8 INCEPtNDENT FAILURES OF Cout SVMP TRAlb B

AJ 3.451-04 .2 A LAAGE SSE AN LDCA 41ED

MMM2CCF002 COMM a LAVSE F AILURE OF 2 MP31 PtMPs To Ruw < module >

MX 3.39t*00 .2 m Mr.clun SRLAR 14CA 41En

1MM2CCFPMA tt PVMP COM2N CAUSL FAILURE TO STAAT <aoseles

LP SPRAT Opetatets f all to align LP51 peep to provies C3 flow with tio

TSF 3.314-P4 ,2 til LOSS C* DC DWS 2002 41En

QMFJEFw'BF OPERATom F AILS TO PROPinkT RESTORK EF18 TRAIN 8
# P7AMANRtc Operatore f all to manually control (F18 pump 42PTAB speed et

TSF 3.311-06 .2 712 ' dst ; SC SUS 2A3 <!!)J

t57205C01L BATTERT 2C11 DISCMARGEO

Oct2031110 DC DREAptR 200111 F AILS TO CLDst

ACREALIGMD Operators f ati to realign 285 from 2A3 to 2A4 (pattery d(ach
TBF 3.291-03 ,2 T6 SEACTOR Tal? INITIAT!N3 EVENT <!!7

dst 2D3CC11 BATTtat 2Dil cl5ChARGEO

DTR2C2D23n 12SVDC Sun 2D23 la TEST OR mal u f EN ANCE

MANUSPRECO OMrators f all to align Of f SLte power to 241 et 2A2, failed

Otta-15 Operator f alle to realign 2002 or ZD01 to 2034 foeg nat eng)

O
s

3.5-30
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Table IHa ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Dased Upon Generic Data
4

. ,isot

se,m.m,e Daea,e , reg. r e r.e-,

.see Cia.. e a . .. e t., A .i..nt .e, ence f.ents

TBF 3.261 08 2 ?! Tutbtne Trip (Ith

tT n2 A t KIII 4160V SW38 2A1 IN TEST 09 MAINTtaANCE

j EDC2DGirKF 3DGl FAILS TQ RJa
# DDT2DSCD13 EATTERf 3D11 *,ltCnARGED

ACETil Operater fatle to reddce leads and crosstie 2A3 and IA4
1

DPta*ll Operator (413 s to reellen 2002 et 2001 to 2034 (svg bat chgl

4 T kT 3.231-09 .2 fil LCSS Of AC SUS 286 <tte

QMM2TRAEhA 1FW PWup ?RAls D FAILJ TO DELIVta Flow (ACTIVE FAVLT5)

i DBT2DSCDl! BATTERT 2012 OtsCkARGRD

77AKANnECD Opere f all to manually control EFW pp (277Al 6 peed er dischg

, DPte-14 uperates falle te realign 2002 er 2001 to 2034 isug bat cagt

TBF 3.23t-08 .2 til LOSS OF DC DU$ 2002 * LED

QMM2CCFIAC CDMMon CAUSE FAILURE CF EFW AC INJECTION VALYT5,

j P1AMANatt operaters f all to manually control 4FW puep t2P?Al. speed er

T BF ),11(+49 .2 T) Lea t of Of f alte Power (IED

DMM2CCFDTA BATTERf CDMM03 CAgit SAILURE (TTPE*1) NODUL1 W/ EST. UNAVAIL

j S DC21 Sho NON-AECOVERT FACToe

DGeUSAEC Opers f a!! to manually c1cee brkt 1308/2091 betwees DG e eaa

T6F 3.09t=00 .2 TG REACTOA TRIP INITI AT3NG EVENT (t!D

D5T258CD12 SATTERT 2D12 CISCKARGED

j LMR2CO2123 416dv AC BRA 112-212 FAVLT MODVIA

SMM2SNLPl! 1488 OF $W LOOP 2 prJDULt

i *Ano$,. RCD eperate,. f.ti . .tign eff.ite re,er to IAi e, IA2. fatie.

OPER=14 Operator f alls to realign 2D02 er 2D01 to 2334 iswg tat chgi

l itF 3.015 00 ! T6 REACToa TalP INITIATING EVENT (113

i DaT20$CD12 hATTERY 2012 DISCHAAGED
I
; E%M296tXXX 400V LC 296 FAULT NODULE

P1BMANutCD Opers tall to manually centrol EIN pp 12P794 distharge valve

j OPEA-16 Operator f atis to realign 2nf t er 2001 to 3D34 towg bat cag)
T8F 2.9't-08 .1 fT total Leas of 5ervice stor Flow <!E3

DDT2DSCD11 BATTEnt 20%n 01SCKA AatD

LMm2CB1124 4160V AC Sun 152 112 Faut? nopuLt

, MANDSP B tCD Operatert f all to align ef f site power to 2 Al et 2A2, f ailed

i= OrtA 15 Dperatet f atte to realign 2DCJ er 2001 to 2D14 teve hat chgl
r MU 2.93t+00 .1 N REDtVM D#LAR LDC A 41E P
I

| KMM2CCF002 COMMON CAV$t FAILJAE OF 2 KPST PVMFS 70 kVW < nodule >
l

| MPSt& WING Operaters fell to allga MP54 swing pump
I TRF 2.911-08 .I T3 L6s s f Of f e tte Power <It*
l

EDG23GlXXF 2DC1 FAILS TO '. s

EDG2DG2XIF 2DG2 F8.!L3 TO SUN

QMF2 REFILL OPERATORS FAtk TO ALIGN ETW SVCTIDN TO ALTIRNATE CONDENSATE

'39000 Generic Offekte Power non-pecovery Factor,

|
,

|
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tient

lequence Damage Freg, Percent

hate Class Measure Itk Aetident Sequerice t went s

T at 2.e01-04 .1 T6 ESACTCA TD it [ulfl ATING SVINT 4!ED

DST 2DSCD12 hATTraf 2012 D180KA83fD

t.M*2 08212 3 4140v AC BNP 112-212 FAULY es10ULE

EMMJCCFDGF 2DGl/2 E N m CAW 85 FAttunt to suu

MANO3PRICD Dperator s f all to 411gn ef f alte power to 2Al et 2 A2, failed

DPt8 14 Operator f alla to reallga JCC2 et 2001 to 2D34 teve het etgi

T BF 2 #CE*C0 1 T6 RtACTPa TRIP 1NITI Atl#4 ! VENT 4 f t*

EMM2CSillE el49V AC DFB 1%2-112 F ALLT MGDVL2

fMH2C0FDGF 'DGl /2 COMNJN CAV5t F AILURE 70 RUM

E972DSCD11 SATTrat 2Cll $15CnAAGED

MANOSPREOD Operate a f all to elign ef f e tte power to 2Al or 2A2. failed

OPER*ll Dyerator f alls to realign 2DC2 er 2001 tb 2034 isvg hat ctg 1

SJ 2.161-C8 1 1 SMALL DREA7 LDCA (112

TTF2Bh27)J REFUEL!kG WATER TAAR 273 RVFTUnt

T 3.161-04 .1 T O Lose of Aervice notes Pump 2P4A <Its

DET2 5:311 kATTEnv 2;ll DISCHARCED

ETM2a)ushs 4160V sw 23 2A) in TEST Da MAINTtham;l

OPER*lt ops align 2002 er 2001 to 2ble inwg hat eng

Te/etaf0 Operatora .all to start steheby su Pump prior to 11 t r ip 4 1

2 f$t-00 .) Tl Turbine Talp tita

QHF2PEFILL CPEAATORS FAtL TC ALICM tt W $UCTION TO ALTERNAtt CUBMThS ATE

STF28CRhSP ANO-2 TRAVELING 3 Cama PLUCGED

S WV.C P AE CD Opers fall to trnf r to 30F upon lost of Su pp gett tog STF21
T Rf 2 198-00 1 T3 Loss of Of f site Power tira

DST 2DSCDll BATTERT 2Dil DISCMAAktD

tug 2DGlRAF 2Dul F AILJ TO RUN

E3G2DGJIXF 20G2 FAILJ TO PUN

a lk304 SHQ NON-ptCOVYR1 FACTOM

18F 2.l't+0B 1 T4 REACTOS TRIF Ib!" TAT!WG EVENT (Ita

CBTJL3 DIl bA! TERT 2Dal CISOMARCID

ECG2;GiEEF 2DGl Fal LJ TO RWW

LMM2C9s9vt 4160V AC BRR 352+209 $ PUB TB IP SIGMAL F AWLT MODUL2

AORTitD Operator f alls to redace leads and crosette 2 A3 moe 2A4 (DG

CPt8all Operatet fal;e to reallgi 2DCJ er 2001 to 2D24 t org has ctgl
TRF 2.571-04 .1 76 RLACTC# TAIP INITIATING tbTNT 4:13

DDT203CD12 EATTrat 2D12 DISCHARGtD

EDG2DG2I1F 3DG2 FAIL 3 to DVu

EMM2C94093 4160V AC 88R llJ-409 8PUR TRIP SIGhAL FAULT MODULE

ACXT!!D OFerator f alls to reduce leena and cros elle 2 A3 ase EA4 t;G

OPER*16 Operater f alla to realign 2D32 er 2001 to 2014 t owy at eng)
TBF 2.511 08 .1 16 RLACTOR TRIP 1NITIATING IVENT <Jts

CBT2CSCDil BATT1pf 2011 D13;MAA3tD

EMM208112X 4160V AC PKh 152-112 FAVLT MODULZ

EMM20GIFAF 2DGl FVEL XTth P J MP FAILS to EUN 4modale*

hAnospetCD Operatore f all to align of f site power to 2Al er 242, EA2ed

CPla-16 Ope r a t e r f alls to reallen 2002 er 200. to 2334 toug ea;chg6
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i e Table IIL ANO.2 PRA Dominant or Top 100 Cutsets Based Upon Generic Data
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Table 3.5.4 2, ANO 2 PRA Sensitivity Calculations(

Effect on Overall
Core Melt Frequency Change in Model Assumptions

i

3.28E-05 Base Case - Plant Specific Data

Decreased to 2.01E-05 (-39%) Base Case - Generic Data

Decreased to 3.09E-05 (-6%) All test and maintenance unavailabilities are a factor
of 10 lower.

Increased to 5.17E-05 (+58%) All test and maintenance unavailabilities are a factor
of 10 higher.

Decreased to 3.09E-05 (-6%) All common cause beta factors decreased by a factor

of10.

O
increased to 5.06E-05 (+54%) All common cause beta factors increased by a factor

of 10.

Decreased to 3.13E-05 (-5%) Increase the recovery potential of offsite power by a
factor of 10.

Increased to 4.64E-05 (+41%) Reduced the recovery potential of offsite power as a
function of time to that " typical" of NRC PRAs.

Increased to 3.33E-05 (+1%) Increased all HRA values still at screening values by
a factor of 10.

.-

O
1
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Table 3.5.4 2. ANO.2 PR A Sensitivity Calculations

!- Effect on Overall
~

Core Melt Frequency Changein Model Assumptions
4

i

: Increased :o 2.09E44 (+536%) Assume all once through cooling operator recovery
events are not available (i.e., set to 10)

;

!
| Decreased to 1.74E 05 (-47%) Assume addition of new AAC power source increases

the "offsite power" recovery potential by a factor of
'

10.
:
i

: .
Decreased to 1.87E-05 (-43%) Reduced the recovery potential of offsite power as a|

'

function of time to that " typical" of NRC PRAs. and

assume addition of new AAC power source increases

the "offsite power" recovery potential by a factor of

10.'

O.

i

4

i

i

,

i

a
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Table 3.5.4 3. ANO-2 PRA Plant Specific Data Based Importance Results

Mucule F-V Importance Description

measure

-

$

MAN OSP REC .471 Operators f all to align of f site power to 2A1(2A2), failed

CPER-1 .399 Operator f ails to trip RCPs in 30 minutea

OLT20SCD11 .277 BATTERY 2D11 DISCHARGED

OPEB-15 .255 Operator f ails to realign 2D02 or 2D01 to 2934 (swg bat

CMM2TRANAT .249 EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO CELIVER FLOW (F ASSIVE FAULTS)
MANDSPRECD .174 Operators fall to align offstte power to 2Al or 2A2,

ACREALIGN .441 Operators f ail to realign 285 f rom 2A3 to 2A4

ACREALIOND .139 Ophrators fall to realign 2~* from 2A3 to 2A4 (Lettery

E*M2CB112X .110 4160V AC SKR 152-112 FAUL* DULE;

E002001XXF .106 2001 FAILS TO RUN
CBT20 SOD 12 9.B65E-02 BATTERY 2D12 OISCHARGED

CPER-16 9.409L-02 Operator f ails to realign 2002 or 2D01 to 2D34 (swg bat

EDO2DC2XXF 9.307E-02 2DG2 FAILS TO RUN2

'
EMM2CB212X 7.704E-02 4160V AC BKR 152-212 FAULT MC?ULE
P7AM.ANREC 4.930E-02 Operators fall to manually control EFW pump (2P7A) speed

QCSTFXFER 3.611E-02 Operater fails to align EFW sucticn to alterrate ANOl

CMM2TRANBA 3.472E-U2 EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS 70 CELIVER FLOW (ACTIVE FAULTS)
ETM2A1XXXX 3.1020-02 4160V SWGR 2A3 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
CMM2TRANAA 2.850E-02 EPW PUMP TPAIN A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW (ACTIVE FAULTS)
OMM20TMAOM 2.368E-02 STEAM AOMISSION VALVE 2CV-0340-2 AND DYPASS VALVE 2SV-
T 7PEC 2.31CE'02 Operatcr fails to start standby SW pump 6 align ECP

QwM20STNFA 2.198E-02 NO i LOW FROM CST (TYFE-1 FAULTS)
YMMICSTRNA 2.003E-C? INCEPEN*ENT-FAILURES CF CONT SUMP TRAIN A
CFER-2 1.817E-02 Operator fails to start once through cooling in I hour

YMM2CCFMOV 1.653E-02 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CS MOTOR CPERATED VALVES
ACXTIE 1.632E-02 Operater f ails to reduce loads and crosstie 2A3 and 2A4

STF2SCRNSP 1.609E-02 ANO-2 TRAVELING SCRNS FLUCOED
OMM2FMSUCA 1.578E-02 NO FLOW THROUGH COMMON PCMP SUCTION LINE (TYPE-1 FAULTS)
EMM2001FXA 1.506E-02 2DG1 FUEL XTER PUMP FAILS TO START < module >
P7AMAhWECD 1.499E-02 Opers fail to manually control EFW pp (2P7A) speed or
SWECTREC 1.492E-02 Operator s f all to t ransfer to ECP upon loss of SW pp
YMM20STRND 1.352E-02 IN0EPEN0ENT FAILURES OF CONT SUMP TRAIN B
EMM20CFDCF 1.34?S-02 2DG1/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
FOPERFWCSD 1.26CE-02 Operators fall to prevent SG overfill while following EOP
HMM200F003 1.260E-02 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF HPSI MOV'S TO OPEN
CTM2EFWTAF 1.25BE-02 EFW PUMP TRAIN A UN AVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE
CMM2COOLTB 1.177E-02 LCES OF BEARINO COOLING TO P7A TURBINC(2K3),

CHT2 REFILL 1.095E-02 CPERATORS FAII TO ALIGN EFW SUCTION TO ALTERNATE
EMM2DCISWC 1.081E-02 2DG1 SERVICE WATER COOLING FAULT 4.000LE
HMM20CF001 9.775E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 HPS! PUMFS TO START <modale>
HOTLEGINJ 9.579E-03 Operators fall to align-IPSI to Hot Leg Injection

HOTLEGINJS 9.579E-03 Cperators fall to align HPSI swing purp
i SMM25WLP!I 9.46eE-03 LOSS OF SW LOOP 2 M00VLE

EM42B5XXXX 9.249E-03 4BCV IC 295 FAULT MODULE
CSB000 8.530E-03 Generic offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor
HMM2PASMPS 8.508E-03 INOEPENDENT FASS!vL FAILURiS OF HPSI P,AP TRAIN B
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Table 3.5.4 3. ANO 2 PRA Plant Specific Data Based Importance Results
s

Modale F-V Irportance Description

measure

CMM2TRANBF 8.257E-03 EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS 70 DELIVER FLOW (PASSIVE FAULTS)
YMM25WPMPB 8.230E-03 INDEPENDENT FAILURES OF TRAIN B CS PUMP SERVICE WATER
CXV2-5003K 7.816E-03 2CV 5003 Spuriously Transfers closes Since Last Test
CXV2-5023K 7.876E-03 2CV-5023 Spuriously Transf ers Closed Since Last Test

CXV2-5043K 7.876E-03 2CV-5043 Spuriously Transfers closed since Last Iest

CKV2-5063K 7.876F-03 2CV-5063 Spuriously Transfers closed Since Last Test

YMM2SWPMPA 7.201E-03 INDEPENDENT FAILURES OF TRAIN A CS PUMP SERVICE WATER
ERE2A3LXXK 6.977E-03 2A3 LO RELAY 186-2A3 SPURIOUS TRIP
ERE2A4LXXK 6.756E-03 2A4 to RELAY 186-2A4 SPURIOUS TRIP
ETM2A1XXXX 6.701E-03 4160V SWGR 2A1 IN TEST OR KAINTENANCE
EDC2DC1XXA 6.66BE-03 2DG1 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND.
FMM2FWREGA 6.547E-03 FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A REG AND BYPASS
FMM2FhRECB 6,547E-03 FAILURE TO CONTROL PLOW T" ROUGH S/G B REG AND BYPASS
(MM2CSAXXA 6.503E-03 INDEPENDENT FAILURES OF CS TRAIN A (TYPE-1 FAILURES)
SHPSISWING 6.417E-03 Operator fails to align HPSI swing pump when A & B pumps
YMM2SWHEXB 6.322E-03 INDEPENDENT FAILURES OF TRAIN B SDCHX- SERVICE WATER
YMM2CSPMBA 6.311E-03 INDEP ACTIVE FAULTS OF CCNTAINMEN* SPRAY PUMP TRAIN B
LPSPRAY 6.224E-03 Operators fail to align LPSI pump to provide CS flow with
YMM2CSPMAA 6.161E-03 INDEP ACTIVE FAULTS CF CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP TRAIN A
YMMICSBXXA 6.142E-03 INDEPENDENT FAILURES OF CS TRAIN B (TYPE-1 FAILURES)
HMM?SWTRNB 5.755E-03 NO FLOW THPOUGH HPSI PUMP TRAIN B SERVICE WATER VALVES
ACXT!ED 5.537E-03 Operator falls to teduce loaas and crosstle 2A3 and 2A4
YMM25WriEXA b.085E-03 INDEPENDENT FAILURES OF TRAIN A SDCHX SERVICE WATER
SB003 4.922E-03 5B0 NDN-RECOVERY FACIOR
HMM20CFCO2 4.828E-01 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 HPSI PUMPS TO RUN (module >
GSM2V0FXXB 4.799E-03 Incependent failures of Cont. Fan Cooler train B
HMM2PASMPA 4.364E-03 INDEPENDENT PASSIVE FAILURES OF HPSI PUMP TRAIN A
OPER-2CHG 4.33?E-03 Operator falls to use charging pumps for feed & bleed
CPER-3 3.956E-03 Operator f alls to initiate once through cooling in 1/2
FMM2 GLANDS 3.93BE-03 FAILURE OF TURBINE CLAND SEAL SYSTEM TO MAINTAIN FRESSURE
SB002 3.712E-03 SB0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
GSM2VSFXXA 1.643E-03 Independent f ailures of Cont. Fan Cooler train A

HPSISWINO 3.624E-03 Opers f ail to align HPSI to Hot. Leg In) af ter SBLOCA and
HMM2 ACTMP B 3.599E-03 INDEPENDENT ACTIVE FAILURES OF HPSI PUMP * RAIN B
EMM2DC25WC 3.572E 03 2DC2 SERVICE WATER COOLING FAULT MODULE
ETM2DGlXXX 3.543E-03 20G1 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
EMM2B6XXXX 3.38BE-03 480V LC 2B6 FAULT MODULE
SB012 3.344E-03 5B0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
T8PREREC 3.152E-03 Operators fail to start standby SW Pump prior to IE trip
SB011 3.131E-03 SB0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
AFWFEEDREC :3.002E-03 Operator fails to start and align the AFW pump after oss
SMM2IP4CXA- 2.950E-03 SW PUMP 2P4C ,vCDULE

GOSP27 2.940E-03 Generic Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor
EMM20B3095 2.857E-03 4160V AC BKR 152-309 SPUR TRIP SIGNAL FAULT MODULE
HMM25W-12A 2.84aE-03 NO FLOW THROUGH 25W-12A VALVE
HMM2ACTMPA -2.781E-03 INDEPENDENT ACTIVE FAILURES OF HPSI PUMP TRAIN A
SB004 2.734E-03 SBO NON-kECOVERY FACTOR
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Table 3.5.4 3. ANO 2 PRA Plant Specific Data Based Importance Results

Module T-V Irportance Oescription

reasute
a

4

YMM2CSPMBF 2.693E-03 INDEP FASSIVE FAULTS OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP TRAIN B
EMM20B308X 2.684E-03 4160V AC BKR 152-308 FAULT MODULE
000AYTKREC 2.676E-03 Operator f ails to refill DC day tank using AN01 transfer

E0B2A309XD 2.661E-03 4160V A0 BKR 152-309 FAILS TO TRIP
YMM20SPMAT 2.661E-03 INOEP PASSIVE FAULTS OF CONTAINMENT SPRAT PUMP TP.AIN A
FHF20FWOSD 2.577E-03 CPERATOR FAILS TO PREVENT SG OVERTILL WHILE FOLLOWINO EOP<

LMM2E52A 2.570t-03 2E-52A HEAT EXCHANOER FAILS
EMM20B4095 2.55;E-03 4160V A0 BKR 152-409 SPUR TkIP SIGNAL FAULT MOOULE
DOBUSREO 2.525E-03 operators fail to manually close breaker between DG and

LMM2E52B 2.4eBE-03 2E-52B HEAT EXCHANGER FAILS
SXV25W12GK 2.442E-03 MANUAL VALVE 25W-128 TRANSFERS CLOSE0

LMM2C0F001 2.433E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2P-60A ANJ 2P-60B
GOSP20 2.384E-03 Generic Offsite Po.er Non-Recovery Factor

T9FREREC 2.381E-03 operators fail to start standby SW Pump prict to IE trip

EMM2001FXT 2.373E-03 2001 FUEL XTER PUMP FAILS TO RUN < module >
EMM2CCFOGA 2.365E-03 2001/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START
E002Il03XR 2.299E-03 125V DC BKR 72-2103 TRANSFERS OPEN
CMM2SGBP7B 2.275E-03 NO FLOW To SCB (2E248) FROM 2P7B
EMM2002FXT 2.249E-03 2002 FUEL XFER PUMP FAILS TO RUN (modale>
YMM 20CFP MA 2.27tE-03 CS PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START < module)
SXV2SW129K 2.225E-03 MANUAL VALVE 2SW-129 TRANSFERS CLOSED
SKV25W131K 2.225E-03 MANUAL VALVE 25W-131 TRANSFERS CLOSED

CTM2ErhTBF 2.189E-03 EFW PUMP TRAIN B UNAVAILABLE OUE TO M.AINTENANCE

CHF2ETWTBF 2.137E-03 OPERATOR FAILS TO PROPERLY RESTORE EFW TRAIN B
E0826405XD 2.134E-03 480V A0 BKR 52-6405 FAILS TO CLOSE
CMM2 SOAP 7B 2.086E-03 NO FLOW TO SOA (2E24A1 FROM 2P7B
SB019 1.060E-03 $B0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

CSXTIE 2.044E-03 Operaters f ail to align a CS Pp to the opposite spray hdr
i SWECPRECD 2.035E-03 opers f all to trnf r to ECP upsn loss of SW pp suct (eg

00SP00 2.034E-03 Generic Of fsite Power Non-Recovery Factor
SHF214001L 1.998E-03 2CV-1400-1 FAIL TO RESTCRE AFTEP T4M
IMM2PM027D 1.986E-03 COMPRESSOR 20-27B FAILS OR TRIPS
HMM25WTRNA 1.943E-03 NO FLOW THROUGH HPSI PUMP TRAIN A SERVICE WATER VALVES
QMM2CCFIAC 1.930E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW AC INJECTION VALVES
OPER-5A 1.901E-03 Operator f ails to depressurite the RCS using 5030s to

OMM20CFBTA 1.895E-03 BATTERY CCMMON CAUSE FAILURE (TYFE-1) M00ULE W/ EST.
5B021 1.895E-03 SB0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

SMM2CCFMOP 1.893E-03 SW PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE

P7BMANREC 1.864E-03 Operators fail to manually control EFW pump (2P7B)

P7BMANRECO 1.642E-03 Opers fall to manually control EFW pp (2P7B) discharge
ECO22203XR 1.834E-03 125 VOC BREAKER 022-03 TRANSFERS OPEN PRIOR TO IE
$B001 1.824E-03 SBO NON-RECOVERT FACTOR

HMM2PECIRO 1.822E-03 FAILURE OF HPSI PUMP MINITLOW RECIRO ISOLATION VALVES
_ YMM2RECIRC 1.769E-03 PWT MINIFLOW ISOLATICN VALVE 2CV-5628-2 FAILURE

EDG2OO2XXA 1.754E-03 20G2 FAILS TO START ON OEMANO
EMM20CFFXA 1.737E-03 20G1/2 FUEL XTER PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START
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Table 3.5A 3 ANO.2 PR A Plant Specific Data Based Importance Results
,

__

hadule F-V Importance Description

measure

SHF214062L 1.716E-03 FAIL TO RESTORE 2CV-1406-2 AFTER T&M
DTM202023X 1.609E-03 125VDC BUS 2D23 IN TEST OR MAINTENAN"E
ALT 256361D 1.L56E-03 RAS LEVEL TRANSMITTER 2LT-5636-1 FAILS TO RESPOND
ALT 256372D 1.556E-03 RAS LEVEL TRANSMITTER 2PT-5637-2 FAILS To RESPOND
ALT 256393D 1.556E-03 RAS LE!EL TRANSMITTER 2LT-5639-3 FAILS To RESPOND
ILT256404D 1.556E-03 RAS LEVEL TRANSMITTER 2LT-5640-4 FAILS To RESPOND
EMM2DG2FXA 1.486E-03 20G2 FUEL XTER PUMP FAILS TO START < module >
CSP 07 1.444E-03 OSP NON* RECOVERY FACTOR

XMM2P33BTF 1.429E-03 CCW PUM? 2P33B FAILS OR TRIPS
LMM2CCF004 1.421t-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2CV-5017, 5037, 5057 & 5077
LMM2VUCIAF 1.411E-03 INDEP FAILURES of SHUTDOWN HX ROOM COOLIR 2VUC-1A
LMM2VUCIBF 1.407E-03 INDEP FAILURES OF SHUTDOWN HX RCOM COOLER 2VUC-1B
CPER-8 1.397E-03 Operator f ails to Initiate once througn cooling in 1/2

OMM20STNKT 1.321E-03 NO FLCW FROM CST (TYPE-2 FAULTS)
SB006 1.303E-03 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTOR-
SWSWINGRES 1.271E-03 Opers fail to start stdby SW pp (2P48) when 2P4A or iP40

OCD200111D 1.225E-03 DC BREAKER 200111 FAILS To CLOSE
LMM2XXP60A 1.221E-03 MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP 2P-60A FAILS To PROVIDE FLOW
MANOSPREC2 1.199E-03 Operatcra fail to align offsite power to 2A1 or 2A2,
LMM2XXP 60 B 1.181E-03 MOTCR-DRIVEN PUMP 2P-60B FAILS TO PROVIDE FLOW
OPER-13 1.150E-03 OPERS FAIL 70 RE-ENROZ 2A1/2A2 FROM ST2 (T ONLY)
GSM2CCFXXX 1.141E-03 Independent failures of both Cont.ran Cooler trains A&B
LMM2VUCIDF 1.107E-03 INDEP FAILURES OF SHUT 00WN HX ROCH COOLER 2VUC-1D
LMM2VUC1Er 1.107E-03 INOEP FAILURES OF SHUTDOWN HX ROOM COOLER 2VUC-1E
ETM20G2XXX 1.1CEE-03 2002 IN TEST CR MA!NTENANCE
DBC201D34F 1.102E-C3 BATTERY CHARGER 2034 NO OUTPUT
PMM20LTOPN 1.100E-03 LTCP/ECOS VALVE FA!LS TO OPEN FOR TEED AND BLEED
SB007 1.100E-03 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

CHF2ETWTAF 1.097E-03 OPERATOR FAILS 70 PROPERLY RESTORE EFW PUMP TRAIN A
XMM2P33CTF 1.048E-03 CCW PUMP 2P330 TRAIN FAILS OR TRIPS
YTK2Rd2T3J 1.C34E-03 REFUELINO WATER TANK 2T3 RUPTURE
D002230iXR 1.006E-03 DC BREAKER 72-2304 TRANSFERS OPEN
3B009 9.933E-04 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
ECB2A309XR 9.821E-04 4160V AC BXR 152-309 TRANSFERS OPEN
ECS2A409XR 9.611E-04 4160V AC BKR 152-409 TRANSFERS OPEN
OSP18 5.505E-04 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

AHF2CNTHIL 9 249E-04 OPERATCR MISCALIBRATES CNT HI SENSORS
$8010 9.041E-04 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR.
CMM2SWBSUP 8.797E-04 - LOSS OF SUPPLY FROM SW TO TRAIN B
YTM22P35A 8.772E-04 CS PUMP 2P35A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST / MAINTENANCE
YMM2CCFPMF 8.754E+04 CS PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE To RUN < module >
OSPO4 8,632E-04 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

+
. EMM2A3XXXX 8.617E-04 4160V SWOR 2A3 FAULT MODULE

00SP31 8.56BE-04 Generic Of fsite Power Non-Recovery Factor
YTM22P35B 8.328E-04 CS PUMP 2P358 UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST / MAINTENANCE
CMN2CV1025 8.523E-04 FAILURE TO CLOSE SOA (2E24A) INJECTION VALVE 2CV-1025-1
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Table 3.5.4 3. ANO.2 PRA Plant Specific Data Based Importance Results

O
f

Module T-V Importance Descraption

weasure

OMM2SWASUP 8.515E-04 LOSS OF SUFPLY FROM SW TO TRAIN A
HCV2SI-7AN 8.501E-04 CHECK VALVE 2SI-7A FAILS TO OPEN
CMM2CV1075 8.398E-04 FAILURE TO CLOSE SOB (2E24B) INJECTION VALVE 2CV-1075-2
EMM2CB408X 8.074E-04 4160V AC BKR 152-408 FAULT MODVLE
SMM2HX280F 7.893E-04 LOSS OF SERVICE WATER THROUGH HEAT EXCHANOER 2E280

AHFCALRASL 7.872E-04 OPERATOR MISCALIBRATES THE RWT LEVEL 3ENSORS

QMM2CCFIDC 7.762E-04 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE MODULE OF EFW DU INJECTION VALVES

SBOl6 7.609E-04 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

CMM2PMSUCT 7.559E-04 NO FLOW THR? UGH COMMON PUMP SUCTION LINE (TYPE-2 FAULTS)
RMM20ECCSN 7.537E-04 ECCS VALVE FOR FEED AND BLEED FAILS TO OPEN
ECB2A409XD 7.531E-04 4160V AC BKR 152-409 FAILS TO TRIP
HCV2SI-7BN 1.500E-04 CHECK VALVE 2SI-7B FAILS TO OPEN
SBOO6 7.46fE-04 580 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

ITM2027BTN 7.387E-04 COMTRESSOR 2C278 TRAIN IN MAINTENANCE
OPER-10 7.236E-04 Operator fails to restore SW to CCW

EMM2CH213X 7.193 E - 0 4 4160V AC BKR 152-213 TAULT MOOULE
SMM2SE2P4A 6.862E-04 SW SECMENT 2P4A MODULE

DTM202D32X 6.537E-04 CHAROEk 2D32 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE
OMM202D11A 6.416E-04 BATTERY 2011 (TYPE-1) MCDULE W/EST. UNAVAIL.
QMM2CV1016 S.29sE-04 FAILURE TO CLOSE SOB (2E24B) INJECTION VALVE 2CV-1076-2
OMM2CV1026 6.277E-04 FA! LURE TO CLCSE SGA (2E24A) INJECTICN VALVE 2CV-1026-2
SMM22P4BXA 6.075E-04 SW PUMP 2P4B M000LF. (ACTIVE FAULTS)

O
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Table 3.5.4 4. ANO 2 PRA Generic Data Based Importance Results

Modaae T-V Importanco Description

tie a s u r e

OPER-1 .491 Operator f ails to trip RCPs in 30 minutes

DBT20SCD11 .369 BATTERY 2D11 DISCHARGED
CPER-15 3JO Operator fails to realign 2002 or 2D01 to 2D34 (swg bat
MANOSPREC .263 Operators fail to align offsite power to 2A1 or 2A2,
ACREALIGN .228 Operators fail to realign 2B5 from 2A3 to 2A4

ACREALIGN3 .225 Operators fail to realign 2B5 from 2A3 to 2A4 (battery
CMM2TRANAA .149 EFW PUMP TRAIN A FA.'LS TO DELIVER FLOW (ACTIVE FAULTS)
MANCSPRECD .138 Operators fall to align offsite power to 2A1 or 2A2.
EMM2CB112X .102 4160V AC BKR 152-112 FAULT MODULE
C3T205CD12 8.441E-02 BATTERY 2D12 DISCHARGED
OPER-16 8.052F-02 Operstor fails to real197. 2002 or 2001 to 2034 (swg bat
EOG2DOlXXF 7.774E-02 20G1 FAILS TO RUN
EOG2DG1XXA 6.78BE-02 2001 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND
E002DC2XXF 6.725E-02 2002 FAILS TO RUN
P7AMANREC 5.919E-02 Operators fall to manually conteci EFW pump (2P7A) speed
EMM2CD212X 5.220E-02 4160V AC BKR 152-212 FAULT MODULE
ETM2A3XXXX 5.072E-02 4160V SWOR 2A3 IN TEST CR MAINTENANCE
OMM2STMAOM 4.295E-02 STEAM ADMISSION VALVE 2CV-0340-2 AND BYPASS VALVE 2SV-,

STF2SCRNSP 4.276E-C2 ANO-2 TRAVELING SCRNS PLOOCED
SWECPREC 3.922E-02 Operators fail to transfer to ECP upcn loss of SW pp
T7 REC 3.777E-02 Operator f ails to start standby SW pump & align ECP.
EMM2CCFDOA 3.501E-02 2001/2 COMMON CAUSE FA! LURE TO START
SB011 3.472E-02 SBO NON-RECOVERY . .CTOR
OMM2TRANBA 2.912E-02 EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLCW (ACTIVE FAULTS)
E002DG2XXA 2.70SE-02 20G2 FAILS TO START ON DEMAND
SB007 2.661E-02 5B0 NON-RECOVERY FAC+0R
YMM2CCFMOV 2.305E-02 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF CS MOTOR CPERATED VALkES
ACXTIE 3.188E-02 Operator f ails to reduce loads and crosstle 2A3 and 2A4
P7AMANRECD 2.172E-02 Opers f ail to manually control EFW pp (2P7A) speed or
EMM20Cl'XA 1.972E-02 2DG1 FUEL XTER PUMP FAILS TO START < module >
YMM2CSTRNA 1.952E-02 INDE/ENOENT FAILURES OF CONT SUMP TRAIN A
QTM2EFWTAF 1.879E-02 ETW PUMP TRAIN A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MAINTENANCE
OCSTKXFER 1.725E-02 Operator f ails to align EFW suction tc alternate AN01
YMM2CSIRNB 1.722E+02 INDEPENOENT FAILURES CF CONT SUMP TRAIN B
HMM2CCF003 1.702E-02 COMMON CAUSE \1 LURE OF HPSI MOV'S TO OPEN
CHF2 REFILL 1.671E-02 OPERA *CRS FAIL TO ALIGN EFW SUCTION TO ALTERNATE
EMM2B5XXXX 1.494E-02 480V LC 285 FAULT MODULE
HMM2CCF001 1.451E-02 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 HPSI PUMPS TO START < module)
CPER-2 1.418E-02 Operator fails to start once through cooling in 1 hour
HCTLEGINJ 1.363E-02 Operators fail to align HPSI to Hot Leg Injection
HOTLEO!NJS 1.363E-02 Cpets fail to align HPSI to Hot Leg In) after SBLOCA and
OMM2CSTNKA l'.330E-02 NO FLOW FROM CST (TYPE-1 FAULTS)

'~') EMM2DGIRWC 1.287E-02 20G1 SLRVICE WATER COOLING FAULT MODULE
i ,,) T8PREREC 1.146E-02 Operators fail to start standby SW Pump prior to IE trips

ERE2A3LXXK 1.1(1E-02 2A3 LO RELAY 186-2A3 SPURIOUS TRIP
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Table 3.5.4 4. ANO 2 PR A Generic Data Ilased Importance Resuits

Module F-V Importance Oescription

measure

ERE2A4LXXV 1.10$E .2 2A4 LO RELAY 186-2 A4 SPURIOUS TRIP

SMM25WLPII 1.006E-02 LOSS OF SW LOOP 2 MOOULE

EMM2CCF00F 9.969E-03 2001/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN

CMM2TRANar 9.831E-03 EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW (PASSIVE FAULTS)

OKM2000LTB 9.014E-03 LOSS OF BEARING COCLINO TO P7A TURBINE (2k 3)

SHPSISWING 8.894E-03 operators fail to align HPSI using pump folicwing a

YMM205BXXA 8.465E-03 INCEPENOENT FAILURES OF CS TRAIN B (TYPE-1 FAILURES)

EMM286XXXX 8.024E-03 480V LC 2B6 FAULT M000LE

YMM2SWPMPB 7.503E-03 INOCPEN0ENT FAILURES OF TRAIN B CS PUMP SERVICE FATER

GCSP2S 7.219E-03 Geretic Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor

YMM20$AXXA 7.114E-03 INDEPENOENT FAILURES OF CS TRAIN A (TYPE-1 FAILURES)

CPER-2 OHO 7.048E-03 Operator fails to use charging pumps for feed 6 bleed
A0XTIED 7.020E-03 Operator fails to reducw leads and crosstie 2A3 and 2A4

HMM2ACTMPB 6.902E-03 INOEPENOENT ACTIVE FAILURES OF HPSI PUMP TRAIN B

YMM2$WHEXB 6.857E-03 INCEFENOEh! FAILURES OF TRAIN B SOCHX SERV!CE WATER

GSB000 6.853E-03 Generic Of f site Power Ncn-Recovery Factor

LP SP RAY 6.608E-03 Operators fall to align LPSI pump to provide CS flew with

YMM2CSPMBA 6.591E-03 INOEP ACTIVE FAULTS OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP TRA!N B

$9003 6.474E-03 SB3 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

SWEOPRECO 6.415E-03 Crers fail to trnfr to ECP upon loss of SW pp suct (eg

ETM2AIXXXX 6.164E-03 416CV SWG3 2A1 IN TEST CR MAINTENANCE

SMM22P4CXA 6.091E ^3 SW PUMP 2P4C MODULE

EM"20C25WC 6.030E-03 2002 SERVICE WATER COCLING FAULT M000LE

HMM200F002 6.012E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2 FPSI PUMPS TO RUN (module >

GSM2VSFXXB 5.873E-03 Independent failures of Cent.-Fan Cooler train B

HMM2PASMPB 5.852E-03 1NDEPENDENT PASSIVE FAILURES Of HPSI PUMP TRAIN B

OMM2TRANAF 5.659E-03 EFW PUMP TRAIN A FA!LS TO OELIVER FLOW (PAS $!VE CAULTS)

HPSISWINO 5.652E-03 Operators fall to align HPSI swing p;mp

SB002 5.583E-03 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTCR

000AYTKREC 5.539E-03 Cperator fails to refill CG day tank using ANO1 transfer

FCPERFWCSD 5.388E-03 Cperators fall to prevent SG overfill while fellowing ECP

ETM200lNXX 5.270E-03 2001 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE

YMM25WPMPA 5.163E-03 INOEPENDENT FAILURES OF TRAIN A CS PUMP S(RVICE WATEF

I SBOO1 4.970E-03 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOP

! YMM20SPMAA 4.788E-03 INDEP .*.0TIVE FAULTS OF CCNTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP TRAIN A-

| YMM25WHEXA 4.637E-03 INDEPENCENT FAILURES OF TRAIN A SDOHX SERVICE WATER

OMM2PMSUCA 4.512E-03 NO FLOW THROUGH COMMON PUMP S*CTION LINE (TYPE-1 FAULTS)u

-RMM20LTCPN 4.504E-03 LTOP/ECCS VALVE FAILS TO OPEN FOR TEED AND BLEED

SB012 4.478E-03 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
i

EMM2COFFXA 4.042E-03 2001/2 FUEL XTER PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO CIART

| RMM20ECOSN 4.017E-03 ECOS VALVE FOR FEE 0 AND BLEED FAILS TO OPEN

LMM200F001 3.761E-03 CCMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2P-60A AND 2P-603

EMM20B3035 3.703E-03 4160V AC SKR 152-309 SPUR TRIP SIONAL Fa"LT M000LE
, GSM24'SFXVA 3.672E-03 Incependent failures of Cont. Fan Cooler train A

YMMOCSPMBF 3.551E-C3 INOEP PASSIVE FAULTS OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP TRAIN B

T9PREREC 3.515E-03 Cperators f ail to start standby SW Pump prior to IL trip
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Table 3.5.4 4. ANO.2 PR A Generic Data Based Importance Results
C

Modale F-V Importance Description

measure

.

LMM2E52A 2.493E-03 2E-52A HEAT EXCHANOER FAILS
YMM20CFP MA 3.376E-03 CS PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO START < module >

YMM20SPMAF 3.359E-03 INDEP PASSIVE FAULTS OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP TRAIN A

HMM2ACTMPA 3.322E-03 INDEPENDENT ACTIVE FAILURES OF HPSI PUMP TRAIN A
LMM2ES2B 3.243E-03 2E-528 HEAT EXCKANOER FAILS
DOBUSkEC 3.180E-03 Opers fail to manually close brkt (304/309) between D0 &

FKF20FWOSD 3.14 3 E -0 3 OPERATOR FAILS TO PREVENT SG OVERTILL WHILE FOLLOWING ECP,

SBOO5 3.10$E-03 SBO NON-RE00VERY FACTOR
i 5H009 3 !C3E-03 SBO NON-RECCVERY FACTOR

'P7BMANREC 3.069E-03 Operators fall to manually control EFW pump (2P78)

HMM2kECIRO 3.049E-03 FAILURE OF HPSI PUMP MINIFLOW RECIRC ISOLATION VALVESy

OSP07 3.036E-03 CSP NON RECOVERY FACTOR

YMM2RE0!kC 3.022E-03 RWT MINIFLOW I!OLATION VALVE 2CV-5628-2 FAILURE
EMM20G2FXA 2.955E-03 2002 FUEL XPER PUMP FAILS TO STAPT (module >
P7BMANRECD 2.953E 03 Opers fall to manually control EFW pp (2P 7B) discharge

OTM2EFWTBF 2.927E-03 FrW PUMP TRA'N B UNAVAILABLE DUE TO MA!NTENANCE
ECB2A309XR 2.926E-03 4160V AC BKR 152-309 TRANSFERS CPEN
HMM2SP-12A 2.844E-03 NO FLOW THRouCH 2SW-12A VALVE
$5009 2.844E-03 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTCR

OSP26 2. 7 81 F.-0 3 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

OPER-3 2.767E-03 Operator falls to initiate once through cooling in 1/2

E0022103XR 2.758E-03 125V DC BKR 72-2103 TRANSFERS OPEN
OSP20 2.74aE-03 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

OSP22 2.74F.E-03 OSP NON-RE00 VERI FACTOR

EMM2CB409S 2.6POE-03 4160V AC BKR 152-4C9 SPUR TRIP SIGNAL FAULT MODULE
'

CSXTIE 2.6290-03 Operators fall to align a CS Pp ta the opposite spray hdr
CTM202D23X 2.628E-03 125VDC BUS 2D23 IN TEST OR MA!NTENANCE
SMM2COFMOP 2.580E-03 SW PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE;

ALT 256361D 2.543L-03 FAS LEVEL TRANSM!TTER 2LT-5 636-1 FAILS TO RESPOND
ALT 256372D 2.5430-03 RAS LEVEL TRANSMITTER 2PT-5637-2 FAILS TO RESPOND
aL'i256393D 2.543E-03 RAS LEVEL TRANSMI*TER 2LT-5639-3 FAILS TO RESPOND
ALT 256404D 2.543E-03 RAS LEVEL TRANSMITTER 2LT-5640-4 FAILS TO RESPOND
EMM2001FXF 2.502E-03 20G1 FUEL XTER PUMP FAILS TO RJN <modale)
EC3264D5XD 2.492E-03 480V A0 BKR 52-64D5 FAILS TO CLOSE
ECB2A409XR 2.483E+03 4160V AC BKR 152-409 TRANSFERS OPEN
EMM20B308X 2.482E-03 4160V AC BKR 152-308 FAULT MODULE
ECB2A3C9XD 2.387E-03 4160V AC BKR 152-309 FAILS TO TRIP
EMM2002FXF -2.368E-03 2002 FUEL XTER PUMP FAILS TO RUN < modules
HMM2PASMPA 2.321E-03 INDEPENDENT PASSIVE FA.ILt RES OF HPSI PUMP TRAIN A
00SP27 2.301E-03 Generic Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor

ETM2D02XXX 2.26BE-03 2DG2 IN TEST OR MAINTENANCE
CHF2EFWTBF 2.174E-03 OPERATOR FAILS TO PROPERLY RESTORE EFW TRAIM B
CMM2CSTNKF 2.159E-03 NO FLOW FROM CST (TYPE-2 FAULTS)
OPER-5A 2.108E-03 Operator falls to depressurize the RCS using SOBOS to

AFWFEEDDEC 2.063E-03 Operator fails to start and align the AFW pump

CMM2CCF1AC 2.027E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW A0 INJECTION VALVES
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Table 3.5.4 4. ANO 2 PR A Generic Data Based Importance Results

Module F-V Importance Description j
measure

LMM2CCF004 2.020E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF 2CV-5017, 5037 5057 & 5077

DCD200111D 1.924E-03 DC BREAKER 2D0111 FAILS TO CLOSE
SHF214001L 1.838E-03 2CV-1400-1 FAIL TO RESTORE AFTER T&M
IMM2PMC27B 1.746E-03 COMPRESSOR 2C-27B FAILS OR Th!PS
SWsWINGRES 1.725E-03 Opers fall to start stdby SW pp (2P4B) when 2P4A or 2P4C

YTK2RW2T3J 1.689E-03 REFUELINO WATER TANK 2T3 RUPTURE

SHT214062L 1.687E-03 FAIL TO RESTORE 2CV-1406-2 AFTER T&M
ECD 22203XR 1.tBEE-03 125 VDC BREAFER D22-03 TRANSFERS OPEN PRIOR TO IE
CMM2CCfBTA 1.549E-03 SA!!ERY COMMON CAUSE FAILURE (TYPE-1) MODULE W/ EST.
SB021 1.549E-03 SB0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

CHF2EFWTAF 1.509E-03 CPERATOR FAILS TO PROPERLY RESTORE ETW PUMP TRAIN A
LMM2XXP60A 1.496E-03 MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP 2P-60A FAILS TO PROVIDE FLCW
FCB2Y2B21R 1.482E-03 AC BREAKER 2Y2-821 TRANSFERS OPEN
SB004 1.481E-03 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

EMM2A3XXXX 1.4090-03 4160V SWOR 2A3 FAULT MODULE
YMM2CCFPMF 1.390E+03 CS PUMP COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN < module >
LMM2XXP600 1.388E-03 MOTOR-CRIVEN PUMP 2P-608 FAILS TO PROVICE FLOW
FCB2Y2C06R 1.352E-03 AC BREAKER 2Y2-C06 TRANSFERS OPEN
OCO22304XR 1.304E-03 DC BREAKER 72-2304 TkANSTERS OPEN
OSPO4 1.299E-03 CSP h0N-RECOVERY FACTOT.

FCB2Y2C05R 1.284E-03 AC BREAKER 2Y2-C05 TRANSFERS OPEN
AHFCALRASL 1.280E-03 OPERATOR MISCALIBRATES THE RWT LEVEL SENSCFS
LMM2VUCIAF 1.241E-03 INOEP FAILURES OF SHUT 00WN HV ROOM COOLER 2VUC-1A
LMM2VUC10F 1.233E-03 IN0EP FAILURES CT SHUTOOWN MX ROOM COOLER 2VUC-ID
VANOSPREC2 1.188E-03 Operators f all to align of f site power to bus 2A1 or 2A2;

CMM202011A 1.184E-03 BATTERY 2011 (TYPE-1) M00ULF W/EST. UNAVAIL.
'!M22P35A 1.134E-03 CS PUMP 2P35A UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST / MAINTENANCE
CMM2SGBP7B 1.116E-03 NO FLOW TO SOB (2E24B) FROM 2P7B
YTM22P35B 1.116E-03 CS PUMP 2P35B UNAVAILABLE DUE TO TEST / MAINTENANCE
OPEd-13 1.092E-03 OPERS FAIL TO RE-6NROZ 2A1/2A2 FROM ST2 (T CNLY)
CMM2SGAP7B 2.087E-03 NO FLOW TO SGA (2E24Al FROM 2P7B
CMM2CCF1DC 1.076E-03 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE N00ULE OF EFW f INJECTICN VALVES
CMM2CV1076 1.073E-03 FAILURE TO CLOSE SOB (2E24B) INJECTION VALVE 2CV-1076-2
QCTFERSODC 1.071E-03 FAILURE TO ISOLATE Sid FRCM SG A USING OTHER ISCL VALVES
CMM2LV1026 1.067E-03 FAILURE TO CLOSE SOA (2E24A) INJECTION VALVE 2CV-1026-2
DTM202D32X 1.057E-03 CHARGER 2032 IN TEST & MAINTENANCE

CMM2PMSUCT 1.019E-03 NO FLOW THROUGH COMMON PUMP SUCTION LINE (TYPE-2 FAULTS)
CSP 14 9.822E-04 OSP N0m-RECOVERY FACTOR

YMM2RECRCA 9.453E-04 TRAIN A CS PUMP MINIFLOW RECIRC LINE ISOLATION VALVES
SMM2SE2P4A 8.821E-04 SW SECMENT 2P4A MCOULE

GOSP00 8.796E-04 Generic Cffsite Power Non-Recovery Factor

CMM2CV1025 8.389E-04 FAILURE TO CLorE SOA {2E24A) INJECTION VALVE 2CV-1025-1
(MM2CVIC75 8.362E-04 FAILURE TO CLOSE SOB (2E248) INJECTION VALVE 2CV-1075-1

|

CSP 18 8.122E-04 CSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR 1

|FMM20LANOS 3.0CCE-04 rA! LUBE OF TURBINE OLRNO SEAL SYSTEM TO MAINTA!N PRESSURE

| HMM25WtRNS 7.965E-04 NO FLOW THROUGH ). PSI PUMP TRAIN B SEPVICE WATER VALVES j

i
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Table 3.5.4-4. ANO.2 PR A Generic Data Based Importance Results
ki

Module F-V Importance De script ion.

measure

4

ITM2027BTN 7.959E-04 COMPRESSOR 2027B TRAIN IN KAINTENANCE

XMM20CF001 7.825E-04 CCN PUMP COMMON CAUSE FA! LURE

SHM22P4BKA 7.747E-04 SW PUMP 2P4B MODULE (ACTIVE FAULTS)
HOV2SI-7AN 7.645E-04 CHECK VALVE 2SI-7A FAILS TO OPEN

; FMM2FWRECA 7.639E-04 FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/C A REG AhD BYPASS

FMM2FWREOS 7.639E-04 FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G B REO AND .(ASS;

ARE2K309BB 7.413E-04 RAS RELAY K-309B FAILS TO CEr .RGIZE
SB006 7.390E-04 SB0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

EMM20B113X 7.362E-04 4160V AC BKR 152-113 FAULT M300LE
5 SB010 7.323E-04 SB0 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

DMM202D12A 7.210E-04 BATTERY 2012 (TYPE-11 MODULE W/EST. UNAVAIL.
5B020 7.067E-04 SBC NON-RECCVERY TACTOR

'

GSM200FXXX 7.041E-04 Indepetident Failures of both Cont. Fan Cooler trains A&B
! OTM202D34X 7.022E-04 ChAROER 2034 IN TEST & HAINTENANCE

EMM20B408X 6.855E-04 4160V AC BKR 152-400 FAULT MODULE<

CKM2MSLIAF 6.818E-04 SO A (2E24A) HAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVE FAILS TOa

HCV2SI-7BN 6.750E-04 CHECK VALVE 25!-79 FAILS TO OP6N
00022404XR 6.475E-04 OC BREAKER 202404 TRANSFERS OPEN
E0B2A409XD 6. 2 7e E-0 4 4160V AC BKR 152-4.> FAILS TO TRIP

k SCISOLREO 6.230E-04 Operator fails to recover isolated SG

LHF2HE001L 5.566".-04 LPSI PUMP TRAIN "A" HAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE;

ERE2AILXXK 5.423E-04 2A1 LO RELAY 186-2A1 SPURICUS TRIP
OAV200714R 5.369E-04 AIR-OPERATE 0 VALVE 2CV-0714-1 TRAN0FERS OPEN
OAV200798R 5.369E-04 AIR-OPERATED VALVE 20V-0798-1 TRANSFERS OPEN
ARE2K104AB 5.242E-04 RAS RELAY K-104A FAILS TO DEENEROIZE
LHF2HL002L 5.161 E-0 4 LPSI PUMP TRAIN 'B" KAINTENANCE RESTORATION FAILURE

j EMM2CB213X 5.117E-04 4160V AC BKR 152-213 FAULT MODULE
YMM2RWTRNA 4.986E-04 INOEPENOENT FAILURES OF TRAIN A RWT SUPPLY4

! YMM2RWTRNB 4.964E-04 INOEPENOENT FAILURES OF TRAIN B RWT SUPPLY
OSP34 4.926E-04 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

OSP24 4.867E-04 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

ERE2A2LXXK 4.691E-04 2A2 LO BELAY 186-2A2 SPURIOUS TRIP
XMM2P330TF 4.527E-04 COW PUMP 2P33C TkAIN FAILS OR TRIPS

a

t

>
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries

not (:redited

Plant
Sequence Damage Freq. Percer.t

Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequerce Events

TBF 1.10E-03 .0 T6 REACTOR TRIP INITIATING EVENT <!E)
FMM2FWRE0A FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A REG

AND 3YPASS VALVES

CMM2TRANBA EFW PUKP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
(ACTIVE FAULTS)

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

coeling in 1 hour
'

F0FERFWOSD Operators fail to prevent 50 overfill

while folicwing EOP 3.

!BP 1.30E-03 .0 T0 REACTOR TRIP INITIA!INO EVENT (IE)
FMM2FWREGD FAILURE 10 CONikOL FLOW THR000H E/0 B REO

AND BYPASS VALVES

OMM2T RANbA EFW PUMP TkAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(ACTIVE FAULTS)
0FER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

F0FERTWOSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill

while following EOP 3.
TBF B.4SL-04 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power <!E)

EOG2001XXF 2001 FAILS TO RUN
TMM2 TRA N AF EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(PASSIVE FAULTS)
OP F.R-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in I hour

G00P00 . Generic Of f site Power Non-Recovery Factc ;
A0XTIE Operator fails to redace loads and

crosstie 2A3 and 2A4
TBF 8.45E-04 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power <IE)

EDC2DC2XXF 2DC2 FAILS TO RUN
OMM2TRANAF EFW PUMP TRA!N A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(PAS $1VE FAULTS)
OPER-2 Operator falls to start once through,

cooling in 1 hour

COSP00 Generic Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor
A0XTIE Operator fails to reduce leads and

crosstie 2A3 and 234

9
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D
d Table 3.5.4 5. ANO.2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries1

not (:redited
i

Plant
5 Seq-tence Damage Freg. Percent

Name Class Measure O) Accident Sequence Events
.

TBF 8.39E-04 .0 T6 REACTOR TRIP INITIATING EVENT (IE)
FMM2FWREGA FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A REG

AND BYPASS VALVES

QMM2SGBP78 NO FLOW TO SGB (2E24B) FROM 2P7B
CFER-2 Operator f ails to start once through

cooling in I hour
,

FOPERFWOSD Operators fall to prevent SG overfill

while following EOP 3.
1 TBF 8.39E-04 .0 T6 REACTCR TRIP INITIATING EVENT <IE)

FMM2FWREGB FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G B REG
*

ANO BYPASS VALVES

CMM2SGAP7B NO FLOW TO SGA (2E24A) FROM 2P78
OPER-2 Oparator fails to start once through

ceiling in 1 hour

7g FCPERFWOSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill
,

> while following ECP 3.

TBF 5.llE-04 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power (IE)

OBT2DSCD!1 BATTERY 2011 DISCHARGED,

EDG2DGlXXF 2DG1 FAILS TO RUN
EDG2DG2XXF 2DG2 FAILS TO RUN
SB004 SBC NON-RECOVERY FA0TCR

1 ThF 4.31E-04 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power 'r>
CBT2CSCD11 BATTERY 2011 DISCHARGED
EDG2DG1XXF 20G1 FAILS TO RUN

4

OSP05 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

P7AMANRECD Cpers fail to manually control EFW pp

(2P1A) speed or dischg

OPER-15 Operator fails to realign 2DC2 or 2D01 to

2D34 (swg bat chg),

TBF 4.31E-04 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power <IE>,

; DBT2DSCD12 Bt.TTERY 2012 DISCHARGED
I EDG2DG2XXF 20G2 FAILS TO RUN

OSP06 OSP NON-RECOVERY FACTOR
;. P7dMANRECD Opers fall to manually control EFW pp

(2P7B) discharge valve

OPER-16 Operator f ails to realign 2002 er 2001 to

2D34 (swg bat chg)
OPER-2 Operator f ails to start once through

cooling in I hour

FOPERFWOSD Operators fall to prevent SG overfill

while following ECP 3.

N

>
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries

not (:redited

Plant
Sequence Damage Freq. Forcent

Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequence Events

*
,

T9F 4.11E-04 .0 T1 Turbine Trip <IE)

FMM2FWREGA FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A REG
ANO BYPASS VALVES

CMM2TRANBA EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(ACTIVE FAU.*S)
IBF 4.llE-04 .0 Tl Turbine Trip <IE)

FMM2FWREGB FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G B RLG

AND BYPASS VALVES

CMM2TRANBA ETW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLCW

(ACTIVE FAULTS)
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

FOPERFWOSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill

while following EOP 3.

TBF 3.93E-04 0 T2 Loss of PCS <IE)

OMM2TRANAF EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO OELIVER FLCW I

(PASSIVE FAULTS)
CMM2TRANBA EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO CELIVER FLOW

(ACTIVE FAUL*S)
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

coo.ing in 1 hour

ATWFEEOREC Operator f ails to start and align the ATW

pump af ter loss of

TBF 3.14E-04 .0 il Turbine Trip <IE>

FMM2FWREGA FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THRCUOH S/G A REG
AND BYPASS VALVES

CMM2SGBP7B No FLOW TO SGS (2E24B) FROM 2P7B
CPER-2 Operator fails to star'. once through

cooling in 1 hour

FOPERFWCSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill

while following ECP 3.

TBF 3.14E-04 .0 T1 Turbine Trip <IE>

FMM2FWREGB FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G D REG
AND BYPASS VALVES

CMM2SGAP7B NO FLOW TO SGA CE24A) FROM 2P7B
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

FCPERTWCSD Cperators fail to prevent SG overfill

while following E0P 3.

O
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO-2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries

not (:redited

Plaa*

Sequence Dam.ge Freq. Percent
Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequence Events

!

TBF 2.13E-04 .0 T3 Lone of offeite Power (IE)

CBT2DSCDil BATTLRY 2Dil DISCHAROED
EMM2CCFDGF 20Gl/2 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE TO RUN
SB006 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

TBF 2.66E-04 .0 T6 REACTOR TRIP INITIATING EVENT (If-
FMM2FWREGA FAILUkE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUOH S/G A REG

AND BYPASS VALVES

CMM2TRANDF EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
>

(PASSIVE FAULTS)
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in I hour '(
FCPERFWCSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill

while following EOP 3.
TBF 2.66E-04 .0 T6 REACTCR TRIP INITIATING EVENT <IE)

FMM2FWRE03 FA! LORE TO CONTRCL FLOW THROUGH S/G B REG
AND BYPASS VALVES

CMM2TRANBF EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
(PASSIVE FAULTS)

CPER-2 Operator falls to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

FCPERFWOSD' Operatcts fall to prevent SG overfill

wh11e following EOP 3.
Tbf 1.46E-04 .0 T6 RiACTOR TRIP INITIATING EVENT <IE)

FHF20FWOSD CPERATOR FAILS TO PREVENT SG OVERFILL
'WHILE TOLLOWING ECP 3.

CMM2TRANBA EFW PUHP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLCW
(ACTIVE FAULTS)

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through
cooling in 1 hour

AFWFEEDREC Operator fails to start and align the AFW
pump after 1 css of

TBF 1.lSE-04 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power (IE>
EMM2DGIFXA 20G1 FUEL XFER PUMP FAILS TO STARI

(Pocule)
CMM2TBANAF EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(PASSIVE FAULTS)
OPEK-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

GOSPJO Generic Of fsite Power Non-Recovery Facter
.ACXTIE Operator-fails to reduce loads and'

/"'N erosstie 2A3 and 2A4*

D-
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries i
not (:redited

_-

Plant

Sequence Damage Freq. Percert

Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequence Events

TBF 1.13E-04 .0 T6 REACTOR TRIP Ih!TIATING EVENT <!E)
ThF2CFWOSD OPERATOR FAILS TO PREVENT S3 OVERTILL

WHILE FOLLOWING EC7 3.

QMM250BP7B NO FLOW TO SOB (IE24D) FROM 2P78
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

SGISOLREC Operators fail to recover isolated SG

!BF 1.1JE-C4 .0 76 REACTOR TRIP INITIATINO EVENT <IE)
FFF20FWCSD OPEnATOR FAILS TO PREVENT SO OVERFILL

WHILE FOLLOWINO EOF 3.

CMM250AP7B NO FLOW TO SOA (2E24A) FROM 2P7B
CFER-2 Ope rator f all s to st a rt once through

cooling in 1 hour

SOISOLREC Operaters fail to recover inclated SG

TBF 9.97E-05 .0 T1 Turbine Trip <IE)

FHM2FWREGA FAILURE TO CCNTROL FLOW THROUGH S/O A REC

AND BYFASS VALVES

0-M2TRANDF EFW PUMP T RAI N B FAILS TO *E!!VER FLOWA

(PASSIVE FAULTS)
OPER-2 Operator fails to start cr.ce throuT5

cooling in i hour

FOPERFWOLD Operators fail to prevent SG overfill

=hile following ECP 3.

TBF 9.97E-05 .0 !! Turbine Trip <!E)

FMM2FWREGB FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G B REO

AND BYPASS VALVES

OMM2TRANBF ETW PUMP TRA!N B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

-'"A'SIVE FAULTS)
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

FOPERFWCSO Operators fail to prevent 50 overfill

while following ECP 3.

TBF 9.54E-05 .0 T2 Loss of PCS <IE>

OMM2 T RAN AF EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(PASSIVE FAULTS)

CMM2TRANDF E'W PUMP TRA!N B FAILS TO OELIVER FLOW
( .SSIVE FAULTS)

CPER-2 Op.rator f ails to start once through

coeling in 1 hour

AFWFEEDREC Cperator f aits to statt and align the ATW

pa.?p a.'ter 1 css of

9
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g Table 3.5.4 5. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries
( not Credited

Plant

Sequence Damage Freq. Percent

Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequence Events

TBF 9.19E-05 .0 T3 Lcss of Offsite Power (IE>

CMM2T RAN AT EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
(PASSIVE FAULTS)

CW.M2TRANBA EFW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
(ACTIVE FAULTS)

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 bour

COSP00 Generic Offsite Pcwer Non-Recovery Factor
TBF 7.90E-05 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power <!E)

EDG20G1XXF 20G1 FAILS TO RUN
CMM2TRA sF EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS

TO OELIVER FLOW (PASSIVE FAULTS)
EDG2002XXI 2002 FAILS TO RUh
SB016 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

TBF 7.13E-OS .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Prwer <IE>

EMM2031SWO 20G1 SERVICE WATER COOLING FAULT MOOULE
/ OMM2TRANAT EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO OELIVER FLOW
\ (PASSliI FAULTS)

OPER-2 Operator fails to start ence through

cooling in 1 hour

GOSP00 Generic Of f rite Power Non-Recc: 'ery " tor

A0XIIE Operator f ails to reduce loads and

crosstle 2A3 and 2A4
TBF 7.12E-05 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power <!E)

OBI 20SC011 BATTERY 2011 OISCHAROE0
EOG2001XXF 2001 FAILS TO RUN
EMM20G2FXA 2DG2 FU f XFER PUMP FAILS TO START

< module >

SB003 $80 NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

00LAYTKREC Operator fails to refill DG day tank

using ANOl transfer pum
T3 ?' 7.12E-05 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power <IE)

OBT2050011 BATTERY 2011 CISOP'E000
E002D02XXF 2002 FAILS TO RUN
EMM2001FXA 20G1 FUEL XTER PUHF FAILS TO START

< module)
SB002 SBO NON-RFCOVERY FACTOR
DOOAYTKREC Operator fails to refill DG day tank

using AN01 transfer pum

,_.
.
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries

not (:redlited

Plant

Sequence Damage Freq. Percent

hame Class Neasure (t) Accident Sequence Events

-

TBF 6.60E-05 .0 T6 REACTCR TRIP INITIATING EVENT (IE)
FMM2FWREGA FAILURE TO CCNTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A REG

AND BYPASS VALVES

QiM2EFWTBF EFW PUMP TRAIN B UNAVAILABLE DUE TO

MAINTENANCE

OPER-2 Operator f ails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

FOPERTWCSD Operators fall to prevent SG overfill

while following ECP 3.

TBF 6,60E-05 .0 T6 REACTOR TRIP INIT!ATING EVENT (IE)
FMM2FWREGB FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THPOUCH S/C B REG

AND BYFASS VALVES

OiM2EFWTBF EFW PUMP TRAIN B UNAVA!LABLE DOE TO

MAINTENANCE

OPLR-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

FCPERFWCSD Operators fell to prevent 50 cverfill

while following i ~ 3.

TBF 6.55C-05 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite P,we a E>

E002DO2XXF 2002 FAILS TO RUN
QHF2 REFILL CPERATORS FAIL TO ALIGN EFW SUCTION TO

ALTERNATE CONOENSATE

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in I hour

GOSP00 Ger.eric Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor

ACREAL!OND Cperators fail to realign 2B5 from 2A3 to

from 2A3 to 2A4 (battery disch)

TBF 6.54E-05 .0 T7 Total Loss of Service Water Flow <IE)

CHF2 REFILL OPERATORS FAIL TO ALIGN EFW SUCTION TO

ALTERNATE CONOENSATE

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

T7 REC Operator fails to start standby SW pump &
align ECP w/QHF2RE

TBX 6.54E-05 ,0 T7 Total Loss of Service Water Flow <IE>
OHF2 REFILL OPERATORS FAIL TO ALIGN EFW SUCTION TO

ALTERNATE CONCENSATE

OFER-2CHO Operator fails to use charging pumps for

feed & bleed coolin

| 9
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Table 3.5,4 5. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries
! not (:redited
a

Plant

Sequence Damage Freq. Percent

t Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequence Events

i

TBF 6.10E-05 .0 T10 LOSS OF DC BUS 2001 <!E>
CMM2TRANAF EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

$,
(PASSIVE FAULTS)

MANOSPREC Operators f ail to align of fej te power to

2 A1 (2 A2) , failed au,

TBF 6.10E-05 .0 T12 LOSS OF AC BUS 2A3 <IE)
OMM2TRANAT EFW PUMP TRAIN A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(PASSIVE FAULTS)
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in I hour

; AFWFEEOREC Operator fails to start and align the AFW

pump after loss of
TBF 6.CIE-05 .0 T3 Loss cf Offsite Power (IE)

DBT20SCD11 BATTERY 2D11 DISCHARGED
4 EMM2DGIFXA 2DCl FUEL XFER PUMP FAILS TO START

<rodule>4

CSPO4 i NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

P7AMANRLC) Opers fail to manually control EFW pp
(2P7A) speed or dischg

! OPER-15 Operator fails to realign 2002 or 2001 to
; 2D34 iswg bat chg)
'

TBF 5.84E-C5 .0 T3 Loss of offsite Power <IE)
*

ED02DG1XXF 2DG1 FAILS TO RUN
CMM2TRANAA ETW PUMP TRAIN-A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

; (ACTIVE FAULTS)
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour,

; COSP00 Generic of er Non-Recovery Factor
2

ACXTIE Operator f alls to reduce loads and

crosstle 2A3 and 2A4
i- TBF 5.'84E-05 .0 T3 .Less of Of f site Power <IE)
( ED02CG2XXF 2DG2 FAILS TO RUN

CMM2TRANAA EFW PUMP TRA!!! A FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW
j (ACTIVE FAULTS)

CPER-2 Operator fails to start once through
,

!
-cooling in I hout

GCSP00 Generic Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor
ACXTIE Operator fails to reduce loads and

crosstle 2A3 and 2A4

i (?~
.
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO.2 PR A Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries

not (:redited

. - _

Pl a r.t

Sequence Damage Freq. Percent

Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequence Events

TBF 5.56E-05 .0 T1 Turbine Trip <IE)

THT20FWOSD OPERATOR FAILS TO PREVENT SG CVERTILL

WHILE FOLLOWING E0P 3.

CMM2TRANBA ETW PUMP TRAIN B FAILS TO DELIVER FLOW

(ACTIVE FAULTS)

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once thrcagh

cooling in I hout

AFWFEEDREO Operator fails to start and align the AFW

punp af ter loss of

TBF 5.54E-05 .0 T14 LCSS CF AC BUS 2B5 <!E>
FMM2FWRE0A FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A REO

AND BYPASS VALVES

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

-FOPERTWCSD Operators fall to prevent SG overfill

while following EOF 3.

TBF 5.54E-05 .0 T14 LOSS CF AC BUS 2B5 (IE)
FMM2FWRFGB FA! LURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUOH S/G B REL

AND BYP ASS VALVES

OFER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in I hour

F0FERFWCSD Operators fall to prevent S0 overfill

while following ECP 3.

TBF 5.48E-05 .0 T3 Loss of offsite Power <IE)

EDC2DGlXXF 2DG1 FAILS TO RUN

OMM2STMAOM STEAM ADMISSION VALVE 2CV-0340-2 AND

BYPASS VALVE 2SV-0205

CPER-2 Cperator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour

GCSP00 Ceneric Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor

ACXTIE Operator falls to reduce loads and

crosstie 2A3 and 2A4

TBF 5.48E-05 .0 T3 Loss of offsite Power <IE)

EDO2DO2XXF 2DG2 FAILS TO RUN

CMM2STHAOM STEAM ADMISSION VALVE 2CV-0340-2 AND
SYPASS VALVE 2SV-0205

OPER-2 Operator falls to start once through

ecoling in 1 hour

GCSP00 Ceneric Offsite Power Non-Recovery Factor i

A0XTIE Operatcr fails to reduce loads and

crosstie 2A3 and 2A4

O\
|
\

i

|
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Table 3.5A 5. ANO 2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries

not Credited,

~

.

1

'

Plant

Sequence Damage Freq. Percent

Name Class Measure (%) Accidert Sequence Events
.

d

| TBF 5.04E-05 .0 T6 REACTOR TRIP INITIATING EVENT <IE)
FMM2FWRIGA FAILUME TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A RIG

AND BYPASS VALVES-

CMM2CCFIAC COMMON CAUSE FAILURE OF EFW AC INJECTION*

; VALVES
1 CPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in 1 hour.
*

FOPEkFWOSD Operators fail to prevent SG. overfill

while following EOP 3.

TBF 5.04E-05 ,0 T6 REACTOR TRIP INITIATING EVENT (IE)
1 FMM2FWREGB FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUCH S/G B REG

AND BYPASE VALVES

CMM20CTIA0 COMMON CAUSE FAILURE CF EFW AC INJECTION

VALVES

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through,

cooling in 1 hcur

FOPERTWOSD Operators fail to prevent SG overfilly

while following EOP 3.

TBF 4.54E-05 .0 T6 REACTOR TRIP INITIATING EVENT <IE)
FMM2FWREGA FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROUGH S/G A REG

i AND BYPASS VALVts

CHF2EFWTBF OPERATOR FAILS TO PROPERLY RESTORE EFW,

TRAIN B
OPER-2 Operator fails to start once through

cooling in I hour
r FCPERFWOSD Cperators fall to prevent SG overfill

while following EOP 3.4

TBF 4.54E-05 .0 T6 REACTOR Tir!P IN!TIATING EVENT <IE)
#

FMM2FWREGB FAILURE TO CONTROL FLOW THROJGH S/C B REG
AND BYPASS VALVES

CHF2ETWTBF OPERATOR FAILS TO PROPERLY RESTORI EFW
TRAIN B

1

OPER-2 Operator fails to start once-through

cooling in I hour
!

FOPERFWOSO Operators fall to prevent SG overflil

while following EOP 3.

TBF. 4.30E-05 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power <IE)
CBT20SCDil BATTERY 2011 DISCHARGED

EOG2002XXF 2DG2 FAILS TO RUN,

EMM2DGISWC 20G1 SERVICE WATER COCLING FA"LT MODULE
SB002 SBO NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

k

.

'
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Table 3.5.4 5. ANO.2 PRA Dominant or Top 50 Cutsets with Operator Recoveries

not Credited

Plant

Se crd ace Damage Freq. Percent
Name Class Measure (%) Accident Sequence Events

TBF 4.30E-05 .0 T3 Loss of Offsite Power (IE>

DBT2DSCD11 BATTERY 2011 DISORAROED

EDC2DG1XXF 2DG1 FAILS To RUN
EMM2D025WO 2002 SERVICE WATER COOLING FAULT MOOULE

SB003 SBC NON-RECOVERY FACTOR

.

!

.

1

:

O
!

,

r

1
4

|

|
;

i

O
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Table 3.5.4 6A.
g

Accident Sequence Core Melt Frequency Contribution Using Plant Specific Data
i

Sequence Name Base Model Core Melt Total Analysed Core Melt
,

AU 1.044E-06 Additional ar,alyses that have performed and
' AX 3.247E-07 their respective core melt contributions are:

MU 2.294E-07
; MX 1.511E-06 ISLOCA Evaluation 3.36E-07

RLF 7.321E-Os
'

RBU 2.560E-09 ATWS Scoping Analysis 1.02E-06
RBX 1.376E-09
RU 1.104E-11 Internal riooding all scenarios4

j RX 1.819E-08 Screening Analysis < 1.0E-06
SBT 1.923E+07

! SDU 2.111E-09
SBX 1.164E-08 When comoined with the base PRA model results

f su 6.045E-07 the resulting total core melt frequency is given

SX 9.032E-07 below. Note that the ATW5 and Internal Flooding
'

TBT 2.438E-05 Analyses are boundingly conservative when compared

TBX 1.929E-06 tc the base PRA model and 15LOCA results, anc cautien

TOU 1.784E-07 r uld be used when comparing these results.

TCX 1.425E-06

Total Freq: 3.285E-05 3.421E-05,

s

,

1

!

a

t

t

9

|*

.

(O
T
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Table 3.5.4 611. Accident Sequence Core Melt Frequency Contibution Using Generic g
1)ata

f.eq.ence ha*e Base Modt. Coie Melt

AV 4.$01L 07
AX 2.12(E-07
MU 1.553t-07
MX 9.911t 07
RET 2.941t-08

RBU 1.677t-09

RBX 1.119Ea09
kV 9.25DE-12
Ex 2.1440 08
SBT 1.071E 07
SBU 1.9;5E-09

sbx 1.592t-08

*U b.nD7E-07
SK t.0640-07
*PF 1.43;E-OL

TBX 1.0030-06 -

-

!;U 9.410E 08
'OX 1.5(9E*C6

Tctal Freat 2.0090-05

i

l

l

O
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! Table 3.5.4 7A. Inlilator Core Melt Frequency Contibution Using Plant Specine Data

Initiator base Model Core Melt total Analysed Core Melt
|

1

A 1.3t9t 06 Ad31tional analyses that have per f ormed arid
M 1.740E-06 their astreetive core melt contributions aret

| R 9.535E-08
5 1.714L-Os aSLDCA Evaluation 3.36E-07

i il 2. 2 6 7 E - O f-

T10 9.199E-06 ATW5 setping Analysis 1.02E-06
til 1.113E-06

'

T12 J.232E-06 Internal ricocing

T13 S.782E-08 tereening Analy sis ( 1.0E-06
T14 1. s . CE-01 ,,

T15 1.197E*07
j T2 8.9B(E-07 When ecmtined with the base PRA model re sult s
i f) 1.721E-06 the tesulting total core melt frequency is given

T4 1.8660-09 below. No*.e that the ATWS and Internal ricoding

75 1.'31E-09 Analyses are boundingly conservative when cowpared

! T6 5.952E-06 to the base PkA model and !SLOCA results, and coation

) T7 2.137E-06 should be used when coFparing these resalts.

T8 2.136E-07
| *9 2.041E-07

Total Freq 3.285E 05 3.421E-05

i

Table 3.5.4 711. Initiator Core Melt Frequency Contibution Using Generic Data

Initiater Base Model Core Melt

i

I

'
A 6.627E-07
M 1.163E-06
A 5.371E-08
5 1.232E-06
*4 1.429E-06
T10 2.575E-06
til 7.384E-07
T12 3.195E-06

j T13 4.5050-09
' *t4 8.169E-08

TAS 9.316E-08
T2 6.874E-07
T3 2.623E-06

| 'i 2.017E-09
TS 1.647E-09
T6 3.163E-06
T7 1.2870-06
78 2.854E-07
T9 1.471E-07

|
*

| Total Ereq: 2.009E-05
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Table 3.5.4 SA. S stem Core Melt Frequency YF Importance Using Plant Speelfic Data3

j Medule I-V 1*per t ence Description

H asure

Q .412 ErW $ystern
D .357 DC Poret system

;

E .349 AC Pp et bystem

Y 9.00tL 02 Co tainnent Splay System

& 7.921L 02 Service Water $ystem

H 5.(21[-02 HPS! System
j F 2.21'E-02 MrW System
i

1. 1.877[+02 1. PSI System

i

!

Tab!c 3.5.4 811. System Core Melt Frequency VF 1mportance Using Generic Data;

Modale T V IFrottance Desetiptit9

measure
q
4

; - - - - . _

O 464 OC Power System'

E .406 AC Fewer System

0 .317 ErW System
5 .169 servlee hatet sy st en,

Y .1C0 Cont a i r.me nt Spray System
H 6,23(L-02 HFS! System
L 2.217E-02 1.Ps1 bysteer
F 1.077E-02 MFW Systee

,

9
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Table 3.5.4 9. Uncertainty Calculation Offsite Power Non reemery Probability Values

*
hen-recovery Base Model I r.c t e a se a

i f^ e ct o r Valve Value

. G0sP00 1.504E-2 2.486E*2 |.

G0&P20 3.42$E-1 2.003E 1 .
,

CD5P27 1.4$8E-2 2.486E-2
- 005P31 1.642E-3 0,280E-3 -

' I

i

03F02 1.642E-3 8. 80E-3
| CSP 03 1.642E-3 E.280E-3

OtF04 1.099E-3 1.171E-2
'

Otros 8.462E-S $.172E 3
' 03P06 8.462E-S $ 172E-3 !

OtP07 3.42$t-1 2.083E-1
C5P11 1.f42E-3 8.280E-3
CSP 12 J.642E-3 A.200E-3
CSP 13 1.642E-3 8.280E-3
otett 3.42*E-1 2.081E-1
05P16 1.099E+3 1.771Ea2 ,,

OSPl? 1.587E-4 2.203E-2
CAP 19 1.0991-3 1.171 E-2 .

03P19 3.69)E-1 *

/.261L*2

05P20 3,42SE-1 2.083E-1
OIP22 3.42SE-1 2.CB30 1 !

CSP 24 1.be4E 2 2.48(E 2 !

03P26 3.4210 1 2.083E+1 *

03P34 1 504E 2 2.4060-2
0$P35 1.641E 3 8.280E-3
C5P40 1.5040-2 2.486E-2 L

Otr42 6.462I-$ 5.112E-3 I

T

' !
' "53000 1, * 0 4 E*2 2.486E-2
l-

AB001 1.06)E-3 1 771E-2 !

C3002 1.12PE 3 1.619E-T !
'SB'03 1.120f-3 1 619E-2

| 5B004 1.402E-3 1.39)E-2 |
| SB005 1.099E-3 1.771E-2 j

SB006 8.2$4E-3 S.045E 2 '

$3007 3.4250-1 2.083E-1
.$8006 1.416E-2 2.023E-2
58009 1.504E-2 . 2.446E-2

*
$B010 1.677E-3 1.442E-3

|- 39011 3.425E-1- 2.083E-1
$bO12 1.467E 2 . 2.4250-2 i

59016 3.162 L-2 -4.146E-2~
5B018 1.601E-3 8.0AEE-3
ShT. ) 1.5"4E-2 2.406E-2
sa020 3.425E 1 2.0834-1

'
- 53021 3.425E-1 2.093E-1

,

* - Frem Peterenen 1.
.

.

. >
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3.6 INTERNAL FLOOD SCREENING ANALYSIS

3.6.1 Overview

This internal flowlin,; screening study was performed as part of the ANO 2 IPE analysis as :

required by Generic etter 88s0 [Ref. 3.6.1].

The objectives of the internal flood analysis were 1) to quantify the impact on core damage
frequency of flooding from sources intemal to the plant in a conservative way,2) to identify '

any Good scenarios likely enough to le significant, and 3) to identify insights from the
analysis. He above objective was accomplished and is described in detail in the following
sections. .

'
Section 3.6.2 defines the scope of the analysis. The scope is defined in terms of both the
locations of Good hazards and the types of hazards that are considered. 'lo assist the reader in
understanding subsequent sections, several figures and tables are provided identifying plant
locations. Figure 3.61 shows major ANO site buildings and stnictures. Table 3.61 identifies
by zone designator, description, and plant location all 78 Pood tones considered by the study.
Figure 3.6-2 provides simpillied plant drawings showing all zones in the reactor auxiliary
building (RAB) and the turbine building (TB).

Section 3.6.3 de:1!!s the Dood screening methodology. It describes the rnethod of deterrnining
flom! initiator frequency, the development of flood scenarios for trKXIeling, the assumptions
employed in each of the screening quantifications, and the way in which the plant uxxlels are
used for scenario quantiCcation.

! Sect on 3.6A describes the screening study results. The reader can clearly see the criteria byi

which each zone was " screened out". For the case of the one zone which rernained above the>

core damage screening value, the results of the detailed cutset analysis are described.,

Section 3.6.5 surnmarizes the results and presents insights of value in understanding the risk of
internal floodwg at ANO-2.

,

3.6.2 Scope

in order to have a plant core damage frequency contribution from intemal floods, all of the
following conditions must occur:

An unexpected, uncontrolled release of water or other liquid in the plant thatI .
'

could affect PRA me<!eled equipment operation.

A reactor trip that could potentially present a challenge to the integrity of the*

reactor core.

A failure of PRA modeled equipment due to flooding or other causes that.

could reduce the plant's capability to reach a safe shutdown condition
| following a flooding event.
i

.

-

| This study addresses each of these conditions for all flood scenarios, as well as limited
consideration of recovery of necessry plant functions prior to con: damage.

.

O
.
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l

All plant areas except containment were included within the scope of this analysis. Flonling )
in containment has been thoroughly m.dped in pevious safety studies (e.g., loss of coolant

,

accident analyses).

The scope of this analysis included flood hazards from all plant liquid (primarily water)
sources that could affect PRA modeled equipment. Internal flood hazard sources included all
installed, fixed liquid systems and temporary (e.g., hose or tubing) liquid systems that were
generically used on a repetitive, routine basis at U.S. nuclear power plants. Potential
temporary hose or tubing systems that would be used for plant specific one time maintenance
or repair cpalications were outside the scope of this analysis. Tanks that were both external
to plant buildings and which did not connect with liquid systems inside plant buildings were
not considered as soutees. Damage asscciated with intemal flood hazards included only
short term (less than 24 hour) liquid inundation effects on PRA modeled equipment. Other
hazards such as pipe whip, steam impingement, and specific liquid jet or spray patterns were
outside the scope of the analysis.

In the screening analysis, any soun:e of water (including lic uid jets and sprays) was assumed
to fail all PRA modeled equipment located in the associatec flood initiation flood zone. This
is a conservative auumption in tenns ofimpacting all equipment in the zone.

Consideration of PRA rncdeled equipment cable terminal points (e.g., junction tmes) was
included in this analysis is the maximum extent possible using previously develoxd Appendix
R safe shutdown equipment cable tables obtained from the ANO Electrica Engmeeting
Group. Cable tracing using individual control widng diagrams for PRA modeled equipment

outside the scope of this analysis.we

A63 &l}gyhlen

Analysis of the internal flooding impact on overall plat core damage frequency included the
following general tasks:

Preliminary flood scenario development.

Plant walldown.

Initial flood scenario frequency screening.

ReOnement of analysis bases and assumptions-

Final Good scenado frequency screening.

The final two steps abose were performed iteratively until each scenario was detennined to le
telow the established screening frequency or until the scenario frequency was as hw as
reasonably achievable using the screening methods of this study,

lask 1 Prel.im'tlarv Flood SegmiqDevelopmmtl

In this task, the intemal Conding analysis team d: velo xd preliminary flood scenario tables for
each nood zone in the plant. Tnese tables were uset as a basis for flood scenario definition
and analysis in subsequent tasks.

The infonnation collected following the initial kickoff meeting and additional information
subsequently obtained from ANO infonnation rnanagement systems was carefully reviewed to
support the following subtasks:

9
:

3.6-2
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i
;

Component location cross reference development.

O liazard source - location cross reference development.

hiitigating/ Isolation features location cross reference development ;*
3

Preliminary flood propagation path analysis |.

Preliminary ficod scenario table documentation.
.

] First, a list of all components modeled in the current Level 1 PRA was developed and
documented in a dBASE file listing the basic event names and descriptions. Then using the4

i Station Information hianagement System (SlhtS) and other plant mformation sources, a
preliminary component location cross reference list was developed and recorded in the
preliminary flocd scenario tables and in a dBASE file. Appendix R fire zone designators were'

i used as flood zone location designators. Next, using a combination of ANO plant infonnation
databases (SihtS and PDhtS), general arrangement drawings [Ref. 3.6.8), P&lDs from the
PRA system notebooks, and piping isometric drawings [Ref. 3.6.9], the flooding analysis team i

develor.cd a preliminary Dood hazard source location cross reference and recorded this |,

! infonnation on the preliminary Dood scenario tables. Also, during this review of the drawings,
,

the flooding analysis team recorded mitigating features such as sump pumps, floor drainage
! systems, and other liquid runoff paths on the preliminary Dood scenario tables.
!
"

Next, the preliminary Dood propagation analysis was perfonned for each potential flood
scenario by reviewing plant drawings and applying the following question answer procedure i

to each potential flood mitiation zone:
i
; 1. Does this zone have any significant flooding sources for liquid accumulation?
.

| E.ng, then this zone is screened out as an internal flood scenario (but not as a
'

potential propagation pathway for other Dood scenarios) and no further
.

analysis is required.

: Ens, then go to question 2.
!

i 2. Can water from this zone propagate to other zones?

Ens, then identify these propagation paths and where water can accumulate,

and affect other zones. List these zones in the flood scenario table and anhlyze
the combined impact of these additional propagated zones as one scenario4

: which started in the initial zone as a flood source.
!

: _ If_ng, then go to question 3.
i

3. Is there any PRA equipment affected in this zone?,

JLac, then this zone is screened out as an internal flooding scenario and no
i further analysis is required.

i If ves then analyze this zone as an intemal flooding scenario with flood
.

: sources that do not propagate outside of the zone.
;

Each flood scenario analyzed was labeled using the Dood initiation zone designator. The
flood scenario tables include a section which documents where the flood water propagates

i from the Dood initiation zone. Flood scenarios with no propagation are indicated as such.
Some propagations became less conservative as refinements were made in subsequent

; screening calculations. A summary of the final flood propagation analysis is presented in
Table 3.6 2. During this task, several questions arose concerning component, flood hazard,

L
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source, and mitigafng feature locations, as weh as potential Docd propagation paths. Rese
questions were resolved during the plant walkdown. The prelin inary flood scenario tables
and associated questions fonned a solid basis for the flooding analysis team to perfonn an
efficient, effective plant walkdown.

Task 2 - Plant Walkdt w n

in this task, the intemal flooding analysis team physically inspected the plant to refine and
verify the preliminary flood scenario tab!:s so that they could be used to accurately define the
flood scenarios for the screening evaluation perf nned in Task 3.

He internal flooding analysis team inspected the plant with the following objectives:

Verify flood hazard sources identified in Task I and identify all additional.

significant flood hazard sources in each of the plant nood zones.

Verify the potential flood propagation paths identined in Task 1, and identify.

any additional flood propagation paths associated with each plant flood zone.

Verify the locations (including estimated distance above floor level) of.

equipment, components, and man. machine interfaces in the flood zones
modeled in the current Level 1 PRA.

Verify the locations of mitigating or isolation features such as floor drains,.

curbs, watertight doors, sump pumps, valves, etc. identified during Task 1, and
identify any additional flood mitigating features in each plant flood zone.

9
These objectives were accomplished through a thorough physical inspection of ANO 2 by a
flooding analysis team experienced with plant inspections and ANO 2 facilities. The team
used internal flooding ana ysis plant walkdown guidelines to implement the walkdown. The
walkdown guidelines used in this analysis are presented in Figure 3.6-3. The team
documented the walkdown by taking notes on the preliminary scenario tables and on selected
fire zone drawings used during the walkdown.

The team also documented the Dood zone inspections by ahotographing each accessible plant
flood zone including significant component locations, f ood propagation paths, and Good

I mitigation / isolation features. These photographs were arranged in an album to help the
! intemal flooding analysis team recall important nood zone features for subsequent tasks.

Task 3 - Initial Flood Scenario Frequenev Screenine

In this task, the intemal flooding analysis team refiaed the preliminary internal flood scenario
tabies based on the results of Task 2 and developed quantitative screening criteria for Good
scenario core damage frequency. Based on an estimated total ANO-2 core damage frequency
from internal initiators of about 2.00E-5/ year and the functional sequence rep _onability in
References 3.6.1 and 3.6.3, a quantitative screening or cutoff frequency of 1.00E-6/yr was,

| selected for each potential flood scenario. The team then proceeded to develop and record
' flood scenario initiation frequencies for each flood scenario documented in the internal flooci

scenario tables. The team then perfonned
maximum impact on equipment in all zones in tn,importance, screening based on assuming ae propagatwn path.

In order to screen internal flood scenarios at ANO-2, it was first necessary to estimate an &i
'

annual frequency of Gooding in each flood zone defined in the analysis. The intemal Gooding W

3.6-4
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i

i

- analysis team found no significant plant specific Hooding data at ANO 2. Derefore, industry
data was used to develop Dood rone flood initiation screening frequencies in this analysis.a

His was accomplished by taking the total intemal flood frequency for a specific plant building
and " spreading" it throughout the flood zones defined within that building. Reference 3.6.2

i provides a documented source for annual flood frequencies in nuclear power plant buildings.
'lh mean frequency of floods which could occur during operation in the auxi:iary building is
3.05E 02 flood events per year, and the mean frequency of floods which could occur during
operation in the turbine building is 1.47E 02 flood events per year. These building flood
frequency distributions were " spread" throughout plant flood zones to provide flood imtiating
event frequencies for each ANO 2 flood scenario. The physical parameters used in.

i developing weighting factors to accomplish this frequency spread in the ANO 2 intemal flood
analysis were zone volume and flood source rating based on flood source density of high,
medium, or low. The detailed process for developing flood zone flood initiation frequencies is
3 resented in Reference 3.6.11. Zone volumes, source ratings, and Dood initiator frequencies'

)y zone are presented in Table 3.6 3.

Flood frequencies for zones outside the auxiliary and turbine buildinj;s were calculated,

separately outside the spreadsheet. Flood frequencies for the intake build ng, PASS building,
and fuel uult were derived using the auxiliary building flood frequency as a base frequency
and weighting this frequency for each of these three buildings based on volume and Dood
source weight. For the cooling tower, the auxiliary building frequency was applied directly.<

For the switchyard and the two transformer yards, the fire protection system inadvertent
actuation frequency of 2.00E 04 per year from NUREG/CR 5580 was applied.

'

In the initial screening phase, the maximum equipment impact was evaluated since all PRA
equipment and cable termination points in the zone where the flood started and in all
propagated zones were assumed to be failed.

The initial flood scenario frequency screening was performed using the PRA basic event and
component location database files developed in Task I as computer input files. These two
files are formatted for the dBASE 111 Plus IBM PC software. A third input file used in the
initial quantification was developed from the ANO 2 PRA model. This file is a dBASE 111
Plus flic containing the modules used in the Level 1 core damage frequency quantification.
The model (computer files) and procedure for use are maintained in the documentation -

records for this project.

Given these three basic input files, the initial flood scenario quantification was performed in
the following steps to obtam a predicted core damage frequency impact:

1. OcErate a total list of basic events and modules impacted by the Good
| scenario. The basic event, component location, and module dBASE files were '

used to generate this list. First, a list of all components (i.e., component:

numbers) assumed to be failed in the initial flood zone and all propagated
zones was developed. Next, the component numbers were transenbed into

i basic event and module names (those applicable to and included in the PRA
model). Lastly, this list of basic event and module names was refined into the
minimal set of names to remove duplicated names.

2. Oonntify each 00nd scenario CAFTA cutset file assuming allbasic events and
modules (i e.. components) imo2cted by the Good scenario have failed. Each
basic event and module name impacted by the flood as listed in step 1 were
assumed to be failed and were set to "true" in the CAFTA logic model fori

| O general transients. The model was then requantified to reflect these impacts to
V obtain a core damage frequency impact for each flood scenario by setting the

3.6-5
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general transient frequency for turbine trip (TI) equal to the flood initiation
frequency for eacn scenario postulated. The turbine trip initiator was

,

conservatively chosen instead of the lass severe reactor trip initiator (T6).

Task 4 - Refinement of Analysis Basts and Assumptions j

The key bases and assumptions applied in the initial screening analysis are presented as
follows:

l

Cable termination points for power. control, or instrumentation cables I.

suppcrting components modeled in the Level 1 PRA were considered
susceptible to Gooding unless their qualification for liquid submergence was
documented.

During the initial screening of flood scenarios, all Level 1 PRA components in.

ficni affected areas were conservatively considered to fail from submergence,
liquid jets, or spray.

In the screening analysis, all ex control roem human actions were 1
.

conservatively assumed to te failed, and the in control room human actions for
only those flood scenarios that staned in or propagated through the control |

room were assumeo io be failed. No cutset recovery factors were considered.

The flood scenario core damage frequency used as the limit for additional.

analysis applied during screening was 1.0E 6/yr.

Flood scenario initiation frequencies were calculated using historical flood data.
,

which included Good events resulting from human error during operation and -

maintenance as well as pye break events. Therefore, Good events induced by
human error were accounted for in the initial flood frequencies assigned to the
Good zones in this analysis.

In the screening analysis, liquid propagation in the vertical direction (i.e., to.

flood zones below the Good initiation zone) was assumed to be infinite in zones
containing infinite flood sources (e.g., circulating water). That is, it would
drain to the associated building sump and fill all su.<ceptible flegd zones below
grade until liquid flowed out of the building through doorways or other,

| openings above grade. In zones containing only tinite flood sources liquid
propagation in the venical direction was assumed to fill only the lowest level
susceptible flood zones below grade.

Liquid propagation in the horizontal direction was assumed to effectively pass.

through two concentric doors on the same elevation as the Good initiation zone
if the Good source was infinite (e.g., circulating water), if the Docd source
was finite, liquid propagation in the horizontal direction was assumed to
effectively pass through one door on the same elevation as the flood initiation
zone.

Liquid propagating to zones above grade would accumulate to an effective.

level of one foot above the zone floor elevation.

| Scenarios involving the failure of any system modeled in the PRA due to loss.

of liquid inventory above (i.e., no associated failure of that rystem's Cood g'

3.6-6,
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,

,

i

: susceptible equipment) is assumed to te analyzed in the special initiator
i category of the PRA and is not considered as part of this analysis.

In this task, the analysis bases and assumptions were refined for each of the Good scenarios ,

; that passed through the initial screening process (i.e., core damage frequency impact predicted

| to be greater than 1.00E 6/yr) and rer;uired a more detailed quantitative screening analysis. In
order to determine the cutsets of concern CAFTA runs were performed for each scenarioi

j which passed through the initial screening process. With this second set of runs cutsets v.ere
generated by setting failure probability of flood affected equipment to 1.0. "Ihis allowed the

,

cutsets to be reviewed to determine which equipment failures result in frequeneles greater than
i 1.00E 06/yr. The general bases and assumpoons revised and applied in the detailed flood

]
scenario analysis are presented as follows:

In order to estaba.,n a more realistic propagation path for more likely flood.
j

scenarios, spread of the flood is limited to tho e locations reached within 20i

i minutes. This assumption is consistent with those applied in fire protection
j system inadvertent actuation ponding calculations for ANO-2 [Ref. 3.6.10).

! Large floods stre floods with rates greater than 1000 gpm. All other floods are-

i classified as small/ medium floods. When appropriate, separate propagations
4 for large and for small/ medium Doods are considered.
i

The flood drain system in the flood initiation zone will sufficiently| +

accommodate flood liquid drainoff for small/ medium doods, so that horizontal
flood propagation outside the flood initiation zone is insignificant in terms of
equipment damt.ge.

!O A general flood recovery human error rate of 1.00E-02 applies to all large-

. floods. This accoun.s for operator action to stop a large flood during the O to
1 20 minute time frame after flood initiation but before a critical set (minimal
; cutset) of equipment is failed leading to core damage.
4

i Recovery of the feedwatei function for accident sequences that result from-

inadvertent overfill of steam generators is applied wher appropriate.

The impact in flood prapagation zones was selectively revised to account for*;

; eculpment failure on:y below cakulated or assumed maximum liquid heights.
Also, equipment was not failed if its spatial relationship to the source

; precluded impact.

j.
Where necessary, cutsets were reviewed to identify equipment failure modes-

that could tot reali3tically be attributable to flooding. Corresponding events
: were assigned their independent failure probability (for instance: human
: recoveries which would not be affected by the flood).
.

The PRA model human actions were reviewed to take credit for selected.;

human actions that would not be affected by the flood, since all ex-control'

.
.

room human actions were initially assumed to be failed by the flood.

| Additional ficod specific recovery was applied where appropriate..

Revised bases and assumations for spe,;ific scenarios are presented in Section 3.6.4 of this4

.
report. Conservative va ues of maximurn flooding rates and a summary of propagation
changes based on flooding rates and timing calculations are shown in Table 3.6-4.

i
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Task 5 - Finalflood Scenario Frequency Screening

Based on the results of Tasks 3 and 4, the internal Hood analysis team performed more
detailed analysis on the selected scenarios which exceeded the screening criteria of 1.00E-
6/ year and calculated more realistic core damage frequencies.

He process used to perfonn the detailed flood scenario screening on scenarios passing
through the initial screening process included several iterative stens. First, scenario
propagation paths were can ful;y reviewed and revised as necessary to account for liquid
height versus time. If any spillover (i.e., 3ropagation from one zone to another) time exceeds
the 20 minute criterion presented in the .ast section, the zone to which spillover occurs was
climinated from the propagation. Then flood initiating event frequencies were reviewed to
determine if a split between large and medium /small Dood frequency could be justified and
reasonably estimated. Next, where necessary, cutsets were reviewed to identify equipment
failure modes that could not realistically be a*utable to Dooding. Cotresponding events
were assigned their independent failure probabihty. Then recovery of steam generator overfill
sequences was considered. Next, the impact in flood propagation zones was revised to
account for equipment failure only below calculated or assumed maximum liquid heights.
Also, spatial re:ationships of source to equipment were considered and impacts of
inappropnate failure modes due to Occd were changed. Then, the PRA model human actions
were reviewed to take credit for those human actions that would not be affected by the flood,
since all ex-control room human actions were initially assumed to be failed by the flood.
Finally, additic,nal Dood-specine secovery was applied where appropriate.

Modified Dood scenarios were then requantified. Those with core damage frequencies
remaining above 1.00E 06 per year were subjected to the steps described in th.'s paragraph
until predicted core damage frequency went below 1.00E 6 per year or until all reasonable &
seuiario modi 6 cation end recovery factors within the scope of the methodology described W
herein were implemented.

3.6.4 Flood Screening Results

The internal flocd screening methodology described in Section 3.6.3 was successfully applied
to all areas of the ANO-2 plant. Only one Good scenario was still greater than the 1.00E-
6/ year core damage frequency screening value after the series of successively less conservative

. quantincations of Hood scenarios.
|

This remaining scenario involves a Dood or;ginating in the zone designated 2040 JJ, a large
area of the reactor building containing connected tank rooms, pump rooms, and corridors.
The area is located at elevation 335 feet, one level above the auxi iary building basement. The

i current core damage frequency estimate for this zene is 5.24E 07/ year. 'lhis value is based on
! a detailed review of cutsets which enabled the analysts to remove many of the conservatisms

at the cutset level. As such, the core damage frequency and the constituent cutsets are
believed to be realistic with some level of conservatism remaining in the initiator frequency
and certain flood-induced failure assumptions. Detailed information about systems and
equipment in this scenario are included in Table 3.6 5. The scenario is discussed in more

i detail below.
I

The plant was divided into 78 distinct zones for this screening study. Flood scenrios were|
'

developed for each of these zones and conGrmed by plant walkdown. For discussion below,
the 78 zones are considered in seven categories depending upon the combination of factors
which were applied to achieve a core dama3e frequency below the screening criterion of
liOE-6/ year. The results are discussed below in terms of these categories. In cases where a

3.6-8
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scenario is in multiple categories, it is included only in the highest numbered category whichO applies.

Category 1: Zones With No Significant Flooding Source

Ten zones were immediately eliminated from funher consideration because they had no flood
sources within their boundaries. These zones are so indicated in Table 3.6-3, Results
Category 1.

Category 2: Scenarios Below 1NE-6/vear With Initial Screenine Assumptions

Floods from 16 of the remaining 68 zones were eliminated from further consideration because
they resulted in core damage frequency below 1.00E 6/ year with all the conservative
assumptions of the initial screening. These assumptions are presented in Section 3.6.3 above.
These 16 zones are so indicated in Table 3.6-3, Results Category 2.

,

Category 3: Scennios Below I 00E 6/vear After Conside ing:
.LL12ithant small/ Medium and Large Floods Propagations and 2) Recovery
From Potential Steam Generator Overfill Fants

Flood scenarios frora 8 of the remaining 52 zones were climinated from further consideration
after 1) considering different small/ medium and large flood propagations, and 2) consideting
recovery from potential steam generator overfill events.

All of the zones in this category are located in the auxiliary building, and all of them have
flood propagation paths to the auxiliary building basement. All of them were determined to
have an innnite flood source with potemially large flow rate.

It is important to understand the below grade room arrangement in order to unde. this
category of scenarios. Most auxiliary building drains are directed to a large general access
area in the basement at elevation 317 feet. This area and connected hallways and other spaces
(zones 2006-LL 20ll LL and 2149 B) begin to fill. Other zones at this elevation are
protected by watertight doors. The flood will first spill over into zone 2010-LL via open
ventilation shafts. Subsequently, zones 2007 LL and 2014 LL will be Gooded via ventilation
shafts at r. higher elevation. After these volumes are filled, the flood will rise to the next
elevation of 335 feet through stairways and other openings.

Conservative spillover times were calculated for each scenario to each of the zones discussed
above. Flow rates and rest'lts of timing calculations are included in Table 3.6-4. For
scenarios in this category, spillover times to citical zones and to the 335 foot elevation for
large fbods could occur ,n less than 20 minutes, although most large Goods (greater thani
1000 rpm) and all small/ medium Doods would have much longer times available. Therefore,
each scenario was split into two sub scenarios, one for large floods and one for small/ medium
floods. The lac Good to-small/ medium Good ratio is approximately 1:3 for the auxiliary
building. Therefore 1/4 of the total zone flood initiation frequency is assigned to large floods
and 3/4 to small/ medium floods. A value of 1.00E 02 probability of non-recovery was applied -
to the large floods. Also,it was found that human actions associated with PRA model basic
event SGISOLREC were not directly failed by this Good scenario, and therefore, this human
error arobability could be applied in the detailed flood analysis model quantification wherever
modu e QMM2SGAP7B and QMM2SGBP7B appeared. The e. vent SGISOLREC is the
recovery of steam generator isolations that dominate the unrecovered large flood cutse:s for
these auxiliary building zones. For these cutsets, control of main feedwater is lost as a result
of the flood. The model assumes that operators will fail to control feedwater, resulting in a
steam generator overfill and consequential loss of all turbine driven feedwater pumps. Also
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failed by the Doal are salves which isolate both steam generators, thus preventing injection of
feedwater by the motor driven emergency feedwater pump. The SGISOLREC event allows
recovery of flow from the motor drnen pump by opening bypass valves to the steam 4

Jenerators. The resulting final core damage frequency for this combined small/ medium and
;arge flood scenario is less than 1.00E 06/ year for all applicable zones. |

1
'

The zones in this categon are so indicated in Table 3.6 3, Results Category 3.

Category 4: Scenarios Below 1.00E-6/vear After Considering:

.D.}(educed Prop 2pations for All Flood Sizes. and
,

2) Recovery from Potential Steam Generator Overfill Events |

Floods scenarios from 23 of the remaining 44 zones were elimina:ed from further |

consideration after considering 1) reduced propagations for all flood sizes, and 2) recovery
from potential steam generator overfill events.

All of the zones in this category an located in the auxiliary building, and .11 of them have
flood propagation paths to the auxiliary building basement.

Considering the largest Doal source available ia the zone, the flood propagation time
calculations justified reducing the number of flood zones affected by this scenano. Flow rates
and results of timing calculaticns are included in Table 3.6 4. Also, it was found that human
actions associated with PRA model basic event SGISOLREC were not directly failed by 'Jiese
Dood scenarios; and, therefore, this human error probability cou d be applied in the detailedi

Dood analysis model quantification to recover the Qhth12SGAP7B and QhiM2SGBP7B &
modules as described for Category 3 above. W
The zones in this category are so indicated in Table 3.6-3, Results Category 4.

Category 5: Scenarios Below 1.OnE 6/vear After Considering:

.1) Spatial Rslationshins of Source to Equipment.or

2) Reduced Imnact of Source on Equipment

Floods from 10 of the remaining 21 zones were eliminated from further consideration because
of the consideration of 1) spatial relationships of source to ec uipment, or 2) reduced impact of
source on equipmert. These relationships were conservative y modeled in the initial screening
analysis.

One 7.one in this category,2076-HH, had propagation to both the auxiliary building and to the
turbine building. Most cutsets in the scenario were reduced in frequency in the same way as
for Category 4 scenvios; that is, by reduced propagation to critical rooms in the auxiliary
building basement and recovery of steam generator overfill events. For other cutsets,it was
found that the critical failures in the mrbine building (affecting circuit breaker 2All2 and
2A212 and main feedwater regulator valves 2CV-0753, 2CV-0748, 2CV 0740 and 2CV.
0744) were not affected because the flood height of 355 ft is below the elevations of all of the
components. The combined effect of these considerations resulted in a core damage
frequency below 1.00E-06/ year.

O
i
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Another zone in this category is SWYD 1, the switchyard. In this case, it was judged thatO disabling of equipment fai ure given inadvenent actuation of the fire protection system is less
than 1.00E 1, resulting in a core damage frequency less than 1.00E-06/ year.

Another zone in this category is 2200 hiht, the main turbine building hall. In the cutsets for
this scenario, it was found that the critical components were circuit breakers 2All2 and
2A212 and main feedwater regulator valves 2CV 0753, 2CV-0748, 2CV-0740 and 2CV-
0744. Le chance that 2Al12 and 2A212 are failed by a Good in 2200 hihiis modified by the
following two factors: a geometric factor of.25 and a Good source density factor of .25. The
geometric fr.: tor accounts for the fact that only floods in the upper north quarter of 2200 hiht

,

can fail 2A112 or 2A212. The Dood source density factor cecounts for the fact that Hood
sources in 2200-hthi are ;enerally concentrated in the lower third of the zone height.
Furthermore, the conditiona probability of a flood that fails 2All2 or 2All2 also failing the
main feedwater re,;ulator valves is judged to be less than 1.00E-03 hecause they are separated
by almost the full;ength of the turbme building.

Zone 2243 NN (chemistry lab, kitchen, and of6ces) was also eliminated on the basis of
equipment separation. In the cutsets for this scenario, it was found that the critical

onents were circuit breakers 2All2 and 2A212 and main feedwater regulator valves
comp 0753,2CV 0748,2CV 0740 and 2CV 0744. Upon reviewing the scenario propagation,?.C\
it was judged that the conditional probability of a Dood in 2243 NN Hooding 2All2,2A212
and the feedwater regulation valves is less than 1.00E-03 as discussed for the turbine building
flood above, thus yielding a final flood scenario core damage frequency of less than 1.00E-06
per year.

The rest of the zones in this category (2045-XX,2078-QQ,2092 PP,2172 22,2177 YY, &

O 2178 AAA) were screened out by finding that the cutsets were similar to those found in zone
2076 HH In the cutsets for these scenarios,it was found that the critical components were
circuit breakers 2All2 and 2A212 and main feedwater regulator valves 2CV-0753,2CV-
0748,2CV-0740, and 2CV 0744. Upon reviewing the component data base, it was found
that these components are located above the maximum flood level possible for this scenario.
Resetting these component failures back to their independent failure rates yielded a Anal Good
scenario core damage frequency ofless than 1.00E-06 per year.

The zones in this category are so indicated in Table 3.6 3, Results Category 5.

Category 6: Scenarios Below 1.00E-6/ vent After Consideration of Other Recovery Factors

hiany of the scenarios climinated from further consideration in Categories 1 through 5 above
include one of two recovery factors: specifically,1) a factor for recovery of large floods
before they extend to the most conservative propagation, and 2) the SGISOLREC steam
generator isolation recovery in the event of steam generator overfill.

Floods from 10 of the temaining 11 zones were climinated from consideration by evaluating
and applying other recovery factors to the otherwise unrecovered cutsets. In most cases,
these recovery factors have already been developed for the ANO-2 internal events IPE and
applied to other intemal event cutsets. In two of the scenarios below, flood specific recovery
factors were developed.

For zone INTAKE, the Service Water intake Strue:ure, it was found that human actions
associted with the recovery event SWECPREC, switchover of service water to the '

emergency cooling pond, were available in the event of a flood.

O
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For zone 2024-JJ, the turbine driven emergency feedwater pump room, in addition to the'

considerations of Category 4 the recovery event QCSTKXSER :ould be applied to recover
loss of emergency feedwater suction from the normal condensate orage tank Dow path.

For three small zones (2063 DD,2072 R, and 2073-DD),in the auxiliary building,in addition
to the considerations of Category 3, it was found that recovery event SWLOOPXTIE was
applicable to recover loss of Service Water Loop 1.

d

For zones 20811H1 and 2084-DD, piping penetmtion rooms, the recovery event'

FOPERFWCSD, operator fails to prevent steam generator overfill, was used. This event was
needed because implementation of SGISOLREC, used to recover steam generator overfill in
most other scenarios, might be precluded by the flood itself.

For zone 2091, the North Electrical Equipment Room, a unique recovery was developed for
the flooding scenario. After the same considerations of Category 4 were applied, manual

j operation of equipment was considered to restore feedwater in all cases where it is lost by
electrical failures in this scenario. A recovery factor of 5.00E-02 has been selected for these4

events based on the follming reasoning. In all such cases, an intervention time in excess of !
20 minutes is available. Because these same scenarios have been identified for fire risk in the l

" Safe Shutdown Capability Assessment for ANO-2," operators are trained to respond with l
manual actuation in the time available. Finally, since the propagation of the flood is limited to |
the immediate zone in this case, there are no extenuating environmental factors. I

,

For zone 2199-G, the Control Room, core damage may result in one of two ways. Fir:.t. it is
assumed that if the Good is not stopped before sigr.ificant propagation occurc, core damage
will follow directly. This is a very special case scenario in that the flood initiation zone is
continuously manned by qualified operators 24 hours per day. The Good would be detected &
immediately and isolated with a high likelihood before any propagation or accumulation W
occurs. Also, even if the flood is not stopped immediately, the operators can place the plant in
a safe, stable condition using the auxiliary shutdown panel. It is judged that the two human
errors dcscribed above will, combined, have a human error probability of less than 1.00E-03.

Finally, zone 2055 JJ, the Lower South Piping Penetration Area, was climinated from
consideration by applying additional recoveries as well as the considerations of Categories 3
and 5 above. These considerations for this scenario are identical to those discussed below for
zone 2040-JJ; except that, in the case of zone 2055 JJ, the resulting frequency was below
1.00E 6/ year without performing a detailed cutset review.

'the zones in this category are so indicated in Table 3.6-3, Results Category 6.

'

Category 7: Scenarios Readrine Detailed Cutset Review Because Resuhs Were Above
1.00E-6/vear After All Screenine Considerations

The only scenario still above the 1.00E-6/ year screening criterion and requiring detailed cutset+

review was zone 2040-JJ, a large area of the auxiliary building on elevation 335 containing
connected tank rooms, pump rooms, and corridors. The scenario evaluation included
consideration of 1) different small/ medium and large Good propagations, and 2) recovery from
potenti2! steam genemtoi owrfill events such as for Category 3 scenarios.

Many cutsets consisted of a combination of two flood caused failures, "SMV21530lK *
SMV215312K", which requires these two valves to transfer closed. These two components
are AC powered motor operated valves (MOV) that are located within the flood zone. The
power supply to these valves is located outside the Good zone. The power and control wiring
to these MOVs is such that submergence of the va!ve and its temiinal points cannot cause the

3.6-12
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| valve to transfer closed. The worst case consequence of submergence is erroneous position
; indication and/or failure of the valve in its normally open position. Derefore, the transfer

^

closed failure tucde was not considered a credible consequence of Gooding, so these events
j were changed ;o their random failure probabilities. Many cutsets contained the event
: "QMM2SntADM" which is a Good-caused failure of the steam admission valves for the
: turbine driven ERV pump turbine. An examination of the valves, their cable terminal points,
; barriers to Good sprays, and equipment elevations led to the conclusion that this equipment

must be submerged by the Good before failure would occur. The time to submergencc was
estimated to be greater than 23 minutes in all cases. Therefore, isolation of the Good is4

; considered extremely likely prior to submergence, and this module was changed to its random
failure probability. The aMye considerations are similar to those used for Category $
scenarios; but in this case, the 2040 JJ scenario did not yet fall in frequency below 1.00E- j
.dyCar. 1

.

| Therefore, where appropriate, the human action FOPERFWCSD was applied to independant
failures of feedwater Dow regulation that would have otherwise resulted m a steam generator'

overful and subsequent loss of all turbine driven pumps. The use of the motor driven auxiliary,

feedwater pump was also allowed through the recovery event AFWFEEDP.EC whenever,

j independent failures of the motor drisen emergency feedwatt. pump was involved, and the
j use of the backup pump was not precluded by the Good.

4 An examination of the remaining cutsets found that many were the result of flood.,aduced
! failure of motor control center 2BS2 which disables diesel generator 2DG1 due to loss of
i liVAC (exhaust fans). The diesel genentor was demanded after failure of the fast transfer of

4160V bus power from station power to offsite power after the Good induced plant trip. The
recovery event MANOSpRECD, manually restoring offsite power to the bus, was applied to4

these cutsets.
'

The net effect of these considerations of individual cutsets reduces the Anal core damage
frequency, when combined with the above freguency for large propagations, to 5.24E 07 per.

year. This value is the result of a detailed review of all cursets whica contribute significantly
to Good induced sequences originati g in this zone.

3.6.5 Conclusions

; The intemal flood screening study successfully evaluated potential flood scenarios for all areas
of the ANO 2 plant. Only one flood scenario was still greater than the 1.00E 06/yr frequency
after a series of successively less conservative quantifications of fload scenarios. His
remaining scenario involves a Good originating in the zone designated 2040 JJ a large area ofi

the auxiliary building containing connected tank rooms, pump rooms, and corridors. The airai

is located a: elevation 335 feet, one level above the auxiliary building basement. A detailed
cutset review was performed for this scenario, resulting in an estimated core damage
frequency of 5.24E-07/ year. This value is believed to still contain conservatisms (discussedi

; below) related to flood initiator frequency and flood induced failure assumptions.
'

No new sec uence types that were not otherwise part of the internal events PRA resulted from
ficoding. Higher frequency flood sequences are of the types TBF and TBX, turbine trip
followed by loss of all feedwater and loss of once through cooling or loss of long term
recirculation cooling respectively. The 5.24E-07/ year contribution from zone 2040-JJ nre
TBF type sequences,

!(^ The initial Good frequency screening was performed using generic failure rates. Applicable
% plant specific data was used in the final detailed quantification for the zone 2040-JJ. An

3.6 13<
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assessment was made to estimate the effect of using generic data versu> plant specine data. A
review of the data indicates that the failure to operate of air operated valves and the failure to hrim of turbine driven pumps have the largest ratio of plant specine failure rate to generic
failure rate. A limited comparison of core damage frequency for selected zones indicates that
the impact of using plant specific data was generally an increase mnging from a facter of near
1.0 to 2.5 for the most sensitive zone. It is de judgement of the analysts that the insights
from the flood screening study would not signincantly change with more extensive use of
plant specine data.

Because of the conservative assumptions used in most aspects of the study and the limited
application of recovery and Dood isolation probabilities, the results are generally considered to
te conservative for all scenarios. These conservatisms include:

This study assumes damage to all susceptible equipment in the propagation.

path, and assumes an immediate turbine trip.

Flood propagation is generally re- 2entative of the largest possible flood in its.

size category. Most floods within a category would have less extensive
propagation.

The effort to apply all applicable recoveries is prohibitive because extensive.

study of flood impact on each recovery would be required. Therefore, only
selecied recoveries adequate to reduce the core damage frequency below the
screening value have been credited.

Allimpacted equipmerit is assumed to failin the most unfavorable way. Only.

selected failure modes were reviewed in detail and determined to be unlikely as
a result of Gooding (as detailed in Category 7 results).

The core damage values from this screening study have not teen added to the functional
accident sequence core damage f*equencies for internal events in the IPE. This decision is
based on the following considerations:

No new sequence types were iden:ified as a result of the Docd study, so Good.

scenarios are represented by the TBF and TBX functional sequences for
internal events in the IPE.

Results are judged to be much more conservative than results for intemal.

events in the IPE.

The level of detail is sufficient to conclude that the core damage frequency is.

low and to identify the areas with the highest sem.'tivity to intemal Good
events.

This decision is compatible with the intent of the Severe Accident Policy.

Statement and the philosophy which has been developed for the Intemal Fires
IPEEE [Ref. 3.6.12J.

The following insights, although not resulting in final scenario core damage frequencies above|

the screening value, are worthy of note:

Very large Ocals in the auf ' building are propagate 1 by ventilation shaftsi .

gt which interconnect basement rooms. These rooms would otherwise be
watertight. Equipment in these rooms (particularly 2007 LL, 2010-LL and
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2014 LL) is needed for the once through-cooling function and the long tenn

O acet remevei re ettee.

! The turbine driven emergency feedwat:r pump room (Zone 2024 JJ) contains+

cable teminal points and emergency feedwater train A equipment that affects,

j both trains of emergency feedwater and all control room recoveries of
; emergency feedwater.

The electrical equipment room designated as 2091 BB contains cable terminal) *

! points and electrical equipment that fails all feedwater to both steam generators
] and requires manual recovery.

j Turbine building Dood scenarios that lead to core damage involve widely*

separated equipm:nt at or above grade level in the turbine building, it is
,'

; unlikely that such equipment will be simultaneously affected. Turbine building
equipment below grade tht.t can be subraerged does not appear to be
sigmficant to core damace.

.

Steam generator overnll events that lead to core damage are common for nuny.

; nood scenarios because feedwater regulation valves are a,Tccted. These events
; are recoverable, but reduce the feedwater function to use of the motor driven
: e:nergency feedwater pump only. For some scenarios (such as 2025-JJ, the
i moter driven EFW pump room) this pump is also unavailable. Even when the

flood does not directly fail feedwater zegulation, the high independent failure
'

! rate of air operated valves coupled with other Good related failures causes
j these sequences to domirnte nood risk.

!O
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Figure 3.6-1

MAJOR PLANT BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES
(not to scale)
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Figure 3.6-2 (continued)
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Figure 3.6-2 (continued)
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Figure 3.6 3

O INTERNAL FLOODING ANALYSIS PLANT
WALKDOWN GUIDELINES

1. Ust hazard sources other than those currently listed in the hazard source location
tables.

2. Ust and describe propagation paths fr: each hazard type identified.

_ ,

3. Ust mitigation /isciation .atures other than those currently listed in the mitigative
features location tables.

|[
,

..

4. Verify the actuallocation of PRA componetf.3 which 11 ave previously been Iccated
using plant documents and engineering judgement.

..

5. Verify the locations of the hazard sources listed in the hazard source location
tables.

<

6. Verify the locations of the mitigative features listed in the mitigative feature location
tables.

7. Verify the potential hazard propagation paths associated with this location.

__

_

O
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Table 3.6-1

SUMMARY OF ANO 2 FLOOD ZONES CONSIDERED

_ _ _ _ _
-

Floor Zone Zone
Flood Floor Area Height Volume

'

Bldg Zone Description Elev (sq ft) (ft) (cu-ft)
_

INTAKE INTAKE Service Water intake 354 1810 30 54,300

PASS PASS Pass 354 1846 18 33.228

RAB 2006 LL General Access Area 317 3,316 15 49,740

RAB 2007-LL East HPSI, LPSI & Containment 317 2,610 15 39,150
Spray Pump Area & Gallery

RAB 2010-LL 'C' HPSI Pump Area 317 486 15 7,290

RAB 2011-LL Tendon Gallery Access 317 240 15 3,600

RAB 2014 LL West HPSI, LPSI & Containment 317 2,610 15 39,150
Spray Pump Area

RAB 2019 JJ Boric Acid Condensate Tank 329 880 26 22,880
Room

RAB 20204) Boron Management Holdup 327 4,160 26 108,160
Tank Vaulti

RAB 2024-JJ Turbine Driven Emergency 329 330 24 7,920
Feedwater Pump Room

RAB 2025-JJ Motor Driven Emergency 335 335 24 8,040
Feedwater Pump Room

RAB 2032-JJ Spent Resin Storage Tank 335 252 18 4.536
Room

RAB 20404J General Access Area 335 13,022 26 338.572

RAB 2055-JJ Lower South Piping Penetration 335 1,066 18 19,188
Area

RAB 2063-D0 Sample Room 354 768 15 11,520

RAB 2068-DD Hot Machine Shop 354 896 16 14,336

RAB 2072-R Upper Volume Control Tank 354 119 22 2,618
Room & Lower Tank & Pump
Room

RAB 2073 0D Access Area, Pump Area Tank 354 5,163 16 82,608
Area & Passageway

O

3.6-24
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Table 3,6-1

SUMMARY OF ANO-2 FLOOD ZONES CONSIDERED
(continued)

"

I

Floor Zone Zone

) Flood Floor Area Height Volume
4 Bldg Zene Description Elev (sq-ft) (ft) (cu ft)

RAB 2076-HH Electrical Equipment Room 354 1088 14 15,232
_

RAB 2081-HH Upper North Pip!ng Perietration 335 1215 37 44,955'

Area & Lower North Piping
Penetratior Area

f RAB 2084 00 Upper South Piping Penetra' on 354 1484 18 26,712
Room & Equipment Arca,

1 RAB 2091 BB North Electrical Equ!pmenf 368 924 17 15,708

! Room
, ,

RAS 2093-P South Diesel Generator F,com 368 1440 18 15,920

RAB 2094-0 North Diesel Generator Room 368 1404 18 25,272

i ' ^ RAB 2096 M Motor Control Center 372 319 13 4,147
~

| RAB 2007 X East DC Equ!pment R.aom 372 144 13 1,872
_

; RAB 2098 L Cable Spreading Rocm 372 2004 13 26,052

RAB 2099 W West DC Equipment Room 372 364 13 4,732
'

RAB 2100-Z Soutt. Switchgear Room 372 976 13 12,688

! RAB 2101-AA f jorth Switchgear Room 372 924 13 12,0?2

! RAB 2102 Y East Battery Room 372 120 13 1,560

RAB 2103-V West Battery Room 372 286 13 3,718
'

RAB 2106-R C egas!fier Vacuum Pump Room 372 126 13 1,638

RAB 2107 N Corridor North of Stairway 2001 372 52 13 676
'

RAB 2108-S Electrical Equ!pment Room 372 648 13 8,424

RAB 2109-U Corridor & Mmcr Control 372 2335 13 30,355
'

Center
,

I
RAB 21f1 T Lowe- South Electrical 374.5 1131 10 5 11,876

Penetration Room

i

|
<

!

!
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Table 3.61

SUMMARY OF ANO 2. ' OOD ZONES CONSIDERED
(cuntinued)

k Floor Zone Zone
Flood Floor Area Height Volume

Bldg Zone Description Elev (so-ft) (ft) (cu ft)
'

RAB 2112 BB Lower North Electrical 374 768 11 8,448
Penetration Room

RAS 21i4-1 Air intake Area 336 1456 '} 24,752

RAB 2115l Boric Acid Makeup Tank 386 975 17 16,575
,

RAB 2119-H Records SNrage 386 176 17 2,992

RAB 2136-I Health Physics Area 386 3600 17 61,200

RAB 2137-; Upper South Eler.irical Pe' atra- 386 2259 17 38,403t

'tion Room, H^t !nstrume .c
Shop. Decoritaralnatim 6.; ns

RAB 2147 A Cheraical Storage Area 404 1092 18 19,656

RAB 2148 A Corrkdor North of Panel Room 404 302 18 5,436
and Stairway 2001

RAB 2149 B Staltway No. 2001 317 754 105 79,170
,

.

RAB 2150-C Core Protection Panel Room 404 425 18 7,650

RAB 2151,A Fuel Handling Area 404 6103 42 256,536

RAB 2152 D Computer Room 404 812 17 13,804

RAB 2153-A Ventilation Equipment Area 404 6460 42 272,160

RAB E iS4-E Pemote Shutdown Panel Room 404 928 17 15,776

RAB 2155 A Steam Pipe Aro 404 1F2 42 49.224

RAB 2156-A Containment Purge Alt 404 1930 17 32,810
Equipment Area

RAB 2183-J Upper North Electrical Penetra- 386 a 17 12,104
tion Room

RAB 2199-G Control Room 386 4 17 60,928s

MWD SNWD Swiichyard 354 N/A N/A N/A,

O

l3,6-26 |
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Table 3.5-1

SUMMARY OF ANO-2 FLOCD ZONES CONSIDERED
(continued)

:.

*

.

Floor Zone Zone-
Flood Floor Area Height Volume

L Bldg Zone Description Elev (sq ft) (ft) (cu-ft)
- ,

TB 2045-XX Turbine Lube 0D Storage Tank 335 764 18 14.112
Room ,

TB 2078-0 0 Heat Exchanger Equipment 354 2457 14 - 34,398,

Area

TB 2092 PP Chilled Water System Ch".er 368 1674 .17 28.458;

Equ!pment Room

TB 2158-F Stair No. 2055 33S 1,387 69 95,703

TB 2172 ZZ Laundry Storsgo and Bottled Air 335 1,840 24 44,160
Refill Rooms and Lower Storage
Area'

, ,

'

TB 2177-YY Neutralizer Tank Room 336 375 18 6,750'

. - .

TB 2178 AAA Lube OR Reservoir 354~ 625 14 8,750v
: TB 2200-MM Turbine Building 335 88620 116 10,270,920
3

TB 2201-B Operations Support Faciltty 366 924 18 16,632-

_

i TB 2223-KK Pipeway, Equipment Access 335 2,941 18 52,938
Area |

TB 2225-WW Regenerative Waste Pump and 335 3,344 21 70,224
Tank Area ,

.

TB 2229-SS Deminera!!zer Equipment and 354 2,480 17 42,160

Lunch Room Area

TB 2230-RR Drum Filling Room 354 729 9 6,561
4

_

~

TB 2231-TT Plant Heating Bouer Room 354 839 10 15,941

TB 2242-0 0 Lab, Storage and H&V Mechani- 374- 5,512 15.5' 85,436 ,

ca! Equipment Area L ;

TB 2243 NN Chemistry Lab, Kitchen and 389.5 1,730 14.5- 25.085 ~'

Offices

TB 2261-UU Plant Heating BoDer Day Tank 354 64 19 1,21C - '

. _ _ - - - . -

f
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Table 3.61

SUMMARY OF ANO 2 FLOOD ZONES CONSIDERED
(continued)

,m.-.. .,-._ - ._,_ . __.,=._,_m.,,.n.,_ _ _ ,- _

Floor Zone Zone
Flooo Fioor Area Height Volume

3- B!dg Zone Description Elev (sq ft) (ft) (cu-ft)

TOWER TOvvER Cooling Towet 350 N/A NA N/A/

, TRSFYD1 TRSFYDI Transformer Yard Una 1 353 N/A N/A N/A

TRSFYD2 TRSFYD2 Transformer Yard Unit 2 353 N/A N/A N/A

VAULT VAULT Fuel Storage Vault 328 630 15 9,450

2MH01-W 2MH01.W Manhole Between intake 342 49 12 563
Structure and Plant

- ;-- _ _ . --- .-. - , . , mm.mr__ _

@

|

l

9'
|
|
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(~' Table 3,6-2

ANO-2 FLOOD SCENARIO PROPAGATIONS

-- -.mmm - - mm- ..mm_

Flood
initaton Flood

20 % Sira Propa;}ation Zones

hibiAKE
_. -- a - -- ammmm e

M NONE

6 FASS M NONE

MB 2006u barge MB 214 AB (M5), Fwl 20144 M3 2010% Ma 2011% RAS 20t04J, RAB 20',54J, RAB
20324J, RAS 1019,JJ, MB 2081-HH, MB 2073 00 (1'), MAS 2072-R (l'), RAB 2063-00 (1'),
RAB 2058-00 (1') MB 2(47-LL

_ , . _

Raa 2006 R StaA RAS 214&S (335), RAB 2011R
Medium

RAB 2007 LL LarDe MB 2149-S (355), RAB 2014% AB 20104 brJ3 2011R MB 2%"J4J, RAB 205$4j. RAB
10J24J, RAP 201NJ, RAS 2001 HH, RAB 2073-00 (1), MD 2072 R (1'), RAB 205300 (1').
MB 2063-00 (1'), MB 2006R

RAS 2007-LL Srnall RG 214FB (335'), RAB 20114 RAB 200GLL
Mscum

RAB 20104 | Large RAB 2144B (355'), RAB 201&LL, RAB 20114 RAB 204GJJ, RAB 205%JJ. RAB 2332-JJ, RAB
2019 JJ, PAS 2f41 HH, RAB 2073 00 (I'), RAB 2012 R (1'), RAB 20G00 (1'), MB 2060-00
0'), RM 200?R MB 2006 LL

RAB IQ10 LL Smau RAB 2149-B (335'), MB 2011-LL MAS 200&LL
Medium

AAB 2011 LL Large PAS 2149-8 (35T), RAB 2014.LL RAB 20104, MAS 20404J, RAB 205$4J, RAB 24JJRA3 y
; 20tNJ, RAB 2041 HH, RAB 2073-DO (1'), RAB 2072-R (1'), MB 20G03 (l'), RAS 206&D0

(1'). MB 20074 RAB 2006-LL
, ,,, ,

9A3 2011 M Sma'i MB 2149-B (335'), MB 200GLL
Mediurn

-

M RAb 20l&LL trgo PAB 21448 (355), RA3 2010 LL, RAB 20 t1% RAB 2040 JJ, RA3 20554J, RAB 20324), R'G
20194J RAB 2081 HH, RAS 2073-00 (1'), RAB 2072 R (11. RAB 20GDD (l'), R AB 2003-00
(1'), RAS 2007% RAB 2006 LL

_ _ _

RAS 201&LL Small RAS 2144 9 (335'), RAB 20114 RAB 2006-LL
Med'.um

. _

RAB 201&JJ At PAB 2149 0 (3361 RAB 2011 LL RAB 20404J (336), RAB 2006-LL

RAB 20204J M NONE

RAD 202 bjJ M RAB 2140 B (335'), RAS 2010-LL RAS 20tt LL RAB 2CO6-LL-4

l 4AB 20254J M RaB 2149-B (335'). RAB 20 to LL, RAB 2011 LL RAB 200&LL
1

! RAB 20324J AU RG 2149-B (335'), RAB 20t1-LL RAi. TOG-LL

RAB 23 4JJ Large RAB 2149-B (3W), RAB 2014 LL RAB 2010% RAS 20114 RAB aB554J. RAB 20324J, RAB
2019-JJ, RAB 20814tH, RAB 2073-00 (1'), RAB 2072 R (1*;. RAB 2063-DO D'), RAS 20%00

g (1'), RAB 2007-LL RAD 200GLL

% !

3.6-29
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Table 3,6 2

ANO 2 FLOCD SCENARIO PROPAGATIONS ,

(continued) ),
I

w-:s _ _ --_.- _ =,mm ,ane====mm4 p
nao

1 Initiatio,1 Mc:xt
Zone

Sire -==|
Propagation Zones |

,

MB 2149-B (" M'). MB 2011 LL MB 200GLLRAB 2044dJ Sma5 J

j Medlum

! RAo 2055-JJ Large RAD 2143 (355'), RAB 2014 4 RAB 20101 RAB 2011 LL RAB 2040 JJ, RAB 2032 JJ, RAB
j 201SJJ PAB 20r,1 HH, RAB 2073-00 (1'), RAB 2072-R (1'), RAB 2063 DD (1') MB 2068-D0
6 (1'). MB 2037 4 RAB 2006 LL

.

RAB 2055 JJ Smaa MB 2148 (336'), MB 2011 LL, RAB 2006U.
Medium

RAB 2063 DD All MB 2148 (355'), MB 2011 LL RAB 2073 00 (355'), RAB 2072 R (355'), RAB 2068 00 (355'),
a

RAB 200&LL

RAB 2068-00 A;I RAS 2146 (3551, RAB 2014 LL RAB 2010 LL RAB 2011-LL, RAB 2073-00 (355'), RAB 2072 R
(3551, RAB 2063 00 (355'), RAB h07 LL RAB 200&LL

RAB 2072 R All MB 21GB (355'), RAb 20111 RAB 2073-00 (355'), RAB 2'%3-00 (3551, RAB 2068 00
(3551, RAB 200&LL

,

RAB 2073-00 M RAB 2146 (34), RAB 2011 LL, RAB 2072 R (355'), RAB 2063-00 (355'), RAB 2068 00 (355),
RAB 200&LL

RAS 207&HH M TB 2045 XX (355'), TB 2200&M (355'), TB 2178 AAA (355'), TB 2172 22 (355'), TB 2078-00
(355'), RAB 21G0 (335'), RAB 2014-LL, RAB 2010 LL RAB 201t LL, RAB 2073-DD (355'), RAB
2072 R (355'), RAB 2063-00 (355'), RAB 2068-D0 (355'), RAB 2007 LL RAB 2006-LL

| RAB 2081 HH Large RAB 2148 (355'), RAB 20141 RAB 2010-LL RAB 2011 LL RAB 2040JJ, RAB 20554J, RAB
2032 JJ RAB 20194J, RAB 2073-00 (1'), RAB 20/2 R (I'), RAB 2063-00 (l'), RAB K/68 00
(1'), RAB 2007 LL, RAB 2006-LL

,

RAB 2081 HH Smatt RAB 21GB (355), RAB 2011 LL, RAD 200&LL
Medium

MB 2084-00 Large - RAB 2151 A (355'), RAB 214B (355'), RAB 2014-LL RAB 2010 LL RAB 2011 LL RAB 2040.JJ,
RAB 20554), RAB 20324J, RAB 20194J, RAB 2081-HH, RAB 2073-00 (1'), RAB 2072-R (l'),
RAB 2063-00 (1'), RAB 2068 00 (1'), RAB 2007 LL, RAS 200GLL

MB 2084-00 Small RAB 214B (355'), RAB 2011 LL RAS 200$LL
Medium

_ B 2091 BB Nt RAB 200GLL RAB 2011-LL RAB 2143RA

RAB 2053-P All RAB 2148 (335'), RAB 2011-LL RAB 200GLL

MB 20G4-0 All MB 2148 (335'), RAB 2014-LL RAB 2010 LL RAS 2011 LL, RAB 2007 LL FAB 200&LL

RAB 209& M A'l RAB 2107 N (3731, RAB 2148 (335'), RAB 2011 LL RAB 200&LL

RAB 2095-L All RAB 2148 (335'), MB 2011-LL RAB 200&LL

_ _ _ . _

O

3.6-30
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Table 3,6-2

C)U ANO-2 FLOOD SCENARIO PROPAGATIONS

; (continued)
.

$

Flood
initiatiort Flood

Zone Sue Propagation Zones*

_

RAB 2100 Z Al RAB 2149-B (335'), MB 2011% RAB 200&L1
,

RAB 2101 AA Al MB 2149-B (3351. RAB 2011 LL, RAB 200&LL

! RAB 210&R NI RAB 2107-N (373'), RAB 2149 8 (335'), RAB 2011R HAB 200&LL
~

RAB 2107 N Al RAB 2093 P (373), MD 2106-R (373'), RAB 2149-B (335'), RG 209&M (373'), RAB 2098-L
(373'), RAB 2011 LL RAB 2006LL

RAB 2108 S Al RAB 2149 B (335'), RAB 2011 LL RAB 2000 LL

j RAB 2109-U All RAB 2144B (335'), MB 2011 LL RAB 200$LL

RAB 2111 T All RAB 2109 U (373), RAB 2149-B (335'), RAB 2011R RAS 200&LL

RAB 2112 BB Large RAB 2149 0 (355'), MB 2014-LL RAB 2010R RAS 2011% RAS 204&JJ, RAB 2m.W. RAB
2032 JJ, RA3 2019s1J, RAB 2081 HH, MB 2073 00 (1'), RAB 2072 R (1'), RAB 206100 (1'),

i RAB 2068-00 (1'), RAG 2007R TD 2158-F, TB 2223 KK, TB 2225.WW, TB 2229 SS (355'),
TB 2078-00 (355'), RAB 2006-LL

4 RAB 2112 8B Small RAB 200&LL RAB 2011 LL, RAB 2149 B (335')
Medium

RAB 2115-1 41 RAB 213&l (387'), RAB 2149 8 (335'), RG 2011 LL RAS 200&LL,

RAB 213&l All RAB 2137J QL7'), RAB 2115-1 (387'), RAB 2149-B (335'), RAB 2014-LL, RAB 2010R RAB
2011 LL RAB 2007 LL RAB 2000-LL, TB 2045 XX (355') TB 2200 MM (355'), TB 2178-AAA
(355'), TB 2172 2Z (3551. TB 2078-0Q (355'), TB 2177 YY, TS 197 X (355')

RAB 2137-1 NI RAB 2149-B (335'), RAB 2011% RAB 200&LL.

! RAB 2147 A Al RAB 2149-B (335), RAB 2011 LL, RAB 2006-LL

RAB 2148 A All RAB 2149-8 (335'), RAB 2011% RAB 2006-LL-

|
RAB 2149-B All RAB 2014R RAB 2010 LL, RAB 2011-LL, RAB 2007R RAS 200&LL

RAB 2151 A large RAB 2152-0 (1'), RAB 2154-E (1'), RAB 2153-A (l'), RAB 2155 A (1'), TB 2158 F, RAB 2146-A
'

(1'), RAB 2150 C (11, TB 2223 KK, RAB 2147 A (1'), RAB 215&A (1'), RAB 2149-B (355'), MB
2014-LL RAB 2010 LL, RAS 2011R RAB 20444J, RAB 2055-JJ, RAB 20324J, RAS 2019-JJ,

'
RAB 2081 HH, RAB 2073-00 (I'), RAS 2072-R (1'), RAS 2063-D0 (1'), RAB 2068 00 (1'), RAS
2007R RG 200&LL

,

RAB 2151 A Small RAB 2149 B (335'), RAB 200&LL, MB 2011 LL
Med;um

RAB 2152 0 All RA9 2149-B (3351, RAB 2011-LL RAB 2006-LL
-

*- s..-=- . - - - -

$

: o
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Table 3.6-2

O
ANO 2 FLOOD SCENARIO PROPAGATIONS

(continued)

'

Rood
initation Rood

Zone Size Propagation Zones
-

RAB 2153 A Large RAB 2151 A (1'), RAB 2149-B (355'), RAB 2014-LL PAB 2010-LL, RAB 20114.L R'S 2040 JJ,
RAB 2055JJ, RAB 2032 JJ, RAB 2019JJ, RAB 2081 HH, Fda 2073 00 (1'), RAS 2072 R (I'),
RAB 2063-DO (1'), FWS 2068-DO (1'), RAP 2007d, MB 200GLL

RAB 2153 A Small RAB 2151 A (405'), RAB 2149-B (335') MB 2011-LL RAB 200&LL
Medium

RAB 2155-A M TB 2158 F '355'), TB 2223 KK, RAB 2151-A (405'), RAB 2149-B (335'), RAB 2011-LL MB 2006-
LL

RAB 21%A M RAB 2148-A (405), RAB 2151.A (405'), RAB 2149 B (335), RAB 2011 LL RAB 2006 LL

RAB 2183J M TB 2158-F (387'), RAB 2149-B (335'), RAB 20114.L RAB 2006-LL

RAS 2199 G All NONE

SWYD M NONE

TB 2045-XX M TB 2200 MM (355'). TB 2178 AAA (355'), TB 2172 ZZ (355'), TB 2078 00 (355'), TB 2177 W

TB 2078-00 M TB 2200 MM (355'), TB 2178 AAA (355'), TB 2172-ZZ (355), MB 2076 HH (355'), TB 2230-RR
(355'), TB 2229-SS (355'), TB 2225-WW, TB 2158-F (355'), TB 22.'3-KK, TB 2045 XX. TB 2177 j
W

TB 2092-PP M TB 2045 XX (355'). TB 2200 MM (355'), TB 2178 AAA (355'), TB 2172 ZZ (355'), TB 2078-00
(355') TB 2177 W

'

TB 2158-F M TB 2223-KK, TB 2225-WW, TB 222SSS (355'), TB 2078-00 (355')

TB 2172 ZZ M TB 2200 MM M5') TB 2177 W

TB 2177 W M TB 2200 MM (355'), TB 2172 ZZ (355')

TB 2178-AAA M TB 2200 MM (355'), TB 2177-W, TB 2172-ZZ (355')
_

TB 2200-MM M TB 2045-XX (M51, TB 2178 AAA (355'). TB 2172 ZZ (355'). TB 2078-00 (355'), TB 2177 W

TB 2223-KK M TB 2225 WW, TB 2158-F, TB 2229 SS (355), TB 2078-00 (355')

TB 2225 WW M TB 2223 KK, TB 21%F, TB 2229 SS (355'). TB 2078-00 (355')

TB 222SSS M TB 2223 KK, TB 2158-F, TB 2225-WW, TB 2078-00 (355)

TB 2230 RR M TB 2225 WW, TB 2223.KK, TB 2158-F. TB 222SSS (355), TB 2078-00 (355')

TB 2231 TT M 2261 UU, TB 2225 WW, TB 2223 KK, TB 21%F, TB 2229-SS (355'), TB 2078 00 (355')

TB 2242-00 M TB 2225 WW, TB 2223-KK, TB 2158 F, TB 222SSS (355'), TB 2078-00 (355'), TB 2092 PP
(375'), TB 2243-NN (355')

TB 2243 NN M TB 2200 MM (355')
_

'

"' . - . + -

0
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Table 3.6 2g
()i

: ANO-2 FLOOD SCENARIO PROPAGATIONS
: (continued) .
4

d -_

Flood
f initiation

'

Flood
Zone i $2e Propagation Zones

L m.
4

TB 2261-UU N1 TB 2231.TT, TB 2225-WN, TB 2223-KK TB 2158-F

TOWER NI NONE<

TRNSFYD1 NI NONE

TRNSFYD2 NI NONE
,

VAULT MI NONE
,

i

4

-1

t

,

|

4

4

d

W

W

1

0'~
4

'
_

,
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Table 3.6-3
"

ANO-2 INTERNAL FLOODING - SUMMARY OF SCENARIO RESULTS

__

Zone Flood 3cenario Fina! Scenario Core
Flood Volume Source init!ation Freq. Damage Freq. Results

Bldg Zone (cu-h) Rating (per yr) (per yr) Category

INTAKE ItRAKE 54,300 H 2.92E-03 < 1.00E46 6

PASS PASS 33,228 L 1.98E-04 < 1.00E46 2

RAB 2006-LL 49,740 H 1.54E 03 < 1.00E-06 3

HAB 2007-LL 39,150 H 1.21E43 < 1.00E46 3

RAB 2010-LL 7,290 H 2.25E-04 < 1.00E-06 3

RAB 2011-LL 3,600 H 1.11 E-04 < 1.00E 06 3

RAB 2014-LL 39,150 H 1.21 E-03 < 1.00E46 3

RAB 2019-JJ 22,B80 M 2.36E-04 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 20204J 108,160 L 3.72E-04 < 1.00E-06 2

RAB 2024 JJ 7,920 H 2.45E44 < 1.00 E-06 4.6

RAB 2025'JJ 8,040 H 2.49E-04 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2032 JJ 4,536 L 1,56E 05 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2040-JJ 338.572 H 1.05E-02 5.24E47 3.5,6,7

RAB 2055 JJ 19,188 H 5.94E 04 < 1.00E-06 3.5,6

RAB 2063 DD 11,520 M 1.19E-04 < 1.00E-06 4.6 i
!RAB 206A-DO 14.336 L 4.93E 05 < 1.00E46 4

RAB 2072-R 2,618 M 2.70E45 < 1.00E-06 4.6

RAB 2073-DD 82,608 H 2.56E-03 < 1.00E-06 4,6

RAB 2076-HH 15,232 L 5.23E-05 < 1.00E46 4,5

RAB 2081-HH 44,955 H 1.39E 03 < 1.00E46 3,6

RAB 20S4 DD 26,712 H 8.26E.04 < 1.00E-06 3,6

RAB 2091-BB 15,708 L 5.40E 05 < 1.00E-06 4.6

RAB 2093-P 25,920 M 2.67E44 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2094-0 25,272 M 2.61 E-04 < 1.00E-06 4

9

3.6-34 ,
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Table 3.6-3
(y
b 1

YJ ANO 2 INTERNAL FLOODING - SUMMARY OF SCENARIO RESULTS
(continued)

__

Zone Flood Scenario Final Scenano Core
Flood Volume Source initiation Freq. Demage Freq. Results

[ Bidg Zone (cu-ft) Rating (per yr) (per yr) Category

RAB 2096-M 4,147 L 1.43E 05 < 1.00E46 2

RAB 2097-X 1,872 N 0.00 0.00 1

RAB 2098-L 26,052 L 8.95E45 < 1.00E 06 4

RAB 2099-W 4,732 N 0.00 0.00 1

RAB 2100-Z 12,688 L 4.36E45 < 1.00E-06 4

RAS 2101-AA 12.012 L 4.13E 05 <1.00E 06 4

RAB 2102-Y 1,500 N 0.00 0.00 1

RAB 2103-V 3,718 N 0.00 0.00 1

RAB 2106-R 1,G38 M 1.69E-05 < 1.00E-06 4

/' N RAB 2107-N 676 M 6 97E46 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2108-S 8.424 L 2.90E 05 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2109-U 30,355 L 1.04E44 < 1.00E46 4

RAB 2111 T 11,876 L 4.08E-05 <1.00E 06 4

RAB 2112-BB 8,448 L 2.90E-05 < 1.00E-06 3

RAB 2114-1 24,752 N 0.00 0.00 1

PAB 2115-1 16.575 M 1.71 E-04 < 1.00E-06 2

RAB 2119-H 2 E92 N 0.00 0.00 1

RAB 2136-1 61,200 M 6.31E 04 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2137-1 38,403 L 1.32E-04 < 1.00 E-06 4

RAB 2147-A 19.656 M 2.03E 04 < 1.00 E-06 4

RAS 2148-A 5,436 L 1.87E-05 < 1.00E 06 4

RAB 2149-B 79,170 M 8.16E44 < 1.C 3E-06 4

RAB 2150-C 7,650 N 0.00 0.00 1

,

7
| mY
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Table 3.6-3

O
,

ANO 2 INTERNAL FLOODING - SUMMARY OF SCENARIO RESULTS
(continued)

Zone Flood Scenario Final Scenario Core
F|ood Volume Source Initiation Freq. Damage Freq. Results

Bldg Zone (cu ft) Rating (per yr) (per yr) Category

RAB 2151-A 256,536 M 2.65E43 < 1.00E46 3

RAP 2152 D 13,804 L 4.74E45 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2153 A 272,160 M 2.81E43 < 1.00E-06 3

RAB 2154 E 15,776 N 0.00 0.00 1
- - . .

RAB 2155-A 49,224 L 1.69E44 < 1.00E-06 4

hAB 2156-A 32,810 L 1.13E 04 < 1.00E-06 4

RAB 2183-J 12,104 L 4.10E-05 < 1.00E 06 4

RAB 2199-G 60,928 L 2.09E-04 < 1.00E-06 6

SWYD S\WD N/A L 2.00E-04 < 1.00E 06 5

TB 2045-XX 14,112 M 6.60E 06 < 1.00E-06 5

TB 2078-00 34,398 H 4.83E-05 < 1.00E 06 5

TB 2092-PP 28,458 M 1.33E-05 < 1.00 E-06 5

TB 21d8-F 95,703 M 4.48E-05 < 1.00 E-06 2

TB 2172 ZZ 44,160 M 2.07E-05 < 1.00E-06 5

TB 2177 YY 6,750 M 3.16E46 <1.00E 06 5

TB 2178-AAA 8,750 L 1.36E46 < 1.00E-06 5

TB 2200-MM 10,279,920 H 1.44E-02 < 1.00E-06 5

TB 2201-B 16.632 N 0.00 0.00 1

TB 2223-KK 52,938 M 2.48E45 < 1.00 F.-06 2
_

TB 223-WW 70,224 M 3.28E45 < 1.00E46 2

TB 2229-SS 42,160 M 1.97E 05 < 1.00E46 2
_

TB 2230-RR 6,561 M 3.07E-06 < 1.00E-06 2

TB 2231-TT 15,941 M 7.45E 06 < 1.00E-06 2

,_ , _ _ ._, . . _ . .
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i Table 3.G 3

ANO-2 INTERNAL FLOODING - SUMMARY OF SCENARIO RESULTS,

(Cuntinued)
'

i

Zone Flood Scenario Final Scenario Core
: Flood Volume Source init!ation Freq. Damage Freq. Results
*

Bldg Zone (cu ft) Rating (per yr) - (per yr) Category

i TB 2242-0 0 85,436 M 4.00E 05 < 1.00E-06 2
,

! TB 2243-NN 25,085 M 1.17E 05 < 1.00E-06 5i

! TB 2261-UU 1,216 M 5.69E 07 < 1.00E-06 2
'

TOWER TOWER N/A H 3.05E42 < 1.00E46 2

TRSFYD1 TRSFYD1 N/A L 2.00E-04 < 1.00E-06 2

TRSFYra TRSFYD2 N/A L 2.00E-04 < 1.00E-06 2

VAULT VAULT 9,450 M- - 1.69E-04 < 1.00E-06 2,

i
2MH01-W 2MH01-W 588- N 0.00 0.00 1

<

-i

f

s
:

i

:
1-

;

|

|

:

!
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Table 3.6-4

FLOOD SCENARIO SOURCES AND TIMING CALCULATIONS

_. _, --

Maximum Flood
Flood initiation Flow Rate Vertical Propagation Horizontal

Zone (gpm) Revised Propagation Revised

RAB-2006 LL 60,000 YES' YES'

RAB-2007-LL 60,000 YES' YES'

RAB 2010-LL 60,000 YES' YES'

RAB-2011 LL 60,000 YES' YES'

RAB-2014 LL 149,300 YES' YES'

RAB 2019-JJ 14,838 YES NO

RAB 20244J 18,551 YES NO

RAB-20254J 18,551 YES NO

| RAB-2032-JJ 1,071 YES NO

RAB-20404J 60,000 YES' YES'

RAB-20554J 34,748 YES' YES'

RAB 2063-DD 14,462 YES NO

RAB 2068 DD 23,606 YES NO

RA3-2072 R 4,147 YES NO

| RAB-2073-DD 14,462 YES NO
|

-

! RAB-2076-HH 21,550 NO NO

| RAB-2081-HH 541,062 YES' YES'

RAB-2084-DD 28,912 YES' YES'
,

RAB-2091 BB 965 YES YES

RAB-2093-P 602 YES YES

| RAB-2094-0 23,606 YES NO

RAB 2096-M 4,147 YES NO
,

' NOTE: Propagation revised for small flood (< = 1000 gpm) only.

O
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Table 3.6-4
'

FLOOD SCENARIO SOURCES AND TIMING CALCULATIONS
(continued)

/

Maximum FloN
Flood Ir.alation Flow Rate Vertical Propagation Horizontal

Zcne (gpm) Revised Propagation Revised
, _

RAB 2098 !. 965 YES YES

RAB-2100-Z 965 YES YES

RAB 2101-AA 965 YES YES

RAB-2106-R 4,147 YES NO

RAB-2107-N 4,147 I YES NO

RAB-2108 S 522 YES YES

RAB-2109-U 965 YES YES

RAB-2111-T 8,350 YES NO

| RAB 2112-BB 567,864 YES' YES'

RAB-2115-1 2,694 YES NO

RAB-21361 30,476 NO NO
_

RAB 21371 965 YES YES

RAB-2147-A 965 YES YES

RAB 2148-A 965 YES YES
,

RAB-2149-3 23,606 YES NO

RAB-2151-A 21,550 YES' YES'

RAB-2152-D 965 YES YES

RAB 2153-A 567,864 YES' YES'

RAB-2155-A 5,564 YES NO
_

RAB-2156-A 965 YES YES

RAB-2183-J 4,310 YES NO

RAB-2199-(s 1,893 YES YES
_

O

<
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Table 3,6-4

FLOOD SCENARIO SOURCES AND TIMING CALCULATIONS
(continued)

Maximum Flood
Flood initiation flow Rate Vertical Propagation Horizontal

Zone (gpm) Revised Propagation Revised

TB 2045-XX 2a,184 NO NO |

TB-2078-QO 1,285,717 NO NO

fB-2092 PP 1,285,717 NO NO

TB 2158-F 1,285.717 NO NO

TB 2172 ZZ 965 NO NO

TB-2177 YY 41,616 NO NO
,

TB-2178 AAA 127,448 NO NO

TB-2200-MM 26,770 NO NO

TB 2223-KK 147,540 NO NO

TB 2225-WW 1,285,717 NO NO

TB-2229-SS 1,037 NO NO

TB-2230-RR 17,133 NO NO

TB-2231 TT 8,276 NO NO

TB- 2242-OO 17,133 NO NO

TB 2243-NN 8,276 YEG NO
"

TB-7261-UU 965 NO YES

_ ___ _

_

#
.
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Table 3.6 5

FLOOD ZONE 2040-JJ SCENARIO TABLE
t

1. SCENARIO DESIGNATOR: 2-RAB-2040..' .! 1

! 2. BUILDING: REACTOR AUXILIARY

3. FLOOD ZONE: 7040-JJ (TANK ROOMS, PUMP ROOMS &
CORRIDORS]

; 4. POTENTIAL FLOOD SOURCE T(PE:
!
; SYSTEM CODE SYSTEM NAME

ABHV AUX BUILDING HEATING AND VENTILATION*

ABS AUX BUILDING SUMP
ACW AUX COOLING WATER'

BD STARTUP & RLOWDOWN DEMINERAllZERS
BMS BORON MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
BS CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
CCW COMPONENT COOLING WATER
CS CONDENSATE SYSTEM
CT CONDENSATE STORAGE AND TRA SCER SYSTEM
CVCS CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM
CW CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM
DOH DRAIN COLLECTION HEADER
DW DOMESTIC WATER SYSTEM

| EFW EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SYSTEM
! FP FUEL POOL COOLING AND PURIFICATION SYSTEM
| FS FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM
i HPSI HIGH PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION

LPSI LOW PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION,

| LRW LIQUID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
| PS PRIMARY SAMPLING SYSTt 4
| RT RESIN TRANSFER SYSTEM

RZ REGENERATIVE WAETE SYSTEM
SGS STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY / BLOWDOWN SYSTEM
SS SAMPLING SYSTEM
SW SERVICE WATER;

SZ SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT SUMP

O
!

!
3.6-41
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hTable 3.6-5

FLOOD ZONE 2040-JJ SCENARIO TABLE
(continued);

5. PRA EQUIPMENT AFFECTED:
,

TAG COMP STs. C'J4PONENT ROOM COMPONENT PHOTO DIST.
NO. C00E DESCRIPTION NO. LOCATION 1.0. No. ABOVE

FLOOR
'

Float 20hE RAB 2007 LL....................

2CV14562 VALvt $V SW 10 SHUTDO.N CLG MX 2E 35B INLET 2009 RAB 317 C 4.5 1 17 5.0'
1LV56721 VALVE BV CSS 2P358 RECIRC 150 YLV 2007 P.AB 317 B 4.3 1 18 37"

2CV14482 VALVE SW SW 10 C$ PP CLR 2E475 IN Vtv 2007 RAB 317 B 4.3 1 19 7.58

2P898 PWP HPSI HI PRESS SAFTY INJECTION PUMP 2009 RAB-317 C-4.5 1 20 1.58

2CV14462 VALVE SW SW TO LPSI PP SEAL CLA 2E 52B INLET 2007 RA8 317-B 4.3 1 21 8.0'
3

| 2CV56502 VALVE BS CTNT SUMP RECIRC HDR 150 VLV 2009 RAB 317 C 4.5 1 25 12.0'
?VVC1D MOTOR ABNV SMUTDOWN COOLING HX ROOM COOLER MOTOR 20CP RAB 317-C 4.5 1-22 2.0'
2P33m Staap BS CTM1 SPRAY PMP 2007 RAB 317-B-4.3 1 23 6.0'
2Cv51281 VALVE Hun .J D898 MlWl FLL8J RECIRC CV 2009 RAB 317-C 4.5 22 3.0'
2P608 PUMP LPSI LOW PRESS SAFTY INJECTION PUMP 2007 RAB 317-B 4.3 2-1

2CV5124 1 VALVE LPSI $15 2P60s REclRC vtv 2007 RAB 317-B 4.3 1-24 2.58

FLOOD 20kE RAB 2040-JJ....................

2CV15312 VALVE SW HX OUPPLY FROM LOOP 11 204C RAB 335 C-4 44 3.0',

'
2CVC8302 VALVE CPV CPRVS 2VEF-388 2 FLTR VLv 2049 RAa-335 E-3.4 42 34"
2P36A PUMP CVCS CHARG!NG PUMP 2053 RAB 335-B 2.7 ST* 1'<

2P36C PUMP CVC? CHARGING PUMP 2052 RAB 335 B 3.2 si 1'
2P368 PUMP CVCS CHARGING PUMP 2051 RAB 335 B-3.7 ST 1'
2CV56222 VALVE B5 St PPS COMB RECIRC BLOCK TO RWT 2054 RAB 335 t 2 28-14 15'

4Cv56301 VALVE BS CSS RWT 2T3 DIsCH 10 2P 35A 2054 RAB 335 C 1 ST 1'
2852 $WCEAR 28 M0 TOR CONTROL CENTER 2040 RAB-335 C 4 3 11 0*
2B52A4 CKTBRK HPSI 2CV-51281, HPs! PLMP "B" RECIRCULAtl0N 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3 11 0"

| 2B52A5 CCTBAK CVCs 2P-36A, CHARGING PUMP 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3 11 0"
263285 CKTBRK EDG 2TEDM-8687 AND 8689 DG RM EXhAt!T FAN DAMPERS 2040 RAB 335-C 4 3 11 Ca

2852B6 CETBRK HPsl 2CV 5127-1, HPSI PUMP "C" RECIRCULATION 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3-11 0"
285287 CCTBRK Bs 2CV 5672 1, CONTAthMENT SPRAY KIMP "G" KECIRC 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3 11 0"

,

| 2B52C4 CKTBRK sW 2VUC-1A, SOC HX RM COOLER 2040 RAB-335 C 4 3 11 0"
2B52C5 CETBRK $W 2VUC-18, 50C HX RM COOLER 2040 ras 335 C 4 3 12 0"'

2B52C6 CETBRK ELG 2VEF-24A, DG RM EXNAGST FAN 2040 RAB 335-C 4 3 11 0"

2852C7 CrTBRK EDG 2VEF-248, DG ROCH EXHAUST FAN 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3 13 0"

2852E5 CKTBRK 50C 2CV-5038 1 50C SUCTION HEADER 150, 2040 RAB 335 C-4 3 14 0"
2B52F1 CKTBRK CVCS 2CV 4921 1, BAMT "B" GRAVITY DJTLET 2040 RA8 335-C 4 3-16 0"

, 2B52F3 CETBRK kPSI 2CV 5035-1, HPSI HEADER ISO 2040 RAB 333 C-4 3 11 0"
! 2B52F4 CKTBRK HPs! 2CV-5075 1, HPSI HEADER ISO 2040 RAB 335-C-4 3 11 0"

2B52G1 CKTBRK SW 2CV 1453-1, 50C HX SW INLET 2040 RAB 335 C-4 3 11 0"

-- - . - . . . . - . - - - - --- - -

,

|

|
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Table 3.6-5

i - .

1 FLOOD ZONE 2040 JJ SCENARIO TABLE :

f; (continued)

i 2852G3 CKli,RK BS 2CV 5649 1, CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRC 2040 RAB 335 C-4 3 11 Ca

2852G4' CKTBRK BS 2CV 5612 1,-SPRAY HEADER ISO 2040 RA8 335 C 4 3 11 0":

| 2852H1 CCTBRK LPSI 2CV 5037 1, LPSI HEADER ISO 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3 11 Da

| 2852K4 CCTBRC CVCS 2CV 4920 1, BAMT *A" CRAVITY CUTLET 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3 11 0"-
.

.
2B52L5 CETBRK HPSI 2CV 5101 1 HOT LEG INJEC VALVE 2040 RAB 335 C-4 3 11 0=

! 2852L6 CKTBRK HPS! 2CV 5103 1, HP51 ORFICE BTPASS VALVE 2040 RA8 335 C 4 3 11 0"

2Cv14C62 VALVE SW- SW HDR 2 TO ENG SAFEGRD SYSTEM 2040 RAB 335 C 4 3 10 4.08 ,

i 2CV15301 VALVE SW kX SUPPLY FROM. LOOP 1 2040 RA8 335 C-4 . 43 3. 0 ' --

! 2Cv28291 VALVE CPV CPRVS 2VEF 38A 1 FLTR VLv 2049 RAB 335 E-3.4 3 16 4.58 :

I 2VEF38A1- SLOWER CPV PENETRATICH RocM EXHAUST FAN . 2049 RA8 335 E 3.4 3 17 3.0'

! 2VEF3882 DLOWER CPV PN RM EX FAN 2049 RA8 335 E 3.4 3 18- 3.0'

| 2CVC3402 VALVE MS MS INLET VLVE TO 2P-7A EFV PUMP TUR8 DRVR 2K3 2043 L5 33$ G*4.6 3 22 - 4.0'

I 2Cv56312 VALV2 85 CSS RWT 2T3 DISCH To 2P 35B 2054 RA8 335 C 1 ST Ca - .

i- 2VFA6A FILTER CPV Pd RM EX AIR FILTER 2049 RAB 335 E 3.4' 3 2* 6"
~

2VFC5A FILTER CPV PN RM EX CHARFL 2049 RAB 335 E-3.4 3 21 6"

2VFA68 FILTER CPV PN RM EX AIR FILTER 2049 RAB 335-E 3.4 3 19 6a

! 2VFC58 FILTER CPV. PN RM EA CHARFL 2049 RAB 335 E-3.4 3 19 6"
4 2FT5091 IXMITR LPSI $1S LOW PRESS S1 DISCM HDR 2054 RA8 335 B 2 ST 0"

f
I 2SV0205 VALVE MS EMERG FW TUR8 MAINSTEAM BTPASS VALVE 2043 RAB 335 G 4.6 3 23, 3 24 4.5'

! 2VFP22A FILTER CPY- PN RM EX AIR PF 2049 RAB 335 E 3.4 3 21 6"

i 2VF'228 FILTER CPV PN RM EX AIR PF -2049 RA8 335 E 3.4 3 19 6"

) 2E/E5091 CCNVRT SIS LPSI DISCH NOR E/P CONVERTER 2E/P 5091 2054 RAB 355 C 2 ST Oa

*ST: SURROCATE TOUR
f

FLOOD ZONE RA8 2010 LL....................;.
'

! 2CV14082 VALVE SW SW HPSI CLR 2VUC11B INLET 2010 RAB 317 B 3.5 25 2.0'
;-
4 -2CV14071 VALVE SW SW HPSI CLR 2VUC 11A INLET 2010 rat 317 5 3.5 26 3.0'
*

2CuG71 VALVE HPSI S!$ 2P89C RECIRC 2010 RAB 317-8 3.5 27 2.58

| 2P89C PUMP HPSI HI PRESS SAFTT INJECTION PUMP 2010 RA8 317 8 3,1 28 1.5'
f
! FLOOD ZONE RAB 2011 LL....................

5 2CV14001 VALVE -SW LOOP 1 ESF HOR ISCL 2011 RAB 317-B 2.7 2 10 . 3.5'

. F LON ZONE R AB 2014- LL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 2CV14451 VALVE SW SV TO'LPSI.PP SEAL CLR 2E 52A INLET 2014 RA8 317 B 2 1 12 7.5'

} 2960A PUMP LPSI LOW PRESS SA/IN PUMP 2014 rad 317 B 2- 17 7.0'

2Cv51261 VALVE HPSI 2P 89A MINI FLOW RECIRC CR 2013 RAB 317 C-1.5 19 30" "

4

2CV14471 VALVE SW ' SW TO CS PP CLR 2E 47A IN VALVE 2014 RAS 317-B-2 1 13 9.08

2VUC1A -MOTOR ABHV SHUTDOWN COOLl4G HX ROOM COOLER MOTOR 2014 RA8 317-B 2 1 14 11.0'
4

2VUC16 MOTOR ASHV SMUT 00WN C00LikG HX ROCH COOLER MOT 04 2013 rad 317 C 1.5 - 1 11 34"-

2CV14531 VALV2 SV SW TO SHUTDOWN CLG HX 2E-k3A INLET 2013 RA8-317_C 1.5 1 15 5.0''

: O- -

1

:
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gTable 3.6-5

FLOOD ZONE 2040-JJ SCENARIO TABLE
(continued)

2P89A PUMP HPSI Hi PRESS SAFTT INJECTION PUMP 2013 RA8 317 C 1.5 18 1.0'

2WC1C ACUNIT SOHX ROCM AIR C008ING UNIT 0001C 2013 RA8 317-C 1.5 1 10 8.0'
2P35A PUMP SS CTMT CPRAY PMP 2014 R.A8 317-8 2 16 7.08

2CV56731 VALVE 85 "Aa PVMP RECIRC MOTOR OPER ISOL 2014 RAB 317-B 2 15 2.5'
2SV22012 VALVE BMS BMS RDT 27 68 UISCH PEkET 150 2013 RAC 317 0 1.1 23 15.0'

2CV22012 VALVE 643 REACTOR DAN PMPS SUCT ISOL 2013 RA8 317-C 1 4 23 15.0'

2TE5096 DETECT LPSI SIS LOW PRESS St DISCN HOR 2013 RAB 317 C 1.5 4*1 20.0'

2CV56491 VALVE BS CTMT SUMP RECIRC HOR ISO VALVE 2014 RA8 317 8 2 2-4 9.0'

FL0c0 ZONE RAB 2055 JJ....................

2CV51042 VALVE HPSI SIS HPSI HEADER NO. 2 2055 RA8 335 0 2 3G 3.5'
2Cv07141 VALVE EFW EFW 2P 7A/B FLUE:f " . 2055 RAB 335 D-2.9 3A 2.5'
2CV5091 VALVE LPSI $15 LOW PRESS INJCCTION 2P-iCA/B DISCH HEADER 350 20$$ RAB-335-C 2 3-7 3.08

2Cv5093 VALVE LPSI $18 SHUT DN MX RCT To LP HDR 2055 RAB 335 C-2.2 36 3.0'
2Cv51C31 VALVE HPSI SIS HPSI FEADER No. 1 OK!FICE BYPASS 2055 RAB-331 0 2 38 3.58

2SV5091 VALVE LPSI Sit LQ PRESS 2; elSCH HOR 2055 RAB 335 C 2 39 3.08

2TE5095 DETECT LPSI S15 LOW PRESS St D!sCH HDR 2055 RAB 335 0 2 NP* 7.0'
2Sv07141 VALVE EFW EFV PUMPS 2P7ASB FLUSHING 2055 RA8-335-D-2 35 3.0 '
3V5093 VAL %E LPS! $!$ SMTDN HX RET to LP HOR 2055 RAB 335-C 2.2 NP 4.5'
*hP: NO PHOTOGRAPH

FL000 ZONE RAB 2063 DD....................

2C128A CABWET PASS POST ACCIDENT HYDROGEN ANALYS!$ $YS*PAMEL SAMP 2063 RA8 354-C 2 ST* Oa |
*ST: SURROGATE TCUR i

t

FLOOD ZONE RA8 2073 00.................... |

2Cv15262 VALVE SW SW TO FUEL P&JL HX 2E27A SUPPLY 2085 RA8 360 0-3.5 5-8 30a

2662 S.10 EAR 28 MOTOR CONTROL CENTER 2073 RAB-354-A-4.7 51-55* Ca

2862A5 CKTERK CVCS 2P 368 CHARGING PUMP 2073 RAB 354 A 4.7 51*55 Da

2862B5 CKTBRK A8HV 2TCOM 8690-2 AND B692 2 DG E*HAUST FAN CAMPERS 2073 RAB 354- A-4.7 51-55 Da

286286 CKTBRK CVCS 2P-398 B.A. MAKIUP PUMP 2073 RAB-354 A-4.7 5 1 - 5-5 Da

2662C2 CKTSRK SDC SERIES BRKR FOR 62E5 2CV-5086-2 2073 RAB 354-A 4.7 5 1 - 5-5 0"

2862C4 CETBrK SOC 2WC 10, SCC HX RM COOLER _ 2073 RAB-354 A-4.7 5-1 * 5-5 0"

2862C5 CKTERK SOC 2WC+1E, SCC HX RM COOLER 2073 RA8 354 A-4.7 51-55 Da

2662C6 CKTSRK ABHV 2VEF 24C, DG ROOM 6XHAUST FAN 2073 RA8 354 A-4.7 51-5-5 0"

2662C7 CKTSRK A8HV 2VEF 240, CG RM EXH FAN 2073 RA8 354 A 4.7 5-1 - 5-5 Da

2862E5 CKTBRK Soc 2CV-5086 2 50C SUCTiJN !$0 FROM RCS 2069 RAS-354-A 4.7 51-55 Da

2662F4 CKTBRK HPSI 2CV-5076 2 HPSI DEADER #2 ISO 2073 RA8 354 A 4.7 5-1 - 5 5 Da

2862G1 CKTBAK SV 2CV-1456-2 SDC HX 8 SV INLET 2073 RAB 354-A 4.7 5 1 - 5-5 Da

2B62G2 CKTBRK HP$1 2CV 5102 2 HOT LEG INJ VALVE 2073 RAS 354 A-4.7 51-55 Da

_

! 3.6-44
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Table 3.6-5

FLOOD ZONE 2040 JJ SCENARIO TABLE
(continued)

2B62G3 CKTBRK R$ 2CV 5650 2 CONTAIN SUMP 1 RAIN B RECIRC 2073 RA8 354 A 4.7 51-55 Da

2B62G4 CETBRK BS 2CV 5613 2 SPRAT HEADER B tho 2073 RA8 354 A 4.7 51*55 Ca

2862H2 CCTBet kPSI 2CV 5104 2 NPSI ORIFICE BTPASS 2073 RAB 354 A 4.7 51-55 Ca

2CV15031 VALVE SV SW IRM EMRG DSL JKT HX 2E 20A 2058 RA8 354 8 2.2 36 30a

2531 SWGEAR 28 MOT (4 CONTROL CENTER 2042 RA8 354 C 3 4 24 Da

2541 SVGEAR 2B MOTCR CONTROL CENTER 2062 RAB 354 C-3 4-23 Da

2CV15042 VALVE SV 2K 48 HX PKG OUTLET 2062 RAB 354 C 3 57 30a

2CV15251 VALVE SV SV 10 FUEL POOL HX 2E27A SUPPLY 2085 RAB 360 D 3.5 58 1'
2X12 TRANSF 2T IWSTRUMENT TRANSF TO 272 2073 RA8 354 D 4.5 5? Da

2862H1 CCT8RK LPSI 2CV 5077 2 LPSI HEADER ISO 2073 RA8 354 A 4,7 51a55 0a

*WOTE: 51 - 5 5 means thiotographs 51 threvsh 5 !

FLOOD ZONE RA8 2081 HN....................

2Cv10762 VALVE EFW 2P7A DI$ CHARGE TO SG 'B' CV 2048 RAB-335 N 3 11 17 158

2CV1540 VALVE SW SW To CLG TWR BASIN 2048 RAB 335 N 3 11 14 58

2CV38511 VALVE ACV CNTNT CHILL VATER RETURN 2081 RAB+356-N 3.1- 11*21 l'

2C1288 CA8hET PASS POST . ACCIDENT HTDROGEN ANALYS13 STS PANEL SAMP 2081 RAB 356 N 3.3- 11 19 15'
2CV10362 VALVE EFW 2P 75 DISCHARGE TO SG 'B' CV 2081 RAB 356 9 3.3 11 25 18'
2Cv10741 VALVF FW SGS SG B 150 VLV 2081 RA8 356 N 3.3 11 24 18'j

'

2CV10751 VN.YE EFW 2P 78 DISCHARGE TO SG 'B' CV 2081 RAB 356 N 3.3 11 23 -18'
2SV38521 V.LVE AC CWCAT CONTAINM NT ISO 2081 RAB 356 H 3.3 11 20 4'

2Cv10241 VALVE FW SGS SG 2E24A ISOL-VALVE 2051 RAB 356 H 3.3 12 2 18'
2CV15102 VALVE SW SV 2VCC 2C/D INLET ISO' 2081 RA8 356 G 3.2 11 22 4'
2CV15132 VALVE SW SV 780>. 2VCC 2C & D OUTLET 2081 RA8 356 G 3.2 11 22 4'
2SV38511 VALVE AC CVCAT CONTA!hMENT !$0 2081 RAB 356 H 3.3 28 17 ~ 3'
2SV10661 VALVE SGS SGS SG B TO BLo@0WN TANK 2T67 2081 RAB 356 N-3.3 12 1 3'
2SV10662 VALVI SGS SGS SG B TO BLOWDOWN TANK 2T67 2081 RAG 356 N 3.3 12 1 3'
;$V62132 VALVE N2 H&NAS N2 SUPPLY TO CONTMT 2081 RA8 356*H 3.5 12-5 18'
2CV07981 VALVE EFW 2P 7A&B RECIRC FLUSHING LINE CV 2048 RAB 335 J 2.6 11 15 5'
2CV10391 VALVE EFW 2P7A DISCHARGE TO SG 'B' CV 2048 RAB 335 N 3 11 16 12'
2SV07981 VALVE EFW EFW 2P7A & B FLUSHING TO Su & BD 2048 RAB 335 N 2 28 15 7'
2CV37002 VALVE. FS FW TO CONTAINMENT -2081 RAB-356 N 3.1 12 4 5'
2CV62132 VALVE N2 H&NAS N2 SUPPLY TO CONTAINMT 2081 RAB 356 N 3.5 12 6 18'
2CV*2361 VALVE CCW CONTAlhMENT ISO FOR CCW TO RCP COOLERS 2081 RA8 356*H 3.3 12 3 - 3'
2Cv33521 VALVE AC CWCAT CONThWT ISCLATION 2081 RAB 356 H-3.1 28 16 3'
2CV52551 VALVE CCV RCP RETURN !$0L 2081 RA8 356 N 3.3 12 3~ 3'
2CV10661 VALVE SGS SGS SG B TO BLOWDN TK 2T 67 2081 RA8 356 N 3.3. 12 7 5'

>
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hTabte 3.G-5

FLOOD ZONE 2040-JJ SCENARIO TABLE
(continued)

OTHER PRA EQUIPMENT CABLE TERMINAL POIN.lS

TAG COMP SYS. COMPONENT ROCN CW0 KENT
No. CODE DESCRIPT !LW NO. LOCATION

F L OOD Z ONE RAB 2 04 0 JJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2CV14451 VALVE SW SW h tot' SEAL CLR 2E-52A INLET 2014 RAS-317 B 2<

2WC1A MOTOR ASHV SHUTDOW COOLING HX ROOM COOLER MOTOR 2014 RA8 317 B 2

2Cv14001 VALVE SW LOOP ! ESF HOR ISOL 2011 RAB 317 B 2.7

2CV14531 VALVE SW SV TO SHUTDOW CLG HX 2E-35A INLET 2013 RA8 317 C 1.5

2WC18 MOTCR ASHV SHUTDOW C00L,1NG HX ROCM COOLER MOTOR 2013 ras 317 C 1.5

2WC1C ACUNIT SOHX ROOM AIR COOLING UNIT 0001C 2013 RAB 317 C 1.5

2CV07952 VALVE EFW 2P-7A CONDENSATE SUCTION MOV 2024 ras-329-C 5.3

2CV50351 VALVE HPSI $15 HP HDR NO.1 SHUT OFF VALVE 2084 RAB 360 C 2

2CV502 1 VALVE LPSI SIS LP HDR SHUT-OFF VLv 2084 RAB 360 C 2

2CV50181 VALVE SDC SDC RC SHUT OFF VLv 2084 RAB 360 C 2

2CV50731 VALVE HPSI SIS HP HOR NO.1 SHUT-0FF VLV 2084 RAB-360 C 2

2CV56121 VALVE BS 21 35A ISOLATION TO CSS 2084 RAB 360 C 2

2TC;86871 CAMPER A8HV 2EDG RM I/L DAMPER 2093 RAB 369 A 2

2TC086891 D AMPER A8HV 2EDG RM I/L D AMPER 2093 RAB 369 A-2

2A308 CKTBRE EDG 20G 1 OUTPUT BREA'.ER 2101 RA8-372 D 5.5

28532 CKTBRK 28 MCC 28-52 SUPPLY 2101 RA8-372 E 5.5

2CV49201 VALVE CVCS 2T O CUTLET TO CHARG!kG PUMP SUCT 2115 RA8-386 A-2.5

2CV49211 VALVE CVCS 2T-68 OUTLET TO CHARGING PUMP SUCT 2115 RAB 3 & A 2.5

2VEF24A BLOWER ASHV AUX BLDG EMER DIESEL GEN RM FAN 2114 RA8 386 8 1.5

2VEF248 8LCwER ABMV AUX BLDG EMER FAN 2114 RA8 386-8 1.5

FL000 ZONE RAS 2006 LL....................

2P4A PUMP SW SERVICE WATER PUMP 2207 INTAKE BUILDING

2WC1 A MOTOR ABHV SNUTDOW COOLING HX ROOM COOLER MOTOR 2014 RAB-31 M 4

2CV14001 VALVE SW LOOP 1 ESF HDR ISOL 2011 RAB 317 8 2.7

2WC1C ACUNIT SOHX RacM AIR COOLING UNIT C001C 2013 RA8-317-C 1.5

FLOOD ZONE RAS 2068 00.......... .........

2P16A PUMP EDG EMER DIESEL FUEL TRANSF PHP (PMP MTR ASSY) 253 FUEL STCRAGE
VAULT

FLOOO 2ChE RA8 2073 00....................

2CV14742 VALVE SV SW RSVR TO 2P4C NONE INTAKE STRUCTURE

2CV14012 VALVE SW SW HTX 2VUC-1E INLET DEL PER DCP 88-2092 2009 RAB-317-C-4.5

2CV14052 VALVE SW SW SUPPLY TO 2WC 10 I/L DEL PER DCP 88-2092 2009 RAB 317-C 4.5

9
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Table 3.6-5
p%J,

FLOOD ZONE 2040-JJ SCENARIO TABLE
(continued)

i

2CV14562 VALVE .*V SW 10 SMUTDCVN CLC HX 2E 359 INLET 2009 RAS 317 C 4.5
j.

2VUC10 HOTOR ABhY SHU1DOWN COOLING MX ROOM C00 lek MOTOR 2009 RA8-317 C 4.5

2CVU7112 VALVE SW EFW SV 10 EMGY FWP 2P 7A 2024 RAB 329 G 5.3
,

2P368 PUMP CVCS CkARGING PUMP 2051 RAB 335 0 3.7

2CV14062 VALVE SV sv HOR 2 To ENG SAFEGAD SYSTEM 2040 RAB 335 C 4

2CV03402 VALVE MS MS IktET YLVE TO 2P 7A EFW PUMP TURS DRVR 2X3 2043 RAB 335aG 4.6

2Cv10391 VALVE EFW 2P74 DISCHARGE TO SG *B' CV 2048 RAB 335 N*3

2x12 TRANSF 2Y INSTRUMENT TRANSF 10 2Y2 2073 RA8*354 0 4.5

2CV50171 VALVE LPSI S!s LP NQR $ NUT OFF VALVE 2084 RA8 360 C 2

2CV50772 VALVE LPSI $15 LP HOR $ HUT OFF VALVE 2084 RA8 360 C 2

2Cv56132 VALVE BS 2E 35B Is0LATION TO CSS 2084 RAB 360-C 2

2CV48402 VALVE CVCs 2P 36A/8/C FLOW CONT VLV 2084 RAB 350 C 2.6

2026 SWOEAR 2D 125V CONTROL CEhTER 2091 RAB 368 C 4

2Y24 INVE'tf 2Y INVERTER, RPS & ESFAS CHAN. 4 2091 RAS 368 N 4.5

2K4A ENGINE 2DG1 2093 RAB-369 A 2

2P398 PUMP CVCS BA MAKEUP PUMP 2093 ras 369 A 2

2TCD66902 DANPER ASHV 2EDG RM I/L DAMPER 2094 RAB 369 9-2

2TC 36922 CAMPER ABHV 2EDG RM I/L DAMPER 2094 RAG 369 8 2

2Y1 PANEL 120V INSTRU AC PANEL 2Y01 2104 RA8 372 C 5'

V 2Y2 PANEL 120V !NSTRU AC PANEL 2102 2104 RA8-372-C 5'

2VEF24C BLOWER ABHV AUX BLDG EMER FAN 2114 RA8 386 s 1.5

2VEF24D BLOWER ASHV AUX BLDG EMER FAN 2114 RAR-386 B 1.5

2Cv5C862 VALVE SDC SCC RC SHUT OFF VALVE NONE RB 336 270

|
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3.7 FRONT-END RESULTS AND SCREENING
\

This section summarizes the ANO-2 PRA results with respect to the screening guidance for
'

reporting given in Generic Letter 88-20 and NUREG 1335.

3.7.1 Apt >1ication of Generic letter Screening Criteria

Generic Letter 88-20 (GL 88 20) and NUREG-1335 provide two alternative criteria for
reporting the results of IPEs. he first approach, defined in the generic letter, defines
reponing criteria on the basis of functiont1 sequences. The alternative approach described in
NUREG-1335 utilizes systemic sequences. The ANO-2 PRA model utilizes a functional event
tree approach which results in accident sequences which are based on the functional failures
which lead to core damage. For functional sequence groupings, the generic letter provides the
following screening criteria for reporting IPE results:

1. Any functional sequence that contributes 1 x 10-6 or more per reactor year to
core damage,

2. Any functional sequence that contributes 5% or more to the total core damage
frequency,

3. Any functional sequence that has a core damage frequency greater than or
equal to 1 x 10-6 per reactor year and that leads to containment failure which
can result in a radioactive release magnitude greater than or equal to PWR-4
release category of WASH 1400,

4. Any functional sequences that contribute to a containment bypass frequency in
excess of I x 10-7/yr, or

5. Any functional sequences that the utility determines from previous applicable
PRAs or by utility engineering judgment to be important contributors to core
damage frequency or poor containment performance.

As described in section 3.1, the ANO 2 PRA utilizes a total of 18 functional accident
sequences for binning the results of the detailed PRA models. In addition, other events such
as ATWS, ISLOCA and intemal flooding were evaluated separately in scoping analyses. For
the purposes of reporting, these events have been reported as separate " functional" groups.

A summary of the total core damage frequency contribution of dominant the IPE functional
groups is provided in Table 3.5.4-6. Table 3.7-1 summarizes the comparison of each of
dominant the functional groups to the GL 88-20 screening criteria. A total of 7 functional
groups have been considered to meet at least one of the screening criteria for reporting.

The following section provides a discussion of each of the functional sequences identified as
meeting the screening criteria provided in Appendix 2 of Generic Letter 88-20. His
discussion includes a concise description of accident progression, specific key assumptions,
sensitive assumptions and parameters, applicable human recovery actions and identifies any
equipment subjected to environmental conditions beyond their design basis. In some cases,
for ease of description, the functional sequence has been subdivided into types (or groups) of
cutsets which were significant contributors to the_ sequence. The propagation of these
functional sequences beyond core damage and into the back-end analysis is generally
discussed in this section in terms of their contribution to large release frequency. Additional
detail on severe accident progression for all plant damage states is provided in Section 4.

3.7-1
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3.7.1.1 TBF - Transient initiated events followed by loss of effective RCS and core I

heat removal and failure of once-thmugh-cooling in the injection phase ]

ne largest contributor to core damage frequency at ANO-2 is the functional sequence TBF.
These sequences involve transient initiated events with loss of effective secondary heat
removal through the steam generators and failure of once-through cooling in the injection
phase. The TBF sequence contributes roughly 71% (~2.4 x 10-5/yr) of the total core damage

; frequency.

The nomial (and preferred) response after a reactor trip is for the plant to stabilize at hot
3

shutdown conditions with heat removal provided by the steam generators. Under most
conditions, this is accomplished by the RCPs providing forced circulation of the reactor,

'

coolant and main feedwuer providing makeup to the steam generators. Under some
conditions the RCPs may be lost; however, reactor coolant flow is maintained by natural
circulation. In addition, main feedwater (MFW) may not always be available. In these cases,-

the two trains of safety related emergency feedwater (EFW) will automatically start and
i 3rovide makeup feedwater to the steam generators. In the unlikely event both MRV and

ERV are unavailabb the operators can manually start and align an auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
pump to provide makeup.

.

In the rare scenarios where all feedwater is lost to the steam generator (MFW, ERV and
AFW), the plant emergency operating procedures direct the plant operators to initiate once-
through-cooling. Once-through-cooling is similar to the bleed and feed cooling mode used in
other plants. Successful once-through-cooling requires one HPSI pum
operators to open the ECCS or LTOP vent valves before core uncovery (p and the plantwithin 45 to 60

: minutes of loss of all feedwater). Once the core is uncovered, core damage would be
expected to begin within approximately an hour and progress to vessel failure within

'

approximately 2 hours. TBF sequences which proceed to core damage and vessel failure
present a moderate challenge to the containment and are only a small contributor to large-

release (see section 4.9 for more information).

For the purposes of reponing, the TBF sequence has been divided into six types as described
in Table 3.7-2. These types represent grou'ps of cutsets fo nd to be representative of the,

! dominant cutsets. As such, the percentage contribution of each of these types is based on a
; review of the dominant cutsets (tou 100) from the plant model (see section 3.5.4). The actual

percentages may vary from these estimates if r ore cutsets were considered.

3.7.1.1.1 TBF 1 - Loss of DC bus with independent failure of available EFW train
,

The cutsets classified as TBF-1 type events are characterized by a loss of DC bus initiator
followed by loss of the available EFW pump. Loss of one of two safety related DC buses
(2D02 or 2D01) will lead to a plant trip and failure of the transfer of power from the unit
auxiliary trar.sformer to the startup transformer. In addition, it is assumed that the loss of the
DC bus also leads to failure of the associated EDG due to loss of cor. trol power. This leads
to a situation which could be characterized as a " half-blackout," with one division of power
unaffected and the other without any AC power.

As a consequence of loss of one division of power, the MFW system is lost and EFW is
required for feed to the steam generators. In accordance with plant EOPs the operators
would attempt to restore offsite power from the startup transformer. However, if this were
unsuccessful and the available train of EFW were to fail, all feedwater could be lost. (It
should be noted that in some cases, the AFW pump could supply feedwater, however, limited
credit has been taken for AFW in these PRA scenarios due to the late date of its installation

3.7-2
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relative to the PRA development.) This situation would lead to a demand for once-through-
L cooling. However, the redundant valves in the ECCS and LTOP vent paths are dependent

upon both divisions of DC power (i.e. single fdlun: proof to -emain closed; single failure
susceptible to open). Consequently, with one division of DC power unavailable, once-

| through-cooling fails and core damage would be expected within 60 2 hours of loss of all
feedwater.

.

1

3.7.1.1.2 TBF 2 -less of AC bus causing loss of MFW with subsequent battery depletion
induced loss of EFW and once through cooling

The cutsets in group TBF-2 are characterized by a loss of 4160 V bus either as the initiating
event or as a precondition to a reactor or turbine tiip type event with subsequent failures
leading to loss of the red train of AC power. Although this condition leads to loss of main,

feedwater, it is initially r.eceptable since the turbine driven EFW pump (Train A) can provide'

feedwater to the steam generato.1 However, unless operator action is taken, the red train DC
batteries will dealete and EFW could be lost due to failure of the outboard EFW flow control
valves on the Train A feedwater lines. (Note, since the EFW flow control valves utilize both-

red and green DC power in series and since they toggle full open and full closed to maintain
SG level when in automatic, the position upon battery depletion has been asamed to be either
full open or full closed; intermediate posinons have been conseivatis ely excluded.)

,

.

Two operator actions could prevent battery depletion and are credited in the PRA model (one
is a human failure event and one is a recovery event, as de,cribed in section 3.4). First, upon
loss of the A3 bus, piant procedures direct alignment of the swing battery charger (2D34) to

p maintain vital DC power. The 2D34 charger can provide battery charging and DC control4

\ p?wer to either station battery from either the red train or the green train of AC power.
Sb 4:ld this action be unsuccessful, the plant operators have a proceduralized recovery which.

comd restore battery charging which involves the manual cross-connection of the green train
480V power (from bus 286) to the red train 480V bus which nonnally provides battery
charging (2B5).,

,

,

Once through cooling is not available as a recovery as the ECCS vent and LTOP valves would
be unavailable due to loss of red train AC and DC power.

Should the DC power recovery actions be unsuccessful, feedwater would be lost after battery
depletion (~ 8 hours) and core uncovery would be expected within ~10 hours of event

,

uutiation.

3.7.1.1.3 TBF-3 - Transient events with failure of transfer to offsite power combined with
EDG failure leading to battery depletion induced loss of EFW and once.

through cooling

The TBF-3 cutsets involve a similar scenario to the TBF-2 cutsets, except the initiator is a
simple transient (rather than a loss of DC or AC bus) followed by random failures of the
transfer from station to offsite power. Such events would lead to a EDG start signal and
EDG loading. However, in those unlikely events where EDG failures occurred, the plant
would be without one * rain of AC power.

The TBF-3 events would be expected to progress similarly to the TBF-2 events, as loss of the3(d train of AC power would eventually lead to loss of DC control power and loss of EFW. The|

operator actions and recoveries applicable to the TBF-3 cutsers are a mix of those used withi
'

TBF-1 and TBF-2 cutsets: use of the swing battery charger (2D34) or recovery of offsite
i.

|
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power. Like the TBF-1 or TBF-2 cutsets, should the offsite or power recovery actions be
unsuccessful, feedwater could be lost after battery depletion (~ 8 hours), once through coo:in5
would not be available and core uncovery would be expected within ~10 hours of event
uuuauon.

3.7,1.1.4 TBF 3A - Transient events with loss of MFW and failure of a 480V bus leading to
battery depletion induced loss of EFW and once through cooling

The TBF 3A cutsets are similar to the TBF-2 cutsets in that they involve an AC bus failure,.

however, in the TBF-3A cases the failure is of a 480V bus. 'llese cutsets are initiated by
events which lead to loss of main feedwater, either by the initiator (i.e., loss of PCS) or a
transient event followed by subsequent random failure of MFW, The loss of MFW coupled
with the failure of the red train 480V bus 2B5 leads to a sceumio similar to the TBF-2 and
TBF-3 cases where battery charging is unavailable from 2B5 and EFW could be eventually
lost due to battery depletion and loss of the EFW flow control valves.

Two potential operator actions also apply to these cutsets. The first is the same as the TBF 2-

and TBF-3 cases in using the swing battery charger 2D34. However, in TBF-3A cases, the
cross-tie of 480V buses is not viable as the fault occurred on the 480V bus. Thus, the other
recovery involves taking manual control of the Train A (turbine driven) ERV pump.
Alternatively, if the opt stors take the red train EFW flow control valve out of automatic
control and manually open it, the loss of red train DC would not impact the Train A ERV
flow control system. Another alternative would be for the operators to use the AFW pump
through the MFW injection path,if available.

Should the Train A EFW recovery actions be unsuccessful, feedwater would be lost after &
battery depletion (~ 8 hours), once through cooling would not be available and core unct >ery W
would be expected within -10 hours of event initiation.

3] L1.5 TBF-4 - Station blackout sequences involving EDG failure, EFW failure and once-
through-cooling failure

Tnc TBF-4 cutsets can be characterized in two basic groups; (1) those invoMng only early or
start failures and (2) those involving at least one running failure. Station blackout events
involve loss of offsite power followed by loss of all onsite AC power (i.e., both EDGs). In the

'

case of TBF-4 group (1) cutsets, core damage occurs due to a long term loss of core cooling
due to either EDG running failures or early EDG failures combined with unsuccessful ERV
operation. Train A EFW has been shown to be capable of operating without AC power.
However, DC control power is required and if the EDGs are unavailable, the batteries are
expected to deplete after approximately 8 hours.

Upon loss of EFW approximately 8 hours after battery charging is lost, an additional two
hours would be available befon: core uncovery. Thus, the TBF-4 group (1) cutsets involve
core damage events which occur more than 10 hours after the initial loss of offsite power
followed by loss of EDGs. In some cases, where the green train EDG runs for some period of
time, the time to core damage could be much more than 10 hours.

In the case of TBF-4 group (2) cutsets, core damage occurs due to an early loss of core
cooling with EDG start failures and early failures of EFW (i.e., Train A EFW failure to start)
and once through cooling.

3.7-4
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.' The main recovery action credited in the PRA involves restoration of offsite power, if offsite
power is restored, recovery from the station blackout is virtually assured. However, since
relatively litw time would be available in TBF-4 group (2) scenarios (cote uncovery within
slightly morc than one hour), the likelihood is much lower than in the TBF-4 group (1)
scenarios.

.

; 3.7.1.2 TBX - Transient initiated events followed by loss of effective RCS and core heat
removal and failure of once-through-cooling during recirculation from thei

containment sump
'

The TBX sequence represents the second highest functional sequence core damage frequency
at ANO-2. This sequence is initiated by a transient followed by a loss of all RCS and core*

: heat removal via the steam generators, followed by successful decay heat removal (once-
through-cooling), and ending with failure of recirculation from the containment sump. The

| TBX sequence contributes roughly 6% (1.93 x 10-6/yr) of the total core damage frequency.

j Transient progression through loss of all feedwater and failure of once-through-cooling was
1 described for TBF sequences. If once-through-cooling is successful during the injection phase

from the RWT, then successful operation involving recirculation from the containment sump
is assumed to be required (i.e. no credit assumed for achieving cold shut down conditims
prior to RWT inventory depletion).

'

When the RWT is reduced in level to approximately 6%, a recirculatYn actuation signal
(RAS) will automatically switch HPSI suction to the containment sump.

,

g increased containment pressure willlikely actuate the containment spray system prior to RAS,

.g to control pressure and cool the fluid. Success of the recirculation functio' requires both one1

HPSI pump and one containment spray pump (to provide core covering and decay
heat / containment heat removal, respectively). Once recirculation of coolant from the
containment sump fails, core uncovery occurs within one hour, core damage within about;

another hour, and vessel failure within approximately two more hours.
,

The dominant cutsets of TBX are initiated by loss of service water Main feedwater fails as a
i direct consequence of the initiator, and EFW fails by loss of condensate source to the pump

suction. Specific failures include 1) hardware failures that can occur throughout the 24i

: mission time and 2) operator failure to switch suction to a second EFW source after many
hours of successful EFW operation. Once threugh-cooling is assumed successful prior to

'

RAS, and core damage results as a direct consequence of senice water dependencies of HPSI
during recirculation and containment sprays, and from failure to restore service water prior to

; the operation of containment sprays.

,

| 3.7.1.3 TQX - Transient initiated events followed by an uncontrolled small break in
the RCS boundary and failure of recirculation of coolant from the
containment sump

This sequence represents a transient induced LOCA in the RCS pressure boundary in some
location other than the steam ge.lerator that exceeds normal charging flow but does not fully
depressurize the vessel. Core damage results from the failure to recirculate coolant from the
containment sump by HPSI. The TQX sequence contributes roughly 5% (approximately 1.78
x 10-6/yr) of the total core damage frequency..

,.
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ne breach in the RCS system occurs by catastmphic failure of the reactor coolant pump seals
or by a stuck open pressurizer safety relief valve. De break is assumed to be large enough to
provide adequate vessel heat removal with injection from the RWT with one HPSI pump.
The llPSI pumps will receive a safety injection ectuation signal SIAS. Coolant will in
injected from the RWT into the RCS and spill to the contait. ment floor. When the RWT level
is reduced >o approximately 67c, a recirculation actuation signal (RAS) will automatically
switch S wetion to the containment sump.

Increased containment pressure willlikely actuate the containment spray system prior to RAS
to control pressure and cool the Guid. Success of the recirculation function requires both one
HPSI pump and one containment spray pump. Once recirculation fails, core uncovery occurs
within one hour, core damage within about another hour, and vessel failure with
approximate.ly two more hours.

Similar to the TBX sequence, the dominant cutsets of TQX are all initiated by a loss of service
water. It should be noted that, although limited credit was taken for senice water recovery, it
is expected that a rigorous assessment would show that only a small fraction of these
scenarios would actually proceed to corc damage without restoration of service water (due to
minimal dependence of IIPSI pumps on service water cooling).

3.7.1.4 LOCAs loss of Coolant Accidents with subsequent failures during
.

initial injection or recirculation from the containment sump i

The LOCA functional sequences which are described in this section are all very near the
screedag criterion of a 1 x 10 6/yr core damage frequency and in total, contribute
approximately 107c to the overall core damage frequene)

3.7.1.4.1 hiX hiedium LOCA with failure of recirculation of coolant from the
containment sump

This sequence represents a medium LOCA in the RCS pressure boundarv in some location
other than the steam generator that exceeds normal charging flow b'ut does not fully
depressurize the vessel. Core damage results from the failure to recirculate coolant from the
containment sump by llPSI. The hiX sequence contributes roughly 57c (approximately 1.51
x 10 6/yr) of the total core damage frequency.

,
s

Since TBX and TQX functional sequences represent tranaient induced medium LOCAs, the
corresponding accident progression previously described is also representative for the hiX
fmetional sequence.

Since containment fan coolers require a relatively high humidity environment to be fully
effective, the X success criteria conservatively assumes thn spray containment atmcsphere
wetting is required for effective fan cooler heat removal. With this success criteria, the
majority of the recirculation failures are containment spray related failures, with a smallar
portion of the failures due to a loss of the containment sump recirculation path. Onse
recirculation fails, core uncovery occurs 'vithin one hour, core Smage within about another
hour, and vessel failure with approximately two more hours. The hiX functional sequence at
ANO 2 presents a signincant challenge to the containment and is a notable contributor to the
large release fraction.

O
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3.7.1.4.2 AU - Large LOCA with failure to adequately provide injection of coolant from the
llPSI, LPSI or the SITS

This sequence represents a large LOCA in the RCS pressure boundary that fully depressurizes
the vessel Core damage results from the failtus to inject coolant by llPSI, LPSI or the SITS.
A review of the cutsets indicates that the major contributor to injection failure is the SIT
outlet valves transferring closed prior to the accident (although both the success criteria and
the failure probability modeling are helieved to be conservative). The AU sequence
contributes roughly 3% (approximately 1.06 x 10 6/yr) of the total core damage frequency.
The AU functional sequence at ANO 2 presents a moderate challenge to the containment and
is a minor contributor to the large releve fraction.

3.7.1.4.3 SX Small LOCA with failure of recirculation of coolant from the containment
sump

This ~quence represents a small LOCA in the RCS pressure boundary in some location other
_ than tne steam generator that exceeds oomul charging flow but does not fully depressurize
f the vessel. Core damage restats from the failure to recirculate cm .t from the containment
t sump by HPSI. The SX sequence contsibutes roughly 3% (approximately 0.90 x 10-6/yr) of

the total core dsmage fregt.ency.

A review of the cut;ets indicates that the major contribution to small break recirculation
failures is due to a loss of the containment sump recirculation path. Once recirculation fails,
core uncovery occurs within two to three hours, core damage within about another hour, and
vessel failure with approximitely two more hours, The SX functional sequence at ANO 2
presents a mininul challenge to the containment and is an ins @nificant contributor to the large

tO release fraction.

3.7.1.5 ISLOCAs - Interfacing System Loss of Coolant Accidents with subsequent;

failures due to inadequate inventory for recirculation from the
2

containment sea p

The ISLOCA functional sequences which are described in this section exceed the screening
criterion of a 1 x 10-7/yr core damage frequency with containment bypass. Although they
contribute only approximateli 1% to the overall core damage frequency, the presence of leak
paths from containment make them a significant contalmnent challenge with the potential for
early large release of fission products.

Three ISLOCA scenarios were identified as having a contribution to containment bspass.

worth noting, as discussed in Appendix C. Although only two of these scenarios exceeded the
screening criterion, all three are discussed foi completeness.

3.7.1.5.1 RCP Seal Cooler Tube Rupture

A review of this ISLOCA scenario indicates that it nuy have the greatest potemial to
introduce an ISLOCA path at ANO-2, although the leak path is small(approximately 1") and
there is uncertainty in the initiator frequency that u believed to be conservative.

As discussed in Appendix C, the dominant scenario involves a rupture of an RCP seal cooler

O tube that allows high pressure RCS coolant to f4w into the low oressure CCW system,
causing a CCW pipe break upstream of the outboard containment isolation valve 2CV-5255-
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1. (Note the inboard containment isolation valve 2CV-5254 2 is oriented to isolate !
containment fmm inboard CCW line breaks and does rot oppose now from the RCS.) If I
operators are unsuccessful in using manual valves (2CCW.39A,B,C or D or 2CCW-40A,B,C |

or D for the four RCPs, respectively) to isolate the leak and are unsuccessful in cooling the |

alant down to shutdown cooling conditions to isolate the leak prior to RAS, then a loss of
]ajection capability occurs that will eventually lead to core uncos cring.

|
3.7.1.5.2 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) Suction Line

i

A review of this ISLOCA scenario indicates that it also has the potential to introduce a
notable ISLOCA path at ANO-2.

As discussed in Ap[CV 5086-2 and 2CV-50841, which allows high pressure RCS coolant to
ndix C, the dominant scenario involves a random failure of the SDC

suction line MOVs
now into the low pressure SIX' system causing a SDC suction line pipe break upstream of the
outboard containment isolation valve 2CV 50381. It should be noted that this scenario only
involves random failures of valves and consequential pipe breaks.

3.7.1.5.3 LPSI System injection Lines

A review of this ISLOCA scenario indicates that it has a very small potential to in'.roduce an
LLOCA path at ANO 2, due to the presence of multiple isolation valves, the indication
available to the operator in the control room and the administrative controls associated with
the isolation valves. Appendix C provides more infoniation regarding this potential ISLOCA
path. g
3.7.2 Vulnerability Screening

One of the main purposes of the IPE process is the identification of plant specific
vulnerabilitics to severe accidents. As part of the IPE requirement. the NRC has requested
that each utility review their IPE results in order to determine whether such a vulnerability
exists at their plant. However, the NRC has not defined what constitutes a vulnerability.
Instead, the NRC has left this definition up to each utility to establish in its IPE submittal. The
purpose of this section is to describe the review process undenaken in determining whether
ANO-2 has any plant specific severe accident vulnerabilities (including the vulnerability
definition that has been chosen for the ANO IPE). Due to the differences m the nature of the
analyses and the sigaificant difference in levels of uncertainty, the ANO.2 vulnerability
screening has been divided into two parts, Front end screening (described below) and Back-
end screening (described in section 4.9).

The overall methodology employed for vulnerability screening in the ANO 2 IPE is that
suggested by NUMARC 91-04 [Ref. 3.7-3), which consists of a graded review process to
identify areas warranting additional scrutiny. This review scrutiny is at least two fold in -
nature:

(1) To remove over-conservatisms utilized in the initial IPE quantification process to ;

simplify the analysis complexity that,if not refined, skew the perceived risk '

incorrectly (recovery modeling in general and speifically the modeling rigor i
utilized to accurately reflect the pr. 'tial of recovering offsite power, described in !
section 3.5, are a good examples oi - kind of over-conservatism removal). j
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(2) To identify valid plant specific potential procedumi and hardware improvements,
unique safety features and IPE model im armements.1 his last item is important to
cor inuously " sharpen" the accuracy of tie plant risk perspective as a natural

.

eleraent of the iterative nature of the process and the programmatic intent to t

maintam the ANO 2 (PE/PRA as a "hving model". '

.

! Tables 3.7 3 and 3J 4, adopted from NUMARC 91-04, identify the screening review criteria [
; utilized for the ANO-2 IPE. The definition of a plant pecific vulnembility has been defined

for the ANO 2 IPE as any condition satisfying the CD3s in the top evaluation category ef
Table 3.7 3 or 3.7-4 (that is not artificially mereased by conservative assumptions regaiding

'
uncertain plant response or phenomena). Specifically, sequence groups with a valid mean
core damage frequency (CDF) pater than 1 x 10-4 per reactor year or CET endstate groups
with a valid meu CDP with watainment failure / bypass ;;reater than 1 x 10 5 per reactor year!

~

are considered to nptrAcin h plant specific vulneraility. This is constscent with the
1

NUMARC review criteria and t1e NRC's Safety Goal Policy Statement [Ref. 3.7-4) and
corresponding core damage frequency objective of I x 10-4/rx yr.

1 The > 50% total CDF per sequence group and >10% large release or >20% total CDF per
CET endstate group criteria in the top evaluation category of Table 3.7 3 and 3.7 4,
respectively, have not been adopted as a part of the ANO 2 iPE vulnerability definition. This
exclusion is based upon past PRA expenence (including the recent NUREG/CR-4550 work)
that indicates condittons can exist where overall core damage and containment failure risk is
low (i.e., significantly less than 5 x 10 5/rx yr CDF), but a single sequence group is greater
than 50% of the total CDP. Specifically, the Grand Gulf NUREG/CR-4550 [Ref. 3.7 9]
results indicate that the overall core damage frequency is approximately 2 x 10-6/rx-yr, while
the station blackout sequence group accounts for approx,mately 89% of the overall corei

O damage. These results clearly do not point to the identincation of a plant specific
vulnerability. Ilowever, it is recognized that a large contribution to the overall core damage
frequency from a sinj;le sequence group or a large contribution to the overall core damage
frequency with conta nment failure from a single CET endstate group wa rants preferential
review of this grou) for insights and potential plant improvements, compared to other
sequence or CET enc states groups.

3.7.2.1 Front end Vulnerability Screening Results-

The ANO-2 core damage frequency results provide a basis on which a front end vulnerability
can be identified. The ANO-2 core damage sequence group frequency results presented in
Table 3.5.4 6 and Table 3.71 have teen compared with the Table 3.~/ 3 front-end screening
criteria in order to identify areas of potential plant vulnerability or sensitivity. As a result of a
through review. ,d assessment of the ANO 2 core damage sequence group frecuency results,
the following conclusions have been drawn with regard to any Front-end vulnerabilities:

The overall core damage frequency of 3.3 x 10-5/yr is below- the staffs.

proposed subsidiary safety goal of 1 x 10-4/yr. This indicates that, in
conjunction with the Back-end results, ANO-2 does not present an undue core
damage risk.

The overall ANO 2 core damage frequency is within the range of past*

published PRAs performed on PWRs. This indicates that the core damage
susceptibility of ANO-2 is not unlike other PWRs.

No individual cutset (i.e., specific initiator and combiaed with specific ste m.

failures) within the Level 1 PRA contributes mere than 25% of the tot core
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damage frequency. This indicates that no unique combination of initiating
event and system failures represent a undue challenge to the plant.

3.7.3 Decay Heat Removal Evaluation

in NUREG 1289 (Ref. 3.71), the NRC staff regulatory and backfit analysis of Unresolved
Safety issue (U$I) A 45, the staff defines the systems related to the decay heat removal
function as those components and systems required to maintain primary and secondary
coolant inventory control and to transfer heat from the reactor coolant system to an ultimate
heat sink following shutdown of the reactor for normal events or abnormal transients such as
loss of rnain feedwater, loss of offsite power, and small-break loss of coolant accidents
(SBLOCAs). The A-45 pmgram was not concerned with anticipated transients without
scram, interfacing system loss of coolant accidents, or those emergency core cooling systems
that are required only during the reflood phase to maintain coolant inventory and dissipate
heat for a short penod following a large LOCA. However, the US! A 45 prog 1am dia
consider supporting systems such as the component cooling water system, essential service
water system, and emergency onsite AC and DC power systems that are required for various
modes of decay heat removal. The reliability of the reactor protection system was not
addressed, and successful shutdown of the reactor is assumed. The transition from reactor
trip to hot shutdown (excluding the reflooding phase in a large LOCA), the transition from
hot shutdown to cold shutdown, and maintaining cold shutdown conditions were considered
as part of the NRC program. However, the latter two phases did not receive the same degree
of quantitative analysis as the first. In addition, the USl A-45 program was directed toward
prevention of accidents that lead to core damage and not to mitigation of such accidents. The
issue was also limited to nuclear power plants currently licensed or t,nder construction and did
not consider future plants. g
The prinury method for removing decay heat in pressurized water reactors (PWRs) is through
the steam generators. ANO 2 has three different steam generator feedwater supply systems:
main feedwater, emergency feedwater, and auxiliary feedwater. Uidike some PWRs, the
ANO 2 main feedwater (MRV) system remains available after most plant transients to provide
decay heat removal. Plant shutdown can be effectively accomplished and the plant held in hot
standby using feedwater and condensate,if necessary. Either of the two trains of emergency
feedwater (ERV) are also capable of providing feedwater and maintaining the plant m hot
shutdown. In addition, an auxiliar
through either the ERV or MIMy feedwater (ARV) pump is available to provide feedwaterfeedwater flow control valves. Finally, should all these
feedwater systems be unavailable, plant procedures call for the depressurization of the steam
generators and use of condensate pumps for feedwater makeup (shutoff head of >700 psig).

ANO-2 also has the capability to provide decay heat removal by once through-cooling. Once-
through cooling is a feed and bleed operation m which core decay heat is removed by opening
the ECCS vent or LTOP valves on the pressurizer and injecting coolant with a HPSI pump.
This operation effectively transfers core 1 eat to the containment. In order to achieve a long-
term stable state, heat must be removed from containment via the shutdown cooling heat
exchangers in the. containment spray recirculation system.

All of these decay heat removal options are nnieled in the ANO 2 PRA model.

In summary, the primary front line systems supporting decay heat removal at ANO 2 are main
feedwater (and condensate), emergency feedwater, auxiliary feedwater and the once through-
cooling systems of HPSI and containment spray, However, the A-45 studies (Ref.3.7 2] and
other PRAs show that the support systems (companent cooling water, essential service water,
and electric power systems) can be of equal or even greater importance in controlling decay
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heat removal vulnerabilities. Consistent with this insight, the PRA model includes the

O consideration of AC and DC power, service water, instnmwnt air and IIVAC systems '

necessary to support front line system operation.

3.7.3.1 Evaluation Objective

The purpose of USl A-45 is to evaluate the adequacy of current designs to ensure that LWRs
do not mse unacceptable risk as a result of DilR funuion failures, ne primary objectives of
the US; A-45 program are to evaluate the safety adequacy of DHR systems in existing LWR
power plants and to assess the value and impact (or benefit cost) of alternative measures for
improvmg the overall reliability of the DHR function.

At the time the USI A-45 program commenced, the NRC also started to develop a set of
qualitative safety goals and quantitative design objectives (QDO). To aid progress m the USII

;

| A 45 program, some interim QDOs were defined with tl.e knowledge that these might have to
be changed later in the program to conform with those finally decided on by the Commission.
The principal quantitative design objective selected for USI A-45 is the frequency of core
damage due to failure of the DHR function, designated by p(cm)DHR An intenm value of 1 x
10 5 per reactor year is proposed for this QDO.

3.7.3.2 Evaluation Approach

The experience gained from application of PRA analysis to U.S. LWRs in the USi A-45
program and other programs sug:ests that, when the systematic examinations for severe
accident vulnerabilities (IPEs and ..PEEEs) called for as part of the Severe Accident PolicyO have been completed, the existing plants will fall into three broad categories as far as the
quantifiable adequacy of their DilR function is concerned. Pending further guidance from the

| Commission, the following quantitative values (expressed as frequency means) have been used
; by the staff as a basis for categorization:
i

| | Category Clauincation of Level of DHR Vulnerability Criteria |

i Frequercy of core damage due to failures of DHR p(cm)pga less than 3 x 10 5
function (p(cm)DHR) acceptably small or reducible per reactor year
to an acceptable level by simple improvements.

.

2 DHR performance characteristics intermediate p(cm)DHR ess than 3 x 10 4l
between Categories 1 and 3. per reactor year but greater

than 3 x 10 5
|

3 Frequency of core damage so large that prompt p(cm)DHR more than 3 x 10-4
xtion to reduce p(cm)DHR o an acceptable level per textor. yeart
is necessary.

Thus, the choice between the various alternatives for the resolaion of USI A-45 takes into
account this variability in the performance characteristics of the DHR function in the existing
LWRs.

O
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g3.7.3.3 Evaluation Conclusion

The core damage frequency contribution from sequences which meet the NRC's dennition of
I decay heat removal is 3 x 10 5/yr. This falls into category 2 of the NRC's vulnerability

classincation scheme. However, with the potential plant improvements already committed to
(i.e., new AAC power source) or being considerrd (see section 6), the decay heat removal
contribution will be significantly reduced. For example, a sensitivity study perfonned to
evaluate the impact of the new AAC power source found that the totas core damage frequency
could be redeced by nearly 507c, reducing the decay heat removal contribution to roughly 1.5
x 10-5/yr.

Hus, the conclusion of the IPE is that ANO-2 has no unique decay heat removal
vulnerabilities.

3.7.4 USI and GSI Screeninc

The ANO-2 IPE and the analysis techniques gained through the examination process have
been used to evaluate two GSis beyond USI A-45 discussed above. These GSis are GSI 23.
" Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Failures" and GSI-105, " Interfacing System LOCA at LWRs."
In addition,information provided in section 3.6 is considered to be favorably relevant to USI
A 47, " Systems Interaction Due To Internal Flooding" and information in section 4.8.3 is
considered to be favorab'y relevant to OSI 121, " Hydrogen Control For Large Dry PWR
Containments."

3.7.4.1 GI 23 - Reactor Coohnt Pump Seal Failures h
| The purpose of this Generic Safety issue is to address concerns that the core damage risk

associated with RCP seal failure induced small break LOCAs is signincant. As stated in
NUREG/CR 5167 (Ref. 3.7 5), the primary objective for resolution of GI 23 is to reduce the
risk of core damage accidents associated with RCP seal failure induced small break LOCA.
His decrease in risk is to be accomplished by reducing the probably of RCP seal failure
induced LOCAs, making RCP seal failure a relatively small contributor to the overall core
damage frequency.

The core damage risk associated with RCP seal failure induced LOCAs has been grouped into
two major categories, with two subsets for the second category, as follows:

failure during nonnal cperating conditions.

failure during off-nonnal operating conditionse

loss of RCP seal cooling-

| LOOP or SBO induced loss of RCP seal cooling-

De NRC is pursuing generic rulemaking to reduce the overall core damage frequency
associated with these two categories by (1) redenning the seal to be part of the RCS pressure
boundary, with corresponding 10CFR50 Appendix B QA/QC requirements, (2) requiring
additional seal nonitonng instrumentation in order to improve seal performance monitoring so

'

as to more successfully detect RCP seal degradation prior to failure, and (3) requiring an
independent means of providing RCP seal cooling during abnonnal conditions or requinng

,
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; testing to adequately demonstrate RCP seal integrity is maintained during abnonnal
, .

conditions.
i
; nis issue is discussed to demonstrate +.at adequate information exists to resolve GI 23 for

ANO 2 since RCP seal failures during nonnal operation and off normal conditions are minor;

} contributors to the overall core damage frequency due to existing or planned plant specific
q backup capabilities,

i
t

j 3.7.4.1.1 ANO 2 Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Design

ANO 2 has four RCPs that utilize the Byron Jackson (BJ) SU multi stage seal. The ANO.2
i BJ RCP seal assemblies consist of four stage, low leak off, hydrcedynamic mechanical seals;
' the founh stage being a backup or " vapor stage"4 The backup vapor stage, located above the i

! other three mechanical seals, functions to prevent liquid or gaseous leakage from escaping to j
containment. Each of the stages within the seal assembly has the same des gn and is fabricated 1

,

] of the same materials. Funhennore, each stage is designed to withstand full RCS pressure
! should other stages fail. Westinghouse RCP seals are three stage, high leak off, one stage
j hydro-dynamic /two stage hydrostatic mechanical seals (which have a historically larger RCP

seal failure induced LOCA rate). Unlike the Westinghcase seal design that uses one stage to,

i contain RCS pressure and a second stage backup (the third stage has minimal backup
capability), CE BJ seals use three stages to contain RCS pressure, with a fourth stage backup.

,

.

The RCP mechanical seals are lubricated and cooled by a controlled 1 gpm reactor coolant
leak off. The reactor coolant leak-off enters a lower seal cavity through a labyrinth located in

,
the hydrostatic bearing area. Also located in this area is a heat exchanger which cools the

i labyrinth. This heat exchanger is cooled by component cooling water (CCW). Once in the
5j lower seal cavity, the reactor coolant leak off is picked up by the lower seal cavity

recirculation impeller and is discharged to the inner tubes of a concentric coil heat exchanger..

The seal cavity recirculation pump has a Dow rate of approximately 40 gpm. The outer tubes:

1 of the concentric heat exchanger are su? plied with CCW, Once cooled, the seal necirculation
water is used to cool the outer shell of tie serJs and is retumed to the seal recirculation pump.
Of the 40 gpm, approximately 39 gpm goes through the recirculation system, as described
above, and the other 1 gpm is passed to the seals. Of the 1 gpm that passes into the seals,less

'

than 17e passes through the seal faces for lubrication, and more than 997c passes through seal
stage pressure reducing devices. This 1 gpm leak off is collected in an area above the third
seal stage and delivered to the Chemical and Volume Control System (CYCS) which returns it
as a pan of normal makeup to the RCS, A small amount of leak-off passes through the vapor-

stage to the Reactor Drain Tank.4

.

4

; 3.7.4.1.2 ANO 2 RCP Seal Failure Induced LOCA Core Damage Frequency

As previously mentioned, the contribution to the overall core damage frequency has been
; grouped into two major categories, with two subsets for the second category. The ANO 2

core damage frequencv aonciated with ihne tygs of seal failures has been evaluated from
two perspectives,(1) by considering the ANO 2 IPE results and (2) by considering previous
NRC PRA results but accounting for ANO-2 plant specific dderences. ANO-2 plant specific.

differences of signincance for this issue are t1e presence of a RCP seal backup vapor stage
that provides redundant protection at full RCS pressure and the near future presence of an
alternate AC power source that will be able to provide power to either ANO-2 AC power
safety bus wit'1in 10 minutes of determining a loss of power has occurred.

O
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3.7.4.1.2.1 ANO 2 Normal Operation RCP Seal Failure Induced LOCA &Core Damage Frequency W
As discussed in section 3.1.2, RCP seal failure induced LOCAs are considered to te included
in the initiating event frequency for small break LOCAs. Although past NRC PRAs (Ref. 3.7-
6] have typically assumed initiating event frequencies for RCP seal LOCAs between 1 to-2 x
10 2/rx yr, these frequencies were based on data prior to the early 1980s. However, no RCP
seal LOCAs have occurred since 1980, due to industry effons to improve RCP seal
manufacturing quality controls, maintenance procedures and practices, RCP seal face material,
and RCP seal monitoring practices. With n i three NUREG characterized RCP LOCA
events (more than one of which actually d: appear to have been large enough to be
classified as a small small LOCA. Speci" . , the 1980 ANO-1 event, resulted in no
automatic safety system actuations and there should correctly be characterized as an RCS
leak, not a LOCA.) in over approximater, ih rx yrs, this represents an initiating event
frequency of approximately 3 x 10-3/rx yr. This frequency is bounded by the assumed ANO-2
small LOCA initiating event frequency of 5 x 10-3/rx yr. Also, this initiating event frequency
characterization does not account for the fact that ANO-2 has a notably less vulnerable RCP
seal design (as described above) that is evidenced by the fact that no RCP seal LOCAs have
occurred in the industry for CE PWRs.

From Table 3.5.4 7A it can be seen that the small LOCA con'ibution to the ANO 2 core
damage frequency is 1.71 x 10-6/rx yr, which represents a conservative estimate of the core
Jamage frequency due to RCP seal LOCAs.

~3is value also compares favorably with the NRC estimate in Reference 3.7-7 of 1.63 x 10-
5/rx yr (derived from Reference 3.7-6' ind the targeted reduced frequency of 1.06 x 10 5/rx-
yr [Ref. 3.7 8). To compare these er mates in greater detail, consider the Reference 3.7 6 g
core damage fre;uency results for Calvert Cliffs (a CE designed plant similar to ANO 2) of
1.5 x 10 5/rx yr if the fourth stage vapor stage is not credited and 3.8 x 10-6/rx yr if it is
credited. Recognizing, as previously discussed, that additional in:!ustry experience without
RCP seal failures since these studies were done provides a basis for an i itiating event
frequency reduction by at least a factor of three reduces these core damage freq encies to 5.0
x 10-6/rx-yr and 1.3 x 10-6/rx yr, respectively. These values are similar to the above ANO 2
estimate of 1.71 x 10-6/rx-yr and again compare well with the NRC reduced core damage
frequency target of 1.06 x 10-5/rx yr.

3.7.4.1.2.2 ANO-2 ' 1r Normal Condition (SBO) RCP Seal Failure Induced LOCA
Core Damage Frequency

For the ANO-2 IPE, SBO induced RCP seal LOCAs have been assumed to have a negligible
failure frequency, based upon industry experience and testing. However it is recognized that
many in the NRC may not agree with this position, so a consideration of previous NRC PRA
results has been made with an accounting for ANO-2 plant specific differences.

In Reference 3.7-5 it is estimated by the NRC that the core damage risk due to SBO induced
RCP seal LOCAs is 5.6 x 10-6/rx yr. However this value is based upon a three stage
Westinghouse RCP seal, which as a minimum is over-conservative for ANO-2 due to the
absence of a fourth vapor stage. The Reference 3.7-5 RCP seal stage failure probability
model used a failure probability of 0.2 for the second backup stage, the same value assigned to
the backup fourth stage in Reference 3.7-6. Therefore this value is assumed appropriate to
account for the ANO 2 RCP seal fourth stage not considered in Reference 3.7 5. The &
resulting reduced core damage frequency is 1.1 x 10-6/rx yr. Also soon to be present at W
ANO-2 is an altemate AC power source that will further reduce the probability of core
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O damage due to SBO induced RCP seal LOCAs. Assuming a 0.95 reliability for the attemate
AC power source to provide power to necessary equi pment like a HPSI pump, consistent with
the required reliability goal, gives an expected core damage frequency of 5.o x 10-8/yr. 'Ihis
value compares favorably with the NRC reduced core damage urget of 2.8 x 10-7/rx yr [Ref.
3.7-8).

It should also be noted that the Reference 3.7-5 core damage frequency analysis is overly
'

'

conservative for ANO 2 in that core uncovery is assumed at 6 hours after loss of offsite
power due to battery depletion. At ANO 2 battery depletion should not occur until 8 hours
after a loss of offsite mwer, with core uncovery at least an hour later. This provides
additional time and improved probability for the recovery of offsite power, with a
corresponding improved core damage frequency.

3.7.4.1.2.3 ANO-2 Off Normal Condition 0.oss-of CCW) RCP Seal Failure Induced LOCA
Core Damage Frequency

For the ANO-2 IPE, loss of CCW induced RCP seal LOCAs have been assumed to occur only
if sustamed RCP operation occurs following loss of RCP seal cooling. ANO-2 IPE functional
sequences TQU and TQX have been used to represent this transient mduced RCP seal LOCA.
The resulting core damage frequency is 1.6 x 10 6/rx yr, from Table 3.5.4 6A. '

The NRC has estimated the core damage risk due to loss of RCP seal cooling induced RCP
seal LOCAs as 6.0 x 10-6/rx yr in Reference 3.7 5 (based upon Reference 3.7 8). However,
again this is a generic value that does not account for the fourth vapor stage at ANO-2.
Incorporating a 0.2 failure probability for the fourth vapor stage, similar to the SBO
evaluation above (since loss of RCP seal cooling generally represents less severe RCP seal
conditions than a SBO), gives a core damage frequency of 1.2 x 10-6/rx yr. This value
compares well to the 1.6 x 10-6/rx-yr above, but is greater than the NRC reduced core
damage target of 3.0 x 10 7/rx yr.

It should be noted that the new altemate AC power source will also serve to reduce the
estimated RCP seal LOCA core damage frequency for loss of CCW events involving a loss of
offsite power.

3.7.4.1.3 Conclusions Regarding Closure of GI 23 for ANO-2

The resulting estimates of ANO-2 core damage risk due to RCP seal failure induced LOCAs,

are summanzed in Table 3.7-5, along with comparisons to the NRC generic values and
desired core damage trequency reductions. It is readily apparent that the GI-23 objective to
reduce the risk of rue damage accidents associated with RCP seal failure LOCAs to the point
that it is a relatively small contributor to the overall core damage frequency will be satisfied at
ANO-2 when the new attemate AC power source is installed. Based upon these technical
findings, it is believed that the RCP seals and associated support systems at ANO-2 provide an
adequate level ;f preuGon from RCP seal LOCA core damage risk. Therefore, GI 23
should be considered resolved for ANO-2.

3.7.4.2 GI-105 - Interft.cing System LOCA at LWRs

CD '"' ' 8 "" * '' '''" * '' ' " c " "" *i'' = ""'" ' t" > '" * ""'"c'"6t'''r ' c ""* "' "*" d* *i a "' ' ""
Interfacing-Systems LOCA OSLOCA). The purpose of this section is to show that the results
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of the ISLOCA PRA presented in Appendix C should be sufficient to allow this issue to be g
considered cicsed for ANO 2. This conclusion can be trached by reviewing the results of W
Appendix C against the risk interpretation guidance currentiv proposed by NUMARC 91-04,
Severe Accident issue Closure Guidelines, Januay,1992.

3.7.4.2.1 Significant contributors to ANO-2 ISLOCA frequency

Both a qualitative and quantitative analysis has been performed on potential ISLOCA
pathways. In PRA consequence modeling, only ISLOCA paths which bypass containment are
considered to be grouped in the ISLOCA category. This type of LOCA is of particular
concern since they can lead to RW"I' depletion and the absence of fluid within the containment
sump for long term cooling. LOCAs through interfacing systems thit discharge inside
containment are modeled with the normal LOCA initiators.

Utilizing the screening criteria presented in NS AC-154, which is preserned in Appendix C, the
following pathways were determined to be the significant contributors to the ISLOCA
frequency: $

1. The IAw Prese Safety injection (LPSI) system
injection lines, which are isolated by two check
valves per line and one normally closed injection
MOV. g

2. The Shutdown Cooling (SDC) suction line, which is
isolated by two normally closed and pressure i'ter-
locked MOVs and a normally closed MOV.

3. The RCP seal cooler, which if subjected to a tube
rupture can be isolated automatically by 2CV 5255-1
and by manual valve 2CCW-40.

It should be noted that NUREG-5102 also presents screening criteria for ISLOCA pathways.
The criteria in the NUREG specifically refers to an ISLOCA pathway as a " path that could be
overpressurized by introduction of priman system pressure due to inadvertent valve opening

'

or valve failure from any cause". The RCP seal cooler pathway clearly would be excluded as
an ISLOCA pathway utilizing this screening criteria. The screening criteria in NS AC-154 also
suggests this type of approach but it is less obvious. The RCP seal cooler pathway was
included in addition to the two classic ISLOCA pathways listed above to ensure a complete
and thorough PRA.

The total annual frequency of an ISLOCA associated with the LPSI injection lines is estimated
to be 1.21E-09/yr. Two check valves and a normally closed MOV would all have to fail for
this pathway to exist for an ISLOCA. Both check valves are tested after every cold
shutdown, unless previously tested during the last nine months, and after maintenance has h

3.7-16
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j

|

been performed on the valves. The check valver closest to the RCS are continually roonitored '

; )m by installed instmmentation. A pressure sensor is present in the piping between the check
,

'

valves. This sensor delivers a signal to an annunciator in the control room to alert the
operator ofleakage across the valve, ne injection MOVs (2CV 50171,2CV 5037-1,2CV-

: 5057 2, and 2CV 5077 2) are verified closed during startup and during each shift turnover via
position indication in the control room. System indications availat>1e to the operator that over
pressurization has occurred include LPSI pump discharge presstue, the ac:uation of various

,

1 thermal relief valves, and injection line flow indicators.
|

The total annual frequency of an ISLOCA associated with the SDC suction line is estirnated to
be 1.25E-07/yr. An ISLOCA through this line would require the failure or misalignment of
two MOVs. Rese valves contain pressure interlocks that normally prevent these valves from

.

opening against normal primary pressure. MOV 2CV 5086-2 has power removed during
power operation for Appendix R concerns. Therefore, inadvertent opening of this valve is not
a iailure mode. These valves (2CV-5084-1 and 2CV-5086-2) are verified closed during
startup and position indication is available in the control room. System indications available to'

the operator that over pressurization has occurred include LPSI suction line pressure which is
,

annunciated and the actuation of various thermal relief valves.,

'

The total annual frequency of an ISLOCA associated with an RCP seal cooler tube rupture is
estimated to be 2.01E-07/yr. An ISLOCA through this pathway would require the complete
failure of a tube in the tube in tube heat exchanger used for cooling the RCP seals. The

O leakage would pass from the RCS through the RCP seal cooler and into the Component
Cooling Water (CCW) system. Given the rupture of the CCW piping outside containment the
seal cooler may be isolated by closing manual valves inside containment. Since leakage would
be outside containment, a containment entry would be feasible. System indications available,

; to the operator that a tube failure has occurred include a radiation monitor downstream of the
coolers, flow indicators downstream of the coolers, and cooler outlet temperature.

I It should be noted that for the RCP seal cr'oler tube rupture event a modification is currently
i planned for the CCW system that will reduce the frequency orders of magnitude. The
| proposed modification is a relatively inexpensive readily implementable design change that will

prevent damage to the CCW system should this event occur. The change involves a relief
-

valve to be installed in the CCW piping to provide a path for RCS inventory to be directed
inside rather than outsid: containment. His prevents high pressures from challenging :he

| CCW piping inside and outside containment. The associated ISLOCA frequency should drop
I by a factor equivalent to the probability that a relief valve does not vent on dernand. If the

probability that the relief value does not vent on demand is assumed to be 2.lE-04 (from
generic deta) then the annual core damage frequency for this ISLOCA event drops below 1E-
10/yr.

| The total mean annual frequency of an ISLOCA at ANO-2 is currer.tly estimated to be 3.27E-
'

07/yr. Following the plant improvements described above, the mean annual frequency is
estimated to be approximately 1.27E-07/yr (the frequency for an ISLOCA in the SDC suction
line). A more detailed description of the failure analysis associated +vidi these ISLOCA
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pathways is provided in Appendix C. It should be noted that the estimated frequency of g
ISLOCA is much less that the small break LOCA frequency for.ANO-2. W j,

1

; ?.7.4.2.2 Contribution to Internally Initiated Core Damage and Plant Risk !

I

The estimated core damage frequency due to ISLOCAs at ANO-2 is 3.27E 07/yr. The I

ISLOCA contribution to the overall intemal core-damage frequency is appmximately 1E

3.7.4.2.3 Uncertainty

| The major uncertainty associated with this analysis is sociated with human errors. The
uncertainty .n equipment failures is rdatively small compared with the human error
uncertainties. For the hiOVs of impenance, position indication is provided in the control
room and verified daily for the LPSI injection MOVs. The SDC s'.setion line MOVs have
sufficient administrative controls and protective design features tLat a human error to open
one or both of the valves is highly unlikely. Thus, multiple human errors would have to occur
to leave a valve in an open position (both positioning the valve incorrectly and failing to detect
this incorrect position in the control room).

The human recoveries applied to the RCP seal cooler tube rupture obviously contain some
uncertainty. The operator must first diagnose the event and determine the appropriste course g.

of action then implement that action. This is not as simple as a valve manipulation f om the
control room. The uncertainty associated with this has been considered in the selaction of the
appropriate success probability. Therefore, the remaining uncertainty related to human errors,

and recoveries is consider 0 'o be very small.

! It should be noted that with the exception of the RCP seal cooler tube rupture ISLOCA no
human recoveries have been applied. For instance the SDC suction line frequency could be
reduced by several orders of magnitude by incorporating a humm .rcovery which would
manually close one of the two MOVs insis containment. This change could drop the

, frequency of core damage due to a ISLOCA through the SDC suction line pathway to
'

1.25E-09/yr.

3.7.4.2.4 Comparison of Results to NUMARC 9104

NUMARC 9104 presents a graded screening approach in prioritizing those severe accident
sequences wananting closer scrutiny. The priorities assigned are a function of the mean (in
the cax of ISLOCAs) containment bypass frequency per reactor year. For frequencies less
than 1.0E.07/yr, the screening value presented in Generic Letter 88-20 for functional
containment typass event sequences, no specific action is required. For frequencies g* eater
than 1.0E-07/yr but less than 1.0E-06/yr the guidance suggests that the Severe Accident

O
:
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i

O Management Guide (SAMG) be in place with emphasis on prevention / mitigation of core
damage or ver,sel failure, and containment failure.,

Given that the total mean annual frequency of an ISLOCA at ANO 2 is 3.27E-07/yr (with a
planned reduct. ion to 1.27E 07/yr) the NUMARC guidance suggests thtt the SAMG be in
place to raitigate the events previously discussed. For the RCP seal cooler tube rupture it
should be noted here that the Abnormal Operating Procedure (AOP) addressing a RCS to
CCW leak has recent,y been rnised incorporating specific guidance for this type of ISLOCA.
The Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) will be revised during the upcoming outage to ,

account for changes :o the plant due to various mcdifications. The same guidance related to
the potential for ISLOCAs is planned to be udded to the EOP during this revision. 'Ihe
NUMARC paper suggests EOP guidance is acceptable closure for events in the 1.0E-05/yr to
1.0E 06/yr range. Therefore, the procedural and hardware enhancements that have been or
are planned to be implemented are considered to not only meet, but, far exceed the closure
guidance given in NUMARC 9104 for ISLOCAs.'

3.7.4.2.5 Conclusions Regarding Closure of GI-105 for ANO-2

ISLOCA events at ANO 2 were found to be very unlikely. Their contribution to the
calculated annual core-damage frequency is rather small at around 1%. Based on the closure
guidance presented in NUMARC paper 9104, the annual core damage frequency is low

O enough that ensuring the necessary guidance is the SAMG is considered to be acceptable
closure for these events. The intent of this action has been or will soon be implemented in the
applicable ANO 2 procedures. Given this, GI 105 should be considered closed for ANO-2.
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Table 3.71

i EVALUATION OF ANO 2 FUNCTIONAL SEQUENCES AGAINST GL 88 20
i SCREENING CRITERIA
!

-
__

Meets GL 88 20 Screening Criteria
j Fune Definition Core
; Seq Damage
; Frequency
; (% total) 1 2 31 4 NO

TBF Transient initiated events 2.4E-5/yr YES YES YES NO NO4

followed by loss of effective (74%)
[ RCS and core heat removal
'

and failure of once through-
; cooling in injection phase

TBX Transient initiated events 1,9E-6/yr YES YES YES NO NO
! follo'ved by loss of effective (6%)
! RCS and core heat removal
! and faihtre of once-through-

cooling in the recirrulation
phase

MX Medium LOCA events 1.5E 6/yr YES YES YES NO NO+

followed by loss of effective (4%)
long term mventory control

and heat removal in the
recirculation phase

_TQX Transient initiated events 1,4E-6/yr YES NO YES NO NO
followed by an induced (49i

LOCA with loss of effective-

primary system inventory
: makeup in the recirculation

phase
AU Large LOCA events with loss 1,lE-6/>r YES NO YES NO NO

of effective RCS inventory (3%)
; control during the injection

phase,

SX Small LOCA events followed 0,9E-6hT YES NO YES NO NO
3

by loss of effective long term (3%)5
! inventory control and heat
i removalin the recirculation
; phase

ISLOCA Interfacing system LOCA 3.4E 7/yr FO NO NO YES NO_ .

1

events involving breach of the (1%)
~

boundary between the RCS
and connected low pressure

piping leading to loss of
effective inventory makeup
from the containment sump

Total Core Damage Frequency 3.4E-
5/vr2
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Table 3.7 1
;

EVALUATION OF ANO.2 FUNCTIONAL SEQL'NCES AGAINST GL 88 20;

SCREENING CRITERIA (cons.)

1. For the purposes of reporting, it is assumed that any core damage sequerice has some
smalllikelihood of exceeding the PWR-4 release category, therefore, all functional groups
with a frequency of greater than IE-6/yr are considered as satisfying this criterion.

j 2. The Intemal Flooding analysis were performed utilizing a scoping analys's me:hodology.
As such it includes additional conservatism not present in other PRA sequences and is
therefore, not considered part of the ANO-2 core damage frequency.

3. ConservaJvely con'idered to meet the greater than 1E-6/yr criterion.
,

i

! I

I

9|;

|

!

|

|
:

!
|

|
1
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TABLE 3.7 2

TBF SEQUENCE TYFES
-

TBF TYPE DESCRWFION % OF TOP
TBF CUTSETS"

TBF-1 TBF sequences initiated by ~48%
loss of a DC bus combined

with independent failure of the
unaffected ERV train...

TBF 2 TBF sequences initiated by ~20%
loss of AC bus with depletion
of station batteries leading to

failure of EFW...

TBF 3 TBF sequene:. initiated by a ~28%
transient fcilowed by failure of
the offsite power fast transfer
and failure of the associated
EDG icading to depletion of

station batteries induced failure
of EFW...

1

TBF-3A TBF sequence; initiated by a ~1%
transient with loss of MFWO followed by failure of a 480V
AC bus with depletion of
station batteries leading to

failure of EFW...

TBF-4 Station blackout sequences ~3%
invohing EDO failure, ERV

failure and once-through-
cooling failtue

_ _ _

O
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TABLE 3.7 3

ANO 2 IPE Core Damage Screening Review

hican Core Damage Potential Actions To Be Taken
Frequency (CDF)

Per Sequence Group
(per reactor year)

Greater than IE.4 1. Find a cost effective plant administative, procedural
or or hardware modification with emphasis on eliminating

or reducing the likelihood of the source of the accident
greater than 507c of total sequence initiator.

CDF
2. If unable to satisfy above re.;onse, treat in EOPs or

other plant procedure with emphasis on prevention of
core damage.

3. If unable to sa.isfy above responses, ensure S AhiG is
in place with emphasis on preventioa/ mitigation of
core damage or vessel failure, and containment failure.

lE-4 to IE-5 1. Find a cost effective treatment in EOPs or other plant
procedure or minor hardware change with emphasis on

or prevention of core damage.

207c to 507c of total CDF 2. If unable to satisfy above response, ensure S AhiG is in
place with emphasis on prevention / mitigation of core
damage or vessel failure, and containment failure.

IE-5 to IE-6 Ensure SAh1G is in place with emphasis on
prevention / mitigation of core damage or vessel failure,
and containment failure.

Less than 1E.6 No specific action required.

O
|
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Table 3.7 4O
ANO.2 IPE Containment Response Sentning Reglew

Mean Core Dar'nage Frequency (CDF) Potential Actions To Be Taken
' ~

With Containta nt Failure / Bypass
Per CET Endstate Group

(per reactor year)r
Greater than IE 5 1. Find a cost effective plant ''

ip administrative, procedural or
or hardware modification with emphasis

on climinating or reducing the
large release greater than 10% of total CDF likelihood of the source of the accident

sequence in tiator.i

or
2. If unable to satisfy above response, find

any release greater than 207c of total CDF cost effective treatment in EOPs or
other plant procedure with emphasis on
prevention of core damage.

3. If unable to satisfy above responses,
ensure SAMG is in place with emphasis
on prevention / mitigation of core
damage or vessel failure, and
containment failure.

lE 5 to IE 6 1. Find a cost effective treatment in EOPs
or other plant procedure or minor

or hardware change with emphasis on
prevention of core damage,

large release 3% to 107c or total CDF
2. If unable to satisfy above response,

or ensure S AMO is in place with emphasis
on prevention / mitigation of core

any release 57c to 207c of total CDF damage or vessel failure, and
containment failure.

IE 6 to 1E 7 Ensure SAMG is in place with
; emphasis on prevention / mitigation of^

core damage or vessel failure, and
cor.tainment failure.

Le.,s than iE-7 No specific action required.

,

O
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Table 3.7 5

RC' 'eal LOCA Core DamageFrequency
(per Reactor Year)

__

RCP Seal LOCA NRC Generic CDF NRC Generic Estimated ANO 2
Category Value Reduced CDF Target CDF Value *

Value
Normal Operating 1.63 x 10-5 1.06 x 10-$ 1,71 x 10-6

Condi ionst

Off Nomul 5.6 x 10-6 2.8 x 10-7 5.6 x 10-8
Conditions -

SBO

Off-Normal 6.0 x 10-6 3.0 x 10-7 1.6 x 10-6s

Conditions .
loss of CCW

TOTAL 2.79 x 10 5 1.12 x 10-5 3.37 x 10 6

* after installation of the new attemate AC power source

9

9,
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4.0 CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE RISK ASSESSMENT:"IIACK.END"
ANALYSIS

This section documents the Level 2 xntion of the ANO 2 PRA and provides the descriptive
infonnation requested for the "bac eend" analysis for the IPE/PRA. The ANO 2 PRA
poject takes advantage of the accumulated industry experience for perfonning PRAs.
Methods and information provided by NRC sponsored research, EPRI studies, and mdustry-
sponsored plant speciGe PRAs have been utilized this analysis.

I

The ANO-2 Level 2 analysis examined the response of the ANO-2 containment to the
physical processes during a severe accident. This response was perfonned comparatively
against existing reference plant analyses. A spectrum of severe accide_nts were evaluated
using PRA event tree and fault tree methods. Severe accidents resulting in containment
failun: and a release of fission 3roducts to the environment were grouped according to the
magnitude and timing of their te case.

The ANO-2 Level 2 analysis is a limited scope analysis in the sense that few plant specific
accident simulation code calculations were perfomied in support of the effort. Existing
reference plant analyses and scoping calculations were used as the principal means of .

assessing the ANO-2 plant responst to severe accident conditions. Plant-specific features
were considered in the analysis of the potential challenges to containment integrity and in the
determination of the conditional probability of containment failure. These plant-specific
features include existing components, systems, stnactures, and operating procedures.

The discussion in this section includes the following topics:
,

Containmen: Performance Features (Section 4.1);.

Accident Progression Analysis Methods (Section 4.2);*

Plant Damage States (PDSs) and Binning Criteria (Section 4.3);.

Containment Failure Characterization (Section 4.4);.

Containment Event Trees (CETs) (Section 4.5);.

CET Quantification (Section 4.6);*

Radionuclide Release Characterization (Section 4.7);.

Sensitivities in the CET Analysis (Section 4.8); and,*

Back End Results and Screening (Section 4.9).*

Figure 4.0-1 provides an overview of both the level l and Level 2 analysis process. This
figure is identict.1 to Figure 1.31; it is duplicated here as a convenience to the reader. The
Level 2 process is depicted in the right two thirds of this figure. The heavy horizontal anow
in the upper left of the figure represents the Level-1 core damage sequence results as they are
input into the Level 2 process. The Bridge Tree ana'ysis identifies the dominant ANO 2
PDSs; this analysis is presented in Section 4.2. As Figure 4.0-1 shows, this process uses
containment system fault trees c.nd support system logic. This logic was developed in the
Level-1 portion of the ANO-2 PR A. "The PDS results are input into the CET process. The

|O CET branching logic is presented in Section 4.5. The CET fault tree logic, depicted in the
figure, explicitly accounts for severe accident phenomena. The quantification of this logic is

4.0-1
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presented in Section 4.6. This effort is based on the use of reference plant sesere accident
analyses. The ANO 2 plant response was modeled by comparing its features with those of
the reference plants and adjusting the reference plant results appropriately. This process
draws from ANO-2 and reference plant infonnation assembled m Section 4.1. The CET
quanti 0 cation also depends on an assessment of the containment failure probability
associated with eacl. accident scenario. This assessment is depicted as a bos in the lower
right-hand of the figure. The arrow indicates that it is used in the CET fault tree logic. The
assessment consists of an analysis of the containment loading associated with each of the
dominant PDSs (Section 4.3) and an assessment of the most likely containment failure mode
(Section 4.4). The results of the CET quantification consists of CET endstates, each has a
specific fission product release ma;nitude and timing (i.e., release mode). These release
modes, depicted by the upper right. ,and box, are calculated in Section 4.7. The sensitivity
analysis (bection 4.8)is not depicted in the figure,

O

,

9
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4.1 CONTAIN.%1ENT PERFOR.\l ANCE FEATURES

This section documents the ANO-2 plant features important to the performance of its
containment during a severe accident. ANO-2 is a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) with a
large, dry containment system design. The Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) was
designed by Combustion Engineering and the Balance of Plant was designed by Bechtcl.
Bechtel was the plant Architect Engineer responsible for the detailed integrated design of the
11 ant. Key features related to the reactor core, the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), the
3r crgancy Core Cooling System (ECCS), and containment mitigation systems are described
below. The overall arrangement of the ANO 2 RCS and containment is illustrated in Figures
4 ; 1 through 4.15. Infonnation on ANO 2 and two other PWR reference plants, namely
Zion and Surry, is provided in Table 4.11. The Surry plant was used as the primary
reference plant for ANO-2 severe accident response analyses.

Specific plant features and their impact on the containment response are discussed below.,

T1e items listed in Table 4.1-1 are qualitatively discussed in temis of their influence on an
accident progression and their implications on the containment response under severe
accident conditions. Key differences relative to the reference plant design are noted.

4.1.1 Reactor CowLrldEtas.10LCoolant Systs

information on the ANO 2 reactor core, vessel, and RCS water inventory relevant to the
containment performance analysis is summarized in Table 4.1-1. The reactor core
information was used to determine the magnitude of energy released due to metal water
reactions and in the calculations of the types and masses of fission products released into
containment. The RCS system metal mass and thermal capacitance were used to detemiineO the amount of decay heat removcd through passive heat transfer. The volumes, pressures,
temperatures, and setpoints affect the RCS res >onse during degraded core accident scenarios.
Reactor vessel volume and flow areas are usec, in the calculation of core uncovery and vessel
failure event timings.

A comparison of the ANO 2, Zion, and Surry core thermal power, core mass, core zircaloy
mass, containment volume, and containment design pressure indicates that containment
pressum loads resulting from zircaloy oxidation and hydrogen burning will not be more
sevem for ANO-2 than those at the Surry reference plant. This judgement is reasoned as
follows: (1) the ratio of core thermal power to core mass is about equal for ANO 2 and Surry
and (2) the ratio of zircaloy mass to containment volume is higher for ANO 2 than for Surry;

i however, the ANO 2 containment design pressum is also higher than that of Surry.
1

4.1.2 Secondary Coolant Systts

Information on the secondary heat removal system is described in Table 4.1 1. The number
i and capacity of the main and emergency feedwater pumps is used to quantify the heat

removal from the RCS through the steam generators. In many severe accidents, even when
feedwater pumps are not available, the steam generator inventory may be considered a
passive heat sink for core decay heat.;

The waterinventory in the stearc s;enerators is 2.76x105 lbm. Although slightly smaller than
Zion's,it is considered comnarW siven the difference in the thermal power between the
two alants. He impact of the WE steam generator water inventory is relevant only for
accicent sequences in which the emusency feedwater flow is lost, and the RCS remains at

|
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1

high pressure. One such scenario is the station blackout accident,in which the tir", to core
uncovery may be delayed until the steam generator boils dry, g
4.1.3Emergencyforefooling3ystem

Table 4.11 also provides ANO 2 plant system information. These systems include ske
ECCS and other safety and non safety related systems and components. These systems L..
used to maintain RCS insentory and to remove heat from the RCS and/or containment. The
ECCS systems include the liigh Pressure Safet injection (llPSI) system, the Low Pressure
Safety injection (LPSI) systems, and the Safet Injection Tanks (SITS). Other safety-related
components include the Refueling Water Tan (RWT) and the Shutdown Coolers (SDCs)..

Information on the capacity and availability of these systems during the Jr.;ection and
Recirculation modes of operation is important in determining event timings for core
uncovery and vessel failure and for the RCS pressure at the time of vessel failure.
Information is also provided on the charging pumps, although no credit was taken for these
pumps.

The ECCS capability and serpoints are directly related to the evaluation of accidents which
could lead to core damage, as is conducted in the Level 1 portion of this study. Ilowever,
their influence on a severe accident depends on their capabihty to continue operating under a
potentially harsh environment. The llPSI system at ANO-2 is assumed to fail, if the fan
cooler and spray systems are not available to reject heat to the environment. The ANO 2 SIT
discharge setpoint is about the same RCS pressure value as for the Surry and Zion reference
plants. However, the ANO-2 water capacity is higher than that for these reference plants.
Therefore, for small or medium break LOCAs, the impact of the SITS on delaying core
degradation may be significant. Furthermore, for high pressure events that preclude SIT
injection until after vessel failure, more water may enter the ANO.2 cavity following vessel
failure than those of its reference plants.

,

4.1.4fantahrnentlafeguanis_Ecaturca

The ANO-2 containment safeguards features consist of the containment spray system, the
containment cooling systems, and the containment isolation system. The containment spray
and containment fan cooling systems mitigate containment pressure challenges. In addition,
the sprays scrub fission product vapors and aerosols from the containment during severe
accidents. The containment isolation system ensures that the containment is leak tight, thus
preventing release of fission products to the environment. The ANO-2 containment
safeguards systems, their capacities and setpoints are summariad in Table 4.1 1. These
systems are further described in Appendix A of this report. System fault tree models were
developed for these systems and used in both the Level 1 and 12 vel 2 analyses.

The ANO-2 containment spray consists of seven spray rings inside the containment. Each
ring is composed of two ha f nngs. Each of these is connected to one of the two spray trains.
Upstream of the spray rings, each containment spray train consists of a spray pump and a
heat exchanger. Dere are no active containment spray components in the containment.
Thus, although failure of the system due to harsh environment is possible, it is not considered
likely.

| The actuation setpoint of the containment spray is slightly lower t '. hat of the reference
PWRs studied in NUREG-1150. Because this setpoint is relatively low,if containment spray,

| is available, it was modeled to actuate prior to the time of vessel failure. This modeling was g| applied for all accident sequences, independent of containment fan coohng operation.
|

|
,

!
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The ANO-2 containment spr design flow is sligtuly lower than that of the reference large
dry PWRs. Ilowever, this dif rence in now capacity is not considered significant relative to

,

4

Zion and Surry when the containment volume and power levels are considered.s

1

The ANO-2 containment spray flow stream, like Zion and Surry, is directed through a heat-

exchanger. Thus, in the Recirculation mode, the ANO-2 sprays serve a heat removala

i function. The fan coolers are also designed to remove contamment heat. The ANO-2
j containment spray heat exchanger capacity is lower than that for Surry; however, the ANO 2

i)
containment can be cooled via either the containment spray or the containment cooling
system. Surry is not equipped with safety grade fan coolers.

! Unlike the reference PWRs, the ANO-2 containment sprays provide only a limited amount of
water to the reactor cavity. The ANO.2 containment drainage system does not direct water
to the reactor cavity. However, some water is expected to reach there via splashing and

; spillage of standing water. And,if the check valve on the ANO 2 reactor cavity access door
{ fails open at vessel failure, the cavity may be flooded by water present on the containment

floor.

The ANO-2 fan coolers consists of four safety grade fan coo"ng units; two are at Elevation
j 357 ft and two at 376 ft. Although HEPA filters are not empayed in the ANO-2 fan cooler

system, the possibility of performance degradation due to aerosolloading in the containment
is addressed in the accident progression analysis, in the same manner as conducted for the

i containment spray system. The survivability of these systems are considered urder
potentially adverse containment conditions. However, unlike the sprays, continued operation
of the fan coolers are considered only with respect to maintaining containment integrity in;

the long term. Should the containment fail early, the fan coolers are not longer considered in,

the CETs. The containment sprays function as an active mitigation system for fission
product removal. This function is important and continues after containment failure.

; Containment failure was assumed to contnbute to containment spray failure.

I
It was assumed that containment will not overpressurize if a single train of containment soray
or containment fan cooling operates beyond core. damage and vessel failun:. Tbfs is.

generally consistent with NUREG 1150 PWR reference plant results which indicate that
! containment integrity will be maintained should the sprays operate, given that containment

heat removal occurs.

4.1.5 Containment isolation and Penetration Systems

The ANO-2 containment isolation is actuated at a containment pressure of 18.4 psia and all
containment penetrations are closed except those of the ESF and the RCP cooling lines. The

; isolation system fault tree model (J) was used to determine the likelihood of failure to isolate.
Support system dependencies are included in the system model. The containment isolation

4 system is further described in Appendix A of this report.

There are five large-opening penetrations in the ANO-2 containment: (1) personnel airlock,'

(2) emergency airlock, (3) equipment hatch, (4) fuel transfer tube and (5) purge lines, in'

addition, there are a number of small and medjum mechanical system penetrations. These,

connect directly to the RCS and fluid systems that interface with the RCS or the containment
atmosphere.-

An analysis of the potential failure of each of the large penetrations is provided in Sectioni

4.4. Isolation failure at each of the mechanical penetrations was modeled in the systems

4.1-3
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analysis. A brief comparison of the ANO 2 personnel airlock with those of other reference
plants is provided in Table 4.1 2. g
Although the Grand Gulf provides the closest approximation to the ANO-2 barrel diameter
and door sire, Grand Gulf's door has metal to metal contact with two 54" door stops at the
doorway's edges. ANO2, on the other hand, has doors that press flush to the bulkhead. Plus,
Grand Gulf's sea:s are inflated whereas ANO2's seals are compression gaskets. Thus, none
of the reference plant designs alone provides a suitable model of the ANO-2 personnel and
emergency escape doors.

4.1.6_Caolainmt0LudApxiliary Buildings

Table 4.1-1 describes the structural and alternative heat sinks in containment. The amount of
heat removed by stnictural heat sinks is important in defining the amount of passive hea*
removal available duing a severe accident. The ANO 2 nom:al operating temperature and
pressure range is similar to the Zion reference plant, but differs somewhat from Surry. Surry
is a subatmosphetic containment design.

The reactor cavity, basemat dimensions and configuration are also described in Table 4.1-1.
The cavity details are used to define the mode of debris dispersal and to determine the water
inventory in the cavity through various stages of the accident. The total volume of the ANO-

2 cavity, exc}uding the region displaced by the reactor vgssel, below the bottom of the hot leg
is 10,675 ft . The volume of the access tunnel,19 ft , is very small with regards to this
volume.

Several debris dispersal paths are possible between the cavity and the containment. These
include the access tunnel, the annular region between the reactor vessel and the inside wall of
the cavity wall, and along the hot and cold legs. The path through the access tunnel is is
confined to as litter as 4.9 sq ft in the access tunnel. It is further confined by the 10" cavity
check valve, 2BS 46, on the cavity access access door, The annular path through the
vessel /drywell has a cross section of 134 sq ft. The tunnel is scaled closed with a heavy
hinged steel ilange; 28 bolts assure that the flange remains closed. Check valve, installed in
the center of the flange; it is designed to allow water to exit the cavity. Should the check
valve leak (and this is jtidged tc, be likely during a high pressure vessel failure), a path for
filling the reactor cavity with water will be created. Because the annular region is large in
comparison to the tunnel, the debris dispersal, if it occurs, will most likely be through that
area directed towards the upper compartment region. Most of the ejected core debris is
expected to strike the missile shield. That which misses the shield will be discharged to the
upper compartment region, where it cou'd produce Direct Containment Heating (DCH)
effects, hydrogen gas released from the vessel or generated ex vessel by core debris / steam
interaction are expected to burn. The resulting containment pressure and temocrature
transient may, depending on the pressure rise and on the prior pressure, result in cont'ainment
integrity failure.

Table 4.1-1 also describes the dimensions and composition of the reactor cavity basemat,
these parameters are used to in the calculations for concrete decomposition and attendant
noncondensible gas generation due to Core-Concrete Interaction (CCI). The likelihood of
containment failure due to basemat penetration is determined by physical configuration of
the ANO 2 cavity, the tyg of concrete, as well as the accident sequence. The basemat is
approximately 9 ft. tgick and is made of a basaltic type concrete. The projected area of the
cavity floor is 144 ft , which is factor of four smaller than that of Surry. Both plants have
basaltic concrete. g;

|
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h 4.1./ ContainmenQrt,nure_ Cap;) city
'

The conteinment pressure capacity is the focal point of caletilations for containment failure,

timir:g and fission product release as a result of containment overprosurization. The,,

dominant failure modes are used to enaracterize the potential for the " leak before break"
phenomena, or to identify cases where catastrophic rupture of the containment vessel would
occur. The con'ainment 1. ;kage sizes and locations are integrated with Auxilit ry Building
data to ident fy potential sources of fission product retention (e.g., scrubbing of fissioni

P. products due to a st'b ierged pip rupture in the R11R cubicle). The analysis supporting the
}g containment failurt pressure ant leakage characteristics are documented in Section 4.4.g
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gTable 4,1-1

Basic RCS and Containment Inforation Table
.

_

| Parameter Description Reference Plants

PLANT NAME SURRY ZION ANO.2
lYPE OF REACTOR PWR PWR PWR
MANUFAC'IVRER W W CE
DATE OF COMMERCIAL OPERATION 1972 1973 1980

Ructor Core
Nominal Power (MWth) 2,441 3,23 6 2,815

'
Numberof Fuel Assemblies 157 177 177
Core Weisht Tnal(1b) 226,200 267,350 -

Urumum Dioude 0b) 175,600 216,600 184,000
brcaloy Ob) 36,300 44,600 52,300
Miscellaneous Ob) 14 7 6,150 -

i
Reactor Vessel

Vessellnside Diameter (in) ID 173 157
Water Capacity w/ Con & Int. in place (h 3) 3|u0 - 4!!0

Reactor Coolant System
3RCS Volume (Nominal, including PZR)(ft ) 10,000 13,0rX) 11 3 "J,

Water in System (Nominal) 0b) 423,200 - -2

'
Operating Temperature (Naminan ( F) 572 562 583
Operating Pressure (Nominal)(psn) 2,250 2,265 2250
Numter d PORVs/ECCS/LTOP Vent Valves 2 2 3i
Lowen PORV Setpoint (p ia) 2,335 2,335 -

Numter d SVs 3 3 2
Lowest SV Setpoint (pila) 2,360 2,485 2,500
Number of Reactor Coolant Pumps 3 4 4
Numtur of Stean Genern: ors 3 4 2
St arn Generator Water Inventory, Otwn) - 337E5 2.76E5

Contamrnent Sub-Atmosphenc 1.arge Dy Large Dry
Containmem inside Diameter (ft) 126 141 116
Containmer.: Ma tirnum Inside Height (f t) 185 189 208.5

3Free Volurne (ft ) 1.8E6 2.86E6 1.78E6
Design leak Rate (% Volume / Day) 0.1 0.1 0.1
Design Feessure (psig) 45 47 54
Ope ating Pressure (psis) 10 14.7 14.7
Operating Teperature ( F) 100 120m5 140/50
Construcuan Tn:e Reinf. Concrete Prestressed Prestressed

Wal. hickness (ft) 4.5 - 3.75
Dome hickness (ft) 2.5 - 3.25
Rosemat Thictricts (ft) 10 3.5 9
HoorThickness ft) 2 - 9r

Pressure Boundary Type Reinf, Concrete Prestressed nestressed
liner Thickness, Walls (in) 0.375 0.376 0.25
liner Thickness, Dane (in) a5 - 0.25
liner hickness, Floor (in) 0.25 0375 - 0.25
Liner Thictmess, Cavity (in) 0.75 - 0.25
Annular Cavity Radius (ft) 11 11
InCore lnstrument Room (ftdt) 11 -

Floor Area (Cavity & ICIR)(ftZ) 620 399 144
3Water Capacity (Cavity & ICIR)(ft ) 12,400 7,940 7600

Concrete Type Basah limestr Besah
common sand . ggreg ste

9
1

No PORV, but ECCS and,if neceSSary, LTOP Vent valves may be used to allow bleeding.

4,1-6
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Tabie 4.1 1 (Continued)
>

.

Basic RCS and Containment Inforation Table

Parameter Description Reference Plaats
:

PLANT NAME SURRY ZION ANO-2

Refuelms Water Tank (gal) 350,000 350,0r10 464.900

; Containment Spray Pumps
Number d opray Pumps 4 3 2
Design Flow (spn @) 3,500 2.614 2400
Design 1(cad (psis) 100i 100.

-

Actuacon Setpoint:
; CatmL Press. (psia) . . 2 13
I

Containm nt Spray liest Exchangers
Nurnberd Heat Exchangers 4 2 2

3 Design Capacity (Btwhr @) '15E6 28E6 28.7E6

Fan Cooler System
! hum .er d Fa.i Cooler Umts N/A 5 4c
1 Heat Exchanger

Design Capacity (Btwhr) N/A . 46E6
Actunuon Setpoint:

Catmt. Pnss. (psta) . - 18.4

Maor-Dnsen Emergenef Feedwater'
Numbercf Pumps 2/1 2 1CaprW (gpm s psig) 350 @ l.183 495 @ l.343 575

'

#
Turbine. Driven Emergency Feedwater(

k Nun her d Pumps ! I ICapa sty (spn @ psig) 700 @ 1,183 900 @ 1,343 f75
Charging System

Numbe dPump 3 2 3Capacity pn @ s ) 150 @ 2,485 150 @ 2,800 44 @ 2250Capacity PCR (spn @ porv) 150 150 44
'

High Pressure Injecticn Systern
Number d Pumps same as charging 2 3Capaciey . 400 @ 1,084 320 @ 1256

.

Capacity @ PORY S P. . 0 .

Actuauen Setpoinu:
PCSPrr . nsia)Catm'. Pres (s.(pJt) . 17M

. 13,4

tow Pressure Safety injection
Number et Pumps

2.

Capacity .
400 @ 1.084 320 @ 1256

,

Capacity @ POR'' S.P. 0.

Actuation Setpoi .4: .i

1
RCS Press. (psis)

1766Catmt. Press.(psia)
. .

. . I g,4

| Safety injecum Tanki
Numberd SrTs 3 4 4; Pressure (psi 660 615 620TosalWeerh)pacity(ft )3a 2.850 3,400 5652

Sources ofInformation NUREGCR.455i NUR CR-455i ANO-2
BMI.2104 MAAP User's Man SAR'

ANO-2,

TS
i

.

I
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Table 4.1-2

Comparison of the ANO-2 Personnel Airlock with those of Reference Plants

BARREL B ARRE1. DOOR DOOR BL't.KH E AD
PLAST INNER DIA. T10CKNESS SIZE TilICKNESS T10CKNESS SE AL TYPE

ANO) 114" 0.5* 42*a50* 0.75- 1125* dual compt. ga sket
EPDM

Zion 122* 0.5* 48* a 7B* 1.0* 1.0" -

Peach Boncrn 122* 3/8 in. 30*a72* - 7/8 in. single kmgue
& gnet

timenck 102* 3/8 in. 30" a 72* 2* double t vgue
agm .e

Grand Gulf 114' O.5* 42* x 80' - twoinnatable scals t

Sequoyah 10l* 311 in. 36* a '72* - 0.5" double tmgue
A groose

2Surry - - - - Double
O.nngsr

O

.

2 Surry's exterior door of personnel lock is held by flange tabs.

4.1-8
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4.2 ACCIDENT PROGRESSION ANALYSIS METIIODS
(

This section describes the accident progression analysis methodology used for the ANO-2 '

,

Ievel 2 PRA. The analytical techmques used to evaluate the severe accident progression
include a detenr.inistic evaluation of the containment's response to the physical processes
occurring during an accident and probabilistic analysis of the spectrum of severe accident
progressions given an accident. Figure 4.21 graphically illustrates the Level 2 analysis
process. An overview of the approach and a brief description of a typical core damage
accident progression is provided in Section 4.2.1,

The analytical approach in the deterministic evaluation includes the following:

Use of existing reference plant analyses in the evaluation of containment-

response to accident phenomena (see Section 4.2.2);

Use of scoping calculations to account for ANO-2 specific containment --

features and response to mass and energy addition to containment during core
damage, debris dryout and concrete attack (sec. Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4); and

Use of conscrvative adiabatic calculatiens of pressure loads due to hydrogen-

burning (see Section 4.2.5).

4.2.1 Overviewof Analvtical Apoioach and Accident Procression

O The scoping calculations derive severe accident phenomenological information from reference
plant analyses (e.g., fraction of core melt at the time of vessel failure, time period of core
melting from core uncovery, extent of in-vessel clad oxidation, etc.) to determine mass and
energy sources active in the containment. The rr :ss and r,ergy sources are used as inputs to
the containment which is modeled as a single control volume. This model estimates the plant-
specific containment pressure at key time periods in the accident. Reference plant infom1ation

D is used as the basis for estimating potential pressure loads at the time of vessel failure and for
the long term containment behavior.

Probabilistic methods used in the analysis of the spectrum of possible severe accident progres-
sions and quantification of the frequency of containment failure modes include:

Binning of core damage sequences into plant damage states (PDSs);.

Use of the containment event trees (CETs) for each PDS; and.

Supporting logic trees to quantify the CET branch point probabilities..

The approach in defining the plant damage states is essentially the same as that used in
previous PRAs (e.g., Oconee, Seabrook) and NUREG 1150 reference plants. This process is
described in Section 4.3. Core damage sequences are grouped according to similadties in
core and containment conditions at the time of core damage. A bridge tree (similar to an
event tree) is used to systematically map out the core damage sequences involving less of
front-line systems into a spectrum of similar severe accident sequences. The parameters
considered' include containment safeguards systems which generally mitigate challenges to
containment integrity, as well as thermal hydraulic boundary conditions which drivem
phenomenological effects. The end states in the bridge tree, or plant damage state (PDS). are
unique wesentations of the core damage sequence and containment conditions. The PDSs

4.2-1
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are summary descriptions of the core damage sequences which have similar implications on
the containment perfomiance and fission product release and transport behavior. g.-

The PDSs fonn the boundary conditions for the severe accident progression and containmente
response analysis. The binning process maps out the core damage sequences into a limited
number of states that need to be nnalyzed in the CETs. The CET provides a fram work for
addressing the physical pmcesses which influence the fission product source term release
characteristics. It accounts for both phenomenological and systems-related questions that4

affect containment iritegrity. The ANO-2 CET is described in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.

Before proceeding with a discussion of the ANO-2 contair. ment's ability to accept imposed
i pressure loads during cer ain accident sequences, it is pertinent to review the sequence of

events in an accident progression in order to understand the physical processes and
^

phenomena that could potentially challenge centainment integrity. Dus, containment features
that stron;;ly influence the severe accident progression can be identified.4

The best w3y to understand the accident progression is to m!k through a typical example.
Consider a transient initiated accident sequence involving totil loss of feedwater into the
secondary side of the steam generator and loss of feed and bleed capability to the pimary,

side. The reactor has been shut down without reactor coolant system (RCS) heat termval,
core decay heat causes the water to boil away. Steam passes via the pressurizer safety relief4

valves (SRVs) into the quench tank and to the containment atmosphere. The core graoually
uncovers and eventually overheats and begins to melt.

| During the . period in which the core is heating up and beginning to melt, several important
phenomena occur. Steam can interact with the zircaloy cladding, producing hydrogen and
further increase the rate at which the core heats up because the reaction is exothermic.

,

Fission products (in particular the noble gases and the volatile fission products such as cesium hand iodine) are released from the fuel. The volatile fission products may be deposited on the
reiatively cool surfaces in the RCS The noble gases, of course, are neither deposited on
surfaces nor trapped in the RCS nor the steam generators.

| Ultimately,if the severe ?:cident is not temiinated, the molten core fGs to the lower plenum
!

of the vessel where the molten core can thermally attack and fail the reactor pressure vessel
bottom head. In this sequence, the nelten core flows out of the vessel, some of which may be
dispersed outside the reactcr cavity by high velocity flows carrying debris through the cavity
annulus. At the time of vessel failure, additional pressure loads may be placed on the
containment. These may arise, for example, from: 1) blowdown of the remaining water in-,

| ventory from the vessel; 2) a steam spike as molten material interacts wi;h the water in the
cavity region; 3) the less likely direct containment heating (DCH); or 4) hydrogen buming. In
this analysis, it is postulated that in some cases the molten debris may fragment and be
dispersed into the containment enhancing the zirealoy oxidation, and promotes the direct
transfer of sensible (and ch:mical energy) to the containment atmosphere. Bis process,
referred to a: DCH may cause the contaimnent to fait early. Thus, the possibility of
containment failure at the time of vessel failure is carefully considered.

For non-LGCA events M wh% ne RCS integrity is maintained (like the sequence described
above), the pressure a the reactor vessel may remain high until the vessel fails. In this case,
DCH may occur as the molten core emerges as a jet, some of which can fragment, causing
small particles to be dispersed into the containment atmosphere through the reactor cavity
annular region . In some accident sequences, the RCS may depressurize prior to vessel failure
from high temperature induced failure of the hot legs or surge line. Bis may allow low
pressure injection systems to deliver coolant following vessel depressurizatior.. This has - &
significant implications on the progression of the core melt events subsequent to vessel failure. W

4.2 2
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;

The high capacity coolant injection would cool the core (if injection recovery occurs prior to
'

!( significant core melting) and preclude vessel failure; or possibly quench the debris in the cavity
i following vessel failure.
'

The above discussion has focused on the accident progression for sequences in P.!2 the RCS
pressure remains high and the cortainment is ininally intact. The consequences of other se-
quences in which the containment integrity may be lost or by-passed prior to core melt, such,

as interfacing LOCA. are not expected to be mitigated in the containment du.ing core melt.
In these sequences, the leaktge of fission products from the RCS during core melt bypasses;

the containment and mitigation of fission products would depend on the auxiliary building
. geometry that would support retention prior to rel:ase to the environment. The analysis of
'

such events is based on an examination of the possible failure location in the auxiliary building.
Possible submergence of the break site is investigated by detennining the accumulation points
of the primary system inventory and other water sources. In addition, an examination of
existing MAAP calculations of auxiliary building retention for containment bypac,s sequences,

! (EPRI NP-6586-L) can pravide insights as to the expected mitigation of fission products in
the ANO-2 auxiliary building. However, in the ANO-2 analysis, no credit was taken for,

'. auxiliary building retention.

4.2.2 Use of Reference Plant Analysis

The ANO 2 physical process analysis considered previously published core meh studies to
provide insights on degraded core accident concitions. The information included event
ummgs, pressure rise in the containment as a result of vessel failure, and consideration of
uncenainties in severe accident phenomena such as high pressure melt ejection (HPME) loadsjO accompanying vessel failure. The sources ofinformation include the fo!!owing:'U

Large, dry PWR refe:ence plant analyses of selected accident conditions, such.

'
as the IDCOR Task 23.1 Technical Reports on the Zion Integrated
Containment Analyses using MAAP;

! Large dry and sub-atmospheric PWR plant analyses contained in the BMI--

2104 and NUREG/CR-4624 studies of Zion and Surry using the Source Term
| Cod: Package (STCP);
;

NtJREG/CR-4551 assess nent of containment loads due to high pressure nielt; .

i ejection (HPME) at vessel failure;
i

NUREG-1150 consideration of uncenain issues and EPRI parametric analysis.
,

(EPRI NP-6111 and EPRI NP-7192) of modeling parameters using MAAP;:
'

ud

, Selected MAAP plant-specific calculations to confhm assumptions relative to.

i
the more severe accident conditions.

A summary of event timing and containment conditions from these reference plant accident
analyses is proviN in Table 4.2-1. The information in this table is used to provide insights
on the plant spdic behavior of the ANO-2 plant under similar type accideat conditions.

13V
:
!
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4.2.3 Containment Resoonse3 roping Analysis Methods '

he analysis of containment response for ANO-2 is ess:ntially based on pcviously publi.hed
core melt analysis of typical large, dry PWRs. The containment respocse analysis considers
the plant specific features of ANO-2 by comparing the response of the containmeni under
similar accident progressions as the reference plant. A Comparative Core / Containment'

Response Scop,ing(CCRS) model was developed to support this analytical comparative,

process. The CCRS is a scoping analysis tool used to determine event s;quence timing:, of the
'

*

ANOd plant under examination relative to a reference plant severe accident analysis. The
CCRS model " automates" a set of conservation equations for containment response using
information from existing analyses of severe accident progressions and plant features that have
a first order effect on the containment response.

The CCRS model simpiifies the censervation equations of mass and energy using the contain-
ment as the control volume to estimate containment responsc under . severe accident
conditions, ne approach improved, n discussed later, upon the IDCOR Individual Plant
Evaluation Methodology (IPEM) documented in IDCOR Technical Report 86.3A2. The
CCRS integrates sources of mass and energy including heat sinks tc. determine containment
response. Plant-specific initial conditions and physical parameters of the primary system and
containment, define the boundary conditions of the accident scenario and plant configuration.
The CCRS rnodel is used to estimate the containment pressure of the various core-damage

'

sequences at key times to support the quantification of CETs for the IPE back-end analysis.
The set of equatic se encoded in a spread sheet format to facilitate the input of parameters

*

that describe the plant configuration, initial conditions and event sequence definition.

CCRS provides a flexible framework to approximate the ANO-2 core damage key event
timings by accounting for key parameters, such as core thermal power, RCS inventories, g,

cor,tainment volume, etc. It is used to calculate the base pressure loads in the containmen' at,

key times such as the time of core uncovery, prior to vessel failure, and debris dryout. The,

: time period from core uncovery to vessel failure, is obtairied from existing STCP or MAAP
,

| calcu ations (e.g., Table 4.21).

The ANO-2 parametric analysis of plant specific containmer.t response includes the following:
'

Scoping calculations of timing c f core uncovering, debris dryout, containment.

! failure, and pressure rise for hydrogen buming;
t

! Scoping calculations of competing refueling water tank (RWT) inventory.

; depletion (e.g., injection vs. sprays for small LOCAA and

Sensitivity calculations of major event timing to various plant-specific pa-.

rameters to determine first-order effects (e.g., containment volume, con-
| ta nment failure pne: sure, cavity geometry).

CCRS is used to rank the severity of the spectrum of core damage sequences. For example,'

the long-term containment pressurization for transient events without containment safeguards
such as station blackout sequencee can be compared relathe to another scenario such as small
LOCAs. LOCA events are evaluated with a separate spreadsheet with RCS equilibrium
conditions after the reactor blowdown. (The pressure in the reactor at the end of blowdown
is obtained using existing design basis accident analyses from the ANO-2 FS AR). The CCRS
format automates the calculation process, while providing further benefit as a resource for,

! performirg sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity analyses can provide insights on the input pa-
| rameters (containment features such as volumes or RCS inventories) that have significant
( implications for risk.

;

! 4.2-4
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,' In order to incorporate information fmm reference plant analyses regarding event timings,
*

containment loads and source tenas, the core damage progression was modeled in distinct
time phases. Four rnajor time phases were defined:

1. Prior to core damage (at core uncovery);

J 2. Prior to vessel failure (during core damage);
3

j 3. Debris dryout in cavity (after vessel failure); and
;

4 Core-concrete attack and long-term proceses to containment failure.

| The canditions (i.e., pressure and temperature in containment) are calculated using t' ea
iterating routines ar.d decay heat functions developed. The definition of the mass and energy
sources for the various time periods, are as follows:,

,

1. For the first time period, the final con /.ition defined in the calculation is the,

; RCS water level at the top of activu fuel. RCS boil-off is calculated,
considering the pressure in the vessel, the vessel inventory above the core, and

; the stem generator secondary <ide inventory. He ini:!al time is defined as
time zero.,

; 2. For the second time period, the final condiden defined is a user-input fraction
of core melting and clad oxidation as may be obtained from hiARCH or
htAAP calculations. The initial time used is the time of core uncovery obtained

g from the first pert of the calculations (see item 1 above).

U
3. The third time period is the time of debris dryout in the cavity following ve sel

ilure (essentially the same as that included iri the IPEh! methodology). In
ais case, the initial time used is the time prior to vessel failure calculated in
item 2.;

4. The final time period includes the long term pracesses of concrete attack
subsequent to debris dryout. The potential for containment failure is addressed
in this time phase, consistent with the IPEh! method. The difference lies in the
consideration o' the non-condensible gases generated during concrete attack.

The time phasing described above allows other scenarios to be r.ddressed. The PDS de-
pendency is included in the calculations by considering RCS makeup from ECCS, spray or fan
coolers operation and depletion time of the RWT from the competing injection somces

<

(i.e.,ECCS injection time is shortened if the sprays are also operating). De plant-specific
parameters are used to define the ECCS and spray flow capacity, fan-coolers capability, RWT
inventory and the actuation setpoints. Existing reference analyses are used to provide figures
of merit relative to seve:c accident progression. For exampie, the influence of the extent of
core melting prior to vessel failure on timing and containment pressure can be determined

:

parametrically. (hfARCH calculations predict larger melt fractions prior to vessel failure than
'

does h1AAP, and these differences can be incorporated rs a parameter). Input parameters
used to determine long term containment response include the extent of concrete penetration
and associated non-condensible gas generation.

<

4.2-5
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Containment pressure estimated by CCRS for these time periods is used as the base p7 essure ;

upon which additional pressure loads from severe accident phenomena are imposed.2 This
flexibility is used in the CET quantification to evaluate pressure loads at vessel failure which
may cause early containment failure. The CCRS model allows, with relative case, use of
reference plant analyses and consideration of in-vessel and ex-vessel severe accident
phenomena (e g.,zircaloy clad oxidation and hydrogen generation) for a range of PDS
conditions.

.

1

|
4.2.4 Model Formulatbn For Containment Pressure Calculations

The approach involves a large degree of sirrplification by concentrating on the containment
pressure at selected time points, thus simplifying the sequential nature of the accident event.
By considedng only the significant trxs and energy sources, and heat dissipation paths, the
pressure m containment is determined by the first law of thermodynamics, applied to the
containment as the control volume (see Figure 4.2-2). The first law of thermodynamics can
be written as:

.

_d E Mi u; = - E Mj h; + E Qw (4.2-1)
dti j k

M = taass of material "i"in the containmenti

Mj = mass flow rate of material "j" into or out of the containment

ui = specific internal energy of material "i"

h = specific enthalpy of material "j"j

Qt = late of heat addition by process "k"

The materials in containment are taken to be 1) primary water initially in the reactor coolant
system (RCS); 2) emergency cooling water from the SITS and RWT as injected by the ECC or
the spray sys'.em; 3) metallic structures within the containment (e.g., steel liner, RCS pumps,

| steam generators, pressurizer, etc.); and 4) containment air, water vapor, and noncondensible
gas generated during zircaloy oxidation and molten-core-coolant interaction (MCCI). Inte-,

'

grating equation 4.2-1 over time assuming that the enthalpies of effluent materials are
independent of time, we obtain:

|

U - U = M.,(h,,i - h e) + M.,(h,,i - h .2) + M (hg3 - h ) + Q (4.2-2)2 i w g g2

1 Additional pressure loads are obtained from existing accident calculations and incor-
porated as separate effects to support determination of containment challenges at vessel
failure (e.g., HPME loads) or postulated hydrogen burning during core degradation or
concrete attack.

4.2-6
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f where:
(

U2 = (E M ui)2 (4.23)i
i

= M,p wp2 + Mwc .c2 + M,u 2 + M,u 2u u a s :

Ui = (E Mi ui): (4.2-4)i

= M,7 ,7 + M,c c3 + M,u,3 + M,u,iu 3 u

Q = Qa,,,y + Qoxidation 4 Tombustion - Qremoved (4.2-5)

; and:

Qaec,y 9-cay heat

Qoxia. tion = Ca micai-'lergy t%m 7 oxidation

Qembustim = Chemical energy b.? gas combustion

Qremmed = Heat transferred out of containment via enginected safety features
e.g., fan coolers

The subscripts refer to:

wa = SIT water
<

u Water vapor in the containment atmospherewe

wp = Primary system water; consisting of the primary coolant
loop and pressurizer

ws = Containment spray water and/or ECCS water

a = Air (N + O )2 2

-g = Gas generated from concrete decomposition

s = Structural material
"

2 = End stateO
1 = Initial state

1

4.2-7
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The generalized equations 4.2-1 throogh 4.2-5 are applied for the three different time periods
illustrated in Figure 4.2-2. It is assumed in this simplified calculation that Zircaloy oxidation is
the only chemical reaction that occers during core degradation and concrete attack. It is also
assumed that thermal equilibrium exists among all the constituents in the containment
atmosphere. (This is an acceptable approximation for the conditions prevailing for xveral
hours). Using the steam tables and the assemption of ideal gas behavior in a fixed
containment volume, equation 4.2-2 can be solved iteratively.

The initial inventories include the primary loop inventory, SITS, pressurizer water irventory
ad pressurizer steam inventory.

V-V,p p
Primary coolant loop inventory: Mgi,o (4.2-6)=

y,(T ,o)p

Pressurizer water inventory: M.,p,,o = (1 - F ,,,1) '.'p,/v, (P ,o) (4.2-7), p ps

Pressurizer steam inventory: M,t,p,,o = V , F ,,,i .t(P ,,o) (4.2-8)/vp p p

Primary water inventt M,p =Mgi,o + M.,p,,o (4.2-9) -,

where:,

V = Volume

v = Specific volume

4T = Temperature

F = Fraction of steam or water in pressurizer

ana the subscripts refer to:

pel = Primary coolant loop

pz = Pressurizer

ps = Primary system

st = Steam

- w = water
R

9
-
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4 2.1 Model Formulation for !NrogenJhtrn Calculation

The impact of hydrogen burning is evaluated during a severe accident in support of the CET
analysis. Hydrogen burning can pose pressure loads in the containment that may lead to
failure should the pressure rise (m adc.ition to the base pressure'in containment prior to
burmng) exceed the capacity of the containment. A simplified burn pre >sec rrodel was
developed as a parametric tool to provide a conservative estimate of the contaiament pressure
rise after a postulated hydrogen burn. As such, an adiabatic combustion in a constant volume
is assumed. The energy balance equation is based on the heat of reaction of hydrogen
combustion in an air / steam environment for a single control volume (the containment). Tb
internal energy of the gases before and after the burn, with consideration of the gas
composition provides the basis for the pressure rise, assuming all compon:nts are ideal gases.
He base pressure (before the burn) is obtained from the CCRS scoping calculation at key
event times (e.g., at the end of ccie damage or debris dryout) for dominant accident scenarios
identified. The pressure rise after the burn is added to the base pressure to obtain a total
pressure load in containment. The energy balance ec uatios, is encoded in a spreadsheet, H2-
BURN. He principal basis for the equations encoced in the spreadsheet is documented in
NUREG/CR-4551 Volume 3, Part 2, Appendix A.2.2.

4

The following criteria are used for calculating the burn pressure:

If hydrogen concentration is below 4%, bum is not possible;-

If oxygen concentration is less than 5%, burn is not possible;*

If steam concentration is greater than 55%, the containment is steam inerted,*

and burn is not possible;,

Burn is possible if there is enough !.ydrogen in the containment:.

_. Diffusion / slow burn limit is 4% hydrogen;
Deflagration limit is 8% hydrogen; and

._ Detonation limit is 14% hydroger..

Total hydrogen bumir.g is assumed if the deflagration (or detonation) limit.

exists in the cominment;

Burn efficiency :s assumed to vary linearly between the diffusion and de-*

flagration limits of hydrogen concentration (4% and 8%, respectively); and

Burning may also be forced to occur within the stoichiometric limits of the.

burning process, provided the hydrogen concentration exceeds 4%.

The gas temperature of the products (i.e., unreacted hydrogen and oxygen, H 0, and the inert2
. gases) is calculated assuming a constant volume adiabatic combustion. The mternal energy is
calculsted from heat capacity data which is a fourth order polynomial; hence, the temperature
is calculated using a trial and error method.

Figure 4.2-3 illustrates the calculation scheme in the H2-BURN spreadsheet. The basic equa-
tions ir:lude an internal energy balance as follows:

Q IniU (reactants) = InjU (products) + A U (combustion)
LJ

4.2-9
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The internal energy, U, is calculated from heat capacity data for each gas component for the
reactants (i) and products (j). This is a function of the gas tempert are and is in the form of a gfounh order polynomial.

2 2 3 3 4 dU (T) = a(T - T r) + b(T . T r ) + c(T - Tref ) + d(T - T r )re re re
,

where:

T = ne ges temperature (in Centigrade)
-

Tr = The reference temperature at which the heats of formation arere
evaluated

a,b,c,d = Coefficients defined for each gas component
.

The values for the coefficients are obtained from NUREG/CR-4551 and summarized below:

Gas a b : d

H2 20.533. 825E J5 1.096E-06 -2.175E-10
HO 25.153. 440E-03 2.535E-06 8.983E-102

02 20.795. 790E-03 -2.C25E-06 3.278E-10
N> 20.691. 100E-03 1.908E-06 -7.178E-10 g

Due to a lack of information regarding heat capacity data for carbon dioxide, the polynomial
coefficients for cxygen, which is judged the most similar in structure to CO was used in the2
spreadsheet.

The energy released due to hydrogen combustion (in joules) is a function of the amount of hy-
drogen (in kg-moles) that is postulated to burn and is calculated as:

. A U (combustion) = - 2.406E5 x H2 BURNED
t

The constant, -2.406E5 joules /kg-mole, is the heat of reaction associated with the combustion
of one kg-mole of hydrogen. One kg-mole of hydrogen requires 1/2 x3-mole of oxygen, pro-
ducing 1 kg-mole of steam as the product. Unreacted hydrogen and oxygen as weU as the
inert gases (i.e., N , H O and CO , if applicable) are considered as products in the energy2 2 2
balance.

The final temperature of the products is calculated using a trial and error me: hod in which the
final temperature is obtained if an energy balance is c')tained.

|
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O Twe vre, sere retie is eased en the isee> 8es i ~. Pv->.aT:

P go = [ Moles (products) / Moles (reactants)] x [T(final) / T(initial',)n

Prise =Prado xPww-Pgw

The inherent limitadon of a simple energy balance equation still exists, thcrefore, sensitisity
was performed to de: ermine hydrogen burning effects.

t

>

O
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Table 4.2-1

MAJOR EVENTTIMINGS FROM VARIOUS REFERENCE PLANT STUDIES

EVENrTIMES IMINUTES)
: SIMULAT!ON CORE CORE VESSEL CONTAINMENT

PLANT SEQUENCF. REPORT CODE UNCOVERY MELT FAILURE FAILURE
,

SURRY AG BMI 2139 STCP 3081 3156 3371 3054
i- V EPRI4096 STCP 135.5 155.5 223

f ZION S2DCr BMI 2139 STCP 64.9 94.2 133 1444
' EPRI 6111 MAAP 93.4

S2DCr(2) EPRI 6111 MAAP 93.4
_ 149.7 188.4
_ 149.7 1248

S2DCFI BMI-2139 STCP 64.9 94.2 132.8 133
} EPRI 61!I MAAP 94.7

_

132.8 895.9

'

153.4 153.4
| S2DCF2 BMI-2139 STCP 64.9 94.2
| EP"I 6111 MAAP 93.3

_ 150.6 1706.6

[ SURRY TMLB FPRI 4096 STCP 129 143.5 175

" ZION TMLU BMI-2139 STCP 124.6 148.4 189.6 189.7
EPRI6111 MAAP 148.6

TMLU(2) EPRI 6111 MAAP 148.6
_ 234.1 234.4

i SBO(Seal LOCA) EPRI 7192 MAAP 150
_ 234.1 1703,

_ 240 2203
,

3

,

i

i

e

d

i

t
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Table 4.2-1 (Continued)

MAJOR EVENTTIMINGS FROM VARIOUS REFERENCE PLANTSTUDIES

Sequence Descriptica

AG: A large hot leg break LOCA accompanied by failure of containment heat removal system; the emergency
core cooling and containment spray systems are available.

V: Interfacing systems LOCA with containment bypass.

S2DCr: A LOCA initiated.ty rupture of primary coolant system accompanied by failure of the emergency core
cooling injection as well .ns containment spray recirctilation systems. Fan coolers are initially operable, but
are assumed to fail at the time of vessel failure. Late overpressure failure has been selected as the ,

I

containment failure mode.

S2DCr(2): Same as above with early containment failure.

S2DCFl: A LOCA initiated by primary pump seal rupture accompanied by failures of emergency core cooling, contain-
ment sprays as well as containment coolers. An early containment failure mode due to hydrogen combustion
and/or direct heating.

,

! A
iv TML Initiated by a transient with failure of auxiliary feedwater and ECC. Feed and bleed was not given credit.

E TMLB: Failure of power conversion and auxiliary feedwater systems given the initiating transient event of loss of off-
site AC power. |

TMLU: Initiated by a transient and is accompanied by the loss of power conversion, auxiliary feedwater, and
emergency core cooling systems, both containment coolers and sprays are available. Early containment
failure due to direct heating.

TMLU(2): Same as above with late containment failure.

SBO: Transient initiated by loss of off-site power followed by seal LOCA after 45 mir.utes into accident.

O O O
- _
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4.3 PLANT DAMAGES STATES AND lilNNING CRITERIA

This section of the report outlines the characterization of ANO-2 Level 1 sequence results
into Plant Damage State (PDS) bins. This process is the first of several in assessing the
containment response to the dominant severe accidents identified in the Level-1 analysis.

Section 4.3.1 provides an overview of the PDS binning process. Section 4.3.2 describes the
PDS binning attributes. Section 4.3.3 defines the possible PDS bins and the nomenclature
used to identify each. The Bridge Tree, the mechanism used to sort the Level 1 results into
PDSs,is desenbed in Section 4.3.4. The dominant PDSs are listed and discussed in Section
4.3.5. The process and results of collapsing the PDS results into a representative, but more
manageable set of dominant PDS is provided in Section 4.3.6. And, Section 4.4.7
summarizes the PDS results. References are listed at the end of section.

4.3.1 Elant Damage State Binning Procen

The first task in the limited-scope Level-2 analysis is to group the large number of accident
sequences identified in the Level 1 analysis into a relatively small set of Plant Damage States
(PDSs) which represent the spectrum of core damage scenarios. In this way, the number of
containment response analyses required to evaluate the offsite release risk is made
manageable. The reduction of the potentially large number of core damage / containment
failum scenarios is accomplished by identifying which core / containment attributes dominate
offsite dose releases. These attributes must account for the core damage state, containment
response, fission product release pathways, and the containment fission product source term.
PDSs are defined on the basis of these attributes. A PDS is a group of core damage accident

p* sequences which have similar containment res)onse and fission product release attributes.
Physical parameters associated with the core camage, with the containment response, and
with the release of fission products to the environment provide the PDS attributes. The
Level 1 core damage sequences are then classified (or " binned") into one of these PDSs.
These bins account only for core damage / containment status due to initiatir,g events and
random frontline and support system failures; the bins do not account for severe accident
phenomenological effects. The latter are accounted for in the Containment Event Tree
(CET), discussed in Section 4.5.

The binning of Level 1 core damage sequences is conducted via a four step process. The,

first step is to identify the PDS binning criteria. The next step consists of developing a
" Bridge Tree" which addresses these parameters. The third step consists of applying the
Level-1 cutsets to the Bridge Tree, assessing the RCS nressure, containment status, and core
damage timing of each cutset and classifying each i,;a sn appropriate PDS. The fourth step
is to educe the number of PDS groups into a representative yet manageable set. An
overview of this process is depicted in Figum 4.3-1.

4.3.2 Plant Damage State Binning Attributes

For most accident sequences, there are relatively few reactor coolant system (RCS) and
containment conditions which significantly influence the core damage progression and the
sevem accident containment response. These are: (1)the time of core damage initiation,
(2Hhe RCS pressure during core melting, (3) the containment integrity status prior to vessel
failure, (4) the availability of containment mitigating systems (heat removal / fission product
removal) and the containment pressun: at vessel faliure, (5)the presence of wm in thehd reactor cavity prior to vessel failure, (6) the RCS retention capability, and (7) the presence of
Station Blackout (SBO) conditions. These conditions are used as PDS binning criteria.

4.3- 1 -
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More specifically, a mique combination of these core / containment conditions define the
PDSs. These conditions are briefly described below. ,

Core Damage Timing (very early, early, or late):+

* V: Very Early core damage,0 to 30 minutes; This category includes
large LOCAs with no ECCS injection and without Safety Injection
Tank (SIT) injection;

* E: Early core damage,30 minutes to 2 hours; This category includes
small LOCA or transient event with no ECCS injection and large
LOCA with no ECCS but with SIT injection; or,

* L: Late core damage, >2 hours; This category includes acciderits in
which loss of core cooling occurs during recirculation.

RCS Pressure (high, moderate, or low):*

* H: High pressure (22500 psia) at vessel failure implies the possibility
of high temperature /high pressure RCS failure prior to induced vessel
failure; this will preclude Direct Containment Heating (DCH).
Otherwise, the impact of debris dispersal and potential effects of DCH
must be assessed:

* M: Moderate pressure (200-2500 psia) at vessel failure damage
implies reduced loads to containment at vessel failure, but DCH is still
possible; and

O* L: Low pressure (<200 psia) at vessel failure implies SIT injection
and that phenomena such as DCH will likely be precluded.

Containment Status (integrity status and pressure):.

Containment integrity status:*

- 1: Containment isolated and intact prior to core damage
with leakage within design;

U: Containment unisolated prior to core damage (leakage-

exceeds design);

- F: Containment failed due to over pressurization before
cere damage; and

- B: Containment bypassed by RCS leakage.

Containment Pressure (low or elevated):*

- Low containment pressure at vessel failure; and

Elevated containunt pressure at vessel failure increases the-

potential for overpressure failure, since a relatively small or
moderate pressure rise at vessel failure may cause ultimate
pressure capacity to be exceeded.

4.3-2
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p + Containment Mitigating Systems Availability (containment spray and fan
g cooling):

* Containment spray system operation reduces the possibility of
overpressure failure and reduces the airbome fission product inventory
in the containment; five containment spray states were identified:

Containment sprays available in both the Injection and-

Recirculation modes, and actuated prior to vessel
failure;

CS/O: Containment sprays available in both the-

Injection and Recirculanon modes, and not actuated
prior to vessel failure;

CS/R: Containment sprays available in the Injection a-

mode, fails in the Recirculation mode, and actuated
prior to vessel failure;

CS/OR: Containment sprays available in the Injection-

mode, fails in the Recirculation mode, and not actuated
prior to vessel failure; and,

CS: Containment sprays not available;-

*
Containment fan cooler / heat removal operation reduces the potential<

of containment overptssure failure; two states wer :

- Fan coolers available and

FC: Fan coolers not available-

Presence of Water in Reactor Cavity:+

-

* W: Water in the reactor cavity prior to vessel failure increases the
potential for debris cooling (within the vessel) and mitigates the
xtential for high pressure melt ejection loads at vessel failure. In the
.ong term,it mitigates concrete attack; and

#
* D: Dry cavity

RCS Retention Capability:-

The RCS fission product retention potential depends on several*

factors: (1) whether steam generators are in the leakage path; (2)
whether steam generators boil dry; and (3) the fission. product
residence time in the RCS (e.g., it is short in a large break LOCA, thus
initial retention is not significant.).

The presence of Station Blackout (SBO) conditions: SBO accidentsinvolve+

the loss of all offsite and onsite AC power. Because the availability of AC
n power has global implications on plant conditions and because off-site power
Q may be recovered after core damage, SBO accidents are treated separately

from other accidents.

4.3-3
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The Bridge Tree addresses the above issues via a set of event tree nodal questions. The
Bridge Tree allows the Level 1 sequences to be grouped with those which have similar g
imphcations on the containment response and radionuclide release characterization. As
noted above, neither the Bridge Tree nor the PDS bins account for severe accident response
effects. The latter are accounted for in the containment event tree (CET), discussed in
Section 4.6

4.3.3 Plant Damage State Dennition

The PDSs are defined as unique combinations of the above core damage / containment
systems conditions. More specifically, each PDS is defined as a unique combiaation of core
damage timing (E, or L), RCS pressure at vessel failure (H or L), containment integrity status
(I, U, F, or B), reactor cavity water inventory at vessel failure (W or D), fan cooler operation
(FC or available), and containment s aray operation (CS, CS/O, CS/R, CS/OR, or availabl:
and actuated). In addition, a specia. PDS has been defined for Level-1 Station Blackout
accidents.

Table 4.3-1 provides the set of possible frontline system sequence characteristics and
Table 4.3-2 provides the set of possible containment safeguards system status. Together
these charact.ristics define the possible ANO-2 PDSs. This table provides a unique
identifier for each PDS. The relationships of the various core damage and containment
safeguards states are also illustrated in Figures 4.3-2 and 4.3-3, respectively. For all but
containment bypass and the SBO PDSs, the first character is a Roman numeral, followed by
an alphabetic letter, followed by an "i" or "u". The Roman numeral represents a unique,

combination of core damage timing and RCS pressure; the alphabetic letter represents a
unique combination of fan cooler and containment spray operation; and, the "i" and "u"
represent the containment status: isolated or unisolated. This Roman numeral / alphabetic
letter PDS nomenclature is an extension of that used m the Oconee PRA.

Accidents involving containment bypass are treated separately from nonbypass PDSs.
Bypass PDS are assigned the identifier "CB". This bin, unlike the nonbypass bins, requires a
unique characterization of the severe accident progression due to the nature of release paths
and recovery options.

Like the containment bypass case, the SBO event is treated as a special case due to the
potential severity of its consequences and to the possibility of offsite power recovery. The
PDS identiner for the station blackout event is "SBO". Should power be recovered early, the
potential for coolant injection is modeled to reduce the likelihood of vessel failure and/or of
containment failum. Conversely, if power is recovered late, spray recovery subsequent to
vessel failure ceuld lead to the formation of a Gammable hydrogen concentration in the
containment by removing enough steam to deinert the containment atmosphere. Thus, late
SBO recovery could increase the potential for late containment failure due to hydrogen
combustion.

4.3.4 Bridge Tme Logic

The ANO-2 Bridge Tree is a logic structure which combines the Level-1 accident scenarios
u nh the key core and containment system factors which affect the magnitude and timing of
severe accident fission releases to the environment. In effect, the Bridge Tree is a post-core
damage event tree,

e
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The ANO 2 Bridge Tree simplified logic is displayea in Figure 4.3-2 for the core damage lO conditions, and Figures 4.3 3A through F for the containment safeguards conditions. Entry I

states to the Bridge Tree are the set of functional core damage sequences evaluated in the |
Level-1 analysis. Each Bridge Tree end state is a unique Plant Damage State (PDS) based on
the above core damage / containment status criteria. The PDSs output by the Bridge Tree |
serve as inputs to the Containment Eveat Tree (CET), discussed in Section 4.5. '

The Bridge Tree is structured to provide a logical means of accounting for the dependencies
of the vaious component failures and conditions considered to be important in severe
accident analysis. Consistent with the PDS binning criteria, the Bridge Tree logic accounts
only for core damage / containment status due to initiating events and random frentline and
support system failures; the logic does not account for severe accident phenomenological
effects.

Bridge Tree top events are organized into three groups: (1) questions related to plant
conditions before and/o- during core degradation; (2) questions on the containment status
before and/or during core damage; and (3) questions related to core and containment systems
perfonnance. The nodal questions used for categorizing the core damage sequences into
PDSs and the associated branching logic are provided discussed below.

4.3.4.1 Before/During Core Degradation Bridge Tree Nodes

The first group of Bridge Tree top events is comprised of three questions as shown on Figure
4.3-2: (1) " Core Damage (CD) Sequence?"; (2) "AC Power Available?"; and (3) "RCS,

Failure Size?".
,

The first question defines core damage as the entry state: only accidents v.hich contribute to
core damage are considered in the Bridge Tree The second question identifies Station
Blackout (SBO) cutsets for special treatment. SLO cutsets are identified on a Level-1 cutset
level. The third top event,"RCS Failed (Depressurized Prior to CD)?", addresses the issue of
high pressure melt ejection. As mentioned above, this event relates to the Direct
Containment Heating (DCH) issue. It has three branches: (1) H: high RCS pressure (22500
psia); (2) M: medium (>200 psia, <2500 psia); and (3) L: low RCS pressure (<200 psia).

i

It is assumed that accidents which result in CD below 200 psia are initiated by a large break i

LOCA (i.e., Level-1 sequences AU and AX). It is further assumed that the only accidents
which result in CD at or above 2500 psia are transient events involving cycling RCS code
safety valves (i.e., Level-1 sequences TBF and TBX). All other accident sequences,
i.e.,those initiated by small or medium size break LOCAs (initiators S or M), steam
generator tube ruptures (R), and transient-induced LOCAs, are assumed to fall into the !

,

middle pressure range.

4.3.4.2 Containment Status Nodes

The second group of Bridge Tree top events is comprised of thrt: questions as shown on
Figure 4.3-2: (1) CB: " Containment Not Bypassed?", (2) CI: "Contamment Isolated?", and
(3) CF: " Containment Noi Failed Before CD?".

Only two types of accident sequences are assumed to lead to a containment bypass prior to
core damage: accidents initiated by steam generator tube ruptures (R) and interfacir g systemO LOCA (ISLOCA) accidents. Event R is considered a small size LOCA and the ISLOCA
event is considered a medium size LOCA, both of which are in the middle RCS branch.

4.3-5
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Thus, only the midd'e branch of RCS branch of the Bridge Tree is branched for the CB
question.

The second question separates cutsets on the basis of success or failure of the Containment
Isolation system (level-1 system J). This question is moot if the containment is bypassed.
Non contamment bypass cutsets are soned according to containment isolation status via a
Boolean process using containmeat isolation system fault tree logic developed during the
Level-1 analysis.

The third question " Containment Not Failed Before CD?" is no longer used. This issue is
addressed via phenomenological and system operability questions in the Containment Event
Tree.

4.3.4.3 Containment Systems Performance Nodes

The third and last grcup of Bridge Tree top events is comprised of six questions as shown on
Figures 4.3-3A through F: (1) SG: " Steam Generator Along RCS Exit Path?"; (2) ECI:
" Core Cooling Failure Timing?"; (3) FC: " Fan / Coolers Available?"; (4) CS: " Containment .
Sprays Available During injection?"; (f LS-O: " Containment Spray Actuate Before Vessel
Failure?"; and (6) CS-R: " Containment ap ay Available During Recirculation?".

The first question provides a means to account for fission product deposition in the steam
generator (SG) given that secondary cooling is available. As a conservatism, no credit was
taken for this consequence-reducing phe w non. Thus, the success branching probability
for SG is assumed to be zero.

The next nodal question, " Core Cooling Failure Timing?", separate: very early (V), early (E),
and late (L) core damage events. The sorting of cutsets associated with this question is done
on a cutset basis. The "very early" core damage case (< 30 minutes) is assumed to consist of
large LOCAs with total ECCS injectica failure, including the failure of SIT injection. The
Level-1 early core damage large LOCA sequence cutsets (i.e., AU) involving SIT failures
were placed in the very early branch. Since no such cutsets occurred, the "V" branch split
fraction for ANO-2 was set to zero. The "early" core damage case (> 30 minutes, < 2 hrs)
corresponds to other LOCAs (including large LOCAs with successful SIT injection),
transient-induced LOCA, and SG tube rupture with ECCS injection failure and with

_

emergency feedwater failure. Thus, the SU, SBU, SBF, MU, AU, RU, RBU, an ' the non.
SBO TBF and TQU sequences fall into the "E" branches. The " late" core damage case (> 2
hrs) consists of recirculation failure. Thus, the SX, SBX, MX, AX, RX, RBX, TBX, and
TQX sequences occur in "L" branches.

The next two nodal questions address the availability of containment fan coolers (FC) and
containment sprays (CS). One-of two fan cooler trains is assumed to be required for FC
success; one-of-two Containment Spray trains is assumed required for CS success. The fan
cooling and containment spray nodes affect the cantainment pressurization response.
Success of either can prevent containment overpressurization failure. In addition, success of
CS also greatly reduces the amount of fission product released from the containment, should
it fail.

Because containment sprays are actuated on containment pressure, the effect of fan cooler
operation on containment spray actuation was assessed It was concluded that fan cooler -
success would not significar.tly affect containment spray actuation or operation, due to the
relatively low containment spray actuation serpoint,23.3 psia. h

4.3-6
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The FC and CS branch probabilitin were assessed in a Boolean manner by applying theO containment fan cooling and containment spray system fault tree models developed in the
Level 1 analysis with the sequence cutsets associated with FC and CS branches of the Bridge
Tree. Note that failure of both containment spray trains during injection mode were
designated as "Yi" failures. Likewise, failure of both trains of containment fan cooling were
designated as "O" failures. These designations are based on the system designators assigned
for the containnent spray and fan cooling systems, i.e., Y and G.

The next nodal question, " Containment Sprays Actuate Prior to Vessel Failure (CS-0)?", was
included to account for (1) the mitigation of in vessel fission product releases; (2) the
containment pressure just prior to vessel failure; and (3) the amount of water which is likely.
to have spilled through the annular area between the vessel and the cavity wall into the
reactor cavity prior to wssel failure. A significant amount of water in the cavity affects the
severity of DCH and the extent of core-concrete interaction (CCI) in the cavity and the
timing and magnitude of the CCI-related fission 3roduct release. Given that the containment
spray system is available, it is assumed tha' it wi i be actuated prior to vessel failure for most
accident scenarios, with or without successful containment cooling operation. The
exceptions to this rule include accidents involving the steam generator tube rupture initiator
(R), unsuccessful containment isolation (J), or a transient-initiated RCS integrity failures (Q).

The last nodal question, " Containment Sprays Available During Recirculation (CS-R)?", was
included to account for failure of the containment sprays durin;; die Recirculation mode. As
stated above, the continued operation of spays is important in mamaining containment
pressure control, in mitigating both in-vessel and ex-vessel fission product releases, and in
cooling the debris bed in the cavity. Failure of both trains of containment cpray during the
entire Recirculation mode were designated as "Yr" failures and wem qt:antified using
Boolean techniques.

<

4.3.4.4 Quantification Approach

As discussed above the quantification of the Bridge Tree branching logic was accomplished
Ja sorting on the basis of Level 1 sequence response and via the use of Boolean methods.

e sorting method was used in the RCS branch to identify Level-1 sequences associated
with each RCS pressure condition, in the CB branch to identify the Level-1 sequences which
were containment bypass sequences, in the ECI branch to sort sequences associated with
very early, early, and late core damage, and in the CS-O branch to identify which Level-1
sequences will produce a high containment condition. Boolean techniques were used to
quantify split fractions associated with the Bridge Tree branches related to containment
isolation (CI), containment spray (CS and CS-R), containment cooling (FC) systems, and the
Station Blackout condition (AC). The use of Boolean techniques assured the proper
treatment of interdependencies between the Level-1 ard Level-2 systems.

4.3.5 Dominant Plant Damage States

The Plant Damage State quantification results are provided in Table 4.3-3. This table lists
the PDSs with a frequency of 10:8/yr. The table also lists the fmquency of each PDS, its
percentage of total core damage frequency, and the dominant core damage sequences which
contribute to it. Table 4.3-4 outlines the contribution of the dominant Luel-1 sequences to
each dominant PDS. Of the 145 possible ANO 2 Bridge Tree PDSs, only 56 had nonzero
frequencies.

-4.3-7
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Table 4.3 3 illustrates that PDS lil Ai is by far the most likely PDS, representing 62.8% of:he
total core damage frequency (CDF). The r: xt most frequent PDS, IVKi, represents only
5.1% of the CDF. Note that the calculated total CDF listed in the table is 3.71E-5/yr; this is e

about 7% greater than $e 3.43E-5/yr value calculated in the Level 1 analysis. This
difference is probably due to " -uble ccunting and to truncation errors in the Level-2 Dcolean
calculations, namely in the aolean combination of the Level-1 accident sequence cutsets
with the Yi, Yr, G, and J cutsets. Although slightly in error, since the Level-2 CDF was
larger than the Level-1 valut, the Level 2 value was applied in the balance of the Level 2
calculations.

As noted above, the Level 1 sequence contributions to each of the largest PDSs are listed in
Table 4.3-3. Note that the Level-1 sequence names are appended with containment systems
performance status; thus, the CS Injection trrxle, CS Recueulation mode, fan cooling, and
containment isolation failures (i.e., Yi, Yr, G, and J events) are append:d to each of the
Level-1 sequences. The letter "1" is appended to the Level 1 sequences which have none of
these failures to distinguish it from the original Level 1 sequence.

A brief description follows of the PDSs which have a frequency greater than 104/yr and/or
those which were later identified as dominaat contributors to Containment Event Tree
endstate (see Section 4.6).

PDS IIIAi is dominated by transient-initiated events, with loss of secondary heat sink, and
failure of once-thru-cooling in the Injection mode. The most likely accident scenarios
involve either the loss of red DC initiating event or the loss of red AC followed by the
discharge of the red battery eight hours later, In these scenarios, the green train of HPSI is
available, but the ECCS/LTOP vent valves cannot be opened due m the loss of both the red
AC and DC trains of power to these valves. Thus, the RCS pressure is assumed to be at or
near the SRV setpoint, above the HPSI cutoff head. Coolant is lost through the cycling relief
valves. Core damage and vessel failure are assumed to occur at SRV serpoint pressure. The

f Level-1 core damage scenario TBFI is the dominant contributor to this PDS. Containment
isolation is successfui and both the containment fan cooling and spray systems are available.

PDS IVKi is dominated by transient-initiated events, with loss of secondary heat sink, and
'

failure of once-thru-cooling in Recirculation mode. This loss of HPSIis predominantly due
to the loss of all service watv, which was modeled as a requirement for HPSI operation
during Recirculation. All service water is lost during these accidents either as the initiator or
as a subsequent failure event (i.e., travelling screen failure). After the failure of HPSI, the
operator is assumed to close the ECCS/LTOP vent valves. Coolant is lost through the
cycling RCS relief valves. Thus, the RCS pressure is assumed to be at or near the SRV
setpoint at core damage and vessel failure. The Level-1 core damage scenarios that
contribute to this PDS are TBXYiG and TKBXYiG. In this PDS, containment isolation is
successful, but the containment safeguards are not available, since service water is
unavailable. Thus, the containment pressure is elevated at the time of vessel failure.

PDS SBOi are station blackout sequences with successful containment isolation. They are
characterized as high RCS pressure scenarios, with loss of all safeguards. RCS inventory is
lost through the cycling relief valves. The Level-1 core damage scenarios that contribute to
this PDS are the blackout portions of TBFYiG, TQUYiG, TKBFYiG, and TKQUYiG. In the
TQU and TKQU cases, secondary cooling is initially available, thus delaying core uncovery.

S However, TBF and TKBF are mon: likely; and, for these sequences, either independent
[ failures of the turbine-driven emergency feedwater (TDEFW) system or in its support

systems o: cur. Many of the most likely events involve delays in the time of core uncovery:
they involve failures to maintain adequate CST water, battery discharge, or running failures

-
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of the TDEFW pump. As expected for a SBO, neither containment fan cooling nor spray is

O available. The containment is isolated.
.

PDS IIKiis similar to the higher frequency contributor PDS IVKi. Like PDS IVKi, this PDS

| typically involves the loss of all service water, either as an initiating event or due to
travelling screen failum. It differs from IVKi in that the accident evolves into a medium
break LOCA event due to a RCP seal failure or stuck-open SRV The dominant Level 1

,

contributor to this PDS is the TQXYiG sequence. The MXYiG and SBXYiG sequences also
contribute to this PDS; however, they are relatively minor contributors. Like the TBXYiG
sequence, discussed in PDS IVKi above, the TQXYiG sequence is dominated by loss of
service water events, either as an initiating event or due to travelling screen failure. In this
sequence, secondary cooling is successful, however RCS integrity failure occurs most likely
due to a RCP seal failure (event Q). The seal failure is due to operator failure to trip the
RCPs within 30 minutes of the loss of service water. HPSI is successfulin lujection mode,
but fails during Recircula: ion mode due to the loss of service water. The RCS pressure is
assumed to be bett een 200 and 2500 psia. The RCS water inventory is assumed to remain*

within the contaiiment building. No credit for secondary cooling was assumed for the
medium break LOCA scenarios. HPSI injection is assumed successful during the injection

,

; mode, but was assumed to fail on Recirculation due tc, the loss of service water. Since
service water is not avM51e, both containmen Sn cooling and spray are not available, but

:
j the containment is isolated. The pressure in containment (as in IVKi) is also elevated when

the core damage and vessel failure occur.
,

i PDS IIIFi gresents a group of core damage sequences similar to PDS IIIAi aoove. This
PDS differs from IIIAi in that independent failures of the green fan cooling system occur.'

Note that the red train is unavailable due to the initiator, the loss of red DC initiator (which
. causes the loss of rer' AC) or the loss of AC power initiator, The level-1 core damage

scenario that predom6antly contributes to this PDS is TBFG. Since ene train of containment: s
spray is available, the pressure in containment is expected to be relatively low when core4

damage and vessel failure occur. The containment is successfully isolated in this PDS.

I PDS VAi is composed of large LOCA accidents that lead to core damage, but containment
isolation, containment spray, and fan cooling are sucessful (AUI). Consistent with a large:

LOCA-initiated event, the RCS pressure is low during core damage and at vessel failure.4

| PDS IllCu is dominated by transient-initiated events, with loss of secondary heat sink, failure
of once-through-cooling Injection mode, and with failure of containment isolation. The most
likely accident scenarios involve either the loss of red DC initiating event or the loss of red
AC followed by the discharge of the red battery eight hours later. In these scenarios, the
green train of HPSI is available, but the ECCS/LTOP vent valves cannot be opened due to
the loss of both the red AC and DC trains of power to these valves. Thus, the RCS pressure

,

is above the HPSI cutoff head. Thus, the RCS pressure is assumed to be at or near the SRV
setpoint at core damage and vessel failure. The most likely containment isolation failure in
this scenario is the failure to close containment vent header isolation valves 2CV-2400-2 and
2CV-2401-1 to the waste gas surge tank (2T17). The dominant Level-1 contributor to this
PDS is the TBFJ sequence. Isolation failure is assumed to result in the failure of
containment fan cooling or containment spray actuation prior to vessel failure.

PDS IIIEi is similar to PDS IIIAi above. This PDS differs from IIIAi in that indep:ndent
failures of the green containment spray systems occur. Note that the red train is unavailable

,

due to the initiator, the loss of red DC initiator (which causes the loss of red AC) or the loss
of red AC power initiator. The Level-1 core damage scenario that predominantly contributes,O' '

to this PDS is TBFYi. The green train af fan cooling is available; thus, the pressure in4
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containment is expected to be relatively low during core damage and at the time of vessel
failure. The containment is successfully isolated in this PDS.

PDS ///Ki is similar to PDS lilEi except that both trains of containment fan cooling and
spray are unavailable. The Level 1 sequences which predominantly contribute to this PDS
are the non-SBO portions of TKBFYiG and TBFYiG. ATWS events were assessed to be as
likely as non-ATWS events; this is an artifact of the conservative treatment of ATWS. In the
TBFYiG scenario, most accident scenarios involve the loss of the red AC safety bus due to a
failure to transfer to offsite power together with the failure of the red on site AC system.
Both partial and total loss of service water initietors, independent servicc water failures, or
the loss of the red DC Bus 2D01 contribute to the unavailability of on-site power. If the red
train of DC is not lost as the initiator,it is lost due to a battery discharge event. The loss of
both red AC and DC result in the loss of EFW and in the abihty to open the ECCS or LTOP
vent valves. Core damage and vessel failure occur at high RCS pressure. The loss of
containment fan cooling and spray is lost due to an independent the loss of service water.
Thus, neither train of fan coohng or spray is available. Thus, ahhough the containment is
successfully isolated, the containment is expected to be at a relatively high pressure at the
time of vessel failure.

PDS CBISLOCA involves interfacing LOCA sequences. Containment bypass is recognized
to have a considerably more severe consequence impact than accident sequences in which
the containment is initially isolated. The ANO-2 CB-ISLOCA PDS involves a break in
interfacing systems, found to be dominated by the RCP seal cooler tube rupture. The event
progmsses to an ISLOCA with the failure of the inboard isolation valve on the downstream
side of the cooler and failure of the piping between the containment building and the
outboard valve. This scenario is considered a small break. LOCA (approximately 1") outside
of containment. The HPSI system is not jeopardized, and the RWT inventory is injected to
the RCS over an extended period of time (greater than 10 hours). Since coolant is discharged
outside of containment, the ECCS cannot proceed to Recirculation, and core damage occurs.
The containment pressure is assumed not to exceed the fan cooling or spray setpoint until the
vessel fails. Since the RWT inventory has been discharged outsie of containment, the
containment sump is essentially empty and containment sprays are assumed unable to
proceed to recirculation.

PDS IVGi is dominated by transient-initiated events, with loss of secondary heat sink, and
failure of once-thru-cooling in Recirculation mode. This PDS is dominated by the Level-1
TBXYiG sequence. In this sequence, v e initiator is the loss of all service water. Other
initiators, if they occur, involve the travelling screen failure and subsequent failure of all
service water. The EFW fails due to depletion or failure of the Condensate Storage Tank and
to the failure of service water. HPSI is assumed to operate in once-through-cooling mode
until Recirculation. Since it is assumed that HPSI requires service water cooling during
Recirculation, it is assumed to fail at that time. Core damage and vessel failure occur at high
RCS pressure. Due to failure of service water, neither containment sprqs nor containment
cooling systems operate successfully. Containment isolation is assumed successful.

PDS IIIGi represents a group of core damage sequences similar to PDS IllAi above. This
PDS differs from IIIAi in that independent failures of the green fan cooling and the green
containment spray systems occur. Note that the red train is unavailable due to the initiator,
the loss of red DC initiator (which causes the loss of red AC) or the loss of AC power
initiator. The level-1 core damage scenario that predominantly contributes to this PDS is
TBFYrG. Neither train of fan cooling or containment spray are available; thus, the pressure
in containment is expected to be relatively high, when core damage and vessel failure occur.
The containment is successfully isolated in this PDS.

43-10
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PDS CBSGTR are steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) initiated accidents. This PDS is a
q containment bypass scenario dominated by the RBF and RX sequences. The SGTR is the

initiating event. This scenario is considered a small break LOCA which bypastes the
containment, if available, the HPSI system will inject the RWT inventory for an extended
period of time (greater than 10 hours). Since coolant is discharged outside of containment,
ECCS cannot proceed to Recirculation, and core damage occurs. The containment pressure
is assumed not to exceed the fan cooling or spray setpoint until the vessel fails and since the
RWT inventory has been discharged outside of containment prior to vessel failun , the
containment sprays are not assumed to operate at any time during the accident. Prior to
vessel failure, the SGTR PDS fission product transport path is from the RN to the ruptured
SG and then to the atmosphere. After vessel failure, the fission product t * se path includes
both the SG and the containment atmosphere.

PDS SBOu are station blackout sequences with unsuccessful containment isolation. The
RCS accident characteristics are similar to those of PDS SBOi: high RCS pressure com
damage and vessel failure scenarios with no containment safeguards. The Level 1 core
damage scenarios that predominantly contribute to this PDS are the blackout portions of
TBFYiGJ and TQUYiGJ. In the TBFYiG scenario, which is much more likely than
TQUYiGJ, the dominant initiator is the loss of offsite power. This event is immediately
followed by the loss of both station batteries to operate, on the loss of one with the loss of the
other color of diesel generator. In some scenarios, the TDEFW train operates until battery
discharge occurs. These events result in the loss of EFW and in the once-through-cooling
capabihty. As expected for a SBC, neither containment fan cooling nor spray is available.
Containment isolation failure is assumed to be the failure of CAMS isolation valves 2CV-
8231-2 and 2SV-8233-1 during containment building depressurization during power
operation; 2CV-8233 ~2 fails to close and 2SV-8233-1 either fails to close or re-opens after
the loss of DC.

4.3.6 Plant Damage State Collansing Process

As stated above,56 nonzero PDSs were generated via quantification of the Bridge Tree. In
order to expedite the CET quantification process, this set of dominant PDSs was reduced to a
more manageable number. To accomplish this, PDSs above a specified frequency were
selected as " dominant" PDSs. The characteristics of the group were assumed to be those of
the dominant PDS in the group. PDSs whose frequency fell below the selection criterion
were collapsed into the dominant PDS group whose characteristics were most closely
matched to it. The collapsing process was performed in a conservative manner. Only the
dominant PDS contributors were be explicitly assessed in the CET.

In this study, a " dominant PDS" was defined as one with a frequency of 210 8/yr. This
criterion is consistent with IPE Generic Letter 88-20, Appendix 2 screening guidelines
(i.e., any functional sequence or bypass sequence exceeding lE-6 or IE-7 - per year, .

respectively) and allog/yr. were conservatively collapsed into a more severe and, if possible,
s for uncertainties in the Level-1 results. - For completeness, a PDS

whose fmquency <10'
a similar dominant PDS. This process ensures that all the core damage sequence cutsets are
considered.

The basis for t is collapsing include (1) status of the containment (i.e., intact,- bypass orS

unisolated), (2) containment safeguards states, and (3) RCS conditions. The first basis is
straight forward. PDSs with containment isolatior, failures or bypass states, wem combined
with representative isolation failure PDS, regardless of safeguards states. The latter two used
judgement relative to the severity of the mpresentative accident. Low frequency PDSs were1

combined with higher frequency PDSs of similar containment safeguards states, using the
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severity of the potential containme loads among the core damage conditions. The major
assumptions and basis for collapsing .ae core damage sequences include:

High RCS pressure has a mom severe pressure chilenge to the containment at-

vessel failure; thus, moderate RCS pressure (medium LOCA) cases ~ were
binned with high RCS pressure dominant PDS groups.

Bypass sequences with large releases are more severe than small releases;-

thus, small break interfacing systems LOCA sequences were combined with
the large ISLOCA 1-DS groups. Similarly, SGTR cases with stuck open
secondary relief valves are combined with those that cycle. (The difference in
the source terms magnitude is accounted for in the CETs.)

Early core damage accidents (relative to accident initiation) and attendant+

fission product releases are more severe than delayed accidents; thus, a PDS
with a delayed CD was collapsed with an early CD dominant PDS.

In the collapsing process, for example, moderate RCS pressure PDSs such as IBi
(i.e., initiated by a small LOCA) were collapsed with high pressure PDS such as IIIBi
(i.e., transient-initiated events).

The result of collapsing the PDSs was a set of 32 collapsed PDSs. The collapsed PDS
groups, their frequency, and the PDSs which were collapsed into them are shown in Table-
4.3-5. The percent increase of each of the original PDS frequencies due to the collapsing
process is listed in the table. These percentages range from 0% to 25% The overall percent
contribution of the non-dominant PDS, however, is only 0.1% of the total PDS frequency.
And, the total PDS frequency is unchanged.

4.3.7 Summary of Plant Damage State Results

i The highest frequency Plant Damage States (PDSs) and their collapsed frequencies were
identified to be:l

IIIAi (2.33E-5/yr), .
.

IVKi (1.89E-6/>T),-

SBOi (l.21E-6/yr),+

IIKi (1.21E-6/yr),.
,_

1
IIIFi (1.20E-6/yr), and-

VAi (1.05E-6/>T).-

As the names indicate, both high (~2500 psia) and medium (between ~200 to ~2500 psia)
RCS pressure conditions were predicted es the most likely for ANO-2 severe accidents.

As determined in the CET quantification (Section 4.6), most of these PDSs were not
expected to lead to a large release of fission products to the environment. The PDSs
determined most likely to result in a large release from the containment included the
following (with their collapsed frequencies):
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i. IVKi (1.89E-6/yr),.

; IIKi (1.21E-6/yr),.

S BOi (l.21E-6/>T),.

IIICu (7.89ED/yr),.

| CBISLOCA (3.27E-7/yr),*

IIIKi(3.68E 7/yr),.

i

CBSGTR (9.54E-8/yT), and..

SBOu (7.54E-8/yT).j .

| As their names indicate these PDSs involve the loss of all containment spray and
containment cooling (K) or containment isolation failure (u); or, the PDSs are containment
bypass accidents (CBISLOCA and CBSGTR). Thus, the plant features most important to
preventing and mitigating large releases are those involved in containment heat removal4

(containment coolers and containment spray), fission product removal (containment spray),
'

and containment integrity (isolation system).

For the most likely of these PDSs, core damage occurs during the Recirculation mode (PDSs,

with even Roman numerals). These failures involve the loss of service water, either as an
initiator or as a failure event. Its loss causes the loss of safety injection during the

O Recirculation mode. The ISLOCA event was modeled primarily due to an RCP seal failure
leading to an unisolatable LOCA outside of the containment. The isolation failure associated
with HICu is failure to close containment vent header isolation valves 2CV-2400-2 and 2CV-

'

2401-1 to the waste gas surge tank (2717). The isolation failure in PDS SBOi is the failure
of CAMS isolation valves 2CV-8231-2 and 2SV-8233-1; the model assumes that

i containment building depressurization occurs continuously during power operation.
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Table 4.3-1

OCORE DAMAGE BINS

.. - -_ . - - . __
_ . - . - - . . -

Com
Damage FRONT LINE SEOUENG CII AB ACTERISTICS
Bint

i Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure and leakage rates associated with
small or medium break LOCA's, with early core damage (e.g. within about
2 hours after the break occurs)

IRI Similar to Bin 1, except release through the steam generator

II RCS Pressure and leakage rates associated with small-break LOCAs, with
late core damage (e.g., during recirculation)

IIRI Similar to Bin II, except release path through the steam generator

III High RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boil-off of the reactor
coolant through cycling pressurizer relief valves, with early core damage
(within about 2 hour:;)

IV High RCS pressure and leakage rates associated with boiloff of the reactor
through cycling relief valves with late core damage.

V Large rates of leakage from the RCS and low pressures associated with large
break LOCAs and failure of coolant injection, resulting in early core
damage.

VI Large-break LOCA conditions with failure of coolant recirculation and late
core damage

SBO Station Blackout (SBO) accidents

CB Accidents which involve containment bypass events
_

i
l

| 1 Based upon Oconee PRA: A Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Oconee Unit 3,
| NSAC-60, June 1984. For the ANO-2 damage states, IR and IIR bins are
| conservatively combined with I and II respectively.

!
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Table 4.3-2
I

,

CONTAINMENT SAFEGUARDS BINS
:
,

CONTAINNIENT SYSTENIS STATUS<

; Cntmnt Likely
Safegds Fan Cavity

Bin Coolers Containment Sprays Condition

5 A On Available in Injection and Recirculation modes; Wet
xtuated prior to vessel failure

; B On Available in injection mode only; Wet
'

actuated prior to vessel failure

C On Available in Injection and Recirculation modes; Dry
not actuated prior to vessel failure

| D On Available in Injection mode only; Dry
not actuated prior to vessel failure-

i E On Not available Dry

j F Failed Available in Injection and Recirculation modes; Wet
,

actuated prior to vessel failure
1

) G Failed Available in injection mode only; Wet
4 actuated prior to vessel failure

r.,

H Failed Available m Injection and Recirculation modes; Dry.*

not actuated prior to vessel failure;

J

; J Failed Available in Injection mode only; Dry

) not actuated prior to vessel failure

:
K Failed Not available Dry,

i

i

4

9

?

.
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Table 4.3 3

DOMINANT PLANT DAMAGE STATE CONTRIBUTORS

Frequency % of Total Level 1 I
PDS Narne (per year) PDS Frequency 2 Core Damage Sequences

IIIAi 2.33E 5 62.8 % TBFI,TKBFI
l

IVKi 1.89E 6 5.1 TBXYiG, TKBXYiG
SBOi 1.21 E-6 3.3 TBFYiG(SBO)
IIKi 1.21E-6 3.3 TQXYiG, MXYiG
llIFi 1.20E-6 3.2 TBFG
VAi 1.05E-6 2.8 AUI
IAi 9.88E-7 2.7 SUI, MUI, S BFI-

IIEi 9.69E-7 2.6 MXYi, SXYi
IllCu 7.83E-7 2.1 TBFJ, TK BFJ
IIBi 7.66E-7 2.1 SXYr, MXYr
IIIEi 7.14E-7 1.9 7BFYi
IIAi 6.17 E-7 1.7 SXI, MX1
IIIKi 3.68E-7 1.0 TKBFYiG. TBFYiG
CBISLOCA 3.27E-7 0.9 ISLOCA
IIIBi 2.99E-7 0.8 TBFYr
IVEi 2.34E-7 0.6 TBXYi, TKBXYi
IVGi 2.24E-7 0.6 TBXYrG,7 KBXYrG
IIIGi 1.94E-7 0.5 TBFYiG
VIEi 1.94E-7 0.5 AXYi
ICi 1.57E-7 0.4 TQUI
CBSGTR 9.54E 8 0.3 RBF, RX
VIBi 7.36E-8 0.2 AXYr
SBOu 7.27E-8 0.2 TBFYiGJ,TQUYiGJ
IEi 4.61 E-8 0.1 SUYi, SBFYi, MUYi
IIGi 3.65E-8 0.1 MXYrG, SXYrG
VIAi 2.84E 8 <0.1 AXYi
IFi 2.04E-8 <0.1 SBFG, SUG, MUG
VKi 1.79E-8 <0.1 AUYiG
IVAi 1.54E-8 <0.1 TBXI
IICI 1.26E-8 <0.1 TQXI
IKi 1.07E-8 <0.1 MUYiG, TQUYiG

(non-SBO), SBFYiG
IIFi 1.05E-8 <0.1 SXG,MXG

All Others <l.00E-8 <0.1

Total CDF 3.71 E-5 100.0
_

_

2 PDS frequencies are not collapsed.
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Table 4.3-4
.!

PLANT DAMAGE STATES MATRIX

1

I

PDS Frequency Dominant Scournee Contributors
(per yr) Ter Tax Tenno tsun ux Tux AU Sx TKBF SU

i Ill-A-i 233E-05 2.29E-05 3.82E-07
2 IV-K-i 1.89E-06 1.62E-06
3 SBO-i 1.21 E-06 1.19E-06
4 Il-K-i 1.21E-06 8.63E-08 1.09E-06 1.79E-08

'5 III-F-i 1.20E-06 1.19E-06 1.10E-08,

6 V-A-i 1.05E-06 1.05E-06
7 I-A-i 9.88E-07 5.77E-07
8 11-E-i 9.69E-07 8.95E-O'J 1.19E-08 6.17E-08

I 9 III-C-u 7.83E-07 7.12E-07 7.10E-08 7.00E-10
10 II-B-i 7.66E-07 3.63E-07 5.28E-09 4.03E-07',

f- 11 1Il-E-i 7.14E-07 7.08E417 6.00E-09
Y 12 II-A-i 5.17E-07 1.69E-07 4.48E-07

>

i 13 III.K-i 3.68E-07 1.78E-07 1.92E-07
-
"

14 CB-ISLOCA 3.27E-07 3.27E-07
15 III-B-i 2.S9E-07 2.97E4)7 2.00E-09 1.GIE-09
16 IV-E-i 234E-07 1.93E-07
17 IV-G-i 2.24E-07 1.99E-07
18 III-G-i 1.94E-07 1.88E-07 6.00E-09 8.21E-I l

i 19 VI-E-i 1.94 E-07
= 1 I-C i 1.57E-07
I 'l CB-5GTR 9.54E-08 !

22 VI-B-i 736E-08'

} 23 SBO-u 7.27E4B 136E-09 7.17E-08
1 24 I-E-i '4.61 E-08 3.49E-09 3.15E-08

25 II-G-i 3.65E4B 337E-08 2.45E-09
l 26 VI-A-i 2.84E-08 t
| 27 I-F-i 2 41E-08 5.19E-09 5.26E-09

28 V-K-i 1.i9E-08 1.79E-081

29 IV-A-i 1.54 E-08 1.54E-084

30 II-C-i 1.26E-08 1.26E-08
I 31 1-K-i 1.07E-08 2.25E-10
| 32 Il-F-i 1.05E-08 2.48E 09 8.00E-09,

3.71E-05 2.62E-05 2.03E-06 1.27E44 3.27E-06 1.55E-06 1.12E-06 1.08E-06 9.41E-07 6.84E-07 ' 6.16E-7

:

.
_
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Table 4.3-4 (Continued)

PLANT DAMAGE STATES M ATRIX

PDS l'requency Dominant Seouence Contributors
(peryr) TKRK AX SCTR MU SRF TQU TKBt3BO $8% SRU

.

1 Ill-A-i 233E-05
2 IV-K-i 1.89E-06 2.67E-07
3 SHO-i 1.21EE 130E-08
4 II-K-i 1.21E-06 1.28E-09 1.14E-08
5 Ill-F-i 1.20E-06
6 V-A-i 1.05E-06

'7 I-A-i 9.88E-07 2.17E-07 1.92E-07 2.06E-09
8 II-E-i 9.69E-07
9 III-C-u 7.83E-07 2.02E-10 3.84E-09 2.69E-Il
10 Il-B-i 7.66E-07

' as !I III-E-i 7.14E-07
9 12 Il- A-i 6.17E-07

13 III-K-i 3.68E-07-

14 CB-ISLOCA 3.27E-07
15 Ill-B-i 2.99E-07 2.59E-10 2.'K)E-09 2.00E-11
16 IV-E-i 234E-07 4.10E-08
17 IV-G-i 2.24 E-07 2.50E-08
It III-G-i 1.94E-07 1.69E-11 2.73E-10 2.24E-12
19 VI-E-i 1.94E-07 1.94 E-07,'

20 1-C-i 1.57E-07 1.57E-07
21 CB-SG7R 9.54 E-08 9.54E-08s

22 VI-B-i 736E-08 736E-08
23 SHO-u 7.27E-08 1.00E-09 s

2 , 24 1 E-i 4.61 E-08 6.44 E-09 8.15E-09 5.14E-Il
'

: 25 Il-G-i 3.65E-08 638E-09 3.46E-10' 26 VI-A i 2.84E-08 2.84E-08
27 I-F-i 2.04E-08 1.27E-09 138E-08 6.79E-1 I
28 V-K-i 1.79E-08a

29 IV-A-i 1.54E-08
i 30 Il-C-i 1.26E-08
i 31 1-K-i 1.07E-08 734E-09 636E-10 2.40E-09 534E-Il

32 II F-i 1.05E-08 2.48E-10

i 3.71E-05 333E-07 3.04E-07 9.54E-08 233E-07 2.22E-07 1.59E-07 1.40E-08 1.17E-08 2.28E-09

O 9 9'

_ -
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1

!
:

I
.

Tiole 4.3 5

SUMMARY OF COLLAPSED PLANT DAMAGE STATES !

*
__ _ . - . - - . - . - -

! Collapsed Constituents / Collapsed % incr in Freq
| PDS PDS Frequencies PDS Freq Due to Collapse

j III A-i I!! A-i 2.33E 05 2.33E-05 0.0%

IV-Ki IV Ki 1.89E.06 1.89E-06 0.0%;

SBO-i SBO-i 1.21E46 1.21E46 0.0%

!!-K-i Il K.1 1.2 t E-06 1.21E-06 0.11%
VIKi 1.28E-09;

IllFi III-F-i 1.20E-06 1.20E M 0.0%
i

VAi V A-i 1.0$E-06 1.05E46 0.0%i

!

lAi l-A i 9.88E-07 9.88E-07 0.0%
:
: Il-E-i Il E-i 9.69E-07 9.69E 07 0.0%
.I

! III C-u ill C-u 7.83E-07 7.89E-07 0.76 %
! 111 D u 1.75E-Il
4 VI-A-u 6.43E 12
| III.H u 1.21E 10

II-C u 2.75E 10
i V.A-u 3.12E 10

IV C-u 4.37E-10.

I-C-u 4.77E 09
:

:.
CB-ISLOCA CBISLOCA 3.27E-07 3.27E-07 0.0%

,

I (I B-i II B i 7.66E-07 7.71E-07 0.98 %
'

; IV-B-i 2.23E-09'

II D-i 5.28E49
'

III E i III E-i 7.14E 07 7.14E47 .0%

Il A-i . II A-i 6.17E-07 6.17E-07 .0%

III K i III-K-i 3.68E-07 3.68E-07 0.0%
i

III B 1 Ill B 1 2.99E-07 3.03E-07 1.58 %
*

'

V-B-i 4.95E 10
1-B i 4.22E-09

IV-Ei IV-E-i 2.34E 07 2.34E47 0.0%
1

~

IV-G i IV-G 1 2.24E-07 2.24E-07 0.0%
i

VI E-i VI E-i 1.94E 07 1.94E-07 0.0%
.

:O
.

'
4.3-19
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Table 4.3-5 (Continued)

SUMMARY OF COLLAPSED PLANT DAMAGE STNFES

Collapsed Constituents / Collapsed % Incr in Freq
PDS PDS Frequencies PDS Freq Due to Collapse

'

I C-i I C-i 1.57E 07 1.57E-07 0.0%

111 0 i !!I-O-i IS4E 07 1.94E-07 0.24 %
V-G-i 8.80E Il
I-G i 3.74E 10

CB SOTR CB SGTR 9.54E-08 9.54E 08 0.0%

SBO-u SBO-u 7.27E-08 7.54 E-08 3.75 %
l K-u 7.56E 11
til E u 3.73E 11
VKu 1.26E 12
IV.K u 2 65E-10
III K-u 9.86E-10
IV E-u 1.36E-09

VI B i VI-B i 7.36E-08 7.36E 08 0.0%

'lEl I E-i 4.61E 08 4.96E-08 7.56 %
V E-i 3.49E 09

!! G i ll G i 3.65E-08 4.29E-08 17.48 %
VI.01 6.38E-09

VI-A-i V! A i 2.84E 08 2.84E-08 0.0%

l-F i IF-i 2.(ME-08 2.56E-08 25.44 7
V F-1 5.19E-09

V-Ki V K-i 1.79E-08 1.79E-08 0.0%
__

IV A t IV A-i 1.54EF 1.54E-08 0.0%

ll-C-1 II C-i 1.26E-08 1.26E-08 0.0%

l K-l I K-i 1.07E-08 1.07E-08 0.0%

II-F i II-F i 1.052-08 1.07E-08 2.37 %
VI-Fi 2 48E-10

TOTAL 3.71E-05 3.79E-08 0.10 %
_

9_
:
I

4.3-20
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4.4 CONTAINMENT F/.lLURE Cil AR ACTERIZATION

The ANO 2 containment was evaluated to determine its ability to maintain an essentially
leak-tight barrier against fission product release to the environment during a severe accident.
S pecifically, the results of the ANO 2 containment failure pressure characterization is th:
identincation of the most likely containment failure pressure and an assessment of its
vulnerabilit
conditions.y to high temperature conditions which may be present during severe accidentThe point estimate containment failure pressure genemted by the analysis will be
used in the Containment Event Tree (CET)quantification process. This section of the report
documents the approach and results of this evaluation.

The following failure modes were considered for the ANO-2 containment building:

1. Containment structural failure due to pressure induced yielding of the
building tendons;

2. Pressure induced liner tearing near penetrations or major discontinuities;

3. Other local failure modes, in particular integrity failure at mechanical or
electrical penetrations due to high pressure / temperature conditions;

4. The failure of containment isolation system to close normally-open
containment penetrations; and

5. Containment 1 vpass events.

The mode detennined to produce the lowest containment failure pressure was assumed to beO the dominant failure mechanism. The structural failure assessment, Jtem 1, assessed the
ultimate strength of the containment building; it was performed via application of a simple
equation of membrane theory that considers the containment as a thin shell. This analysis is
described in Section 4.4.1.

The containment liner tearing failure mode, item 2, was assessed by implementing an EPRI
procedure. This analysis is described in Section 4.4.2. The local failure mode assessment,
item 3, was performed in a qualitative manner; it involved an engineering review of local
structural failure and comparison of the ANO-2 containment penetration seal material with
experimental data and tests found in literature for the thermal d gradation of seals. This
comparison is provided in Section 4.4.3. Containment isolation failure, item 4, was
evaluated via a plant specific containment isolation system fault tree model. This model is
summarized in Appendix A of this report. The major results of the containment isolation
systems analysis ve presented in Section 4.4.4. Containment bypass events are discussed in
Section 4.4.5. The overall results of the containment failure characterization analysis is
presented in Section 4.4.6. References are listed at the end of the section.

4.4.1 ContainrnsnLSiruflumi Failure

The ANO 2 containn.ent internal pressure capability has been evaluated using recent
procedures, tests and structural member strength values from similar, typical reference i

containments. The containment failure pressure was detennined for structural failure of the
containment walls / dome and containment liner tearing. The ultimate strength critcrion was
used for this assessment. It identifies failure as occurring at the pressure when the various

O structural elements in the composite structure of the walls / dome have yielded with 1% strain
in its strongest element.

5
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Containment intemal pressure w as assumed to be the driving force for this failure male. The hcontainment pressure corresponding to the ultimate strength criterion was assessed.

The ultimate strength of the containment structure is calculated to determine the maximum
pressure at which gross failure could be expected, n51umiD1Jn3 gnificandcakage. Thei

definition of the ultimate failure limit is consistent with rupture or catastrophic failure of the
containment, although it is recognized that leakage might occur at a lower pressure.
Calculations of the containment global stress state at the 19c strain levelin the post tens;oned
hoop reinforcing tendons 1 were conducted according to methods contained the Reference 1
paper. Analysis methods relating to global stress and strain conditions in the containment
structural elements are contained in Reference 2. Appendix Vill E-Part 11 of WASil 1400,
Reference 3, used the global stress failure criterion for reactor containments; this criterion
remains an important measure of containment strength that can be related to its design
3ressure. Ilowever, recent empirical data indicate that steel liner tearing and subsequent
eakage is the dominant mode or f ailure for steel lined, pre stressed concrete structures, such

as the ANO-2 containment. ;
i

'The ANO-2 containment has a design pressure of 54 psig per Reference 4 Sirnilar
prestressed containments have been assessed to have ultimate structural failure limits in the
range of 2.5 to 3 times their design pressure (see Reference 5). This corresponds to 135 to
162 psig for the ANO 2 containment. Primary internal forces due to ?ressure are comprised
of membrane meridional and hoop forces. Meridional and hoop sending moments and
shears are self limiting secondary effects relieved by local concrete cracking and yielding of .

the reinforcement. The meridional hoop force generated by the intemal pressure load may be
calculated as a statically determinate problem with simple hard calculations. The results of
these calculations have been compared with refined finite element analyses of the g
containment structure and found to be in go(xl agreement, per References 2 and 5. w
Figure 4.41 shows the typical behavior of containment structural materials during internal
pressure loading. Since the tendons are the strongest element of the containment wall,large
wall displacements and structural failure is predicted after about 17c yielding in the hoop
tendons.

Per the Reference 1 paper, a prestressed concrete containment is structurally weakest under
internal pressure loadmg in hoop direction far from penetrations. This paper presented a
force equilibrium equation in the containment shell which is based on the conservative
assumption that the containment ultimate pressure capacity (pa) occurs when the strongest
element of a shell hoop (the hoop tendons) yields by 17c. This equation is as follows:

Pe/Pa = (1/R Pa) ( fsy Aa + fry A, + f Ai )iy

where.

Pa = Internal pressure at 17c strain in hoop tendon (psig)

P, = ANO-2 design pressure = 54 psig = 7.78 ksf

fs, = Iloop tendon yield strength at 17c strain = 202.7 ksi

f, = Iloop rebar yield strength = 60.0 ksi

fiy = Liner yield strength = 32 ksi

3 The hoop tendons were determined to be the last containment structural element to yield.

4.42
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A = Iloop tendon steel area = 5.37 in2/ft (of cylinderO h

height)

A, = Iloop rebar steel area = 1.27 in:/ft

Ai = Liner steel area = 3.0 in2/ft

R. = Containment inside radius = 57.98 ft

Note that the tensile strength of the concrete is assumed negligible.

The yield strengths of the steel liner and rebar are based on their technical specifications and
ASTM requirements. The ANO 2 hoop tendon yield strength is based on average measured
values from the ANO 1 one year, three year, and Sve year tendon surveillances. The ANO.
I tendon tensile strengths measurements were used, since such measurements are not
typically perfom,ed on the ANO-2 tendons and since the ANO 1 and .2 sham the same
tendon design. The steel cross sectional areas and the containment inside radius ara nominal
plant-specific values obtained from plant drawings and other plant infomiation.

Substituting the above ANO 2 values into the above expression yields, Pa = 151.0 psig and
Poipo = 2.80 for ANO-2. The Poipa ratio calculated for ANO 2 is in reasonable agreement
with those calculated for similar containments; these range from 2.5 to 3. Thus, the
calculated ANO 2 Pa is consistent with those calculated for similar containments.

4.4.2 Containment LintrJihn

The onset of localized liner tearing has been shown to t pically occur at pressure levels
greater than the design pressur; but lower than that neede to reach the ultimate strength of
the containment structure. References 2,6, and 7 outline methods for determining the onset
of liner tearing, and subsequent leakage. The correlation of test data and analysis results
presented in these reference documents are the results of a five year Electric Power Research
institute (EPRI) research program for developing a test validated methodology for predicting
the overpressure behavior of concrete containm~ents.

The EPRI methods provide a means to determine the liner strain state at local discontinuities
from global strain levels obtained from a basic 2D finite element analysis of the containment
cross-section. A number of liner discontinuity classifications were identined. For each
" type" of discontinuity, two factors were determined to represent the empirically-derived
peak strain concentration behavior.2 These factors were combined with the associated global
strains to yield a correlation between uniaxial ductile failure strain and containment pressure
for each type of liner discontinuity. This methodolcgy was used for this study to determine
onset ofleakage for the ANO 2 containment.

The EPRI method for predicting prestressed concrete containment liner failure was used
estimate the pressure at which liner tearing was expected for an example prestressed concrete
containment. This tearing is assumed to provide a flow path to the environment.

The ANO 2 containment geometry and features very closely resemble those of the EPRI
methodology's reference plant shown in Figure 4.4 2. The methodology requires that the
ANO-2 containment parameters coafomi with the Table 4.41 reference plant parameters.

2
Originally, three factors were used. Later the methodology was revised to use only two
factors.

4.4 3 j
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The ANO-2 containment is within the range of applicability with the exception of the a
containment diameter. Although the ANO 2 containment diameter (116 feet)is slightly low,
it is assumed that this variation was insigni0 cant and that the methodology in the reference
document was suitable for the ANO 2 containment. Thus,it is assumed that the method and
prestressed cucrete containment strain correlation data are directly applicable to ANO 2. I

The EPRI methodology provides a means to apply reference plant liner strain vs. pressure 3correlations to predict plant specific liner stain vs. pressure results. He method assumes that fthe containment liner will tear and thus leak when the containment pressure produces a peak
strain in the liner which is equal to the liner non-ductility limit. The method provides a9
experimentally verified simphfied methodology for approximating the peak strains at typical

. ,

steel containment liner stiffness discontinuities. The typical prestressed containtnent liner
stiffness discontinuities identified by methodology for the trference were as follows:

Cylinder wall skin juncture;*

Springline (dome-cylinder juncture);.

Main steam / medium sized penetration (24 to 60 in. diameter);.

,

Equipment and personnel hatches (> 60 in. diameter); and.

General liner embedments (@ cylinder base, midheight and springline.

regions);

The latter three occur at the outer edge of a thickened ponion of the liner. Liner stress as a
function of containment pressure are plotted for the first four discontinuity types. The last
discontinuity type was not evaluated, since it could not be identified with a specific ANO 2
containment feature.3

Per the reference methodologies, the peak liner strain (c ) at each of these discontinuities is
p

the produc. of three tema applicable to the specific discontinuity: a calculated global strain
value (c,), a strain concentration actor (K), and a biaxiality factor ( ). That is,r

c=K c,p

These factors are described below:

c, The global strain is the " free field" liner strain applicable to a specific
discontinuity, but far enough from any liner discontinuity to be unaffected by
stress concentration effects.

K The strain concentration factor (K) is the ratio of the peak effective plastic

strain (c[) at a specific liner location to the global liner strain (c,) associatedwith tha kration; that is,

K = c /c,.p

The biaxiality factor ( ) represents the effect on ductility of the liner stress
state. Over most of the cylinder wall, the hoop stress to meridional stress ratio
is approximately 2 to 1 in the clastic stress range. The ratio decreases after
the onset of plasticity and the biaxiality effect becomes stronger and more
variable. Although biaxiality effects are typically characterized as a reduction
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i
<

reciprocal of the ductility ratio be use[.proach in the criteria requires that the
in ductility, the strain concentration a

i to represent beta:

i = 1/ ductility ratio (1.0 s p s 2.0)
i

I 1.iner tearing and the initiation of leakage is predicted to occur at the pressure and location
i where the peak strain in the linec equals or exceeds the liner's uniaxial failure strain level.
; The criteria assumes that liner tear, ent.e initiated, will progress in a stable, incremental

manner until an equilibrium leakage rate is reached. While it is recognized that additional
pressure is required to propagate the initial tearing, leakage failure pressure is defined in this

: analysis to be the pressure at which onset of tearing is predicted. Therefore, it is
conservative to assume that once tearing is initiated, failure of the containment occurs.

.1

Values for the e K,and 3 factors have been determined from test and analytical data for4

each of the abov,,e discont nuity types for a prestressed concrete containment example in
'

Reference 6. This plant is henceforth called the reference plant. As mentioned above,it was
assumed that this data is directly applicable to ANO-2. The data used are provided in

- Reference 7. Note that the e, curves are plotted vs. normalized containment pressure (P/Pak
J and,the K and curves are plotted vs. normalized global strain (c,). Per Reference 7, the

normalized global strain is related to the global strain as follows:;

c,=c,/cdg
..

,

where,
4

i c,a = Per Reference 8, the design global strair i equals the ratio of the design
stress (o,) to the clastic modulus of the 1.... ...aterial (E). That is,

s "YE a

! o, = The design stress (o,) of reference plant liner is 40 ksi (Reference 9) and

E= The elastic modulus (E) of the reference plant liner is 30x103 ksi (Reference
9).

.

Since the ANO-2 analysis is a scoping study, it was assmned that the ANO-2 design global
strain is equal to that of the reference plant. This assumption is based on the strong

'
similarity between the reference plant and ANO-2 containment designs. To account for the
slight (1 psig) difference in desi n
containment liner globalstress (c ^g0-2) pressure, it was further asswned that the ANO-2varies with (Prvo 2/PPo 2) in the same manner that

; c ,R U varies with (PRUIPJRU). That is,

e,ANo2 ( PANO2/PaANo2 ) = c,REF ( PREF /P REF ),i
4

where,

ANO 2 containment pressure;PANo2 =

PaANo2 = ANO-2 containment design pressure (54 psig);
;

PREF Reference plant containment pressure; and,=

Reference plant containment design pressure (55 psig (Reference 8)).PgREF =

4.4-5
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To account for uncertainty in the containment liner failure strain, two failure strains were
defined: c d, the failure strain of the lowest credible ductility and ched or the failure strain gfe
ef the hig iest credible ductility. 'Ihe upper and lower values of umaual failure strain were
assumed to be the tensile strain requirements for liner plate as spec - for A516 74 Grade
60 steel:

cu = 21% (8 inch coupon)

cu = 25% (2 inch coupon).

These are slightly higher than the 19% and 22% values used in the reference methodology.
Ilowever, as will be shown, the predicted ANO 2 containment leakage failure pressure is
relatively insensitive to these values.

The containment liner leakage evaluation predicts that liner tearing will occur at the
xtsonnel hatch penetration at a pressure of approximately 141.3 psig. Significant leakage
>eyond design is expected to follow. Liner teanng is successively predicted at the steamline,
equipment hatch, the wall skirt juncture, and the springline. A pressure strain history curve
for each of these ANO 2 discontinuity types is plotted on Figure 4.4 3. The ductility failure
confidence band is shown on the figure. Th5 band is used to estimate the high and low
confidence limits for ANO 2 containment liner failure pressure. For conservative reasons,
the lower limit is taken as the ductile failure limit. Table 4.4 2 summarires the containment
failure pressures associated with 4he low and high liner ductile failure criteria for each of the
linct discontinuities. Dgure 4.4-3 and Table 4.4-2 both reveal that liner tearing near the
various discontinuity types occur within a relatively narrow pressure range (141.3 to 149.7
psig) and that all occur at pressures lower than Pa (151.0 psig). The first observation
suggests th.it it will be difficult to detemiine the exact location of the most likely liner failure
point. The second observation is that liner tearing and containment leakage are expected to
occur prior to structural containment failure.

A limited parametric analysis was conducted to determine the sensitivity of the resuhs (1) to
the global liner strain values used in the analysis and (2) to the liner strain failure criterion
(c ).u

The global strain values given in P.eference 7 were assumed to be applicable for ANO-2 in
predicting onset ofliner tearing and incipient loss of leak tightness of the containment. It is
assumed that the referene plant provides an adec uate representation of the ANO-2
containment liner performance. An increase in the glo sal strains by a factor of 2 was found
to decmase the expected containment leakage pressure from the nominal value of 141.3 to
138.6 psig. . Conversely, when the global strain was reduced to 50% of its reference value,
the leakage pressure increased to 142.4.

Furthem1 ore, use of a more restrictive c value of 17%, as specified by the ASME Boilera
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 11, decreased Pu from its nominal value of 141.3 toi

140.9 psig.

These results indicate that the leakage failure pressure predictions ne nearly insensitive tot

the reference data used in extrapolating the plant global stress vs. containment pressure
curves for ANO-2, or a lower . Smce all calculated leakage failure pressures were below the
estimated containment ultimate structural failure pressure, these results also indicate that the
mode of containment failure and the containment leakage failure pressure are not sensitive to
the assumed global strains.

Y,

'

)
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4.4.3 01hetlE;tLEailmdiedts

Past severe accident analyses have ider, tined containment failure modes other than structural
failurr. Since local failure modes could occur at a number of locations, a serrening process
was conducted to detenrane the more likely locations. His was perfonned via a review of
the penetration types, coupled with a comparison of similar penetration and arnlyses from
available reports and PRAs. These likely failure locations include:

clectrical penetration assemblies;+

mechanical penetrations, such as the purge valves, fuel transfer tube, and Guid.

lines; and,

large penetrations, such as the equipment hatch, airlocks.+

Qualitative and scoping rather than quantitative and detailed analyses were performed for
these penetrations. Conclusions were drawn via engincenng judgement and on insights
drawn from the Containment Perfonnance Working Group Report, Reference 10.

4.4.3.1 Electrical Penetrations

The Electrical Penetration Assemblies (EPAs) provide a mechanism for passing circuit
conductors through the containment wall while providing containment integrity. All 38
ANO-2 EPAs are composed of three basic components: (1) a welded Dange, (2) a header
plate, and (3) eleCJical feedthrough modules. Figure 4.4-4 shows the general arrangement
for these EPAs.

The welded Gange is physically part of the containment .vall because it is welded to the
nozzle pipe embedded in the containment concrete. The dange protrudes beyond the outer
containment wall. The 2.9" thick steel header plate is bolted to the flange. Besides the bolt
holes, the face of the plate also contains from three to seven bores to accommodate the
feedthrough modules. The header plate has tv>o concentric circumferential machined
grooves. O-rings are placed into these grooves, ne header plate also contains machined
pons which link the modules and the gap between the grooves to a nitrogen supply line. One
of several types of electrical feedthrough modules may be inserted into these module bores: a
a medium voltage power module, low voltage power module, low voltage control module, or
a low voltage instrumentation module. Each module type has a characteristic number of
cables passing through it. The header plate, its concentne o-rings, the feedthrough modules,
and the nitrogen supply line fonn the EPA containment integrity boundary,

ANO 2's EPAs were supplied by Amphenol and were installed during the plant constmetion.
The original Amphenol equipment remains in use. Eight additional feedthrough modules
were added after plant construction to support additional equipment in the containment.

! Since Amphenol had stopped supplying EPAs, Conax feedthroughs were installed. These
Conax feedthroughs have adaptors which allow them to use the existing Amphenol header
plate and cable supports.

Figure 4.4-5 and 6 show details of the Amphenol and Conax modules, respectively. The
containment boundary of the Amphenol module is maintained by the Bisphenol-A epoxy
filling and the outer polyurethane u-cup seal, as shown in the figure. An inner u cup seal is
also present, but is not cor.sidered a containrunt boundary. RTV-560 potting, applied to the |O intenor faces of the module, serves as a means of ho' ding the electrical connectors in place. '

It too is not intended to serve as a containment integrity boundary. The Conax feedthrough

,
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module varies significantly from the Amphenol design. The containment boundary of the
Conax module is maintained by four viton o-rings, dual stainless steel comptrssion 6ttings, a
stainless steel tube, and two polysulfone thennoplastic sealant plugs swagged at each end of
this tube. De tube is secured to the header plate via an adaptor module. This adaptor is
secured to the tube via the dual stainless steel compression fittings and to the header plate via
Amphenol mounting hardware and the viton o-nngs.

The potential for containment integrity failure of the ANO 2 EPAs due to high temperature
and pressure during severe accidents was investigated. Both structural and seal leakage
failure modes was examined. Both the containment air temperature and pressure during a
severe accident are expected to be substantially higher than those of the ANO 2 design basis
accident. The highest containment pressure was assumed to be 141.3 psig, based on Section
4.4.2 results. The highest ANO 2 containment air temperature expected during a severe
accident is about 600 F; this temperature was predicted by a MAAP calculation for a Station
Blackout (SBO) accident after an extended period of Core Concrete Interaction (CCI) in a
dry containment. For most accidents, the containment pressurization is driven by steam and
the containment air temperature is expectea to rise to about 350 F. His temperature is
approximately the saturation temperature associated with assumed maximum containment
pressure of 141.3 psig.

Although the 600 F case may appear more severe, the two were judged to present about the
same temperature challenge to the EPAs. This judgement is based on the relatively dry
conditions associated with the higher temperature case and the relatively isolated locaCon of
the EPA header plate which is on the outside wall of the containment. The high fraction of
steam in the containment atmosphere of the second case was judged to provide a relatively
efficient heat transfer to the EPA header plate via a combined convection and diffusion (or
reflux boiling) process. The upper bound temperature of the EPA header plate and the EPA g
modules is conservatively estimated to be about 225 F: the average of 350 F, a bounding air
temperature on the containment side of the header plate, and 100 F, a conservatively high
ambient outside air temperature. NUREG/CR 3234 (Reference 11) estimates EPA seal
temperatures of ~220 F in about 10 hours for these conditions.

Based on engineering judgement, structural failure of the EPAs was considered very
unlikely, due to the thickness of the steel header plate and the fact that it is welded a steel
nozzle imbedded in the concrete wall. Leakage failure along the header plate / flange surface
was also considered very likely under severe accident conditions at ANO-2. This conclusion
is based on similarity of ANO-2 flange seal material and arrangements with tests on dcable
neoprene o ring seals reported in NUREG/CR-4944 (Reference 12). The
overpressure /overtemperature failure of the 3/8 inch stainless steel nitrogen supply line was
also considered unlikely, since these lines are cutside of containment and judged capable of
holding pressures significantly more than 150 psig.

The potential for integrity failure of the Amphenol and Conax EPA modules was also
investigated. Ahhough successfully rested for LOCA conditions, these modules have not
been tested at severe accident conditions. Based on the results of seal tests reported in
NUREG/CR-5096 (Reference 13), the modules are not expected to fait due to severe
accident pressure at ambient temperatures. The Reference 13 tests were conducted at 143
psig, which bound the assumed ANO 2 containment failure pressure. - Seal failure, if it
occurs, is expected to be due seal material breakdown due to high temperature conditions.

The epoxy filler in the Amphenol module design is not expected to fait during a severe
accident, based on its temperature capability of 400 to 500 F as reported in Reference 11.
Because the Amphenol inboard seal is unseated by high containment pressure and because
the containment failure pressure exceeds the 62.5 psig nitrogen back pressure, this seal is not

|
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expected to intact during a severt accident. The outboani seal in the Amphenol module actsi

as the sole containment integrity boundary when the containment pressure exceeds the 62.5
psig niuogen back pressure. It is questionable whether the polyurethane u cup seals on the
Amphenol EPA modules will remain leaktight during a severe accident involving saturated
temperatures at the predicted ultimate containment pressure of 141 psig. Based on the Parker
O Ring llandbook (Reference 14), polyurethane has a temperature range from -40 F to
180/225 F. Extrapolating Reference 14 information, the seal life above 180 F may be very
short, on the order of tens of hours. Thus, high temperature degradation and failure of the
Amphenol EPA maiule u cup seals cannot be ruled out during extremely severe accidents.
This temperature induced containment integrity failure mode requires additional
investigation.

The Conax . nodules are not expected to fall during a severe acc| dent: the steel tubing, the
viton o-rings, the dual stainless steel compression fittings, and the polysulfone plup are
expected to remain leaktight. The polysulfone plugs were reponed in Reference 11 to have a
long time temperature capability of 340 F. Since the outer plug is cornpletely outside of the
containment, it is not exposed to containment temperatur: conditions and, thus, is not
expected to fail. The steel compression and viton seals are expected to be expomd to the
header plate temperature. Viton, a flourocarbon polymer, has an operating temperature range
from lJ F to 400/500 F, per Reference 14 specifications. Although not specifically known,
the steel compression fittings were also jud ;ed to have a relatively high service temperature.
Both types of seals are redundant. The stee tube is also not expected to fail.

4.4.3.2 Mechanical Penetrations

O A typical mechanical penetration consists of steel sleeve embedded and anchored in the
'

concrete containment wall and welded to the steelliner inside the containment. Fluid pipes
are restrained and supponed inside and outside the containment. Isolation valves are also
located inside and outside the containment. Dese penetrations can fail in either of the
following manner: (1) direct path through the isolation valves, (unseating); (2) failure at the,

endplate weld; or (3) the pipe can fail by tension or buckling. The first and last fcilure
modes require both inside and outside isolation valves or pipes to fail in oider to create a
direct path to the environment. These types of failure are considered very unlikely, and
could be correlated with a similar analysis in Level 1 relative to failure of the interfacing
systems or ISLOCA. Based on that analysis, this failure mode is judged not to cause
containment failure below the ultimate capacity determined above.

The ANO 2 containment purge system consists of a supply line and an exhaust line; both are
52 inch lines. Each line contains three butterfly isolation valves in series; one inside and two
outside. All valves are locked closed during power operation and no procedure calls for
these valves to be opened during a degraded core accident.

The piping and valves are made of carbon steel with ANSI B16.5 pressure ratings of 150
psig. Per this ANSI standard, the piping and valves are designed to withstand 200 psig at
400 F and 140 psig at 600 F. The bounding high ANO 2 containment air temperature
ex pected during a severe accident is about 600 F; this temperature was predicted by a MAAP
ca:culation for a SBO accident after an exterded period of CCI in a cry containment. For
most accidents, the containment temerature is expected to rise to about 350 F, significantly
below 600 F. Even at 600 F, the va' ves and piping are expected to maintain their integrity.
And, if the inboard valve or piping should fail, the next segment of piping and the second
isolation valve are expected to maintain containment integrity, since the temperature in the

O1 second segment will be lower.
.
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The possibility of a purge valve seat failure was also investigated. De ANO 2 purge valve
seats are compowd of Elrr, an ethylene propylene compound. According to NUREG 1037,
ethylene propylene seals are expected to have a Lal life of 24 hr at about 350 F. Thus, for

,

most severe accidents, the inboard purge valve seals will hold. For those accidents with
higher temperatures, the middle and outboard valve seals, which are expected to be much
cooler, are expected to function. Thus, the ANO-2 surge lines, the purge valves, and their
seals are expected to maintain containment integrity c uring all severe accident conditions.

4.4.3.3 Equipment Hatch

The geometry associated with the equipment hatch is shown in Figure 4.4 7. It is a single
closure penetration. De banel inner diameter is 15' 2", and the spherical hatch has a
thickness of 1 1/8 in. and a radius of curvature of 170". De hatch is pressure seated with
two concentric 3/4 in. cross section dianuter 0 rings and is held by 161 in, diameter swing
bolts.

Structurally, the equipment hatch consists of a flanged 1.125" thick steel dished head bolted
to a flanged 1" thick 15'2" 10 steel p'ipe which penetrates the containment wall. The hatch
head is a spherical shell with a 170 radius. The pipe flange has two :oncentric grooves
machined into its face; these grooves contain two concentric O ring seals. These seals are
composed of EPDM, a ethelene propylene compound, which has a service temperature range
of 75 F to 250/400 F and has a 24 hour seal life temperature of about 350 F, per Reference
14. The head is bolted to the inside wall of the containment with its convex face projecting
into the containment. The cover is not expected to structurally fail during a severe accident
condition. As discussed in Section 4.3, for most severe accidents the containment
temperature is expected to be below 350 F. Thus, for these accidents, the seals are expected &
to survive intact for 24 hrs. For the most severe accidents, containment temperaturrs as high W
as 600 F may occur for accidents involving extended CCI in the absence of water in tie
containment. Although some seal degradation may occur during such severe accidents, seal
test results on EP rubber o rings reponed in Reference 13 indicate that significant leakage
will not occur until seal temperatures rise above about 600 F and due to temprature lagging
in the equipment door, this temperature is not likely to be reached prior to ,iner failure. In
addition, since the head is bolted to the inside of the containment, the equipment hatch is
pressure-seated by the high con Snment pressure. Thus, the ANO 2 equipment hatch is not
expected to fait during a seveN accident.

4.4.3.4 Personnel and Emergency Escape Airlocks

The personnel airlock and the emergency escape airlock are similar in design. The geometry
associated with these penetrations is shown in Figures 4.4 8 and 4.4-9, respectively.

The personnel airlock is a double door assembly with a 9' 6" inner diameter. The barrel,
bulkhead, and doors are made of steel. De barrelis 1/2 in, thick; the bulkhead 1-1/8 in.: and
the doors 3/4 in. The bulkheads and doors include stiffeners for added strength. Each
bulkhead has two concentric EPDM compression paskets into which two stainless steel
sealing lips (per door) are forced. Since they open nward. both doors are pressure seated.
The doors are mechanically interlocked such that only one door can be opened at a time.
This provides assurance that the personnel airlock, a potentially large hole, is not left open
under operating conditions.

The emergency airlock is similar to the personnel airlock. It is a 5' 6" diameter double door hassembly with 30" diameter inwardly opening pressure seated doors. The bulkheads and
!

4.4-10
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1

i

doors include stiffeners for added strength. As with the personnel airlNk, an interlocking

O mechanism prevents simultaneous cpening of the doors. The analysis of an emergency
airloek found in NUREG 1037 for Surry, indicate a similar 30" diameter pressure seated'

door.)

The door seals consist of two continuous E"DM compression seals held in grooves facing
the door in the bulkhead. Two concentric stainless steel sealing lips on the door press into
the seals when it is closed. Both doors of both airlocks are closed during power operation.

4

A full size personnel airlock was subjected to simulated accident loads of 300 psig and 800 F
by CBI under coritract to Sandia. In this test, two load cycles were imposed, the first,

j simulated an interior temperature of 400 F, with a stepwise pressurir.ation to 300 psig. The
~

second irivolved a temperature up to 800 F, also followed by a stepwise pressurization to 300
: psig. The test results for the first load cycle did not result in any detectable leakage past the

inner door. For the second load cycle, the temperature was maintained at 800 F for over two
hours. During this cycle, a large ponion of the gasket material was observed to be ejected
from its groove at 150 psigt at which mint, the inner door was effectively bypassed.

i ilowever, the outer door maintained its lea c tightness, as it did not see the same temperature
loading as the inner door. Therefore, the whole airlock, maintained its integrity. For
ANOs,it is judged that the outer door will not be affected by the harsh environment in thea

containment; thus, the airlock will not fail prior to the structural failure of the building.4

i The inner and outer doors of both the Personnel Airlock and the Emergency Escape Airlock
have viewport windows. The failure of these windows was considered as a potential,

containment failure mechanism during a severe accident. The viewport windows are Dat!

circular pieces of pyrex glass,3/4 inch thick. The Escape Airlock window has 6" OD of
. glass exposed to the containment atmosphere; the Personnel Airlock window has only 4" OD'

t exposed. Thus, the Escape Airlock is more likely to fail. The edge of the windows are
i rigidly attached to the containment side of the door. Air-tightness is assured via EPDM

gaskets on both inner and outer faces of the window. A stress analysis of the glass in the
windows and a review of the window gasket miterial(EPDM) indicates that the windows are
not likely to fail below pressures which result in liner tearing (142 psig). Thus, the windows
are not tfic most likely containment failure mechanism.

,

4

,

4.4.3.5 Fuel Transfer Tube Isolation Valve
I

Figure 4.410 shows the general arrangement of the ANO-2 fuel transfer tube (FIT). The
tube consists of a 15'6"long,30" OD steel tube connecting the bottoms of the refueling pool
inside the containment to the spent fuel pool in auxiliary building. The centerline of the tube4

is at 368'6". This tube is sleeved by a 48" OD,1.5" thick SS pipe where it penetrates the4

"

containment wall. The sleeve pipe is embedded into the containment wall and welded to a
thickened 3 art of the containment liner. The sleeve pipe necks down to join the tube just
inside of tie containment. This weld holds the FIT to the containment wall. The tube is
also supponed on both ends by a Oexible water-tight bellows type metal expansion joints.
Other t 1an during refueling mode, a thick steel Gange is bolted to the containment side of the
FIT. Two concentric o-rings, which fit into grooves in the Gange, provide an air-tight seal
between the containment and the tube. The containment boundary is defined as the Gange,
the seals, the tube between the Dange and where it meets its sleeve pipe, and the sleeve pipe

'

inside of the containment. Note that the bello vs is not part of this boundary.

C 3 Whereas Surry's hatch is radially symmetric with the bulkhead, the ANO 2 hatch is off-
\ center relative to the bulkhead.

4.4 11
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llased on the Dexibility of the expansionjoints on both of its ends and based on the relatively &
solid attachment of the auxiliary buildmg to the containment where the fuel tube penetrates y
the containment wall, it was judged that high pressure induced failure of the containment
toundary in the vicinity of the fuel tube are not likely, even at very high containment
pressure conditions.

The most temperature sensitive aspects of the ITT containment boundary are probably the o.
ring seals on its flange inside containment. Based on engineering judgement, for severe
accident scenarios in which vessel failure occurs at a low RCS pressure, even for dry
containment conditions and for prolonged periods, thermal. induced failure is also not
expected for these seals or other pan:, of the FIT containment boundary. De basi, for this
judgement is that for these accidents, the FlT will remain relatively cool, since it is well
separated from the core debris in the cavity and since the cool air space in the tube behind the
Dange will help keep the Gange cool.

For severe accidents involving IIPME, the seals may fail as a result of exposure to hi;h
temperatures. For these accidents, a significant portion of the core debris is expected to se
transported from the vessel to the refueling pool Door. Although most of t1e debris is
expected to remain near the vessel in the refueling pool, some will likely be deposited in the
vicinity of the FIT. The radiant heat Oux, and ambient air temperature, and radiation Dux
near the FIT tube is expected to be large enough to degrade the seal material after the vessel
fails.

Due to the scoping nature of this study, the late point in the analysis that the issue was
identified, and the mitigating factors associated with the issue, this potentiallate containment
failure event was not modeled in the ANO 2 CET, The mitigating factors include the
relatively cool environment behind the FIT Dange, high containment pressure inctrases the g
sealing force, and the fact that a seal failure, not a large hole, may develop in the FIT
containment boundary plate is expected. The integrity of the FIT containment seal plate
during a severe accident involving a liPME should be given further review.

4.4.4 CnntainmentholatinnBiJmn

Containment isolation failure was evaluated via a plant-speutic containment isolation system
fault tree model. This modelis summarized in Appendix A of this report. The major results,

of the containment isolation systems analysis are presented below.

Containment isolation failures, as previously discussed in Section 4.3, were also investigated
for this study as part of the PDS binning criteria. The plant damage states, as defined in
Section 4.3 were assigned suffixes of "i" and "u", which identified the PDS as either
successfully isolated or unisolated, respectively.

The most likely containment isolation failure were assessed to be the containment vent
header isolation valves 2CV 2400-2 and 2CV 2401-1. These valves were assumed to be
normally open during pow er operation.

| Although less likely, double isolation failures during periodic containment building
| depressurization operation were also identined as significant contributors to containment

isolation failure. This isolation failure can occur only if valves 2CV-82331 and 2SV-82312;

. or valves 2SV-8259-1 and 2SV-8261-2 fail to autoclose on a containment isolation signal
I and only during a containment building depressurization operation. The containment

isolation model assumed that this operation was continuous, smce it may occur for a large
fraction of the time the plant is operating.

|
|
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!

!

f 4.4.5 ContainrntrtLpypnifven11
'

; Containment bypass was also evaluated in the Level 1 portion of this study. Two

'.
containment bypass accidents were identined as iniporiant: the Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR) event and the Interfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA). 'Ihe first is described

j in Section 3 of this report; the latter in Appendix C. The most likely of these bypass
accidents was assessed to be the ISLOCA. In the level.2 analysis, these events were treated
as a special cases of containment failure, more severe than other accidents,3

i

in the CET quantification and release characterization, the source term for in vessel releases
is assumed to escape thmugh the break ditectly to the envimnment. For both the ISLOCA
and the SGTR,it was assumed that the bypass release does not pass through a mol of water.,

In the case of the ISLOCA, the break occurs in the Aux Building Penetration loom and the;

! RCS water ejected to this room by the CCW pipe break drains to lower levels of the building
prior to cort damage. For the SGTRs, if he secondary side relief valves are stuck oxn, at
direct escape path for fission products dt. ring core degradation and melting is assumec prior

,

to vessel failure. Ilowever, since the break is not isolable, ex vessel releases during core-
| concrete interaction is considered to be released from the containment thropgh the kCS to

the break outside containment.

:

4.4.6 SumtnaIyaf_CoJ11ainmenLEaihre Cha;r cnj7atipARr19hs

Both global and local containment failure anal
and overtemperature failure modes were cons,yses were performed; and, both overpressur-

,

idered. 'Ite most likely containment failure
Os mode was judged to be containment overpressurization. Liner tearing and subsequent:

leakage due to containment overpressuriration was predicted at the personnel hatch4

penetration. A catastrophic or rupture corm ament failure mode is not likely under severe1

accident conditions. Liner tearing was predic.cJ at a pressure of 141.3 p1g.,

,

Two locations of potential overtemperature failuir were ideutified: (1) ove..emperature-
induced failure of the fuel tube transfer containment integrity boundary following a highi

: pressure melt ejection (llPME) event and (2) overtemperature failure of the Amphenol
electrical penetration modules. Both are expected to result in late containment failure. Both
are candic ates for further investigation.,

'
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Table 4.41

EPRI CONTAINhiENT ANALYSIS h1ETilODOLOGY REFERENCE PLANT
PARAhiETERS

Parameter Range of Applicability
___

Plant Type PWR and BWR (hikl,Ill)
| Containment Radius 120 ft. to 160 ft.

Concrete Wall Thickness 3.5 ft. to 4.5 ft.'

Steel Liner Thickness 0.2 in. to 0.4 in.
Design Pressure 30 to 60 psig

Q

O
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Table 4.4-2

SUMMARY OF ANO-2 CONTAINMENT LINER FAILURE PRESSURE ESTIMATES

_ _ _ . ._

Leakage Pnssure
Discontinuity lecation

Pu PJ'4,,,,,4

Steamline Penetration 141.5 2.62

Equipment 11atch 141.7 2.62|

Wall Skin Juncture 146.1 2.71

' Springline 149.3 2.76

Personnel liatch 141.3 2.62

O

|

d Design pressure is 54 psig.

t

O
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4.5 CONTAINMENT EVENT TREES

This section provides an overview of the ANO 2 Containment Event Trees (CliTs). These
CETs provide a systematic framework for displaying the sequence of events and spectrum of
containment damage states of a severe accident progression. The CET endstates provide a
measure of the potential fission product releases or source tenns, described in Section 4.7,
for the dominant accident sequences associated with each Plant Damage State (PDS),
described in Section 4.3. The riiT quantification process and results are prosided in Section
4.6.

The ANO-2 CET development philosophy is described in Section 4.5.1. The CET event 'ree
structures and CET branching logie modeling assumptions are summarized in Section 4.5.2.
Their top events are summarized in Section 4.5.3. Section 4.5.4 provides a summary of the
CET endstate release modes. Section references follow.

4.5.1 CFJ_Qcrekpmendhnowphy

The objective of this approach was to produce a scoping level, yet realistic estimate of the
overall ANO 2 co .,4aiment response to severe accident ahenomena. The overall CET
development philosophy was to create a relatively straight'orward and easily-quantifiable
model of the ANO 2 plant response to a postulated severe accident.

A wide rang- in CET modeling approaches has been employed to perfomi severe accident
analyses. WASH 1400 used a simple representation of the containment failure modes to
quantify various release events. Industry PRAs have used similar approaches while
incorporating the mitigating effects of containment safeguards on the likelihood ofO containment failure. The Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking (IDCOR) Program developed
detailed containment and phenomenologica! event trees (Task 4.1) to characterire the
sequence progression. More recent CETs developed tor NUREG 1150 are significantly
more complicated than previous CETs.

An event tree / fault tree approach, similar to that used in the Level 1 effort, was selected for
'he ANO 2 CET analysis. The CETs developed for .NO 2 include the important
phenomenological and systems.related event: identified in t : NUREG 1150 reference PWR
accident progression analysis and previous PRAs, including the Zion, Surry, and Oconee
PRAs. This approach avoids the com plexity of very large CET structures such as those used
in NUREG-ll$0, but accounts for tie risk signincant issues applicable to ANO 2. The
generic severe accident response issues identified in these analyses were used to guide the
development process; and, plant. specific information was used to form conclusions
regarding the impact of these issues on the ANO 2 plant. The now oflaformation in this
process is illustrated in Figure 4.5 1.

Two generic CETs were develo)ed: the " Generic" and the " Bypass" CETs. These two CETs
vere used to assess every accicent scenarlo. 'the Generic CET models accidents in which
Ossion prcducts are initially released to the containment building; the Bypass CET models
accidents la which Ossen prod.ict release path to the environment bypasses the containment.
The bypass CE1 # as applied to c,ly two accident scenarios: the Interfacing System LOCA
(ISLOCA) and the Steam Generruor Tube Rupture (SGTR) events. The generi: CET was
applied t:> all other accide~t wrurios. The application of these two CETs to a wide ratige of
accident icculos is possib'e, because PDSs share many characteristics. The CET branching
probabilities provide a r%us of accounting for plars and accident specific considerations.P These considerations aie modeled as top event fault trees,in a manner similar to the Level 1
top event fault trees. The CET top event f. alt trees account for accident-specific system
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failures, phenomenological responses, and accident conditions on a PDS or, if appropriate, a
cutset level. These fault trees are discussed in Section 4.6.

4.5 . i Time Phasing of CETs

Among the most important factors associated with a release of fission products to the
environment following a severe accident are the timing, magnitude, and type of fission
products released. The timing factor affects both the type and magnitude of radionuclide
releases: release magnitudes are gen, ally greatest if the containment integrity is lost early,
i.e., before or at vessel failure. Timing effects are accounted in this analysis by separating
severe accidents into critical phases and considering the physical phenomena and systems-
related events at each phase. These phases are relative to several key events: the beginning
of core melting and fission product release from the fuel, reactor vessel failure, and
containment failure. The time phases used in this study include:

Time before core degradation as denned by the PDS sequence characteristics,+

Time period dutag core r"Iting prior to vessel failure,*

Time period immediately after vessel failure during which the core debris is*

deposited -- this period accounts for the short-tenn post-vessel failure
response, and

\
Time period following the initial core debrb deposition outside of the reactor+

vessel -- this period accounts for the long-term post vessel failure response
including the core-concrete interactions (CCI) in the cavity.

OThe nodes, or top events,of the CET are defined relative to these time phases. These nodes
serve as a starting point for CET development by allowing relevant phenomenological and
systems-related events to be identined within a consistent time-frame relative to core
damage.

4.5.1.2 CET Top Event Logic

For simplicity, a m:nimal number of CET top events nodes were speciGed. Only those nodes
necessary to convey the full spectrum of the accident progression in a single event tree were
included in the CET.

The CET top event nodes account for the severe accident phenomena, systems response, as
well as the containment failure modes and locations. These trees account for both
phenomenological and functional events. These events include the following-

Reactor and coniainment status,.

Coolant injection systems status,.

Containment safeguards status, and.

Magnitude and mechamsms of radionuclide release..

Where possible, events that result in a similar impact on the containment response (i.e., those
resulting in similar containment challenges) are collapsed into a single CET top event node.

4.5-2
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For e,uantification purposes, each CET event tree sequence progression (i.e., CET endstate)
were linked into fault tree logic.

4.5.2 OTT.fmictum

This section provides an overview of the ANO 2 CET event tree logic. The two CETs ; ,

account for the spectrum of mtential release events for dominant ANO-2 accident scenarios.
The two CETs, shown in ?igures 4.5 2 and 3, and each of their top events are briefly
described below. As noted above, their supporting top event fault tree logic is discussed in
Section 4.6.

The two CETs account for whether or not the fission product release path traverses the
containment. As noted above, the Generic CET models accidents in which all fission
products are initially released to the containment; these Ossion products are released to the
environment only if the containment leaks or fails. This CET accounts for both isolated and
unisolated contamment situations. The Bypass CET models accidents in which some or all
fission products bypass the containment building on their path to the environment. This CET
is used for the ISLOCA and SGTR events. Consistent with the scoping level of detail in the
Level-2 analysis, the SGTR source tenn is assumed appropriate for both the SGTR and
ISLOCA acctdert scenarios.

Both CETs have the same set of top events, since both states involve similar containmen(
challei,ps at key phases of the accident. The Bypass CET is essentially a simplified version
of the Generic CET, since containment failure is not an issue in an accident involving
containment bypass. At issue is the fission product release mechanisms, the potential
recovery measures, and the potential mitigation measures.

1 Table 4.51 lists and summarizes the CET top events. The success or failure of each of these
events depends on phenomenological events and/or canditions which occur during the
accident progression and on the availability of plant systems during the accident. These
events, conditions, and systems can strongly innuence the accident progression and fission
product transport behavior within the containment building. Section 4.5.3 provides
additionalinformation on these events.

The following fundamental dependencies bet veen the CET top events wen: assumed in the
development of the CET. These dependencies simplify the CET branching logic at Silows:

1, During a sequence in which RCS inventory is not recovered in-vessel u.e.,
REC = False), it is assumed that the vessel bottom head will fail (i.e.,
VF= False). This assumption takes no credit for the possibility that extemal
cooling by water flooding in the cavity can avert vessel failure (albeit
recovery of coolant injection is unsuccessful). O'Brien, et al (Reference 1)
indicate that sufficient heat transfer can occur through the vessel wall under
certain conditions correspondi1g to high water levels in the cavity and
uniform volumetric heat generation rates. However, no credit was taken for
this "ex vessel cooling" mechanism, because (a) the maximum water depth in
the cavity was estimated to be only two feet above the bottom of the ANO-2
vessel, (b) there is reflective insulation on the outside of the reactor vessel
which could impede the free flow of water around the vessel, and (c) localized
regions of high heat flux (due to nonuniformity of the core material and crust
formation) may result in vessel wall thinning and creep failure. Furthermore,

Os
this assumption takes no credit for water flowing down the vessel wall due to
the operation of containment sprays, takes no credit for gaps in the reflective

4.5-3
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insulation that would allow ingress of water to the RV wall and thereby
maintain nucleate boiling and vessel cooling, nor does it account for delays in
vessel failure time due to the removal of some of the decay heat by water in
the cavity and lack ofinstrumentation tube penetrations in the ANO 2 vessel
bottom head design.

2. With one exception, high RCS pressure sequences with coolant recovered in-
vessel (i.e., DP= False and REC =True) are considered very unlikely, since
RCS pressure is at medium or high level. The only type of accident which
occurs in this branch is a Station Blackout (SBO) events in which offsite
power is recovered after core damage. These events are transferred to either
the DP=Trre/RECl=True/ vfl =True branch, if offsite power is recovered
early enough to avert vessel failure or to the DP= False / REC 2= False branch, if
vessel failure occurs.

3. For sequences in which the RCS is depressurized, coolant is recovered in-
vessel and no vessel failure occurs (i.e., DP=True/ REC =True/VF=True), the
coolable debris formation ex-vessel (DC) branch is not applicable. This is
True whether or not early containment failure (CFE) occurs. No vessel failure
implies a coolable in-vessel debris is formed, hence the ex-vessel coolable
debris (DC) question has no significance.

4. All branches in which the containment is assumed to fail carly (i.e.,
; CFE= False), late containment failure (CFL) top event is not appiicable.

5. If containment survives both the early and late top events (i.e., CFE=True and
| CFL=True), it is assumed that fission product removal occurs (i.e., g' FPR=True) and the containment failure modes (CFM) are not applicable .

6. The timing of both early containment failure (CFE) and late containment
failure (CFL) are relative the time of vessel failure. By definition, early
containment failures (CFE) occur prior to or about the same time (or shortly

, after) vessel failure and late containment failures occur signincantly after
vessel failure and concrete attack. Thus, containment failures which occur!

during accidents in which no vessel failure occurs (i.e., VF=True) are by
combined with late containment failures (CFL).

7. Accidents in which vessel failure does not occur (i.e., VF=True) are assumed
to have similar fission product release characteristics. Thus, these accidents
are grouped together.

8. High pressure accident sequences in which coolant is not recovered in vessel
and in which vessel failure occurs (i.e., DP= False / REC = False /VF= False) are

| treated as if in-vessel recovery had not occuned. A SBO accident in which
| offsite power (OSP) is recovered after core damage, prior to vessel failure, but
| toolate to prevent eventual failure is an examples of this type of accident.

O
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4.5.3 CET Top linnts
,

D A brief description of each of the CET top events follows.

4.5.3.1 Event DP: RCS Depressurized Before Vessel Failure

The question asked in this top event node is related to de 3ressurization of the RCS prior to
vessel failure. Success in this branch implies that the RCS pressure is in the low RCS
pressure range (i.e., s 200 psia), below thw threshold for high pressure melt ejection .
Success is detennined by:

PDS boundary condition, as implied by Large LOCA initiated events, in*,

which a break occurs and the RCS is depressurized,

Failure of the RCS pressure boundary via a severe accident pt .iomerological+

event (temperature-induced Hot Leg or Surge Line creep failure) that induces
RCS depressurization to the low RCS pressure range (less than about 200
psia).

Operator-initiated depressurization of the RCS (either through the steam+

generator or NCS vent valves)

Success in this event allows a potential recovery or mitigating condition to occur during core
melt prior to vessel failure. For accident sequences with the RCS at high pressure,
depressurization ot' the RCS tends to exacerbate containment challenges (via Direct
Containment Heating, etc.) at vessel failure.,

| OV The DP event node directly impacts the likelihood of subsequent CET event nodes related to!

| in vessel recovery (REC) and early containment challenge (CFE).

4.5.3.2 Event REC: Coolant Recovered In-Vessel Before
l

Reacmr Vessel Failure

The question asked in this top event node is related to recovery of core coolant injection after
core degradation, but prior to vessel failure. Success in the REC branch means that coolant
makeup becomes available subsequent to core damage. It addresses RCS injection recovery
measures that can arrest core melting and subsequent reactor vessel thennal attack and
possible failure.

REC is characterized by two branch names: REC 1 and REC 2. This event is dependent on
I the succes: or failure of the previous event, DP. REC 2 is associated only with recovery of
| OSP during a SBO event.

Success of the REC 1 and REC 2 events is determined as follows:

A low or high pressure injection system is available but was initially unable to*

inject due to high head, provided the RCS is depressurized below the
system's shutoff head (as determined by the success of the previous event
node, DP. Although both High and Low Pressure Safety injection (HPSI and
LPSI) systems and alternate high and low pressure injection systems were
modeled, credit is taken only for the HPSI system, since LPSI autostops when
the Refueling Water Tank (RWT) empties and since no alternate makeup
source with sufficient capacity early in the event was identified.-

4.5-5
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Note that DP is initially unsuccessful for REC 2. The only accident in which REC 2 does not
failis the Station Blackout (SBO) event. For this event, the RCS is assumed to be at high
pressure. REC 2 provides a means of accounting for the potential recovery of offsite power
(OSP) and recovery of systems that were previously unable to inject due to lack of AC power
after core damage but prior to vessel failure.

The REC event node affects the Vessel Failure (VF) node. Successful REC implies that
vessel failure may be averted; while unsuccessful REC assumes vessel failure is unavoidable.

4.5.3.3 Event VF: No Vessel Failure

The question raised in this event node is whether the reactor vessel bottom head fails during
a severe accident. Success of VF means that the vessel bottom head does not fail and the
core maarial is not relocated outside the vessel to the containment. Failure of the event
means the vessel bottom head fails and molten material is relocated. Success in this branch
means that:

In vessel core / debris bed cooling is re-established in a timely manner (i.e.,.

REC is successful); or

Extemal water flooding is a viable inechanism for establishing an effective.

ex vesselcooling of the vessel head; and

A ccclable debris bed configuration is formed inside the vessel..

hThis event is dependent on the success or failure of the previous event, REC. VF is
characterized by two branches: VF1 and VF2.

The VF1 event node occurs in the successful DP and successful REC 1 branch. It affects all
event nodes which follow it. If VF1 is successful. the cce degradation process leading to
vessel failure is successfully terminated. Thus, coS men g is arrested, early containment
failures are averted, no ex vessel debris bed is formed, siguficant fission product release to
the environment is precluded, and the range of possible containment failun: modes is limited.

As can be seen in Figure 4.5-2, the VF2 branch occurs in the unsuccessful DP branch and
successful REC 2 branch. The REC 2 cvent is This event. This event for high pressure
sec uences transfers to other branches in the tree. If VF follows the success branch (no vessel
fai ure), then the resultant source term is similar for high and low RCS pirssure PDS cases.
Because the two are similar, the success branch transfers to the low pressure sequences. If
vessel failure does occur, the recovery of event is of negligible importance, so the VF failure
branch transfers back to the branch where REC failed.

4.5.3.4 Event CFE: No Early Containment Failure

The CFE functional event is included in the CET to signify that the containment integrity is
maintained until after the vessel fails before concrete attack. Note that the timing of early
containment failure is relative to that of vessel failure; it is not based on clock time from the
beginning of the accident. Success of this event node means the containment integrity is
maintained. Failure is defined as the loss of containment integrity (or leakage occurs
beyond design basis) due to containment isolation failure or to a containment integrity
challenges prior to, during, or shortly after vessel failure.

4.5-6
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|r Success of the CFE top event node for PDSs in which containment isolation is successful is
determined by the containment's capability to withstand challenges from:

1-

Pressure spikes occurring due to RCS blowdown and/or hydrogen buming! *

during core damage or at vessel failure;3

Energetic fuel-coolant interactions within the vessel (i.e., the " alpha event") at*

core slump or in the reactor cavity;
'

1

i Pressure loads due to high pressure melt ejection loads at vessel breach ata

high RCS pressure; and

Vessel acting as a " rocket" generating a missile that fails the containment.a

Failum at this branch is assumed for PDSs in which the containment isolation system fails or
in which the containment is bypassed (i.e., a pre-existing condition).

4

'
The CFE event is dependent on the success or failure of DP. CFE is characterized by two
failum branch names: CFEl for DP success paths and CFE2 for DP failure paths.

The CFE event node affects the DC and CFL event nodes which follows it. Isolation failures
; can affect the containment function and the operability of safety systems. Note that if the

containment fails early (i.e., CFE fails), CFL cannot occur.
"

4.5.3.5 Event DC: Coolable Debris Formed Ex-Vessel

This event is included in the CET to signify the termination of the core melt progression4

subsequent to vessel failure. The success branch at this CET node means that a coolable
debris bed is formed outside of the vessel; Silure of DC means that core concrete interaction

| (CCI) occurs.

Success at this branch is determined by:

i
Formation of a coolable debris bed configuration outside the vessel, which is.

: influenced by phenomena at vessel breach (molten material dispersion) or
cavity configuration (shallow bed formation); and

Availability of water sources that can remove the decay heat generated by the.

debris (coolant injection through a failed vessel or containment sprays and,

i overflow into the cavity).

If the debris is cooled ex-vessel, CG does not occur and ex-vessel fission product releases
i and non-condensible gas generanon from com-concrete interaction am precluded.

Pmventing CCI avoids containment over-pressurization due to noncondensible gas
generation, thus containment integrity is likely to be maintained in the long term. If the
debris bed is coolable, basemat melt through is also avoided as a possible containment failure
mode. For PDSs in which RCS injection systems were previously unable to inject due to,

high RCS pressure, these systems are likely to begin delivering water to the cavity through
the failed vessel bottom head when the vessel fails, thus quenching the debris in the cavity.

O'

U Failure at this branch implies that CCI occurs in the cavity. This attack results in releases of
the less volatile fission products to the containment atmosphere.

4.5-7
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The DC event node is dependent on the success or failure of previous events DP, REC, and
CFE and is therefore characterized by six branches, DCI through DC6. The event is not
developed for the VF success branch because no debris would be m contaiament.

4.5.3.6 Event CFL: No Late Containment Failure

This event is included in the event tree to address the potential loss of containment integrity
in the long-term, after the vessel fails and CCI begins in the cavity. Success of this event
means that the containment integrity is maintained; failure means that it is lost.

Success of CFL is determined by the capability of the containment to maintain an essentially
leak-tight pressure boundary due to challenges resulting from:

Steam generation due to long tenn debris-coolant interactions in the cavity.

without decay heat removal capability;

Noncondensible gas generation resulting from core-concrete interactions for*

non-coolable debris beds;

Burning of Hydrogen and other combustible gases produced as a rault of-

long term concrete attack; their combustion can occur if they have flammable
concentrations in a non-inerted containment atmosphere;

Basemat melt-through due to penetration of the concrete during core-concrete.

interactions; and

Potential for an overtemperature failure (assumed m be a result of a reduction.

in containment strength due to high temperature degradation of seal
materials).

The success path of this event depends strongly on the recovery of systems that establish a
complete heat transfer cycle from the core debris to the environment.

This event is dependent on previous events VF, REC, and DC and is characterized by six
| branches (CFL1 through CFL6) to distinguish those dependencies. It does not appear on

paths where CFE failed because by definition the containment is already failed.|

The CFL affects the FPR and CFM nodes which follow it. If both CFE and CFL succeed,
FPR is not asked, since only noble gas fission products are rel'ased to the environment.
Likewise, if both CFE and CFL succeed, the CFM question is irrelevant.

4.5.3.7 Event FPR: Fission Product Removal

This event is included in the CET in order to characterize releases from the fuel (in-vessel
and ex-vessel) into the containment, the fission product tetention processes, and the potential

- release magnitudes to the environment should the containment fail. The question raised in
! this event node is related to the airborne fission product removal mechanisms within the

containment building. Success implies a reduction of the fission product release magnitudes
! to the environment. Failure implies that most of the fission products are ultimately released

|
to the environment from the fuel and the containment without mitigation.

-
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go Success of this branch is determined by:
,

! Fission product removal mechanisms associated with the operation of the-*

I containment sprays after vessel breach during CCI for both in and ex-vessel
| source terms, provided the containment has not failed early,
:

Fissian product removal mechanisms associated with the operation of the*

containment sprays (during core damage and after vessel breach) for in vessel-'

; source terms for cases in which the containment fails early,

Fission product removal mechanisms associated with the operation of the*

; containment sprays during core damage and shortly after vessel breach (i.e.,
; sprays fail after vessel failure during CCI) for in-vessel source terms and for -
r cases in which the containment fails early, and

Fission product removal mechanisms associated-with deep overlying pool*
.

! during core concrete attack for ex vessel source terms in the cavity. (For
i ANO-2, the cavity geometry precludes the formation of a deep overlying

|
pool, without injection through a failed vessel).

| The loss of containment spray is assumed to allow fission products deposited on
RCS/ containment surfaces to reheat and revolatize. The release magnitudes are likely to be

! relatively high should the containment fail early.
;

: No credit was taken for overlying pools for situations in which vessel failure occuned when -
1 RCS pressure was high (i.e., above 200 psia).- This modeliig is conservative. It is a result of

the following simplification of the FPR top event. Event FPR models the removal of both in-
.'

vessel and ex-vessel fission product releases. Con:ainment sprays can mitigate both in- and
ex vessel releases provided it continues to operate in the long term; whereas, releases from a

'

; molten ex-vessel core debris can be mitigated by either tae containment sprays or by a deep
| overlying pool. Thus, because the in-vessel and ex vessel releases are not separately

modeled and because the in-vessel releases (Cs and 1) have a higher consequence effect, it:

| was anservative to take no credit for an overlying pool when sprays were not available.
i

: The FPR branch is dependent on previous events VF, REC, and DC and is characterized by-
| six branches (FPRI through FPR6) to distinguish those dependencies. It does not appear on -
j. CFL success- branches, because fission product retention is assured -due to an intact
: containment.
;

t

i 4.5.3.8 Event CFM: Containment Failure Modes

. The CFM event is included in the CET to characterize the impact of containment failure
! modes and locations as they affect the magnitude and duration of the fission product source

terms. Success in this event means that a small break size occurs; failure means that a.:

j containment rupture occurs. For containment bypass scenarios, event CFM considers the -
presence of fission product scrubbing mechanisms along the release pathway.,

- Success implies a small containment failure break size with a corresponding small leakage
j rate to the environment. The leakage is assumed to prevent a further increase in containment-.
j pressum. ' A slow release to the environment occurs, extending the release duration,
i. mitigating potential off site consequences. A small break also allows natural removal

] mechanisms to compete with leakage from containment.-

i
i
,
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Although there are strictly no " success" or " failure" of systems or phenomena for this event
node, success is more likely at this branch as implied by:

A small break size due to slow pressurization, leading up to containment' *

failure (i e., from steaming or noncondensible gas generation); and

Basemat penetration due to concrete attack.-

Conversely, failure is highly likely at this branch as implied by:

Energetic failum events resulting from fuel-coolant interactions (steam.

explosion); and

Missile generation or " rocket failure modes" at vessel breach.-

Event CFM is characterized by four branches (CFM3 through CFM6). The first three are
used in the Generic CET; they distinguish the dependencies on previous nodes DP, CFE and
CFL The last is used in the Bypass CET.

4.5.4 QiT Endstate Release Main

The various progression paths in the CETs lead to unique release endstates. These are shown
as "NCF", "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", and "BP" release modes in the CETs (see Figures 4.5-2
and 4.5-3). Each CET endstate represents a particular release event or a recovered, degraded
core state that may be characterized according to its potential for fission product releases to
the atmosphere, its timing of release initiation (relative to time of incipient core damage),
and its release duration, all of which are important to the offsite consequence detemiination.

The general definitions of the CET endstates are summarized below:

NCF - Core damage, no containment failure.*

A Core damage, no vessel failum, no CCI, and.

early or late containment failure.

B Com damage, vessel failure, no CCI, and late.

containment failure.

C Com damage, vessel failure, CCI, and late.

containment failure.

D Core damage, vessel failure, no CCI, and*

early containment failure.

E Core damage, vessel failure, CCI. and early-

containment failure.

BP Core damage, containment by-passed..

Table 4.5-2 summarizes the possible endstates of a CET for the spectrum of core melt I
accident sequences. This taole lists the various CET release modes as early and late release {
events (relative to the time of core melting) and containment damage states (i.e., failure ;

modes), including recovered states. Specific release modes provide a point of reference m
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O the binning of these CET endstates into release categories. These fission product releases are
ranked in order of magnitude in Figure 4.7-4.

The CET endstates that result from early containment failures could potentially have high
releases of volatile fission products. These endstates are the "BP", "D", "E", and possibly
"A" The CET containment failure endstates "B" and "C" are significantly mitigated due to
the maintenance of containment integrity until long after vessel failure and release of fission
aroducts within the containment. In-containment natural and active removal processes are
ikely to reduce airborne fission products release from the fuel. The source terms are low

and the release duration is likely to be extended. Long term overpressure failures from
noncondensible gas generation, should the containment safeguards fail, also imply that ex-.

vessel fission products are released. Because containment integrity remains intact
throughout the accident in the "NCF" endstate, the volatile release is very small.

Refenacsji

1. O'Brien, J.E., and Hawkes, G., " Thermal Analysis of a Reactor Lower Head with
Core Relocation and Extemal Boiling Heat Transfer", AIChE Symppiium Scieu
Heat Transfer, Minneapolis, hiN,1991.
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Table 4.5.I

SUMM ARY OF CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE NODAL QUESTIONS

Event Node Description and Issues Addressed

PDS Plant Damage State. This is the entry state to the core melt progression
defining boundary conditions of core damage.

DP RCS depressurized before venel failure. This is generally defined by the
entry state, operator actions, or phenomena subsequent to core vulnerabihty.

REC Coolant :ecovered in vessel. This node may be initiated by operator recovery
action, or a passive actuation should the conditions that preclude initial
cperation be removed in the previous event.

VF No vessel failure. This impiies arrest of core melt progression, terminating
within the vessel. A coolable debris configuration is formed.

CFE No early containment failure This node implies that challenges to
containment integrity are insufficient to fait containment prior to or shortly
after vessel failuret.

DC Coolable debris formed ex-vessel. This node implies fomvition of a coolable
configuration outside the vessel, precluding significant core-concrete
interaction.

CFL No Late Containment Failure ~1his nodt 4 nplies that long-term containment
challenges are mitigated, or do not occur as to failure containment pressure
bo.mdary.

FPR Fission Product Removat This event node is used to characterize potential
fission product release magnitudes. This considers the mitigation of releases
from the fuel in or outside the vessel and in-containment removal processes.

CFM Containment Failure Modes. As in the previous event node, this top event
node is used to characterize implications of containment failure on the
magnitudes and duration of fission product release to the environment.

I Note that "early" in this context is a relative to the time of vessel failure; it is not a
measure of the time from accident initiation. Thus early containment failure in
certain PDSs may be long delayed, since core damage can occur long after the &
initiating event. W

4.5-12
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, Table 4.5-2

I DESCRIPTION OF CET RELEASE MODESx

RELEASE
MODES CET SEQUENCE DESCRil' TION

NCF(AO) Recove. red in vessel, low RCS pressure, no containment failure,

( Al Recovered in vessel, low RCS pressure, early or late containment failure, in vessel
telease mitigated*

'

A2 Recovered in vessel, low RCS pressure, early or late containment faihire, in-vessel
release not mitigated;

NCF(BO) Recovered Ex vessel, nc CCI, low RCS pressure, no containment failure

B1 Recovered Ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failwe, in vessel
release mitigate,l

B2 Recovered Ex-vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in vessel
release not mitigated

+

B3 Na CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,in vessel release mitigated

! B4 No CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,in-vessel release not mitigated

B5 No CCI, high RCS pressure, late containment failure,in vessel and late release mitigated
i by sprays

j B6 No CCI, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in-vessel and late release not
mitigated,

i

NCF(CO) CCI occurs, low RCS pressere, no wntainment failure

'
C1 Recovered ex vessel, CCI occurs, late containment failure, ex-vessel release mitigated by

overlying pool, in-vessel release mitigated by sprap
:

I
C2 Recovered ex-vessel, CCI occurs, late containment failure, ex-vessel release mitigated by

overlying pool, in-vessel release not mitigated

C3 CCI occurs, late containment failure, in and ex vessel release mitigated by sprays

C4 CCI occurs, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel release not mitigated

C5 CCI occurs, late containment failure, in- and ex-vessel release mitigated by sprays

C6 CCI occurs, late containment failure,in- and ex-ve sel release not mitigated

O
.U
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Table 4.5-2 (Continued)4

DESCRIP flON OF CET RELEASE MODES

- - _ _ _ _ ---. - - _ . - - _ - . - .

RELE!.SE*

MODES CET SEQUENCE DESCRIPTIO>'

D1 Recovered ex s essel, no CCI, early containment failure,in vessel release mitigated

D2 Recovered ex vessel, no CCI, early containment failure,in-vessel release not mitigated

D3 No CCI, early con ainment failure, in vessel and late release mitigated

D4 No CCI, early containment failure, in vessel and late release not mitigated
_

El CCI occurs, early containment failure, in and ex vessel release mitigated

E2 CCI occurs, early containment failure, ex vessel release mitigated by oscrlying pol, in-
'

vesselrelease not mitigated

E3 CCI occurs, early containment failure, in, and ex v sel release mitigated by sprays

E4 CCI occurs, early containment failure, in- and ex vessel release not mitigated
,

E5 CCI occurs, early containment failure, in, and ex vessel release mitigated by sprays. no
late release

E6 CCi occurs, early containment failure, in and ex-vessel and late release not mitigated

BP-D3A SGTR and Bypass release mitigated with secondary side relief valve cycling or
scrubbing, no CCI

BP-D3B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated no CCI

| BP-ESA SGTR and Bypass release with CCI, in- and ex-vessel release not mitigated

BP-E5B SGTR and Bypass release with CCI, in- and ex-vessel release mitigated
._

BP E6A SGlR and Bypass release with CCI, in- and ex vessel release not mitigated
i

BP-E6B SGTR and Bypass release with CCI, in, and ex vessel release not mitigated

NOTE: De release modes are further characterized as Leakage (L) or Rupture (R) to
indicate the duration of fission product releases to the environment; consistent
with the extended release duration, retention in containment occurs for leakage
failure modes-

|
|
|

O
,
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Section 4.6 CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE QUANTIFICATION.

This section discusses the ANO-2 containment event tree (CET) endstate frequency
quantification process. This process involved developing CET top event fault tree logic and,

combining these trees in accordance with the CET event tree logic to produce CET endstate
frequencies. The overall CET quanti 6 cation rationale and codes are described in Section
4.6.1. Section 4.6.2 describes the development of the CET basic event probability values.
Section 4.6.3 describes the top e,ent fault trees. Section 4.6.4 describes the CET endstate
groupings. And, Section 4.6.5 provides the CET endstate results and discusses, for,

demonstration purposes, the CET branching probabilities of a few dominant CET endstates4

and the imponant factors which produce these results. Section references are at the end of
the section.

,

4.6.1 Ouanti6 cation Rationale and Codes
;
'

Section 4.5 describes the ANO-2 CET structure and its development philosophy. Consistent
with this philosophy, the ANO-2 CET quanti 6 cation methodology attempts to produce
realistic and defensible assessments of the ANO-2 containment response to severe accidents.
This methodology is based on the EPRI generic framework for IPE back-end analysis
reported in Reference 1. It is a scoping type of analysis. The approach is uncomplicated and
easily quantifiable, yet is able to account for the important containment performance issues
associated with the dominant ANO-2 severe accidents.

,

Similar to the Level-1 event tree model, fault tree logic was developed for each top event of'

the ANO-2 Generic and Bypass CETs. To account for dependencies between the top events,
each CET branch was assigned a branch name. Figures 4.5-2 and 4.5-3 Identify the top event

'

- fault tree branch names associated with each Generic and Bypass CET branch, respectively.
| 5 Note that the various branches under the same top event differ' depending on the

success / failure state of the top events which precede that branch A separate top event fault
"

tree was developed for each branch name.

The CET top event fault trees describe the relationship between PDS accident conclitions,
severe accident phenomena, plar.t systems operation, and operator actions for a given tranch

: event. Consistent with the scope of the Level-2 analysis, the CET top event logic identifies
the physical processes and system failures that affect containment performan:e and source
term releases. The CET fault tree logic and the basic events in the logic account for the
complex relationships of severe accident progression, containment response, and systems-
related effects. The basic event probability estimates are basext on reference plant
assessments of phenomenologicalissues and on plant-specific expectations of plant systems
performance during severe accident conditions. The logic trees into basic events.

Unlike the Level-1 top logic, the CET top logic does not call support system fault trees.
Thus, the overall size of the CET endstate fault trees is small compared to the Level-1 i

sequence fault trees when the frontline and support system fault trees are linked to the Level-
1 top logic. |

As was done in the Level-1 event tree analysis, each CET endstate was defined as a unique I

combination of CET top event successes and failures. The fault tree logic associated with
these branches were combined in a Boolean manner to produce a set of endstate fault trees.
These CET endstate fault trees are analogous to the Level-1 core damage sequence fault

.

trees. Each of the endstate fault trees were then solved sia Boolean techniques for each PDS I

g to produce CET endstate frequencies for both the Generic and the Bypass CETs.
,V

4.6-1
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The Leve 2 quantification methods included the use of many of the codes used in the 1.evel- g1 quantificat on. These are listed in Section 3.5. The Ixvel.2 quantification involved two
additienal codes:

GTPROB Fault Tree Quanti 6 cation<

L2 QUANT Spreadsheet utility to compile CET endstate.

probabilities

Although the Level-2 trees were created in CAFTA format, they were solved using the
GTPROD code rather than the CQUANT code, which was used to solve the level-1 fault

g trees. The CQUANT code produces minimal cutsets and estimates the top event probability
via a min-cut upper bound solution method. This solution method can substantially
overestimate the top event probability when many basic event in the tree have relatively
large probability values (i.e., greater than about 0.1). Unlike those in the Level-1 trees,
Level-2 basic event probabilities tend to be large. As a further complication, the presence of4

NOT gates high in the Level 2 fault trees can cause CQUANT methods to underestimate the
top event probability, it is not clear that these effects exactly compensate each other. Thus,
an alternative approach was taken,

Because the 12 vel-2 model was smaller than the Level-1 model, application of a more exact
,

solution method was possible: the Level-2 endstate fault trees were quantified with the
GTPROB code. This code quanti 6es fault tree models via a truth table algorithm. This
method is not subject to the above calculational concerns, liowever, although it produces
more accurate CET endstate probability estimates, GTPROB has a disadvantage: it does not
generate cutsets. Thus,it cannot generate importance factors.

GTPROB was used to calculate the probability of each of the Generic and the Bypass CET
endstate fault trees for each PDS. The calculations were done on a PDS basis, because many
of the basic events in the CET fault trees are PDS-dependent. The PDS-specific results were
combined via a spreadsheet utility program, L7 QUANT, to produce the total CET endstate
probabilities. This process is depicted in Figure 4.6-1.

The resulting quantified containment event tree model provides insights regarding the severe
accident progression. Additional insights were developed via a sensitivity analysis of the
Level-2 results. This analysis was performed by varymg the probabilities of basic events
associated with selected Level-2 issues.

4.6.2 Basic Event Probability Assienments

The basic events were quantified using screening values based on reference plant estimates,
plant-specific infoimation, simplified calculational models, and comparative evaluations.
The basic event probability values applied in the quantification process are relative values,
meant to provide insights on the containment performance under postulated severe accident
conditions. They are intended to rank the importance of key issues on the overall risk, not to
produce absolute probability values.

The ANO-2 CET results account for both generic and plant-specific issues on a plant and
accident-specific basis. Many of the Level-2 basic events were found to be independent of
the accident scenario. However, others were identified to be dependent on accident-specific
conditions; these were varied with accident condition. Specifically, their values were made
PDS dependent. Due to the large number of basic event probability assignments, basic event g
probabilities are not provided in this report.

4.6-2
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- The level 2 basic events determined to be accident-dependent were quantified in this study
i by considering the phenomenological issues, systems-related issues, and PDS defined

,i scenario dependencies. The quanti 6 cation process considers the following general |
classification:

4

1. Systems-related events that are defined by the PDS or human recovety;

j issues;

2. Phenomena related events that are subject to large uncertainties, which,

j can be characterized via reference plant probability estimates; and,

j 3. Phenomena-related events that are subject to ancertainties, but
influenced by plant-specinc features,

i
: The basic events within the Grst category were quantified in one of several ways, depending
: on the basic event. Basic events which are PDS-dependent are used with PDS-dependent
4 flags (i.e., house events), or, equivalently, they may be re-named to PDS specific basic

events. Genaally, the Ocg events are set to either zero or cm, or True or False for a given:

.

PDS. However, where appropriate, its value may be' set to an intermediate value.
Generally, tw credit was taker.for operator recovery beyond cort damage. In fact, the only

'

recovery event modeled in the logic was the recovery of off sit; power subsequent to core -
; damage--a r-covery which is not actually an operator action. If tequired, operator recovery
; events could have been quantified via levebl HRA methods. Credit for these actions
i appears appropriate only if procedures exist to implement them beyond the point of core

damage.

'

Because of the large uncenainties associated with the second category of basic events, these .

events are quantified using reported values from existP"; severe accident phenomenological
analyses and referer e plant studies. Most are based on the point estimates for the Surry,

'
p' ant as reported ,,i NUREGICR 2551, Reference 2. The Surry plant was used as the
reference plant in modeling the ANO-2 severe accident response due to its many similarities
with ANO 2. Note that, probability sampling techniques were not used in the ANO-2

; analysis,

Basic events in the third category included events which were phenomena-related and
strongly influenced by plant-specific features wrnch differed from those of the reference
plant. Probabilities for these events were generated by biasing reference basic event-

probabilities were biased by the ANO 2 - plant specine design considerations or viai

qualitative plant-specific probability assessments. The qualitative probability ranges defined
in the Surry NUREG 4551 analysis were used, These are listed in Table 4.61. Consistent

'

'

with the scoping nature of the ANO 2 CET quantincation, the mid-point probability values
were applied on plant-specific phenomenological issues where reference plant results .were'

not available and where plant-specific mechanistic analyses could not be developed.

Where mechanistic analyses could be deve!oped,' they were used. In particular, the
probability of containment failure was determined via mechanistically based severe accident
containment pressure loading calculations and via a mechanistically based containment,

failure pressure capacity analysis. The pssure loading calculations are discussed in Section
4.2 and the containment capacity calculations are presented in Section 4.4. The process of

. calculating containment failure probaliilities using the containment loading and capacity
H results is discussed below.
, - -
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The probabi'ity of containment failure was estima'.ed by comparing the ANO 2 containment h
'

peak pressur: load at vessel failure with its tailure pressure. Section 4.2 describes the
screen.~ng methodology applied to calculate the peak containment pressure loads; it involves
the use of the CCP.S and H28 URN codes and reference plant vessel failure pressure rise
results adjusted for the ANO-2 plant. De ANO-2 containment failure pressure analysis and
results are provided in Secnon 4.4. The difference between the calculated peak containment
pressure and the containment failure pressure were grouped into three cases: (1) peak
pressure much less tnan failure pressure, (2) peak pressure much greater than failure
pressure, and (3) peak pressure in the vicinity of the failure pressure. The containment
failure probability assessment for each case follows.

The pressure rin at m;c! fr.!!ure was grouped into three categories, which were quantified
separately for each PDS. The p!;sure rise calculated for the three categories above were
then compared to a fragility curve. Screening probabilities are obtained by performing
bounding calculations of the equivalent pressure rise, and appropriate likelihoods are used
(eit'.er zero or one) if the pressure is likely to be well below the ultimate capacity (rcro) or
well above (one). This process is illustrated in Figure 4.6-2.

For Case 1, if the containment pressure was estimated to be less than or equal to the design
pressure, the probability of containment failure was assumed to be zero. This approach is
reasonable, since, simila to other plants, the containment failure pressure was estimated to
be about a factor of 2.5 higher than the design pressure. In Case 2, the situation is reversed:
the pressure load exceeds the ultimate pressure by a significant margin. In this case, the
failure probability was assumed to be 1.0 (i.e., certain).

For Case 3, additional analysis was required. The process is illustrated graphically in Figure
4.6-3. In this figure, the pressure challenge to contamm.:nt integrity as a result of HPME is
used as an example. In this case, the quantification of containment failure probability
considers the uncertainty in the determination of the containment capacity. It is recognized,
that due to the uncertamty in characterizing the containment capacity, the probability of
containment failure is represented by a distribution of failure pressures (containment fragility
curve). For this study, a failure pressure and location was determined using reference
infomiation and ANO-2 specific inputs (see Section 4.4).1 This failure pressure was
considered to be the "mean" failure pressure, and a distribution was developed around this
va'ue. Since the Surry containment is similar to that of ANO-2, the NUREG/CR 4551 Surry
containment fragility curve was applied to ANO-2. Without distortion, this curve was
" shifted" such that its mean coincided with the calculated ANO-2 containment failure
pressure. Figure 4.6 4 illustrates this process. Note that this approach was used to calculate
the probability of both early containment failure (event CFE, below) due to the pressure
challenges of hydrogen buming, steam overpressure as well as late containment pressure
challenges (event CFL) due to late non-condensible gas generation.

4.6.3 CET Ton Event Fault Trees

The CET top event fault trees are depicted in Figures 4.6-3 through 4.6-12. Cross reference
for gates and basic events in these fault trees are listed in Figures 4.6-13A through C. The
top events consist of PDS, DP, REC, VF, CFE, DC, CF., FPR, and CFM. The PDS event is a
entry state and has no branching logic; the CET branching occurs below the other top events

i The Surry containment is a lined concrete structure similar to the ANO-2 and has a
comparable free volume of 1.8 million cubit feet, hence the failure distribution is
onsidered similar. The major difference lies in the initial containment pressure of 10

psic versus 14.7 for ANO-2.

4.6-4
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based on the CET top event fault tree logic. The fault trees associated with each top event
O, represent failures of the top event. As noted in Section 4.5, each top event has one or more

branch names; each branch name has a top event fault tree. For quantification purposes, the
suffix " BRNCH" has been added to these names as they appear on the fault trees. These
trees and the basic events which occur in them are discussed below.

,

4.6.3.1 DP: RCS Not Depressurized Before Vessel Failure .

The logic tree for this event node is provided in Figure 4.6-5. It is conservatively assumed
that a high pressure melt ejection GiPME) occurs if the vessel fails while the RCS pressure

' exceeds 200 psia. It is also conservatively assumed that only a large LOCA is able to,

aroduce this low RCS pressure condition prior to core damage. Thus, for large-break LOCA
? dss, DP is set to False.

For other PDSs, the RCS pressure is either medium (200 to 2000 psia) or high (2000 to 2500
psia). The RCS pressure is PDS dependent; this dependence is flagged via events QMP and
QHP, Three depressurizing mechanisms are modeled: (1) a severe accident induced hot
leg / surge line failure (HLEG), (2) a medium size LOCA which depressurizes the RCS below
200 psia before vessel failure (GDP1), and (3) an operator induced RCS depressurization
(HOP-DP). No credit is given to the latter two.

The hot leg / surge line failure is assumed possible only if the RCS pressure is at high pressure
(i.e., above 2000 psia) or high-high pressure (i.e., at is the SRV setpoint pressure of 2500
psia). A hot leg / surge line failure is assumed very likely if the RCS pressure remains at its
SRV setpoint. However, if severe accident induced RCS integrity failures (a stuck-open
SRV, RCP seal failure, or SG tube rupture) occur prior to the hot leg / surge line failure, a the

Oi RCS pressure is assumed to remain above the HPME 200 psia cutoff and the probability of a-

hot leg / surge line failure is assumed much less likely.
<

To quantify the probability of hot leg or surge line failure, the Surry NUREG/CR-4551 study ?was exammed and the same rationale applied to ANO-2. Similarities were considered
between the Surry and ANO-2 plant features that may influence the heat up and creep s
rupture of their hot legs. The composition of the Surry and ANO-2 hot legs and nozzle are
similar. Per NUREG 1265. Reference 3, a carbon steel hot leg may lose its integrity in about
20 minutes at a temperature of 1340AF or in about 1 hour at a temperature of 1300AF.
Since ANO-2 is composed of stainless steel (SS316), it may require higher temperatures
(1520AF) to fail witi)in one hour or a significantly longer soak time (greater than ten hours)^
to fail at about 1300AF. It is assumed that such high temperature conditions are possible for
ANO2.

An operator action to depressurize the RCS is also modeled in the fault tree logic (HOP-DP).
Presently, no such option is available to the operator, since the LTOP and ECCS vent valves
are not expected capable of depressurizing the RCS to the 200 psia range prior to vessel
failure. Thus, this event is set to unity. It is re* ined for use in assessing the potential benefit
of depressurizing the RCS prior to vessel failure, given that ECCS injection is not available.

4.6.3.2 REC: Coolant Not Recovered In-Vessel

The logic trees for this event node are provided in Figures 4.6-6A and B. This event node
addresses RCS injection recovery measures that has the potential to arrest core melting and

O- subsequent thermal failure of the reactor vessel. It considers the possibility of using either
HPSI, LPSI, or alternative high or low pressure makeup systems for coolant makeup which

4.6-5
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can provide coolant makeu and potentially stop the severe accident from proceeding to hvessel failure. It is recognized, however, that coolant makeup can mientially exacerbate the
degraded core condition by generating more hydiogen, or steam; tius pressurizing the RCS
above the injection system setpoint. To be successful, one of these systems must be
available, injection must occur sufficiently early, and the RCS must be depressurized below
its shutoff head.

REC is characterized by two branch names: REC 1 and REC 2. The first applies to low RCS
pressure conditions; the second applies to high pressure conditions. Failure of REC implies
that vessel failure cannot be averted.

isoin the REC 1 and REC 2 fault tree models assume that RCS injection can be recovered only
for two situations. These are: (1) RCS injection was available but could not be injected prior
to core damage, because the RCS pressure was above the cutoff pressure of available pumps
and (2) station blackout (SBO) conditions persist beyond vessel failure.

The first situation is modeled under gates S11P "lSGI and SIIP-SISG2. Since REC 1
assumes low RCS pressure conditions (<200 psia), RCS injection is assumed to be the failure
of both high and low pressure RCS injection systems in the REC 1 logic No credit is given
to the low pressurc systems in the REC 2 logic, which e nes high pressure RCS conditions.
The HPSI system was assumed to be the only adequa.; .njection source. The " alternative"
high or low pressure injection systems were modeled only for use in sensitivity studies. And,
because the LPSI system is not designed to operate in Recirculation Mode, no credit was
given to LPSI, even in the Injection Mode. It is assumed that HPSI is available in the long-
term, only if containment spray operates during the Recirculation mode.

Recovery from SBO prior to vessel failure is modeled under event SACPOWER. This event
is set to False for non SBO PDSs. it is set to a cutset-weighted probability that SBO is not
recovered in time to prevent vessel failure. This time limit is assumed to be 2 hours, as
discussed in Section 4.6.3.3.

For PDSs involving low RCS pressure (i.e.,large LOCAs with failure to provide adequate
coolant makeup), no credit for successful REC was allowed since RCS depressurization has
no effect on these accidents. Note that the loss of RCS water inventory is rapid for these
accidents; thus, there is a short time period for core heatup for large LOCAs.

4.6.3.3 VF: Vessel Failure Occurs

The logic tree for this event node is provided in Figure 4.6-7. Vessel failure is assumed to
i occur if RCS injection fails. It is also expected if sufficient core debris falls to the bottom of

the reactor vessel or sufficient core flow blockage has occurred to make the in-vessel debris
bed uncoolable. PRCOOLDBlV represents failure of the in-vessel debris bed to be in a
coolable configuration. Then is considerable uncertainty in detennining the fonnation of a
noncoolable configuration, once significant core geometry defomiation and melting has|

occurred.

There are recognized limitations and considerable phenomenological uncertainty in
predicting coolable debris bed formation within the vessel. Thus, severe accident
calculational models typically used for PRAs are not adequate to model the formation of a
safe stable state within the vessel following core melting. MAAP3.0B modeling suggests
that the point at which core recovery may not longer be successful occurs at the time of core
blocking or possibly at the beginning of core debris relocation to the lower plenum.
MARCH modeling suggests that this time occurs when thermal attack of the vessel lower
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head begins. Other code predictions (e.g., SCDAP, MELPROG) suggest that PWR accidents,

( can be recovered by core reficunng. The TMI 2 evrt demonstrates that vessel failure can
be averted after some core melting had occurred.

,

1

Given this phenomenological uncertainty, it was assumed in this analysis that the in vessel
core debris becomes uncoolable and vessel head failure is unavoidable once molten core
material relocation occurs (i.e., defined to occur when abput 25% of the fuel in the core
exceeds the core material eutectic temperature of 4130AF). Based on reference plant
analyses, and some limited number of ANO-2 CCRS calculations, it was assumed in this
analysis that VF occurs about 2.5 hours after the loss of RCS injection and that vessel failure

| becomes unavoidable if debris cooling is not established within 2 hours after the loss of RCS
injection.

The probability that the essel debris bed is not coolable upon the recovery of core
cooling was assessed via expert opinian in the Surry reference plant analysis, Despite
dPerences in the ANO-2 and Surry plant designs, the conclusions of the aference plant
assessment was assumed to apply to the ANO 2 plant: therefore, PRCOOLDBIV was set to

| 0.1.
i

Given that the in-vessel debris is coolable, vessel failure may be averted via either in vessel
or ex-vessel core cooling. Ex-vessel cooling is modeled only as a means of supplementing
the in vessel RCS injection cooling. This model is conservative in that ex vessel cooling
could, without in vessel cooling, prevent vessel failure.

Successful ex vessel cooling is assumed to require submergence of the vessel well above the
top of the in-vessel debris bed. This .wbmerged depth will allow adequate heat transfer
through the vessel walls and will keep the upper vessel wall cool. For some vessel head and
containment configurations, this option may be plausible: this recovery is considered a viable

'

recovery action for some BWRs to achieve core cooling under certain accident conditions
per the Rev. 3 BWROG EOPs. This recovery is also being examined in the development of
the accident management guidelines technical basis report (TBR). For ANO-2, which has no
penetrations in its reactor vessel bottom head, this mode of cooling may also be possible.

'

However, for the ANO-2 cavity design and vessel height (see Section 4.1), it was assumed,

! that the ANO-2 vessel could not be submerged deep enough to prevent upper vessel walls
from becoming excessively hot. Thus, no credit was assumed for ANO-2 ex-vessel cooling
(i.e., PR-HT-TRAN = 1.0). This assumption is conserwtive.

|
|

4.6.3.4 CFE: No Early Containment Failure

The logic tree for this event node is provided in Figures 4.6-8A and B. Failure of event CFE
is defined as failure of containment integrity prior to or at vessel failure. Note that "early"is
relative to the time of vessel failure, not relative to the time of the accident initiator. This
event was modeled as a separate event from later containment failure, because the relative
timing between containment failure and vessel failure has a significant effect on the release
of fission products. Accident scenarios which involve early containment failure are likely to
have large fission product source terms.

Early containment failure may occur as a result of containment isolation failure or to a
containment integrity challenge prior to or related to vessel failure. Several early
containment failure mechanisms, acting individually or together, were modeled as potential

O contributors to early containment failure. These failure mechanisms include the following:

4.6-7
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Pressure spikes occurring due to blowdown at vessel failure with the RCS at*

high pressure;

Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI) resulting in rapid steam generation within the*

vessel at core slump or in the reactor cavity at vessel failure;

High Pressure Melt Ejection (HPME) loads generated by phenomena, such asa

the Direct Containment Heating (DCH) and th; combustion of hydmgen
released prior to and at vessel failure; and,,

1

Hydrogen combustion during core degradation or following vessel failure,*

prior to core concrete interaction. For high RCS pressure cases, hydrogen
combustion is accounted in the HPME load. For low RCS pressure cases, it is
considered to be self limiting due to the fonnation of a steam inerted-

condition which prevents further burning.

Despite extensive experimental and analytical investigations, a poor understanding of these
phenomena persists, especially for the FCI and HPME phenomena. This poor understanding
translates into substantial uncertamnes m containment loads at vessel failure. Due to their
relative importance, the HPME and FCI phenomena and their effects are discussed in detail
below.

High Pressure Melt Ejection (HPME) related containm nt loads are generated by a
combination of severe accident phenomena, dominated by Direct Containment
Heating (DCH) and attendant hydrogen burning. DCH is defined as the physical and
chemical processes that are postulated to accompany the ejection of the melt when the vessel
fails at high pressure. If a large fraction of the molten core debris is dispersed into the
containment as Gne panicles, a substantial portion of its sensible heat may be very rapidly
transferred to the atmosphere, producing a rapid containment pressure rise. The pressure rise
can be increased by the oxidation of very hot metals as they pass through the containment
atmosphere. Additionally, hydrogen produced by the metal oxidation could burn, if the
containment is not steam inerted and sufficient oxygen is present. If the amount of debris
involved in this process is significant, extremely high pressure and thermal loads can fail the
containment. The magnitude of this pressure rise strongly depends on the reactor cavity
geometry and on the mass of material dispersed,

Five parameters were identified to have an important effect on the containment pressure load
at vessel failure. These parameters are (1) the RCS pressure at vessel failure, (2) the fraction
of core debris ejected from the vessel,(3) the initial size _of the vessel hole, (4) the presence
of water in reactor cavity, and (5) the extent of debris dispersal into the containment at vessel
failure. The first four were identified in the NUREG 1150 (Reference 4) analysis; the last
was identified in the IDCOR analysis.

The relative magnitude of the effect of the first four factors is shown in the Figure 4.6-14
decision tree for the containment pressure rise after vessel failure. The Surry containment
pressure rise at vessel failure 2 are based on NUREG/CR-4551 information. The ANO-2
values were adjusted from the Surry values by ratioing the ANO-2 and Surry containment
volumes and core thermal power ratings. These four factors in this tree were incorporated
into the ANO-2 early containment failure assessment. The first and fourth of these

2 Appendix C of NUREG-ll50 claims that " uncertainties in containment loads
accompanying high pressure melt ejection are not major contributors to the overall
uncertainty in nsk for any of the three PWRs examined".
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E parameters are PDS-dependent and were treated as such in the ANO-2 analysis. Regarding
the second and third parameters, the cornainment pressure rise is highest when the vessel,

failum is large (this produces a rapid blowdown) and when the fraction of melt ejected is
i high. These conditions were selected as appropriate for the ANO-2 reactor vessel, based on
| the fact that its bottom head has no penetrations.

For each PDS, this pressure rise at vessel failure was added to the separately CCRS.
calculated base contamment pressure and the H2 BURN-calculated hydrogen burn pressure
rise at vessel failure. This combined pmssure was then compared with the containment
failum pressure probability curve to determine the probability of containment failure as
discussed in Section 4.3 above.

I

Conservative assumptions relative to the extent of debris dispersal and coincident hydrogen
burning were made in this study to quantify the likelihood of containment failure. The extent,

'

of debris dispersal is strongly influenced by the cavity configuration.

The ANO-2 cavity configuration is shown in FiFUTes 4.1 1 through 5. These figures provide
both plan and cross sectional views. The ANO-2 cavity communicates with the balance of
the containment via several paths:(1) through the annular area between the vessel head and
the cavity wall, (2) through the free space in the cold leg and hot leg cavity wall penetrations,
and (3) through a 10-inch swing check valve, 2BS-56, attached to the door of the cavity
access manway. The first path is probably the largest air communication path between the
ANO-2 lower cavity and the rest of the containment. The annular flow is mort restricted at
Elevation 344'6" by the cavity support pad, at Elevation 370'10.5" by the hot and cold legs,
and at Elevation 377'6" by the vessel flange at the cavity / containment interface. The
reflective insulation and neutron shield material in this region are not expected to impede air
flow from the cavity in the event of an energetic reaction in the cavity.

The ANO-2 cavity configuration differs significantly from that of the Surry and Zion
reference plants. The ANO-2 cavity is much more confined than these reference plant
cavities. The reference plants are linked with their upper containment compartments via a
large instrument tunnel. The ANO 2 cavity has a relatively small manway, rather than an
instrument tunnel. A normally-closed, solidly-attached, heavy steel door is on the outside
entry to manway. Check valve 2BS 56, attached in the center of this door, allows water to
escape from the cavity to the lower containment compartment.

For Surry and Zion, most of the core debris will remain in the cavity or instrument tunnel
| after vessel failure, even for high RCS pressure conditions. Due to its small cavity volume,

if the ANO 2 vessel fails when the RCS is at high pressure, much of the core debris exiting
'

the vessel will most likely be blown into the annular region and then into the upper
containment compartment. Therefore, debris dispersal and pressure loads associated with the
dispersal will likely be more sevem for ANO-2 than for the reference plants.

Oxidation of the metallic components of the melt can generate chemical energy that can
j' increase the pressure and temperature of the containment. If the amount of debris icvolved

in this process is significant, extremely high pressure and thermal loads can fail the
containment. Additionally, hydrogen is produced from this exothermic reaction. This
hydrogen and that present prior to vessel failure could burn,if the containment is not steam-
inerted and sufficient oxygen is present. Hydrogen burning alone can also induce over-
pressure failure. Since the initial ANO-2 containment atmosphere is not inerted with
nitrogen, a rapid containment pressurization due to hydrogen buming is considered possible.

_ Note that in-containment hydrogen concentrations prior to vessel failure depend upon the
fraction of the core zircaloy oxidized before vessel failure, on the in vessel core melt

'

progression, and on specifics of the accident scenario.

|
'
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Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FC/). The consequences associated with the rapid transfer of
thermal energy from fuel-coolant interaction in the vessel or ex-vessel poses a plausible
threat to containment integrity. In some accident sequences, molten material can flow into a
pool of water in vessel (reactor vessel lower plenum) oc ex-vessel (reactor cavity) leading to
a steam explosion which fails the containment. Per NUREG-1150 assessments, an ex-vessel
steam explosion may result in both an impulse and a quasistatic pressure load on the
containment .

In-Vessel Steam Explorion (IVSE) was fint assessed in the Reactor Safety Study, WASil-
1400. Since then, numerous experiments have been performed and related analytical models
have been developed. Some uncenainty still exists regarding this issue, especially on the
applicability of small- and intermediate scale tests to actual reactor and containment
geometries. NUREG-ll50 assessments indicate a low likelihood of containment failure due
to steam explosions relative to other failure modes.

In thir ANO-2 assessment, the likelihomi of in-vessel steam explosion is assumed dependent
on the RCS pressure. Some experiments indicate that high reactor pressures reduce the
likelihcal of in-vessel steam explosions. Therefore, two events were used to characterize
this phenomenon: one for high and medium RCS pressures (ALPH AH) and the other for low
RCS pressure sequences (ALPHAL).

Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions (EVSE) were assessed to present a negligible threat to
containment integrity for the Zion and Surry containments. EVSE were assumed to
challenge containment integrity via water impulse loads on the containment structures and
via containment pressure spikes. The ANO-2 reactor cavity is a reinforced concrete
structure. The cavity walls are heavily reinforced concrete to support the reactor core and the -

primary shield wall.

The cavity configuration does not allow a large amount of cavity water to impinge upon
structures that are essential to the containment function. EVSE-generated water impulse
loads on the containment are not considered significant containment integrity challenges.
The effect of pressure spikes resulting from high pressure blowdown and rapid steam
production, although subject to some uncertainty, can be bound by conservative assumptions
regarding steam generation.

Potential er . ssel interactions between core debris and water is of concern only for accident
scenarios a .og which water covers the reactor cavity floor prior to vessel failure, in
general, the presence of water in the cavity implies successful operation of containment
sprays which means that the containment pressure is relatively low, which implies that the
EVSE pressure spike is unlikely to cause containment overpressurization. Therefore EVSE
was not considered a contributor to CFE failure.

4.6.3.5 DC: Coolable Debris Formation Ex-Vessel

The logic tree for this event nede is provided in Figures 4.6-9A through H. The DC fault tree
logic models failure to terminate the ex-vessel core melt progression after vessel failure.
Failure of DC means that core-concrete interaction or attack (CCI) occurs. This CCI releases
ex-vessel fission products and produces combustible gases, non-condensible gases, and
steam. The latter may cause a late containment failure (CFL) due to high pressure and high
temperature conditions in the building.
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Although the core debris may be transported throughout the ANO-2 containmert as a result
y of vessel failure, only the core del.ris in the ANO-2 cavity is assumed to be of sufficient

depth to attack concrete. This assumption is valid for low RCS pressure vessel failure
'

'

scenarios, since very little core debris is dispersed from the cavity in these scenarios. For
high RCS pressure vessel failure scenarios, much of the core debris may be transponed out
of the cavity to the containment building, mainly to the trfueling pool floor, its average
depth is expected to be only a few inches. Due to natural cooling mechanisms, this material
is not expected to be able to retain sufncient heat to attack the concrete floors or walls below
it. ANO-2 MAAP calculations support this assumption. Although only a fraction of the core
debris may remain % the cavity for high RCS pressure vessel failure scenarios, it was
conservatively assum 3 that CCIin the cavity was still possible in these scenarios.

The important issues associated with debris bed coolability include:

Phenomenological considerations of crust fomiation;=
,

; Sequence dependencies related to corium dispersion at vessel failure*
-

(i.e., high RCS pressure);

Geometric configuration deped :cies allowing formation of a shallow bed;.

and

Water sources to the ex v:ssel core debris.-

The first three are related to inherent debris bed coolability. This issue considers the
formation of a crust on the debris bed which is impervious to water Gates DEBFORM1 and<

/7 DEBFORM3 model the failure to form an inherently coolable debris bed. There isV disagreement among severe accident phenomena experts regarding inherent debris bed
coolability. Well-disperst 1, i.e., shallow, debris beds are assumed inherently more coolable.
The extent of debris dispersal depends on the dispersive force at vessel failure, on the amount
of core debris molten at vessel failure, and on the reactor cavity geometry. In the ANO 2
analysis, three levels of dispersion were considered: (1) an Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion-

(EVSE) occurs at VF, (2) a HPME occurs at vessel failure, and (3) neither an EVSE or a
HPME occurs. Note that an EVSE is assumed not to occur ccacuntnt with a HPME. Basic
events PRCDB-LPSE, PRCDB-HP, and PRCDB-LPNS represent the probability that the
cavity debris bed is inherently uncoolable in each of these ll,rce impective cases. Their
values are based on the Surry NUREG/CR-4551 analysis, moderated with ANO-2-specific
considerations.

Dispersion is more likely in cases (1) and (2) than in case (3). As discussed above, debris
ejected from the cavity was assumed inherently coolable due to its shallow depth; that
remaining in the cavity was questioned. Because the ANO-2 cavity is very cs . fined, more-
than those of the reference plants, the cavity debris bed at ANO 2 may be relatively deep,
with a depth close to 50 cm, if the vessel fails at low pressure. The Generic Letter suggests
that debris beds deeper than 25 cm may be coolable, bu: that a non-coolable outcome must
be considered. Engmeering judgement was used to assess the inherent coolability of debris
in the cavity, since an applicable reference plant analysis was not available.

The fourth issue, the availability of water sources to the ex-vessel core debris, is modeled via
gates LPISPRAYI, LPISPRAY2, LPISPRAY3, and LPISPRAY4. Several other sources
were considered as possible means of debris bed cooling. These are (1) post-vessel failure

3 RCS injection, (2) the containment spray system, and (3) water from the lower containment
area. All are PDS-dependent.

4.6-11
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For GSs in which RCS injection systems were unable to inject due to high RCS pressura,
these systems are likely to begin delivering water to the cavity through the vessel aftsr the
vessel fails. The long-term availability of post vessel failure RCS injection under adverse
conditions was considered under gates SNOLP12 and NO-INJ VB. Several conservatisms
were assumed in this logic. No credit was taken for the recovery of systems whose failure
lead to core damage. No credit was taken for the manual actustion of alternate RCS makeup
systems or for the use of LPSI (since it is not designed for use in Recire Mode). Thus, credit
was taken only for HPSI for PDSs in which it is not a contributor to core damage. Consistent
with the Level-1 analysis, at least one train of containment spray (CS) was arsumed to be
requimd for cooling of the containment sump water during the Recirculation rnode. Tnis is
conservati e, especially for PDSs with successful fan cooling.

A flow of water down the annular region between the vessel and the cavity wall is expected
for PDSs in which CS operate. Two trains of CS were assumed necessary to supply
sufficient water down the annulus to remove the decay heat from the core debris in the
cavity. Gates INSUFFSPRI, LNSUFFSPR2, LPISPRAY5, and LPISPuY6 model the
failure of one or both CS trains.

For PDSs with successful operation of IIPSI or CS in Injection mode, the containment floor
will be covered with about six feet of RWT water. This water is normally prevented from
entering the cavity by the check valve 2BS-46, which is on the cavity access door. However,
pressure loads at vessel failure and/or refreezing of core debris on the valve lip is expected to
resui, in failure of the valve fur.ctior This possibility is modeled as events PRNOVFLOW2.

4.6.3.6 CFL. No Late Containment Failure

Failure of event CFL is deGned as the failure of containment integrity after vessel failure.
This event addresses the potential loss of containment integrity in the long-term, after the
vessel fails and CCI begins in the cavity. The logic tree for this event node is provided in
Figures 4.6-10A through G. This logic is similar to that for event CFE and is assessed in a
similar mann0. , major differences in the logic are that long-term heat removal processes
have an affect on CFL fanure, not to CFE, and HPME challenges contribute to CFE, not to

! CFL. The containment pressurization rates are not expected to be as rapid as those that occur
during RPV blowdown or at vessel failure.

Although their logic is similar, separate fault tn:es are modeled for the six CFL branches,
namely CFL1 throagh CFL6. These fault trees are distinguished by the dependence of CFL
on events VF, REC, and DC which precede it.

The mechanisms for containment failure considemd in the CFL branching logic include
overpressurization failure and basemat melt-through. Overpres< .ization may be due tc
steam generation and CCI. induced non-candensible gas generation, and/or due to hydrogen
and carbon monoxide generation and combustion. The potential effect of high containment
temperatures as a result of long-temi CCI is also addressed. Basemat melt through failure is
modeled in gates BMMT3, BMMTS, and BMMT6; overpressurization failure is modeled in
gate STM FAIL 2; combustion overpressurization is modeled in HB2 FAIL; and, high
temperature-related containment failure is modeled in CFLCCL These failutt mechanisms
are all PDS-dependent. This dependence is accounted for in the CFL fault tree logic.

The long-term containment pressurization is strongly infiuenced by the availability of decay -

heat removal system:s (DHR). Thus, its availability is modeled in the CFL fault trees. The
containment heat removal function is performed by the containment spray system or the fan
coolers. This heat removalis essential in order to maintain the containment pres 3ure below

45 12
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j the containment failurt pressure. To account for overpressurization due to steaming, the
; containment prt ssure rise due to steam gcneration was assessed and added to the base

containtnent pressure. The probability of containment failure was assessed by comparing the-

net containment pressurr with the containment failure pressure fragility curve, sinular to the
j process used to determine the probability of CFE.

I liydrogen combustion is a major source of pressure load. The coaditional prsabilities
assigned to hydrogen burns failing the ANO 2 containment after vesse; failure are based on

i

an examination of the pressurization calculations of reference PWR plants obtained from:

i existing literature (e.g., Bhti STCP calculations and NUREG ll50 CETs). These
j robabilities are su pplemented by scoping calculations of adiabatic bum pressure conducted

or this analysis us;n}; the Comparatisc Containment Response Scoping (CCRS) model (see.

| Section 42). These estimates accounted for the self limiung conditions of steam inerting for
,

; some accident sequences and upper bound calculations of the attendant pressure rise. ihe
; probability of hydrogen burn induced containment failure during and on the recovery from
j Station Blackout conditions was also assessed.
4

The integrity failure of penetrations due to prolonged exposure to high temperature<

J conditions weic considered for all major types of ANO 2 containment penetrations. The
| possibility of hi;h temperature induced containment failure was reviewed for the electrir /
: penetrations, air ock and equipment doors, purge valves, and the fuel transfer tube isolati -
4 flange. This review is provided in Section 4.4. The possibility of a high temperature
9 containment failure was modeled in event PRTEh1P. It was assessed via engineering

judgement to be very unlikely. A sensitivity analysis was also performed en this parameter
(see Section 4.8).

Containment integrity failure via basemat melt through (Bhth1T) was considered possible
; only due to CCI in the cavity. BMh1T both with and without water in the cavity was

assessed. The ANO 2 basemat is nine feet thick; thus, a large amount of decomposition:

I would have to occur for a basemat melt through to occur. 110 wever, since the ANO 2
"

concrete is basaltic, and the debris bed may be deep, basemat melt through is a credible4

event. The issue depends on the fraction of core debris remaining in the cavity and the,

presence of water in the cavity. hielt-through is least likely if the c ebris is dispersed from
the cavity and watar is present there.t

,

The impingement of molten debris onto the containment shell at vessel failure was identified4

as likely in other containment designs (sw:h as the BWR Mark 1 containment). Ilowever,
I this failure mode was dismissed for ANO/ Jue to the enclosed ANO 2 cavity design and the

|
absence of an instrument tunnel to the lower coniainet,

i

4.6.3.7 FPR: Fission Product Removal
,

| This event node models the in containment ti. mon product removt a that occurs-

3rior to containment failute. Six fault trees (FPRI through FPR6) mcoci . FPR too event:

> ranches. These fault trees are provided in Figures 4.6 ll A through F ,
,

These fault trees define fission product removal falln s failure to remove either in-vessel
or ex-vessel fission product releases. For non-contaic a by sass scenarios,in vessel source
term removal failure is modeled in gates VOL UNW n and VOL UNMIT2 and ex vessel i;

removal failure is modeled in gates FPR EX1, FPR EX2, FPR EX4, and FPR EX5, Both in- ''

'O vessel and ex vessel releases associated with containment bypass scenarios is modeled in
gate FPR6.

!
;
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Both active ad passive removal mechanisms from both in-vessel and exoessel core material hare considered in these fault trees. The active systems include scrubbing of radioactive
aerosols from the containment atmosphere by the containment sprays. De availability of
these mechanisms is FDS-dependent. The only pa:.sive fission product remove mechanism
modeled was that of an overlying water pcol in the cavity. As noted in above, CCI is
dssumed to occur only in the cavity. The effect of other passive fission product reinoval
mechanisms is accounted in the source tenn calculations (see Section 4.7).

The FPR model does not credit fission product scrubbing due to an overlying pool when CS
failure occurs either in its injection or Recirculaticri modes. His conservatum is the result
of the rnodeling the failure of FFR as either the failure of in vessel and ex vessel Ossion
product removal mechanisms. This modeling tends to overpredict the CCI sourte tenn.

- 4.6.3.8 CFM: Containment Failure Mode

This event accounts for the containment failure mode. The CFM event is included in the
CET to characterire the impact of the containment failuir mode and location, since they
affect the timing, duration, and location, and ultimate release Dssion products to the
environment. Success of CFM is defined as a small break or leak in the containment or a e

basemat melt thrcugh; failure is denned as a containment rupture. Four fault trees (CFM3
through CFM6) model each type of CFM top event branch. Dese fault trees are provided in
Figure 4.6-12A through D.

*

It is recognized that there is signincant uncertainty associated with the detennination of the
containment failure tr. ode, the failure size (leak b" ore break or catastrophic rupture), and the &
failure location, in this analysis, no fonnalir.ed containment failure pressure characterization W
was conducted, but an attempt is made to incorporate insights from previous analyses to
characterire implications of the containment failure on the release mcgnitudes to the
environment.

CFM success was defined as a small containment break sire, because it results in a small
containment leakage rate and allows natural removal mechanisms to compete with leakage
from containment. Thus, a slow leak mitigates potential off site consequences. A s m all
leakage rate from the containment tends to prevent a further increase in primary containment
pressure. Overpressuritation failures resulting from steam and non condensible gas .

genera ion are considered highly likely to result in small break size containment failures
based on IDCOR work.

Failure of top event CFM was defined as a large containment break. For catastrophic
failures,large containment exit flow rates are expected. Such a failure may result in a rapid
(or " puff") release of airborne fission prcxiucts to the environment. A large containment
break, or catastrophic failure, is assumed to occur for energetic pressurization events, such as
the alpha (PRALPilAL) and rocket (PRROCKET) events. For these events, containment
rupture failure was considered to be certain (1.0); this is probably very conservative. CFM
was judged to be indetenninate for overpressurization failures induced by high pressure melt ,

ejection loads and hydrogen burning (PR RUPWCFE), per Reference 2.

For small containment failure sizes,if the failure path leads to the Auxiliary Building (AB),
fission product releases can be signincantly reduced by the retention of aerosols within the
AB. Due to the high uncertainty concerning the break location and uncertainty regarding its
retention capabilities, AB retention was neglected. This is a notable conservatism for at least htwo reasons: (1) the AB is attached to the containment building in a region of the
containment where failure is most like to occur; and, (2) while its ability to withstand the
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:

)
:

i pressure loads resulting from containment blowdown is considered marginal, the AB does
s. present substantial deposition sites for aerosol removal, thus may signincantly reduce the
] magnitude of fission products released to the envimnment.
;

i
4.6.4 CET Endstates

Each progression path in the ANO-2 Containment Event Trees (CETs) leads to a
containment damage s* ate or endstate. Each endstate has a set of radionuclide release

j characteristics. These characteristics were used to develop a measure of the potential
| maanitude and timing of the fission product source term released from the containment for
j each CET endstate. These source term calculations and their results are provided in Section
j 4.7.
1

! These source terms depend on the fellowing parameters:

f Type of fission product releases from the fuel (i.e., in vessel or both in vessel.

j and ex-vessel re eases),;

Fission product path to the environment (i.e., through the containment} +

; building or bypassing the :ontainment),

Operation of active mitigative mechanisms (i.e., containment spray),*

; Presence of passive fission product removal mechanisms (i.e., overlying pools-

and natural terr , val processes in the containment), and,

i Relative timing of vessel and containtrant failure, since natural removal*

processes take time to have significant effect.

Consistent with the.ir expected relative source term magnitudes, the CET endstates have been
'

classified into one of seven general groups:a

A Early or Late containment failure, no vessel failure;
,

,

B Late containment failure, no core concrete interaction (CCI); *

C Late containment failure, CCI occurs;

D Early containment failure, no CCl;

E Early containment failure, CCI o curs;
> ,

CB Containment bypass: ISLOCA or SGTR; and

NCF No containment failure.

The "CB", "C" and "E" endstates are further classified as:

With source temi mitigation; and*

Without source term mitigation,*
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1

The least severe CET endstate in terms of fission product source term release to the g
environment is the no containment failure endstate, NCF.

In endstate A, the vessel remains intact; thus, only in vessel releases occur. Ilowever, the
severity of containment releases depends on the timing of containment failure, w hich may be
early or late. To simplify this issue, this endstate could have been separated into early and
late containment pans; because, this was not done. De early release characteristics were
conservatively used for endstate A.

The next in increasing order of sev:rity are the late containment failure endstates: B and C.
These include accident sequences in which the containment integrity is maintained long after
vessel failure. In endstate B, the vessel fails but CCI does not occur. Endstate C is more
severe: the vessel fails and CCI occurs. As mentioned above, the operation of containment
spray and the presence of an overlying pool greatly reduce the severity of fission product
release to the environment; these removal me+anisms depend on the PDS.

The early containment failure CET cndstates D and E generally produce a more severe
fission product source tenn release to the environment, particularly if active removal
mechanisms, such as sprays, are not available. Endstate E, with CCI, is more severe than
endstate D, which has no CCI.-

The containment bypass endstate, denoted CH, can pnxiuce the largest fission product source
tenn release. For the CB endstate, the in vessel 5ssion product source tenn is assumed to
bypass the containment and to be directly released to the environment. Containment removal
mechanisms are ineffective for the in vessel releases. Ex vessel releases are assumed to be
similar to those associated with an unisolated containment building.

Consistent with the 5ssion product source term calculation reported in Table 4.7-1, the
largest release of in vessel fission products, represented by the I and Cs release tenns,
generally occur in severe accidents involving containment bypass with shon retention times
in the fission product pathway and in severe accident involvmg "carly containmentfailurc"3
in a rupture mode without containment spray operation. These radioactive species are
imponant, since they have been associated with early fatalities in previous risk studies.
Thus, the above accident scenarios will be defined as "Large Release" scenarios in this study.
Specifically, the "Large Release" CET endstates are as follows: BP D3B, BP-E58, HP E6B,
D2-R, D4 R, E2-R, E4 R, and E6 R.

4.6.5 Dominant CET Endstates

Table 4.6 2 lists the CET quantification results. These results werr generated by calculating
the probability of each CET endstate for a given PDS using the calculational methods
discussed above. The CET endstate frequencies associated with each PDS ax summed to
produce the total CET endstate frequencies. As discussed in Section 4.3, thirty two
dominant PDS groups were evaluated. These groups represent the full spectrum of all plant
damage states and the frequency of these PDS groups conservatively bounds the core
damage frequency.

|

3 "Early" containmentfailure is defined to be a containment failure which occurs prict to
i or within a short time of vesscifailure. Thus, for an early containment failure event.
( fission product retention times in the containment are likely to be short and relatively gunmitigated via passive removal mechanisms in the containment. The tenu "early"!

!

implies nothing about the clock time available for implementing evacuation plans.

4.6 16
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l

;

r

Column sums of Table 4,6-2 show the dominant PDS frequencies as input from Section 4.3:
the row sums provide the calculated total CET endstate frequencies. It is notewonhy that1

j most cells are zero (i.e., blank). These zeros reDect assumpnons in the CET top logic. For
j example, non bypass accidents do not contribute to the containment bypass endstates, thus
; the contribution of PDS lAl to the bypass CET endstate DP-D3A is zero.
!
4 Figure 4.615 provides a summary of the CET quantification results. This figure was created

by summing the frequencies of each of the CET groups. The large release parts of the D, E,J

and CB groups are separated from the non-large release D, E, and CB CET endstates toI

j provide a measure of the relative frequency of a large release. A logarithmic was selected
J

for the frequency scale in order to accommodate the wide range in frequencies associated
with the CET endstate groups. However, in order to illustrate their relative contributions, the
PDS contributors within each CET en state proup are shown in linear scale. A summary of

j the endstate group frequencies and their dommant PDS contributors is listed in Table 4.6 3.
1 -

i
Both the figure and table show that for the containment remains intact for the majority

| (72.8%) of severe accid nts and that early containment failure is expected in only 12.1% of
severe accidents and the containment is bypassed in only 1.1% of severe accidents. A large-

i release may occur in about 6.9% of all severe accidents. The table also shows that relatively
few PDSs contribute to the majority of severe accident risk. The most important of these is

,

the IVKi, llKi, IllCu, CBISLOCA, SHOi, IllKi, and CBSGTR, since they are important PDS
contributors to large release accidente. These PDSs were discussed in Section 43 of the
report. A review of the CET branchirig logic for the highest frequency PDS lilAi and for the
first two dominant large release PDSs provides some insights as to the factors whichi

j contribute to large fission product releaes

///AI CET Endstates. The CET fo: PDS IIMi is shown in Figure 4.616. This PDS isO characterized by failures of secondary heat removal combined with feed and bleed failure
during the injection mode. The RCS pressure at the beginning of the accident is ex pected to4

be at the SRV setpoint pressure. Both containment spray and fan cooling are avai:able and
operate prior to vessel failure in this PDS. r

Many non zero CET endstates occur for this PDS, Most are very small in frequer.cy. Given
] the high RCS pressure, based on the DP logic, the hot leg or surge line is expected to have a
i failure probability of 2%. Although this event will reduce RCS pressure,its occurrence is
| modeled to be of little help in preventing vessel failure, since llPSI is assumed to have
j areviously falicd. No credit is given to LPSI, because it was assumed to stop on

Recirrulation actuation. This assumption that LPSI is not available in Recire mode may be;

conservative. Regardless of RCS pressure at the time of vessel failure, because both sprays
'

! and fan coolers operate, the containment is predicted to be very Hkely to remain intact
; despite the pressure rise due to vessel failure. Thus, for most accidents, early containment

failure has a low probability of occurring for PDS lilAl. Thus, a large release of Cs/lis noti

[ likely for this PDS. A large release is possible if the containment spray system is destroyed
, as a result of the vessel failure event and if the containment fails in the rupture mode. These
| are unlikely events. The most likely result of IllAl is that the containment building remains
; intact during the severe accident.

! A'Ki CET Endstates. The CET for PDS IVKi is shown in Figure 4.617. This PDS is
'

characterized by failures of secondary heat removal, but with successful feed and bleed
,

i

cooling during the Injection mode. IIPSI is assumed to fail during the Recirculation mode
and the ECCS vent valve is assumed to be closed following its failure. Containment spray
and fan cooling are unavailable.

O
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For this PDS,it is noteworthy that only eight nonzero endstates occur for this PDS. The RCS
is assumed to initially be at the SRV setpoint pressure for this PDS. Based on the DP logic,
the hot leg or surge line is expected to have a failure probability of 20E Although this event
wil! reduce RCS pressure, its occurrence is nnieled to be of little help in preventing vessel
failure, since l{ PSI is assumed to have previously failed in its Recirculation mode for this
PDS. Although the RCS pressure may be low enough to allow LPSI injection, no crrdit was
given to LPSI in the Recirculation mode. Although this assumption may be conservative for
most PDSs,it is not unreasonable for PDS IVKi, which assumes that both containment fan
cooling and spmy systems are unavailable.

Without containment heat removal, the containment pressure is expected to be elevated at the
time of vessel failure. ne pressure rise for both low and high RCS pressure conditions is
expected to significantly exceed the containment failure pressure. Dus, early containmtnt
failure is expected (CFE fails). For the llPME branch, much of the core debris is expected to
relocate out of the cavity and the cavity check valve (2BS 46)is likely to fail. Thus, for this
branch, the debris bed ts espected to be coolable (80% probability). For the low pressure
branch, the reverse is expected. Regardless of whether the debris is cooled, without
containment sprays, the in vessel releases of volatile fission products, represented by I and
Cs, are expected to have relatively short residence time in the containment building. Without
active mitigation via the sprays, the only passive mitigation mechanism credited is relates to
the mode of containment failure, if the containment experiences a rupture failure, only a
very small ponion of the fission product inventory exiting the containment will be removed.
if the containment leaks, the leakage path is expected to arovide a significant
decontamination factor. Since the containment failure mode is incetenninate, both were
assumed equally likely. The net effect of the overall PDS CET model is that about half of
the time PDS IVKi occurs, the fission product source term will be large. Thus, the CET
endstate results for PDS IVKi are driven by the PDS boundary conditions and by uncertainty
in the containment failure mode.

//KI CET Endstates. The CET for PDS llKi is shown in Figure 4,6-18. This PDS is very
similar to IVKi; the major difference is the RCS pressure condition. For !!Ki, the RCS
pressure is assumed to be between 200 and 2000 psia.

Only four nonzero endstates occur for this PDS. A hot leg or surge line failure is not
expected at the low RCS pressure conditions; thus, DP and REC fail. Like PDS IVKi,
without either containment spray or fan cooling, the containment pressure is expected to be,

| elevated at the time of vessel failure. The containment is expected to fait due to the pressure
rise at vessel failure (CFE fails). As with the llPME branch in PDS IVKi, the probability
that the debris bed is not coolable is 0,2, since most of the core debris exits the cavity at
"essel failure and since the cavity check valve is likely to fail. Like PDS IVKi, without
containment sprays, no active removal mechanisms are available to remove the in vessel
thsion products released to the containment atmosphere. Thus, when the containment fails
at vessel failure, the only mechanism available to reduce the source term to the environment
is a containment leakage failure. Like IVKi, the containment failure mode is indeterminate.
Thus, half of all PDSs are expected to result in a large fission prckluct release. Thus, the
CET cadstate results for PDS llKi, like those of IVKi, are driven by the PDS boundary
conditions and by uncertainty in the containment failure mode.
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| Table 4.6-1

O'i

| CET QUANTIFICATlON PROB ABilJI'Y RANGES
|
|

Pmbability Point
Description Range Estimate

Certain P=1 1

liighly Likely 1 > P 2 0.995 0.9925

Very Likely 0.995 > P t 0.95 0.9725

Likely 0.95 > P 2 0.70 0.825

Indeterminate 0.70 > P 20.30 0.5

Unlikely 0.30 > P 20.05 0.175

Very Unlikely 0.05 > P 20.005 0.0275

liighly Unlikely 0.005 > P > 0 0.0025

Impossible P=0 0

0

O
L
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Table 4.6-2 ANO 2 CET Endstate Frequency Results
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Table 4.6 2 ANO 2 CET Endstate Frequency Results (Cont'd)
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Table 4.6 2 ANO-2 CET Endstate Frequency Results (Cont'd)
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CET CET PDS PDS CONTRiff g
ENDSTATE FREQUENCY % CDF CONTRIB FREQUENCY %CET

NCF 2.70E-5 72.8 % lilAi 1.99E 5 74 %
lilFi 1.00E 6 47c
IAi 9.65E 7 4%

A 4.31E 8 0.1% SBOu 4.31E 8 100 %

B 3.47E-7 0.9% IVGi 1.47E-7 427c
11101 1.22E 7 35 %
11G1 3.40E 8 10 %
lllFi 1.53E 8 47c

c' 4.82E 6 13.0 % IllAi 3.21E 6 67 %
VAi 3.45E-7 7%
SBOi 2.42E 7 5%
lilEl 2.20E 7 5%

D Lg R!s 1.39E 6 3.8% IVKi 6.31E 7 457c
IIKi 4.83E-7 357c
lilCu 2.28E 7 16%

D Other 1.48E 6 4.07e IVKi 6.26E 7 43 %
llKi 4.82E 7 337c
lilCu 2.28E-7 15 % hlilAi 7.82E-8 57c

E Lg Ris 7.76E-7 2.17e IVKi 3.16EM 40.7 %
lilC 1.67E / 21.57o
llKi 1.2?E-7 15.77c
SBOi 7.16E 8 9.2%
lilKi 6.21 E-8 8.0%

E Other 8.26E-7 2.2% IVKi 3.13E-7 38 %
lilCu 1.65E 7 20 %
llKi 1.22E-7 157c
SBOi 7.54E 8 9%
lilKi 6.llE-8 7%
IIIAi 5.39E-8 7%

CB Lg Ris 3.75E-7 1.07c CBISLOCA 3.27E-7 87.3 %
CBSG7R 4.76E-7 12.77c

CB Other 4.77E-8 0.1% CBSGTR 4.77E-8 100.07o

....... ......

Total 3.71 E-5 100 0 %
, _

Table 4.6 3 ANO-2 CET Endstate Group Frequency Results
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Analysis steps in quantification of containment failure due to llPME

Boundiag Calculations of Containment Loads Provide:
_ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . . . _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ .

._

Coniamment FaDan hohabaiy 00

.

CASEI Ea so-
!
=

If Calculated HPME Pressur = $9 psig; then 1 ew.

TAssume Failure Probability = 0.0; y * . = . _ p .%.-
.

N -

'
,

w su ::o
Prtatore (Psig)

CASEI Boundmg Assenpaon: PHPME " folue

Contsnment FaJure hobatabi) =1C
.

C
CASE 2 .o -

a

E .

1 .4
U"~ = # *-'

If Calculated HPME Pr:ssure = 140 psig; then I -
.

Assume Failure Probability = 1.0, j.
,

C

d tu :20
hesture miig)

CASE 2 Bounces ^5 sump %n: PHPME*Pfauwe

Otherwise

Contabvnent Fulure hotabday

CASE 3
..

E
10 -- O OcP<1.0

m
e

,c ..

j whti

If Calculated HPME Pressure = 140 psig (2* pe <p <Qr L g .."L fg ,%....

Consider Containtnent Fragility Curve: j
.

,

Uncenainty In HPME Pressure; and [
.

1.0 s Failure Probability s 0.0 L k
.

3y

Pressure Tsig)

CASE 3 Uncerub.ry in containment Fadure Due to HPME
_ _ _. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _

Figure 4,6-2 CET Quantification: Containrnent Failure Due to llPME; Cases 1,2, & 3
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Gat e / Event Uame Pace Zone Gate / Event Name EA92 Zone Gate / Event Ulm2_ Pace Z2n2 Gate /E*/ent Ham t h ~ g

A-OR-CPL 5 2 DC4-BPl1CH 12 2 GDC21 8 4 LWR-HEAD 4 2

AL-LOW 3 28 1 DC5-BPflCH 13 2 GDC33 10 1 !!ACSPREC 18 1

BMMT3 17 4 DC6-BPJICH 14 2 GDP1 1 5 NACSPRECL 18 2

BMMT5 20 3 DCIV1 4 3 GIND-MED 1 6 NC-HB3 18 2

BMMT6 21 5 DEBFORM1 7 3 GISLOCA 27 2 NDP-MED 1 4

CAV-FLOOD 4 1 DEBFORM1 8 2 GNOFAN 16 3 NEVSE 8 4

CDHR-PASS 16 3 DEBFORM1 9 3 GOV-FLOW 4 2 ULPISPRAY1 17 3

CFE-HP 6 2 DEEFORM1 13 1 GSGTR 27 4 NLPISPRAY3 21 3

CFEl-BRNCH 5 2 DEBFORM1 14 1 GWAT5 13 2 IILPISPRAYS 20 1

CFEl-LP 5 2 DEBFORM3 10 1 GWAT6 14 2 IJNOSPRAY1 6 2

CFE2-BRUCH 6 2 DEEFORM3 12 1 HB2-FAIL 15 2 NO-INJ-VB1 10 7

CFL1-BRNCH 15 2 DHR-ACT 16 2 HB2-FAIL 17 1 NO-I!!J-VB2 12 2

CFL2-BRNCH 16 2 DP-BPJ1CH 1 4 HB2-FAIL 19 2 NO-SPR-FAN 16 2

CFL3-BRNCH 17 3 DP-MED 1 2 HB2-FAIL 20 5 NO-SPR-VB1 10 2

CFL4-BRNCH 19 2 DP-MED 1 4 HB2-FAIL 21 2 NO-SPR-VB1 10 6

CFLS-BPf1CH 20 4 DP-MED 1 6 HB3-FAIL 18 4 NO-SPR-VB1 10 7

CFL6-BFliCH 21 4 DP-MS 1 4 HLEG 1 3 NO-SPR-VB1 11 2

CFLCCI 17 2 DPH 1 4 110P- DP 1 6 NO-SPR-VB1 16 2

CFLCCI 18 2 DPHI 1 2 HPSI-SPRAY 2 1 NO-SPR-VB1 22 3

- CFLCCI 20 5 DPH2 1 3 HPSI-SPRAY 3 1 NO-SPR-VB1 22 4

CFLCCI 21 3 DPM i 2 HR-INCONT 16 2 NO-SPR-VB1 22 7g
CFM-CFE3 28 1 FPR-EX1 22 6 INSUFFSPR1 7 4 NO-SPR-VB1 25 3

CFM-CFES 30 2 FPR-E"2 23 6 INSUFFSPR1 9 1 MO-SPR-VB2 12 2

CFM-CFEPR3 28 2 FPR-EX4 25 2 INSUFFSPR1 10 3 NO-SPR-VB2 12 5

CFM-CFEPR3 30 3 FPR-EX4 27 5 INSUFFSPRI 14 2 NO-SPR-VB2 12 5

CFM-CFLPR4 29 1 FPR-EX5 26 2 INSUFFSPR2 12 6 NO-SPR-VB2 14 1

CFM3-BRNCli 28 2 FPR-IN1 22 2 LPISPRAY1 7 2 NO-SPR-VB2 23 3

CFM4-BRUCH 29 1 FPR-IN2 23 2 LPISPPAY1 17 3 NO-SPR-VB2 23 4

CFM5-BRNCH 30 2 FPR-LATE 1 22 4 LPISPRAY1 17 5 NO-SPR-VB2 23 7

CFM6-BPRCH 31 2 FPR-LATE 2 23 4 LPISPRAY2 9 2 NO-SPR-VB2 26 3'

CFMROCALP3 28 1 FPR1-BRNCH 22 4 LPISPRAY3 10 5 NO-WAT 10 5

CFMROCALPS 30 2 FPR2-BPJ1CH 23 4 LPISPRAY3 21 3 NO-WAT3 12 4

CFWOSPR 6 4 FPR3-BRNCH 24 1 LPISPRAY3 21 5 NOSPRAY11 22 2

CFWSPR 6 2 FPR4-BPRCH 25 2 LPISPRAY4 12 4 NOSPPAY12 23 2

CHGAVB 16 1 FPR5-BRNCH 26 2 LPISPRAYS 10 3 NOSPPRCFE 11 1 |
CP-PULTH 6 2 FPR6-BPRCH 27 3 LPISPRAYS 13 2 NPOWER-REC 11 3

DCl-BRNCH 7 3 GCFMISLOCA 31 4 LPISPRAv5 20 1 NPOWERREC2 12 5

DC2-BRUCH 9 2 GCFMSGTR 31 2 LPISPRAYS 20 3 NSACPOWER 11 2 |

DC3-BRNCH 10 3 GDC11 8 2 LPISPRAY6 14 2 NSACPOWER 12 5
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Gate /ENent flame EAat 1922 93te/EvenL_21ami_ EARR Z14g Gate /Even U lame PAqq Zggg Gate / Event Name l age.Z9st
OVR-PRESS 2 15 2 PRilB4 18 3 PRSTM-OCC 16 1 SilP-SIS 1 12 2

OVR-FRESS2 16 3 PRIIEATUP 22 3 PRTEMP 18 1 SHP-SISGI 2 2

OVR-PRESS 3 17 2 PRHEATf3P 23 3 PRWCP-PULT 6 1 SitP-SISG2 3 2

OVR-PRESS 4 19 2 PRHLSLOK 1 3 OllP 1 4 SLP-SIS 1 2 2

OVR-PRESS 5 20 5 PRilLSLOK1 1 2 011P 1 5 SMOLPIl 7 2

OVR-PRESS 6 21 3 PPHLSLOK2 1 5 QISLOCA 27 2 SNOLPIl 10 7

POOLS 13 3 PRIMPINGE 6 1 QISLOCA 31 4 Sr!OLPIl 22 5

POOL 5 14 3 PRINSUFSPR 10 3 OHP 1 1 SNOLPI2 9 3

POWER-REC 11 3 PRINSUFSPR 12 6 ONOFAN 16 3 StIOLPI2 12 1

POWER-REC 2 12 5 PRMT1 17 4 QPCS-RET 22 1 SNOLPI2 23 5

POWER-SBO 11 2 PRMT1 20 2 QRCS-RET 23 1 SNOLPIG1 7 2

POWER-SBO2 12 5 PRMT2 17 6 QSBO 11 2 SNOLPIG2 9 3

PR-HT-TRA!J 4, 2 PRMT2 20 4 QSBO 12 4 SHOSPRAY 4 1

PR-RUPWCFE 28 2 PRMT3 21 4 QSGTR 27 4 SNOSPRAY 6 2

PR-RUPWCFL 29 1 PRMT4 21 6 QSGTR 31 2 SHOSPRAY 6 4

PRALHPAH 6 4 PRNCG-FAIL 18 1 R-A-CPH 6 2 SNOSPRAY 10 5

PRALHPAll 30 2 PRNISLSPRY 27 1 REC 1-BRNCH 2 2 SNOSPRAY 12 3

PRALPHAL 5 2 PRNO-POOL 1 22 6 REC 2 -BRIICl4 3 2 SNOSPRAY 22 2
i PRALPIIAL 28 1 PRNO-POOL 2 23 6 ROCK-AL5 30 2 Sh0SFRAY 22 6

PRAUXPOOL 31 3 PRNO-POOL 3 10 4 ROCKAL-DP5 30 2 StIOSPRAY 23 2-"
PRCDB-HP 10 1 PRNO-POOL 3 25 2 SACPOWER 2 3 SilOSPRAY 23 6

PRCDB-LPNS 8 3 PRNO-POOL 3 26 2 SACPOWER 3 3 SNOSPRAY2 3 2~

i PRCDB-LPSE 8 2 PRNO-POOL 4 17 4 SACPOWER 11 2 SNOSPRAY2 11 4

PRCI 5 1 PRNOCRSPRY 27 3 SACSPREC 11 3 SHOSPRAY2 12 4

PRCI 6 3 PRNOV-FLOW 4 1 SACSPREC 12 6 STM-FAIL 2 16 2

PRCI 15 1 PRNOVFLOW2 7 3 SACSPREC 18 1 STM-FAIL 2 17 2
7

PRCOOLDBIV 4 3 PRNOVFLOW2 9 2 SACSPREC 21 1 STM-FAIL 2 19 1

PRCP-PULTL 5 3 FRNOVFLOW2 13 3 SACSPRECL 11 4 STM-FAIL 2 20 6

PRCSRVS 1 6 PRt10VFLOW3 10 4 SACSPRECL 18 2 STM-FAIL 2 21 4

1 PRDCP-PULT 6 3 PRNOVFLOW3 12 3 SACSPRECL 18 5 TBIOITS 20 3

PRDEST-CFE 9 2 PRPR2 21 2 SALT-SISH 2 1 TEMMT6 21 5

PRDEST-CFE 12 6 PRPR3 18 6 SAL'I-SISH 3 2 VF1-BRNCil 4 3
.

PRDESTNCFE 7 1 PRPR4 18 4 SALT-SISL 2 2 VOL-UNMIT1 22 3

PRDESTNCFE 11 1 PRPRHB2 21 2 SHP-INJ 4 2 VOL-UNMIT1 24 1

PRDPMED 1 5 PRROCKET 6 1 SHP-INJ 10 5 VOL-UNMIT1 25 1
,

PREVSE 8 1 PRROCKET 30 1 SHP-IIIJ 12 4 VOL-UNMIT2 23 3

PREVSE 8 4 PRSEALOK 1 7 SHP-INJ 13 2 VOL-UNMIT2 26 1

PRFANDEST 16 2 PRSGOK 1 6 SHP-SIS 1 3 1 WOPOW 18 3

PRIIB3 18 6 PRSSRV-STO 31 1 SHP-51S1 10 7 WOSPR3 17 5
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Gate /EventJlame Eagf; Zgne Gate /Eventdiame_ Pace Zsna 9 ate /Eveh Eagg 2;npa M / Event Namp Eggg hm

WosPRS 20 4

WOSPR6 21 6

l WPOW 18 6

WSPR3 17 3

WSPR5 20 2

WSPR6 21 4

|

.A
?
;D
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4.7 RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE CilARACTERIZATION,O
This section describes the CET end state radionuclide release characterization for ANO 2.
The previous sections described the containment damage states for the spectmm of CET
progression paths. Inherent in the CET definition of top events are the associated fission <

product release and removal mechanisms, hence, source temis for the CET end states can be
readily characterized. The release mechanisms include in- and ex-vessel release terms. The
removal mechanisms include scrubbing by active removal systems (e.g., sprays) as may be
implied by the PDS definition, and deposition on stmetures by natural processes. The CET
end states are ca;egorized to denote differences in the estimated release fractions to the
environment. Groups of PDS and CET end states ccmbinations may be collapsed furti.er to
define the ANO-2 release categories. The basis for collapsing the CET end states into a
limited number of release categories is simiiarity in the estimated radionuclide releases to the
environment (i.e., source terms).

4.7.1 Release Event Characterization

Eaci. CET end state represer.ts a panicular release event or a recovered, degraded core state
that may be characterized according to its potential for fission product releases to the
atmosphere, its timing of release initiation (relative to time of incipient core damage), and its
release duration, all of which ar- important to the off site consequence detemtination. These

.

are referred to in this stu
be used interchangeably.py as ruase modes. The tenn CET end state and release modes may

,

Table 4.71 summarizes the possible CET release modes for the spectrum of core melt

(N]. accident sequences. This tablelists the Various CET release modes as early or late release
,

events (relative to the time of cote melting) for key containment damage states (i.e., failurei

i modes), including recovered states and release mechanisms (e.g., no CCI). Each release mode
represents a release path from the fuel through the RCS and the containment atmospher: to
the environment, should the containment ultimately fail. The release path (including the
associated removal mechanisms)is related to a particular environmental source term. Souice
term estimates (fraction of initial core inventory of specific fission product species) are based
on simple hand calculations of release and removal tenus using insights from reference plant
analysis of fission product releases.

The release of fission products to the environment is negligible as long as the containment
function is maintained. With . the containment integrity maintained, fission product
concentration within the containmera are reduced by natural removal pronsses, such that ifi

| the containment uldmately failed in the long term, the release to the environment will be
significantly mitigated. In-comainment ratural and active removal processes are likely to
reduce airborne fission products released from the fuel. The source tenns are low and the-
release duration is likely to be extended. Specific release modes provide a point of reference
in the binning of these CET end states into tricase categories for off-site consequence
assessment.

O CET end states describe the particular containment failure or recovered state; release1

modes imply fission product release characteristics of the progtession paths in the CETs. '

4.7-1
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4.7.2 Source _TcnnEsthpairs

Approximate source tenns are calculated using reference plant analysis of fission prode': -

leases from the fuci to the environment. Associated with each severe core damage a y
are various 'in vesW rai ex vessel Ossion product release mechanisms. NUREG/Ch
and NUREO!CR 45$1 provide release fractions of Gssion products into containment for a
various time periods of seveie accident prog ~ ssion. The tables provided in the referenced
document which are derived from source tenn code calculations include conservative values
of the release from the fuelinto the RCS and escape to the containment atmosphere. Renoval
from the containment atmosphere considers passive and active removal mechanisms such as
natural deposition and scrubbing due to spray operation.

4.7.2.1 Release Mechanin 's

A brbf discussion of release mechanisms from the fuel t.d removal factors in containment
that were considered in fission product release and transport calculations are provided below.

In Vessel Release Considerations

During core uncovery and heat up, cladding rupture initiates the release ofa

fission products located in the fuel gap.

During the melting process, various Gssion products evaporate at liquid sur-
.

faces; both structura: and core material are released from the fuel matnx.

If the RPV fails quickly, the highly volatile fission products will be released.

while the less volatile ones are retained. Some materials may te bound (such
as Tellurium) and retained with the molten core material.

,

9
If RPV failure occurs late, less volatile fission products can be released during

.

the melt and these have less time to settle or be removed from the RPV
atmosphere.

In complete meltdown, releases continue after RPV melt-through due to.

revolatilization or fonnation of non removable species.

For SGTR cases, releases are directed towards the steam generator and bypass
+

the containment.

For ISLOCA cases, fission product materials ue directed towards the auxiliary
.

building bypassing the containment.

Conditicas important in RCS fission product retc .rion include surface temperatures in the
RCS, velocity of gases traveling through the RCS, ni overall aerosol generation rate into the
RCS,

6-Vessel R; leas:: Considerations

Of panicular im 3ortance in determining ex vessel releases is the condition at+

vessel breach. Lf the RCS is in a pressurized state, signincant amounts of
aerosols will be generated at vessel breach. The amounts generated am not
quantined in NUREG/CR-4881. NUREG/CR-4551 is used to provide
infomiation that supports the model.

4.7 2
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O Corium concrete interaulons generate more aerosols once the molten core.

material attacks the concrete floor after vcssel breach. Various factors
influence the release during corium concrete interactions. Rey are:

De composition and temperature of corium;
The composition of concrete; and_

ne amount of heat directed downward from the corium and extent of_

concrete penetration.

Delayed Release Mechanisms

Initially d: posited volatile materials, such as iodine and cesium, are released.

due to trvolatilization. He delayed releases, occur as the deposition sites
continue to heat up (e.g., due to self. heating).

Removal in RCS and Containment

RCS pressure prior to RPV failure. With a low RCS pressure condition, high.

steam velocities are implied, hence less time is allowed for fission produa
retention in the RCS With a high pressure RCS condition, on the average,
steam velocities are t
(not for noble gases)ypically lower and hence, th: fission product retentiondue to gravitational settiin; is increased. On the other
hand, revolatilization (given the high retention tie high RCS pressure cases)
could be significant. If the core is recovered, the retention in the RCS is even
more enhanced.

Spray operation in containment. Scrubbin of fission products airborne in.

containment during the in and ex vessel r lease periods from the fuel will
significantly reduce the amout.ts available for release to the environment.

Water in reactor cavity. The depth of r,ctlying water in the cavity (if any).

serves as a scrubber to remove aerouls, and possibly cause core debris dis-
persal due to the fuel water interactions. I:lther action would have mitigating
effects on release from the fuel during ccae concrete interactions.

Cyclin ; secondary side relief valve and scru%ing by steam generator water. If.

the va ve is cycling, some retention in the steam generator is expected for
SGTR cases. Secondary side cooling can be a significant removal mechanism
due to scrubbing as the fission products pass through the steam Eenerators.

Flc.oding of the ISLOCA break location in the auxiliary building would result.

in scrubbing of fission product releases. Moreover, fire spray in the auxiliary
building could result in additionf scrubbing.

4.7.2.2 Fission PrcJuct Release Calculations

ne approach used to calculate the fission product release fracticns for each end state is
similar to what was used in the NUREG ll50, NUREG/CR 4551, and NUREG/CR 4881
studies. De method uses fission product release and transport insights from either MAAP or
MARCil runs for a few specific scenarios, and extrapolates these for each end state that has

Ot been defined (see Table 4.71). For example, in the Zion NUREG ll50 studies
(NUREG/CR-4551), MARCll calculations for a transient and three small LOCAs were
performed to find the data necessary to extrapolate for all sequences. The data are

4.7-3
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ext apolated by multiplying the Sssion product release fractions from the fuel (from the
reference analysis) by the escape fractions associated with the various renoval nwchanisms
denned by the sequences (i.e., from sprays, wet cavity, early or late containment failure). The';

spectrum of CET end states encon ass the range of important conditions for the v )PDSs denncd and will therefore nee only be calculated once for a point estimate resultprious
i

ne calculations have been programmed on a computerized spread sheet that allows the user ;
to vary the rtierence plant analysis CET end states, as well as the escape fractions associated '

with the retention mechanisms. A release fraction is the fraction of radionuclide inventory that
is released from the fuel (in or ex vessel) without any retention mechanisms. Escape frac.
tions for decontamination are ti.e fraction of Ossion prcducts released given the retention
mechanism is available (i.e., sprays, cavity water pool scrubbing or settling in containment
prior to containment failure). The input data used are extracted from point estimates (central
or median values) provided in SURSOR (Appendix B. NUREG/CR-4551 Surry study).

4.7.3 Approximate Sourulentihiedel Fonnulation

The correlations used in calculating the release to the environment are based on a series of
fission product source and removal tenus in the vessel and the containment. The input
parameters for release into the containment are derived from reference plant analysis
summarized in NUI;EG/CR-4551 CORSOR methodology, for the various Ession product,

release components as applied to Surry (i.e., SURSOR). The removal tenns (e.g., retention in
the RCS or scrubbing by an overlying pool) are likewise derived from these analyses. The
values used are consistent with the RCS status, or availability of containment safeguards
systems (e.g.' sprays) denned by the accident irogression paths modeled in the CETs. De
approximate nssion product release model performs a table lookup, applying the appropriateg
release tenns for the specified sequence. Fission product releases are calculated for each of
accident progression time phases and CET end states. To calculate radiological source tenus
and uneenainty ranges for each of these end states using extensive detenmnistic calculations
could potentially be time consuming and expensive. This siinplined methcdology for source
term uses an adjusting approach that considerably reduces the calculation requirement to
determine the relative severity of the end states. He approach ' adjusts' values calculated for
specific scenarios (either reference plant or plant specific) to values that apply for oth,:r
scenarios that have similar characteristics.

The total release to the atmosphere for any given end state can be separated into four groups:

1. In-vessel;

2. Iligh pressure melt injection (llPME);

3. Core-concrete interaction (CCI); and

4 Late (Iodine and Cesium).

;
it is conservatively assumed that the influence of delayed core melt on the timing of core
melting (due to reduction in the decay heat generation rate with time from shutt "n)is
not significant as to warrant a distinction in the release calculations. It is judgu that
other heat sources, such as metal water reaction would overwhelm the decay power.

4.7-4
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The combined release to atmosphere accounting for all four modes of release isO FCON = EFLEAK * (In vessel release + Vessel breach release + CCI
release) + Late release

where:

EFLEAK Escape fraction for leakage er scrubbing for water-

submerged breaks (ISLOCA or SGTRs) versus
rupture containment failure mode (discriminate
between early and late); this factor reflects the
additional retention inside containment due to a
leakage containment failure mode rather thari a
rupture mode which is assumed in the in vessel,
Vessel breach and CCI releases;

In-Vessel Release Releases due to fuel mrVior to vessel failure;-

Vessel Breach Release Releases due to high pressure melt ejection*

(HPME);

CCI Release Release due to core concrete interaction (CCI);
-

Late Release Release ofiodine and cesium due to revolatilization;
-

FCON Release from containment to atmosphere (environ-
-

ment).

The total release for each fission product species (i) to the environment is obtained as the sum
of all the release terms from the fuel during the accident progression.

4.7 3.1 In Vessel Release

The in vessel releases include the fission product species released from the fuel from the time
core damage begins until the vessel fails. There is some retention in the RCS aa well as the
containment, so everything that is released from the core is not released to the atmosphere at
containment failure. The process begins when the core kcomes uncovered and heats up,
eventually leading to melting. Because the melting occurs on a region by-region basis, the
totd release of any given fission product would occur over a criod of time. In general,
however, the more volatile radionuclides are releaC in the earl heatup and melting. Rese
releases enter the RCS, where a fraction is retaind af *zessel fai ure, while the rest enters the
containment environment. At containment failure, sane ttling will have occurred, as well as
washing out if sprays are operating, leading to more retention m the containment. For steam
generator tube ruptures (SG TRs), a fraction of the material from the core will pass throuph
the steam generator (SG) as it is released to the environment. If the secondary side rehef
valve is cycling, a portion of the release will be retained by the SG. If the valve sticks open,
everything that enters the SG will be released to the environment. No credit is taken for the
availability of auxiliary feedwater which would provide substantial scrubbing. For ISLOCA,
the source term associated with an SGTR with the secondary side relief valves stuck open,is
conservatively assumed. Retention factors due to the release pathway through the auxiliary
building along with scrubbing from fire water spray or an overlying pool have been,

( conservatively t.eglected for ISLOCAs.

4.75
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The in. vessel source term available for release to tht atmosphere is calculated by the following
equation: h

>

In Vessel Release = [EFSPR(i)*FCONV(i)*FVES(i)*FCOR(i) *(1 FISG(i)) +
(FISG(i)*FOSG(i)*FCOR(i))]

! where-

EFSPR Fraction that is not retained (i.e., escape i action) by sprays-

(for high and low pressure PDS);

FCONV Fraction of in vessel release that is released from the contain--

ment to atmosphere (early and late);

FVES Fraction of material released fmm fuel that is released from-

the vessel (hla,h and low pressure);

FCOR Fraction of initial core inventory released from the fue! prior-

to vessel failure;

FISO Fraction of material released from fuel that enters the SG-

(secondary relief valve open or closed); and

FOSG Fraction of SG release that is released to atmosphere-

(secondary relief valve open or closed).

The last two terms. FISG and FOSG, are not applicable for non SGTR accident sequences.

The (i) for each variable symbolizes each fission product species (Noble Gases, Iodine,
Cesium, Tehurium, and Strontium). For certain end states, some of the variables in the
equation are ignored or set equal to one if these are not applicable. For example, no credit
may be taken for sprays if the PDS defines spray failure; there is no fission product removal
from scrubbing and EFSPR(i)is set to one.

|

! 4.7.3.2 IIPhiE Release

if the RCS has not been depressurized at vessel failure, then there could be a contribution to
the source term from IIPh1E. The fuel could be ejected in a process that would cause acrosol
generation, ifIIPh1E occurs, the high temperature and fragmented debris ejected from the
vessel will oxidize and lead to additional aerosol and radionuclide release from the fuel. The

| calculation for the contribution due to these processes is:

Vessel Ilreach Release = (1 FCOR(i))*FREJ*RADDiiL(i)*FCONV(i)

where:

FREJ Fraction of melt ejected from vessel;-

RADDill Radionuclide release fraction for llPhiE;-

O

| 4.7 6
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The vessel breach source tenn is non existent in most of the end states, so for all cases exceptO early containment failure with high RCS pressure, thus FRFJ is set equal to zero. It is
assumed that ifIIPME contributed to a large release,it would also have contributed to a large
enough pressure rise to fail containment early, so it is not considered for late containment
failure end states. For SGTR cnd states it is assumed that since the vessel will be at nulium
pressure at failure,llPME release willle negligible.

4.7.3.3 CCI Release

Following vessel breach it is expected that the molten core debris will te relocated into the
concrete cavity and if a non coolable debris bed is fonned, attack the concrete, releasing
decomposition gas products. Fission product acrosols will then be released from the molten
i. ass into the containment atmosphere due to gas sparging.

The factors that influence the amount of CCI release are the composition and temperature of
the corium as it is released from the vessel. As the corium cools, the fission product release
decreases to such an extent that it makes further release negligible. A water pool overlying
the corium will retain some of the releases fmm the interaction, as well as help m cooling the
debris.

The equation used to calculate the release due to CCI is:

CCI Rr',.h Pin (EFSPRCCI(i),EFCCIWCAV(i))*(1 FCOR)*FCCID(i)
4 7CBCri)

where:

EFSPRCCI Escape fraction for CCI with sprays on;-

EFCCIWCAV Escape fraction for CCI with wet cavity;-

FCCID Fraction cf inventory that is released from the melt during
-

CCI for dry cavity; and

FCONC CCI release that is released from the containment (FCONCE
-

for early and FCONCL for late containment failures).

For certain end states, some of the variables in the equation are ignored or set equal to one.
For example, no credit may be taken for spray removal if the sprays are failed; hence,
EFSPRCCI(i)is set to one. Due to the tight cavity configuration for ANO 2, the presenet of'

the cavity check valve would preclude fonnation of an overlying pool. For most cases,
EFCCIWCAV(i) was set equal to I (low RCS pre sure), unless the check valve was assumed
to fail (high RCS pressure cases). If the end state is defined as having no CCI, then FCCID(i)
is set equal to zero. For SGTR cases,if:he secondary side relief valves are not stuck open,

- the CCI release is assumed to be similar to late releases, so FONCL is used for the FCONC
factor. If the valve sticks open, FCONCE is used.

if some of the core participated in llPME, the value of FCONCE should be reduced to reflect
that less is available for CCI. The equation to show this is:

O
FCONCE(i) = (1 FREJ)*FCONCE(i)

4.7 7
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It should te noted that this correction is relevant for high pressure sequences with early
containment failure.

4.7.3.4 Late Relense

The fission products ic! eased from the fuel and deposited in the RCS nuy be evolved when
the temperature of deposidon sites increase with time. There are several mechanisms which
could lead to a del:.yed release for I and Cs. These include the followi'ig:

Revolatilitation from RCS;-

Slow decomposition of initial releases from RCS:-

Radioactive decay chains;-

Re. suspension at containment failure; and-

Retention in melt until after vessel failure.-

All of these mechanisms are lumped together as a delayed release for I and Cs which is calcu-
lated by the following equation:

Late Release = FLATE(i)*FCOR(i)*(1 FVES(i))*(1 FISG(i)) *EFSPRCCI
(i) *FCONCL(Te)

where:

FLATE Late Revolatilization from the RCS; and-

FCONCL(Tc) FCONC for Tc with a late containment failure.-

Similar to the other types of releases mentioned, for specific end r,tates, certain variables in the
above equation are ignored or set equal to one. For end states with no sprays operating, EF-
SPRCCI is set equal to one. FISG(i) is set to zero for all non SGTR sec uences. The release
fractions from containment for all late releases uses FCONCL for TE in a:1 cases similar to the
SURSOR analysis. For core damage sequences in which SG cooling is available, deposition
to the SGs is likely to mitigate late releases, in these cases, FLATE may be set to zero.

4.7.3.5 Total Release

The total release of fission products to the environment upon containment failure (i.e.,
environmental source terms)is calculated by summing the four release components above. To
allow for a lower release for ena states with leakage as the containment failure mode, the
escape fraction for leakage, EFLEAK is multiplied by all the components above except for the
late release. The equation is as follows:

Total Release = EFLEAK*(innessel release + llPME release + CCI release) +
late release

!
t

'
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1 Table 4.7 2 provides a summary of parameters that lound most of the accident scenarios

derived from NUREG/CR 4551. De values shown are sufficient to calculate releases for the,

; likely PDSs by substituting them into the approximate fission product release model.
! i

:

; 4.7.4 GI_Rchase Mode Sourre Tenns
i ,

De fission product estimates for the CET release modes are calculated for ANO 2 using the
CORSOR source tenn approximate method with input data from the Suny calculations for

j NUREG ll50 (i.e., SURSOR). While the plant. specific features of the ANO cavity design
! results in a significant fractica of mohen material to participate in debris transport dunng high
! pressure melt ejection, the presence of the rnissile shield would likely cause some entrapment

of the debris. Therefore, a moderate amount of acrosolization of molten material is assumed
(versus h!gh fraction) to panicipate in the llPME release rnechanism. The results summarized'

in Table 4.7 33 provide a relative measure with respect to the potential severity of the each
j CET end states. The source term estimates are used in ranking the severity of the CET end

,

states. As expected, the source tenns are lower for end states in which Ossion products are '

j scrubbed by containment sprays (see Table 4.7-4). '

i During a review of the CET end states and overell results it was noted that for end states Al
l and A2, which are considered late containment failure states, containment by pass (isolation

failure) sequences were grouped here. Ilence, late containment failure fractions are calculated,
; for these states. The sources for Al and A2 are considered very conservative due to the
1 vessel release fractions assumed for an in vessel recovery case. These sources are therefore
j considered applicable to the containment by pass sequences grouped in Al and A2. i

l Table 4.7 4 list the end states in descending order with res Sect to the lodine release fraction.
After reviewing the results in Table 4.7 4, a group of CE" end states were collapsed into a1

j "large" release category. CET end states resulting in an impaired containment without
mitigation (BP E68, BP ESB, and BP D38) and early containment failure by rupture with no
sprays (E2 R, E4 R, E6 R, D2 R, and D4 R) result in a "large" release. his grouping,

definition is consistent with the release magnitude of the seven highest plus the ninth as listed
in Table 4.7-4..

!
!

!
!

!

i

,

,

;
,

i

3 The input values used in the approximate source term formulation are point estimates,
3at is these are not sampled. The NUREG ll50 SURSOR methodology samples each

'

term based on a distribution that is defined as a histogram. The non-sampling calculation
i with SURSOR provide p(int estimates that are not necessarily the mean values. In

reviewing these point estimates, the release terms were in certain cases, not consistent'
with insi; hts obtained from MAAP or STCP calculations. Thus the median values were

]O used in tils study for a more consistent representation of each release and removal term
along a CET sequence.

.

4.7 9
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Table 4.71

DESCRIPTION OF CET RELEASE MODES

RELEASH
MODES CET SEQUENCE DESCR!!' TION

_

NCF(AO) Recovered in vessel, low RCS pressure, no containment failurt

Al Recovered in vessel, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in vessel telease
mitigated

A2 Reco red in vessel, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in vessel release not
mitigated

NCF(BO) Recovered Ex vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, no containment failure j
Bi Recmered Ex vessel, no CCl, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in vessel

release mitigated

B2 Recovered Ex vessel, no CCI, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in vessel
releaw not rnitigated

B3 No CCI, low RCS pressure, late contamment failure,in-vessel release mitigated

B4 No CCl, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,in vessel n lease not mitigated

B5 No CCl, high RCS pressure, late containment failure,in vessel and late release mitigated

| by sprays

B6 No CCl, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in vessel and late release not
mitigated

NCF(CO) CCl occur 1, low RCS pressure, no containment failure

Cl Recovered ex vessel,CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment failure,in and es.
sessel release initigated by sprays, overlying pool

1

IC2 Recovered ex vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, late containment failure, in vessel
release not mitigated, overlying pool

C3 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, l te containment failure, in and ex vessel release
mitigated by sprays

C4 CCI wcurs, low RCS pressure, late cor.tainment failure, in and ex vessel release not
mitigated

C5 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, late containment failure, in and ex vessel release
mitigated by sprays, os erlying pool

_

_ . . _ .

O
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| Table 4.7-1 (Continued)
i

;

j DESCRIFilON OF CET RELEASE MODES
'

i !
r

.

*

1 RE1. EASE i
} MODES CET SEQUENCE DESCRII' TION
I i

] C6 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, late containment Qilure, in and ex vessel release not
~

; mitigated ;
I

.

Di Recovered es vessel, no CCl, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in vessel re-

j- lease mitigated
-

,

1- D2- Recovered ex vessel, no CCl, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in vessel re.
lease not midgated

D3 No CCI, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in vessel and late release;

{ mitigated i

I i
; D4 No CCI, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in vessel and late release not '

i mitigated ;

J ,

j El Recovered ex vessel, CCI occurs, low RCS paure, early containment failure, in and !
ex vessel release mitigated, overlying pool j

E2 Recovered ex vessel,CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment failure,in vessel
j release not mitigated, overlying pool

3

E3 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment failure, in. and ex6essel release
; mitigated by sprays

! '

E4 CCI occurs, low RCS pressure, early containment failure,in and ex vessel release not
i mitigated

i
; ES CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in and ex vessel release
j mitigated by sprays, overlying p.;al
I

.

s
.

E

! E6 CCI occurs, high RCS pressure, early containment failure, in and ex vessel release not
1

! mitigated
{

| BP D3A SOTR and Bypass release mitigated with secondary side relief valve cycling or :

i scrubbing,no CCI
1

|. BP D3B SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, no CCI .
:

BP E5A SOTR and Bypass release mitigated, CCI occurs, ex vessel release midgated,

i
BP-E5B SGTR and Dypass release unmitigated,CCI occurs, ex vessel release mitigated '

!

,

f

i

4.7-11
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Table 4.71 (Continued)

DESCRlfrrlON OF CET RELEASE MODES

1
4

RELEASE
MODES CET SEQUENCE DESCRIPTION 1

.- |

| BP E6A SOTR and Bypass relen.,e mitigated,CCI Occurs eMessel release ot mitigated ,

|
SGTR and Bypass release unmitigated, CCl occurs, es vessel relca e not mitigatedBP E6B

NOTE: The release modes are funher characterized ra Leakage (L) or Rupture (R) to indicate the
duration of flaion product releases to the ensironment; consistent with the catended releaw
duration, retention in containment occurs for leakage failure modes.

O

O

4.7 12
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;

Table 4.7 2

1 ANO 2 REl. EASE CALCULATIONS INPUT CONSTANTS

O.2654 =fitEJ Fraction of melt ejected from vessel (medium range)
'

! 0.398 = FREJ Fraction of melt ejected from vessel (high range)
i 0.195 = FREJ Fraction of melt ejected from vessel (low range)
} 1.0 = EFliPE Escape fraction for liPME

,

j PARAMETER NAME NG I CS TE SR

EFCCIWCAV4 (full cavity) 1 0.033 0.033 0.067 0.067s

EFCCIWCAV (partially full) 1 0.18 0.18 0.48 0.48
1 EFSPRLP 1 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025

EFSPRHP 1 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56
EFSPRCCI 1 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.036
EFLEAKV' (dry cont.) 1 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24

i EFLEAKV (wet cont.) 1 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31
] EFLEAKCd (dry cont.) 1 0.24 0.24 0.28 0.28
: EFLEAKC (wet cont.) 1 0.30 030 0.35 0.35

FCOR4 (high ZR oxid.) 0.92 0.75 0.82 0.33 0.0046
FCOR (Iow ZR oxid.) 0.92 0.69 0.59 0.2 0.002

FVESH"(high press.) 1 0.086 0.N2 0.028 0.028
FVESH (int. press.) 1 0.41 0.29 0.25 0.24,

| FVESL (Iow press.) 1 0.52 0.40 0.33 0.33
FCONVL (w/ or w/o sprays) 1 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022,

FCONVE 1 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58
(1 FCOR)*FCCID 0.080 0.25 0,18 0.33 5.57E 9
FCONCE I 0.63 0.63 0.60 0.60
FCONCL 1 0.N5 0.N5 0.085 0.085,

j RADDHL 1 0.92 0.92 0.20 0.022
.

i FLATE'(one hole) 1 0.N5 0.023 0 0
< FLATE (two holes) 1 0.13 0.095 0 0

F1SGO 1 0.27 0.26 0.17 0.24
>

FISGC 0.58 0.29 0.28 0.56 0.34
FOSGO 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
FOSGC 0.67 0.53 0.54 0.50 0.53,

.

EFLKVBP 1 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16
M CBP 1 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32

,

4
Value used in baseline calculations; others provided for sensitivity analysis.

4.7-13
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Table 43-2 (Continued) g
INPUT CONeT ANTS

Variable Name Definition

FREJ Fraction of melt ejected from the vessel during IIPME

EFCCIWCAV Escape fraction for CCI with wet cavity; inverse of an
overlying water pool scrubbing decontamination factor

EFSPRLP Escape fraction for in vessel release with sprays on
(low pressure sequence); due to spray decontamination

EFSPRilP Escape fraction for in vessel release with sprays on
(high pressure sequence) ds to spray decontamination

EFSPRCCI Escape fraction for CCI relea u. with sprays on

EFLEAKV Escape fraction of in vessel telease for containment
leakage failure mode (early)

EFLEAKC Escape fraction of ex vessel release for containment
leakage failure mode (early)

FCOR Fraction of the initial core inventory released from the
fuel prior to vessel failure

FVESil Fraction of in vessel release which is released from
RCS for high pressure sequences

FVESL Fraction of in vessel release which is released from
RCS for low pressure sequences

FCONVL Fraction of in vessel release still airborne in
cratainment which is released to the environment for
late containment failure

FCON"LS Fraction of in-vessel release still airborne in
containment which is released to the environment for
late containment failure w/ sprays

FCONVE Fraction of in vessel release still airborne in
containment released to the atmosphere for early
containment failure ,

FCCID Fraction of the core inventory participating in CCI that
is released during CCI for dry cavity cases

FCONCE Fraction of CCI release still airborne released from the
containment for early containment failure cases

FCONCL Fraction of CCI release that is still airborne released
from the containment for late containment failure cases

RADDill Radionuclide release fractions for llPME
FLATE Fraction of initially retained iodine in the RCS that is

released late due to revolatilization

4.7-14
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i

i
!

Table 4.7 2 (Continued)

i INPUT CONSTANTS

i '

i _

Variable Name Definition
'

FISGO Fraction of in vessel release which goes to SG given
| secondary relief valve is stuck open

; FISGC Fraction of in vessel r : ase which goes to SG given
: secondary relief valve i> cycling
'

FOSGO Fraction of SG release which goes to atmosphere for
! open relief valve.
1
: FOSGC Fraction of SG release which goes to atmosphere given
i relief valve reclosed.

| EFLKVBP Escape fraction of in vessel release for by-pass
: sequences due to pool scrubbing in auxiliary building 5
i ,

EFLKCDP Escape fraction of ex. vessel release for by pass
sequences due to pool scrubbing in auxiliary building

.

:

; O
I

,

i

:

i

;

i

!
,

i

't

5 Pool scrubbing in containment for CCIis considered in EFCCIWCAV The possibility
of draining and/or boil off of the overlying water pool in the auxiliary building after
vessel breach is reflected in this variable. In-containment removal mechanisms are stillO relevant.

1

4.7-15
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Table 4.7 3

SUhthi ARY OF HSSION PRODUCT REl.HASES

CET End DaniDILOllnitialCOIf.lRMal0U
State NG I Cs Tc St

A1 9 20E-Ol 1071 44 9 021-05 2 ME 05 417E 07
A2 9 20L 01 4 296-03 3 6t E43 1.20F 03 167E-05
BI ? 20F 01 2 64E 04 21$E & $ 99T 05 8 3SL 07
82 L 9 200 01 9 96L 03 81ll 03 140f 43 334L 03
B2 R 9.20L-01 9 96E 03 818L 03 2 40L 43 3.34045
B)-L 9200-01 264E N 3.1$E44 3 ML 05 8350-07
B3 R 920[ 01 264L-04 21$L 04 5 99L 05 8 3,L47
B4 L 920E 01 9 ML 43 818 E43 2 40f 43 3 340 05
164 R 9 20E 01 9 %E 03 818f 03 240L-03 334L 05
B5 L 9 20E-01 8821 04 4 7t>E-N I 13L 44 IJ70M
91-R 9 2DE 01 8 82E 04 4 76E as i 13L-04 137E 44
14L 9 20L 01 4 04L 43 2 29E 43 203044 2 83E44
116 R 9.200 01 4 040 03 2.29E-03 103 E 44 2 83f 4r'
Cl L I001+00 6 3904d 4 85L 04 1 06E-03 8 3SE4 '
Cl R 1 018+00 6390 04 4 ISE4d 1 06F 01 81SL4
C2 L 1 m)E +40 1.03L 02 8 45L43 4 26L 03 3 34F -L-
C2 R I ODF +00 103 L.02 8 4$E-03 4.26L 03 3341 45
(3 L i00L+00 6 650 04 5 04E44 1 ML 03 8 35L-07
C3 R 1Out.00 665E-04 $ bet.04 1 061 03 8 35E -07
C4 L l 006 +4o 212E 02 163E 02 3031.-02 3 34i. 0$
04 R 1.00L+00 212t 02 163L-02 3 03L-02 3 34E45
CS L 1 (oL +00 126L 03 7 461,04 111L43 157E 4
C5 R 1 Dot +00 126F 03 7 set 04 1.11L 43 157F M
C'6 L 300t+00 133 L-02 104L 02 2 81E-02 2 83L#
C4R I.00f+00 133042 1.04E 42 2 BIE 02 2 83L4
Dl-L 9 20E -01 t ale D3 1 18 F 43 381t h $ 31LM
D1 R 9 20f -01 $ 70F 03 4 79E43 1.38 E 03 2 20L 05
D2 L 'd 206 01 $ foi 02 4 69F 02 132L 02 2 63L 04
D2 R 9 20f 01 2 28L 01 19tE 01 6 32E 02 8 800 04
D3 L 9 201 01 3 IIL 03 2.73 E 43 719E 44 I(00 05
D3 R 9 4 t f -01 $ 62L 02 3 ME42 2 36L 02 3410 03iM L 9 41E 01 2 0?f -02 1 230 02 6.27L 03 8 30L 04
(M R 9 41 E 01 134E-02 4 70L42 2 fet 02 3 441-03El L 100L40 2 ME-03 2 08F 03 237t-03 $.31E M
El R 1 Uhl+00 1.10L-02 8 $7E 03 8 61E 03 2 20F 0512 L 1 n)L 40 5 72L42 4 78E 02 1 90E 02 213 L .04
L2 R 100140 2 310 01 195 E-01 7 63E-02 8 800 04
L31. 1 mil de 275i 03 213L 03 2 37E 03 $ 31E4
L3 R 100t+00 1 11L-02 8 84E 03 8 61E-03 120E 0$
14-L I mt+00 9 35E 02 7 39L 02 718 L-02 213 L-04le R 1(004o 3 85L 01 3 05L-01 2 600 01 8 80E-04
LS L 100l+00 636043 3 636-03 2 71E 03 100L 45
13 R 1(of+00 6 01E 02 3 94L 02 2 87L 02 3 41 E-031&L 1001+00 4 77L 02 3 23E-02 4 73L42 8300 44
16R 10hE+00 191E41 1300 01 3.71041 3 44E-03
BP D3 A 7 44E41 2.10L 02 213 E-02 1 $1E-02 138E-04
BP D3B 9 20L 01 218L-04 2.21E 01 S 860-02 114E 03DPI5A 8 24F 01 212E 02 114 E-02 154F -02 1.38L-04
BP. L3B 100E 00 2 23L 01 2 26E-01 6 56E 02 1.* 41b03
BP F6A 8 24L-01 2 84E-02 2 60E-02 2 43E 02 1421 44
BPE6B 100Luso 3 89t. 01 3 43E-01 2 $8E 01 1.16E-03

Note: NCF assumes negligible releases to the environment detennined only by the design
basis leakage rates from containment.

O
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Table 4.7 4

RELEASE SEVERITY GROUPING

CET Braction of Initial Core Inventory Release
End State hG 1 Cs 'Te St Severity

RP I 6R I Oct +00 389E-01 3 43E On 138E41 1 16F-03 LEtR 100E+00 3 t$E41 105F-01 2 60E 01 8 80E 04 LE2 R 100f+00 2 M. 01 1 911901 7 63E42 880E 4 LD2-R 9.2af 01 1.28E 01 191E On 632E42 840E 4 LBP L5B 1001:+00 2.23 E-01 2 26E4l 636E42 l .14E 43 LBP D38 9.2DE41 21tE41 2.2tE 01 5 860 02 1.14E 03 Lf6R 1 (riE +00 191E 01 130E 01 17t E41 3 44E-03 LEel 1.00E*00 9 35E-02 739E42 7.llE42 113E-04- D4 R 9 4 t t -01 7 34E 02 4 70E 02 2 60E42 3 44E-03 LE3 R ItoE+00 6 01E 02 3 64tr02 2 87E42 3 41E-03E2 L 100E*00 $ 72E 02 4 78E-02 1 906 42 213E 04DtR 9 41E 01 5 62E 02 3 ME 02 236E 02 3 41E 03D2 L 9 20E41 $ 60E 02 4 69E 02 1.52E 42 213E 04ierL 1 toe *00 4 77I 02 311E42 4 73E-02 830L 44BP-L6A 8 24E 01 2let 02 2 60E-02 2 43E42 1 42E 04C4 L 100E*00 212E42 1 630 02 3 03E42 3.34E 05C4R 100E+(o 212E 02 1 63E 02 3 03E42 334F 05BP-L5 A 8 24E 01 212f 02 214E 42 134E 02 138tr04BP D3 A 7 44E41 210E 42 115E 02 IJIF42 138t*D4L 9 41E41 2 02E-02 12SE-02 627E 03 8 30E 04C&L 1.00E+00 1.53E-02 1.04E 02 2 8 tE 02 2 83E4C6R 1001+00 1.53E 02 104E 02 2 8tE42 2.83 E4E3 R 1(CE+00 1.13 E -02 5 84E 03 8 61E 03 2.20E 05El R 1.00E*00 1.10E -02 837E 03 8 6t E 03 2.20E45C2 L 100E+00 103E42 8 45E-03 4 26E43 334E45C2 R 1 toe +00 1 03E 02 8 45E 03 4 26E 03 334E 0$B2 E 9 20E 01 9 66E 03 818E 03 2 400 03 334E 05H2-k 9 20E41 9 96E-03 8.lst 03 2 40E 03 334E 45IM L 9 20E-01 9 96E.03 818E 03 140E 03 134E-05BA R 9 20E 01 9 %E 03 818 E43 2 40E 03 334E 05LS-L 100E+00 6 3f E 03 3 63E-03 2 71E 03 100E 05Dl-R 9.20E 01 510E 03 4 791. 03 134E 03 2 20E-05D* L 9 20E 01 $ 1lE 43 2.73E 03 719E 04 1 mt-05A2 # 20E 01 4.29E -03 36 E-0) 120E-03 1 67E 05B&L 9 20E 01 4 04E 03 2 291-03 2.03 E-04 181E.06B6 R 9 20E 41 4 04E 43 2 29E 03 2 03E 04 2 83E,06El L 1 WE+00 275E 03 215E43 2 370 03 531f 06El L 800E+00 2 66E-03 2 0tE 03 2371503 $ 31E46Dl-L 9 20E 41 141E4) 1.181: p) 3 IlE 44 $31E 06C5 L l00E+00 126E 43 7 46E 04 1.11E 03 137E-06Cl-R I .00E +00 1.26E -03 7 46E 04 1.11E 03 1.57E 06BS-L 9 20E-01 142E 04 4 76E 04 1.13E-04 1.57E-06B5 R 9 20E--01 8 52L 04 4 76F 04 113E 04 157E 061 C3 L 100E +03 6 65E-04 5 04E-04 1.06E 03 8.35E -07# C3 R imEWlo 6 63E 04 $.04E 04 1.0hE 03 8.35E-07Cl L i mE +00 6 39f 04 4 85E-04 106E 03 4 3tE 07Cl R I .TE *00 6 39E 04 4 85E-04 IME 03 8 35E-07B1 9 20E 01 2 64E-04 2.15f. 04 $ 99E-05 5 33E 07Bi l 910E 01 2 64E 04 2.15E 04 $ 99E 05 8 35E 07H) R 9 2DE 01 2 64E4 2.15 E-04 $ 99f 05 8 33E-07At 9 200 01 1 071 04 9 02E 05 199E-05 417E-07

CaltzerktelRtkastlustilt
L Large
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4.8 SENSITIVITIES IN CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE QUANTIFICATION

This section of the report provides the results of sensitivity analyses perfonned on selected
severe accident phenomenological issues. These issues were chosen on the basis of their
perceived importance to the ANO 2 containment response. Most of the sensitivity analyses
were perfonned by identifying model parameters associated with each of these issues in the
ANO 2 Containment Event Tree (CET), selecting extreme probability values for these basic
events, requantifying the CET logic, and assessing the impact on an appropnate consequence
figure of ment, typically chosen to be. early or late containment failure.

The following issues were selected for the ANO-2 Level 2 sensitivity analysis:

In Vessel Cmlability (Issue 1);+

Induced Rupture of the Primary System (Issue 2);*

DCll,llPME and Early Hydrogen Burn Loads (Issue 3);.
,

Hydrogen Ignition (Issue 4);j +

Containment Failure Pressure (luue 5);-

liigh Temperature Effects on Reducing Failure Pressure (Issue 6);*

Ex Vessel Debris Coolability (Issue 7);+

Cavity Check Valve Failure Effects on CCI (Issue 8); and,-

Containnu...t Isolation (Issue 9).*

These issues were identified for the sensitivity analysis based on their perceived importance
to the ANO 2 containment response. The sensitivity of an issue is measured in tenns of the
calculated range about the mean value for the figure of merit selected.;

Any number of figures of merit can be used to measure the importance of each issue.
Typically, early containcnt failure (CFE) was selected as a figure of merit, because it has a

y significant impact on the magnitude and effect of fission product releases from the
containment. Other figures include late containment failure (CFL) and the formation of a
coolable debris bed (DC). These were selected as deemed appropriate for the specific issue
being examined.

Each issue, the Level 2 hasic events which relate to it, their variation, and the impact of their
variation are discussed in Sections 4.8.1 through 4.8.9. Results of the sensitivity analysis are
presented in Section 4.8.10. References follow this section.

4.8.1 In Vessel Cool;thility (1ssue 1)

This issue addresses the effect of fonning a coolable debris configuration in vessel on the
likelihood of an early containment failure (CFE). Given that core damage has occurred, the
establishment of a long tenn stable state in the vessel requires the recovery of core cooling
soon enough to avert vessel failure.

)

4.8-1-
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Event REC accounts for the likelihood of a timely recovery of core cooling. Even if REC is j

successful, the baseline model assumes that in vessel debris bed will nost likely be
inherently uncoolable. Thus, event PRCOOLDBlV was set to 0.1 in the baseline model. To
evaluate the sensitivity of this issue, esent PRCOOLDBlV was set to zero and then set to
one, as shown in Table 4.81. The effect of this on the early containment failure f requency is
presented as issue 1 in Table 4.8 2 and plotted in Figure 4.81. As can be seen in this figure,
if no credit was taken for recovering in vessel, the early containment failure (CFE)
probability increases a factor of 1.07 from the baseline value and if full credit is taken for in.
vessel recovery the CFE probability decreases by a factor of 0.99 from the baseline value.

The result is an artifact of the relatively low assumed probably for successful
depressurizat on (DP) or successful coolant injection recovery (REC) following a corei

damage event.

'

4.8.2 Induced Rupture of the Primary System Ossue 2)

This issue focuses on the importance of severe accident-induced creep ruptures of the RCS
pressure boundary. These failures may be induced by high temperatures in the hot leg.

nozzles and piping or in the surge line to the pressurizer; they are most likely for high RCS-
pressure sequences. Issue 2 assessed their effect on both early containment failure (CFE)
and on total cor.tainment failure (i e., both early (CFE) and late (CFL) containment failure).

A severe accident induced RCS failure can avert vessel failure if the core damage is due to a
failure to depressurize the RCS, given an injection system is operable but unable to inject due
to the high RCS pressure condition. The RCS failm: may depressurize the RCS and allow gthe operable injection system to cool the core debris prior to vessel failure. Credit for
injecuen was given only to the llPSI system, since the LPSI system is operated only in the
injection mode.

The use of early containment failure as a figure of rnerit assesses the impact of this issue on
containment loads associated with high pressure melt ejection (IIPME); the use of total
containmen; failure as a figure of merit measures the overall effect of IIPME on the total
containment failure frequency.

Three basic events in the ANO-2 CET logic affect the probability of a severe accident-
induced hot leg failure: PRHLSLOK, PRilLSLOK1, and PRHLSLOK2. These events are
described in Figure 4.6-5. Their nominal and extreme values are provided in Table 4.81.
Their nominal probabilities are based NUREG/CR 4551 informanon. The "high" values
assume that the hot legs remain intact; the " low" values assume that the hot legs fail.

The effect of assuming that the hot legs remain intact is to increase the nominal early|

l containment failure (CFE) frequency esumate by about 1%, from 4.4SE-06 to 4.54E 06/yr.
The effect of this assumption on the total containment failure frequency is to decreast the
total containment failure frequency by a factor of about 31%, from 9.69E-06 to 6.64E 06/yr.
These results are provided in Table 4.8 2 and in Figure 4.81.|

The increase in the CFE frequency was expected, since assuming that the hot legs remain
intact will increase the probability of a llPME, which increases the probability of a
containment failure at vessel failure. One reason that CFE is relatively insensitive to the
issue is because the dominant PDS contributor to CFE is IVKi. For this PDS, the
containment pressure is very high prior to vessel failure and is certain to fail when the vessel
fails. This is true whether the primary system depressurizes or not.

|

|

4.8 2
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O The decrease in the total containment failure probability is, at first, a surprise, llowever, a
closer look shows that,if the containment survives the llPME loads,less debris will remain
in the cavity and a coolable debris is more likely and CCI less likely; thus, the late
containment failure (CFL) frequene,+ is significantly reduced. Since CFL is about half of the
total containment failure frequency, and since its decrease is significantly greater than the
increase in CFE, the total containment failure frequency decreases.

The effect of assuming that the hot legs fall is to decrease the nominal early containment
failure frequency estimate by about 7%, from 4.48E 06 to 4.18E 06/yr, and to increase the
total contamment failure frequency by a factor of about 2.39, from 9.69E-06 to 2.32E-05/yr.
As discussed above, the increase in the CFE frequency was expected. The decrease in the
total containment failure probability is due to the increased probability of CFL due to the
increase core debris in the cavity and the increased likelihood that it is not coolabla. This
result shows that the model is sensitive to this issue.

4.8.3 DCil. llPME and Early llydrogen Bum Imds Ussue 3)

This issue assesses the sensitivity associated with the effect of the liigh Pressure Melt
Ejection (liPME), Direct Containment lleating (DCli), and early hydrogen burn phenomma
on early contair. ment failure (CFE),i.e , the probability of containment failure at the time f
vessei failure. As in the baseline model, these phenomena are treated together in this
sensitivity issue. These phenorcna were grouped together, because their separate treatment
is dif0 cult. This is consistent with NUREG/CR 4551 expert clicitation (Reference 1).

Sections 4.2 and 4.6 describe how the ressure rise at vessel failure was calculated. As
described in Section 4.6, the calcula% containment pressure load was compared to the
assumed containment fragility curve to determine the probability of early containment failure
(CFE). In the baseline analysis,it was assumed that 90% of the vessel failures would create
a "large hole"in the vessel, resulting in a high containment pressure rise at vessel failure. A
"small hole" was assumed for the balance of vessel failures.

The baseline pressure rise calculation assumes that for an llPME event 25% of the initial
debris participates in DCil, and 100% of that participating transfers it's energy to the
containment atmosphere. This includes the oxidation of it's Zr content. In adcition, the
baseline analysis assumes that 50% of the Zr is oxidized in the vessel and the resulting 11 is2
burned at vessel failure.

Three basic events in the CET were varied in the sensitivity analysis: PRDCP-PULT,
PRWCP PULT, and PRCP PULTL. These events are described in Figure 4.6-5. Their
nominal and extreme values are provided in Table 4.8-1. Their nominal probabilities are
based NUREG/CR 4551 information. Note that because the first two events are PDS-

,

dependent, the table provides their values for each PDS. The PDS dependent values for
PRDCP PULT are represented by PRDCPPULIE, PRDCPPUL2E, PRDCPPUL3E,
PRDCPPUL3K, and PRDCPPUL4E. The PDS dependent values for PRWCP PULT are
represented by PRWCPPULIA, PRWCPPULlB, PRWCPPULIF, PRWCPPUL2A,
PRWCPPUL28, PRWCPPUL20, PRWCPPUL3A, PRWCPPUL3B, PRWCPPUL3F,
PRWCPPUL30, PRWCPPUL48, and PRWCPPUL4G. Note that the last two characters in
each name specines its associated PDS.

In the sensitivity study, the containment pressure rise at vessel failure was calculated for the
5% and 95% confidence limits. These two values vary from the nominal pressure rise,in
that the latter was based on a mean pressure rise, i.e., the pressure rise associated with the
50% confidence level. For each PDS, these pressure rises were compared to the containment
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fragility curve to detennine the probability of containment failure. The sum of these results,
weighted by their PDS frequency, was used to produce a "high" and " low" estimate for the
CFE frequency. He results of this calculation are presented in Table 4.8 2 and Figure 4.81.

These results show that the CFE frequency increases by a factor of 6.2, from 4.48E 06 to
2.78E 05/yr, if a high containment pressure rise at vessel failure is assumed; the CFE
frequency decreases only 9%, if the low pressure rise is assumed. This result indicates that
the ANO 2 CET model results are sensitive to this issue.

4.8.4 lh drocen.lgnition (Issue.4)

'he sensitivity of early containment failure (CFE) due to hydrogen burning was assessed
above in issue 3. Issue 4 addresses the sensitivity of hydrogen buming on late containment
failure (CFL). In the baseline model, three basic events account for the possibility of late
containment failure due to hydrogen burns: PRPRilB2, PRilB3, and PRilB4. liydrogen
burning calculations as described in Section 4.2 were perfonned, however, to determine the
pressure load on the containment if a burn did occur.

Event PRPRilB2 models hydrogen bums which occur after vessel failure but prior to the
onset of core concrete interaction (CCI). Generally, these bums were not expected to cause
containment failure in the baseline model. Two cases are possible:

1. If either fan cooling or containment spray systems operate after vessel failure, the
containment pressure is expected to be well below its failure pressure during this
period. Although the containment is not steam inerted and an extended senes of
small burns is expected. These burns are t.or likely to lead to containment failure, &
because the pressure rise during these bums is small. In addition, since the W
cnergy of combustion is released relatively slowly, containment heat sinks are
expected to absorb it. This will result in a slow containment pressurization rate.

2. If the containment sprays and fan coolers are not available, the containment
atmosphere will eventually become steam inerted. Given that the containment
3ressure will probably be low arior to the time the containment atmosphere
xcomes inert, CFL is not likely c ue to hydrogen combustion.

Event PRiiB3 models hydrogen bums which occur after vessel failure and after the onset of
CCI. In this situation, because the containment pressure is likely to be high dr to non-
condensible gas pressurization, these burns are expected to be significant containmem
overpressurization challenges.
This was assumed in the baseline model whether or not fan cooling or sprays operate.
Recovery from a arolonged Station Blackout (SBO) after CCI was specifically considered
via event PRilBJ. Like the non SBO cases, hydrogen bums after the recovery of a
prolonged loss of power were assessed to be significant conta;mnent integrity challenges.

The baseline probabilities of events PRPRilB2, PRilB3, and PRilB4 were based on
NUREG/CR-4551 informa6cn. In addition, it was assumed in certain cases where the
containment was expected io be inert that burning occurred. These " forced burn"
calculations were performed to bound tne potential pressure loads. De containment failure
probabilities are based on th; estimated pressure loads and the containment fragility curve.

,

l

To investigate the sensitiv|ty of hydrogen burns to CFL, the three late hydrogen burn event':,

hPRPRilB2, PRIIB3, and PRl!B4, were varied between 0 and 1, as shown in Table 4.81.
,

| This approach addresses the issue of a burn occurring or not; it does not assess the pressure
!
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O rise due to the burn or the containment fra ;ility curve. Note that the first two of these events
have single values in the baseline mode . Since the third is PDS dependent, it baseline
values are not included in the table.

The sensitivity of hydrogen burning on late containment failure is provided in Table 4.8 2
and is depicted in Figure 4.81. These show that the overall effect of hydrogen burn on late
containment failure is ne ;ligible. Dat is due in great part to the conservative CET modeling
assum ption: if hydrogen yum does not fail the containment,it will most likely fallin the long
term due to steaming effects, basemat melt through, non condensable gas generation, or a
combination of all. The only mechanism of preventing lon;tenn containment failure
assumed by the baseline model is operation of the active decay acat removal systems (i.e.,
fan coolers or containment sprays). And if they operate, small bum that will not challenge
containment are expected to occur.

4.8.5 Containment Failure Pressure (Ism _53

This issue examines the effect of the assumed ANO 2 containment failure pressure on the
assessed total containment failure frequency. One of the most important factors related to
the maintenance of containment integrity during a severe accident is its failure pressure.

- Section 4.3 describes the development of a best estimate value for the ANO 2 containment
failure pressure. A fragility curve was used in the CET quantification process to account for
uncertainty associated with this point-estimate value for the containment failure pressure.
This curve is based on the Surry NUREG/CR 4551 study and its use, described in Section
4.6, is consistent with the NUREG/CR-4551 methods. De point estimate failure pressure
was assumed to be the median value.

Although use of the fragilit
containment failure pressure,y curve implicitly accounts for uncertainty in the estimatedan additional sensitivity analysis was performed in order to
obtain an additional measure of the effect of varying the containment failure pressure. Note
that other containment failure mechanisms, such as isolation failures or temperature induced
failures, were specifically addressed in Section 4.2. A sensitivity study of these issues is
presented in Section 4.8.6.

The sensitivity analysis was conducted as follows. The "high" probability of containment
failure was assessed by assuming that the containment pressure associated with the 5%
confidence limit on the fragility curve results in containment failure; below that pressure the
containment was assumed to remain intact. The " low" probability of containment failure
assumed that the containment failed at the 95% confidence limit on the fragility curve;
containment integrity remained intact below that pressure. Total containment failure,i.e., the
sum of CFE and CFL, was used as the figure of merit.

The results of this sensitivity analysis are r,rovided on Table 4.8-2 and on Figure 4.81.
These results indicate that the frequency of t'otal containment failure are not sensitive to the
assumed containment failure pressure: the baseline varied only about 3% for both "high" and
" low" cases. This unexpected result is attributed to the fact that containment failure was
assumed to- occur based on the PDS involved. For these cases, the probability of
containment failure was simply set to unity in the model. For example, PDSs IVKi and ilKi
were assumed to fail the containment, because an active containment heat removal
mechanism was not available and steam generation was present. In addition, by definition,
the containment integrity is unsuccessful for PDSs involving isolation failure. Thus, the

( results of this sensitivity analysis are s'xcwed by the fact that the fragility curve was applied
only for accidents in which the containment failure was not expected.

.. . . . . .
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4.8.6 Egh Temocritturtlfftets on Rrducing thefentainment Fallathrumtlinuc_(D

This issue examines the sensitivity of the assessed ANO 2 late containment failure frequency
to high temperature containment failure mechanisms. liigh temperature conditions can
degrade sealant materials used to maintain integrity of the containment penetrations. Their
degradation effectively reduces their failure pressure and thus can reduce the containment
failun pressur:.

In this se.usitivity analysis it was assumed that temperatures high enough to cause seal
material degradation was possible only if there was an extended CCI and if large amounts of
water were absent from the containment. The CCI was assumed necessary for the heat and
the presence of water would tend to moderate temperatures to saturation temperatures. After
the sensitivity evaluation, it was discovered that high temperature failures outside these
constraints may contribute to containment failure. These temperature-induced containment
failure concerns are presented in Section 4.3. These concerns do not invalidate the
assessment; rather, they suggest that the issue may be mox sensitive than the present results
indicate.

The event PRTEMP was used to conduct the sensitivity analysis. The probability of this
event was varied from its nominal value to zero and unity, as shown in Table 4.81. The
results of this variation are provided on Table 4.8-2 and in Figure 4.81. These results
indicate that the CFL frequency fricreases by a factor of 2.4, if containment temperature
conditions during a severe accident involving longterm CCI in a dry containment are always
high enough to cause containment failure (PRTEMPel). On the other hand, if high
temperature is exclu&d as a contributor to containnwnt failure (PRTEMP=0), the CFL
failure probability dectses by a factor of about 41 g
4.8.7 Ex-Veuel Debris coolability assue 7)

The ex vessel debris Mbility issue is similar in nature to the in vessel coolability issue
(Issue 1) described in Section 4.8.1. It examines the importance of the fonnation of a
coolable debris bed on CCI and on late containment failure.

The ANO-2 CET baseline model assumes that a non coolable debris bed will occur absent an
overlying pool. On the other hand, even if an overlying water pool is present, an impervious
crust may form on the debris, preventing pool water from penetrating and cooling the debris.
CCI will occur in either case. The effects of CCI include containment overpressurization and
failure due to non condensible gas generation and the ex vessel release of tellurium and
strontium.

Events PRCDB-lip, PRCDB LPNS, and PRCDB LPSE define the probability that a
coolable debris bed will not form in the presence of sufficient water, The first of these
events applies to the situation in which a llPME occurs; the other two apply for the case in
which the vessel failure occurs at low RCS pressure. PRCDB-LPSE applies for the case in
which an ex vessel steam explosion (EVSE) occurs; PRCDB LPNS a plies for the case in
which an EVSE does not occur. De occurrence of a llPME or an E\pSE affects the debris
coolability, because these events can eject core debris from the cavity. It is assumed that
significan CCI was possibic only in <he cavity due to the depth of the debris bed there.

The three events were varied from their nominal values to zero and one, as shown :n Table
4.81. The effect of their variation on the CCI and CFL frequencies is presented in Table
4.8 2 and Figure 4.8-1. The results of this sensitivity analysis indicate that CFL is sensitiu

|
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to the debris bed coolability, if it is assumed that the debris is certainly cc.;1able given thatO water is available, then the probability of CCI is decreased by a factor of 0.48. And, as
expected, late containment failures decrease by a factor of 0.82. Conversely, assuming that
coolable debris beds are not possible results in an increase in CCI occurrences by a factor of
2.65 and an increase in the CFL frequency by a factor of 1.39.

4.8.8 Cavity Check Valve Failure Effects on CCI Gssud *

This issue examines the effect of the cavity check valve,2BS 46, on the occurrence of CCI
in the cavity. This issue is related to debris coolability examined in Section 4.8.7. De
subject check valve is located on the center of the cavity access door, which is closed during
power operation. This check valve is designed to prevent water from entering the cavity
from the lower containment region. For severe accidents involving the successful operation
of a single train of either llPSI or CS in injection mode, the cc..tainment floor will be
covered with about six feet of RWT water. This water is normally prevented from entering
the cavity by the check valve 2BS-46, which is on the cavity access door. The failure of this
valve to function was modeled in the ANO 2 CETlogic.

In the baseline analysis, it was assumed that this valve was highly likely to fail open given
the high loadin;;s of a llPME event; this is modeled as event PRNOVFLOW3. Note that
failure of the caeck valve is possible due to either pn:ssure loads a. vessel failuir and/or
refreezing of core debris on the valve lip. Although less likely,it was assumed the it may
fall open as a result of a LPME, with or without an EVSE; this event is modeled as event
PRNOVFLOW2. Failure of the valve prior to vessel failure was also modeled via event
PRNOV. FLOW; this event was assigned a failure probability of unity in the baseline maiel.A

d For the sensitivity analysis, the probabilities of these three events was varied from zero to
one. Setting their values to zero is essentially equivalent to removing the internals of the
valve. This assures that the valve will allow water into the cavity, if water is present on the
containment floor. Setting their values to one assumes that the valve will perform its check
function under all circumstances. This was accomplished by setting all three events to unity,
as shown in Table 4.8 1.

The results of this sensitivity case are provided on Table 4.8 2 and Figure 4.81. As can be
seen in Figure 4.81, the occurrence ol CCIis very s:nsitive to the check valve operability.
Removal of the check valve intemals decreases the probability of CCI by about 5%. Ifit was
assumed the check valve functions without failure, preventing water from entering the cavity,
CCl scenarios would increase by a factor of 2.6. The apparently small (i.e.,5%) benefit
associated with removal of the valve internals is a result of the anumed high probability of
valve failure during a vessel failure event in the baseline model. Had a more conservative
bueline model been used, the benefit for removing the valve internals would have been
mady inc
Irequency.reased. Note that this analysis addresses only the effect of this action on CCIPrior to any valve niodification, careful consideration must be given to possible
competing risks, costs, and benefits of the action.

4.8.9 Containment Isolation Hssue 9)

The effect of reducing containment isolation failures was examined as issue 9. This
sensitivity analysis differed from the pn:vious issues in that the issue does not relate to a
severe accident phenomena. This issue is essentially an observation of the effect ofO containment isolation on the Level-2 results.
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The modelin: of containment isolation was perfonned e pan of the level 1 effort. He
isolation mot el, together with the containment spray and fan cooling mcdels, was quantif.1 g
and combined with the Level 1 cutset results in the PDS quantification process. Since
isolation failure represents about 2.3% of core damage and a very significant 19.1% of the
early containment failure (CFE) frequency. Note that, by definition, an isolation failure is
assumed to be an early containment failure. Thedominant PDSs identified to involve
isolation failure were IllCu and SBOu. PDS lilCu involves the failure of the containment
vent header isolation valves 2CV 2400 2 and 24011 to close, ne SBOu containment
isolation failure is assumed to be the failure of CAMS isolation valves 2CV 82312 and
2SV 82331 to close during a Station Blackout (SBO) event. During power operation, these
valves are open during containment building depressurization operation. The mcdel assumes
that containment depressurization is continuous during power operation. 2CV 82312 fails
to close and 2SV 82331 either fails to close or re opens after the loss of DC dunng an
extended SBO.

If containment isolation failures are set to zero, the early containment failure frequ, ncy
decreases by 19%.

4.8.10 Summary of Kev Srnsitivity Issues

Of the nine issues examined in this sensitivity study, the following five showed an incres te
or decrease by a factor of 2 or more:

DCll, llPME and Early liydrogen Bum Loads Effect on Early Containment* e

Failure (Issue 3);

Ex Vessel Debris Coolablity Effect on CCI (Issue 7); h-

Cavity Check Valve Failure Effect on CCI (Issue 8); and*

liigh Temperature Effect on Reducing the Containment Failure Pressure+

(Issue 6)

Induced Rupture of the Primary System Effect on Total Containment Failure.

(Issue 2);

it must be noted that although the results of the ANO-2 Level 2 analysis are sensitive to
these issues, none of these issues affected the results by a factor of ten.

Referencn

1. Evaluation of Styne, Accident Ritks: Surry Unit 1. USNRC, NUREG/CR 4551, Vol.
3, Rev,1, Parts 1 and 2, October,1990,
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Table 4.8-1

ANO-2 LEVEL-2 SENSITIVITV sNALYS!S BASIC HVENT RANGES

| ISSUE BASIC EVENT NOh n, u, LOW 111011

1 PRCOOLDBlV 0.1 0 1

'

2 PRiiLSLOK 0.28 0 1

PRilLSLOKl 1.0 0 1

PRilLSLOK2 0.966 0 1

3 PRDCPPULIE 1.83E-03 0 0.94
PRDCPPUL .I! 1.83E 03 0 0.94

; PRDCPPUL3E 2.79E-02 0 0.98 g
PRDCPPUL3K 4.15E 01 0.0001 1.0 M
PRDCPPUL4E 2.79E 02 0 0.99
PRWCPPULIA 0 0.92
PRWCPPULIB 0 0.92
PRWCPPULIF 0.0001 0 0.94
PRWCPPUL2A 0 0.90
PRWCPPUL2B 0 0.90
PRWCPPUL2G 1.81E-03 0 0.95
PRWCPPUL3A 1.81E-03 0 0.94
PRWCPPUL3D 1.81E-03 0 0.94O | PRWCPPUL3F 9.01 E-03 0 0.95

*

! PRWCPPUL3G 9.01E 03 0 0.95
{PRWCPPUL4B 1.81E 03 0 0.94

PRWCPPUL4G 0 0.95
PRCP PULTL 0.0(X)1 0 0.002

l 4 PRPRilB2 0.99 0 1'

PRilB3 0.99 0 1
PRilB41 0.3 0 1

5 - - - -

6 PRTEMP 0.0275 0 1

7 PRCDB IIP 0.2 0 1
PRCDB LPNS 0.9 0 1
PRCDB-LPSE 0.5 0 1

8 PRNOV-F1 OW l.0 0 -

PRNOVFL OW2 0.5 0 -

PRNOVFLOW3 0.0025 0 -

9 - - - -

O
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Table 4.8 2

ANO-2 LEVEL 2 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS

ISSUE /rlGURE OF MERIT NOMINAL LOW lilGli
FREQ FREQ FREQ

(frac chg) (frae chg)

1 In Vessel 4.48E 6 4.44E 6 4.70E-6
Coolability (0.99) (1.05)
Effect on CFE

2a Induced Rupture 4.48E-6 4.18E 6 4.54E 6
Effect on CFE (0.93) (1.01)

2b Induced Rupture 9.69E-6 2.32E 5 6.64E-6
,

Effect on Total CF (2.39) (0.69)
'

3 DCli,llPME,Early 4.48E 6 4.07E 6 2.78E 5
i Ilydrog n Burning (0.91) (6.21)

Effect on CFE s

4 Ilydrogen Ignition 5.21E 6 5.20E-6 5.21E 6
Effeet on CFE (1.00) (l.00)

5 Containment 9.69E-6 9.98E-6 9.37E-6
Failure Pressure (1.03) (0.97)
Effect on Total CF

'6 liigh Temperature 5.21E-6 4.98E 6 1.26E 5
Effect on CFL (0.',6) (2.42)

7a Ex Vessel Debris 1.65E-6 7.83E 7 4.51E-6
Coolability (0.48) (2.73)
Effect on CCI

7b Ex Vessel Debris 5.21 E-6 4.28E-6 7.23E-6
Coolability (0.82) (1.39)
Effect on CFL

8 Cavity Check Valve 1.65E-6 1.57E 6 4.38E-6
Effect on CCI (0.95) (2.65)

9 Containment Isolation 4.52E-6 3.66E-6
Effect on CFE (0.81)

. _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___
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4.9 BACK.END REStiLTS AND SCREENING

This section provides an overview of tne results of the severe accident progression analysis
conducted for ANO-2, summarizes the results, and provides general conclusions relative to
' e containinent performance analysis. The analysis was perfomie6 vithin the framework of.

m
the containment event trees (CETs). The use of the CETs pmvides the flexibility to quantify
the likelihoods of containment challenges of a spectrum of core damage sequences that could
lead to failure and theil associated radioactivity releases.

4.9.1 Level-2 Approach

A limited-scog Level-2 analysis was performed as part of the ANO-2 PRA/IPE. In this
"back end" portion of the ANO-2 PRA existing reference plant analyses and scoping
calculations were utilized as the principal means of assessing tie ANO-2 plant response to
severe accident conditions. Plant specific features were considered ii ine analysis of the
potential challenges e containment integrity and in the d: termination of the conditional
probability of contatt ment failure. These plant specific features include existing
components, systems, structures, and operating procedures.

The overall methodology is consistent with the NS AC Generic Framework for IPE Back-End
Analysis, as reported in NSAC/159. The Level-2 analysis consisted of the following
elements:

Accident Progression Analysis,*

,

Plant Damage State (PDS) Binning,.

Containment Failure Characterization,*

Radionuclide Release Characterization-

Containment Event Trees (CETs),-

CET Quantification, 4.

Sensitivity Analysis,and-

h Application of NRC screening criteria.*

4.9.2 PDS Results

'
The highest frequency Plant Damage States (PDSs) were identified to include:

)

IIIAi (233E-5/yr),*

IVKi(l.89E 6/yr),.

SBOi (1.21E-6/yr),.

IIKi (! .21E-6/yr),*

IIKi (1.21E-6/yr),.

,

4.9-1
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IIIFi (1.20E-6/yr), and
!

-

'

VAi (1.05E-6/yr).-
.

As the names indicate, both high (~2500 psia) and medium (between ~200 to ~2500 psia)
RCS pressure conditions were predicted as the most likely for ANO-2 severe accidents. As
determined in the CET quantification, most of these PDSs were not expected to lead to a
large release of fission products to the environment. The PDSs deternuned most likely to
result in a large release from the containment included the following:

IVKi(1.89E b/yr),-

IIKi(1.21E 6/yr),.

IllCu (7.89E-7/yr),*

SBOi (1.21E-6/yr),.

IIIKi (3.68E-7/yr),*

CBISLOCA (3.27E 7/yr),+

CBSGTR (9.54E-8/yr), and.

SBOu (7.54E 8/yr).+ g
As their names indicate these PDSs involve the loss of all containment spray and
containment cooling (K), or containment isolation failure (u), or the PDSs are containment
bypass accidents (CBISLOCA and CBSGTR). Thus, the plant features most important to
preventing and mitigating large releases are those involved in containment heat removal
(containment coolers and containment spmy), fission product removal (containment spray),
and containment integrity (isolation system).

' t r the most likely of these PDSs, core damage occun during the Recirculation mode (PDSs
with even Roman numerals). These failures involve the loss of service water, either as an
initiator or as a failure event. Its loss causes the loss of safety injection during the
Recirculation mode. The ISLOCA event was modeled primarily due to an RCP seal cooler
tube failure which leads to a LOCA outside of containment. The isolation failure associated
with IllCu is failure to close containment vent header isolation valves 2CV-2400-2 and 2CV-
2401-1 to the waste gas surge tank (2T17). 'Ihe isolation failure in PDS SBOiis the failure
of CAMS isolation valves 2CV-8231-2 and 2SV 82331; the model assumes that
containment building depressurization occurs contiauously during power operation.

4.9.3 Containment Failure Chuacterization Results

Both global and local containment failure analyses were performed; and, both overpressure
and overtemperature failure modes were considered. The most likely containment failure
mode was judged to be containment overpressurization. Liner tearing and subsequent
leakage due to containment overpressurization was predicted at the personnel hatch
penetration. A catastrophic or rupture containment failure mode is not likely under severe !

accident conditions. Liner tearing was predicted at a pressure of 141.3 psig. |

|
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i
i Two locations of potential ovenemperature failure were identified: (1) overtemperature-( induced failure of the fuel tube transfer containment integrity boundary following a high .

pressure melt ejection (HP51E) event and (2) cvertemperature failure cf the Amphenol
electrical penetration modules. Both are expected to resu|t in late containment failure. Both

'

are candidates for further investigation,

t

4.9.4 Fission Product Release Modes
t

Fission product estimates for the CET re; ease modes were calculated for ANO 2 using the
CORSOR source term approximate method with input data from the NUREG-ll50 Surry

1 calculations. The plant-specific features of the .ANO-2 cavity design were expected to result
| in a significant fraction of molten material to participate m debrir transport during high

pressure melt ejection (HPME) events. Because the presence of the missile shield were4

j expected to cause some entrapment of the debris, a moderate amount of acrosolization of
molten material was assumed, rather than a high fraction, to participate in the HPME release.

mechanism.,

| Due to their impact on early fatalities, emphasis was placed on the magnitude and timing of
i Cesium (Cs) and Iodine (I) releases from the containment. Among the most signincant

factors affe.cting their release from the containment during a severe accident are as follows:
i

1 Timing of containment failure,+

f Mode of containment failure,-

'

Containment spray operation,-

|O4

Containment isolation operation,=

Presence of a containment bypass path, and.

j Scrubbing mechanisms in the bypass release path.-

The results of the source term calculations are provided in Table 4.7-4. The largest source
i terms were determined to involve either one of the following severe accident conditions:
.

Early containment failure or containment isolation failure with the failure of+.
'

tLe containment sprays and with a rupture containment failure mode (E2-R,
j E4-R, E6-R, D2 R, D4-R, A1 and A2) and
'

Containment- bypass events failure without Scrubbing mechanisms in the-

release path (BP-E6B, BP-E5B, BP-D3B).,

:

The ANO-2 release modes associated with each are listed in brackets. ANO-2 CET
endstates resulting in either of these conditions were defined as a large Release. Note that
release modes Al and A2, were determined to involve containment isolation failure during
the ANO-2 CET quantification effon. Also note that early containmentfailure is denned as
a containment failure which occurs prior to or about the same time (or shortly after) vessel
failure and late containment failure occurs significantly after vessel failure and concretc

.
attack.L

i

k

I |
;
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4.9.5 ANO-2 CET and Dominant CET Endstales

The ANO.2 Containment Event Trees model the ANO 2 plant response to each of the Plant
Damage States. Two CETs were developed in ANO-2 Level-2 analysis, the " Generic" and
the " Bypass" CETs. These are shown in Figures 4.5 2 and 4.5 3, respectively nese CETs
model the important phenomenological and systems-related events identified in the
NUREG-1150 PWR accident progression analysis and in previous PRAs. They also account
for the risk-significant issues applicable to ANO 2.
Togethy :hese trees account for the spectrum of potential release modes likely for the
dominam ANO-2 accident scenarios.

The Generic CET models accidents in which all fission products are initially released to the
containment; these fission products are released to the environment only if the containment
leaks or fails. This CET accounts for both isolated and unisolated containment situations.
The Bypass CET models accidents in which some or all fission products bypass the
containment building on their path to the environment. This CET is used for the ISLOCA
and SGTR events. Consistent with the scoping level of detail in the Level-2 analysis, the
SGTR source term is assumed appropriate for both the SGTR and ISLOCA accident
scenanos.

Consistent with their expected relative source term magnitudes, the CET endstates were
classified into one of seven general groups:

NCF No containment failure;

A Early or Late containment failure, no vessel failure;

B Late containment failure, no core-concrete interaction (CCI);

C Late containment failure, CCI occurs;

D Early containment failure, no CCl;

E Early containment failure, CCI occurs; and

CB Containment bypass:ISLOCA or SGTR.

The "CB", "D" and 'E" endstates are further classified as:

With source term mitigation; and*

Without source term mitigation.-

Consistent with the NSAC generic framework for IPE back-end analysis methods, the
quantification of the ANO-2 CETs involved the use of both event tree and fault tree methods
and the use of reference plant estimates, plant-specific information, simplified calculational
models, and comparative evaluations.

A summary of the ANO-2 CET quantification results is provided in Table 4.6-2 and in
Figure 4.6-15. Both table and figure show the frequencies and dominant PDS contributors to
each CET endstate group. The large release parts of the D, E, and CB groups tre aha
separated from the balance of the CET release group for CET endstates D, E, and CB.

4.9-4
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These CET quantification results provide the following insights regarding the ANO-2 back-O end results:

The ANO-2 containment is expected to remain intact for the majority (72.8%)*

of severe accidents;
3

Late containment failures were assessed 'a occur about 13.9% of ANO 2-

severe accidents;
,

4

Early containment failure, i.e., severe accidents involving containment failure*

prior to or approximately coincident with vessel failure (CET endstates A, D,
and E) were expected in only 12.2% of severe accidents;

Only 1.1% of severe accidents were assessed to bypass the ANO-2*

containment (CET endstate CB);!

A large release is expected to occur in about 6.9% of all severe accidents;*
,

Relatively few PDSs contribute to the majority of ANO 2 severe accident*

risk. The Plant Damage States most likely to lead to a large release to the
environment were identified as PDSs IVKt, IIKi, IIICu, CBISLOCA, SBOi,
IIIKi, and CBSGTR.

The dominant containment bypass accident, the ISLOCA event, contributes to*

about 87% of large release due to containment bypass and represents about
; 77% of bypass endstates. The ISLOCA event was modeled primarily due to

an RCP seal cooler tube failure whd leads to a LOCA outside of
( containment.

Although the ANO-2 containment was determined able to remain intact for-

! most postulated severe accidents, the importance of the operation of the
! containment safeguards systems of containment sprays, fan cooling, and-
| containment isolation. Large release events generally involved failure of
i these systems.

4.9.6 Summary of Kev Sensitivity Issues

Of the nine issues examined in this sensitivity study, the following five were identified as the
most significant:

|

DCH, HPME and Early Hydrogen Bum Loads Effect on Early Containment.

Failure,
t

! Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability Effect on CCI,-

:

Cavity Check Valve Failure Effect on CCI,.

High Temperature Effect on Reducing the Containment Failure Pressure, and.

Induced Rupture of the Primary System Effect on Total Containment Failure.-

|
|
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4.9.7 Jack-end Vulnerability Screening Results

in order to identify potential containment response concems, the ANO-2 CET endstate group
frequency results, as reported in Table 4.6-4, were compared with the ANO 2 IPE back-end
vulnerability screening review criteria, as shown in Table 3.7-4. This and the Level 1
screening criteria,in Table 3.7-3, were adopted from NUMARC 91-04.

The definition of a plant specific vulnerability has been defined for the ANO-2 IPE as any
condition satisfying the top evaluation categoy of either Table 3.7-3 or 3.7-4 that is not
artifici '.ly increased by conservative assumptions regarding uncertain plant response or
phenomena.

Based on this comparison, no back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-2. The basis
of this conclusion is as follows:

The largest CET endstate group involving containment failure, endstate*

C/Other release, has a frequency of 4.8x104/yr, this is less than the
10 5/yr criterion.

The dominant large release CET endstate, endstate D/large release, represents+

3.8% of the total CDF; this is less than the 10% criterion.

The largest CET endstate group involving containment failure, endstate*

C/Other release, represents 13.0% of the total CDF; this is less than the 20%
of the total CDF criterion.

Although no back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-2, several issues relating to
the ANO-2 containment performance during a severe accident were noted as appropriate for
additionalinvestigation. These include the following:

The potential for a high temperature induced failure of the o-ring seals in the*

fuel transfer tube containment boundary flange in the refueling pool was
identified as a potential containment integrity failure for accidents involving a
HPME without containment spray operation.

High temperature degradation and failure of the Amphenol electrical*

penetration module u-cup seals was identified as possible during extremely
seven: accidents. These seals are composed of polyumthane, which has a
relatively low service temperature range.

The most likely containment isolation failure was assessed to be the failure of.

containment vent header isolation valves 2CV-2400-2 and 2CV-2401-1.
These valves were assumed to be normally open during power operation.

Although less likely, double isolation failures of valves 2CV-8233-1 and 2SV-*

8231-2 or valves 2SV-82591 and 2SV-8261-2 were identified as another
possible containment isolation failure. These failure can occur only if during
periodic containment building depressurization operation is being performed
prior to the accident.

Removal of the internals of the cavity check valve,2BS-46, would increase-

the likelihood that water enters the cavity ama. This water may for some
severe accidents allow a means of preventing vessel failure or, given vessel
failure, increase the chance of debris bed cooling and fission product removal.

4.9-6
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Based on the ANO-2 CET endstate results, the effect of the relatively small.

ANO-2 reactor cavity did not appear to greatly affect the probability of early-

,

containment failure. However, there is considerable uncertainty regarding
~

high pressure melt ejection (IIPME) and Direct Containment lleating (DCil);

i effects on containment pressurization.
.
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5.0 UTILITY PARTICIPATION AND INTERNAL REVIEW TEAM

GL 88-20 requested significant utility panicipation in the performance of the IPE. He basis
for this recommendation was the behef that maximum benefit would be realized if the utility's
staff were involved in all aspects of the examination and that involvement would facilitate
integration of the knowledge gained into operating procedures and training programs. Also;

recommended was an independent in-house review to ensure the accuracy and validity of the
'

results. The purpose of this review is to assure the accuracy of the analysis and that
reasonable care was taken in the performance of the ANO-2 IPE to pmvide a measure of.

quality control and quality assurance. The ANO IPE Program organization and independent
review are described in the following sections.

<

,

5.1 IPE PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

One of ANCis primary objectives in performing the ANO PRA was to bring PRA technology,

and expertise permanently into the ANO organization. To accomplish this objective, ANO
established a PRA group in the Nuclear Engineering Design Depanment responsible for
developing and applying the PRA. The IPE Pmgram organintion consisted of the PRA
Group supplemented by Science Applications Incorporated (SAIC) and ERIN Engineering*

and Research, Inc., outside fimis experienced in probabilistic risk assessment methods and
applications. This IPE Program organization also included an Independent Review Team

,
consisting of ANO Operations, Design Engineering, Training, and Licensing employees
supplemented by ERIN Engineering and Research, Inc. The ANO IPE Program organization'

chart at the time of IPE submittal is provided in Figure 5-1, although a review of the
acknowledgments indicates that minor variations in the exact participants occurred over theO period of development.

ANO personnel were involved in all aspects of the PRA model development, quantification,
refinement, and interpretation. At the beginning of the project, SAIC provided the task;

; delineation overall project plan, and individual work task development plans or guidelines.
SAIC engineers were assigned as Task Leaders with ANO PRA Project Team memben asi

assistants to facilitate technology transfer, his project organization was successful such that
before the midpoint of the effort, the IPE Program organization had evolved to where ANO
PRA Project Team membes were performing the majority of the work. By the end of the

|
effort, ANO had total responsibility for the PRA development and cor. tractor support was
only required on a supplemental as needed or review basis. This was true for both the Level 1
and Level 2 portions of the IPE.

For the analyses supporting this IPE submittal, the majority of analytical work including
development of plant models, plant data analysis, model quantification and results evaluation
was performed by the ANO PRA group with guidance from the outside nrms. ANO acquired
the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) which was used by ANO PRA Project
Team members. ANO is now capable of performing and interpreting MAAP runs. The ANO
PRA group has already gained experience in applying the PRA in assessing the benefit of
suggested plant nxxiifications,incleding the addition of a third auxiliary feedwater pump and,

'

altemate AC power source, along with evaluating options for responding to Technical
Specification limited plant operating conditions.

j As a by-product of the IPE effort, ANO now has a PRA group located on-site that is integral
to its Nuclear Engineering Design Department. This department contains two safety analysis'

;; supervisor and ten engineers, all knowledgeable of at least some elements of PRA and severe
|N accident issues.

i
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The independent review also involved significant review by appropriate ANO employees and
c.itside firms. The level of utility panicipation was very high in both the analysis and review
effons. This panicipation assured accuracy and validity of the process and facilitated intemal
awareness and understanding of the IPE process, products and tools.

A brief summary of the ANO Project Team members related experience and major task
activities is pmvided below. As noted in the acknowledgments, several additional ANO
personnel panicipated in the ANO 2 PRA development than simply those listed below
(especially in the system analysis area).

John R. Ault, Sr. Lead Engineer - John was involved in the ANO-2 PRA development
effort from beginning to completion. He began his experience in risk assessment while in the
U.S. Air Force where he taught engineers and equipment specialists the finer points of
reliability and maintainability design principles. He was introduced to CAFTA in response to
INPO's Safety System Unavailability Monitoring (SSUM) Pilot Program. His pre IPE
projects included GO modeling of an Emergency Feedwater System Upgrade and a Coal
Handling System. His background also includes econometric modeling and regression
analysis. He received his Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Arkansas and a quantitative Master's of Business Administration from the
University of Illinois.

Morris E. Byram, Jr., Sr. Engineer - Morris has experience in performing safety analyses
related to thermal hydraulics, most of which was gained at Siemen's Nuclear Power
Corporation, He has ANO experience in the area of procuring nuclear fuel and preparing
alant design changes. His most recent ANO experience is in the area of safety analysis where
le has been responsible for review of vendor-performed reload analyses and the development
of the ANO 1 EOP (Emergency Operating Proced. ire) Serpoint Basis Document. The EOP
work involved documenting or reconstituting the basis for every EOP setpoint (monitored <

physical plant parameter) at which operator action or verificanon is required. He has a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering from Mississippi State University and an
Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Morris is a registered Engineer in Training in the state of Mississippi.

Bryan J. Daiber, Engineer - Bryan has experience in design basis safety analysis related to
SAR Chapter 15 (in panicular LOCA) MSLB and containment design basis accident analysis.
He has served as lead engineer in developing an ANO 1 and 2 GOTHIC input deck used to
simulate the containment design basis accider.t response and funher modified this work to
support insights in the containment response post-accident for Level II PRA. Bryan has a
Bachelor of Science Degree and Master of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering from the
University of Missouri-Rolla and has donc post-graduate work at 1.os Alamos National
Laboratory. Bryan is a registered Engineer in Training in the state of Missouri.

Michael Lloyd, Sr. Lead Engineer - Mike was involved in the ANO-2 PRA from its
beginning to its completion. He has extensive experience in the Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(PRA) area: he was a participant in the Oconee PRA, a participant in the Industry Degraded
Core Rulemaking (IDCOR) Program, a principal technical contributor to the IDCOR pilot
Individual Plant Evaluation of Grand Gulf, and has supponed a number of in-house risk-
related efforts. In addition to his PRA experience, Mike has also performed reactor physics
design analyses at Entergy and Westinghouse, and has performed and analyzed stanup and
operational reactor physics testing at several nuclear power plants. Mike has a Bachelor of
Science Degree in Physics and a Master of Science Degree in Engineering from the University
of New Orleans and has donc post graduate work at Purdue University.

5-2
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r John N. (Jay) Miller, Jr., Supervisor - Jay was involved in the ANO 2 PRA development
' from its beginning to completion. He was first introduced to probabilistic studies as a

graduate project, following four years of teaching thermal hydraulic system performance and
analysis fundamentals at the U.S. Navy Nuclear Power School. His experience as an ANO'

: nuclear safety analysis engineer includes coordination of analysis (SBLOCA, ECCS pump
NPSH, containment response, offsite dose) to su] port removal of an NRC power restnetion
to 50c/c power, loss of decay heat removal accic ent analysis, loss-of all feedwater feed and

j bleed effectiveness studies, RCS Pressure Tempemture limit development, and coordination
of numerous NRC Generic Letter responses. Jay has a Bachelor of Science Degree in,

Mechanical Engineering from the University of Arkansas and a Master of Nuclear Engineering4

from North Carolina State University. Jay is a registered Professional Engineer (Mechanical).

j in the state of Arkansas.

| Lori A. Potts, Sr. Engineer - Lori has eleven y:ars of experience in the Nuclear industry,
including system engineering, maintenance engineering, outage management, reactor'

engineering, and safety analysis. She has been with ANO since late 1989 in both the reactor
| engmeenng and safety analysis areas. Her previous experience at Three Mile Island, Clinton,

Pilgrim and Vogtle contributed to her ability to assume the data analysis lead and assist with
the intemal flood analysis. Lori has a Bachelor of Science Degree in Nuclear Engineering<

from The Pennsylvania State University.
t

Daniel H. Williams, Sr. Staff Engineer - Dan has 19 years experience with Arkansas
Nuclear One involving a wide variety of responsibilities. His experiences in leading the post-
TMI Emergency Operating Experience upgrade effort, in performing the Appendix R safe
shutdown analyses and as system engineer for the Control Room Design Review project. In;

addition, his extensive plant system background and knowledge gained from years of safety
'

analysis and plant systems work proved to be valuable in many areas of the ANO-2 PRA, ,

development effort. Dan is author or contributor to some 20 publicly presented and published'
.

works including three on the application of innovative approaches to emergency operating.

i procedures and has served on at least 18 industry committees or advisory groups, several
because of his reputation in the area of operator response to emergencies. Dan received his
Bachelor's degree in Metallurgical Engineering (Nuclear Option) from the University of
Missouri-Rolla and his Juris Doctor from the University of Arkansas-Little Rock. Dan is a'

registered Professional Enginer.r (Nuclear)in the state of Arkansas,

i Patrick J. Williams, Engineer - Patrick is the newest member of the ANO PRA
( development effort. He served as lead in the development of the ANO-2 EOP (Emergency

Operating Procedure) Serpoint Basis Document. This effort required documentation or
reconstitution of the basis for every EOP setpoint (monitored physical plant parameter) for;

which operator action or verification is required. Since joining the ANO staff he has gained,

; valuable experience in safety analysis and the application of PRA. Patrick received his
bachelor's degree in Nuclear Engineering from Oregon State University.-

I

Stephen (Rex) Yazza, Engineering Assistant, Sr. . Although lacking a degree in
engineering, Rex has accumulated over twelve years of construction and engineering-

experience. With Brown & Root Construction Co., Inc., he designed small bore pipe routings,

and supervised as-built drawing pmjects for a two unit 800mw fossil power plant. Joining
Arkansas Power & Light Co., Rex performed startup testing of the service water, feedwater,
fitewater, and fly ash removal & storage systems at another two unit 800mw fossil power.

; plant. Transferring to ANO's Mechanical Engineering Design department, he performed fire
; protection improvement evaluations, developed a program for early detection of corrosion in

m service water valves, and initially developed a hydraulic model of the ANO 1 firewater system-

p ) before joining the Nuclear Safety Analysis section. Rex's contributions to this project included

i
i
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data analysis, system analysis, loss of offsite power recovery analysis, and quantification. Rex '

was involved in the ANO-2 PRA development from beginning to completion.

*Ihe major task activities of ANO Nuclear Engineering Design personnel in the development
of the ANO-2 PRA are summarized below.

Initiating Event and Accident Sequence Analysis - (J.N. Miller, Lead) This analysis was
co-developed with SAIC. An initial draft was developed by SAIC based upon reviews of
previous industry PRAs for their applicability to ANO-2. Subsequent incorporation of ANO-
2 plant specific features and basis documentation was perfonned by ANO staff. Minor
revision occurred during the quantification and recovery analysis process due to the iterative
feedback (primarily in the area of operator actions) typical of PRA development effons.

Systems Analysis . (M. Lloyd, lead) Seventeen ANO 2 plant systems were modeled during
the ANO-2 PRA. Each system mo:lel was documented in a System Analysis Work Package
(SAWP). Eight SAWPs were developed by ANO personnel and the remainder by SAIC. In
order to assure that these models represented ANO-2 and that they adhered with standard
PRA techniques, nearly all of the SAWPs developed by ANO personnel were reviewed by
SAIC and vice versa. In order to optimize the development of in-house PRA experience,
many ANO engineers were involved in this task. The models underwent additional review
and,if appropriate, revision during the ANO.2 quantification effon (again due to the iterative
feedback nature of PRA development). All model revisions and their bases were dmumented.

Data Analysis - (L.A. Potts, Lead; S.R Yazza) This task was perfomied jointly, with SAIC
collecting and aggregating generic data and ANO personnel collecting and analyzing plant-
specific data. This enabled ANO oersonnel to focus on incorporation of plant-specific &
component failure and maintenance unavailability data and initiating event frequencies. W
Quantification - (J.R. Ault, Lead: S.R. Yazza; L.A. Potts) The chnology transfer that
occurred during the initial quantification of the ANO-1 model allowed the ANO-2 model to be
quantified using only ANO personnel. Sophisticated batch and macro files were developed to
automate the complex and iterative quantification process. Extensive use of flag events
(probability = 1) to properly model steam generator overfill events pushed SAIC to expand
CAFTA's software limitations. Innovative applications of SAIC's Combine software was
necessary to avoid the overly-conservative penalties associated with an Engineering
Safeguards actuation signal applied early in an accident sequence. The Combine software was
also used to more accurately and effectively integrate the Level 1 and Level 2 results.

Human Reliability Analysis - (D. H. Williams, Ixad) Using the modeling techniques,

| developed by SAIC, this effort was performed by ANO personnel with participation by
individuals from operations, training and engineering. The recovery identification, recovery
characterization and recovery quantification were all developed and provided to SAIC for

| review to verify the proper application of their quantification techniques. Comments from this
| review and a subsequent ERIN independent review were then considered in the final efforts of
I the HRA work.

Loss of Off Site Pow 2r (LOSP) Recovery Analysis - (M. Lloyd, Lead; S.R. Yazza)
Existing LOSP recov;ry methods were reviewed, extended, and implemented by ANO!

| engineers. SAIC performed a technical review of the method and results. The LOSP
recovery methodolot,y applied in the ANO-2 PRA is considered to be a state-of-the-art best-
estimate approach.
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Internal Flooding Analysis - (P.J. Williams, Lead; L.A. Potts) This analysis was performed
p:imarily by ERIN, Engineering and Research, Inc personnel. ANO staff panicipated in plant

. walk downs and provided assistance when needed. ANO involvement increased as this effort
#

progressed, primarily in the area of the overall technical approach and Good scenario recovery
analysis. It should be noted that signincant changes were made to the ERIN flood scenario
quantification methodology based upon input from ANO PRA analysts. ANO personnel;

received training on the entire methodology used at the completion of this effort.~

| ATWS (Anticipated Transients Without Scram) Analysis - (M.E. Byram, Jr., lead) Ris
'

task was performa! utilizing the lead's experience in safety analysis by incorporating
applicable vendor documentation concerning ATWS analyses. The generic vendor analysis

| was enhanced using ANO-2 specific features and transient frequency studies. Where ANO-
specific data was not available,like-plant and industry wide data and analyses were consulted.
Much of the input for this analysis was qualitative in nature due to the lack of actual ATWS
data, however the overall PRA model was utilized for input and verification as much as

i possible.
i
' ISLOCA (Inter System Loss of Coolant Accident) Analysis - (P.J. Willianu, Lead) The

ISLOCA work package was wholly developed by ANO personnel using generic industry.

guidance documents. Previous PRA studies and the recent related efforts by the NRC
(including plant inspections) were consulted in an effort to ensure completeness of this
analysis, he ANO engineer serving as task lead has extensive knowledge of the applicable
procedure guidance as well as experience in nuclear safety analysis.

,

Contalument Analysis - (M. Lloyd, Lead; B.J. Daiber) ne containment analysis consisted
of an evaluation of the ANO 2 containment response to postulated severe accidents. The
analysis was based on existing industry analysis as much as possible, utilizing related plant
specific experience in the area of design basis post-accident containment response analysis.,

This task was jointly performed by ANO and SAIC. SAIC provided the inethodology, ANO
provided plant specific information, and the analysis was performed jointly, mostly at the

: ANO engineering facility.

5.2 IPE PROGRAM INDEPENDENT REVIEW

f a key feature of the ANO IPE Program was the independent review. In addition to
i mdependent reviews by ANO and SAIC analysts as the task products were developed, ANO
; performed a separate detailed independent review of the ANO-2 PRA not only to preside

assurance of the accuracy but also to assure fulfillment of ANO objectives and provide
traceability of all assessment data to reliable or controlled design documentation and
infomiation sources to facilitate future updating effons.;

:

! The overall independent review methodology began with clear definition of ANO objectives
for the IPE and PRA. The review focused on the degree to which the work products met or
could be used to meet the objectives. The detailed review methodology included the
identification of ANO Review Team members and implementation of a combined ANO/ ERIN
design review of the PRA including initiating events, accideni sequences, success criteria,
system models and fault trees, human reliability analysis, data evaluation, containment
responsc evaluation, and report preparation.

|
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5.2.1 Comnosition of the Independent Review Team

As discussed above, the ANO IPE Independent Review Team consisted of ANO Operations,
Design Engineering, Training, and Licensing employees supplemented by ERIN Engineering
and Research,Inc. This group of participants provided expert knowledge of the ANO plant
system configurations, operating practices and procedures, and design limitations, as well as
PRA practices to the review team.

ERIN coordinated the independent review by using personnel expert in specific PRA areas to
perform the detailed review and to provide review repons describing the review process, the
PRA product (s) reviewed and resulting review comments, nese review reports were
provided to the review team members and discussed for additional comments in periodic
review team meetings.

It was recognized that to receive tite nuximum benefit from the review team, training of team
members on the IPE and PRA techniques was required. Two training sessions were
conducted by ERIN PRA expens for the ANO members of the Independent Review Team.
The first t aining sessio, was held in April,1990 to familiarize the panicipants with the IPE
objectives, the basic techni al elements of PR A, the expected role of each panicipant, and the
project schedule. The second training session was held in August,1991 just prior to their
receiving draft technical material for review. This session served to train the ANO reviewers
in key aspects of PRA technology and modeling techniques. They were trained on PRA
methods and work products / elements. The primary objective of this training was to provide
an understanding of PRA from a plant operations and design perspective and to enhance the
review process by placing the PRA in context relative to plant design and operating activities.

Seven review meetings were then held. Each review meeting summarized the IPE work on
one or more technical areas. Each of these areas had previc,usly been reviewed by ERIN PRA g
experts and their findings were presented and discussed. Following each meeting, the ANO
reviewers conducted their own reviews of the IPE material and forwarded their comments to
the PRA Project Team. By this process, all PRA and IPE technical areas were reviewed by
outside PRA experts and by independent ANO employees who, taken together, were experts
in all aspects of plant design and operation. The PRA Project Team received entical
comments from these reviewers which were used to revise, refine, or clarify their IPE analyses
and results.

[ 5.3 AREAS OF REVIEW

The independent review covered the following areas of the PRA:

Overall PRA Methodology
Initiating Events and Accident Sequences
System Models
Data Analysis
Human Reliability & Recovery Analysis
Model Quantification
Containment Analysis & Release Characterization

Discussion of these review areas and major review comments follow.

O
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O 5.3.1 Review of the Overall PRA Methodology

V This section presents a summary of the findings resulting from an initial review of selected
work products of the ANO-1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment. The intent of this resiew was to
provide the ANO PRA Pmject Team with early feedback concerning the adequacy and
accuracy of the reviewed processes and products. The PRA work products were initially
reviewed during the kick-off meeting st ANO in November,1989. The resiew process
concentrated on the ANO-1 PRA as this PRA was initiated first. However, project plans and
procedures were reviewed in light of their use for both ANO units.

At the time of the review, the initial ANO 1 Level 1 PRA models (initiators, event trees, top
logic, system fault trees and generic data) were essentially compete. Recovery analysis was
underway but the recovery data was not yet finalized for review. The plant specific data
collection and analysis tasks were not yet completed, and the generic data base was not
examined. Human reliability data was also not available at the time of the review. The initial
ERIN review included the Project Task Plans, Interim Analysis Reports, and the System
Notebooks.

The initial review indicated that the PRA activities would generally meet the ANO objectives.
Crucial to meeting these goals is the continued active involvement of ANO personnel. The
completed activities showed an appropriate level of involvement, such that ANO personnel
were well familiar with the methodology, data, and fundamental assumptions used the PRA
models.

The conclusion from the initial review of the PRA work packages and overall methodology
was that the project was meeting IPE and ANO objectives and no major changes or course

/' corrections were necessary. The PRA was conservatively modeling the plant and the( methodology being used was sound and based on methods successfully used in the past. The
completed efforts recognized that continued use of the PRAs in efforts directed at the
established goals and objectives would require a dedicated group of ANO individuals to
maintain familiarity with the models and their use. Such a group has existed at ANO
throughout the entire IPE development process.

5.3.2 Review ofInitiating Events and Accident Sequences

At the time of the review, the ANO-1 initiating event and accident sequence analysis reports
were through the revision 0 stage and were being expanded, updated, and combined into
revision 1 status. The ANO-2 repc,rts were not yet to the revision 0 status but were well
along the way to being complete documents commensurate with the ANO 1 revision I
reports. The review included the Initiating Events and Accident Sequence Analysis Task Plan
and Interim Analysis Reports.

t,

The independent review of the initiating events and accident sequence analyses and associated
report sections resulted in no technical findings. The overall approach to the identification
and sele: tion of initiating event categories was determined to be reasonable and consistent
with previous PWR PRA analyses, however, editorial comments intended to add clarification
ard sur> port this conclusion were provided to the ANO PRA Project Team. The final list of
initianng events was found to be accurate and complete as a basis for the follow-on accident
sequence analysis. The accident sequence analyses technical results appeared valid and the
event trees were stmetured such that they would satisfy the ANO IPE objectives.
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5.3.3 Review of System Models

OAt the time of the review, the systems analysis work packages (SAWPs) were complete
through the revi;ior. 0 stage and had revision I comments and correction sheets attached. The
fault tree models being used in the PRA quantification were updated to revision 1 status but
complete documentation of the revisions in the SAWPs lagged the analysis. Although this
fact made independent review more difficult, the reviewers determined that the SAWP
documentation status was acceptable. It should be noted that the ANO PRA group has
established and implemented a process to document and control interim model changes until
formal SAWP updates are made.
Individual SAWP reviews were documented in appendices to an overall systems analysis
review report. These appendices contained specific technical comments and observations
noted in the individual SAWP reviews. Techmcal comments were incorporated in the fault
tree models being used for PRA quantification. -In general, the SAWP documentation was
found to be technically comprehensive, logically supportive of the accident sequence analyses
for ANO and consistent with other PRAs.

5.3.4 Review of Data Analysis

The review of the data analysis included the analysis of component failure rates, maintenance
unavailability rates, common cause failure probabilities and initiating event frequencies.
Analysis task plans, interim work packages and completed analysis reports were reviewed.

The review of the component failure rate data consisted of a comparison of the generic and
plant specific reliability parameters utilized to similar parameters found in other generic failure
rate date bases and identification of components were where reliability parameters differed
significantly from the generic data. The review team then investigated the use of plant specific
data on components that were identified as outliers. The results of the review indicated that a
very intensive data analysis had been performed and only minor errors existed in the analysis.
It was recommended that ANO use generic data for all component failure parameters except
for components found in dominant and/or repeated cutsets and use thoroughly evaluated plant
specific failure data for these risk significant components.

The component maintenance unavailability analyses were reviewed for accuracy of the
methodology, and the results were compared to an industry-accepted source and another
PWR PRA (Trojan). The methodology used in the unavailability calculations was determined
to be consistent with the methodology given in NUREG/CR-4550, Volume 1. After the
methodology was verified, the results were compared against the maintenance unavailability
data given in NUREG/CR-4550, Volume 1 and the Trojan values as a " sanity check." The
ANO plant-specific unavailabilities are comparable to maintenance unavailability values given
in NUREG/CR 4550 and those used in the Trojan IPE. The ANO values were usually smaller
than the other values, but the variances were generally small enough to be considered
statistically insignificant.

The initiating event frequency analysis package was reviewed. The review observed that plant
specific data was used to determine initiating event frequencies for reactor / turbine trip and
loss of power conversion system. Generic data was used for all other initiators except loss of
service water, for which fault tree analysis was used. The review findings indicated that, in
general, the analysis report a was well-documented, well-written and technically thorough
report. Methodologies, as wiitten, were technically correct and acceptable.

9
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5.3.5 Review of Human Reliability and Recovery Actions

; The review of the Human Reliability and Recovery Analyses covered the documentation
j relating to the IPE HRA methodology and results and assessment of recovery actions used in
^

the analysis. The first phase of the review consisted of evaluating the methods for
: identification of human actions, development of factors which influence the likelihood of
!- successfully completing the actions, and . techniques for quantifying the human error
: probabilities (HEPs). He next phase consisted of selecting human actions and perfomiing
'

detailed reviews of the development of individual HEPs. A representative set of human
i actions were selected for detailed review based on application of diff. nt quantification-

' techniques and consideration of different types of human actions including in control room,-
; ex-control room, pre initiator, post initiator, recovery actions, etc, ne review determined

that the HRA analysis methodology is adequate for producing all HEPs necessary for;

! quantification of the ANO IPE studies. The review also determined that, for the most part,
! quantification of human actions was performed consistent with the methodology. Minor

discrepancies were noted with subsequent correction by the ANO PRA group.,

i

i A subsequent review of the ATWS scoping analysis and loss of off site power recovery
j analysis was also performed. The overall development of the ATWS scoping evaluation was -

-

j found to be comprehensise and generally followed other ATWS evaluations developed as part .
; of other PRAs (Surry and Sequoyah in NUREG 1150). The overall methodology for the
: application of loss of off-site power non recovery probability factors to individual cutsets was
! found to be a significant enhancement in the treatment of off site power recovery over
| standard PRA practices. *

I

5.3.6 Review of Model Ouantification

i The review of the model quantification was performed on an interim set of results developed
;- during the quantification process. The intent of the review was not to verify the final Level 1

results but rather to assess whether the quantification process was proceeding in a correct and:

! orderly manner that,if continued through to final Level 1 quantification, would provide a high
; level of assurance that the results are representative of ANO.
J

| The cutset listings for each dominant accident sequence were reviewed to determine the'

dominant cutsets for each sequence, assess the necessary and available operator recovery
i actions for the cutsets, and compare the cutsets to other PRA results for sunilar plants. In -
; general, the cutsets compared favorably with published PRAs for similar plants.

!
! 5.3.7 Review of Containment Analvsis & Release Characterization
!

| The review of the Level 2 Containment Analysis and Release Characterization (or "Backend
i Analysis") covered the documentation associated with draft report sections and plant specific
| calculations. - The review was peiformed in a single two day meeting,with ERIN Review

Team, key- ANO Review Team members, specific design engmeering individuals-

-

knowledgeable of containtnent feattuts, and SAIC and~'ANO level 2 PRA experts. _ The,

!- review determined that overall, the methodology utilized in the performance of the- ANO
backend IPE analyses was consistent with the NRC IPE guidance. Additionally, a significant,

amount of plant specific investigation and calculations were determined to have. been-
performed in support of the backend analysis but the documentation of the analysis in the draft

*

, - reports did not reflect these analyses. Recommendations for technical and report
,

-

,' .
- enhancements, along with additional description of plant specific analyses were provided to

-

-

the ANO PRA Project Team. As a result of these comments, significant enhancements were
6
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made to the ANO 2 Ixvel 2 containment analyses and release characterization to provide
completeness in the evaluation.

5.4 UTILITY PARTICIPATION AND INTERNAL REVIEW SUh151ARY

The ANO IPE independent review resulted in the following overall conclusions:

1. De ANO IPE project was assembled in a manner that should meet the
ANO objectives as well as the NRC IPE objectives stated in GL 88 20
and NUREG 1335.

2. The ANO-2 PRA provides an accurate assessment of the as-built, as-
operated ANO-2 plant configmution.

3. The ANO PRA group personnel were thoroughly involved in the
development of the PRA and IPE submittal and understand the scope
and bases for the IPE modelin detail..

4. Recommendations to the ANO PRA Project Team relative to IPE
consistency with NRC objectives, documentation improvement, and
additional model accuracy / detail were well received and incorporated
into the IPE models and documents.

5. The ANO IPE will be able to support ANO and NRC objectives for a
living probabilistic risk analysis tools.

O-

.

;
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6.0 PLAN r IMPROVEMENTS AND UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES

As discussed in sections 3.7 an:14.9, an effort has been made to gain useful insights irlating to
ANO-2 safety features and to identify potential plant improvements. This effort was made in
both the Level-1 " Front End" analysis and in the Level 2 "Back-End" analysis. Section 6.1-
describes insights gained about the ANO.2 safety features, both in the way they were modeled
(typical.ly conservatisms worth noting) and in the way they are physically expected to prform
or be operated. Section 6.2 describes potential plant impmvements that have been icentified
for further consideration. Consideration cf the identified potential plant improvements will be
made as a part of the development and implementation of the Ah0 2 accident management
program.

6.1 INSIGitTS AND UNIQUE SAFETY FEATURES

Insights and identification of unique safety features can arise from both areas to which the
overall plant core melt frequency has been detennined to be sensitive (i.e. to lessen the
sensitivity) and areas to which the plant has been determined to be capable of xrforming in a
notably good manner. The follow discussions provide e brief summary of the identified
insights and unique safety features for important " front-er.J ..inctional sequences and for the
"back end" analysis.

,

6.1.1 IBE

'ihe TBF functional sequence has been divided into six types for the purposes of reporting and

O insights evaluation. Four types are described immediately belew, while two types are
described in section 6.1.2 for station blackout.

6.1.1.1 TBF-1

The cutseis from TBF sequence type 1, loss of DC bus combined with failure of- the
unaffected EFW train, comprise the largest percentage of core damage cutsets and provide the
single largest cutset of the ANO-2 model Loss of DC bus 2D01 or 2D02 as an initiator
prevents:the fast transfer of AC power fmm the auxiliary transformer- to 'the startup
transformer as required on a reactor trip. Either event results in a blackout of one s6ety-
related 4160V bus and a loss of main feedwater. Specific plant features are noted below.

Recovery of the 4160V bus is likely according to the emergency procedures; however,
*

stable conditions must be maintained without the DC bus. Many safety-related loads
from the faulted bus can be transferred to the unaffected DC bus.

Loss of DC bus 2D01 as an initiator is significantly more important than the.

corresponding 2D02 bus. This is true since EFW relies on the turbine driven EFW-
aump which has been conservatively modeled as being much less reliable for the 24
1our mission time than the motor driven EFW pump.

;

_ Once-through cooling is precluded by this initiator and subsequent operator failures to
.

'

realign power sources, because the ECCS vent valves will not open due to single
failure susceptible support system AC and DC power dependencies.

The turbine driven EFW pump failure rate is based on a conservative interpretttion of
.

plant specific data with a single EFW pump failure. A sensitivity analysis using a
-
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generic failure rate for the pump results in a reduction in the top cutset frequency by a
factor of 70.

Loss of DC bus 2D02 as an initiator has attemative recoveries besides restoring 4160V.

power. These altematives include using the auxiliary feedwater pump or manually
controlling the ERV flow using the turbine driven pump.

6.1.1.2 TBF-2

The cutsets from TBF sequence type 2. loss of a 4160V AC power bus with deplet:on of
station batteries leading to failure of PRV, comprise a signincant fraction of all TBF cutsets.
Loss of AC bus 2A3 or 2A4 as an inentor results in a blackout of one safety-related 4160V
bus and a loss of main feedwater, fipecine plant features related to this sequence type are
noted below. Many of the features discussed above for TBF sequence type 1 also are
relevant.

Upon loss of a 4160V AC safety-related bus, the operator must realign the affected.

battery to the swing battery charger or realign the affected 480V AC bus to the
unaffected 4160V bus. Otherwise, battery depletion will occur. This action is
proc Auralized and recognized as a necessary action by the operators.

Many TBF cutsets, including those of this type, are affected by a plant unique ERV.

control valve power supply and control scheme. If AC power supply is lost from 2A3
and swing battery charger 2D34 is not realigned to 2A4 (via 2B6), the batteries on DC
bus 2D01 (red) can deplete while ERV is in progress, introducing a signincant
likelihood (conservatively modeled as unity) that the ERV discharge lines to both
steam generators from the turbine driven ERY pump will be isolated (motor driven
pump unavailable due to red power losses). This condition is recoverable by local
action to manually realign 2b5 to 2B6 or to manually open the " red" DC flow control3

valves to allow automati, flow control and control from the control room by the
" green" DC flow control valves.,

1.oss of AC bus'2A4 is less risk signincant than loss of bus 2. ; because of the.

availability of the motor driven ERV pump in the former case, which is less sensitive
to the now control valve control power supply and control scheme discussed above.

It is noteworthy that ANO-2 has eight hour battery life which has a significant positive
.

effect on these and other TBF cutsets due to the time available for recovery acnons.

6.1.1.3 TBF-3-

The cutsets from TBF sequence type 3, transient followed by failure of the offsite power fast
transfer and failure of associated EDG and failure of EFW, comprise a significant fraction of(
the total TBF core damage frequency at ANO-2. Many plant features noted for TBF
sequence types 1 and 2 are relevant for type 3. additional features are noted below.

Independent failure of the loss of offsite power fast transfer after an unrelated plant
.

trip (such as a reactor trip or feedwater trip) is seen as a loss of offsite power to half of
the plant equipment. Subsequent loss of the associated EDG is seen as a station"
blackout to half of the plant equipment.
The fast transfer failure results from 4160V AC breakers independent failures to open.

.

Power can reliably be recovered from these failures by manual operation of breakers.

6-2
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1

- A critical failure in all of these cutsets is battery depletion, combined with failure to re-o
( align the affected batter / to the available swing battery charger.

In cases for which AC power fails after some time of successful EFW operation, the.

: loss of the red or green AC power are equally risk significant. In cases for which AC
power fails before successful EFW operation, the loss of red AC power is more risk

; significant. These risk impacts are a direct result of the EFW flow control and power
: supply scheme discussed above.
1

6.1.1.4 TBF - 3A
:

The cutsets from TBF sequence type 3A are similar to those of type 3 except the AC power
;. loss after the transient is at the 480V bus level. These cutsets generally have a lower
'

frequency than other TBF sequences discussed above, although some features of these cutsets
are wonh noting.

12ss of AC bus 2B5 as an initiator is less risk significant than loss of bus 2B6, from a*

cutset standpoint, dee to the modeled alignment of the turbine trip selector switch to
2K2A. This alignment results in feedwater pump turbine A and feedwater F2m 3 2PI A
tripping following a plant trip, leaving the feedwater pump 2PIB to provice main
feedwater flow. Loss of 2B5 willlead to failure of 2 PIA due to loss of necessary
control system electrical support, similarly loss of 2B6 will lead to failure of 2PIB.
Therefore, since 2PIB is modelui to continue running post trip, additional failures,

involving 2PIB are required in cutsets involving loss of AC bus 2B5.

.p Loss of AC bus 285 as an initiator is also less risk significant than loss of bus 2A3,+

V from a cutset standpoint, due in part to the modeled alignment of the turbine trip
selector switch to 2K2A and in part to the dependence of the loop 1 service water

'. pump on 2A3 power supply. Since 2PIB is modeled to continue ranning post trip
(described above),2PIB is lost due to loss of service water induced ACW and CCW

'

failures for cutsets involving loss of AC bus 2A3, while additional failures invoMng
2PIB are required in cutsets involving loss of AC bus 2B5.

,

i Loss of AC bus 2B6 as an initiator is more risk significant than loss of bus 2A4, from a-

cutset standpoint, due in part to the modeled alignment of the turbine trip selector
'

'

switch to 2K2A and in part to the inability to realign the affected 480V AC bus to the
unaffected 4160V bus for AC bus 2B6 losses. Since 2PI A is modeled to be trippedi

following a plant trip (described above) and 2PIB is lost for both loss of AC bus 286
and loss of AC bus 2A4, the ability to realign the affected 480V AC bus to the
unaffected 4160V bus for AC bus 2A4 losses make loss of 2B6 more risk significant
than loss of 2A4.,

; 6.1.2 Station ' Blackout (SBO)

The SBO sequences are actually a subset of the TBF sequences. As such, they have been
; designated as TBF sequence type TBF-4 in section 3.7.1.1.
i ,

1

|
; 6.1.2.1 TBF-4

|

|
The cutsets from TBF sequence type 4, loss of offsite power followed by failures of one (with !

a failure of the other EFW pump) or both trains of emergency AC power, are not a dominant I,e

.' fraction of the total TBF core damage frequency at ANO-2. Related features or insights

'
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worth noted are summarized below (in addition to those previously mentioned for other TBF
types).

The important TBF-4 cutsets can be characterized in two basic groups; (1) those.

involving only early or start failures and (2) those involving at least one running
failure. Since the main recovery action for SBO events is the recovery of offsite
power, the timing of the cutset failures (i.e., nmning versus start falleres) along with
the eight hour battery life has a significant effect on the probability of recovering
offsite power at ANO-2.

He relatively short time to core damage makes the cutsets with only early or stan.

failures less likely to be recovered via off.;ite power restoration. However,it should be
nated that the subject start failures are less likely than the corresponding run failures,
so the core melt frequency for the two TBF-4 groups is similar.

6.1.3 IDX '

The TBX functional accident sequence for the ANO-2 plant is affected by many of the same
features as noted below for the TQX sequence. Some features of the EFW system are also
worthy of note.

Upon depletion of the condensate storage tank by the ERV system, operators can.

realign EFW suction to an altemare condensate storage tank. Should this realignment
fail, the suction automatically transfers to the service water system. When the
transient is initiated by a loss of senice water, this transfer is ineffective to avoid loss
of heat removal. This switchover is necessary only if ERV heat removal continues for
nearly 24 hours.

Although once-through-cooling is an alternative to feedwater heat removal, feedwater-

must be maintained or restored since no containment heat removal can otherwise be
achieved during a sustained loss of service water event.

'

6.1.4 102

The TQX functional accident sequence for the ANO-2 plant is affected by several plant
features.

He only significant initiator is loss of plant senice water. The plant has never.

experienced such an initiator and there are no unusual vulnerabilities unique to ANO-2
related to this initiator.

The plant is normally operated with an alternate senice water pump available for
.

recovery of plant service water from the control room.

Plant personnel have demonstrated response to a near total blockage of flow to service
-

water pump discharge in which they successfully 1) avcided a plant trip,2) employed
the alternate senice water pump with suction switched to th Emergency Cooling.
Pond, and 3) cleared the flow to a blocked pump within 87 minutes. This action giver,
high confidence of recovery from loss of service water events.

.

Induced LOCAs at ANO-2 are unlikely. Reactor coolant pump seal failures are.

involved in most TQX scenarios. The seals are rugged and are assumed to fail only

6-4
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i (^'] upon continued operation with a total loss of seal cooling for at least 40 minutes,
v consistent with the ANO-2 licensing basis.

,

Induced LOCAs at ANO-2 from stuck open primary safety relief valves are extremely.

unlikely and do not contribute to TQX scenarios, nis plc.nt has adequate secondary-
side heat removal capability to the condenser or the atmosphere to prevent SRV
challenges in vinually all transient conditions modeled,

i The ANO-2 HPSI pumps can nm without senice water cooling with RCS coolant.

i temperatures to 280 degrees F {Ref 6.1-1]. The recirculation function is assumed to
eventually fail only if containment heat removal is not provided by containment sprays.

6.1.5 Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)-

4
'

A review of the LOCA event core melt results has been performed, as summarized in section
3.7.1, to identify the functional sequences meeting the screening criteria of Generic Letter 88-
20. As a result, the MX and AU functional sequences were identified for funher examination.

: In addition, the functional sequence SX was near the screening criteria cutoff and
conservatively included for funher examination.

1

MX - Medium LOCA with fajure oflong term inventory control and heat removal4

j A review of these cutsets indicates that the dominant (greater than 90%) contributors to loss
of the X function are containment spray related failures. The remainder of X failures occur'

,q due to loss of the containment sump recirculation path. Two observations or insights have
been made relative to the containment spray related MX sequences:i a

4

v
MX sequences are similar in containment impact to TBF and TQX discussed above-

(since TB and TQ represent transient induced medium LOCAs). Similarly, no new
containment response msights have been identified for MX function sequences.

,

Since containment fan coolers require a relatively high humid"y (i.e. steam).

environment to be fully effective, the MX success criteria conservatively assumes that
spray containment atmosphere wetting is requires for effective fan cooler heat
removal. In actuality, it is likely that the blowdown from the medium LOCA will

: provide an adequately humid environment for the containment fan coolers to remove
core decay heat, provided HPSI is available (although design basis environmental,

qualification post-accident conditions would likely be exceeded some what). His
likelihood indicates that the fan coolers would also have to fail in order to have core

i melt occur. This additional required failure, were it to be inchded in the X event
success criteria, would reduce the cutsets involving containment spray related failures
by over an order of magnitude. The corresponding reduction in the MX function
sequence core melt frequency would be greater than 80%. Therefore, the second

; insight is that it can be concluded the success criteria for MX is conservative by a
notable margin that would drop it below the screening criteria if the conservatistrm
were removed,

in summary, no risk significant insights were identified for MX functional sequerces, except
that the modeling is believed to be conservative.

Q.

U
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AUI Large LOCA with failure of RCS inventory control

A review of these cutsets indicates that the dominant (approximatel 50%) single type of
contributor to loss of the U function was safety injection tan < outlet vafves transfemng closed
prior to the accident. The failure rate is believed to be overly conservative for these valves
which are in a standby, non. flowing system (since the failure rates used are derived from
valves in both flowing and non-flowing systems) and have control room position indication, .
making them really only vulnerable to a lintited subset of failures that close the valve but
indicate that it is open (i.e. valve disk becomes separated from the stem). A second
conservatism that exists is the large LOCA success criteria, which requires a train of HPSI, a
train of LPSI and 3 SITS to avoid core melt, derived from conservative Safety Analysis
Report assumptions and requirements (i.e.1.2 times decay heat, large break flow rates and
large zirc-water reaction rates).

Other than the fact that again, the modeling is believed to be conservative, the only other
insight that might be gained from the AU functional sec uence is that special attention should
be afforded the SIT outlet MOVs. However, this is a. ready the case in that the valves are
verified to be open upon initial operation, have power racked-out and have Reg. Guide 1.97
position indication (independent of the racked out power).

Therefore, no risk significant insights were identified for AU functional sequences.

SX - Small LOCA with failure of long term inventory control and heat removal '

As previously mentioned, the functional sequence SX was near the screening criteria cutoff
and conservatively included for further examination. It should be noted that the success
criteria for SX differs from that of MX in that the break is small enough that HPSI can mfill
the system and make steam pnerator cooling a viable long term heat removal option. A
review of these cutsets indicates that the dominant (greater than 50%) contributors to loss of *

the X function are loss of the containment sump recirculation path. (Note, the shutdown
cooling system was not credited as a means of success for small LOCAs.) The_obviott insight
for small LOCAs is to cooldown, depressurize and attempt to align the shutdown cooling
system (if the break location will allow its independent operation) prior to a recirculation
action signal (RAS) to avoid susceptibility to loss of containment sump recirculation path
related failures.

6.1.6 Interfacing System LOCAs OSLOCAs)

A myiew of the ISLOCA event core melt results has been performed, as summarized in - I
section 3.7.1, to identify the functional sequences meeting the screening criteria of Generic
Letter 88-20. As a result, the three elements of the ISLOCA functional sequence were
identified for funher examination.

RCP Seal Cooler Tube Rupture

k . A review of this element of the ISLOCA functional sequence indicates that it may have the
greatest potential to introduce an ISLOCA path at ANO-2, although the leak path is small
(less than 1") and there is uncertainty in the initiator frequency that is-believed to be
conservative.

As discussed in Alpendix C, the dominant scenario involves a rupture of an RCP seal cooler
tube that allows ugh pressure RCS coolant to flow into the low pressure CCW system, &4
causing a CCW pipe break upstream of the outboard containment isolation . valve W
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2CV-5255 1. (Note the inboard containment isolation valve 2CV 5?54 2 is oriented to

O' isolate containment from inboard CCW line breaks and does not oppose flow from the RCS.)
If operators are unsuccessful in using manual valves (2CCW-39A,B,C or D OR 2CCW-
40A,B,C or D for the four RCPs, respectively) to isolate the leak and are unsuccessful in
cooling the plant down to shutdown cooling conditb.s to isolate the leak prior to RAS, then
a loss of in.jection capability occurs that will eventually lead to core uncovering. Although
conservatisms still exist in this evaluation (such as not crediting the ability to replenish the
refueling water tank to extend the time to RAS for this very small LOCA), opportunities do
exist to reduce the potential for this scenario. This scenario could be improved by a reduction
in the likelihood of an RCS pressure induced CCW pipe break upstream of the outboard
containment isolation valve 2CV-5253-1 (through additional designed in relief capability
inside containment) or by a reorientation of the inboard containment isolation valve 2CV-

35254-2 t< oppose flow from the RCS. Section 6.2.2 discusses these potential plant
improvenus further.

Shutdown Cooling (SDC) Suction Line

A review of this element of the ISLLCA functional sequence indicates that it also has the
potential to introduce a notable ISLOCA path at ANO-2.

As discussed in Appendix C, the dominant scenario involves a random failure of the SDC
suction line MOVs 2CV-5086-2 and 2CV-5084-1, which allows high pressure RCS coolant to
flow into te low pressure CCW system causing a SDC suction line pipe break upstream of
the outbd containment isolation valve 2CV-5038-1. Since this scenario only involves
random failures of valves and consequential pipe breaks, little opportunity for improvement
has been identified. However, a potential procedure change has been identified that would

p reduce the time exposure assumed for the SDC suction line MOVs to randomly fail,Q correspondingly reducing the potential for an ISLOCA to occur through this path. Section
6.2.1 discusses this po ential procedure change further.

LPSI System Iniection Lines

A review of this element of the ISLOCA functional sequence indicates that it has a very small
potential to introduce an ISLOCA path at ANO-2, due to the presence of multiple isolation
valves, the indication available to the operator in the control room and the administrative
controls associated with the isolation valves. Appendix C provides more information
regarding this potential ISLOCA path.

In summary, the potential for interfacing system LOCAs has been reviewed at ANO-2 and no
unacceptable conditions have been identified. However, potential plant improvements (both
procedural and hardware) have been identified for consideration, as discussed in section 6.2.

6.1.7 Internal Flooding

The ANO-2 plant has several noteworthy features which were identified in the evaluation of
intemal flooding sequences.

No significant flood events have occurred at ANO-2 which would indicate any
-

unusually high frequency initiator sources at the plant.

g Very large floods in the reactor auxiliary building are propagated by ventilation shafts-

which interconnect basement rooms. These rooms would otherwise be watertight.
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Equipment in these moms is needed for the once-through cooling function and the
long-term heat removal function.

The turbine driven emergency feedwater pump room contains cable temiinal points.

and emergency feedwater train A equipment that affects both trains of emergency
feedwater and O control room recovenes of emergency feedwater.

An electrical equipment room (designated as Fire Zone 2('91 BB) contains cable.

terminal points and electrical equipment that fails all feedwater to both steam
generators and requires manual recovery.

Turbine building Dood scenarios that lead to core damage involve widely separated.

equipment at or above grade level in the turbine building. It is unlikely that such
equipment will be simultaricously affected. Turbine building equipment below grade
that can be submerged does not appear to be significant to core damage.

Steam generator overfill events that lead to core damage are common for many Dood.

scenarios because feedwater regulation valves are affected. nese events are
recoverable, but restrict the feedwater function to use of the motor driven emergency
feedwater pump only. For some scenarios (such as the motor driven EFW pump
room) this pump is also unavailable. Even when the flood does not directly fail
feedwater regulation, the high independent failure rate of air operated valves coupled
with other flood related failures causes these sequences to dominate flood risk.

6.1.8 Back-End Insigh1 Land Unioue Safety Features

As discussed in Section 4.9, the dominant contributors to the large release Containment Event
Tree endstates are due to PDS's IVKi, IIKi, IICu, SBOi, IIIKi, CBISLOCA, CBSGTR, and
SBOu. A review of these PDSs provides insights regarding the large containment release. As
their names indicate these PDSs involve the loss of all containment spray and containment
cooling (K), or containment isolation failure (u), or the PDSs are containment bypass
accidents (CBISLOCA or CBSGTR). Thus, the plant features most important to preventing
and mitigating large releases are those involved in removing heat from the containment (sprays
and coolers), removing fission products- from the containment atmosphere (sprays), and
forming the containment boundary. Insights regarding the back-end results for each of these
PDSs follows.

6.1.8.1 IVKi

The dominant Level-1 contributor to this PDS is TBXYiG sequence. sms sequence is
initiated by a transient event, followed by unsuccessful secondary cooling, successful once-
through-cooling (also known as feed and bleed) during the Injection mode, and failure.of
HPSI during the Recirculation mode as a result of high temperature containmem sump water
combined with high room temperature. All service water is lost during these accidents either
as the initiator or as a subsequent failure event. This failure contributes to the failure of
secondarv cooling (loss of service water as a suction source to EFW), and causes the failure
of all core cooling, containment spray and containment cooling. The RCS remains at its safety
relief setpoint until vessel failure. Both containment spray and fan cooling fails due to the loss
of service water. Containment isolation is successful. Containment failure was assessed to
occur early (i.e., prior to or about the same time as vent failure). Its pressure at vessel
failure is high due to RCS steaming. The cavity is dry at the time of vessel failun:. CCI
occurs for the majority of PDS IVKi.
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Insights regarding accident mitigation are as follows:

The loss of service watei is important to both core damage and to containment.

failure.

Actions which extend the he of core damage and thus the time of vessel.

failure will allow more time for recovery. One such action is to conserve RWT
water by stopping at least one train of containment spray and, when possible,
one train of HPM.

In the PDS IVKi accidents, the RWT has been emptied into the containment,.

but the cavity check valve,2BS-46, prevents water from entering the cavity. A
'

wet cavity would ieduce the risk associated with this accident. It is beneficial
for a number of reasons: (a) this- water may prevent vessel failure by
submerging the bottom of the vessel, (b) if vessel failure occurs, this water will
tend to reduce the containment pressure rise at vessel failure, (c) it will reduce
and may prevent core concrete interaction (CCI) in the cavity, and (d) fission
products released via cavity CCI will be highly decontaminated by an overlying
pool of water. In order to assure these benefits, the cavity check valve 2BS-46
mternals could be removal.

Actions which keep the containment pressure low at the time of vessel failure.

can reduce the early containment failure probability. One potential accident
management strategy is to vent the containment until the onset of core damage.
Obviously this action should be approached with caution.bd
Depressurizing the RCS prior to vessel failure may reduce the potential of.

containment failure at the time of vessel failure. However, this issue is
controversial and may actually be detrimental to risk. Since the RCS
depressurization may be small and 'depressurizing the RCS may hasten the
onset of core damage and containment steam overpressurization. Thus,it also
be approached cautiously.

6.1.8.2 IIKi

The dominant Level-1 contributor to this PDS is the TQXYiG sequence. Like the TBXYiG'

sequence, discussed above, the TQXYiG sequence is dominated by the loss of service water
In this sequence, secondary cooling is successful, however RCS integrity failureevents.

occurs due a RCP seal failure (event Q) The seal failure is due to operator failure to trip the
RCPs within 30 minutes of the loss of service water. HPSI is successful in Injection mode,
but fails during Recirculation mode due to the loss of service water. In PDS IIKi the RCS
depressurizes below its safety relief setpoint. The RCS pressure is assumed to be between
200 and 2500 psia. The pressure rise at vessel failure is reduced as a result of this RCS leak.

From the standpoint of containment response, IIKi is similar to IVKi. The major difference
lies in the RCS pressure condition: the RCS pressure in PDS IIKi is lower than that for IVKi;
thus, the probability and consequences of a HPME are expected to be less severe.

Accident mitigation insights applicable to IVKi are generally applicable to IIKi.
OO
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6.1.8.3 IIICu

O2The do...inant Level-1 contributor to this PDS is the TBFJ sequence. The dominant f
contributor to this Level 1 sequence is the loss of red DC bus 2D01, followed by the loss of
the turbine-driven EFW train, and the random failure of isolation valve 2CV-2400-2 to close
on a containment isolation signal. The initiating event will cause the partial failure to transfer
to offsite power and the failure f he red diesel-generator to provide power to the red AC bust
2A3, and thus failure of the red safety systems. Operator failure to manually close offsite
power supply breakers is assumed. Other 12 vel-1 rutsets also contribute tc this sequence,
most involve the failure of 2CV-2400-2. The RCS remains at its safety relief setpoint until
vessel failure. Both cortainment spray and fan cooling fails due to the loss of service water.
Containment isolation is successful. CCI occurs for the majority of PDS IVKi.

Although the dominant initiating events differ from those of PDS IIIKi, the plant rese nse to
PDS IllCu is similar to those contributing to PDS IllKi. The majce difference between this
and IIIKi is that containment isolation fails. The containment spray and containment fan
cooling is not assumed to occur until vessel failure; this is a conservative assumption, applied
to all containment isolation failures.

Insights regarding accident mitigation are similar to those discussed in IIIKi.

The isolation failure associated with IIICu was found to be dominated by.

failure of the containment vent header isolatioc valves, CV-2400-2 and 2401-2
2. These valve failures are due to a combination of DC power and an
independent valve failure to close. This containment isolation failure can be
recovered by the closure of 2GZ-1, the manual isolation valve to the waste gas
decay tank.

6.1.8.4 SBOi

This PDS is composed of station blackout events with successful containment isolation. The
dominant Level-1 contributors to this PDS is the TBFYiG sequence. PDS SBOi accidents are
initiated by the loss of off-site power, followed uy the failure of both emergency diesel
generators or of their support systems, followed by unsuccessful turbine-driven EFW
operation. Most of the dominant accident scenarios involve running failures or battery
discharge events. Thus, core damage and containment failure is generally delayed.
Containment isolation is successful. CCI occurs for the majority of PDS SBOi.

_

Insights regarding accident mitigation are as follows:

SBO releasu are generally large because containment failure is most likely to.
-

'

occur at vessel failure due to high pressure melt ejection effects

after core drmage and after the containment is steam-inerted, actuation of.

containment sprays can result in containment failure, by de-steam-inerting the
containment atmosphere and allowing a global hydrogen burn to occur.

6.1.8.5 IIIKi:

The dominant Level-1 contributor to this PDS is the non-station blackout parts of the
TBFYiG and the TKBFYiG sequences. ATWS events were assessed to be as likely as non-
ATWS events; this is an artifact of the conservative treatment of ATWS, as discussed in
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O Section 3.5A and Appendix B. PDS IliKi accidents are inhiated by transient event, followed
by unsuccessful seconda y cooling, and unsucceesful initianon of once.through-cooling. Most
accidents involve the loss of the red AC safety bus due to a failure to transfer 'o offsite power
or an on-site AC fa!!ure. Both partial and total loss of se < ice water initiators or independent
service water failures contribute to the unavailability of on site pnwer. Although the motor.
dnven EP# train fails, the turbine-driven EIAV train operates until the red battery cischarges,

ne discharge is conservatively assumed to occur while the red batteryfail. Due to theoperated EITVoutboard valve is closed. Operator recovery of this EISV cvent is assumed to
lon g delay associated with battery discharge, core damage is long after the accident initiation.
Alt 1ough the green HPSI train is available, once through coolin', attempted after EISV
failure, fails, because the ECCS/LTOP vent valves cannot se openec due to the unavailability
of both red AC and DC. The RCS remains at it', safety relief set wint until vessel failure.
Both containment spray and containment fan cooling fails due to tie loss of service water.
Containment isolation is successful. CCI does not occat (3r the majority of PDS IllKl.

Insights regarding accident mitigation are as follows:

The loss of service water is important to both core damage and to containnwnt.

failure.

'n this PDS, the contributors to core damage also conuibute to containment.

failure; thus, the tc.avery of these failures is important to preventing
containment failure.

6.1.8.6 CBISLOCA

These PDSs are both containment bypnses. The ANO 2 CB ISLOCA PDS involves a break
in interfacing systems, found to be dominated by the RCP seal failure followed by a break in
its seal cooling water line octside of containment. It is a LOCA outside of containment. It is
considered a small break LOCA outside of containment. The llPSI system is not jeopardized,e

and the RWT inventory is injected to the RCS over an extended penod of time (greater than
10 hours). Since coolant is discharged outside of containment, the ECCS cannot proced to
Recirculation, and core damage occurs. The containment pressure is assumed not to exceed
the fan cooling or spray setpoint until the vessel fails. Since the RWT inventory has been
discharged outside of containment, the containment sump is esnntially empty and
containment sprays ne assumed unable to proceed to recirrulation.

Insights regarding accident mitigation for this PDS are as follows:

Issues affecting both loss of core cooling and loss of containment integrity are.

very important. and loss of The loss of reivice water is important to both core
damage and to containment failure.

6.1,8.7 CBSGTR

PDS CBSGTR is a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) initiated accidSnts. 'Ihis PDS is a
containment bypass scenano dominated by the RBF and RX sequences. The SGTR is the4

initiating event. This accident is considered a small break LOCA which bypasses the
containment. If available, the HPSI system will inject the RWT inventory for an extendedp wriod of time (greater than 10 hours). Since coolant is discharged outside of containment,V ECCS cannot proceed to Recirculation, and core damage occurs. The containment pressure
is assumed not to exceed the fan cooling or spray setpoint until the vessel fails and since the
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RWT inventory has teen discharged outside of containment prior to vessel failure, the
containment sprays are not a>>umed to operate at any time dudng the accident. Prior to
vessel failure, the SGTR PDS tission product transport path is from the RCS to the ruptured
SG and then to the atmosphere. After vessel failurr, the fission product release path includes
both the SG and the conttunment atmosphere.

Insights regarding accident mitigation for PDS CBSGTR are the same as those for PDS
CBISLOCA, since the factor which makes them both important is that the in-vessel fission
product releases bypass the containment.

6.1.8.8 SBOu

This PDS is composed of station blackout events with unsuccessful containment isolation.
The dominant Level 1 contributors to this PDS is the TBFYiGJ sequence. PDS SBOi
accidents are initiated by the loss of off site power, followed failure of toth emergency diesel
generators or of their support systems, followed by unsuccessful turbine-driven EFW
operation. The dominant accident scenario involves a common cause battery failure to start,
which results in the total loss of both DC and AC po.ver. The most likely containment
isolation failure is related to the loss of AC powcr. This event can lead to the failure of 2CW
8233 1, Containment isolation failure occurs only during at power containment
depressurization operation. i, is assumud that continuous containment atmosphere
depressurization occurs during power operation. The dominant failure scenario not only
results in containment failure but also in early core damage and CCI.

Insight reganling SBOi accident initigation are as follows:

l>>ng term station battery operability is important to both accident prevention.

and mitigation. The failure of battery 2D12 can result in containment isolation
failure given a SBO event.

Given containment depressurization operation prior to the loss of off site.
.

power imtiator, loss of this Lttery can result in containment isolation failure,
since AC power may not be available to 2C%82331 prior to the CIAS signal
and since its outboard counterpart 2S%82312 fails open on loss of DC. It is
noteworthy that if its battery power supply discharges late in accident, valve
2SV 82312 will o>en, even if it is initially successfully closed. This isolation

,

failure can be avoic ed by manualisolation of 2HPA 1004.

ne number of open penetrations during power operation should be minimized..

Containment depressurization during power operation should be avoided as
much as possible.

6.1.9 Plant Level Featun s

The preceding subsections have identified safety features of the plant or its operation with
respect to each of the important functional core damage sequences and, also, for the
containment sequences.,

This subsection summarizes those significant plant features above which affect multiple
sequences as well as other plant features which may not have been mentioned above.
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Als ? ant has an eight hour battery life upon loss of AC power to the battery chargers. il.

This :ong life provides significant time for sequence secovery for station blackout and |
individual AC and DC bus losses from many causes.

ne llPSI pumps do not have a direct service water dependency at this plant.I -

j nerefore, IlpSI injection is successful without service water, and the pumps will not
fail immediately by operation in recirculation without service water cooling. His,

1 insight can have an impact on accident management, panicularly if service water is
recovered after failure of core heat rernoval by recirculation.;

,

,

Udess directly failed by the initiator (such as loss of PCS or power), the main.
3

fecowater system continues to provide decay heat removal after plant trip, his
feature provldes a robust feedwater capability.

'

This C E unit has a once through cooling capability even though it has no pressurizer.

i PORVs. This feature, providet by the ECCS vent valves and,if necessary, the LTOP
valves, provide a capability beyond the origin design basis for this and similar units.
This capability has a significant positive impact on core damage as indicated in the4

sensitivity studies of Section 3.6.
,

Equipment unavailability due to test and maintenance does not play a significant role in.
3

core damage frequency. Only the unavailability of the turbine driven ERV pump
appears in the evaluated cutsets as a very small contributor to TBF sequence.

frequency,

i Emergency diesel generator failure to start frequency is relauvely low at this plant,.

resultmg in station blackout sequences and 4160V AC bus losses to occur, if at all,4

late in the 6 dent scenarios. Therefore, significant time is available for offsite power
recovery or bus recovery.

! Turbine driven ERV pump faihire to run frequency is assumed high for ANO-2 based.

on a conservative interpretation of plant data. His insight strongl, influences core
damage frequency for sequences involving feedwater failure.

i ANO 2 has an automatic switchover from HPS! injection to recirculation by a.

recirculation actuation signal (RAS) as the RWT approaches empty, his signal is
significantly more reliable than a requirement for a manual switchover.

,

He reactor coolant pump seals are very rugged and not susceptible to rupture except.

under the most severe conditions due to the use of low leakage, three stage
i

hydrod namic RCP seals with a founh stage back up or vapor seal. These conditions
are weft known to the operators, clearly mdicated in the control room, and easy toi

avoid. Operators are instructed to secure the operating reactor coolant pumps if loss
of seal cooling occurs for greater than 10 minutes, to avoid damage to the seals.

De reactor cavity at ANO 2 has some unique features that impact containment.

rerformance. Relative to other large dry containments, the cavity is small and
configurtd in such a way that high pressure core injection from the bottom of the
vessel tends to energetically disperse into the upper portions of the containment. Also,
the cavity remains dry until after the core debris is e,lected and dispersed.

i

p De reactor vessel at ANO-2 has no bottom penetrations; therefore,it tends to remain.

intact. His characteristic delays vessel failure in the event of core melt, but cat .c
l -

L eventually failure to be energetic with much dispersion of the core material.
!

|
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i

The ANO-2 recirculation heat exchangers operate only when s > rays operate.*

Therefore, in order to benefit from the beat removal afforded >y these heat
exchangers, it is necessary to operate sprays which, during IIPSI injection, wnsume
RWT inventory at a relatively rapid rate. I

6.2 POTENTIAL PLANT IMPROVEMENTS

As, previously noted, potential plant improvements can arise from both areas to which the
overall plant core melt frequency has been determined to le sensitive (i.e. to lessen the
sensitivity) and areas to which the slant has been determined to be " vulnerable" (i.e.
tvarranting a "fix"). The types of p; ant improvements that have been identified include ;

nocedural improvements, hardware modifications and candidate severe accident management '

pidance. Ilowever, it should be recognized that these proposed improvements are not
considered essential from an overall core nult risk pers >ective. Herefore, identified potential
?lant improvements will be evaluated and dispositionec as a part of ongoing resolution of the
:PE results. The follow discussions provide a brief summary of the identified potential plant
improvements.

6.2.1 Ihtential Prcndural improvements

6.2.1.1 Loss of Service Water Procedure

As discussed li sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4, loss of service water events are important hcontributor., to both the cor melt frguency and to the offsite release frequency. In most of
these events ECCS components will actuate and run with no room coohng available,
ultimately leading to overheating failures of the containment spray and LPSI pumps. (Note, in
these events EFW is either unavailable of ineffective. Also note, HPSI pumps have been
shown to be independent of service water cooling as a part of the ANO-2 design basis.) ne
potential exists for recovery of service water by starting and aligning the standby service water
pump or by restoring failed senice water components (such as cleaning plugged pump
discharge screens, should a traveling screen related failure introduce debris into the system).
Unfortunately, the potential niso exists that the overheating failures of the containraent spray
and IPSI pumps could occur prior to recovery of senice water. Although the HPSI pumps
nuy continue to operate to avoid core damage, no containment heat remcval exists for decay
heat and therefore containment overpressurizatior Silure will eventually occur.

|

A potential loss of senice water procedure impwvement that would enhance the ability to|

avoid containment failure during these events is summarized below.

If a plant trip occurs due to a totalloss of or significant degradation of senice water,
| then: .

i

1) verify ECCS actuation does not occur.

2) if ECCS actuation does occur, place a train of containment spray and LPSI
| pumps in pull to lock until service water is restored or until the operating

containment spray pump fails.

O
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;

I

li

1
'

:

2a)if the operating containment spray pump fails prior to restoration of;
,

service water, place the previously secured contamment spray pump in j
,

3 se m ce.
6

i 2b) if both containment spray pumps fail, realign either the operating
: LPSI pump (if it hasn't failed yet) or the previously secuicd 1. PSI pump

to provide flow through the containment spray system.
,

The main objective of this potential loss of service water procedure change is to avoid ,

unnecessary LPSI and contamment spray pump overheating failures that can minimize the :,

benefit of restoring service water.
:

6.2.1.2 Shutdown Cooling System Procedure
i

As-discussed in section 6.1.6, an additional check ones the shutdown cooling system is
secured after use during startup has been identined as a potential shutdown cooling operation<

procedure improvement. This check simply involves kcal verification that the shutdown-

cooling suction line isolation valves are closed. This additional check reduces the potentbl for
! an ISLOCA to be introduced through this path due to inadvertent valve mispositioning due to
! valve failure to stroke propery
|

6.2.1.3 Station Blackout Procedure

As discussed in sections 4.8 and 6.1.8, a potential exists that a small unisolated leak path (3/4"

O line) can to be established through the containment atmosphere monitoring system (CAMS)
unit 2RE 8231-1 O/L test connection (2HPA 1004). This leak path can be established when

it is br:ing used to[104.033.erform " periodic containment building depressurization" in accordance
,

with procedure no. Should this path be in service for containment depressurization
when a loss of offsite power occurs, followed by start failures of the red diesel (causing 2CV.
82331 to fail open), then 2SV-82312 can fail c, pen if green DC power is lost (since it is a
fail op:n solenoid valve). Complicating this situation is the fact that if green DC power is
available initially, procedure no. 2202.010, attachment 5 will have the operator verify that

} 2SV 8231-2 is closed, but after loss of green DC power it will fall open without control room
indication.

Therefore, a potential station blackout procedure improvement it, to add the requirement to.

close manual valve 2HPA 2 to ensure that failures of 2SV 82312 will not introduce this small
containment leak path.

,

I

6.2.1.4 ERV Flow Control in The EOPs

As described in section 6.1.1 and Appendix A, a plant unique ERV control valve power
supply and control scheme can, under certain failure combinations, result in isolation of the -
ERV discharge lines to both steam generators from the only operating EFW pump. This
isolation potential exists because the outboard ERV flow control valves work in parallel with
the inboard ERV flow control valves, but are powered from the opposite power supply than
the ERV pump and the inboard ERV flow control valves (to ensure smgle failure proof
isolation of the affected steam generator in the event of a main steam line break). Once it has
been determined that a steam hne break has not occurred, these valves are typically placed in

(, manual relatively soon after a trip (compared to the eight hour battery discharge tirne) in order
to proceed with a cooldown of the plant to cold shutdown conditions. If the outboard ERV

,
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|
1

flow control valves from both the motor driven and turbine driven ERY pumps were in a
panially throttled position for manual ERY Dow control when their power supply us lost, hthe potential for loss of flow or excessive flow would te mininul (since these valves would
fail "as is", and the inboard ERY flow control valves would sdll be available for Dow control.
Therefore,it is recommended that the EOPs te thoroughly reviewed to detennine if the ERV
system can be assured of bein,; under manual control when the
control valve power supply fai ute induced isolation of the ER\ potential exists for ERV 110wdischarge lines to both steam
generators from the operating ERY pump.

Alternately, the outboard ERV Dow control valves could be placed in a manual open position
once it has been detennined that Main Steam isolation Signal (MSIS) conditions do not edst.
If the outboard ERV flow control valves from both the motor driven and turbine driven ERV
aumps were in a manual full open position when their power supply was lost, the potential for
oss of Dow would be minimized, sut the potential for excessive flow conditions exists if the

inboard ERV flow control valves were to fail open. 'this potential and the corresponding
requirement for operator intervention to avoid steam generator overfill would have to be
weighed against the benefits of the simplicity o
ERY Dow control valves in a manual open posm,f requinng o?crators to place the outboardon once it 1as been detennined that Main
Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS) condbions do not exist.

6.2.1.5 Degraded Power Procedure

The potential exists during a degraded power condition for a unisolated leak path to develo)
from the containment through the 2" containment vent header line to the waste gas surge tan c

(2T17) via valves 2CV-2400-2 and 2CV 24011. These valves are nonnally open during
power operation and they are signaled to close by the containment isolation signal. The
accident most likely to cause this path to remain open after a containment isolation signal is
the loss of red AC power (which causes MOV 2CV 24011 to remain open) and the
independent failure 01 AOV 2CV-2400-2 to close. This set of containment valves was
detennined to among the most likely to fall to close. This AOV was modeled to fail closed on
either the loss of Instrument Air or the loss DC power to its solenoid.

Should this path he in service during operation prior to a loss of AC, i.e., a degraded power
condition, the degraded power procedure could be used to assure that these valves are closed
and to manually close 2CV 24011 or manual valve 2CVH 8 which is in series with these
valves. This potential degraded power procedure improvement will improve the probability of
successful containment isolation during in which it may be required.

6.2.1.6 Fuel Transfer Tube Seal Protection (Severe Accident Management Guidelines)

The potential for a high temperature induced failure of the Fuel Transfer Tube Gange seals
was identified as a concem for severe accidents involving high pressure melt ejection events.
Although this potential is present, without additional investigation, it is difficult at this time to
specify a viable remedy to the concern. Several options can be considered, including both
hardware or procedural plant modification. Although not assessed for feasibility, one
relatively cost-effective means of assuring that the seah remain intact is to flood the tube in
the event of i core damage event. *lhis action will help cool the transfer tube flange and its
seals. In addition, should the seals fail, it would help scrub fission products escaping throu,;h
the failure. Its negative impact, although not researched, appears mininul, given that the tu xis designed to be Gooded.

1
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6.2.2 PotentialHardware hnprovements .

i 6.2.2.1 Reactor Vessel Cavity Check Valve 2BS-46 Internals Removal

I Sections 4.8 and 6.1.8 discuss the presence of a reactor vessel cavity check valve (2BS 46)
I which provides a means of ensuring that water inadvenently introduced into the cavity (such
: as from a leakage of control rod drive cooling systems) does not pool up below and around

the reactor vessel. Water build u) below and around the reactor vessel is a potentiali

pretsurized thermal shock concern. Llowever, assuring that water can leave but not return to >
1

the cavity below the reactor vessel increases the potential for post core melt and vessel failure;

core concrete interaction with mininul overlying pool cooling inerensing the potential for4

i post severe accident offsite release. Although the potential that the check valve does not fully
reclose after being exposed to a molten core environment has been recognized and modeled,,

this is an area that the containment performance results are sensitive to. Removal of the check4

valve intemals would remove this sensitivity by improving the potential for coolingi

4 communication between molten core debra 1 the bottom of the cavity and water on the
containment Door. This improved cooling of a failed core wouto decrease the potential for;

post severe accident offsite release, but would have to be weighed against any potential
pressurized thermal shock concerns.

,

6.2.2.2 Reconfiguration of CCW isolation Valve 2CV 5254 2 or Additional CCW Relief
Capacity

'

Section 6.1.6 and Appendix C discuss a potential interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA)
resulting from a rupture of a RCP seal cooler CCW tube. Due to the present configuration of
the inboard containment isolation valve 2CV 5254 2 (oriented to isolate containment fmm
inboard CCW line breaks), it provides no isolation of flow from the RCS through a ruptured
RCP seal cooler tube. The effectiveness of the outboard containment isolation valve 2CV-

: 52551 is minimized by the likelihood of the CCW piping brerking between it and the '

containment penetration. Reorienting 2CV 5254-2 to oppose potential How from the RCS
will significant1y reduce the potential of this ISLOCA condition. Additional CCW relief
capacity will nu,nimized the likelihood of the CCW piping breaking between 2CV-52551 and

'

the containment penetration, alternately reducing the potential of this ISLOCA condition.r

6.2.2.3 Anticipated New Alternate AC (AAC) Powcr Source

in response to the Station Blackout Rule (10CFR50.63), ANO has committed to install an
AAC power source which will ba capable of supplying the license basis loss of offsite power
(LOOP) loads of any one of the four safety buses (ANO letter 0CANI19108). 'll e A A C
power source will be available -within 10 minutes after the operators have procedurally
determined that a SBO event has occurred. Section 3.5.4 investigated the potential benefit of
this new power source, estimating a core melt reduction of 47% Sections 3.5.4 also
identified a sensitivity in the PRA modeling associated with the potencial for offsite power
recovery that could, in the worst case, eliminate approximately 4% of the estimated AAC
power source core melt reduction. Tht refore, it is estimated that the new AAC power source
will result in at least e 43% core melt tr. duction for non SBO events.

O
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6.2.2.4 New Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (2F75)

In response to GI 124, ANO committed and has installed an alternate source of feedwater via
the new auxillary feedwater pump, 2P75. Section 3.5.4 investigates the tenefit of the
enhanced recovery potential that this pump represents, as opposed to recovering trudn
feedwater and condensate pumps. In addition, in some cases where 2P7B has failed and DC
control power has teen lost to 2P7A this new pump provides an alternate, more tr11able
recovery to local manually controlling 2P7A. 'Ihe estimated core melt benefit from this
improved recovery potential is 2% from what it would have been otherwise.

References

ANO Letter 2CAN108109 from D.C. Trimble (AP&L) to R.A. Clark (NRC), dated October
21,1981.
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
,

in response to Generic Letter (GL) 88 20, " Individual Plant Examination for Severe Accident

O Vulnerabilities," Entergy has undertaken the performance of a Level 1 PRA and limited scope
Level 2 PRA to evaluate ANO 2. In establishing a program to address the generie letter,
Entergy established intemal objectives for the ANO 2 mdividual plant exanunauon (IPE)
project that were consistent with NRC GL 88 20: L

Develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior.+

Gain an understanding of the most likely severe accident sequences that could.

occur at ANO 2 by ensuring that a thorough transfer of PRA technology
occurs to ANO personnel through training and significant direct participation
in the PRA model development.

,

Gain a rnore quantitative understanding of the over dl probabilities of core.

damage and fission product releases and therefore deve:op a means to help
optimize, on a risk ba<is, planning and operational decisions that may impact
the safe and reliable operation of ANO 2,

Develop a tool that can be used by ANO personnel to address specific safety,.

operational, and regulatory issues such that, where necessary, changes can be
made to plant hardware or procedures to prevent or mitigate any severe
accident vulnerabilities identified by the IPE models.

In keeping with the spirit of the IPE process, Entergy personnel were involved in all aspects of
the development, quantincation and documentation of the PRA models used in the ANO 2
IpE. Over 50% of the total engineering effort applied to the project was contributed by
Entergy personnel (approximately eight person years). Upon completion of the ANO-2 IPE,O ANO now has six engmeeting personnel with detailed knowledge of the PRA models and
numerous additional personnel that are familiar with ihe PRA modeling techniques and results
(see Figure 51) ne ANO 2 IPE approacn used walkdowns, interviews, procedure and
drawing reviews, as well as indepenuent peer reviews by plant personnel and PRA contractors
to ensure that the PRA models accurately tellect the plant design and operation and are
consistent with accepted PRA practices.

As a result the IPE provides a comprehensive, detailed analysis of the severe accident
behavior of ANO 2 and quantifies the overalllikelihood of core damage and fission product
release consistent with the guidance provided in GL 88 20 and the submittal guidelines
provided in NUREG 1335. A summary of the results and major findings is presented below
for both the " front-end" or level 1 analysis and the "back end" or level 2 analysis. Figure 1.4-
1 provides a pictorial display of the ANO 2 IPE numerical results, it should be noted that,

,

f

due to the iterative nature of PRA development, additional areas of model refinement exist
that in general would remove over-conservatisms in the resu ts, but have not been removed at
this time primarily due to schedule limitations. Many of these areas will likely be pursued *

during subsequent model revisions associated with incorporation of on going plant changes.

7.1 FRONT.END SUMM ARY

As a result of the ANO-2 IPE cfforts, the following front-end or level 1 findings have been
made:

71
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De overall core damage frequency of 3.4 x 10-5/yr is telow the staffs g.

proposed subsidiary safety goal of I x 10-4/yr. 'lhis indicates that, in W
conjuncuon with the back end results, ANO-2 does not present an undue core
damage risk.

The overall ANO 2 core darnage frequency is within the range of past.

published PRAs performed on PWRs. His indicates that the core damage
susceptibility of ANO-2 is not significantly unlike other PWRs.

Operator actions play a key role in the core melt risk at ANO 2 (see.

importance ranking Table 3.5.4 3 or 4). Most notable of these actions are
requirements for the operators to manually transfer offsite power imm the
auxiliary transformer to the start up transformer and to realign AC or DC
power from a faulted train to an available train. These actions are
pmceduralized and understood by the plant operators.

ANO 2 has several diversified means of decay heat removal following a ,lant.

transient or small LOCA. Consequently, no vulnerability was identified re ated
to USl A-45, Decay lleat Removal.

%e ANO-2 IPE has provided information necessary for assessments which-

should be adequate for closure of two additional USIs/GSis; GSI-23, " Reactor
Coolant Pump Seal Failures" and GSI 105, " Interfacing System LOCA at
LWRs." In addition, information provided in section 3.6 is considered to te
favorably relevant to USI A 47, " Systems Interaction Due To Intemal
Flooding" and information in section 4.8.3 is considered to te favombly
relevant to GSI 121, "liydrogen Control For Large Dry PWR Containments.

The IPE front end analysis provided a number of insights into potential ANO-2 accident
sequences, with related potential plant improvements identified for fut.,re consideration.
Rese improvements include both procedural and hardware enhancements to the ANO 2
accident response capability.

7.2 IIACK END SUMMARY

As a result of the ANO-2 IPE cfforts, the following back.cnd or level 2 findings have been
made:

No back-end vulnerabilities were identified for ANO-2;.

The ANO-2 containment is expected to remain intact for the majority (72.8%).

of severe accidents;

Late containment failures were assessed to occur about 13.9% of ANO 2.

severe accidents;

Early containment failure, i.e., severe accidents invohing containment failure.

prior to or approximately coincident with vessel failure (CET endstates A, D,
and E) v,ere expected in only 12.2% of severe accidents;

A large release (early containment failure without source term mitigation) is.

expected to occur in about 6.9% of all severe accidents;
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Only 1.1% of severe accidents were assessed to byptss the ANO 2' .

containment (CET cndstate CB);

De dominant containment bypass accident, the ISLOCA event, contributes to.

about 87% of large release due to containment bypass and represents about.

77% of bypass endstates. De ISLOCA event was modeled primarily due to an
RCP seal cooler tube failure which leads to a LOCA outside of contalnment.

'

De Containment Perform 1nce Improvement (CPI) item related to localized.
a

hydrogen accumulatien which was identined in Supplement 3 to GL 88 20 was
evaluated and found not to be * signincant contributor to failure for the ANO.4

|
2 contair, ment design.

Although the ANO 2 containment was determined able to remain intact for.
.

most postulated severe accidents, the operation of the containment safeguaids
systems (containment sprays, fan cooling, and containment isolarion) en,<

im mrtant to containment integrity since large icicase events generally involved
; fai:ure of these systems.

The 1PE back end analysis provided a number of insights into ANO-2 severe accident
behavior, including the identincation of potential plant improvements These improvements

'

include both procedural and hardware enhancements to the containment response capability.
,

7.3 ANO 2 IPE POTENTIAL FUTURE USE SUMM ARY

Os
As stated in the original ANO 2 PRA project objectives, the expected benents from this effon
go well beyond providing a one time plant risk assessment in response to NRC Generic Letter
88 20. Preliminary applications of the risk assessment technology gained through this project
have already begun to occur in the areas of regulatory related safety signincance evaluations,
modincation prioritization, and component unavailability impact ascesstnent. Future
applications of both the PRA modeling techniques and the PRA model itself appear to be wide
ranging. Areas of potential future application mclude:

Providing probabilistic input for LER safety significance evaluations..

Supponing IPEEE risk evaluations, especially for intemal fires..

Supponing plant-specine implementation of Generic Owner's Group Severe.

Accident Management Guidelines.

Supponing implementation of the NRC Maintenance Rule, especially in the.

areas of component performance criteria development and evaluation.

Supponing evaluations associated with ANO Phnt Life Extension License.

Renewal Application effons.

Supponing model development, application, and maintenance of EPRI Outage.
,

Risk Assessment and Management (ORAM) software for ANO, Units I and 2.
,

Supponing other risk based regulation effons, such as Technical Specification.

gs allowed outage time assessments similar to those in NUREG/CR 5200, plant-
i specinc NRC generic letter applicability evaluations, and justincation for

continued operation safety assessments.

7-3
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Pmviding input for operator simulator training scenario development and/or.

pnontir.ation.

Based upon the limited experience to date, it is expected that as r'sk based applications are.

pursued, additional areas of plant support will be identified for consideration.

7.4 ANO.2 IPE CONCLUSIONS

in summary, the IPE of ANO 2 was performed in a marmer consistent with the objectives
stated in GL 88 20 and the results show no indication that any plant unique severe accident
vulnerabilities exist at ANO 2. Insights have been gained regarding areas of sensitive plant
features (i.e., areas where changes can have the greatest effect on the plant risk) and regarding
areas af potential plant improvement (both procedural and hardware). Final disposition of
these insights will be pursued along with other future efforts to incorporate and apply the
ANO 2 PRA as a tool for severe accident risk management.

O.
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Appendix A

SYSTEh! DESCRilrrlONS

; Al Level 1 PRA Analysis

i A l.1 AC Electric Power System (ACP)
:

System Functions

j The AC Power System provides AC electric power to plant components and to/from the
hiiddle South Electric System grid. ne AC Power System is energized during all modes of

; plant operation.

; Desien and Oceration
4

The ANO-2 AC Power System is designed to provide AC power to plant equipment and to
,

j provide a means for the transmission of plant generated power to and from the grid.
1

j A single-line electrical drawing of the system is provided as Figure 3.2.4.1 1. For discussion
j purposes, the system can be divided into a nutnber of subsystems:
,

1) hiain Generator and Transformer,
2) Plant Switchyard,
3) Unit Auxiliary and Startup Transfonners,

; 4) 6900V Buses,
5) Non ESF 4160V Buses,'

g 6) ESF 4160V Buses,
7) 480V Buses,"

8) Non Vital 120V Ins; nent AC Panels, and
9) Emergency Diesel Generators.

During normal plant operation, all plant AC buses are energized; and, these buses receive
power from the blain Generator via the Auxiliary Transformer. The startup transfonners ST3>

e i ST2 and the emergency diesel generators are in standby.

: The design and operation of each of the subsystems is briefly described below,

hiain Generator and Transformer

ne hiain Generator (51G) generates electrical power at 22kV. This power is fed to the hiain1

Transformer (h1T) and to the Unit Autihary Transfonner (AT). The h1T steps up the 22kV
-

main generator output to 500kV, which is then sent to the plant 500kV switchyard.

The hiain Generator (htG) is a 3 phase, 60Hz,4-pole 1800 rpm electric generator with a
design gross output of 104'/KVA at 22kV The generator is protected from conditions which

1, compromise its continued operation. Such conditions will trip one or more of the h1G
lockout (h1GLO) Relays.

"

The hiain Transformer (htT) consists of four identical single phase transformers, one for each
phase and an installed spare. This equipment is located outdoors, east of the Turbine
3uilding.

O
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Plant Switd adt

The plant switchyard distributes main generator output power to the grid and provides off-site
power to the plant when the main generator is offJine. The switchyard consists of a 500kV
yard and a 161kV yard connected by a bus tie autotransfonner (BTAT) with a 22kV teniary
winding.

T' c 500kV ponion of the yard has two main buses,is powered by both the ANO 1 and ANO-
2 n. sin generators, and powers three 500kV transmission lines (i.e., the hiabelvale, Ft. Sndth,
and hiayflower lines). The ANO 1 and 2 main transfonners are connected to the main
500K" bus by separate double breaker bays. The three 500kV transmission lines and the
autotransfonner are connected to the main 500kV bus by two " breaker-and one. half" ba
The hiabelvale and Ft. Smith lines are on one bay and the hiayflower line on the other bay. ys.

The 161KV portion of the switchyard is a 4-element ring bus. Two 161KV transmission lines
(the Russellville East and the biorrilton East lines), the autotransformer, and Startup
Transformer No. 2 (ST2) are connected to the 161kV ring bus. The ring bus is arranged so
that the autotransformer and the ST2 are not connected to a common breaker. Likewise, the
two 161kV transmission lines are not connected to a common breaker.

Unit Auxiliary and Startur_Transfom,ers

The Unit Auxiliary Transionner (AT), Startup Transfonner No. 3 (ST3), and Startup
Transfonner No. 2 (ST2) are the three sources of AC power for plant loads. Only one is
connected to the plant load buses at any given time; these connections are automatically
controlled.

The AT provides power to plant loads during normal power operation. It steps down the h"22kV main generator output to both 6900V and 4160V levels. The ST3 is the preferred
power source for plant loads when the plant is shutdown. It has the same design as the AT
t>ut receives its 22kV input from the bus tie autotransformer. The ST2 serves as a backup to
ST3. ST2 steps down the 161kV switchyard voltage to the 6900 and 4160V levels. Unlike
the AT and ST3, the 6900V and 4160V outputs from ST2 can be used to power either ANO-
1 or ANO 2 plant loads; but, when used, selected large non safety motors will automatically
shed on the plant which uses ST2.

The AT and STs are also protected from conditions which compromise their continued
operation. These conditions will trip the htG or Autotransformer Lockout Relays.

6900V Buses

There are two 6900V Buses,2111 and 2112. Each provides power to two Reactor Coolant
Pumps (RCP) and a Circulating Water Pump (CWP), Each bus has three possible x)wer
sources, the AT, ST3, or ST2. During power operation, the AT powers both 2111 anc 2112.
During plant shutdown conditions, the ST3 is the preferred power source. Since the RCPs
are essential for plant power generation, loss of a 6900V bus will result in a plant transient.
Since the effect of this transient does not degrade safety equipment, this initiator is assumed to
be accounted for by one or more of generic imuatmg event categories.

During normal power operation, a fault in the AT or the htG which results in a hiG Lockout
Relay trip willinitiate an automatic fast transfer of both 2111 and 2112 buses from the AT to
the preferred ST3. The transfer involves the opening of the bus feed breakers from the AT
and the closure of the ST3 feed breakers, g
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If the fast transfer to the preferred ST (ST3) fails, a manual transfer is necessary. A fast
transfer will generate a Control Room alarm.

Non.ESF 4160V Buses ;

There are four 4160V switchgear buses,2Al,2A2,2A3, and 2A4. Switchgear 2A1 and 2A2
are described in this section; the 2A3 and 2A4 are described in Section 2.3.6.

Switchgear 2Al and 2A2 are powered from the 4160V windings of the AT during plant
operation and by either ST3 or ST2 during plant shutdown. These switchgear provide normal,

power to all plant loads at 4160V or below; this includes both safety and non safety loads,
meluding the Engineered Safeguard Features (ESF) Switchgear 2A3 and 2A4. Divisional
separation is nomially maintained between 2Al and 2A2 and between the 2Al and 2A2- ,

supplied buses. Both 2A1 and 2A2 are normally re
either willlikely cause a plant transient, liowever, quired for power generation. The loss oflike the loss of a 6900V bus, the loss of a
non ESF 4160V bus is not treated as a special initiator since it does not affect safety related
equipment.

On a ? ant trip, the zwer source to both 2A1 and 2A2 automatically transfened from the ATl

to citier ST3 or ST2. The transfer is accomplished via either a fast transfer or " dead bus"
transfer. 'Ite fast transfer is similar to a 6900V fast transfer. It is initiated and controlled by
MG, AT, ST3, and ST2 lockout relay signal . A " dead bus" transfer will be attempted
automatically if the fast transfer fails.

ESF 4160V Buses

The ESF 4160V Switchgear,2A3 and 2A4, provide power to all safety-related plant loads atO 4160V or below. During power operation, these buses are powered by the non-ESF 4160V
'

! Switchgear,2Al and 2A2, respectively. If either of the latter is not energized, the affected
ESF switchgear will be automatically powered by its associated emergency diesel generator
(DG).

Switchgear 2A3 and 2A4 have much in common with their non safetyiteria. These criteriarelated counterparts,
2Al and 2A2. Design and operational differences are due to safety cr
require 2A3 and 2A4 buses to be electrically and physically separate from each other, require
each to have its own independent source of power, and require these buses and their

j associated equipment to be capable of withstanding specific design basis events, such as fires
and seismic events.|

Both 2A3 and 2A4 are nomially required for power generation. He loss of either will likely
cause a plant transient. Because the loss wil!:ikely disable safety equipment, the loss of these
buses aie treated as special initiators,
For separation purposes, both bus tie breakers linking 2A3 and 2A4 are normally open. These
tie breakers are Interlocked closed whenever both 2A3 and 2A4 are energized by either its
associated non ESF bus or its DG.

Transfers of each ESF switchgear to its respective Diesel Generator (DG) and the tripping of
the non ESF switchgear supply breaker is accomalished automatically by relay action. Relays
also control the operation of ESF switchgear load supply breakers.:

480V Buses

'

The ANO 2 AC Fower System has ten 480V Load Centers (LCs),2B1 through 2B10, and
twentyseven Motor Control Centers (MCCs). LCs supply power to large (125 to 200hp)

|
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motors, to MCCs, and to power and lighting panels. ne 480V h1CCs su? ply power to
smaller (100hp orless) motors, heaters, lighting, and othe loads. LCs 2B5 anc 286 and their gassociated MCCs serve safety related or vital plant load.c the other LCs and MCCs serve non-
safety loads.

Each LC is powered by a specifie 4160V/480V transfonner from a specific 4160V bus: 2Al
powers 2B1,2B3,2B7, and 2B9; 2A2 powers 2B2,2B4,288, and 2B10; 2A3 powers 2115;
and,2 A4 powers 2B6.

Each of the non ESF Switchgears Al and 2A2) and each of the non ESF 480V LCs (2B1,
2B2,2B3,2B4,2B7,2B8,2B9, and 2B10) are paired via a nonnall open tie breaker. The
remaining ESF switchgears (2A3 and 2A4) and the ESF 480V LCs (hB5 and 2B6) are paired
via two normally open tie breakers. De open tie breakers between 2B5 and 2B6 and the
separate power sources for each of the ESF buses conform with the safety related separation
criteria.

Of the twenty seven MCCs, only eight (2851,2B52,2B53,2B54,2B61,2B62,2B63, and
2B64) serve safety related loads. The remaining are non ESF bases. With the exception of
2B72, each of the MCCs is powered by a single LC. MCC 2B72 is normally powered by
287, but autotransfers to ANO 1 LCC B3 on loss of 287 voltage.

De loss of a single non ESF LC or MCC may result in a plant transient, depending on what
plant equipment is powered by the lost bus. Only the loss of 2B5 and 2B6 are treated as
special initiators. Maintenance on an ESF LC or MCC will generally require a shutdown
within a time period prescribed by the plant Technical Specifications.

Non-Vital 120V instrument AC Panels

There are five non vital 120V Instrument AC Panels,2Y01,2Y02,2YO3,2YO4, and 2YOS.
Each receives power from a 480V bus via a 480/120V transfonner: 480V MCC 2851 powcrs
transformer 2Xil which powers 2Y01; 2B51 also powers transfomier 2X13 which then
powers 2YO3. MCC 2B61 powers 2YO2 and 2YO4 via transfomiers 2X12 and 2X14,
respectively. And,2B72 powers 2YO5 via transfomier 2X101. 2Y01 and 2YO2 can te linked
through two nonnally open tie breakers.

Luegenev Diesel Generators

He plant is equipped with two independent 3250KW Emergency Diesel Generator (DG)
*

systems. Each provides emergency AC electric power to its associated 4160V safety bus.
2DGl feeds Switchgear 2A3 and 2DO2 feeds 2A4. Each DG system consists of a diesel,
generator, and auxiliaries for engine cooling, lubrication, air starting, fuel supply, and room
ventilation.

Each diesel is a 12-cylinder,900 rpm, dual opposed piston,2 cycle, turbo-charged Fairbank9
Morse diesel engine. The Engme Lubricating System supplies oil to the moving parts of the
engine. The Jacket Cooling System consists of an engine-driven water pump which takes
suction on a Service Water-cooled heat exchanger. The arrangement of Service Water
components associated with the Emergency Diesel Generators is shown on Figure 3.2.4-2.

Fuel to each diesel generator is provided by its respective day tank, which contains about two
and one-half hour's supply of fuel. Each tank is maintained full by the Diesel Generator Fuel
Oil Supply System. This system, shown on Figure 3.2.4-3, consists of two independent and
spatially separate pump trains. Each train contains a 22,500 gal, fuel oil storage tank vault, g
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motor-dris en fuel oil transfer pump, piping, valves, and instmmentation, i.evel switches in the
day tank control pump operaton.

The DG Staning Air Systems, shown in Figure 3.2.4 4, each consist of tw:o stating air
compressors, each supplying an air receiver tank. On a DG start signal, solenoid valves open
to admit air from the tanks to each engine cylinder. Each air receiver tank has sufficient
compressed air to stan each engine five times without recharging.

Each DG room is equipped with two exhaust fans and two electro hydraulle operated outside
air intake louvers. A simplified drawing of the DG room ventilation system is provided on
Figure 3.2.4 5. Both fans are nonnally off and both louvers closed. During DG operation,
fan / louver operation is controlled by temperature switches in each of the DG rooms. The
louvers close on loss of power.

Each diesel generator may receive an stan signal from any of several sources: an ESFAS
(SIAS) stan signal, an UV condition on its associated 4160V Safety switchgear (2A3 or 2A4)
undervoltage signal, or by a rnanual start signal. Of the two automatic start signals, only the
latter connects the DG to its associated safety switchgear.

During nonnal plant operation, all plant AC buses are energized; and, these buses receive
power from the Main Generator via the Audliaty Transformer. The stanup transformers ST3
and ST2 and the emergency diesel generators are in standby.

Sumss Criteria and Maior Assumptions

As a suppon system to electrically operated plant equipment, the AC Power System has no
system-level success criteria. Rather, the success of the system is measured at the AC busO level. If a bus is energized and is able to provide adequate power to its loads, the bus is
considered successful (i.e., available); otherwise, the bus is considered unsuccessful (i.e.,
unavailable).

The following assumptions were made in developing the AC Power System Fault Tree:

1) The AC Power System model includes the following equipment: all 6900V,
4160V, and 480V Buses; the instrument buses 2Y01,2YO2,2Y03,2YO4, and
2Y05: Startup Transformers No. 3 and 2, the Auxiliary Transformer, and the
Main Transformer; and, the Emergency Diesel Generators and their auxiliaries
(air starting trains, fuel transfer trains, day tank, room ventilation systems, and
suppon equipment). The plant switchyard is treated in a simplified manner.
Control logic associated with the AC Power System is also modeled in a
simplified manner: it generally includes only control equipment (relays, timers,
etc.) whose single failure produced multiple failure effects. Note that
instru nent transfonner failures were not included in the AC Power System
model,

2) AC equipment specific to other plant systems is excluded from the AC Power
System model, unless such eguipment was identified to cause the failure of any
AC system equipment. Excluded equipment includes component load
breakers.

3) AC connections with the grid and with ANO-1 are modeled as basic events.
The autotransfer switch 2S57, which automatically switches MCC 2B72's,C power supply from LC 2B7 to ANO-1 LC B3 on a 2B7 undervoltage
condition, is not modeled.

A5
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4) Failures in top events of the AC power system fault tree are considered to be
the total loss of power to the associated bus. Degraded voltage conditions on
the bus are assumed to te failures.

5) Startup Transformer No. 3 is assumed to be the preferred source of AC power
ta plant loads, when the Aux Transformer is not available (e.g., when the Main
Generator is off line.

6) Although unlikely, for compteteness, maintenance during power operation has
been modeled as a crmrioutor to AC power unavailability on each AC bus.
The loss of some buses may cause a plant transient. He identification of buses

'

faults which cause plant transients was limited to safety related buses: 2A3.
2A4,285, and 2B6.

7) Two types of DC Power interruptions are modeled in the AC Power System
fault tree: (a) those which affect the AC power system only if they occur prior
to the initiating event (labeled with an "1" for "immediate") and (b) those which
can affect the AC power system if they occur either prior to or during the
mission. Since DC power supplies are modeled as transfers to the DC Power
System, exposure t mes associated with these interruptions must be accounted
for in the DC Power System model. Note that "inunediate" DC faults are
assumed not to be initiating events themselves.

8) Following a 2A3 or 2A4 undervoltage event,if more than two major loads are
not shed or are concurrently trsequenced to 2A3 or 2A4, the DG is assumed
to fait due to overloading (events EDG2A3XXXO and EDG2A4XXXO).
Major loads were assumed to include 2P4A, 2P35A, 2P60A, 2P89A, and &'2P7B on 2A3; and 2P4C, 2P358, 2P608, and 2P89B on 2A4. Only SW W
pumps 2P60A and B are assumed to contribute to load shed failures, since
these pumps are assumed to be the only normally-operating large loads on 2A3
and 2A4. Any combination of three major loads are assumed to contribute to
load sequencing failures. Load resequencing failures were assumed due only to!

instrument drift; miscalibrations were not assumed to contribute to this fault,,

treause testing is performed after calibration.

9) To conservatively simplify the fault tree, no ESFAS signals to the AC Power
System were modeled. Their exclusion is expected to only slightly increase the
calculated AC power unavailability. This expectation is based on the fact that
most ESFAS signals to AC power are either (a) confirmatory,(b) redundant to
other plant signals, or (c) reduce the degree of DG equipment protection.

| 10) The failure of both fans or of both room air louvers associated with each DG
room was assumed to cause the DG in that room to fail.

I1) Diesel Generator faihires are assumed to include all failures of the DG engine
and all engine systems in the DG room, excluding the air start system, fuel
supply system (including the day tank), end the DG room ventilation system.
The DG failure data is assumed to be consistent with this modeling approach.

12) DG Starting Air Tank leakage and es.mpressor failure were not considered as
contributors to the DG Starting Air System, his is based on a probability
argument: both a compressor failure and a substantial leakage rate must occur

| cn a given air tank for the air tank to decompress, h

A-6
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,

i 13) Excitation power su 3 ply failures to 2DGl and 2DG2 were not mc<leled. Not !
; only are the DGs se f-exciting but they also have independent trickle-charged

backup batteries for excitation.i

1 14) Although they present a fire hazard, DG Day Tank overfill events are not
modeled as contributors to DG failure. Overfill events were assessed to have a,

low probability, since the fuel transfer pump is stopped by either of two high
j fuellevel switches.

System Interfaces;

| The following suppon systems interface with the AC Electrical Power System:
4

DC control power for 4.16ky switchgear..+

| Service Water for Switchgear room cooling.+
,

1

Instrument Air for fuel oil transfer control valves.*;

'

Specific points ofinterface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2 6..
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,O ANO-2 AC POWER SYSTEM
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ANO-2 AC POWER SYSTEM
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ANO-2 AC POWER SYSTEM
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A1.2 Comp ment Cooling Water System (CCW)

System Fu. sjem

i The Component Cooling Water System removes excess heat from varicus nuclear plant
cooling components and provides an intermediate barrier between the high pressure reactor
coolant and the Service Water System to prevent accidental release of radioactivity into the,

environment. It is also used to remove heat loads from various other small sources, such as
,

1 pump coolers, throughout the plant.

| Design and Ogration
'

The Component Cooling Water System provides two loops for removing excess heat. Loop I
serves systems which operate only on an intermediate basis, and can be shut down when there
is no demand present. Loop 11 serves components which are in continuous or frequent use
during all normal phases of plant operation including startup, cooldown, and shutdown

,

operations.

ne system uses three horizontal centrifugal pumps, each rated at 2900 gpm at a 190 ft head.
Net positive suction head and surge volume for the pumps is provided by two 1000 pallon
vertically mounted surge tanks. A level switch is provided for each surge tank. The switch is
used to control the automatic action of normally shut air-operated valves which allow Dow to
emer the surge rank from the Condensate Transfer Pumps in the makeup demineralizer system.

when surge tank levelis below 2 feet.

After passing through the various loads or the 3ressure control valves, the CCW flow passes
through the CCW heat exchangers. The CCW 1 eat exchangers are of the tube and shell type.,

O' Service water is supplied through the tube side of the heat exchangers. Since service water is
at a higher pressure than CCWS, any leak in the heat exchanger would be from the service!

water side to the CCW side, thus controlling any potential radiation release.

During normal plant operation, two of thi thtee motor driven pumps are operating with the
third in standby. The third pump is automatically aligned to the proper loop using the crosstic
valves. Two of the three heat exchangers are operating during normal operation. The third
heat exchanger may be used if the temperature element at the discharge of the heat exchanger
in use indicates a high temperature of 1020F.

Sntcess Criteria and Maior Assumptions

Operation of the component cooling water system is successful if each loop provides enough
flow to remove the excess heat from the various components of the loop. Flow must be
provided from at least one pump per loop. Loop I is not modeled because component cooling
water to Loop I components is not essential for success of the syttem.

The following assumptions wete made in developing the Component Cooling Water System
Fault Tree:

1) CCW pump 2P33A is assumed to be aligned for Loop I prior to the initiating
event. CCW pump 2P33C is assumed to be operating for Loop 11 prior to the
initiating event. CCW pump 2P33B is in standby for each loop.

2) If both pumps 2P33A and 2P33C fail at the same time,2P33B will be aligned
to Loop 11 since loss of component cooling to Reactor Coolant Pumps wouldO, cause a reactor trip.

A-13
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3) Loss of the CCW surge tanks is not considered a failure of the CCW pumps
since, absence of surge volume would not greatly effect pump suction. h

4) The standby CCW lleat Exchanger 2E28B must te ntuiually aligned to the
CCW loops and s not modeled, since it is a recovery action.

5) less of chemicals from the chemical addition pot is not considered a failure of
the CCW pumps since the effects would not be immediately apparent.

6) Post trip mission time failure is ignored as insignificant for those components
whose failure prior to the initiating event would go unannounced. A mission
time of 18 months is assumed in the absence of specific test and maintenance
requirements.

7) Air-oserated cross tie valves which fail locked on instrument air are modeled
as fai s closed, but it must be noted that these valves must be reset following
loss of IA or loss of power to the solenoid which opens it.

System Interfaces

AC electrical power sources for pumps (480V) and valvesa

(120V) operation.

Service Water for tube side of CCW heat exchanges.a

Instrument Air for control valve operation.*

Specific points of interface are identifies in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2
6.

.

O
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ANO-2 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM
SERVICE WATER TO CCW HEAT EXCHANGERS
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ANO-2 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM
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A I.3 Containment Spray System (CCS) g
Synem Functions

The primary purpose of the Containment Spray System (CSS) is to remove heat from
containment during and following an accident which involves either a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) or a Main Steam Line Dreak (MSL.B) inside containment. This is
accomplished initially by injecting water from the refueling water tank (RWT) (injection
mode) then by recirculating water from the containment sump (recirculation mode).
Through removal of heat from the containment environment, the CSS also serves to
mitigate containment pressure. Reduction of the pressure differential between the
containment atmosphere and the extemal environment reduces the driving force for fission
product leakage out of containment. The system will also limit off-site radiation through
washing of fission products from the containment post accident atmosphere by CSS spray
droplets

Design and Oneration

The Containment Spray Synem (CSS) is composed of two iedundant trains of equipment.
Each train consists of a containment spray pump, NaOli sddition pump, shutdown cooling
heat exchanger, spray header and nozzles, isolation valves, and the necessary piping,
instrumentation, and controls. The two redundant loops are designed such that a smgle
failure of any active component will not degrade the system's ability to fulfill these design
objectives. Both loops are powered from separate related buses. The entire CSS is
designed to Seismic Category I requirements.

The heat removal capacity of the Dow from one of the two CSS pumps is adequate to .

keep the containment pressure and temperature below design conditions (54 psig,3000F)
for any site break in the RCS piping up to and inchxfing a double-ended slot break of the
reactor coolant pump suction pipe. Adequate quantities of NaOH are included in the
spray to reduce the airborne concentrations of radicartive forms of iodine, and to retain
the iodine in the containment sump water.

The containment spray pumps take a suction from the Refueling Water Tank (RWT) in the
" injection mode" and from the containment sump in the " recirculation mode." The two
containment spray pumps an: vertical centrifugal pumps rated for 2200 gpm now at a head
of 525 feet.

The spray headers are located a, the optimum levels in the containment to maximize heat
and iodine removal. Each header confomis to the shape of the containment dome. The
headers are located outside of and above the movable missile shield and contain 131 spray
nozzles each. During normal plant operation, CSS piping is maintained full of water from
the RWT to at least elevation 505 feet (12.57c of narrow range indication) in the 6-inch
diameter risers within containment.

During recirculation, water which has collected in the containment sump nows by gravity
'
|

to the CSS pumps which return it to the containment spray headers via the shutdown
cooling heat exchangers. The shutdown cooling heat c: hangers reject heat trom the
containment spray fluid to the Service Water System.

The CSS is a standby system. It is normally aligned to provide water from the RWT to
the spray nozzles. The now from train A is normally blocked by isolation valve 2CV-
5612-1 and train B by isclation valve 2CV-5613-2.
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The CSS is actuated when the Safety injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) and the High- |
High Containment Pressure signal are in coincidence. This generates a Containment Spray ,

\ Actuation Signal (CSAS) which starts the spray pumps after 25 sec., and opens the |
containment spray header isolation valves, opens the NaOH tank outlet valves, starts the
NaOH pumps, and starts room coolers. If required, the operator can manually actuate or-

stop the system from the main control room, j

The volume of water in the RWT is shared by the Safety Injection Systems. Accordingly, l
time to deplete the RWT and switch to recirculation is simultaneously affected by the
operation of the CSS, High Pressure Safety Injection, and the Low Pressure Safety
injection.

When the RWT reaches a low level, a Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) is generated
which shifts the pump suction automatically to the containment sump, which is now filled
with spilled coolant and refueling water. This signal automatically opens sump discharge
vaives 2CV 56491 and 2CV-5650-2 and closes minimum Dow recirculation valves 2CV-
5628-2 (shared by ECCS systems), and 2CV-56721 and 2CV-56731. The minimum
flow valves are closM to prevent the return of contaminated water to the RWT. If the
minimum Dow valves are not properly isolated on RAS, water will be pumped frorn the4

containment sump back to the RWT eventually draining the containment sump and
causing cavitation at the CSS pump suction headers. Also, the RAS closes the RWT*

discharge valves 2CV-5630-1 and 2CV-5631-2 and opens the service water How to the
shutdown cooling heat exchangers by opening 2CV-1453-1 and 2CV-1456-2.-

Sng;rss Criteria and Niajor Assumotions,

A in order for the Containment Spray System to protect the containment in the event of a
V LOCA or MSLB, where the SIAS is coincident with a containment high-high pressure,

one of two containment spray pumps must deliver full Dow to one set of nozzles for 24
hours. The Containment Spray System is required to operate during the injection and
recirculation mc(les of operation. This success criteria is based on the requirements of
Section 6.2 of the ANO 2 SAR.

.

1. Manual recovery actions are not included in the model at this time. Only
automatic initiation of the Containment Spray System by the Engineered
Safeguards (ESFAS)is modeled.

2. Diversion paths for drain lines and inspection or sample lines of less than 1/3 of
the diameter of the main now lines have been excluded from the model because
these small lines would not divert suf6cient flow to fail the system.

3. The NaOH injection system is not modeled as a part of the CSS system. The
purpose af rnodeling the CSS for this PRA is to evaluate its heat removal
capability rather than fission product capture. Accordingly, the NaOH system
was not deemed necessary for the CS system model.

4. ESFAS failure in the CSS Txe is modeled as a loss of signal through the relay
associated with each component. The probability of ESFAS signal failure due,

to a relay de-energizing is two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the
probability of the valve / pomp failure itself. The probability of ESFAS contact

i faihire is an order of magnitude smaller than the probability of relay failure
(2.27E-06 vs. 7.65E-05). The low probability ESFAS signal failures are

(v,) dominated by relay failums, hence contact failure can be safely excluded from
the model.
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5, Room Cooling to the pump motor room is not considered necessary for the
injection mcde of operation. It is assumed that the RWT water temperature is
sufficiently low to provide cooling, ano that the service water system provides
further heat removal for the CSS pumps.

6. It is assumed that water level in the Refueling Water Tank is monitored from
the control room with fully redundant level sensors at least once per shift.
Accordingly, loss of flow from the CSS due to insufficient inventory available
for injectica and recirculation is considered negligible.

7. The data base indicates that nozzle p:ugging is a per nozzle per hour random
failure rate. The consideration of plugging a sufficient number of nozzles of
the 301 per train to defeat the train would be negligible.

8. The heat exchanger failure mode used in this study is limited to cooling
capability failurc.

9. hiinimum flow recirculation line failure to isolate will eventually recirculate
enough water to the RWT to empty the containment sump and cause the HPSI
and CSS pumps to cavitate. Assuming two CSS and two HPSI pumps are
operating ( 200 gpm for each CSS pump and 25 gpm for each HPSI pump )
would take approximately 17 to 18 hours to drain the containment sump in this
mode.

10_ Particulates which may be produced during a severe accident were not
assumed to plug the sump strainers or spray nozzles.

I1. Based on all pumps operating, it takes approximately 45 minutes to drain the
RWT. If the LPSI pumps were not functioning, it would be closer to 1.8
hours. A mission time of one hour has been used where necessary in this
notebook.

System Interfacts

The following support systems interface with the Containment Spray System:

Service Water System - Supplies the shutdown cooling heat.

exchangers during accident conditions when the Containment
Spray System is in operation (recire mode). Supplies the
SDCHX's when the heat exchangers are aligned to the Safety
injectior System during plant shutdown and room cooling.

4.16 KV Distribution System Buses 2A3 and 2A4 supply power.

for the operation of the containment spray pumps.

480 VAC Distribution System Buses htCC-2B52, hiCC-2B51,.

htCC-2B61, and htCC-2B62 supply power to the NaOH
pumps and CSS motor-operated valves.

'

125VDC buses 2D23 and 2D24 -Supplies power to the pump-

control c,rcuits.i

O
:
i
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Engineered Safeguards System . Supplies the CSAS and RAS-

1 signals necessary to actuate the CSS pumps, and motor-
'-

operated valves required for proper CSS operation.
.

;

Containment spray pumps room cooling.
J

*

.'
.

! Specific points of interface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-
: 6.
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A1.4 DC Electric Power System

System Functions

The 125V DC Powei System function is to provide a continuous supply of 125V DC
power to specific loads which are required for the safe operation and shutdown of the
plant. Some of these systems are:

,

1) 6.9KV Switchgear Control
2) 4.16KV Switchgear Control
3) 480V AC Load Center Control
4) Reactor Control Rod Drives
5) ReactorInstrumentation and Protection System
6) Engineered Safeguard Actuation System,

7) Inverters - 120V Vital AC
8) Diesel Generator Control
9; Emergency Feedwater Control
10) Main Feedwater Pump Turbine Control
11) Fire Protection System
12) Remote Shutdown Control System.

13) Other non safety equipment or systems.

Note that another separate DC Power System exists at ANO-2, namely the Switchyard DC
Control System, which provides power to the backup switchgear and is not a part of this DC
system described herein.

Design and Operation

The DC Power System consist of two Class IE 125V DC trains which are designed to supply
power to redundant Class IE load groups. Each of the two systems has the capacity to supply
the power required by safety-related loads to safely shutdown the reactor.

.

The Class IE DC System provides power to the Class IE loads and for the control and
switching of the Class lE systems, la order to cemonstrate adherence to the Supplementary
design criteria of physical separation, elecaical isolation, and redundancy, the design of the*
DC system ir.cludes the following features:

(1) The Class IE DC System is separated into two redundant systems electrically
and physically isolated from each other;

(2) The safety actions by each redundant group of Class IE independent of the
safety actions provided by its redundant counterpart;

(3) Each DC redundant subsystem includes power supplies that consist of one
battery bank and one battery charger;

(4) Redundant battery banks cannot be intercor,accted and are arranged to prevent
1 common mode failure;

(5) The DC system equipment is protected and isolated by fuses, disconnects, or
- -- circuit breakers for overload conditions. Indications of equipment

unavailability is also provided.
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The ANO-2 DC Power System consists of the following:

O(a) 3125V battery banks (2Dll,2D12,2D13)

(b) 4125V battery chargers (2D31,2D32,2D33,2D34)

(c) 3125V DC load centers (2D01,2D02,2D03)(d) Sevent distribution panels and
MCCs

Two of the three main DC control centers (2D01 and 2D02) are designed to feed the safety
related redundant DC loads. The third Control Center,2D03, has been provided to feed
essential, but not safety-related, loads.

Each of the 125V DC battery chargers is capable of supplying the normal DC load connected
to its respective control center, while maintaming its associated battery in a charged condition.
Charger 2D34 is a standby ch1rger for 2D01 or 2D02. It is mechanically interlocked and
procedurally activated to prevent paralleling of the redundant buses. 2D34 is only used when
either 2D31 or 2D32 is out of service. Therefore, this charger is not included in the fault tree
model. Note that chargers 2D32 and 2D33 are both powered from the same channelized AC
source, load Center 2B5. These loads are not independent, nor are they required to be fully
separated.

Both Battery Banks 2Dil and 2D12 consist of 58 cells and are rated at 20M A hr for an 8
hour rate of discharge to 1.81 vo!*s per cell at 77 degrees F. Voltage on demand will not fall
below 105 volts during any peak or continuous load condition.

Battery Bank 2D13 consists of 60 cells and is rated at 1350 A-hr for an 8 hour rate of >

discharge to 1.75 volts per cell at 77 degrees F. This battery bank ard associated control
center are not required for safe shutdown of the reactor; however, the system does provide
control power for the 4.16 KV switchgear.

The DC inverters are designed to convert the 125V DC power into 120V AC for safety
equipment, reactor protection Quitry, and other vital load.s. Each inverter uses three
different sources of power:

(1) Normal 480V AC rectified (MCC)
(2) Normal 125V DC (Control Cenier)
(3) Altemate 480V AC via the static switch

The 120V uninterruptible AC power in the DC System is designed to continuously supply
reliable 120V AC power to its buses t' rom three different sources through an automatic
switch. These inverter" feed 4 vital buses which power the reactor protection systems and
safe shutdown systems. The Limiting Conditions for Operation at ANO-2 require all 4 vital
buses to be operating and energized during plant operation. Thus, v.hile maintenance is
performed on the invener or t..i the normal AC source, the supply power is manually switched
to the alternate AC source. During shutdown, only 2 of the 4 buses are required to operate;
if inoperable, containment integrity must be established within 8 hours.

'in normal operation, the DC load is carried by the chargers. In addition, the chargers float
sufficient current to the battecies to maintain them in a fully charged condition. In the event of
a malfunction of the charger, the battery is designed to feed the entire DC load without power
interruption. A charger failure relay is provided on each chmger to detect and annunciate -
failures in AC power input and DC power output to the bus. The buses run ungrounded and g
are equipped with detectors which alarm when a ground exists on either polarity. A ground
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on one side of the DC system will em cause any equipment to fail. The DC system design is a

.O Goating system from ground ( i.e. angrounded), and is capable of per ormirg its intendedr
function with one ground present.

Sucens Criteria and Major Assumptions

Success of the DC system is achieved by supplying 125V DC to the respective DC busses.
DC power is required continuously during normal operation and following a reactor trip.
Since DC power is a support system th:re are several top events or success criteria. First is
the availability of the three primary 125V DC buses 2D01,2D02 & 2D03 which feed all other
125V DC buses 2RAl, 2RA2, 2D21, 2D22, 2D23, 2D24, 2D25, 2D26, and 2D27. Also
included are the four 120V vital AC buses 2RS1,2RS2,2RS3, and 2RS4 which are each
powered by an inverter. Two inverters receive DC power from 2D01 and two receive power
from 2D02.,

The following assumptions made in developing the DC Power System Fault Tree:

1. The computer inveners are all excluded from the model, since they are not
considered in the present PRA study. Similarly, several distribution panels on
2D01,2D02, and 2D03 were not modeled because their loads are not reqdred
(i.e. Reactor Trip Switchgear, MFW Lube Oil Pumps, etc.).

2. It is assumed that the battery corresponding to a DC bus is sufficient to power
it for 8 hours with a loss of AC power, after which DC power is assumed to
fail unless AC power is restored. This restoration is a recovery task that is not,

included in the scope of this work package. However, it is important to note
'p that a 24 hour mission time for the battery failure was used to be conservative,

Q even though the data is reflective of the battery operating time (i.e. 8 hours for
ANO-2). This model also assumes that battery failure on demand is covered
by the battery charger failure. Thus, this model assumes that the battery can
operate and fail within any time of the standard 24 hour mission time.

3. The loss of the Battery Room Ventilation System has been analyzed for failure
and the DC system found operable for safe shutdown conditions. The failure,

conditions are comparable to the conditions of this study.
'

:

| 4. The availability of 125V DC power is modeled and c uantified at the bus level;
any components between the DC busses and the .oads are assumed to be

'

included in the system analysis of that load, and therefore, are not considered
herein.

5. Concerning the modeling of the 120 VAC inveners:

(a) There exists two events in the inverter's attemate AC module where the Test
| and Maintenance event will not cause a f.tilure; however, the invener model

has conservatively included these events in crder to simplify the model.

(b) The inverter transformers which transform 480V AC to 120V AC power were
modeled like the 480V-240V AC power transfonners, and the static switch in !

i the inverters were modeled like a static voltage regulator in the TC failure
.

I database. I
|

l

O 6. The Autotransfer Switch in breakers 2D01-42 and 2D02-42, which feed 2D21,
'

| V 2D22,2D23, and 2D24, were modeled like a DC relay failun: in the database.,

:
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The switch is made of several relays which energize large contactors to switch
the power source. The other relay failures are considered negligible. h

7. The failure of fuses of high amperage (i.e. 400 amps) are not modeled
separately. These failures are assumed to be included in the bus fault failure
data.

8. Lighting panels 21DA and 22DA were not modeled since they are not trquired
for the PRA study at this time.

9. It is assumed that because of the thorough test and maintenance procedures for
the DC Battery System, this precludes the need for modeling the possibility of
a failure to restore these components after testing and maintenance. Also, by
the Tech Spec requirement that only one DC train may be tested at one time,
the following maintenance unavailability's are mutually exclusive : Batteries
2D11 and 2D12 and Chargers 2D31 and 2D32,

10. According to the AC Power Technical Specifications LCO, Panels 2RS1,
2RS2,2RS3, and 2RS4 cannot be tested dunng power operation.

I1. The Main Steam Isolation Valves,2CV-1010-1 and 2CV-1060-1 are powered
from DC panels 2D23 and 2D24. Failure of these valves causes a dhect
reactor trip.

12. The Test and Maintenance event of the battery charger was not included in the
modeling of DC Panels 2D21, 2D22, 2D23, and 2D24 " Emergency DC"
source because the autotransfer switch cannot switch to an unavailable source.
T&M will not be provided while the charger is in use.

System Interfaces

The following systems support the operation of the DC Power System.

480V AC Distribution System - provides AC power to the battery chargers..

Battery Room Ventilation System - the Class IE DC Power systems are.

located in separate ventilated rooms. Only the non-vital DC system shares its
kxation with another DC system and two equipment rooms supply air from
non-safety grade systems. However, the exhaust air systems are designed to
maintain these rooms at a specific operating temperature, and tt f are powered
from safety-related 480V AC power. Though the ventilation system has been
designed to Seismic Category I requirements, loss of the ventilation system has
been analyzed to be acceptable, within certain limitations.

Specific points of interface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2-6.

O
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A 1.5 Emergency Feedwater S stem (EFW)3

.

System Functions

The Emergency Feedwater System (ERV)is the primary backup to the main feedwater system
in removing decay heat from the reactor coolant system through the steam generators. If the
main feedwater flow is interrupted, th::reby causing the steam generator level to decrease
below a predetermir.ed level, the EFW system is automatically put into operation.

The ERV system is automatically actuated by the Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal
(EFAS). The functions of EFAS are:

'

automatic initiation of the emergency feedwater system pumps and valves;.

control of the emergency feedwater flow rate (secondary side level control)4 .

automatic isolation of a steam generator on low steam generator pressure.'
.

Design and Ooeration

The EFW is designed to provide a supply of water to the intact steam generator (s) following
a postulated main steam line rupture or loss of main feedwater to rernove reactor decay heati

and cooldown the RCS to conditions at which the Shutdown Cooling System may be placed
in operation.

,

The ERV system consists of one turbine driven pump, one motor driver, aump, and two
independent emergency feedwater trains, each capable of supplying either or 30th of the two

O~ steam generators. The two pumps are identical with the exception of the drivers. The pumps
can take suction from the Condensate Storage Tanks (2T41 A and B), the outlet of the start-
up and blow down demineralizer, or the Service Water loops. Both pumps are normallyi

aligned to the CST during power operation. Redundancy of components is provided to,

; guarantee operation in the event of a single failure of a mechanical or electrical component
i within the system.

The pump discharge piping and valving are arranged to allow either pump to supply both
i steam generators, Each supply line to each steam generator is provided with redundant

control valves to ensure isolation and feeding of the steam generators and feeding of thei

| remaining intact steam generator (s) as required following a main steam or feedwater line
; break, However, this line brok isolation / feeding arrangement is supported by a plant-unique

ERV control valve wwer supply and control scheme. If AC power supply is lost from 2A3
| and swing battery ciarger 2D34 is not realigned to 2A4 (via 2B6), the batteries on DC bus

2D01 (red) can deplete while ERV is in progress, introducing a significant likelihood
,

| (conservatively modeled as unity) that the ' ERV discharge lines to both steam generators
| from the turbine driven ERV pump will be isolated (motor driven pump unavailable due to red

power losses). This condition is recoverable by local action to nrnually realign 2B5 to 2B6i

: or to manually open the " red" DC flow control valves to allow automatic flow control and
control from the control room by the " green" DC flow' control valves.

A recirculation or flushing path is provided to either tne SU/BD Demineralizer, the Unit 1
Cire Water Flume, or the Chemical Waste pond. A pump minimum flow recirculation lire is
provided from each pump discharge, bypassing the air-operated flush line isolation valves.
Each minimum flow line is provided with an orifice and globe valve for regulating the flow

q while providing a normally open flow path to ensure that each pump has a minimum flow.
NJ
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Steam to the EFW pump turbine is supplied from each main steam header upstream of the
main steam isolation valves, providing an assured source of steam to the turbine, from both or
either steam generators even when the main steam isolation valves are closed.

During normal plant operations, the Emergency Feedwater system is not in operation. The
ERV is automatically staned by an EFAS. When an EFAS is issued, both pumps,2P7A and
2P7B, start and all valves in the discharge lines open. However, if a steam generator isolation
is required, as in the case of a postulated main steam line break, the EFAS opens only the
valves leading to the intact steam generator. Pressure indication for each steam generator is
used to determine which generator (s) are intact. The system is normally aligned to provide
pump suction fron the condensate tanks. If the condensate supply fails, pressure switches in
the condensate supply line will close the condensate line isolation valves and simultaneously

'

open the SWS supply valves.

The condeas ue storage tank is not expected to have sufGcient volume to sustain the operation
of the EPV during all modes of operation. The ERV suction source can be realigned by the
operator to ab:rnate CSTs during ERV operation. In eddition, water level in the CST is
alarmed at low level, all other outlet flows except the supply to ERV, are isolated on low-low
level.

During plant startup, hot standby, hot shutdown, and normal plant cooldown, the ERV is
manually started and is under operator control.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumntions

The ERV system is successful if full now is delivered to the specified steam generator from
one pump train. This criterion includes the condition that low pressure in a specified steam
generator will cause EFW flow to that steam generator to be isolated. g -e

The following assumptions were made in developing t'ae EFW system fault tree:

1. Service Water is considered as a backup io the CST for ERV suction, since it
is automatically actuated. The norme.1 mode of operation is to continuously
refill the CST, so that a demand on the second CST or on SW is not required.>

Switching to the second CST is not modeled since it is a recovery action. A
human failure event is included in the model for failure to refill the CST, since
this is normal operating procedure.

2. The Service Water backup is automatically actuated on low pressure in the
nonnal pump suctie lines. Valves 2CV-0711-2 and 2CV-0716-1 open to
provide flow from tx Service Water system, and valves 2CV-07891 and
2CV 0795-2 close to isolate the normal supply lines. A ' fails to close' failure is
included for valves 2CV-07981 and 2CV-0795-2, since this is an automatic
part of the switchover. However, in the fault tree model, these valves are not
required to remain closed (i.e. a ' transfers open' failure is not included), since
flow diversion to any of the condensate storage tanks would require multiple
fai!ures.

3. Operation of the solenoid bypass valve 2SV-0205 is assumed to be required for
successful operation of the 2F7A turbine. The valve is required to initially
6 pen, but is not required to reclose for success. 1

O
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4. Consideration of overspeed failures due to a failure of the time delay n: lay -
which sequences the steam admission valves (2CV-0340-2 and 2SV-0205) isO included in the turbine-driven pump failure data.

5. Failure of either one of the flush valves coupled with a failure ofits associated
manual isolation valve (2EFW 11A or 2EFW-11B) is considered as a failure of
the turbine-driven pump.

6. Valves 2EFW-10A and B are the minimum recirculation valves for pumps
2P7A and B, and are required to be open when the pumps are operating. Flow
diversion through failed open valve 2EFN-II A and normally open 2EFW 108
is assumed to NOT divert sufficient flow to fail train A if pump 2P78 is not
operating. Likewise, flow diversion through failed open valve 2ERV-1IB and
normally open 2ERV-10A is assumed to NOT divert sufficient flow to fail
train B if pump 2P7A is not operating.

7. Blowdown through the 2 inch bypass li?es around the MSIV's is assumed to
depressarize the steam generators to the point where ERV will automatically
isolate.'

8. Rcom cooling is assumed to be required for successful operation of either-

EFW pump. The SW supply valves 2CV-15291 and 2CV-1532-1 must open
and remain open and the fans 2VUC-6A and 2VUC-6B must start and remain
runnmg.

9. Overfill of a steam generator could occur if the appropriate EFAS relays do
not reset or if the motor-operated injection valves do not close when the steam

O generator level increases to an adequate level. On a single injection line, both
injection valves must fail to reclose to result in an overfill condition.<

System Interfaces

The following support systems interface with the ERV system:

AC power is required for the motor-driven pump, and for+

injection valve operation.

DC Power is required for operation of valves in the steam.

supply lines to the turbine driven pump, and for injection valve
operation.

ESFAS generates the EFAS signals required for ERV initiation.

and control.

O
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A 1.6 Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)

System Functions

The ESFAS serves as a support system which senses out of tolerance conditions in the
3ressurizer, steam generatorc, and containment and develops the appropriate actuation signals
aased on the conditions.

Desien and Operation

The ESFAS monitors the reactor coolant and reactor building to detect a major loss of reactor
coolant accident (LOCA), and to provide trip signals that initiate automatic protective actions
following detection of the event. It also monitors the steam generators for level and pressure
to detect the need for emergency feedwater activation and control, or main steam isolation.

The ESFAS-actuated systems protect the fuel cladding by injecting both high and low
:ssure coolant into the reactor coolant system. The reactor building integrity is maintained

tnrough isolation and cooling of the building atmosphere. The fuel cladding,in the case of not
'

loosing primary coolant,is protected by removing decay heat through the steam generators.
A steam line or feedwater line break is detected by this system and the steam generator having'

the failure is isolated.

The ESFAS includes electrical and mechanical devices and circuitry (from sensor to actuation
: devices input temiinals) involved in generating the following actuation signals when the

monitored variables reach the levels that are indicative of conditions which require protective
actions:

O)( a) Safety injection Actuation Signal (SIAS);

b) Containment Isolation Actuation Signe' dias);

| c) Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CS AS);

d) Containment Cooling Actuation Signal (CCAS);

! e) Main Steam Isolation Signal (htSIS);

f) Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal (EFAS); and

g) Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS).;

|

The ESFAS is organized into analog and digital subsystems. The analog subsystems contain
| instrument strings and the digital subsystems contam actuation channels. The instrument

strings are listed as Major Components. There are always four identical instmments sensingi

|
the same thing. The four signals are transmitted to a bistable. The bistables in all cases, are a
two-out-of four logic. The two-out-of four coincidence of like initiating trip signals from
four independent measurement channels is required to actuate any system. Each actuation
system logic, including testing features,is similar to the logic for the reactor protection system
and is contained in the same physical enclosure. The combination of the ESFAS and Reactor
Protection System (RPS)is designated Plant Protection System (PPS).

These same features include the capability of the ESFAS to operate, if need be, with up to,

U two channels out of service (one bypassed and another tripped) and still meet the single failum
1
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criteria. The only operating restriction while in this condition (effectively one out-of-two
logic)is that no provision is made to bypass another channel for periodic maintenance. The
system logic must be restored to at least a two-out-of three condition prior to removing
another channel for maintenance.

De SIAS is initiated by either 2 out-of-4 low pressurizer pressure signals or 2 out-of-4 high
contr.inment pressure. The measurement channels which generate low pressurizer pressure
and high containment pressure also provide signals to the CCAS and CSAS. The
measurement channels which generate the high containment pressure signals also provides
signals to the CIAS. The system is designed such that loss of electric power to two of the
four like channels in the measurement channels or initiating logic, or the selective 2-out-of-4
actuating logic would actuate the SIAS. This statement will be true for the remainder of the
signals to be discussed.

The CIAS is initiated by 2-out-of-4 containment pressure signals. The measurement channels
which generate the CIAS also provide signals to the SIAS, CSAS, and CCAS.

The CSAS is initiated by coincidence of 2-out.of-4 high-high containment pressure signals
and an SIAS signal. The SIAS and high-high containment pressure signals are combined in
four AND circuits within the ESFAS initiating logic. The AND circuits prevent inadvertent
operation of the Containment Spray System upon generation of an SIAS only.

The CCAS is initiated by either 2-out-of-4 low pressurizer pressure signals or 2-out-of-4 high
containment pressure signals. This is essentially an SIAS signal.

The MSIS is initiated by 2-out-of-4 low steam generator pressure signals. The 2-out of-4
logic is provided for each steam generator.

The EFAS is initiated ec Stes Generator 1 either by a low steam generator level coincident
with no low pressure trip present on Steam Generator 1 or by a low steam generator level
with a differential pressure between the two steam generators with the high pressure in Steam
Generator 1. An identical EFAS is generated for Steam Generator 2. The valve logic is not
latched in the actuated state such that following initial actuation when the level is re-
established above the low level actuation point, or when the proper pressure conditions are no
longer met, the valves are closed. When the conditions for valve opening are again met, or
when the operator takes action, the valves are reopened.

The RAS is generated by 2-out-of-4 low refueling water tank level signals. The RAS
automatically stops the low pressure safety injection pumps, and also, transfers the high
pressure safety injection pump suctic he refueling water tank to the containment
recirculation sump.

During normal plant operation, the sensors are evaluating the pressures and levels in the
devices they are mounted in. When two or more sensors observe an out-of-tolerance
condition, the bistable is deenergized sending a signal to the actuation relays to deenergize the |
relays. Deenergizing the actuation relays changes the relay contacts position as required and i
sends permissive signal to various preselected devices. Note that the ESFAS is designed on |
the principle of going from the energized state to the deenergized state. Therefore, many i

component failures result in deenergizing or fail safe state.

O
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Success Criteria and Major Assumotions

O Since the ESFAS is being treated as a support system, the success is deliverance of the
appropriate signal to the actuation relay for which ever signal is required. In the case of the
spurious signal, these signals can potentially have undesinble affects on other system-

The following assumptions were made in developing the ESPAS system fault tree:

1. 'Ihe ESFAS cabinet power supplies and their sources were not modeled since a
complete power failure would deenergize the actuation relays;

2. Each signal can be manuaPy activated from the control room. Manual
actuation has not been included in this model;

3. The bistables have been named after the transmitters they support. For
example, Abl21041IN is the bistable associated with 2PT-1041-1;

4. The solid state relays have been named after the trip leg signal they are in. For
example, ASREFAS12D is solid state relay 2A for EFAS 1; and

5. Lockout relays have not been considered in this analysis, but could be
important to recovery.

System Interfaces

Each leg of the selective two-out-of-four circuitry is powered by two (2) auctioneered dc( power supplies. The four power supplies in cabinet "A" are connected to 120 V ac vital buses
A and B. The four power supplies m cabinet "B" are connected to 120 V ac vital buses C and
D. The two redundart power sources within each cabinet are physically separated from each
other.

Physical Interconnections:

There is a physical connection with all of the components requiring the various signals. The
major systems involved are as follows:

Containment Isolation;.

Containment Spray System;-

High Pressure Safety Injection System;.

Low Pressure Safety Injection System;.

Emergency Feedwater System;.

Main Steam Isolation System;.

Primary Pressure (Control);-

Power Conversion System;-

Reactor Building Cooling;-

Penetration Room Ventilation; and- .
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Service Water Systema

Specific points of interface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2 6.

O

O
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A 1.7 liigh Pressure injection System (llPSI)

System Functions

The liigh Possure Safety injection (llPSI) system is designed to proside toth short tenu and
long-tenn cooling to the reactor core followmg a LOCA. The coohng is intended to provide
sufncient heat removal to prevent signineant alteration of core geomeuy, preclude fuel
melting, limit the cladding (metal water) reaction, and remove the energy generated in the
core for an extended period of time following a less of Cooling Accident (LOCA). 't he
llPSI system is also used for man made LOCA s, the bleed and feed mode of operation.

De llPSI system provides short tenn cooling by injecting the cor. tents of the Refueling Water
Tank (RWT) directly into the cold legs of the reactor coolant system. leng tenn cooling is
accomplished by rectreulating the water in the containment sump using the llPSI pumps. The
switchover from injection to recirculation is automatic, based on when the level of the RWT
reaches a low level. This occurs when approximately ~446,100 gallons of the ap?roximately
500,500 gallons are injected to the reactor vessel snd containment [16]. This va ue is based
on the requirements of Tech Spec 3.5.4, which states that RAS trip value occurs with an
R%T tank level of ~54,400 gal. The llPSI pump discharge headers may be realigned after a
LOCA to establish balanced hot and cold leg high pressure injection flow. Ilowever, this
mode of operation is not required in this study.

Lbjgn and Ooeration

The llPSI system is designed to prevent fuel melting in the event of a LOCA by limiting the
calculated maximum cladding temperature to 2200 degrees Fahrenheit. The llPSI system,
also, functions to inject borated water into be reactor cordant system (RCS) to add negative
reactivity to the core in the unlikely event of a steam line rupture, llPSI is also initiated in the
event of a steam generator tube rupture. The HPSI system is actuated automatically by a
Safety injection Actuation Signal (SlAS), for all LOCA's requiring HPSI operation except
bleed and feed.

The HPSI system is a standby system required to operate following a LOCA or steam line
rupture to remove heat and maintain RCS inventory.

During normal operation. the llPSI system is maintained in a standby condition aligned and
ready for automatic operation. All valves are aligned for injection with the exception of the
How control valves, which are nonnally closed. System operation is triggered by a SIAS.

.

'

The SIAS is generated by the Plant Protection System whenever low RCS pressure or high
containment pressure is detected.

During injection. the RWT acts as the primary source of water for all of the safety injection
; systems (SIS). Hot leg injection is manually initiated by the operator about 2 to 4 hours
| following a large LOCA, to prevent boron precipitation in the core. Hot leg injection is

modeled exclusively as a r:covery mode for cold leg failure.
i

| When the RWT reaches a low level, a Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) is generated
| which shifts the pump suction automatically to the containment sump, which is now filled with
| spilled coolant and refueling water. This signal automatically opens sump discharge valves

2CV 5M9-1 and 2CV 5650 2 and closes minimum fic,w recirculation valves 2CV 5628 2
(shared by all systems) and 2CV 51261,2CV-5127-1, and 2CV 5128-1 (unique to the three
HPSI pumps). Also, the RAS closes the RWT discharge valves 2CV 56301 and 2CV-5631-

| 2. The minimum flow valves are closed to prevent the return of contaminated water to the g
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.

,

RWT. In addition to contamicating the RWT, this condition could also drain the containment |

; sump suffidently to esuse pump cavitation.
1

! De llPSI pumps have a shut off head of 1950 psig. The Reactor Coolant System safety relief
j valves will provide overpressure protect on if the primary syWm prtAsure exceeds 2500 psia.i

4

j

1 SEC:1LCc!tn ' Maior AssSIMittu

The succes1 crito wn for the High Pressure Safety injection System are as follows:
;

| Injection Mode:

}
.

For H001, operation of at least one HPSI pump.

| For 11002, operation of two HPSI pumps=

a

j Supply of water from the RWT.-

Injection of water into at least one intact RCS cold leg.-

Recirculation Mode: .

| For 11003, operation of at least one HPSI pump..

Supply of water from the containment sump..

inj-c;on of water into at least one RCS intact cold leg.a
,

u

The following assumptions were made in developing the HPSI fault tree,,

i

: 1. The system is assumed initially aligned for high pressure safety injection.
;

I ' Minimum flow recirculation line failure to isolate will eventually recin ulate
enough water to tl.e RWT to ernpty the containment sump and cause the llPSI-

pumps to cavitate. It takes ~17 to 18 hrs (worst case) to drain the containment>

i sump in this nxxie.

! 3. It is assumed that AC breakers on the pumps are normally open, and require
DC power to close. However, except where noied, the 480VAC breakers for

i the valves are assumed to be normally closed.
;

; 4. Room cooling for the HPSI pumps is assumed to be necessary for Recirc-*

Mode only. Water from the r,WT-inhibits overheating during the injection'

mode of operation. It is assumed that two room coolers are required to keep
each pump room cool, it should be noted that the HPSI pumps do not have a

;- direct service water dependency at this plant. Specifically, the ANO-2 HPSI
pumps can run without service water cooling with RCS coo! ant temperatures
to 280 degrees F [AN0 Letter 2CAN108109 from D.C. Trimb!c fAP&L) to

,

: R.A. Clark (NRC), dated October 21, 1981]. The recirculation function is
- assumed to eventually fail only if containment heat rernoval is not provided by

!
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containment sprays Therefore, HPSI injection is successful without service
water, and the pumps will not fail immediately by operation in recirculation
without service water cooling.

5. With the excepdon of the mini-Do v recite lines, diversion paths o less than 1/3r
the main flow path are excluded from the model.

6. ESFAS faitute in the 11 PSI tree is rnodeled as loss of signal through the relay
'

associated with each componer,t. ESFAS signal failures are dominated try '

failure of the rehys to de-energize hence, failures of the intermediate contacts
are not considered

7. The swing pump, llPSI Pump 2P89C is initially lined up to provide flow to
train A. flowever, the third or swing pump is in pull to lock, and must be
manually started upon loss of one of the two operating pumps. If one of the
HPSI pumps is out for rnaintenance, the swing pump is aligned to auto start in
its place. llence, the model does not consider three pumps, but rather two
pumps which are not subject to test /maint. unavailabihty (due to the b:'ckup
swing pump function during normd pump maint.).123] liPSI Pump C refl: cts
the sum of pump maintenance for all three pumps.

8. Based on Technical Spec 4.5.2.A. the two hot leg injection isolation valves are
verified at lesst once every 12 hours, to be in the closed position with power to
vdve operators removed. Hence, the operator must close the breakers before
opening the valves for hot leg injection. Therefore, the breaker transfer open
failure was not pursued for these.[29]

9. It is assumed that injection valves 2CV 5103-i/51N 2 rnust be open (nomially g
open) for successful cold leg injection, and that these valves must close for
successful hot leg injection.

10. Consistent with the task plan which states common cause failure groups should
be defined only where data is both available and credible, MOV failures where

,

lumped into one CCF event for sinnlicity. If multiple Greek letters are used
for CCF, the injection valves should x separated from the suction valves in the
CCF modules.

:
'

11. Failure of minimum flow recire for IIPSI pumps is not considered. 'Ihe loop
injecdon valves for HPSI open on the same signal as the pump start signal.

12. A simplifying conservatism was incorporated into the logic supporting gate
11002:it is assumed that two liPSI pumps must inject into at least one of four
RCS cold legs. Thus, gates H605,11621,11624, and 11627 are OR gates. This
approach simplifies the model, yet, since so many injection paths are available,
does not add much conservatism.

|

O
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P

System Interfaces

The following support systems interface with the llPSI system.

Emergency AC electrical power sources for pump (4.16KV) aid valve (480V) ;*

operanon.

Plant Protection System (ESFAS) for autonutic actuation on SIAS and RAS*

tignal

Service Water System for llPSI Pump room cooling.*

IIPSI pump room cooling..+

The contain xnt spray model provides water from the RWT for the llPSI* ;

pumpi.

Specific points of interface are identified in the component level dependency nutrix listed in
Table 3.2-6.

O

.
.

O
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ANO-2 HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM .
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I

: O ANO-2 HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM
'

PUMP ROOM UNIT COOLERS
;

SW LOOP 1 SW LOOP 2'

1
4

2sw-101 2sw-1oo
.

- 2CV-1407-1 $ 2CV-1408-2 $
;

' O
C C

2VUC-11 A 2VUC-118
; c c

.

2s.-e2X 28*-84X
. ..

SW LOOP 1 SW LOOP 2

v
i
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A 1.5 Low Pressure Injectica system (LPSI)

System Functions

During reactor operation the LPSI system does not perform any active functions. It is a
standby Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS).

After a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) the LPSI system performs the following functions:

1. Provides core cooling a rr the RCS has mached approximately 150 psigr

following a LOCA:
2. Provides addidonal shutdown margin by injection of borated water from the

RWT (2T3).

During normal reactor shutdown conditions for refueling or other maintenance the LPSI !
system performs the following functions in the shutdown cooling (SDC) mode: !

|
1. Removes deccy heat from the core and sensible heat frotu the Reactor Coolant

System (RCS)

2. Provides a means for filling and partial draining of the fuel transfer canal.

Desien and Oneration

The LPSI system is a part of the ECCS. The ECCS is designed to provide core cooling in the
unlikely event of a LOCA. The emling must prevent fuel melting or significant alteration of
core geometry, limit the cladding metal water reaction, and remove the energy generated in

|
the core for an extended period of time following a LOCA. The inj'ected water must contain
sufficient boric acid to maint.iin the core suberitical following a LOCA.

_

The LPSI system is designed to inject borated water into the reactor vessel during a LOCA.
It also provides for shutdown cooling during nomial reactor shutdown. The system is fully
redundant in the injection mode with the exception of the Refueling Water Tank (RWT). The
system is fully redundant in the SDC mode with the exception of the RCS drop line.
Automatic redundancy has been modeled in the fault trees.

The LPSI pumps (2P60A & B) are equipped with their own coolers which is supplied by
Service Water. Each pump is provided with a minimum flow line which returns to the RWT.
In the LPSI mode the system is supplied frora the RWT. In the SDC mode it is supplied from
the RCS. The start of either the LPSI, HPSI, or Containment Spray pump starts two room
coolers in its respective pump room. In particular, a 2P 60A start actuates the start of room
coolers. An additional room cooler in each pump room is available as a manually actuated
backup.

Motor operated valves 2CV 50841 and 2CV 5086-2 are interlocked to RCS pressure with
Autoclosure Interlocks (ACI). ACI functions to prevent overpressutization of SDC by
preventing the valves from opening if RCS pressure is above the ACI setpoint and by closing
the valves if RCS pressure increases above the setpoint while SDC is in operation.

The LPSI system operates in the event of a large baak LOCA. The SDC, system operates
during cooldown below approximately 300 deg. F, and during refueling on mamtenance.

O
|
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,

The LPSI system is actuated by a Safety injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) on a containment
pressure of 18.4 psia or on a low pressurirer pressute of 1766 psia. Upon actuation the,

; following events occur:

. 1. The RWT outlet valves (2CV 5630-1 and 2CV 56312) and the LPSI injection
1 valves (2CV-50171,2CV 50371,2CV 5037-2 and 2CV 5077 2) open.

I 2. The LPSI pumps stan.
,

! 3. The room coolers stan, including the fans and service water.

. Upon low level in the RWT, a Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) occurs. This opens the
| containment sump valves, closes the RWT outlet valves, closes the minimum flow isolation
. valve and shuts down the LPSI pumps.
J

Success Criteria and Maior Assumptions
.

j Success criteria asswiated with the safety injection mode of the LPSI system are es follcws:

1. One of two LPSI pumps available,

2. Three of four injection paths available for injection into the RCS,
:

3. Two-of two pump room coolers available..

Success criteria associated with the shutdown cooling mode of the LPSI system are as
: follows:
!

! 1. One of two LPSI pumps available,
,

2. One of two SDC heat exchangers available,

3. Two of four injection paths available for flow into the RCS, and -
t

4. Two of-two pump room coolers available.

:

1. All LPSI components are assumed to initially be in their normal power
operation condition, i.e., in their LPSI injection mode standby status,'

j 2, For the calculation of basic event failure probabilities, the LPSI system is
'

assumed to be required for a mission time of 24 hours.

; 3. The LPSI system does not operate in the recirculation mode, since the HPSI
and Containment Spray systems are used for recirculation.

1

4. Pipe breaks and cable faults have a negligible contribution to system
unreliability.

,

4

. 5. No maintenance is possible inside the reactor building during reactor operation.
;

6. LPSI pump failures due to lube oil problems are included within the LPSI
pump failure data.,
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7. Loss of service water to the pump bearing and stuffing boxes will cause pump
failure in all system operating nxdes.

8. LPSI diversion flow through 2CV 5628 2 and 2BS 26 to the RWT or through
the LPSI safety relief valve 2PSV 5089 is assumed negligible contributors to
LPSI failuir in either its injection er SDC modes, since the 2" diameter of this
piping is less than 1/3 of the 12" to 14" diameter LPSI piping from which it
vanches.

9. Assume that Gow orince 2FE 5091 will not fail because of its relatively large
orifice size (8.27") and the plate thickness (0.25").

10. l_oss of the room coolers are assumed to cause the LPSI pumps to fail in all
modes of operation. Two coolers are assumed required for successful LPSI
pump operanon.

I1. Assume that no credible failures exist in the control to 2CV 5091 Dow control
valve in the LPSI injection mode of operation which will cause a failure of the
LPSI system. This is due to the fa;t that administrative controls require 2SV-
5091 to be locked open (vent to atmosphere) w hen the LPSI system is required
to be operational. Also 2SV-5091 fails open on loss of power which causes
2CW5091 to open.

12. LPSI hardware failures which occur during the manually perfom1ed
reconfiguration of the LPSI system from its standby injection mode to its SDC
mode configuration are mcdeled to contribute to the failure of SDC.

13.Only pump train and one heat exchanger train is nonnally used in the SDC
mode. ".he SDC model assumes that 2P60A and 2E 35A is employed. The
other pump and heat exchanger is assumed to be valved out of the SDC flow
path.

14. Because the SDC mode requires manual operator control, the operator
recovery of either a pump or shutdown heat exchanger failure is modeled. The
recovery action consists of employing the alternate pump or shutdown heat
exchanger.

15. In the SDC model,Ipurious RAS-1 and RAS 2 signals are not distinguished.

16. In the SDC model, failures with result in excessive flow through the
temperature control header (i.e., overcooling events) are not considered
contributors to SDC failure. Failures which result in excessive Dow :hrough
the flow control header are, however, considered contributors to SDC failures,i

since vortexing in the RCS line can develop and since the heat exchangers may
become now starved. Insuf0cient flow through either header is modeled as
SDC failure. Besides valve failures, temperature and flow instrument failures
are assumed to contribute SDC failure.

17. Maintenance associated with LPSI pump trains 2P-60A and B and with SDC
heat exchangers 2E 35A and B are modeled as events LTM2LPSIA,
LTM2LPSIB, LTM2SDCA and LTM2SDCB, respectively. Maintenance
unavailability is assumed to be negligibk for the flow control, temperature
control, and RCS injection piping segments. Note that heat exchanger
maintenance events are shared with the Containment Spray Systent.

1
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Systern Interfaces

O ,

The LPSI system interfaces with the following systems:
,

ESFAS Actuation signals to pumps and valves..

AC Power for pumps and valves..

||

DC Power fo. 4160V pump breakers, system.

solenoid valves,and ACIinstrumentation.

Instrument Air for SDC flow and temperature.

virol valves.

Service Water cooling for various components..

Containment Spray heat enchangers for shutdown.

cooling RWT for injection water supply and pump ;
room coolers.

IIPSI pump room coolers..

Support systems cre required as follows for the two operating modes of the system:

Support System Required
Sunnon System LPJil SD.C

ES?AS Yes No r

AC Power Yes Yes
DC Power Yes Yes
Instrument Air No Yes
Service Water Yes Yes. 1

A detailed component level dependency manix is provided in Table 3.2-6,

,

O
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ANO-2 LOW PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
SIMPLIFIED P&lD -- LOW PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION MODE
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ANO-2 LOW PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM !

SIMPLIFIED P&lD -- TRAIN "A" SHUTDOWN COOLING MODE |

"
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ANO-2 LOW PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
SIMPLIFIED P&lD -- SW SUPPLY TO LPS!/SDC HEAT EXCHANGERS

Valves shown in their y
LPSI Stondby positions NC T NC

'

OP OP2
2CV-1453-1 2CV-1456-2

-. .

> 2E-3SA 2E-358

s 1 _ .

'

I LO 1 i LO 2
2SW-11 A 7 W -118

'
.

@"

OOP P2CV-1445-1 2SW-89
_ 2CV-1446-22SW-133
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>

_
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,
_
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ANO-2 LOW PRESSURE SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
SIMPLIFIED P&iD -- SW SUPPLY TO LPSi ROOM COOLERS

4

Valves shown in their
|

LPSI Standby positions I f SW lIQpy [p
F

I 2SW-128 2SW-129

1

D D D D M M ;*
j |2CV-1402-1 2CV-1403-1 |2CV-1404-1 2CV-1405-2 2CV-1401-2 2CV-1409-2 ;

\ !
'

:

:

I.

j .2VUC-1A 2VUC-18 2VUC-1C 2VUC-1D 2vUC-1E 2vUC-1 F

2SW-13A 2SW-138 2SW-13C 2SW-13D 2SW-13E 2SW-13F

t

2SW-72 2SW-190 25W-131

l f TO SW I I TO SW TO SW
|'

i

i LOOP 1 LOOP 1 LOOP 2
g4

i
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A l.9 Instrument AirSystem(IA) g
Suten1 Functions

The function of the Instrument Air system to provide sufficient flow of high quality air for
motive power for the air-operated valves in the following systems:

Feedwater Control System.

Steam Dump Bypass Control System.

Service Water System.

D_esign and Openninn

The Instrument Air system is designed to provide operative air to the various air operated
equipment via only one air compressor and aftercooler pair, liowever the system consist of
the fe: lowing:

Two instrument air compressors.

Two air compressor aftercoolers.

Two instrument air receivers.

One instrument air dryer with two drying towers.

(The towers attemate during on line operation.)

One set of air filters.

The air compressors (2C27A and 2C278) are horizontal balance opposed, non lubricated
cylinder- type. Operating speed is 720 RPM with discharge pressure of 100 psig and a flow
rate of 528 SCFM. Each compressol is equipped with counter-current aftercooler. Air flow
from the aftercoolers is directed into air receivers 2T88A and B, which serve four major
functions:

1) Storage of the pneumatic energy.

2) Act as a mdiator to dissipate heat from the compressed air.

3) Trap condensed water vapor as the air cools down, which keeps moisture from
getting farther downstream.

4) Dampen pulsations produced by the compressors so that controllers and
actuators work smoothly.

The operating pressure for each receiver is 100 psig. 2T88A receives air from compressor
2C27A. 2T88B receives air fmm compressor 2C27B. Each receiver has a safety valve for
overpressure relief protection 2T88A is set to relieve to atmosphere at 125 psig and 2T883 is
set to relieve to atmosphere at 110 psig.

Air from both receivers is dried by dryer 2M70 (towers #1 or alternately #2). The dryer
removes entrained moisture from the air by means of a silica gel desiccant.

!
!

!
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Because the dryer must be reactivated periodically, there are two drying towers. He tower '

O that is not in senice is reactivated by heating the desiccant with electric heaters and purging
the released moisture to atmosphere with dry air from the outlet of the in.senice tower.

Two air filters receive the dry, oil free air and filter it prior to entering the instrument air
headers.

The Unit 2 Instrument Air System can also receive air from or supply air to the Unit 1
Instrument Air System.

During normal alant operation, the Instrument Air system is designed to function
automatically witi no operator action required. One instrument air compressor will run
continuously with the other in standby. The idle cornpressor will normally be placed in " auto".
This position allows the idle comyressor to remain idle unless the lead compressor cannot
maintain the necessary pressure. Following reactor trip, at least one comp?ssor must remain
in operation to provide necessary air for motive power.

Success Criteria and WJor Assumotions

Operation of the Instrument Air System is successful if operative air is provided via one air .
compressor and after cooler pair.

The following assumptions were made in developing the Instrument Air System fault tree:

1) The assumed initial alignment is with one instrument air compressor in
operation (2C27A) and one air compressor in automatic operation (2C27B).

2) The supply of instrument air from unit I to unit 2, through instrument air
system interconnections was not modeled in the PRA. His can be mcdeled as
a recovery action. The Unit I air receiver header cross tie is not a diversion
path as this line contains two normally closed valves in series.

3) The Unit I supply header cross tic is not considered to be a credible diversion
path because the single motor operated valve in this line (2CW3015), which is
normally closed and position indicated in the control room, would have to fail >

concurrent with a total failure of the U .it 1 Instrument and Service Air
systems.

4) ne model does not consider degraded air quality as a contributor to system
failure . The reason for this is that failure to maintain the air quality standard "

would te a progtessive failure causing individual instmment failures over an
extended period of time, and not as a sudden loss of all instrument supplied by
instrument air.

.

5) Failure ofinstrument air dryers except by plugging will not fail the IA system.

6) Since only one tower, for each dryer, is in senice at any given time, therefore,
the active tower is modeled. Tower #1 is assumed to be in service.

7) The Instrument Air system is assumed to work in Continuous Run Mode.

O
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8) I'ost trip mission time failure is ignored as ins:gnificant for those components
whose failure prior to the initiating event would go unannounced. A mission
time of 18 nwnths is astumed in the absence of specific test and maintenance
requirements (refer to Section 2.6).

9) The components requidr.g instrument air are fed by the air receiver 2T88A side
of cross-tie valve 21A 12 or 21A 11.

10)The four way valves in the Air Dryer perform as air operated valves. i

11)lt is assumed that failure of the pressure switches and solenoid valves, which
regulate (load / unload) the air compressors to nuintain the pressure between 95
and 100 psia, is included in the failure data for the air compressor, llowever, I

'since the unloaders for both compressors have a common air rupply line (2F-
337 and 21A 266), the components in that line are modeled as a comraon mode
failure to both cornpressors.

fluten, Interfagn
i

|
The following support systems interface with the Instrument Air system:

AC power for compressors and motor and solenoid ope'sted valves*

Component Cnoling water for compressor cooling jacket and afte rcoolers..

Snecific points of interface are identified in Qe ecmponent level matrix listed in Table 3.2-6.

O

O
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A1.10 Power Conversion System

System Functions

The PCS acts to transform thermal energy from the reactor coolant system through the steam
generators into elecuical energy. For purpose of the PRA model, the functions of interep are:
providing main feedwater to the steam generators and relieving steam from the steam |
generators to the condenser via the turbine bypass valves ar to the atmosphere via
atmospheric dump valves or the main steam safety relief valves. Therefore, the plant systems
of interest are the main steam, condensate, and feedwater systems, the circulating water
system, feedwater control system, steam dump and bypass control system (SDBCS), and
vancus support systems.

|
Design and_Ogreien |

Condensate and Feedwater System (CFWS.)

The Condensate and Feedwater System (CFWS)is designed to provide continuous feedwater
supply to thc two steam generators at the required temperatures and pressures under all
anticipated steady state and transient conditions, it is also designed to operate at
approdmately 80 percent power with inly one train of pumps or heaters in operation due to
failure of the other train.

The CFWS design includes provisions for automatic isolation of the system from the steam
generators when required to mitigate the consequences of a steam line break or other
nulfunctions in CFWS.

The CFWS consist of two trains of pumps and heaters, supplying water from the main
condensers to each steam generator from cold shutdown to 100% full aower flow conditions.
The two trains are cross-tied at several locations by means of common leaders.

Four motor-driven condensate pumps (2P2A/B/C/D) provide condensate from the condenser
hotwell to the sue, ion of the main feedwater pumps. The condensate pumps can discharge to
either low pressure heater train through the nonnally opened cross-tie (2CV-3-1) valve. Each
condensate pump is capable of providing fifty percent of rated full power flow. ' Die
condener hotwell provides a reservoir of condensate (75,000 gal.) for the system and
provides a suction pressure for the t. "in condensate pumps. The Condensate Storage Tank
also is available for supplying condensate make-up, but it is considered a recovery since it is
not automatically actuated.

After leaving the condensate pumps, How is divided into two parallel paths and ws through
two trains of low pressure heaters (2E3A/B 2E7A/B). A normally open cross tic (2CS 6-1)
valve is located between heaters 2E3A/B and 2E4A/B to allow the flow to switch trains if one
train is blocked. The heater drain pumps discharge into their respective heater trains
downstream of 2E3A/B heaters.

During normal plant operation, the feedwater pumps provide controlled feedwt.;r flow to
each steam generator via th: variable speed control. The feedwater block valves, feedwater
regulating valves, and the feedwater bypass valves are open at full power. Feedwater tiow
during normal operation and after reactor trip is controlled by the F:edwater Control System
(FWCS) Both main feedwater pumps are running to provide necessary feedwater flow. At
less than 50% power output, two condensate pumps and one main feedwater pump provide
flow. If power is greater than 50%, anot' ,r condensate pump and a second feedwater punn
are started to help provide flow, and the fourth condensate pump is in standby. Bot t
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:

circulating water purnps are running. One of the Condenser Vacuum pumps is running with
'

- the other in standby.

l The main feedwater system consists of two variable speed turbine driven pumps which take
j their suction downstream of feedwater heaters 2E3A and B and discharge to the Steam

Generators. The feedwater system is cross tied at both the suction and the discharge of thei

: feedwater pumps. Either feedwater pump is designed to supply either steam generator. At

4.
the discharge of the pumps, the feedwater flows throu2h two parallel feed control valves: one
feedwater regulating valve and one bypass valve. Each set of valves controls the flow to one

j steam generator. Steam generator A receives flow through regulating valve 2CV-0748 and
j bypass valve 2CV 0753, while steam generator B receives flow from regulatng valve 2CV.
~

0740 and bypass valve 2CV-0744. On loss of instrument air to the control s alves, the bypass
. valves (2CV 0744/53) r il closed, but the regulating valves will fail as is. Lube-oil coohng isa
! provided for the feedwater pumps by the component cooling system. Each feedwater pump

can safely operate and maintain plant output up to 80% rated power in the event that one
feedwater pump is out of service. Protective trip logic for the feedwater pump turbines is also
provided.;

) Eecdwater control System anvCSI
'

This system uses flow differentials between steam now and feedwater flow and steam
; generator level to control the amount of flow from the feed. vater regulating and bypass valves

to the steam generator. De FWCS monitors flow into and out of the steam generators, as
well as steam generator level to match feedwater flow demand..

;

j If the FWCS fails to close the regulating valve or if instrument air is lost to the regulating

iO- valve, the steam generator will be overfilled resulting in a loss of main feedwater via isolation
by the main feedwater block valves. These valves must be rese: by the operator in order to re-
establish flow to the steam generators.

Main Steam System (MS)

The main steam system is designed to remove the heat generateu in the Nuclear Steam Supply
; System (NSSS) during normal load, plant startup, hot standby, hot shutdown and normal
~

cooldown conditions, as well as pemiit load reductions of up to full load, even if the
condenser is not available. This function is accomplished by means of the Steam Dump and
Bypass Control System (SDBCS) in conjunction with Engineered Safety Features Actuation-

'
System (ESFAS) and/or main steam safety relief valves.

,

The Main Steam system supplies dry, superheated steam to the high pressure turbine and to
; the moisture separator reheaters during normal operation . It alsc supglies steam to the

turbine gland seals during low load, to the main feedwater pumps steam turbine drivers during
low loads or whenever low pressure steam is not sufficient, and to the emergency feedwater

i pump turbine driver when %th main feedwater pumps fail to provide flow to the steam
; generators.

ne main steam safety relief valves (2PSV10021006 for SG A and 2PSV10521056 for SG.,

B) provide protection of the steam generators and the main steam lines. He total capacity of
. the safety valves is sufficient to pass greater than 100 percent of the steam flow g nerated at
'

rated load.

Main steam (2CV-1010-1 and 1060 2) and main feedwater (2CV 1023-2,1024 1,1073-2, and'O 1074-1) block valves provide a way to isolate a steam generator following a tube rupture or a
main steam line break. The main steam block valves fail closed on loss of instrument air. In

:
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0addition to an instrument air header, an accumulator is available to ptuvide instrument air to
these valves as a backup to prevent unwanted steam generator isolations, h
Steam Dump and Bypass Control System (SDBCS)

The steam dump and bypass control system controls the operation of the turbine bypass valves
and atmospheric dump valves. During nomtal plant operation, the atmospheric dump valves
(2CV 0301,0305,1001, and 1051) are not controlled automatically by the SDBCS due to
procedural limitations. The turbine bypass valves (2CV 0302,0303 and 0306) exist to prcvide
steam to the condenser during load reductions and after reactor trip. These valves operre
using instrunent air as their mo*ive power. The turbine bypass valves and tne two ADVs
downstreara of the main steam block valve fait closed on loss of instrument air, while the
upstream ADVs (2CV 1001,1051) fall opened on loss of instrument air.

Circulatinc Water System

The circulating water is designed for divided flow coolin", water through the low pressui
co:.densers and then via crossover piping to the divided high pressure condensers. The
purpose of the circulating water system is cooling and condensing the steam in the condenser.
The circulating water pum?s (2P3A/BT draw water from the cooling tower basin. Each
circulating water pump is cesigned to provide fifty percent of rated full power Dow. The -

pump lines discharge into a common header upstream of the low pressure condenser

Cendenser Vacuum System

The Condenser Va:uum System consists of two,100% capacity, exhauster assemblies which
act to remove noncondensible gases and from the main condenser during plant startup,
cooldown and nomul operation. Normally one exhauster assembly is used to remove the
gases via air ejectors and keep the condenser pressure at 1 inch liga. This is referred to as a
holding mode. If the pressure increases to 4 in, lig Abs. the second assembly is automatically
started and will remain running to hold condenser pressure at the nonnal ope 4 ting level. If
the pressure ir. creases to 5 inches liga, the air ejectors are bypassed allowing ta full capacity
of the vacuum pumps to be utilized. This method of operation is referred to as hogging.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumtitions

1) Controlled feedwater Dow from one feedwater pump and at least one
t

condensate pump to at least one steam generator through the feedwater bypass
valves must be provided. Circulating water must be provided by at least one
circulating water pump to the condenser. The main steam system must supply
steam to the feedwater pump turbine and to the condenser via at least one
turbine bypass valve.

2) Same as success criteria for No. I except pertaining only to steam generator B.

3) One of three turbine bypass valves open automatically to reduce system
pressure due to reactor tnp or greater than 10% load reduction.

4) One of 3 turbine bypass valves or one of four ADVs is oper.ed by the operator.
'Ihe success criteria is only for SG B; therefore one of three turbine bypass
s alves or one of two atmospheric dump valves on the intact steam generator or
the downstream ADV on the isolated steam generator fail to open for

a
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|
|

i
|

1 The following assumpti; ns were made in developing the Power Conversion System faul' tree: |

1) At the time of the reactor trip, the turbine trip selector was set to 2K2A, which,

i causes feedwater pump turbine A and feedwater pump 2PI A to trip leaving
|

only feedwater pump B to supply the load,
i

; 2) Prior to reactor trip, condensate pump 2P2A/B/C are running and condensate
> ump 2P2D is in standby. The reactor trip will trip condensate pump C.4

Jnicss condensate pump D has failed dudng the mission time and is cut for.

maintenance, it is assumed that pump D control is in AUTO So that it will|
automatically start given the failure of either operating pump. Note that 2P2D;

| te t and maintenance value is 4 times single pump T&M value to account for
3 T&M on all 4 pumps.

)~ 3) Diversion of flow from the feedwater pumps is not considered a system failure,
since main feedwater bypass valves will prevent overfilling of the steam

. generator upon closure of the recirculating valves (2CV 0741/0749), and if the
) recirculating valves open fully, another condensate pump will start in order to

provide flow to the steam generators.e

4) Diversion of flow from the condensate pumps through the recirculation lines>

; (2CV-0662/0663) to the condenser is not considered a system failure since
j these valves are fully open after trip. If more than one condensate pump is
-

available, excessive diversion would start another condensate pump, and if the
; vahes closed, discharge pressure would not be high enesgh to cause a
; feedwater pump turbine trip. Circular flow through the tripped condensate
i pump is not modeled since it is highly unlikely that check valve 2CS lC will

% not divert enough flow from the operating condensate pumps to cause
insuf0cient flow to the main feedwater pump, and if the operating condensate
pumps cannot provide sufficient flow to the feedwater pump condensate pump.

D wi:' auto-start on low pressure to make up flow.

5) No credit is taken for the heater drain flow supplied to the feedwater pumps
'

header by the heater drain pumps, since they alone cannot provide sufficient
<

main feedwater flow to the steam generators.;
.

. 6) Since the two normally operating trains coming into the condenser from the'

circulating water header only contain manual valves, failure of these trains is
ignored as insignificant relative to the failure of the upstream MOV's and;

; pumps.
4

7) Post trip mission time failure is ignored as insignificant for those components
i whose failure prior to the initiating event would go unannounced. A mission,

tirne of 18 months is assumed in the absence of specific test and maintenance
requirements.

'

8) Sinu spening of any of the SDBCS valves will provide sufficient relief to the
steam generators, failure of all three TBVs and of at least 3 of 4 ADVs to open
after operator initiation is modeled simply as the common mode failure of the>

suppon systems to the valves; valve hardware failures have been ignored.

9) Operator action,to open the TBVs or the ADVs is assumed to be included in,

sequence analysis report event.

.
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10)Since all thtre turbine bypass valves must fail to open in order to fail to provide
sufficient steam to the condenser, their failure is modeled as a common mode

'

failure of the support systems to the valves. Furthermore, the failure of the
.

condenser structure itself is considered to be an insignificant event relative to
the numerous other failure modes of the adjoining systems.

II)The feedwater pump turbines and pumps are cooled by the main feedwateri

'trbine oil system; failure data for the turbine-driven pumps in the database
includes the failure of the oil bearing system, as well as for the governor and
stop valves. CCW and AC power supply failure to the oil pumps is modeled;.

loss of DC, which is redundant to the AC for control power, is not modeled as
loss of AC control power would, by itself, trip the turbine due to loss of
control power.

12)Feedwater pump turbine protective trip:

(1) 'ne failure of the thrust bearing wear transmitter is modeled using data for
" pressure transmitter fails high".

(2) Due to the number of single instrum.atation failures that could trip the
turbine, trips due to multiple failures (2 of 3, or AND failures) are
ignored as they would not be a significant contributor to unwanted trips
compared to the single failures.

13) Plugging of flow elements in the main feedwater lines and rupture of the shell
side aeat exchangers are considered insignificant failure contributors and so are '

omitted from the model.

14) Failure of the Condensate Cleanup and the Steam Generator Blowdown
Demineralizer systems, which act to maintain chemicals in the condenser and
steam generators respectively, will not effect the running of CFWS system and
therefore are not modeled.

15) individual electro-pneumatic and solenoid valves to the feedwater regulating
valves are not modeled, because these failures would be dominated by the
common mode failure of the instrument air and multiple solenoid paths to these
valves exist.

16) Failure of the cross-connect valve (2CS 3-1) it, not considered because the
failure of this valve will not significantly increase the failure of flow from the
condensate pumps, since all three pumps still would have to fail in order to fail
te provide flow to either heater train.

17) Failure of fast transfer to Startup Trarv.former #3 after a turbine trip is
modeled only as a failure et the load sheddmg relay in buses 2Al and 2A2.
Other failures are modeled in the AC Power Tree. -

18) Service water make-up to the Cooling Tower Basin is not modeled ;ince the
basin has enough water to supply the circulating water pumps for 24 hoen;
without make-up. Drainage of the Cooling Tower Basin is considered instead.

O
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19) Although failure of the system due to spurious MSIS applies to failure of the
condensate pumps, mam feedwater pumps, and the main steam and feedwater
block valves, it is modeled only for the failure of the turbine bypass valves to
open to avoid duplicate modeling. Note this event does appear as a single
event near the top of the cutset report.

20) Recirculation of accumulator air to the IA system is considered an insignificant
failure since both check valves must allow backflow for this failure to occur.

21)1he Condenser Vacuum System is assumed to be in a holding mode rather than
a hogging mode when the reactor trips.

12)The piping between the condensate and feedwater pumps consists of 2 parallel
headers with 3 crosstie lines. Each header consists of nomully open mriual
valves,2 of the crosstie headers have single nonnally open manual valves , and
the third crosstie has a nomially open motor-operated valve. Since many paths
exist to provide flow to the feedwater pumps and the failure probability for
each valve is low (~1.E 6), the failure to provide flow to the feedwater pumps
through this piping is insignificant.

System Interfacc

The following suppon systems interface with the Power Conversion System:

AC power supplies are needed to operate equipment in the power conversion.

system such as pumps, valves, the SDBCS and the FWCS.

DC pow er supplies are needed to operate condensate pump switchgear to open-

and close condensate pump breakers and nuin feedwater pump turbine tuming
gear.

Instrument air to operate the main steam block valves, main feedwater.

regulating and bypass valves, the steam dump and bypass control valves, and
the condenser recirculation valves.

ESFAS provides a main steam isolation signal (MSIS) to close the main steam.

and main feedwater block valves and to stop the condensate pumps and main
feedwater pumps.

Component Cooling Water is supplied to the condensate pump motor bearings-

and to the tube oil coolers.

Specific points of interface are identified in the component level matrix listed in Table 3.2 6.

O
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Al.ll Primary Pressure System (PPCS) &
(RCS) W

System Functions

The Primary Pressure Control System (PPCS) functions to maintain reactor coolant system
3ressure at its design setpoint of 2250 psia during small transients by control of proportional
Teaters and use of pressurizer spray.

Desien and Oncration

The PPCS is designed to maintain reactor coolant system pressure at its design setpoint by
using heaters and sprays. The PPCS operates during small operating transients (less than 10%
change in power) and design transients. Two safety relief valves provide protection against
overpressurization. Feed and bleed and low temperature overpressunzation lines are present
to provide a way to nduce system pressure to allow operanon of the decay heat removal
system (cold shutduwn).

The pressurizer pressure control system consists of two pressure measurement and alarm
channels. Each of the channels contams a pressure transmitter, a bistable which supplies an
alarm, and a bistable which actuates the backup heaters. The operator relects the channel
manually from the control room. The pressurizer controller is a proportional controller, which
compares the pressure signal to the setpoint, and generates a vanable voltage signal which is
used to control the proportional heaters and spray valves.

The pressure control equipment includes two banks of proportional heaters, each containing
twelve 12.5 kw immersion heaters. Four banks of backt.p heaters exist; each bank contains h-eighteen 12.5 kw heaters. These heaters are on/off controlled by a bistable in the pressure
control circuit. These heaters can also be activated or de activated through hand switches.

A single spray nozzle is supplied by two spray lines. Each spray line contains an automatic
motor operated spray control valve which is used to control the amount of spray into the
pressurizer as a function of pressurizer pressure. Spray coolant is provided by discharge lines
from reactor coolant pumps 2P32A and 2P328. An auxiliary presstizer spray line provides
flow from the chemical and volume control system when the reactor coolant pumps are not
asallable. This system must be manually operated.

Component cooling water to the reactor coolant pumps is stopped upon receiving a
containment isolation actuation signal (CIAS). The containment isolation signal is only given
by two of four high containment pressure signals. High containment pnssure can only be
reached by two accidents: a LOCA or a major steam line break inside containment. In either
event, the reactor will be tripped on a low pressurizer pressure, then the operator will trip the
pumps.

The auxiliary pressurizer spray is also used during a natural circulation cooldown as a safety-
related means of RCS depressurization to achieve shutdown cooling system initiation
conditions.

Two safety relief valves (2PSV-4633 and 2PSV-4634) provide overpressure protection in
case reactor pressure reaches 2500 psia.

In addition, the LTOP and high point vent lines can be manually opened to vent the
pressurizer to allow HPI cooling for cold shutdown. |

| 1

,

|
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During nomial operations, a group of proportional heaters is controlled to maintain operating
Og pressure. If the pressure falls below the setpoint, additional heaters are energized to raise the ;

system pressure. If the system pressure rises above the setpoint, the heaters are de-energized '

and the spray valves (2CV-4651 and 2CV-4652) are proportionally opened to increase the
spray Dow rate as the pressure rises.'

The system is automatically controlled during normal operations, but may be switched to
manual control at any time from the control room. The measurement channel may also be
selected from the control room. Under automatic control, the pressure connol system
generates a proponional output signal based on the measured pressure and the pressure
serpoint. The proponional output signal is supplied to the proportional heaters, which go,

from full power to zero power as the pressure controller output cycles fmm 25 psi below
serpoint to 25 psi above setpoint. As the pressure controller output cycles from 25 psi above
the serpoint to 40 psi above the setpoint, the normal spray valves cycle from fully closed to
fully open. The backup heaters are automatically activated if the pressurizer pressure
continues to fall after the proponional heaters have reached full power.

The auxiliary spray line from the chemical and volume control system may also be utilized in
,

the event that the reactor coolant pumps are not available. Two charging pumps are required
in order to provide a spray now rate of 37 gpm, with at least one charging isolation valve
closed. The auxiliary spray line must be manually initiated, which involves opening valve
2CV-4824 2 and closing charging isolation valves 2CV-4827-2 and 2CV 4831-2. One
charging pump is normally in operation. Therefore, an additional charging pump must be
started in order to provide the required flow rate. Flow may be supplied to the charging
pumps from the volume control tank, the boric acid makeup tanks, the chemical addition tank,
or the refueling water storage tank.

During normal operation the charging pumps receive flow from the VCT, but a signal from
SIAS closes the VCT discharge valve and starts the boric acid makeup pumps (2P39A/B) and
opens two gravity feed valves (2CV-49201 and 2CV-4921-1) to provide flow from the boric

,

acid makeup tanks. One of the BAM pumps is normally operating to provide boron to the
system, Each of the BAM pumps has a flow capacity greater than the combined flow of the
charging pumps. In the event of failure of the BAM pumps, the gravity feed lines will provide
flow to the charging pumps.

A method of venting the pressurizer to allow high pressure injection cooling is provided by
opening nonnally closed motor-operated valves 2CV-46981 and 2CV-4740-2 in the high;

'

point vent line or motor-operated valves 2CV-4730-1,2CV-4731-2, and 2CV-4741-1 in the
LTOP lines. Pressure relief valves 2PSV-4732 and 2PSV-4742 are set to open at a
pressurizer pressure of greater than 450 psia. All of the motor-operated valves must be
manually opened from the control room using hand switches.

Success Criteria and Major Assumptions

The success criterion for the Primary Pressure Control System is as follows:

1) Feed and bleed system is successfulif the operator opens either LTOP line or
the high point vent line for initiation of HPI cooling.

2) The pressure control system is successful if the control logic and pressure
transmitter detect a high pressure, and tum off the proponional and backup
heaters and open the normal spray valves.

,

-
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3) The pressurizer spray system is successful if spray flow is delivered from the
norma' pressurizer spray system or the auxi'iary pressurizer spray system .

; through at least I spray control valve to the spray nozzle.

The following assumptions were made in developing the PPCS fault tree:
4

, 1) Both proportional and backup pressurizer heaters are assumed to be initially
' operaung.

2) Failare of the backup heaters to de-energize is modeled using logic circuit
failure data to indicate the bistable failure.

3) Spray flow through one control valve will provide adequate heat removal.

I 4) Both pressure channels must fail to fail the system; the operator failure to
switch channels is assumed to be included in the event OPER-1. So this fault
tree assumes that both channels will be tried if the first channel fails.,

5) Assurnption, number 4 also applies for the spray valve switch, which is a 3<

position switch. This fault tree assumes that the opera:or will place the switch
in the "both" position. Failure to do so is assumed to be included in the event
OPER-1.

6) Only supply from the boric acid makeup tanks is considered available for the
charging pumps, since the volume control tank is isolated on SIAS which will
occur following SGTR. However the VCT is a recovery event if both SIAS
channels 1 and 2 to BAMT's fail because a signal from SIAS-1 isolates the
VCT.

7) Charging pump A is assumed openting at the start of the transient. Charging
pump B is modeled as the standby pump and pump C is the backup pump when
the transient occurs.

8) Failure of the charging pump discharge pulsation dampers and/or suction
stabilizers is not considered a failure of the system.

! 9) Operator actions to open the auxiliary spray valves, and close the charging
i isolation valves are assumed to be included in event OPER-9.

10) Spray bypass valves RC-8A and RC-8B will not effect the successful operation
of the spray line; therefore these valves are not modeled in this system.

|

| 11) Boric acid makeup pump A is initially aligned to supply boric acid to the VCr
but does not run continuously. Therefore both BAM pumps receive a signal

; from SIAS to start,

j 12) Both charging pump isolation lines must be closed in order for sufficient flow
: to be available for auxiliary spray cooling.
I

13) Leakage of the boric acid makeup tank is not considered credible in this model
because in addition to tank leakage, failure of the level transmitter, failure of
the control room alarm, and failure of the operator to align another source &

| would have to occur. T
|

i
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14) Failure of the operator to open LTOP and high point vent valves is assumed to
i be included in OPER-2, OPER 3, and OPER-8.

15) Failure of the BAM pump resculation lines to close on SIAS signal will not
divert sufficient flow from the charging pumps to cause a failure of the system.-

System Interfaces

The following support systems interface with the Pnmary Pressure Control System:*

i

AC power for pressurizers heaters and reactor coolant pumps,*
.

; DC power for Pressure Control System, ECCS and LTOP/ECCS valves.-

,

Chemical and Volume Control System for auxiliary spray..

Component Cooling System for RCP seal and mote r bearing cooling.*

Specific points of interface are identified in the component 1: vel matrix listed in Table 3.2-6.

:

:O
;

,

6

8

i

!

i

!

!

I

(O
(i)

:i
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A1.12 Safety Injection Tanks (SIT)

System Functions

The function of the Safety Injection Tanks (SIT) system is to reflood and cool the core during
the time period between the occurrence of a large pipe break and the injection of coohnt by
tb safety injection pumps. Failure of this system may result in the inability of the ECCS to
prevent core geometry alteration, clad metal water reactions, or fuel melt.

Desien and Ooeration

The Safety Injection Tanks are provided to flood the reactor core with borated water
following depressurization as a result of a LOCA. The system automatically floods the core
when the RCS pressure drops below approximately 610 psig and is self-contained, self-
actuating and passive in nature.

The system consists of four tanks containing borated water and pressurized by nitrogen. The
tanks contain sufficient water to recover the core, even if the entire contents of one tank is
discharged through a pipe break and all water that is injected prior to the end of the RCS
blowdown is assumed lost. Each tank is connected to one RCS cold leg by a separate line.
Two series check valves isolate each tank frora the RCS during normal opera: ion. Each tank
is also equipped with a motor operated fail as-is isolation valve with interlocks to the,

pressurizer pressure measurement channels. These valves are opened and power to the motor
operators removed when RCS pressure is above 700 psia. However, since % valve must be
open for the SITS to discharge, the interlecks supply an "open" signal upu Se RCS pressere
increasing to 715 psia. In addition to this, a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) will also
supply an "open" signal to these valves.

The tanks are protected against overpressurization by relief valves set at 700 psig. The valves
relieve to the containment atmosphere and are sized to protect the tanks against the maximum
fill rate ofliquid or gas. Redundant and diverse level and pressure instrumentation is provided
to monitor the tanks during plant operation. Sampling capabilities also exist to allow
verification of the proper boron concentration in the water.

During normal power operations, the SIT tanks are pressurized, the isolation valves are open
and the power to the operators removed. During a LOCA event, the check valves open w hen
pressure falls below the SIT tank pressure and the contents of the tanks are discharged into
the RCS through .he same injection nozzles used by the HPSI and LPSI systems. No
operator action is required to activate this function.

Syccess Criteria and Maior Assumotions

| The SIT's are required to mitigate core melt as a result of a LOCA. The safely analysis
assumes that the entire contents of one tank is lost thrcugh the break so a failure of two out of

! the four tanks is assumed to be required to fail the system.

The following assumptions were made in developing the Safety Injection Tanks system fault
tree.

1) Two of the four tanks are conservatively assumed to be required to prevent
core melt.

2) Since valves 2CV-5003-1, 2CV-5023-1, 2CV-5043-1, and 2CV-5063-1 are hlocked open and the motor operator power locked open, a misposition fault is
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- modeled as a spuricus transfeis closed event since the time of the last
functional test. A manual valve type code was used to do this.

3) The loss of nitrogen pressure via the nitrogen fill line is considered negligible
since it would require loss of titrogen pressure in that system and failure of the
connecting valves.

4) Level loss thrugh the draining, filling, or sampling piping is considered
negligible due to the required failure of numerous valves and level
instruments / alarms.

5) It is assumed that miscalibration of one level or pressure transmitter on a tank
means that the other level or pressure transmitter is also miscalibrated.

6) Only one train of redundant level / pressure instrumentation for a tank will be in
test or maintenance at a given time.

7) No credit is taken for the wide range level / pressure instruments since they do
not have alarm capability.

8) Check valves 2SI-15A-D are shared with the LPSI system. Therefore, the
mission times used are the same as those required by LPSI (24 hours) rather
than I hour required by SIT, This artificially increases the probability of failure
of SIT but is needed to avoid conflict with the LPSI model. The probability
code used, C=3,is also consistent with the LPSI model.

System Interfaces

System interfaces pertinent to the fault tree development consist of the AC*

power supplies for the vent, fill and drain valves and the pressure and level
mstrumentation. Since the isolation valves are normally open and their
breakers locked open during operation, there is no interface with the power
supply for the motor operators.

The injection line and one isolation check valve is shared with the safety*

injection systems.

A loss of power to the pressure instmments results in a low pressure indication.,

and alarm and, fcr the level instruments, a loss of power causes a low level
indication and alarm.

>

No single failure of an interface system will cause failure of the SIT system+

Specific points of interface are identified in the component level maaix listed in Table 3.2 6.
.
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A1.13 Senice Water System (SW)

System Functions

During normal operations, and following a reactor trip, without SIAS, MSIS or CCAS, the
SWS takes water from the Lake and supplies coo ing water to plant equipment. De
discharge also serves as the make-up water supply to the Cooting Tower. The system
supplies cooling water following a SIAS or MSIS except that non-safety loads are isolated
and flow is directed to safety related cooling loads. He Engineered Safety Features
Actuation System (ESFAS) generates a Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS) and a Safety
injection Actuation Signal (SIAS) either of which will realign the SWS loads as well as switch
the cooling water discharge from the lake and Cooling Tower to the Emergency Cooling Pond
(ECP). The operators must manually switch the suction to the ECP if the lake source is not
available.

System Desien and OELumn

The system is composed of three pumps (one stand by) and two loops. The pumps have a
design capacity of 12,000 gpm each. Each pump dmws water from its own service water bay
which is isolated from the other two. The discharge is auto aligned to the ECP following a
MSIS or SI AS but the operators can manually switch back to the lake.

The Au(iliary Cooling Water Loop (ACW) is also modeled because it is assumed to cause a
turbine trip if lost for a long enough period of time. The ACW discharges back into the
SWS, The Component Cooling Water System (CCW)is modeled to provide a transfer to that
system's nuiel.

During no mal operation two pumps supply loops I & II, as well as, the ACW, and the
remaining pump is in stand-by. Loops 1 & 11 are isolated by two of the four cross-over valves
depending on which loop pump 2P4B is aligned with. The pumps are rotated in order to
equalize wear. The power source for 2P4B is also switched according to which loop it is
supplying.

The system is automatically isolated from ACW, CCW, and the fuel pool heat exchanger and
the water discharge is switched from the lake to the ECP when an SIAS or MSIS is received.
This ensures that the safety loads which are also automatically added on will receive adequate
flow. The operators can override the ECP rdignment and switch the discharge back to tha
lake, but must manually switch the source from the lake to the ECP if required.

Success Criteria and Maior Assumotions

Service Water is required by ACW and CCW but both are isolated on MSIS or SIAS. Only
loss of ACW is assumed to result in a reactor trip although it would not be immediate. One
loop of SW is required for safe shutdown. Since SW is a support system, the model has a top
event for each loop which transfers to the systems which require SW.

The following assumptions were made in de<cloping the Service Water system fault tree:

1) 2P4A & 2P4B are assumed to be aligned to loop I with 2P4A running and
supplying ACW.

/

2) The failure of the lake source is assumed to fail the system since manual
operation is required to switch the suction to ECP.

.
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3) 2P4t is running supplying loop II and isolated from loop I and ACW.
, (-

4) Since 2P4A & 2P4C are assumed to be running, then only 2P4B can be in test
and maintenance.

5) Failure to isolate ACW will result in failure ofloop I, ifisolation is required. A,

house event is included for cases where ACW isolation is required.

6) Failure to isolate the fuel pool heat exchanger from a loop will result in failure.

; of that loop, ifisolation is required. A house event is included for those cases.
,

; 7) Failure to isolate CCW from a loop will result in failure of that loop, if
isolation is required. A house event is included for those cases.

! 8) Failure to align the SWS to the ECP will not result in failure of either loop
because there will still be a discharge path to the lake or the Cooling Tower.

: 9) Failure of the stand-by SW pump's discharge check valve to prevent back flow
is not considered to be credible.

,

: 10)The only credible lake source failure is plugging of the traveling screens, e.g.
shad runs or possibly icing.

4

"

Svstem Interfaces

The following suppert systems interfaces wit the Service Water system:

AC power for pumps and valves..

; DC power for pump motor control power..

ESFAS for actuation signals MSIS and SIAS.4 .

As a support system, the SWS interfaceuhe following system:

Auxiliary Cooling Water (ACW) System-

Component Coonng Water (CCW) System.

] Containment Spray System (CS).

Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System-

High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI/CVCS).

Low Pressure Safety Injection (LPSI/SCS)-

Specific points ofinterface are identified in the component level matdx listed in Table 3.2-6.
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A2 Level 2 PRA Analysis:

A2.1 Containment Isolation System (CIS)

System Functions
,

The purpose of the Containment Isolation System is to provide the means of confining any
<

type of radioactive release with-in the containment during a postulated accident, such as a
Loss of Coolant (LOCA) and Main Steam Line Break (MSLB). The containment isolation

.

system for ANO-2 is formed by applying common criteria to penetrations in the various fluid
,

systems, and by using containment
,

to actuate the appropriate valves. pressure, and in some penetrations a safety injection signal,
To provide containment integrity, each penetration has a

leak tight seal with adequate provisions for movement between the pipe lines and the
containment structure during operation.

,

Desien and Oneration

!
The design basis for the CIS is to minimize the release of radioactive material from the;

containment by closing all fluid penetrations not serving accident consequence limiting
systems, so that the site boundary thyroid and whole body doses from radioactive material

,

escaping through the containment penetrations plus the doses from other sources during any
.

postulated accident are within the limits of 10CFR 100.;

The containment isolation systems are designed to provide at least a double barrier to the'

escape of radioactive material at each fluid penetration through the containment liner plate.
Double barriers are provided to ensure that no single, credible failure or malfunction of an

.

active or passive system component can result in loss of isolation or significant leakage.O memes oriee' te8 ties eti 8 triers ie >> ia srstems thet 8erve e coet2< meet isoiettee r##ctio"
A

has been provided.
The capability to periodically test the operability of all containment

isolation valves which must operate to achieve isolation has also been provided.1

The pipe penetrations are small openings having an inside diameter less than 2.5 times the
'

containm;nt thickness. The purpose of these penetratiom. ; the transfer of fluids and air to
and from the containment.

| further divided into three groups. These are: Based on their functions, the containment pipe penetreions are.

,

1. Spare Piping Penetrations -
'

,

The spare penetrations are empty penetrations covered with inner seal plate
inside the containment and a cap outside the containment. There are a total of

,

18 spare piping penetrations.

2. Fuel Transfer Penetrations -,

!

The fuel transfer penetration (2C-3) is used to move fuel between the refuelingi-

cavity in Containment and the spent fuel storage in the Auxiliary Building.

The transfer tube penetration consists of a 36-in diameter transfer tube. The
end of the penetration sleeve is sealed to the transfer canal liner plate in
Containment. The tnmsfer tube is sealed inside containment with a flange andgasket.

Outside the Containment the fuel transfer tube is isolated with a 36-inch, manual gate valve normally locked closed.

O1
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3. Mechanical Penetrations - g
Mechanical Penetrations are used to move fluids and air between Containment
and other buildings or the outer atmosphere. Thee is a total of 53 mechanical
penetrations, in all cases where the system penetrating the cont"nment is, or
is capable of being operated during normal reactor plant o} cation, the
penetra: ions are equipped with automatically-operated valves, actuated by the
Safeguards Control System. In a restricted number of cases, when the system
is inactive during reactor operation, manually operated containment isolation
valves are employed.

Containment isolation valves arrangements are classified in three groups, as fonows:

Class A: Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundarv (RCPfD

Each line that is part of the RCPB and penetrates the primary reactor containment will meet
one of the following conditions:

1) One locked closed isolation valve inside and one locked closed isolation valve
outside containment: or

2) One automatic isolation valve inside and one locked closed isolation valve
outside containment; or

3) One locked closed isolation valve inside and one automatic isolation valve
outside containment; or

9
4) One automatic isolation valve inside and one utomatic isolation valve outside

containment; or

5) Some other acceptable design basis such as instrument lines. In all of the
above cases a simple check valve can not be used as the automatic isolation
valve outside containment.

Isolation valves outside containment are located as close to containment as practical and upon
loss of actuating power, automatic isolation valves are designed to take the position that
provides greater safety.

Class B: Containment Atmosobere Exoosed1vstems

Each line that connects directly to the containment atmosphere and penetrates the primary
reactor containment will meet one of the following conditions:

1) One locked closed isolation valve insi& ad one locked closed isolation valve
outside containment; or

2) One automatic isolation valve inside and one locked closed isolation valve
outside containment; or

3) One locked closed isolation valve inside and one automatic isolation valve
outside containment; or

4) One automatic isolation valve inside and one automatic isolation valve outside
containment; or

|

|

,
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O 5) Some other acceptable design basis such as instrument lines. In all of the
above cases a simple check vahe can not be used as the automatic isolation
valve outside containment.

Isolation valves outside containny:nt shall te located as close to the containment as practical
,

and upon loss of actuating power, automatic isolation valves shall be designed to take the
position that provides greater safety,(Criteria 56).

During nonnal operation, the containment isolation system is on standby for possible

( emergency operation. Normal operation entails::

Spare Pipine Penetrations - During all modes of operation the spare piping
penetrations are nonnally closed by a seal plate on the inside and a cap on the
outside.

Fuel Transfer Penetration - During nonnal power operation, the fuel transfer
penetration is nomially closed by a flange and gasket and a normal gate valve.

'(
high:31cd Penetrations During normal power operation, a total of 53
different mechanical penetrations could be either open or closed, depending on
the system they are associated with.

Transient Post Accident Operation;

Spare Pinine Penetrations The spare penetrations are closed.

Fuel Transfer Penetratien The Lc! transfer penetration is closed.

Mechanical Penetrations Dun % post-accident operation the non-essential
mechanical penetrations (associated with the Enginecting Safeguard System)
will be closed.

Success Criteria and Major Assumotions

The success criteria for this system is integrity of the containment isolation for non-essential
penetrations. These include the piping penetrations asscciated with systems which are not
required for the Engineering Safeguard System.

The following assumptions were made in developing the Service Water system fault tree:

1) Class A, B, and C penetrations are divided into three subclasses: 1, 2, and 3.
The system model developed is based on these three subclasses:

a) Subclass 1 (Class A 1, B 1.wd C-1) penetrations are normally open.
They are considered non essential since they are not required for the
Engineering Safeguards Systems. During Post Accident cc: ditions the
main purpose is to isolate these non-essential type of penetrations to
avoid the release of radioactivig outside the containment. All of the
subclass 1 penetrations are modeled in the Containment Isolation fault
tree.

9 b) Subclass 2 (Class A-2, B 2 and C-2) penetrations are normally closed
and never opened during operation. This subclass of penetrations were
not modeled since they are protected by at least two normally closed
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'

valves. Therefore, for containment isolation to fah at least two
nonnally closed valves must transfer open. Typical failure rates
depending on the type of valve and the exposure time would make
failures i.: 'hese valves much less than in penetrations wherr valves
must change states.

c) Subclass 3 (Class A 3, B 3 and C-3) penetrations are essential valves.
These pt:trations are required for the Engineering Safeguards
Systems and will not be modeled.

2) The following check valves were modeled since they will be shut closed if the
pressure inside containment is higher than the pressure outside containment:

2P3 2RV5A.

2P4 2FW 5B.

2P51 2AC 49-

2P52 2CCW-38.

2P40 2FS 37+

2P41 2N21-

3) The CIS fault tree is setup to allow level 2 analysts to study CIAS and MSIS
failure independent from each otte.. Containment isolation valves that receive
double actuation signals were model under their primay actuation signal. For
irNance, containment isolation valves associated with Penetration # 6 receive
GA3 and SIAS. Even though these valves model both actuation signals, they
were model under the CIAS branch of the fault tree.

System Interf e

Spare Piping Penetrations - The spare piping penetrations do not interface with-

any other system.

Fuel Transfer Penetration - The fuel transf n penetrations do not interface with-

any other system.

Mechanical Penetrations The mechanical penetrations in the CIS interface.

with the following systems, without dependence on them for successful
operation, either during or after an accident.

. Chilled Water System (AC): Penetrations 51 & 59

Boron Management System (BMS): Penetration 69.

Containment Spray Syaem (BS): Penetrations 17,23, 56, & 67 W.

i

|

| \
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Component Cooling Water (CCW): Penetrat!ons 52 & 60.

Containment Vent }{eader (CVli): Penetration 31.

-!

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS): Penetrations 14,18,34, & 39.

Emergency Feedwater System (EFW): Penetrations 35 & 65 5.

Fire Protection System (FS): Penetration 40.

Feedwater System (FW): Penetrations 3 & 4.

liydrogen Purge System 01PA): Penetrations 6 & 58.

liigh Pressure Safety Injection GiPSI): Penetrations 5,11,25 & 30.

Instrument Air System (IA): Penetration 46.

Imw Pressure Safety Injection (LPI): Penetrations.

10,15,24,29 & 33

Liquid Water Managemera System (LRW): Penetration.

''O -

Main Steam System (MS): Penetrations 1 & 2.

Nitrogen Supply System (N ): Penetrations 9 & 41.
2

|

|

Reactor Bldg. Purge Air System (PA): Penetrations V1 & V2.

Primary Sampling System (PS): Penetration 8.

Service Air System (SA): Penetration 43.

Shu:down Cooling (SDC): Penetration 27. *

Steam Generator Secondary / Blowdown System (SGS): Penetrations 7,32, &.

64

. Sampling System (SS): Penetration 37

Service Water (SW): Penetrat,ons 20,21,55 & 63-

O
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Undesignated Systems: g> a

Refueling Canal Recirculation Line: Penetration 19

Plant lleating Return: Penetration 42

Plant lleating Supply: Penetration 48

Cantainment Test Connection: Penetration 62

The following systems supply support functions for the successfu| ope:ation of the CIS:

lD; Slectric Power DC electric power is required for operation of the ;
pnaboning solenoids.

.

AC Electric Power - AC electric power is need:d to operate the motor- !.

operated isolation valves.
'

Engineered Safeguards Control System (ESCS) The ESC system provides.

the automatic control signal for containment isolation.

O

O
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. ANO-2 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SYSTEM
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ANO-2 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SYSTEM
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O ANO-2 CONTAINMENT ISOL.ATION SYSTEM
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ANO-2 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION SYSTEM g,
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A2.2 Reactor llullding Cooling System (RllC)

O System Functions

The Reactor Building Cmling (RBC) system functions to maintains an ambient air |
temperature of 110 F or less within cor.ainment building during nonnal operation. This is

,

achieved by drawing containment air through the chilled water cooling coils. A second I

function of the RBC system is to drerease the post accident (LOCA, MSLB), temperature !
inside cont.inment below 110 l' within 24 hours after the accident and maintain the
containment pressure trlow the design pressure of 59 psig by removing the decay heat
through the service water cooling coils.

Design and Oncration

The RB Cmling system is not a front line and does not support any front line systems or top
logic to front line systems. The purpose of this model is to support the Level 2 analysis,

ne RB Cooling system consists of four cmling units which compose two separate
independent trains. Each train is equipped with two fans and two sets of cooling coils. A
damper controls air flow through the coils. The two trains are supported by separate ESFAS
buses and sepaiate senice water trains. The RB Cooling fans and coils are EQ qualified and ;

all equipment is designed to Seismic Category I. i

i

Normal and emergency cooling of the reactor building are accomplished with basically the
same cooler units. Each unit contains nomial and emergency emling coils and a single speed
fan. During normal operation, chilled water from the plant main water chillers is cimulated

O through the normal cooling coils of the units with the fans operating. For emergency cooling,
all units operate post-accident conditions with the heat bemg rejected to the senice water
system.

The reactor building atmosphere enters each of the cooler units at the fan locations. Intake
during nomial operation is through a duct network common to all four indis. The discharge
from the fans of each train discharges into two separate distribution plenums which distribute
the cooled air throughout the reactor building. One pair of the units (A & B) is cooled by
Senice Water Loop I while the other pair (C & D) is cooled by Service Water Loop II. An
Engineered Safety Features Actuation Signal generated by high pressure in the reactor
building or by low-low pressure in the pressurizer will cause all four cooling unit fans to stan
and the bypass dampers and service water valves to open. During emergency operation, air
intake to the units is through the bypass dampers. Air is drawn through the service water
cooling unit and fan, and then discharged to the containment atmosphere via th( distribution
plenums and duct network.

During normal operation, the cooling units will be removing heat through the chilled water
cooling coils. Upon receipt of a ESFAS signal, the reactor building cooling system changes
operating modes automatically and all four fan-cooler units are placed in operation. De
ESFAS signal also causes the fan's bypass discharge dynpers to open and opens the senice
water supply and return valves to the coolers. After the automatic initiation, the reactor
building emergency cooling system will remain in operation until the emergency condition has,

| ended. System operation is monitored from 1e control room during this period.

O
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Success Criteria and__Maior Assumptions

The RB Cooling System operates successfully if at least one of the four cooling units operate
j when an accident occurs. This assumes that at least one of the reactor building spray trains is

also successful.
:

ne following assumptions were made during the development of the RBC system fou:t tree:

1) Two Fans are normally running. On loss of offsite power, all four fans will
receive an ESF signal to start. Therefore, a failure to start prebability is

i included in the model.

2) During normal operation, two fans are mnning arid their cooling unit backdraft!

dampers are open. However, for conservatism it is assumed that the failures of
all four dampers will be fails to open and transfers closed..

System Interfaces

AC power for fans, dampers, and valves..

DC power for service water valves..

ESFAS/CCAS actuation signals to fans, valve;, and dampers..

,

Service Water to cooler units..

O
Chilled Wate* to cooler units.+

.

.

I

i

O
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Appendix B
P

Scoping Analysis for Anticipated Transients M'ithout Scram
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| - B.1, INTHODL'CTION
1

| Most of the sequences that may lead to core melt after the occurrence of an event are
developed in the SBLOCA (Small Break LOCA), LDLOCA (Large Break LOCA), SGTR,

j (Steam Generator Tube Rupture), and the Transient event trees (see Reference B.8-1). Not 1

] fully developed in these event trees, however, are the sequences that involve a failure of the
RPS (reactor-protection system) to produce a trip after a demand induced by the initL;ing
event,i.e. ATWS (Anticipated Transient Without Scram).,

j Tnere are two reasons that the ATWS sequences are not included in the main PRA event
trees: i,

) 1. ATWS sequences differ from other transient consequences in that the ensuing heat
j imbalance has the potential to chal!enge the integnty of the RCS (including the reactor l

l

! vessel, the RCS piping, and the valves in connecting sptems needed for (1) long-term

j cooling or (2) RCS inventory makeup or injection ur.d boration).

'

; 2. ATWS sequences require the consideration of additional parameters and functions for
preventing core melt. These include the moderator temperature coefficient and its

|
burnup dependence and an alternative means of rendering the reactor suberitical.

;h This scoping report addresses o ily the ATWS events included in the Transient Event Tree.

.

Because the primary concem associated with ATWS is the resultant high peak RCS pressure,
'

the SBLOCA, LBLOCA, and the SGTR ATWS events, being depressurization events, will
not be considered The SDLOCA and SGTR events challenge the RPS due to low RCS*

pressure. Because the ATWS is initiated at much lower pressures for the SBLOCA and
'

SG'IR events than ATWS events initiated by a transient such as LOMFW ( Loss of Main

! Feedwater), the impact of the RPS failure wih be minimized. The LBLOCA ATWS is not of
| concern because the large pressure decrease will resuh in extensive coolant voiding thus
! shutting down the core in much the same way as rod insertien. The event frequency for the

SBLOCA, LBLOCA, and SGTR initiating events are very small, making insignificant
; contributions to the total CD (core damage) sequence frequency. Frcm Reference B.8 7, the

j SGTR expected yearly frequency is 9.77E 03, while the yearly expected frequency is 5.0E-03

; and 1.0E-4 for SBLOCA and LBLOCA, respectively.
|

This document discusses the ouantincation of ATWS event frequencies, the modeling
assumptions and input data, and the construction and quantineation of the event trees used to
perform a scoping assessment of ATWS events at ANO-2. It should be noted that this
assessment is based largely upon that presented in References B.8 2 and B.8-3 due to lack of
ANO-2 specific compiled infonnation.

O
B-1
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O
D .2. TRANSIENT FREQUENCIES

| Reference B.8 3 prepared for the CE Owrer's Group lists ten transient groups which
| encompast the events which may occur in the life of a PWR reactor. Reference B.8 3 also

suggests that the 3410 MWT group (the group which ANO 2 has been placed in) of plants
should be considered with the 3800 MWT group with respect to transient peak primary
pressure response. The following transient groups are considered to provide a comprehensive
survey of ATWS consequences:

Uncontrolled Boron Dilution
idle Loop Startup
CEA Withdrawal'

Excess Steam Load

less of Station Power
Turbine Trip
Loss of Coolant Flc,w

Loss of Feedwater

RCS Depressurization
Primary Sample Line Break g'

| The first four transient groups above produce heat removal imbalance and therefore RCS
pressurization, however boron injection is typically initiated for their tennination. Nane of
these transients when initiated from full power conditions produce significant RCS
overpressurization according to analyses performed in Reference B.8 5 and documented in
Reference B.8-3 on page 25. The exception to this assessment is the zero pov'er control rod
withdrawal group.

| The zero power control rod withdrawal produces an initial reactor power increase (terminated
at a value less than 100 percent design power) followed by a subsequent reactor power
decrease due to reactivity feedback, in this event the initial power increase is of sufficient
mangnitude. and duration to produce heating of the reactor coolant and consequent RCS
overpressurization as limiting as the most adverse ATWS initiator. However, transients not
started from full power are not considered as part of the IPE evaluation process (Reference

| B.8-4).
|
|

|
The latt two transient groups of events produce insignificant consequences with legard to the
important ATWS criteria of RCS pressurization. These croups will not be evaluated further
in this study for this reason.

O
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1

i |

! ne middle group of transient groups are those which involve an interruption in the heat
removal from the RCS which can eventually cause severe RCS overpressuriration. With the<

exception of the LOSP transient group, these transient groups were analyzed to produce RCS:

pressures in the 4000 psia range for the 3800 MWT group of plants as documented in
,

] Reference B.8 3 on page 25. Even though the LOSP transient group is catagorized as not
producing a signi6 cant challenge to the RCS pressure tuundary for the 3800 MWT group of

j PWR's,it does prcxiuce a nmimum primary pressure of 3000 psia for the 2560 MWT group
of plants. It also produces significant pressurization as detailed in Reference B.8 2 for ANO-

; 1. The LOSP is a transient group whose successful mitigation relies heavily on emergency AC
power. For this reason, the fault tree for this ATWS initiator is unique and as in Rekrence j

B.8 2, will contribute significantly to the total core damage frequency. !

i;
,

I
; As mentioned in the above paragraph, maximum predicted pressures during the worst
j overpressurization events were predicted to be in the 4000 psia range. 4000 psia exceeds the
i 3700 psia nuximum pressure criterion as established in the following section. Due to more
i recent calculations with a best-estimate code these results were found to be overly

conservative. Reference B.8 3 documents sensitivity studies comparing the results of the,

] more recently developed code CENTS to those of the well documented code CESEC ATWS.
| A review of the effect; of the ATWS related models in CENTS suggests that the sum of
| individual model effects is to lower maximum pressure by approxima:cly 750 psia. if these
i models were considered integrally, the models' effects would probably be to reduce peak

| prssurization more on the order of 500 psia. In any case, more accurate predictions show that
ATWS overpressurization criterion is met for the most limiting overpressurization events.

'

In the effort of being conservative and being consistent with the ANO-1 ATWS study, this
study will consider core damage frequencies for the IE's (initiating events) T1 (Turbine Trip),

| T2( Loss of Main Feedwater), T3 (LOSP), and T6 (Reactor Trip). Please note that the loss
; of RCS Coolan Flow transient is grouped with the T6 (Reactor Trip Initiator) in Reference

B.81 and the Tb mansient group is grouped with the Tl transient group because of the IE's,

i faul' tree similarity.
.

| The data from the 41 transient categories described in Reference B.8-6 was collapsed into 15
IE (Initiating Event) groups as described in Reference B.8-l for ANO 2. In order to facilitate

_

the ATWS scopSg analysis, these IE's were either neglected due to their benign effects or
their insignincant con +r%ution to the total CD frequency, or grouped with the mitiating events;

; designated above as being those of most importance it is important to point out that the total
number of transients for ATWS consideration was preserved in this collapsing scheme and -
that, when the categorization was not straightforward, the transients were conservatively
assigned to categories of higher consequence with the loss of Main Feedwater group,

producing the rnost severe consequences. Only those transients which were previously
#

analyzed as being benign will not be included in the IE frequencies formulated here. Table
B.21 summarizes the categorization of the 15 IE's given in Reference B.81 into the three

'O Transient categories which are considered for this scoping report. The frequencies for the 15
IE's are extracted from Reference B.8 7.

B3
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O
Table 11.21. Collapsing of the 15 Significant Transient

Initiating Event Categories for ANO 2 ;

Mean Annual Designated
IE Category Frequency , Category

T1, Turbine trip 0.76 T1
T2, Loss of Main Feedwater 0.25 T2
T3, Loss of offsite power 5.84E-02 T3 |
T4, Excessive reedwatec 9.40E-04 * '

T5, S*.eamline/Feedwater Line Break 1.10E-03 i*

T6, Reactor Tr;p 2.03 T1
T7, Total Loss of Service Water riow 5.45E-03 72
T8, Loss of SW Pump P4A 7.3BE-02 12
79, Loss of SW Pump P4B 7.38E-02 T2
T10, Loss of DC Bus D01 3.94E-04 **

{T11, Loss of DC Bus D02 3.94E-04 **

T12, Loss of AC Bus A3 3.94E-04 **

T13, Loss of AC Bus A4 3.94E-04 **

T14, Loss of AC BUS b5 1.04E-03 **

T15, Loss of AC BUS B6 1.04E-03 **

Benign RCS pressurization effects*

Insignificant contribution to total CD frequency**

It should be noted that the IE's which * ave been denoted as having an insignificant
contribution to the total CD frequency for ATWS sequences do significantly contribute to the
total CD frequency for the overall plant model. This is due to the fact that the scoping nature
of the ATWS study conservatively applies top event probabilities to all of the IE's, so that the
actual IE probability plays a greater role in the detemiination of its contribution. Therefore,
those IE's which have smaller probabilities contribute less. For example, the frequency for the
dominant sequence including the T14 IE would involve the IE (IE-3), a failure of rods to
insert due to an electrical failure (IE-5), and a loss of the borated water source or a loss of
long term cooling (3E-1). The total probability of this sequence would be 3E-9 or about
1.5% of the dominant ATWS CD sequence probability of 1.94E-7.

O
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O Therefore the initiating events selected for ATWS analysis for ANO-2 are:

TI, Turbine Trip
T)., Loss of Main Feedwater (Loss of PCS)
T3, Loss of Station Power

in analyzing these three categories, the frequencies shown in Table B.2 2 were used. The
frequencies were taken from Table B.21 and adjusted. Consistent with Reference B.8-8, not
allinitial reactor power levels were considered to have the same consequences in this scoping
analysis. Transients occurring at less than 25 percent power were excluded on the basis of
benign consequences. The IE estimated frequency values in Table I were adjusted by
reducing them as sugested in Reference B.8-8. The adjusted IE frequency for the event trees -
are listed in Table B.2-2.

.

Table B.2-2. Frequencies of Transient Categories
Considered in the Scoping Analysis

,

Mean Annual Frequency
Category (unadjusted) (adjusted)

s

Turbine trip 2.79 2.36O Loss of main feedwater 0.40 0.20
Loss of Stat. ion Power D.dfi D.dfi

Total 3.25 2.62

In summary, the frequencies given in Table B.2-2 are felt to be conservatively bounding for
ANO-1 because a conservative approach was t sed to collapse all significant ATWS transient
categories into three.

O
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11.3. N' VS Mitigation Features and Success Criteria

An ATWS event can be characterized as consisting of the following three stages:

1. The initiating event requiring a reactor trip, which fails to occur.

2. The pressure excursion which occurs due to the large power mismatch.

3. The " recovery" during which the plant attempts to respond to the initiating
event and the damage caused by the pressure transient,

i. .e to the rapidity of the pressure excursion, the Erst two states may actually be viewed as
representing the initiating event. In the context of a PRA, in which the objective is to
detemiine the frequency of severe core damage, success may be defined as the ability to
maintain core cooling during the recovery state. The ability to maintain core cooling is
determined by the damage associated with the initiating event, the damage incurred during the
pressure transient and the successful operation of the undamaged systems.

The limiting ATWS scenario is one in which the pressure excursion both initiates a LOCA
(Loss of Coolant Accident) and damages the culpment that must respond to it, i.e., the ECCS
(Emergency Core Cooling System). In order for this common mode initiator to accur, the
RCS pressure must reach a level at which damage to RCS components necessary for safe
plant shutdown are assumed to occur. One speci6c concem following an A'DVS is that the
ensuing RCS overpressure will be suf6cient to jam the check valves in the ECCS injection
lines shut.

The rim ry issue for this sequence is denning the peak RCS pressure above which this level
of damage is expected to occur and below which it is expected to be avoided. This pressure is!

| described as the "ATWS peak pressure criterion." A brief revi'.w of several PRA's indicates
that the majority of PRA's have used a value of 3200 psia for this pressure (Reference B.8-3).|

O
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; O
j Use of the 3200 psia criterion was primarily based on its use by the NRC ATWS Task Force
; in their value/ impact analysis of ATWS plant nulification options (Reference B.811). The

use of the 3900 psia criterion in the Oconee PRA (Reference B.8 3) and the ANO-1 PRA
(Reference B.8 2) was based on analysis performed by B&W, in response to NRC questions

; prior to ATWS rulemaking (References B.8-21 and B.8-22). Since a PRA is a best-
estimate analysis, as opposed to a worst-case licensing analysis, a value closcr to 3900 is

'

justified. While this history appears to indicate that the most secure approach would be to

i continue to use the 3200 psia value,3200 psia is viewed as being unnecessarily restrictive for
j pre System 80 C-E PWR's. During the ATWS rulemaking process C-E perfonned stress
| evaluations of all major primary and auxilliary, RCS components within C-E's scope of supply

i for specific application for ATWS concerns (References B.812 and B.813). Stress
; evaluations were conducted in the 3800 - 4300 psia range and included all representative C E

{ PWR classes. The results of the evaluation are presented in Reference B.8 3, Table B.31.
'

Based on these evaluations,it is concluded that ATWS generated pressures bebw 4300 psia
will not jeopardize PCS integrity or the operability of the equipment needed for a safe
shutdown. Additional details on this study can be found in References B.812 and B.813.

j

} While C E analyses of vendor supplied con,ponents domonstrate they can withstand 4300 psia
: and maintain function 6ility, other calculations also show that above 3750 psia the RV upper
i head begins to lift from the upper head seal and upper head leakage begins. Even though the

upper vessel head is expected to rescat properly upon decompression (Reference B.8-3), the
; ATWS overpressurization criterion is chosen to be 3700 psia for conservatism.
!

f In section B, transient groups to be analyzed with the fault tree structure were identified. The
IE (Initiating Event) causing the greatest pressurization event was found to be the complete'

LOhtFW (Reference B.8 3, page 25). As discussed earlier, the maximum pressure has been
found to be excessive based on the results of more recent calculations with CENTS
(Refcrence B.8 3, page 34). Using CENTS for the analysis of the complete LOhiFW, several

'

j sensitivity studies were performed. Since success criteria is based on maximum RCS pressure,
it is important to note basic analysis assumptions and their sensitivities on the analysis results.

! The following sensitivity studies are based upon ATWS initiated by a complete LOh1FW with
a total failure of the RPS, followed by a failure of the trubine to trip and nomul actuation of

; the auxilliasy feedwater system, with normal plant charging and letdown systems considered
'

operational. These sensitivity studies are documented in Reference B.8-3 on page 33.

|
.

O |.
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O
1) Effect of Turbine Trip

CENTS analyses were performed to establish the signincance of the trubine trip on
ATWS RCS pressurization for several times during the lifetime of the fuel cycle.
Results of these analyses indicate that the occurrence of a successful turbine trip
results in pressure reductions of between 250 and 500 psi.

2) Partial Control Rod Insertion

Mechanically induced ATWS events are not likely to result in failure of all control rods
to insert. The implications of this on the ability of the plant to recover from the
ATWS will be signincant. A study performed at BOC for a generic 3410 MWth PWR
in which 50% of the control rod worth is lost showed that the peak pressure rise was
over 1300 psi less than when a complete electrical failure occured. Even for a
mechanical failure of this magnitude, peak ATWS pressures were not sufncient to
challenge the plant safety relief valves.

3) Availability of Auxiliary Feedwater early in the Transient

The effect of the avaiability of auxiliary feedwater on RCS pressurication was
investigated by allowing emergency (auxiliary) feed to actuate on system demand. The h
delay of ERV (emergency feedwater) to the S/G's was assumed to be 50 seconds. The

effect of early delivery of EFW (delivery before maximum pressurization for pressure
mitigation) is strongly dependent on the time of cycle. The sensitivity to the delivery
of EFW is small towards EOC Ilowever, knear BOC, delivery of ERV could lower
peak pressures by nearly 300 psi.

4) Letdown / Charging

As the RCS pressurizes, the letdown Dows can increase significantly above the
i.aminal value and provide some volume and pressure trlief. The signiScance of this
charging / letdown Gow was evaluated by perfonning a similar analysis with both nows
set to zero. For ATWS transients with low system pressurizations, the operHon of
letdown results in a small decrease in the peak ATWS pressure of under 20 psi. At
higher ATWS pressures the availability of letdown provides about 60 psi pressure
relief.

After the initiation of an ATWS sequence, various functions are required to ensure the j
integrity of the RCS and the core. Each of these functions is performed by a set of phtnt i

features for which success and failure must be differentiated.

l
i
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i

| Please note that the event functionallogic is considered generic to ANO-1 and ANO-2 as well
as Occ,nec Unit 3 (i.e., generic PWR safety functions as noted on page 9 of Reference B.8 3)1

so that only the definition of the top event success criteria will be different for the different;

! plants. Mitigating features associated with the top events chosen for the specific IE's fault

j trees are discussed further in the following section.

|

!
1

i B.4. EVENT TREE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

i
| Figures 3.41 through B.4-3 present the ATWS event trees that have been constructed for the
j identified initiating events using the mitigating features and fa' lure modes described in

| Reference B.8-3 in conjunction with sections E-3 and E 4 of reference B.8 9.
;

1

!
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O There are 2 reasons for separately considering tlie three A'DVS IE trees as opposed to a wngle
tree for the 3 IE categories. One reason is the uniqueness of each to the 3 categories with
regard to possible event sequences. While the turbine trip is the IE for T1 category of events,
i*. is a top event considered after the RPS has failed for the LOMFW IE. Secondly, the results
of the LOSP (less of Offsite Power) category ire less severe than for the LOMRV or the TT
lE categories. By separating the events, the total contribution to core damage can be
separated into areas of varying severity.
The approach of separate tree structures and selection of fault tree top events is consistent
with that of ANO-1. Even though it appears to be different from that presented in Reference
B.8 3, it can be shown to be quite similar when the top events are defined further. Fo the
purpose of simplicity, the following discussion will compare the LO\tRV tree as a
representative for this analysis with the CE gen:ric tree.

The first four top events in the generic CE tree in Reference B.8 3 and the LOMFW ATWS
tree in Figure BA.2 are identical with the exception of the TT (Turbine Trip) event. Whereas
the CE generic tree allows for recovery on failure of the 'IT due to success of all subsequent
events, the trees for this analysis only considers recovery for the borated water and long term
cooling top events. At any rate, the contribution to total core darnage frequency for the two
trees due to a failure or a success of the TT is basically equivalent.

For both trees, the next event is the failure of the ERV. The first top event which considersO the failure of ERV in the CE generic tree concerns early actuation for mitigating peak
pressurization. The second EFW top event is the failure of ERV to remove decay heat. The
top event for ERV failure in the LOMRV tree encompasses both of the ERV functions of the
CE generic tree. The same arguement for the TT applies to the EFW discussion with regard

'

to subsequent TE success. Even though success is considered for subsequent TE's in the
generic CE tree beyond EFW, the contribution to the total CD frequency is approximately the
same as for the LOMRV tree. The major difference in the top event for EFW failure for the
two trees arises in the definition for EFW success. Whereas for the CE generic tree, only one,

'

ERV train is ri. quired for successful decay heat removal, two trains are required for this study.
| It is conservative to require two trains for success.

| The next two top events of MTC (adverse MTC) and PR (pressure relief) are reversed in
order of occurrence for the CE generic and the LOMFW trees. The order of occurrence has,

!
little effect since MTC is based on conditions at event initiation.

|

O
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The ceasequential steam renerator tube rupture is included in the genetic CE tree whereas it
is not evaluated for the LOMFW tree due to the extremely high bursting pressures required.
C-E SG tube burst tests were performed on virgin and simulated wasted inconel 600 steam
generator tubes (References B.813 and B.8 ?4). Results of these tests showed that the virgin
tubes wi" not burst up to pressures in excess of 10.000 psi. The wasted tubes burst pressure
was found to be 6150 psi at 650 'F.

m

'fhe final difference between the CE generic and the LOMFW tree deals with the fW8 two top
- events in the trees of BW - 1g term wactivity conol) and LTC (long term coo;ing). The,

LOMFW allows recover of ; ore damage on almost all top event failures, whereas these top
events are only consider o when all other top events are s';ccessful for the CE generic tree.: .

h These two approaches are not so different d en it is noted that the probability of failure for+

e y f* cu ; BW and 111C is gready increased when p vious failures cause expected primary system
k -N pressure to rise beyond the core damage pressure criterion of 3700 psia.

"

~ 3A 4
17 The top events (branch points) employed in the ATWS event trees are briefly desciibed

'%. J below.
',d ;

B.4.1 Mine Trio ATW' '

; e
RPS (Reactor Pr ..on System)

The RPS unavailability has been som: d into two categories due to the potential fo.
g electrical and raechanical %re; 'this is appropriate due to the reccet plant

modificatims at ANO to ine w the reliability of scram in response to the NRC
ATWS Rule by installing the DSS (Diversified Scram System).

a
Taking credit for DSS the probability of an electrical failure in C e RPS is predicted x
2.0E-06 in the Reference B.8-10 on page 2-5. Once operator recovery is credited by
multiplying by 0.5 (failum probability for the operator to manually scum the reactor),
then the adjusted RPS unavailability due to an elec.uical failure is 1.0E-06, The
estimation of 0.5 credits operator action to depress the scram button during the
trainsient sometime before peak RCS pressure it reached. In Reference B.8-25, the '

credited probability that the operator will depress the scram button is estimated to be
0.24 and 0.17 fer the Sequoyah and Surry plants, respectively.

O
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Mechanical failure to scram is defined as the inability of the control rods to physically
drop into the core by sticking. It is unrealistic to assume that all of the rods would'

! physically be unable to be dropped into the core, however this is assumed for
conservatism. In reality enough rods would probably he dropped -into the core

#

mitigating or at least dampen the reactivity surge due to increased RCS pressure. In

j Reference B.8-25, for the Sequoyah and Surry plants, the possibility of -RPS
unavailability due to mechanical failure was found to be from one-half to one-fifth of

,
'

that due to electrical failure before the DSS or operator recovery was credited (as in
Reference B.8 2, the DSS is assumed to reduce RPS failure probability by 90%). 'Ihis

i seems to be consistent with other PRA studies which have cons;dered both modes of

i failura in the RPS. For this scoping report the value chosen for the probability of
; mechanical failure of the RPS will be 1.0E-05. This value is consistent with that

generically assumed by the NRC in Reference B.8-11. Because of the different
'

reference point of evaluation for this n..ae in comparison to Unit 1, it is twice that
assumed for the Unit I study.

| MFW (Main Feedwater)
i

For the turbine-trip and the LOOP (reactor trip signal is assumed) ATWS, enough
main feedwater and steam generator inventory may be available for primary heat,

removal. After a turbine trip, the RTO (Reactor Trip Override) function of the,

Feedwater Control System initia:es MFW pump coastdown to prevent abnormal-

pressurizer level decreases caused by overcooling of the RCS (Reactor Coolant
System). One pump will coast down completely and the other will deliver
approximately 5% of rated flow. Since the outcome of all transient initiators is based
on the LOMF (Loss of Main Feedwater) initiator and the LOMF event is much more
severe regarding the loss of secondary inver,to.y, lack c.f primary heat transfer md

'

therefore primary pressurization, the positive effects of MFW availability will be
included.

! The probability of MFW unavailability is based on plant specific en nt frequency data.
Recalling that the 'IT initiator frequency includes that for both Tf's and Reactor Trips,
the ratio of LOMF events to TT events i:, about 0.1 (0.25/(2.03+0.76)) from Table

|_ B.21. This is a conservative method of determinine the .JFW unavailability, since

| only a ponion of LOMF's are coincident with a TT or a Reactor Trip. Also note that a -
| LOMF event which occurred as a result of or coincident with a "IT or Reactor Trip
'

would be logged as a LOMF event due to the more severc consequences of the LOMF
event.

|

!

|

A
U

!

|
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9|
E (Emergency Feedwater)

Since main feedwater is net creditea, emergency feedwater is required. The more
limiting LOMRV (Loss of Main Feedwater) analysis grfoimed by CE reported in
Reference B.8-12 indicates that ERV flow is available to the S/G for the ANO-2
classification of C-E plants in approximately 100 seconds. Since the peak pressure
was calculated to occur at about 87 seconds, earlier actuation of EFW than 87 seconds
could only be beneficial in conserving S/G inventory and thus lowering the RCS peak
pressure. In any case, from Reference B.8 18, the turbine driven ERV pump was.

found to deliver full flow in 52 seconds, while the electric motor driven pump was
found to deliver full flow in 97 seconds with no intern.ption in power (no Loss of
Offsite Power). Therefore, the availability of ERV :s in the time frame to support
previous ana'ysis.

The success criteria for this branch is the successful generaden of the EFAS
(Emergency Feedwater Actuation System) followed by a successful initinnon d ERV.
Since the ATWS overpressurization peak occurs early in the transient, successful
generation of the DEFAS (Diverse Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal) in
conjunction with the failure of the EFAS is not credited for purposes of this top event
since UEFAS systems are expected to supply water too late in th: transient for
successful peak pressure mitigation (Reference B.8-3). Even : hough DEFAS will
deliver water to the S/G for purposes of decay heat removal subsequent to the peak
pressurization, it is not credited for conservatism.

; Secondary pressure control is also required. The failure of enough of the safety
| valves, bypass valves, or atmospheric dump valves to actuate in order to mitigate
| excessive secondary pressure rise is judged to be negligible.

The logic for successful delivery ''ERV flow is . hat the 2 ERV pumps deliver flow to
at least one of the S/G's. This top gate logic U quantified in Appendix A, Ref. B.8-28
a , having the probability of 0.197.

MTC (MTC<95% Value)

| For this analysis, it has been assumed that if 3700 psie is exceeded, a LOCA will
!

occur. This situation is of specific concern since the check valves in the HPI/ly
i- injection lines may deform, seize, and prevent injection flow.

A review of previous CE analyses (References B.8-3 and B.8-5) indicate that for the
ANO-2 class of C-E plants, given success of the primary rdief valves, the ERV system
and safety injection, an RCS pressure of 3700 psia will be exceeded only if an ATWS
occurs from full power operation with a moderator temperature coefficient (MTC)
greater 2 -0.86 x 104 delta-k/k *F. h

B-16
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O
Using this value assumes that the turbine trip is successful (which will be the case for
the Tl initiator) and that early actuation of EFW has not (EFW success for decay heat

;

removal is still available). The -0.86 x 10-4 value is derived by considering the MTC
'

quantification cases in Reference B.8-3 for assuming: >

1) TT has occurred and early EFW is available'

2) TT has not occurred and early EFW is available

3) 'IT has not occurred and early EFW is net available. <

The effects for the availability of EFW were examined with respect to cases 2 and 3,
and effects for the turbine trip were examined with respect to cases I and 2. For
conservatism, when the turbine trip or the EFW actuation is assumed failed in the fault
trees, the probability that the MTC value will be adverse is 1.0.

The MTC value of-0.86 x 10-4 is an estimate of the typical 3410 MWt class of C-E
reactor (set Ref. B.8-3 for classification) for a complete LOMFW (Loss of Main
Feedwater) event. Other initiators would result in lower peak pressures and less
limiting MTC vidues.

The probability that the reactor is at full power with an MTC greater than -0.86 a 10-4
delta-k/k *F is calculated as follows-

P(MTC) = X/Y

where X = days per cycle at full power with an MTC greater than or equal
to -0.86 x 10-4 delta k/k *F

|
Y = days per cycle that the reactor operates (413 days)

(References B.8-14 and B.8-15)
'

It has been estimated for a typical cycle the MTC will be above -0.86 x 10-4 delta-k/k.
'F for about 7.5 EFPD's (cycle 8). For ANO-2 Cycle 8 (References 'B.8-14 and B.8-.

,

15), the MTC value of -0.961 x 10-4 occurs about 8 EFPD's into the cycle, while -
1.842 x 10-4 occurs at about 413 days into the cycle. Since the relationship between -
MTC and cycle length is linear and assuming that the MTC is 0 at 0 EFPD's,
extrapolation to the left of the lower value yields the value for MTC of > -0.86 x 10-4
occurring for 7.5 EFPD's out of the cycle. The probability that the reactor is at full
power.with an MTC greater than -0.86 x 10-4 delta-k/k *F is simply:

P(MTC) = 7.5 days /420 days = 1.8 x 10-2 -

B-17
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O
PR (Primary Relief)

If a safety relief valve fails to open a LOCA was assumed to occur by rupturing the
RCS in a susceptible location. The event is modeled by the module modeling the
failure of one of the two SRV's (safe j relief valves) to relieve steam as defined in
Reference B,8-16. The possibility for failure to relieve the primary requires that only
one of the primary relief valves fail to actuate. The probability that only one of the
SRV's fail to open is calculated by doubling the possibility that one of the two CRV's
fails to open.

R701 = 2 * (RRY204732N)

where, R701 = Probability that any oae of the two Primary Relief Valves fail to
open

RRY101001N = Probability that 1/2 SRV's fail to open

R701 = 2 * 1.4E-04

R701 = 2.80E-04

This value is much less than the ANO-1 assumed failure value of 3.97E-02 because
ANO-2 does not have an ERV and the ANO-1 ERV is required for pressure relief.

W '?rimary Relief Secured)

If a safety valve fails to close, a LOCA occurs due to the unisolated leak path. The
likelihood of this event is calculated below by modelling the failure of 1/2 SRV's to
close after relieving water. The mcdules below are taken from Reference B.8-17:

R102 = 2 * RYQ

vb R102 = Either one of the SRV's fails to reseat after relieving liquid

RYQ = Either SRV fails to close after liquid relief

R102 = 2 * 0.1 = 2.0E-1

This value is approximately the same as that predicted for this top event for ANO-1.

G.
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LO
BW (Borated Water),

1

I
In the initial stage of the ATWS, reactivity control is limited to tne plant's negative
moderator tempet ere coefficient. To assure that the core does not retum to power

'

as it cools down, it 2, required that sufficient negative reactivity be added. If the RPS
'

failure was initiated by an electrical fault, sufficient reactivity addition may be
guaranteed by de-energizing the MG set, causing the rods to drop into the core. If the:

rods cannot be mechanically inserted, boron must be injected to the core. For each
transient, failure to inject borated water into the core was assumed to lead to core4

melt.;

Following an ATWS that does not result in.a consequential LOCA, the system.

pressures will remain elevated above the shutoff head of the HPSI's. Under this,

! condition, bo,ated water is injected into the RCS through the charging pumps.
According to Reference B.8 3, one of three charging pumps discharging from the.

concentrated BAMTs (Boric Acid Makeup Tanks) will deliver sufficient boron to shut
,

i down the core prior to depletion of the CST (condensate storage tank). -Success for
this path _ of borated water injection assumes that all CVCS piping, valves and

: necessary pumps (two of three BAM pumps and one charging pump) are operational
and one of two BAMTs are available.;

Another source of borated water may be used, the RWST. However, the boron
'

concentration of the RWST is much less than that from the BAMTs so that by EOC,
both the charging and letdown systems are required. This source of borated water is'

j not creoited due to the higher likelihood of letdown systein failure at pressures in the
3800 psia vicinity.

:

If a LOCA has occurred, the RCS will depressurize to below the SIAS setpoint. Both
; reactivity and inventory can then be accomplished by injection from HPSI. If a
'

consequential LOCA has not occurred, a LOCA could be induced by feed and bleed
operations involving the LTOP/ECCS valves, so that recirculation is established from
the sump to HPSI to the RCS. This path is considered to accomplish LTC (Long

| Term Cooling) and is not credited for borated water injection. *

I
! To reduce top-event / system deper.dencies and uncertainties, only the long term

reactivity control path using one BAMT, two of three B AM pumps, and one charging
| pump, along with the associated piping and valves will be assumed. The value for the -
'

probability of failure of borated water injection is documented in Appendix C of
Reference B.8-28 as 0.012 for the case where system pressure does not exceed 3700
psia.

!

s**
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For all other cases where the system pressure is assumed to exceed 3700 psia, the
value of 0.112 is used. 0.1 is the value assumed in the ANO-1 study [Ref. B.8-2] and
the Oconee study [Ref. B.8 9] due to the concern that the check valves in the
HPSI/LPSI injection lines may deform, seize and prevent injection flow, and 0.012 is
the failure probability discussed above.

LTC (Long-Term Cooling)

Provided the core is permanently shut down by boration and the plant has been
brought to residual heat removal entry conditions using the secondary side heat
removal, long term cooling is required. The preferred means of long-term cooling is
by the SDCS (Shut Down Cooling System), if the SnCS is not available, long-term
cooling may be accomplished through continued secondary side heat removal through
the ETSV system. A third source of long term cooling could be feed and bleed
operations. The path for feed and bleed assumes that the LTOP/ECCS vent valves are
operable and that the HPS! path from the sump is available. For conservatism, only
the paths of SDCS and feed and bleed will be considered as the possible success paths,
since EFW has already been considered. The calculated probability from Appendix C
of Reference B.8-28 for LTC failure is 0.00438 when system pressures are expected to
be below 3700 psia. g
For all other cases where the system pressure is assumed to exceed 3700 psia, the
value of 0.104 is used. 0.1 is the value assumed in the ANO-1 study [Ref. B.8-2] and

I the Oconee study [Ref. B.8-9] due to the concern that the check valves in the
HPSI/LPSI injection lines may deform, seize and pirvent injection flow, and 0.00438

i is the failure probability discussed above.

|
|

|
t

|

O
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O B.4.2. Loss of MFW ATWS Event Tree

TT (Turblue Trip)

A successful trip of the main turbine is required directly after the loss of main
feedwater in order to allow the water in the Steam Generator downcomer to act as a
heat sink. If the turbine continues to operate after a failure to scram on loss of main
feedwater, a LOCA was assumed to occur, if injection of borated water or continuous
long term cooling of the core fails, the CD is expected to follow. The turbine receives
a signal to trip independent of the RPS when the main-feedwater pumps trip. A
review of loss-of-feedwater scenarios (at Oconee) indicates that nearly all would
involve a turbine trip. The turbine trip value for the Oconee PRA of SE-3 (Reference
B.8-9) is used here.

All other branch points utilized in this even: tree have been previously discussed.

B.4.3. LOSP (Loss of Offsite Power) ATWS Event Tree

AC(Emergency AC Power)

The major contributor to the failure of Emergency AC power is the failure of the
EDG's (Emergency Deisel Generators) to start or to run. Since only one of the EDG's
is required to ' deliver power to one of the HPSI/LPSI pumps for BW/LTC and only
the red EDG (EDGI) s required to reach full EFW flow as the red EDG supplies
power to the electric motor driven pump, success for AC will be defined as success of -i

; the red EDG to start and to run with or without the green EDG available. The
probability for failure of the red EDG frem Appendix A of Reference B.8-28 is

,

| determined to be 0,13.
!
.

| There is one more failure branch for the Emergency AC top Event. That is the case
where no EDG's start or run. That failure probability is established in Appendix A of
Reference B.8-28 also as 0.020. This value~ is consistent with the Oconee PRA
(Reference B.8-9). This sequence is expected to advance directly to core damage.

!

!
.

O
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EFW (Emergency Feedwater)

The EFW failure evaluation for the LOOP transient differs from that of the TT
because of its dependence on Emergency AC power. Inspection of the LOOP tree
indicates that Emergency AC is considered successful if the red EDG is available.
Even though EFW is only considered upon success of Emergency AC power and only
the red EFW pump relies on AC power, some dependencies upon AC power exist.
The value of 0.306 developed in Appendix B of Reference B.8 28 will be used here. If
only one EFW pump is available, it is assumed that there is insufficient secondary S/G
inventory, RCS overpressization occurs and a LOCA follows.

BW (Borated Water) and LTC (Long Term Cooling)

'
The BW and LTC failure evaluations for the LOOP transient differ from those of the
'IT because ofits dependence on Emergency AC power. Inspe: tion of th LOOP tree
shows that Emergency AC is considered successful if the red EDG is available. BW
and LTC are considered for success only after Emergency AC has succeeded or at
leart the green EDG is available. For cases when pressure is not expected to exceed
3700 psia, Appendix C of Reference B.8-28 has determined the failure probability for
BW and LTC to be 0.137 and 0.0224, respectively.

For the case where the RCS pressure has the potential to be greater than 3700 psia
and the red EDG is successful and the green EDG may be available as weL the values

of 0.10 (the ANO-1 Reference B.8-2 and Oconee Reference B.8-9 assumed
probability of check valve failure and seizure due to excessive primary pressure) are
added to the failure probability at lower pressures. For the case when the red EDG is I

not available but the green EDG may be, the f:21ure probability for BW/LTC is
assumed to be 0.3. With cne train of Emergency AC power available, there is a
possibility of recovery even though it is less likely than when both trains are available.

O
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O B.S. ATWS CORE MELT SEQUENCES SUMMARY

The quantification of each ATWS sequence was straightforward because most failure states
lead directly to a LOCA and the consideration of subsequent mi igating conditions (borated-t

water injection and long-term cooling). The unavailability data were thus applied directly. A
more detailed analysis of those sequences would include tne support systems, (e.g., local DC
faults and service water system faults) that affect multiple front-line systems. The system-
inoperability estimates provide some margin, (e.g., the use of .1 probability for HP! failure
after 'i.FW fails) for these dependencies. 'lhis margin was based on engineering judgement,
however, and is not a comprehensive substitute for a detailed analysis.

The event sequence frequencies for CD for the three transient groups are quantified in the
event trees in figures B.4.1 through B.4.3. The dominant sequence for the T1 and T3 IE's is a
mechanical failure of the RPS followed by a failure of 'dCCS to assure reactivity control by
injecting borated water into the core. The dominant sequence for the T2 IE is a mechanical
failure of the RPS followed by a failure of the EFW to actuate and a failum of ECCS to assure
reactivity control. Overall, all sequences including the mechanical failure of the RPS versus
the electrical failure are more hkely due to the reliability of the RPS in conjunction with the-

DSS.

The contribution of various failure modes to core damage frequency can be assessed byO, determining the corrbined frequency of the sequences that contain the particular failure mode.
These combined frequencies are summarized in Table B.3-1. Please note that the sequence
combinations quantified with the PP A softwa e (documented in Appendix D of Ref. B.8-28)
revealed some dependencies between the failure of the EFW and the success of BW and LTC.
To account for these interdependencies, the failure sequences to which the failure of EFW
contributes have been multiplied by 1.25 for the T1 and T2 IE's and 2.5 for the T3 IE.

|
1
;

1
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| Table 11.3-1. Contribution of Failure Modes to CD (Core Damage)

| ATWS ATWS CD Freg. % Contribution To CD
Group 4 Cont. (Yr- O Sequence Description

AC+ EFW+ TT+ MTC+ PR+ LOCD LCD.

! Turbine T 60.4 6.17E-07 --- 21.3 --- 12.6 0.2 14.2 51.7

i LCMFW 14.1 1.44E-07 75.6 1.5 3.7 0.1 4.8 15.3---

LOOP 25.5 2 . 61 F. -0 7 21.8 54.4 --- 0.7 0.0 6.9 19.9

Total 100.0 1.022E-06
L - - . . .

Total Normalized ++ 5.6 37.4 0.2 8.3 0.1 11.0 38.1

+ The tailure of these actions w/ subsequent loss of
BW/LTC result in CD

++ Normalized to transient specific % cont.ribution

O
,

,

|
|

|

|
,
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;O
i The ATWS groups in Table B.31 are partitioned into sequences which lead to CFA These sequences are

; then normalized with the % contribution to the total CD frequency of each ADVS group and adcted to
determine the top event contribution. Sequence contributors are i".;W by the dominant IE (failure oft

nutigating features) for the CD sequence frequencies. These sequence descriptiens are given below:c

| ,

! 1) AC - Early core damage due to no Emergency AC.
j 2) EITV - Early core damage due to failed EFW or failure to actuate in time along with
; failure of borated water aad/or long term cooling.
; 3) 1T - Early core damage duc to failure of the turbine to trip along with failure of borated
i water and/or long term cooling.

: 4) MTC - Early core damage duc directly to adverse MTC along with failuce of borated
j water and/or long term cooling.
4

5) PR - Early core damage due to failure of primary pressure relief along with frilure of

| . borated water and/or long term coolina.
6) LOCD - Core damage in conjunction sith SBLOCA due to stuck open relief valve,,

j 7) LCD - Core damage due to failure of borated water and/or long te m cooling only.

i
j Table B.3-1 indicata that approximately 60.4% of the total ATWS mean frequency for core
i damage of 1.02E-06 is due to the 1T (Turbine Trip) transient group. The expected consequence

{ of this group vith respect to pressurization according to Reference B.8-3 is somewhat less than
that for the LOMF which is the most severe of all the transient groups analyzed. The LOMF!

transient group contributes approximately 14.1% to the total CD frequency. The least,

consequential of the three, the LOOP transient gmup contributes the remaining 23.5% to the total
CD frequency.

4

; The nnjor sequence contnbutor to the total mean CD frequency at 38.1% for all transient groups

{ are these where a consequential LOCA is assumed and all the preceding top events are successful
: and the following top events of borated water or long term cooling are not successful. The
! second largest sequence contributors are those where sufficient Feedwater flow for removing
j primary heat does nct exist due to a loss of EISV. The third largest sequence contributors to the
| total mean CD frequency are those with the major top event being failure of primary relief.
I

!

i
a

i

1

- l
)
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O
Due to the scope of this report, only estimated frequencies are determined. It is importar.t to
understand that not all requences for a given transient will produce equivalent consequences

i and/or similar times for operator recovery. For example, CD for a TT with no top event failure
,

except BW is more probable than any other sequence leading to CD, however the consequence is
! much less severe than it would be if primary relief were not available. Also, more Gne is available

for operator recovery.

In summary, the point-estimated mean frequency of core damage is 1.02E-06 per year with the
TT IE contnbuting approximately 60%. This is quite conservative, since the Turbine Trip and
Reactor 1 rip categcq results in less severe consequences than the LOMFW transient category.
Thioughout this scoping analysis conseivative assumptions were made. Examples of other
conservative assumptions ivilow:

1. The Conservative assignment of all ATWS events was made to three categories.

2. No consideration of significant operating periods was included when the MTC value is
highly favorable.

3. Once a failure of one top event has occurred there is no credit given to other mitigating
top events until borated water and long term cooling are considered.

i 4. No credit was given to possible negative reactivity insertion by Eijecting emergency
borated water into the core prior to experiencing maximum primary pressure.

5. A mechanical Scram failure is assumed to fail all control rods, when realistically some of
the rods would be dropped into the cm.e and aid in mitigating reactivity increases due to
RCS pressure increases.

,

6. No credit is given to MFW Fow which may be available for the Turbine Trip ATWS
event.

|

7. No credit v,as given for operator recovery except for manual trip.

|

9
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i OO Some specific areas of the analysis are of concem because of the conceivability of adverse impacts,

'

associated with them. 'llese include the question of operability uf connecting systems and tne
~

; potential for a vessel rupture or a distortion of the core configuration such that core damage
follows inexorably after a severe-overpressure event. These concerns have been addressed in a
boundingly conservative manner in the ATWS Event Tree branch point probabilities.

,

An improved understanding of both of the considerations of system interdependency and the
potential for primary rupture followirg a severe overpressurization event depends on reducing the
present uncertainties with respect to acal limiting locations on the RCS boundary as well as the
failure criteria and modes at these locations. Since the estimated peak RCS pressures for nearly all

j the sequences examined (except for a total loss of MFW or EFW and extremely adverse MTC
; conditions) do not exceed about 4000 psig, it is likely that a detailed investigation of the above

| concerns would not lead to frequencies higher than those estimated here. It is probable that if the
conservatisms of this scoping analvsis were relaxed, the core damage frequencies estimated tor,

#

ATWS sequences would be lower.

t
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h
B.6. Modeling Concerns

The overall concems of connecting systems operability have been considered in that the selection
of the top events have resulted in only three areas of possible system interdependency:

1) The dependency of BW injection on the success of ERV,

2) The dependency of SDC and the Feed and Bleed function on the success of ERY,

3) The dependency of ERV, SDC, Feed and Bleed, and BW injection on Emergency AC
for LOOP transient group.

The possibility of an AC power induced failure (with the exception of electrical bus failures) on
any other system failure probability has beec addressed by creating a specine event tree for the
L.OOP trans;ent IE group and assuming the failure of Emergency AC power based upon the
unique dependency of the motor driven ERV pump on the red EDG. It is assumed that if the red
EDG is available that Emergency AC has succeeded, since only the red train is required to deliver
power to the electric motor driven ERV pump (the turbine driven pump has only a small
dependence of the green EDG in connection with DC pov.er). If only the green EDG succeeds,it
is assumed that ERV fails but long term reactivity control and cooling are still possible but less
likely resulting in a LOCA.

|
,

i

I

O
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i

O The effect of the loss of EFW on either HPSI or LPSI is due to potential injection line check valve
deformation and seizure caused by the primary system pressure increase resulting imm tha loss of

: heat sink. Maximum RCS pressure is assumed to exceed 3700 psia for the LOMF ATWS when
any of the RCS pressure mitigating top events of turbine trip, EFW flow, favorable MTC, or
pressure relief fail. The other IE groups will produce lower peak pressures, however the same

^

criteria for exceeding the md. mum pressure of 3700 psia will be assumed. Check valve
deformation and seizure is accounted for in the conservative additional assumed f:dlure probability
for HPSI and LPSI of approximately 0.1 when the maximum pressure of 3700 psia is expected to
be exceeded.'

:

There may also be other component / system dependencies which are common to several top event
failures. Tc verify that the assumptions made for this study produces results which are

: reasonable, a confirmation calculation was performed with the CAFTA software for two
: sequences for the TT event tree (the LOMFW and Reactor Trip top events are similar to the TF
: initiating event) and two squence for the LOOP event tree. The sequences failure probabilities

quantified are given below:
,

|

1) T1 * KM * E * BW
;
.

) "I * KM * E * LTC

| 3) T3 * KM " * t3W
!

4) T3 * KM * E * LTC
.

where. Tl is the initiating event designator for a Turbine Trip
T3 is the initiating event designator for a Loss of Offsite Power
KM is a top event designator for a mechanical failure for the RPS
E is a top event designator for loss of EFW flow BW is a top event

designator for failure to secure long term reactivity control
LTC is a top event designator far failure to secure long term cooling

! The confirmatory calculations are documented in Appendix C of Reference B.8-28. Any common
'

failures for these sequerces were eliminated by CnFTA. The confirmation calculations indicate
that the assumptions made are relatively good. ' They did indicate some EFW failure dependency,

en BW and LTC success. These dependencies have been a.: counted for in Table B.3-1 by,

increasing the EFW failures by an appropriate amount with respect to the findings of Appendix D
of Reference
B.8-28.

;

'
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B.7. Event Sequence Core Damage and Plant Damage State Assessment

First of all,it should be noted that the CD sequence probabilities are very conservative due to the
scoping natcre of their davelopment and represent much higher values than are actually expected.
For this reason, it is not really appropriate to include these CD frequencies in the ANO-2 PRA
base model. However, they have been included for conservatism. Where the ATWS valoes
become a considerable contribution to the total CD values f,m the ANO-2 PRA base model
ralts, this should be considered. All of the identinable conservatisms which exist have been
qualitatively described on page 30.

Each ATWS sequence is a contributor to the total core damage frequency and is placed in a core
damage bin depending on the sequence charactc.istics (Table 5, Ref. B.8-1). The bin designations
are included on the Event Trees in Figures B.4.1 through B.4.3. The ATWS seouences for the T1
and T2 initiators will be combined and distributed over the possilJ- Containment Safeguard
hres. Th T3 initiators are treated separately from the T1 and T2 iaitiators, and the total loss of
nation por (SBO or Station Black Out) are still yet trcated separately from the T3 iniator
sequences, since the operation c.f containment systems is so dependent on station power. The
posrible Containment Safeguard States are designated 1-r'.ow and apply to each of the core
damage bins: '

G: Containment Ventillation Failure

Y: Containment Spray Failure in the injection mode

Y: Containment Spray Failure in the recirculation moder

J: Containment Isolation Failure

I: Success of Containment Veatillation and Isolation and Spray la both the
injection and recirculation mode characterizing no Containment failure.

The CSS (Containment Safeguard States) distribution depends on the failure sequences of
interest. He Core. Damage Bins can be conservatively linked to two failure sequences described
in the ANO-2 PRA base model TBF and TBX (Ref. B.d-1). The T designator signines the
initiating event, the B disignator signifies a failure of RCS and core heat removal and F and X
signify a failure of once-through cooling (early core damage) and sump recirculation (late core
damage), respectively. The TbF and TBX failure sequences are conservative compared to other
ATWS sequences such as TQ (transient initiator followed by a pressure control failure) since the
TBF and TBX sequences include reccerics and skew the distribution to the more severe
consequences.

O
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O According to Table 5 of Reference B.81, each core damage bin is associated with either early or
late core damage and th:refore can be associated with CSS distribution for either TBF or TBX.
It is apparent that bins I, Ill, and V characterize early core damage and should be distributed
according to the TBF CSS. Bins II, IV, and VI characterize late c..re damage and should be
distributed according to the TBX CSS. The CSS distributions for TBb and TBX are developed in
Appendix E of Reference B.8-28. Table B.7-3 includes those CSS distributions developed in
Appendix E. The CSS frequencies were determined by multiplying the appropriate portion of the
total TBF or TBX distibution for the Tl/r2, T3 without SBO, and SBO initiators by the
eppropriate early and late core bin frequencies. The CSS frequencies will be integrated into the
ANO-2 PDS (Plant Damage State) summary for the PRA base model.

Note: It is acceptable to combine ATWS seques : PDS with the total plant PDS, since the core
damage state for ATWS is expected to be comparable to non-ATWS events. Once the ATWS
event has progressed to the point where the core is damaged due to loss of coolant, with the lack
of moderation, the core will be suberitical just as it would for a rodded core. Reference B.8-12
indicates that for the LOFW event with Auxiliary feedwater initiates at 99.6 seconds into the
transient, while the maximum pressure is reached before this time at 86.6 seconds. Shortly
thereafter (before 200 seconds) the core power decreases to decay heat levels with very little or
no more addition of nuclear power. This is comparable to non-ATWS event sequences where
nuclear power is eliminated due to control rod insertion.

T,.ble B.7-1 on the following page is used to sum the CD sequence frequencies for the T1 and T2 *

initiators according to their CD Bin designations. The T3 initiated sequences are treated
separately, so that Table B.7-2 is used to sum the T3 CD sequence frequencies according to their
CD Bin designations. Figures B.4.1 through B.4.3 were utilized to build Tables B.7-1 and B.7-2.

<

.
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Table 11.71 - Summary of Tl and T2 initiated A PWS Sequence Frequencies "

Bin I Bin II Bin III Bin IV Biri V Bin VI

7__4.85-8 6 1.81-8 4 1.94-7 3 7.24-6 10 6.56-10 9 5.41-10
13 4.33-9 18 1.62 9 16 1.73-8 15 6.46-9 13 3.57-8 12 2.04-8
34 4.85-9 33 1.81-9 31 1.94-8 30 7.24-9 22 5.85-11 21 4.83-11
46 4.33-10 45 1.62-10 43 1.73-9 42 6.46-10 25 3.18-9 24 2.63-9

| 62 3.65-9 61 1.36-9 59 1.46-8 58 5.45-9 28 6.56-8 27 5.37-8
80 3.67-10 79 1.37-10 77 1.47-9 7e 5.48-10 3 's 6.56-11 36 5.41-11

40 3.57-9 39 2.94-9
49 5.85-12 40 4.83-12
52 3.18-10 51 2.63-10
55 6.56-9 54 5.37-9
65 4.94-11 64 4.08-11
68 2.68-9 67 2.22-9
71 5.49-8 70 4.54-8
74 1.10-9 73 9.26-10
83 4.87212 82 3.94-12
86 2.65-10 85 2.23-10
89 * 39-9 88 4.54-9
92 1.10-10 91 9.26-11

.......... .......... .......... ...-._.... .......... ......_...

.

i 6.21-8 2.32-8 19-7 o.27-8 1.82-7 '. 54-7
l
i

| ** All values are exponentials where for example 1.00-8 represents 1.0*10-8

|

|

|

O
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B.7-2. Summary of T3 Initiated ATWS Sequence Frequencies "

-

Bin I Bin II Bin Ill Bin IV Bin V Bin VI

99 9.55-9 98 1.35-9 96 3.82-8 95 5.39-9 102 2.3-11 101 9.1-12
118 9.6-10 117 1.4-10 215 3.82-9 114 5.4-10 105 1.26-9 104 4.9-10

108 9.2E . 107 3.62-8
111 2.34-0 110 1.64-9
121 2.3-12 120 9.1-13
124 1.3-10 123 4.9-11

,
127 3.70-9 126 1.45-9
130 2.34-9 129 1.64-9

_________ _________ _________ _________ ______ __ . ,_______

_

1.05-8 1.5-9 4.20-8 5.9-9 1.24-7 5.62-8

** All valaes are exponentials where for example 1.00 8 represents 1.0*10-8

Note: The SBO values for sequence numbers 112 (1.20-8) and 131
(1.20-9) are treated seperately.

.
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The total CD frequencies for the early core damage sequences from Bins I, III, and V for T1
and T2 sum to 4.93-7 ar.d the late core damage sequences from Bins II, IV, and VI for T1 and
T2 sum to 2.70-7. The two sequences numbered 112 and 131 from the Loss of Offsite Power
tree represent the probability of an ATWS and SBO. The total probability of core damage for
these two sequences is 1.32-8. Early core damage is expected from an SBO event. Dividing
the non-SBO T3 stquences into early and late core damage as with the T1 and T2 events and
summing results in the early core damage probability of 1.77-7, and a late core damage
probability of 6.36-8.

In order to integrate the ATWS scoping sequences into the total plant damage probabilities,
these ATWS CD Bin combined frequencies are distruibuted oser de appropriated Level 2
TBF and TBX sequences. The level 2 sequence Trequency distributions are compiled for
possible containmen: failures as described on page 34. There are different distributions,

compiled for the T1 and T2 combined IE sequences, the T3 non SBO IE sequences, and the
SBO sequences. Table B.7-3 is generated by distributing the TBF (early core damage)

: sequences and TBX (late core damage) sequences for the three different sequence types. The
frequencies for the Table B 7-3 distributions are developed in Appendix E of Ref. B 8-28.
The last column of values are those which should be included in the ANO2 PRA base model
results.

It should be noted that it is very conservative to collapse the bin V and VI ATWS sequences
with the TBF (all bin III) and TBX (all bin IV), respectively. The level of severity for most of
the III and IV sequences which are SB LOCA events is greater than that for the V and VI (LB
LOCA) sequences due the characteristic of LB LOCA's to quickly depressurize. From
inspection of Tables B.7-1 through B.7-3, the ratio of bin V sequence frequencies to total
TBF frequencies and bin VI to total TB:: is found to be 3.06E-7/6.70E-7 or 15.77c and
2.10E-7/3.34E-7 or 62.97o. If the LB LOCA bins were separately considered from the TBF
and TBX Plant Damage States, the frequencies determined through Table B 7-3 would be
significantly decreased.

O
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Table B.7-3 Plant Damage State Frequencies *

..O
L2 Seq TI&T2 % T1&T2 T3 T3 SBO SBO Total

Sum Freq % Sum Freq % Sum Freq PDS * *<

j Freq
; TBFG 0.59 0.03 4.32 0.08 0.0 0.00 0.11

TBFGJ 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00,
'

TBFJ 13.70 0.68 1.60 0.03 0.0 0.00 0.71
TBFI 48.92 2.41 79.85 1.41 0.0 0.00 3.82
TBFYi 0.21 0.01 2.70 0.05 0.0 0.00 0.06
TBFY1G 35.3i 1.74 10.09 0.18 94.90 0.13 1.92
TBFYiGJ 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.00 5.10 0.01 0.00 _
TBri1J 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00

j TBFYr 0.10 0.00 0.89 0.02 0.0 0.00 0.02

j TBFYrG 1.16 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.06
TBFYrGJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00.

TBF'IrJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
TBF 100.00 4.93 100.00 1.77 100.00 0.13 6.70

i TBXG 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
i TBXGJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.'00 0.00

TBXJ 0.00 0.00 0.00
'

O.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
d

| TBXI 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
: TBXYi 0.00 0.00 64.49 0.41 0.0 0.00 0 . /.1

TBXYiG 97.92 2.64 S.42 0.03 0.0 0.00 2.67
; TBXYiGJ 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00

TBXY1J 0.00 0.00 0.56 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
i ] TBXYr 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00

TBXYrG 2.07 0.06 29.23 0.19 0.0 0.00 0.25.

'
TBXYrGJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00

s TBXYrJ 0.00 ,0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
$ TBX 100.00 | 2.70 100.00 0.64 0.00 0.00 3.34

4

* All frequencies should be multiplied by 1.0 * 10 7,
j ** The total frequency collumn does not include SBO frequencies.
1
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ANO 2 INTERFACING.SYSTEN1 LOCAs ANALYSIS

C.I. INTRODUCTION

The term " interfacing system LOCA" refers to a class of loss-of-coolant accidents that are
postulated to occur when the valves that isolate low pressure piping from the piping in the
reactor coolant system (RCS) fail. These events were first idenufied by the NRC as sequence
V LOCAs in reference 4. By exposing piping with a low design pressure to the high pressures '

of the RCS it is obvious that piping failure may occur.

This could generate a LOCA that bypasses the containment and establishes a direct flow path
'

to the environment. The affected line could be an injection line that is needed to mitigate the
LOCA, such that an Interfacing System LOCA (ISLOCA) may lead to core melt. E- en if the
line was not an injection line, if the leak were to bypass containment, upon depletion of
borated water sources the injection pumps would have no source of coolant to transfer to. If
the RCS is not depressurized to terminate the leak and allow use of shutdowr. cooling
systems, long term core cooling will be lost.
With no source of long term cooling for the core, core melt is inevitable.

Generic letter 88-20 and reference 3 require that any functional sequences that contribute to a
containment bypass frequency in excess of IE-07/yr should be reported to the NRC in the IPE
submittal.

This appendix describes the interfacing systems that may be subject to an interfacing-system
LOCA at ANO 2, discusses the operations affecting interfacing systems, presents analysis of
the frequencies and failure modes, and summarizes the results. NSAC-154 provided
significant basis for development of this document.

C.II. DESCRIPTION OF INTERFACING SYSTENIS

The only interfacing systems of concern in this analysis are those which pass through the
screening criteria for an ISLOCA pathway presented in ref 4 or 5. By definition, an ISLOCA
pathway must satisfy the following attributes:

1. Connect to the RCS (the system must contain three or fewer normally-closed
pressure isolation vahes);

2. Penetrate containment;

3. High/ Low pressure interface;

4. Gverpressurization possible at power;

5. Significant challenge to the plant's safety systems (any interfacing lines smaller
than 1 inch for water or 2 inches for steam can be screened out of the ISLOCA
analysis).

(Other potential failures that establish a flow path inside the containment building are included
in the LOCA analysis as described in the ANO-2 PRA initiating event and event sequences
work package). Table C.1, taken from reference 2 contains a list of lines that interface with
the RCS (other data taken from ref. 6 through 10). The RCS connections which pass through
the screening criteria outlined above are the LPSI injection lines, the RCS letdown line, the
shutdown cooling suction line, the letdown heat exchanger and the RCP seal cooler.

C-2
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T The RCS letdown line has two normally open, temperature-interlocked, motor operated
valves (2CV-4821-1,2CV-4820-2), an air operated flow control valve (2CV-4823 2), an air
operated throttle control valve (2CV-4817), and two me.nually operated valves (2CVC-1 A &
2CVC-2A) prior to the high/ low design pressure interface. The probability of all these valves
failing to close and allowing water to be lost outside containment is calculated to be <<lE-07.

The letdown heat exchanger is downstream of the high/ low design pressure interface
mentioned above for the letdown line. The frequency of an unisolable ISLOCA flow path
through this component is considered to be much less than IE-07 for reasons discussed above
for the RCS letdown line.

Therefore, the interfaces of concern (see Figures C.1, C.2, and C.3) are the following:

1. The LPSI system injection lines, which are isolated by two check valves per
line (2SI-15A & 2SI-14A or 2SI-15B & 2SI 14B or 2SI 15C & 2SI-14C or
2SI-15D & 2SI-14D) and one normally closed injection MOV (2CV 5017-1 or
2CV-5037-1 or 2CV-5057-2 or 2CV-5077 2).

2. The Shutdown Cooling (SDC) suction line, which is isolated by two normally
closed and pressure-interlocked MOVs (2CV 5084-1 and 2CV-5086-2) and a
normally closed MOV (2CV-5038-1).

3. The RCP seal cooler, which if subjected to a tube rupture, can be isolated by
2CV 5255.

C.III. OPERATIONS AFFECTING INTERFACING SYSTEMS

The operations affecting interfacing systems, including the function of the systems, the testing
on the systems and the technical specifications affecting the systerns are discussed below.

A. Functions

The LPSI lines (including the SDC suction line) are used during the shutdown cooling mode
of operation, during the testing of the emergency injection system, and during conditions
requiring LPSI flow. The SDC suction line is opened for the SDC cooling mode during
normal shutdown
operation and can be used for the same purpose under abnormal conditions. The LPSI cross-
connect lines are used to distribute flow to the RCS injection lines if one train does not
operate (including a LPSI line break).

The RCP seal cooler functions as an interface between the RCS and the CCW system to
facilitate seal cooling.

B. Testin g

The LPSI system check valve leak test is performed as part of the plant preheat and precritical
checklist to assure proper seating of check valves between the RCS and the LPSI system.
This leak test is conducted prior to:

1. entering Mode 2 (startup) after each refueling outage,

C-3 i
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2. entering Mode 2 after the plant has been in cold shutdown for 72 hours or
more and ifleakage testing as not been performed in the previous 9 months,
and

3. returning the valve (s) to service following maintenance repair or replacement
work on the valve.

!

The activities of the test are as follows (see figure for instrument and valve locations): .

__

l. Testing of check valves 2SI-15A,B,C,& D is performed by checking the
pressure upstream of the valves but before the SIT isolation MOVs (2PIS-

_ _ _ .

5000,2PIS-5020,2PIS-5040, & 2PIS-5C60 respectively) within 12 psi of the
associated SIT pressure (600 psig to 624 psig). If the pressure exceeds the
SI T pressure by 12 psi then leak rate measurements are performed (ref. 3,
Supp. #3).

2. Testing of check valves 2SI 14A,B,C,&D is performed by checking the
pressure between the check valves and the isolation MOV (2CV-5017-1,2CV-
5037-1,2CV-5057-2, & 2CV-5077-2) with a local pressure gauge (which is
temporarily installed only for the test) on the vent lines between the valves.
Failure of the 2SI-14 check valves would result in pressures approaching the
SIT pressure (600 psig to 624 psig). If the pressure is greater than 450 psig
then leak rate measurements are performed (ref. 3, Supp. #3).

The 2SI 15 valves are also continuously monitored by installed instrumentation. Annunciator ~

2K07, A-6, " SIS CHECK VLV LEAK" will alarm if the pressure upstream of 2S1-
15 A,B,C,&D is above 650 psig. The operator action in response to this alarm is to determine
which valve is leaking, drain the affected piping to the reactor drain tank, and perform leak
rate testing if the pressure in the line increases after draining activities (ref. 26, p. 57).

The injection lines are subject to full flow tests quarterly upon commencement of shutdown
cooling. In addition the normally closed LPSI injection MOVs 2CV-5017, 2CV-5037-1,
2CV-5057-2, and 2CV-5077 2, are stroke tested and the check valves 2SI-14 A,B,C,& D are
verified closed quarterly after the stroke testing (ref. 20).

The RCP seal coolers are not subject to any testing, but, there is a radiation monitor (2RE-
5202) downstream of the coolers which provides some indication of leakage from the RCS
into the CCW system.

C. Technical Specifications

The following technical specifications are the most significant with respect to the potential for,

an interfacing-system LOCA at ANO-2:

"

Valves - ANO-2 Technical Specification 4.5.2.d.1 requires verification every 18 months the
automatic isolation and interlock action of the shutdown cooling system from the Reactor
Coolant System when the Reactor Coolant System Pressure is above 300 psia.

Check Valves - Im.kage past the safety injection valves 2SI-15A,B,C, & D,2SI-14A,B,C, &
D, 2SI-13A,B,C, & D requires that the plant be in hot standby within 6 hours and in cold
shutdown within the following 30 hours if the cotidition is not corrected (Tech Spec 3.4.6.2).

O
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C.IV. FAILURE AND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
,

-

A. Analvtical Anoroach and Basis

The frequency of events that can lead to an RCS rupture outside the containment is estimated
below for the interfacing systems previously described in Section II. The analysis is based on
ANO 2 procedures, generic data and engineering judgment.

B. Failure Anglyns

1. LPSI Svstem Iniection Lines

An ISLOCA in the LPSI injection lines (shown in Figure C.1) would Iv: caused by failures of
check valves 2SI-15(A,B,C, or D) & 2SI-14(A,B,C, or D) and the inadvertent opening of the
LPSI injection MOV: 2CV-5017-1, 2CV-5037-1, 2CV-5057-2, 2CV-5077-2 respectively.
Both check valves must fail to provide isolation against system pressure. These valves can fail )
in one of two modes: the first check valve may leak (transfer open) or the disk of the valve (
may fail (rupture). A leak or rupture would result in an increase in pressure which would be
detected by 2PT 5000,2PT-5020,2PT-5040, or 2PT-5060 which would cause annunciator
2K07, A-6, " SIS CHECK VLV LEAK" (on panel 2C17) to alarm (ref. 26). If the leakage j
were to go undetected for some reason the second valve would be unknowingly exposed and i
susceptible to failure due to the high pressure. Since the frequency of a check valve to leak
(taken to be ' check valve transfers open') is greater than that for a rupture, the leak frequency {
will be used here.

{
l

The equation for frequency of an ISLOCA in a line with two check valves in series is (ref. 33,
p. B-7):

Fs = Fl(F1)(T) + 2Fl(Fd)

Where: Es = Frequency of failure.
|

Fl = Leak (rupture) (check valve transfers open) = 9.46E-07/hr (ref.1).

Fd = Failure to rescat on demand (use transfers open
adjusted for time to fix leak or shutdown time) =
9A6E-07/hr* time (ref.1). T = Time interval of
concern

The time period T used in the above equation is defined by reference 33 as the time interval
between testing. Since ANO-2 has pressure indication between the two check valves the
second valve will only be exposed for the period of the time from when the line is pressurized
to when the first valve is manually closed or the plant is shutdown to fix the leaking or
ruptured valve. Since the first valve (2CV-5084-1) is a primary pressure boundary, Techni-el
Specification 3.4.6.2 would apply which requires shutdown to cold shutdown within 36 hours
or repair before that. Therefore, T will be taken to be 36 hours plus one shift of 8 hours
(detection time) for a total T of 44 hours,

i

The second term in the equation 2Fl(Fd) represents either valve leaking (rupturing) and the
other failing to hold pressure. Since ANO-2 has a pressure sensor between the valves this
term may be divided by two because if the first valve leaks (ruptures) the pressure sensor will
make this known. Therefore, the frequency of an ISLOCA through a LPSI injection line at i

1

ANO-2 is:

C-5
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Fs = (l.36E-06/hr)^2(44) + 1.36E-06/hr(9.46E-07/hr+44 hr)

Fs = 8.138E 11/hr + 5.661E-11/hr = 1.38E 10/hr

Since the second set of check valves are verified closed every quarter the ISLOCA frequency
is:

1.38E-10/hr(8760hr/4) = 3.02E-07/ year

The Injection h10Vs are stroked quarterly without verification of check valve integrity. But,
since it is unlikely that the valve would be stroked after the first check valve had failed, the
frequency of the valve being inadvertently resored open after testing may be applied here. A
conservative screening value of 1E-03 will be applied here for an ISLOCA frequency of:

3.02E-07/yr(1E-03) = 3.02E-10/yr

Since there are four injection lines the total annual frequency for a ISLOCA in the LPSI
injection lines is:

4(3.02E-10/yr) = 1.21E-09/yr

2. Shutdown Cooline (SDC) Suction Line

The SDC suction line (shown in figure C.2) is isolated '~a the RCS by two pressure-
interlocked motor-operated valves (2CV-5084-1 and 2C\ M2). The low-pressure piping
begins beyond the second pressure interlocked valve inside me containment building. Failure
of both valves would expose the low-pressure piping to the high RCS pressure. Between the
valves there is a thermal relief valve (2PSV-5085) which would lift if the upstream isolation
htOV were to leak by, fail, or be inadvertently open. This relief valve dumps to the reactor
drain tank and would most likely be detected quickly by the operators. The low pressure
piping also has a relief valve (2PSV-5087) in containment which drains to the reactor drain
tank.

One possibility of an ISLOCA through these valves can be described as a sequence of the
following events.

1. Valves 2CV-5084-1 and 2CV-5086-2 are open.

2. Piping inside the containment building maintains integrity under RCS pressure.

3. Piping outside the containment building fails to maintain integrity.

Engineering judgment was used to assign reasonable values for each event. The first event,
valves 2CV-5084-1 and 2CV-5086-2 open, could result from a common-mode haman error
signaling the valves to open. In addition to the human error, the two interlocks that prevent
valve opening would have to fail or be bypassed by local manual actions in order for the valve
to physically open. To assess the common mode human error signaling the valves to open, the
required actions have been reviewed. First, the operators must incorrectly decide to align
shutdown cooling at power (this action is highly procedurally controlled and an entire shift
deciding to do this is extremely improbable). Second, breaker 2B62-E5 for 2CV-5086-2 must
be closed (required to be opened for Appendix R concerns (ref. 23)). Third, the handswitch
for 2CV-5086-2 on breaker 2B62-E5 must be moved from REh10TE to LOCAL which will
cause annunciator 2K05, F 8, 'htCC 2B62 VLV SEL SW NOT IN REh10TE* to alarm (ref.
27). Fourth, the handswitch for 2CV-5084-1 on breaker 2B51-G2 must be moved from

C-6 '
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3 REN10TE to LOCAL which will cause annunciator 2K06, F 7, 'htCC 2851 VLV SEL SW
# NOT IN REh10TE' to alam1(ref. 25). Fifth, the signal from switch 2PC-4623-1 which is the

pressure interlock for 2CV 50841 must be bypassed. Sixth, the handswitch for 2CV-5084-1
must be placed in the open position, Seventh, the signal from switch 2PS 4623 2 which is the
pressure interlock for 2CV 5086-2 must be bypassed. Eighth, the handswitch for 2CV 5086
2 must be placed in the open position and finally all alarms must be ignored. This series
events is considered to be acts of commission rather than omission and the frequency of this
series of events is estimated to be much less than IE-07. However, if this happened the pipe
rupture must still occur outside the containment building for an ISLOCA to occur. The
probability of this is determined below in this section to be 3.04E 02. Therefore, this total
sequence of events (operator error of commission to incorrectly align SDC during power
operation, followed by failure of the SDC piping outside containment)is estimated to have a
frequency of much less than IE-07.

For a situation with both h10Vs inside containment the ISLOCA frequency is given by (ref.
33, p. B-12):

Es = (Fl^2+Fr^2+FrF1)T + (FIFo+FrFo+FIFt+FrFt)T/2 + 2FIFd + 2FrFd

Where: Fs = frequency of an ISLOCA
F1 = h10V leakage (htOV transfers open) = 1.36E-06/hr
(ref.1)

Fr = MOV rupture = 1.81E-07/hr (ref.1)

Fo = External Leakage

Ft = MOV transfers open = 1.36E-06/hr (ref.1)

Fd = MOV failing open while indicating closed = 1.07E
-04/ demand
(ref. 33, p. A 10)

T ''ime interval between testing of MOVs

The Fo temis are for extemal leakage of the valve, since both valves are inside containment
these terms may be deleted from the total ISLOCA frequency. The FIFt and FrFt terms are
present because the first MOV (2CV-5084-1) has power supplied to it and could get a
spurious signal to open causing the second valve to be challenged. If the first valve were to
open, the second would only be challenged for the time it takes for operations to manually
close the valve or shutdown the plant to fix the valve. This is because of the pressure
indication (relief valve 2PSV-5085) between the two MOVs.

The 2FIFd and 2FrFd terms are for either one of the MOVs filing open while indicating
closure then the other leaking or rupturing. Since ANO-2 has a permanent pressure indication
between the valves these terms may be divided by two (ref. 33, p. B-12 & B-13). This may be
done since if the upstream MOV (2CV-5084-1) were to fall open while indicating closure the
pressure indication would make this fact known. Because the MOVs are only locally verified
closed after a refueling outage these terms must be adjusted by (dT+1)/2. The term dT is the
number of shutdowns per cycle (d is number of demands per time period T). 3 shutdowu to
cold shutdown will be assumed to occur during each cycle making dT = 3.

O
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ne time period T used in the above equation is defined by r r rence 33 as the time interval -e .

between testing. Since ANO-2 has pressure indication betw::n the two MOVs the second
valve will only be exposed for the period of the time that the line is pressurized to when the
first valve is manually closed or the plant i= shutdown to fix the leaking or ruptured valve. ,

Since the first valve (2CV 50841) is a primar. pressure boundary Technical Specification
3.4.6.2 would apply which requires shutdown o cold shutdown within 36 hours or repair
before that. Herefore, T will be taken to be .,6 hours plus one shift of 8 hours (detection
time) for a total T of 44 hours.

Herefore, the frequency of an ISLOCA through the two MON s is:

Fs = ((1.36E-06/hr)^2+(1.81E-07/hr)^2+1.36E-06/hr(l.81E-07/hr))44 hrs

+ (l.36E-06/hr(1.36E 06/hr) + 1.36E-06/hr(1.81E-07/hr))44 hrs /2

+ 1.36E-06/hr(1.C7E-04)(3+1)/2 + 1.81E 07/hr(1.07E CM)(3+1)/2

Fs = 9.365E-11/hr + 4.611E-11/hr + 2.91E 10 + 3.87E-11 = 4.70E 10/hr

Fs = 4.70E-10/hr(8760 hrs /yr) = 4.11E-06/yr

A review of the P&lD for this system (ref. 8) indicates that the low pressure suction line is the
weakest link in the system (it is GCB class pipe, upstream of 2CV-5086-2 is CCB class pipe).
De total length of this pipe between 2CV-5086-2 (inside containment) and 2CV-5038-1
(outside containment) is 106.84' (ref. 21 & 22). The length outside containment, between the
containment wall and 2CV-5038-1, is 3.25'(ref. 21). Assuming that the probability of failure
of the pipe is equal throughout the pipe gives a probability of failure outside containment of:

3.25/106.84 = 3.04E-02

Therefore, the frequency of an ISLOCA outside containment for this failure sequence is:

4.11E-06/yr(3.04E-02) = 1.25E 07/yr

If the status of the valves were to be check after every shutdown to cold shutdown the
frequency would drop to 8.63E-08/yr.

3. Reactor Coolant Pumo (RCP) Seal Cooln

The catastrophic or complete (double-ended guillotine break) failure of a tube in the tube-in-
tube heat exchanger used for cooling the RCP seals would create an ISt.OCA flow path
(shown in figure C.3). The leakage would pass from the RCS through the RCP seal cooler
and into the Component Cooling Water (CCW) system. The frequency of a complete failure
(or rupture) for a RCP seal cooler tube is not available since no events of this type have ever
occurred. Therefore, an initiating event frequency will be developed here. The total number
of operating reactor years will be assumed to be 1000 years. Over this time frame there have
been 5 or so steam generator tube rupture events in the United States. Given the large
number of steam generator tul'es compared to RCP seal cooler tubes and the operating
differences associated with the tubes (temperature, chemistry, etc.) 1/2 of a seal cooler tube
failure will be assumed to occur over this 1000 reactor year time frame, it should be noted
that a guillotine break of a RCP seal cooler tube has not occurred over this 1000 year time
frame. 'Ihis gives an initiating event frequency of:

C-8
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|

0.5/1000 = 5.0E-04/yr

for a RCP seal coo'er tube rupture. Upstream of the seal cooler is a check valve (2CCW-38)
and a relief valve (2PSV-5259) between the cooler and the check valve. Outside containment
is a MOV (2CV-5236-1) and between this valve and the check valve there is another milef
valve (2PSV-5249). The MOV is setup such that the valve disc is forced against its seat,
given failure of the check valve, by RCS pmssure (ref. 31). With the valve closed the
ISLOCA frequency is driven by the probability of the piping rupturing outside containment.
The 10" piping penetrating containment has the thinnest wall of any othcr pipe in the system.
The length of p, ping between the check valve inside containment and the containment wall isi

13.76' (Ref. 32). The length of piping between the MOV outside containment and the
containment wall is 17.875' (ref. 30). Therefore, assuming equal probability of failure
throughout the pipe, the probability of an ISLOCA flow path through the upstream piping of
the RCP cooler is:

5.0E-04/yr(1.63E-03)(17.' 75/(17.875 + 13.76)) = 4.61E-07/yr

Note: The upstream check valve provides the most reduction in ISLOCA frequency in this
tiow path, if this valve were to be moperable the frequency would be much higher.

Downstream of the RCP seal cooler there are two isolation MOVs (2CV-5254 2 and 2CV-
52551). 2CV-5254 2 is inside containment but is oriented such that the high RCS pressure
will force the valve off of its seat preventing the valve from holding RCS pressure. The
outboard valve,2CV-52551. io ariented in the favorable position of having the RCS pressure
actually force the valve dix against its seat. Therefore, the probability of an ISLOCA through
this flow path, to the CCW surge tanks and to the atmosphere upon overflow,is (initiator and
MOV fails to close):

5.0E-04/yr(6.01E-03) = 3.01E-06/yr

If the valve does close, the only piping exposed outside containraent is the pipe between the
valve and containment. The length of the 2HBB-10-10" pipe outside containment and
upstream of the MOV (2CV 52551) is 7.11 feet (ref.16). The length itide containment is
1.83 feit (ref.17). This gives a probability of the break occurring outside containment of
(again assuming an equal probability of failure all along the pipe): '

7.ll/(L83+7.11) = 0.795

Therefore, the frequency of an ISLOCA 'hrough this path (break outside containment), with
the valve closed, is:

5.0E-04/yr(0.795) = 3.98E-64/yr

The maximum leakage expected from a tube failure in the RCP seal cooler is 70.04 lbm/sec
(ref.13). This corresp>nds to:

Vf(2300 psia & 540 F) = 0.02104 (ref.12)

70.04 lbm/sec(0.02104)(7.48)(60) = 661.4 gpm

- With 661.4 gpm of leakage and over 400,000 gpm of RWT inventory there is:

400000/661.4 = 604.8 minutes or 10.1 hours
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of time before SDC must be aligned. Actually there is greater than 10.1 hours since as RCS
pressure is lowered the driving force behind the break Dow is reduced (RCS pressure must
drop below 1766 psia to initiate a reactor trip). The likelihood of the operator failing to
depressurize the RCS to SDC conditions, before the RWT inventory is depleted is 0.01 (ref.
34, p. 3-22, Seq. 8D). The failure frequency is for a similar situation in which the RCS must
be depressurized to atmospheric pressure before the RWT empties. The frequency used
alw ve is based on a depletion time of 5.1 hours and is therefore conservative. The likelihood
of tru operator failing to rnanually isolate the leak is conservatively estimated at 0.05.
Although it is not common practice to apply two recoveries to the same event it is done here
because of the long time for operator response (10 hours) and the two significant methods of
coping with the event.

The seal cooler can be isolated with manually operated valves (2CCW 39A,B,C, & D and
2CCW-40A B,C, & D) on the upstream and downstream sides in CCC class pipe. If the
LL,CA is inside containment then long temi cooling is not affected and isolation of the break
is not necessary, If the LOCA is outside containment, leaving the containment environment
identical to pre-event conditions, an operator could enter containment to isolate the leak.

The valves are equipped with reach rods which make operation from outside the D-ring
feasible (ref. 29 & 30)if necessary. Therefore, the core damage frequency due to a rupture of
a RCP seal cocler tube rupture is:

Upstream of the cooler:

4.61E-07/yr(0.01)(0.05) = 2.30E-10/yr

Downstream of the cooler:

h10V 2CV-5255-1 fails to close:
|

|
3.01E-06(0.01)(0.05) = 1.51E-09/yr

hiOV 2CV-5255-1 closes:

3.98E-04/yr(0.01)(0.05) = 1.99E-07/yr

Therefore, assuming the N10V outside containment upstrea of the cooler cannot close, the
i core damage frequency due to a RCP seal cooler tube rupture is:
|

2.30E-10/yr + 1.51E-09/yr + 1.99E-07/yr = 2.01E-07/yr

If the inboard hiOV (2CV-5254 2) on the downstream side of the cooler could close against a
higher DP the frequency of an ISLOCA through the downstream path would be 1.10E-09/Fi

| for a total frequency of 2.94E-09/yr.
|

| Note: A sudden double-ended failure of a tube in the RCP seal cooler is very unlikely as is
'

evidenced by industry data which indicates that this type of event has yet to occur. The more
credible postulation of events is: a small leak develops in the cooler which allows RCS
inventory to leak into the CCW system which in turn will cause the radiation monitors in the
system to alarm and alert the operator. The operator would then take appropriate action
which would most likely be to cooldown and depressurize the plant (ref. 28) to Cx the leaky
tube. This chain of events is much more probable and is much more realistic than postulating
a sudden, unprecedented, catastrophic failure of a tube and provides for no challenge to the
plant's safety systems; only a required shutdown to fix plant equipment.
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C.V INTERNAL FLOODING

An ISLOCA also presents the possibility of the leaked coolant to cause failure of equipment
due to flooding inside the plant. The implications of the three events discussed above are very
similar and are outlined below.

For the LPSI injection lines the leak or break could occur anywhere in the system. If the
break were to occur outside of the pump room on 317' then the water would eventua'ly
propagate to the general access area on elevation 317' It has been verified that if the 400,000
gallon RWT inventory previously mentioned were to end up on elev. 317', all in the liquid
phase, the ESF pump roorns would not be flooded and equipment operation would not h
affected. If the break occurred inside one of the pump rooms even more margin is availabm
since the pump room itself must fill with water before the general access area will begin to fill.
Any water that may propagate to the EFW rooms on elev. 335'should not effect EFW pump
operation since the rooms are equipped with flood doors.

This same conclusion exists for the shutdown cooling suction line and the RCP seal cooler
tube rupture. Therefore, any leakage due to an ISLOCA in the Reactor Auxiliary Building
(RAB) should not disable more than one train of ESF pumps and should not affect operation
of either EFW pump.

C.VI. RESULTS

The mean annual frequency of core damage due to an ISLOCA at ANO-2 has been
investigated for postulable scenarios and is estimated to be as follows:

'

Line Mean annual frequency

| LPSI system injection lines 1.21E-09
, Shutdown Cooling suction line 1.25E-07

RCP seal cooler tube rupture 2.01 E-07'

: Total 3.27E-07/yr

Which is above the IE-07 reporting criteria. The only event analyzed in detail (including
human recovery) is the RCP seal cooler tube rupture. If the inboard isolation valve on the
downstream side of the cooler (2CV-5254 2) were to be tumed around such that RCS
pressure would actually push the valve disc against its seat the total frequency due to this
event would be 2.94E-09/yr.

|

| The SDC scenario also is above reporting criteria. If the isolation MOVs were to be verified
closed locally upon each startup after shutdown cooling was in use the frequency for this
event would drop to 8.63E-08/yr. This analysis is applicable to the boundary conditions

I described herein; it would need to be repeated to incorporate any changes to procedures, test
! frequencies, or valve status.
i
|

|

|O
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TABLE C.1'

gANO 2 RCS CONNECTIONS

DESCRIPTION RCS LOOE LINE CI ASS CON 1%1ENTS;

Sample Line A 2:CB-54-1/2,2BCB-4-1/2 <1"

LPSIInjection Lines A&B 2CCA-22-12,2CCA-21-12 2 chea ealves,1
2CCA 24-12,2CCA 23-12 normally closed MOV

!
Pressurizer Spray A 2CCA-14-3 Note 3

letdown Line A 2CCA-12-2,2CCB-1 2 4 nomially open PlVs

Presnrizer Spray A 2CCA-13 3 Note 3

' To Reactor Drain Tank A 2CCA-29-2,HCC 2 2 Note 3g

Charging Line From A 2CCA-27-2 Note 4
Regenerative HX

,

^

To Reactor Drain Tank A 2CCA-12 2,2HCC-1-2 Note 3

) Charging Line From B 2CCA-26 2 Note 4
Regenerative HX

'

To Raactor Drain Tank B 2CCA-30-2 Note 3

O
; To Reactor Drain Tank B 2CCA-31-2 Note 3

Shutdown Cooling B 2CCA-25-14 2 Pressure interlocked
PIVs prior to higMow

i pressure interface

RV Gasket Drain OnRV 2CCB 69-3/4,2TCD 40-1/4 <1"
2HCC 6-3/4

RV Head Vent On RV 2CCA-171 <l", Note 3

. Surge Line A 2CCA-1-12 Note 3

! Hot Leg Injection B 2CCA-25-14,2CCB-71-3 3 check valves and 1
i MOV 2CCB-70-3

prior to higMow
pressure interface

Spray Valve Piping A 2CCA-15-3.2HCC-77-1 <l", Note 3

Spray Header to Pzt. A 2CCA-15-4,2CCA-16-2 Note 4

Sample From Pzr. A 2BCB-3-3/4 <1"

PSV-1634, Primary A 2FCC-2-6 Note 3
Safety Relief-
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TA BLE C.1 (cont'd.) ==

ANO.2 RCS CONNECTIONS

DITCRIPTION RCS LOOP LINE CLASS CON 151ENTS

| PSV-4633, Primary A 2FCC-1-6 Note 3
'

Safety Rebef

RCP Seal Relief to A 2CCB-48-3/4 <1"
Quench Tank

.

Pzr. To LTOP A 2BCA-14-6 Note 3
|
| 2CV 4730/4740 Piping A 2BCA-14-4 Note 3

2CV 4731 Piping to A 2GCB 513-4 Note 3
LTOP,

2CV 4741 Piping to A 2GCB-514-4 Note 3
LTOP

ECCS Vent A 2GCB 14-3 Note 3

Refueling Level & A 2BCB 2-3/4 <1"
( Sample

Pzr High Point Vents A 2BCA-14 6,2BCA-16 3/4 <1", Note 3
2CCA-76-1

To Reactor Drain Tank A 2CCA-18 3/4,2CCA-32-2 Note 3

HPSIInjection Lines A&B 2CCA-23-8,2CCB 5-6 2 Check Valves 1
2CCB-15-3,2CCA-24-8 Nomially Closed
2CCB-6-6,2CCB-7-3 MOV in Each Line,
2CCA-22-8,2CCB-4-6 designed for RCS
2CCB 14-3,2CCA-21-8 pressure
2CCA-3 6,2CCB-13-3

Other interfacing systems susceptible to an ISLOCA are the CVCS (letdown heat exchanger) '

and CCW (RCP seal cooler). The regenerative heat exchanger screens out due to no high/ low
pressure interface.

NOTES:
1. Instrument lines are not designated.
2. Equipment nozzles are not considered -
3. Does not penetrate reactor building.

,

| 4. No high/ low design pressure interface.
|

O
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